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SUMMARY
It is possible to establish that the lowest unit in modern verse 
written in stressed metre is the half-line of two, or more 
exceptionally three, stresses, and that a majority of these 
half-lines are grammatically and/or semantically self-contained.
This unit provides a useful tool, firstly for defining more 
closely the nature of stressed verse, and secondly for detailed 
comparison of different works.
The corpus chosen for analysis consists mainly of works by T.S.
Eliot (Four Quartets, Murder in the Cathedral, The Family Reunion,
and The Elder Statesman) , but Auden's The Age of Anxiety and 
Murphy's The Cleggan Disaster are also included, and finally there 
is an experiment in historical comparison with samples from Piers 
Plowman and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.
All the half-lines of the corpus are subjected to metrical
analysis, the results of which are presented in Volume II (Appendix 
A). This forms the basis of the detailed classification of metre in 
Volume I, which also contains a grammatical classification of all 
the half-lines that can be defined as self-contained, and then a 
comparison of the metre and grammar of the half-line with special 
reference to line length, anacrusis, and rising rhythm.
The results of the thesis are to show that certain features of 
stressed verse are likely to be linguistically conditioned, e.g.
1
the grammatical types used in the half-line, and their normal 
length in syllables, whereas other features like rising rhythm and 
three-stress half-lines are more probably stylistically 
conditioned. Such stylistic effects are especially noticeable in 
The Cleggan Disaster, Murder in the Cathedral, and Four Quartets. 
Middle English alliterative verse, in both linguistic and stylistic 
conditioning, seems to be remarkably similar to Modern English 
stressed verse.
2
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Aim of the Work
It has often been noted that the use of stress metres in the 
history of English has been far from constant. It was the norm in 
the Old English period, and it was common in Middle English, 
especially in the West Midland and Northern areas; but in the modern 
period it is only in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that it 
has again become common. But whereas there has been considerable 
study of stress metre verse in Old and Middle English, and, in the 
Modern period, of its highly individualistic use by G.M. Hopkins, 
there has hitherto been no systematic attempt to establish the 
stress and syntactic patterns of twentieth-century verse in stress 
metre. Such an attempt will be the main purpose of this thesis, 
and, in addition, some attempt will be made to correlate the results 
with samples from Middle English.
The texts studied were: T.S. Eliot's Four Quartets, Murder in 
the Cathedral, The Family Reunion, and The Elder Statesman, W.H. 
Auden's The Age of Anxiety, and Richard Murphy's The Cleggan 
Disaster. The works of Eliot form the main corpus, but for the 
purpose of comparison, The Age of Anxiety and The Cleggan Disaster 
have been included.
Since past opinions on the metre of Eliot show some differences 
and disagreements, these will be considered first.
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1.1 Some Previous Opinions.
In his essay "Poetry and Drama" (1951), Eliot himself remarked 
that he wrote stressed metre and that the kind of line he employed 
is that of three stresses and a medial caesura:
what I worked out (for The Family Reunion) is 
substantially what I have continued to employ: a line of varying 
length and varying number of syllables, with a caesura and three 
stresses. The caesura and the stresses may come at different 
places, almost anywhere in the line, the stresses may be close 
together or well separated by light syllables; the only rule 
being that there must be one stress on one side of the caesura 
and two on the other."
Harvey Gross (1968:194) pointed out that many passages in The 
Family Reunion correspond to Eliot's paradigm,
" ..... but more often than not, the verse of The Family Reunion
settles into a four-stress line."
He quotes the following passage from The Family Reunion:
The sudden solitude in a crowded desert
In a thick smoke, many creatures moving
Without direction, for no direction
Leads anywhere but round and round in that vapour-
Without purpose, and without principle of conduct
He considers the last line of this quotation to be "an undisputed
three-stress line in a context largely made up of four-stress
lines." But the line can in fact scan as four-stress if we allow
the preposition without a primary stress in much the same way as the
without of the third line in the passage. The line scans as
follows:
/ / \ / /
Without purpose, and without principle of conduct
leaving the second occurrence of without with no stress or at most a
secondary stress.
4
In his analysis of East Coker, Gross discusses the technique of 
syntactic repetition in Eliot:
"Again Eliot builds tension through repeated syntax: "or in 
their place....or a factory....or a by-pass" (opening of East 
Coker). This pattern is repeated in diminution, just before 
Eliot restates his theme: "I am here/Or there, or elsewhere. In
my beginning"  At the end of East Coker we hear the same
hesitant syntax announcing the theme in inversion:
The wave cry, the wind cry, the vast waters
Of the petrel and the porpoise. In my end is my beginning.
The striking effect created by each return of the theme is not 
gained through simple verbal repetition or modification. It is 
gained through the manipulation of syntax which gives this 
'illusion of tonality'." (Gross 1968: 173-4)
"Illusion of tonality" is difficult to define. It seems to mean 
no more than the impression of organic unity that can be given by 
repetitions of words, phrases or syntax. However such repetitions 
are a notable feature of FQ, and have been shown by Keith Wright 
(1965:93-100) to contribute to the greater poetic quality of this 
work when compared with other works of Eliot. Some further 
corroboration of this view will appear in Chapter Four below.
Helen Gardner (1968) is of the opinion that T.S. Eliot developed 
a new metric with the appearance of "The Hollow Men":
"The change in Mr Eliot's poetic style which begins with The 
Hollow Men is accompanied by a change in his metric.... on the 
whole up to The Waste land, Mr Eliot's verse could be scanned 
with as much or as little propriety as most English 
post-Spenserian verse can be. After The Hollow Men, this is not 
so (1968:16).....
In the concluding chapter of The Use of Poetry Mr. Eliot said: 
"Poetry begins, I dare say, with a savage beating a drum in a 
jungle." The drum beat of 'Sweeney', which finds a lyric 
counterpart in the jazz staccato of the chorus songs, is the 
base on which Mr Eliot has built his new style." (1968:27).
The new method Eliot developed, in her opinion, is the line of four 
stresses and a strong medial caesura.
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"The norm to which the verse constantly returns, is the 
four-stress line with a strong medial pause." (1968:29)
G.S. Fraser (1970) has remarked that Eliot was using the
Langland line and that there are four sense stresses, not three
"But of four sense stresses in this kind of unit, one is often 
slightly less emphatic than the other three." (1970:18)
Then he scans the following passage from The Family Reunion marking
the "slightly less emphatic stress" with a reversed stress mark:
It's John has had the accident, : Lady Monchensey,
/  /  / \
And Winchell tells me : Dr Owen has seen him
/ / \ /
And says it s nothing : but a slight concussion
/ / / s 
But he mustn't be moved tonight. : I d trust Owen
/  /  \ /
On a matter like this. : You can trust Owen.....
Fraser says that "the fourth stress, the reversed one, is an
integral part of the metre, though it is probably helpful for this
kind of dramatic verse to mark the fourth stress as reversed."
(1970:18-19)
That process of reversing one of the four stresses in the line, 
which Fraser employs, is only a means of justifying what Eliot
himself had said (cf. page 4 above). If we allot a secondary stress
to seen or slight, this may not be wholly convincing, though Lady 
could receive a secondary stress. This is not to deny that there 
are passages in the play where a three-stress norm is obvious. This 
applies to certain lyrical passages in the play, e.g. the 
interchanges between Harry and Mary, as Harvey Gross has suggested:
Pain is the opposite of joy
/  / /
But joy is a kind of pain
/ / /
I believe the moment of birth
6
Is when we have knowledge of d^ath....
But these stand out as quite different from the norm of the play.
A.C. Partridge (1976:219) quotes a passage from Burnt Norton and 
scans it as follows:
And the unseen eyebeam crossed, | for the roses
Had the look of flowers that are looked at
There they were | as our guests, | accepted and acc/pting
So we moved, | and they,| in a formal pattern
\ / / I \ / /
Along the empty alley, | into the box circle 
He concludes at the end of his comment on the first movement of 
Burnt Norton that:
"Eliot had been experimenting for some time on a measure, 
without discernible metrical pattern, that would provide a 
natural medium for the dialogue of his plays." (1976:220)
The lines he quotes are not in my opinion "without discernible 
metrical pattern." The norm of the whole passage is four-stress. 
These lines can very well fit into the norm. According to the 
method adopted in this thesis, they would scan as follows:
28 And the unseen eyebeam ft crossed, for the roses
29 Had the look of flowers that are looked at
30 Th/re they were, as our guests,// acc/pted and accepting
31 So we m^ved and they,// in a formal pattern
32 Along the \mpty alley,// into the box circle
Line 28 receives four stresses instead of six (of which five,
according to Partridge, are the consecutive stresses of unseen 
eyebeam crossed). This reduced stressing makes the line much more 
natural. The caesura in this line, as in all the four-stress lines, 
falls in the middle of the line. Partridge places it to coincide
7
with a semantic break between the third and the fourth stresses, but 
a comparison of all such lines in Eliot will show that there are no 
good reasons for insisting that the metrical and syntactical 
caesuras must always necessarily coincide, [In Middle English, 
cases of doubtful caesuras are fewer than in Eliot, but this is 
perhaps natural in view of strength of the tradition in the Middle 
English period,] In line 30, were could be given secondary stress. 
In line 31, the caesura comes after they and the break after moved 
is semantic not metrical.
There is doubt whether to regard line 29 as four or as 
three-stress. The norm suggests that the relative pronoun that 
could be promoted to receive a metrical stress, but one cannot rule 
out the possibility that such lines, though in a minority, actually 
conform to Eliot's claim to write in three-stress lines (cf. page 4 
above and 2.1.3 below).
Partridge quotes the following passage from Burnt Norton
(1976:221):
/ / / /24 The inner freedom from the practical desire
25 The release from action and suffering, | release from the inner
26 And outer compulsion, | yet surrounded
27 By a grace of sense, | a white light still and moving,
28 Erhebung without motion, | concentration
29 Without elimination, | both a n^w world
30 And the old made explicit, | understood
31 In the completion of its partial ecstasy
32 The resolution of its partial horror
33 Yet the enchainment of past and future
34 Woven in the weakness of the ch/nging body
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/ '  /  /
35 Protects mankind from heaven and damnation
36 Which flesh cannot endure
He described the passage as "expanded blank verse in which the 
unstressed syllables outnumber the stressed ones." (1976:222) It is 
true that Eliot sometimes writes ambivalent lines (cf. 2.5 below), 
but this passage has little in common with blank verse. It fits 
into the four-stress norm, and the justification for assuming so 
much deviation from the norm is by no means clear. If the lines 
scan convincingly as four-stress, that scansion should be adopted 
wherever there are no reasons to the contrary. There are three 
lines which can scan as free pentameters, lines 24, 27, and 35. But 
the suggestion of the pentameter in these lines is not clearer than 
the four-stress basis of the line. Again the medial caesura in the 
four-stress line, and in these three lines, is as much part of the 
line as the four stresses. That is why these lines are scanned here 
as four-stress in the first instance. The lines suggest the 
pentameter, but this is probably no more than a secondary feature in
lines that clearly conform to the four-stress norm (cf. 2.5 below):
X / X / i / X |  X / , X X X /
24 The in | ner free | dom from | the prac | tical desire
X X  / X /  X / s / X / X
27 By a grace | of sense, | a white | light still | and mo | ving
X /  - X  X  | x  / . X  0 ) , X  /  . X
35 Protects | mankind | from hea | ven and | damna | tion
Moreover, the stresses of these lines, as Partridge apportions
them, vary from three to six. If the norm of the whole passage is
four-stress, line 26 would be:
And outer compulsion, yet surrounded
with yet having a primary stress. There is also a primary stress on
the first syllable of concentr/tion in line 28, the penultimate
syllable of el/mination in line 29, the first syllable of understood
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in line 30, the first syllable of resolution in line 32, and yet in
line 33. In line 27, the second half can be stressed like this: a
/ \ / / 
white light still and moving in which light is given a secondary
stress, and in this case we have a three-stress half-line (cf. 2.2.2
/
below). In line 29, the second syllable of elimination is given a
primary stress by Partridge, whereas the penultimate syllable is
given no stress (cf. p.11 below). This is not the natural way of
\ /
stressing the word. It is always stressed elimination, or, for
/ /
metrical requirement, elimination. In the b half-line in 29, world 
could be given a secondary stress, thus making a two-stress 
half-line. As regards line 31, it is difficult to decide whether it 
has three-stresses as Partridge has it, or four-stresses, thus 
fitting into the norm (cf. pp.4-7 above).
The same problem of stressing individual words and whole lines 
arises again in Partridge's scansion of another passage from Burnt
Norton (1976: 224).
117 Internal darkness, | deprivation
118 And destitution of all property,
119 Desiccation of the world of sense,
120 Evacuation of the world of fancy,
121
\ / / 
Inoperancy of the world of spirit;
122
/ /  / \ /
This is the one way, | and the other
123
/ i \ /
Is the same, | not in movement
124 But abstention from movement; | while the world moves
125 In appetency, | on its metalled ways..
The first syllable of deprivation in line 117 would naturally be
promoted, for metrical requirement, to the degree of primary 
stress. The same applies to the first syllable of destitution and
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to all in line 118, and also to not in line 123. In lines 121 and 
125, the four-stress reading was perhaps assumed as the underlying 
theoretical basis, and, therefore, the final syllables in Inoperancy 
and appetency could be promoted to the degree of primary stress. A
similar line to these last two cases is FQ 204 In daunsinge,
/ / /signifying matrimonie where, if the caesura falls after signifying,
the final syllable of matrimonie would be promoted. (Eliot may have 
inherited this possibility from earlier rhyming verse - cf. 2.1.3 
below). As regards p/ssication in line 119 and Ev/cuation in line 
120, the natural way of stressing them is Dessication and 
Evacuation. The secondary stresses are capable of being promoted 
and consequently regarded as metrical stresses. The reason why 
Partridge stresses these polysyllabic words as shown in the passage 
above is that they
"...have a curious function in these ten lines. The rhetorical 
and metrical stress opposes that of natural speech, and the 
allocation of primary and secondary stresses therefore depends 
on individual interpretation." (1976:224).
This is a purely subjective judgement. Why should the
rhetorical and metrical stress oppose that of natural speech? And
if the metrical stress opposes it, that could only be because of
Partridge's unjustified assumption of an "expanded blank verse",
i.e. syllabic-type verse involving tension between the spoken
stresses and the metre.
By promoting and and ls^ in lines 122 and 123, these lines can be
made to conform with the four-stress norm. However, they read more
naturally as three-stress, and, since that is the norm that Eliot
himself claimed to use, that possibility cannot be ruled out (cf.
pp. 4-7 above). This problem is considered in more detail below
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(cf. 2.1.3). Such lines are, however, decidedly in a minority.
For more detailed discussion of the differences over the nature
of Eliot's line of verse, cf. Lightfoot (1965: 162 ff.) who also 
concludes that the line in Eliot is four- not three-stress.
1.2 The Four-Stress Norm.
1.2.1 The Works of Eliot.
It is clear that, whatever Eliot may have intended, the 
resulting norm of his verse is a four-stress, not a three-stress 
line. The stresses may come at different places, almost anywhere in 
the line, as Eliot himself said. But the caesura comes in the 
middle of the line, as Helen Gardner says; somewhere between the 
second stress and the third. There is no fixed number of unstressed 
syllables. The opening movement of Burnt Norton illustrates the 
type of line Eliot regarded as having three stresses, while we can 
find four:
* / ,i / /
Time present # and time past
Are both perhaps pr/sent # in time future
/ / / \ /
And time future # contained in time past
If all time # is eternally pr/sent
/  /  /  /
All time # is unredeemable
The Family Reunion opens with a passage mainly written in a
four-stress norm:
\ / / _ / \ ✓
Not yet! I will ring for you. IF It is still quite light
I have nothing to do // but watch the days draw out
Now that I sit in the house // from October to June
/ \ / / /
And the swallow comes too soon # and the spring will be over
Eliot uses the same four-stress line with a strong medial
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caesura as the basis of Murder in The Cathedral:
Delight in sense, # in learning and in thought 
Music and philosophy, # curiosity 
The purple bullfinch # in the lilac tree 
The t^lt-yard skill, // the strategy of chess
Love in the garden, # s/nging to the instrument
/ / „ / /
Were all things if equally desirable
The only detailed attempt at the scansion of Eliot's verse made 
hitherto is that of Sister M. Martin Barry (1969), and some comment 
on her method is therefore appropriate here. She quotes J.C. La 
Driere's "Prosody": (in the Dictionary of World Literature 1953):
"Lines may be constructed in English by combining:
1. a determined number of syllables - without regard to cadence 
or grouping,
2. a determined number of centroidal stresses - without regard 
to the number of syllables or to any regularity in general 
cadence, or
3. a determined number of repetitions of a given cadence or 
feet without regard to centroidal grouping and without explicit 
concern for the number of syllables "
She concludes:
"The third of these systems is the metrical method of building a 
line (in Eliot) and it is this system, combined in a few cases 
with the first or the second, that I found to be generally 
Eliot's method of constructing his verse."(1969:41)
The first of these systems is "syllabic metre". The second is
"stressed metre". The third is neither syllabic nor stressed, but
is built on the basis of "group cadences", which is nearer to the
concept of free verse and cannot be subjected to strict metrical
analysis. Obviously, certain works of Eliot come nearer to this
category, e.g. parts of The Waste Land, but we are not concerned
with them here.
Sister Barry deals with poetry written in stressed metre and
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poetry written in syllabic metre; and, strangely enough, applies her 
prosodic principles to both without showing any difference between 
the two types of metre. She scans lines 48-50 of Little Gidding III 
as follows (1969:3):
All manner of thing shall be well 
0 0 010 0 | 0 0 0 
In the purification of the motive 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 | 0 0 0 0
In the ground of our beseeching
0 0 0 | 0 0 | 0 0 0 
The lines occur in a three-stress-norm passage in Little Gidding
III. The first and the third lines are scanned according to the 
graphic breaks at word-boundaries. In the third line, our is 
promoted to make the line fit into the three-stress norm but in the 
second line, the first syllable of purification is, according to 
Sister Barry, incapable of being promoted. The reason, it seems, is 
that the stress on our is capable of being separated graphically 
from the next stress in the line, whereas the stress on the first 
syllable of purification cannot be separated graphically from the 
stress on the penultimate syllable of the same word.
Sister Barry scans the first line of Little Gidding IV as 
follows (1969:19):
The dove descending breaks the air
/ - / , / , /
0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 10 0
The line is the opening of a passage written in syllabic metre. The 
norm is rising. It is iambic. Sister Barry thinks of the line as 
having two iambic feet, one amphibrachic (x / x) and one 
monosyllabic; though these last two feet are not present. In
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scanning a line as syllabic, metricists normally treat the graphic 
breaks at word-boundaries as metrically irrelevant and scan the line
according to the alternation of stresses and slacks:
X / . x / . x  /  i x /
The dove | descen | ding breaks | the air
If this is accepted, it follows that the statistics she provides on
the basis of her analysis are irrevelant to the present analysis.
A further point is that in dealing with passages written in
syllabic metre (Little Gidding IV for example), though the lines are
iambics, some are said to contain, in her opinion, final
amphibrachic feet just because they have a final unstressed syllable
- feminine ending (1969:21):
The one escape from sin and error
0 0 I o o | o  o | o o  0
On page 6 of her book, Sister Barry says:
"The predominant use of the first two types of group cadences 
(the iambic and the monosyllabic) results clearly enough from the 
character of the English Language with its large number of 
monosyllabic words which, in combination with many prepositions, 
pronouns and adjectives, form iambic cadences.”
But this could be argued both ways. The unstressed syllable 
combined with the stressed could form iambic feet as well as 
trochaic feet. It is only the norm of the passage that helps us 
decide whether it is iambic or trochaic.
For anyone studying the syllabic structure of Eliot's lexis, 
Sister Barry’s methods might be of some relevance; but they are of 
no help for the study of metre, whether primary or comparative.
1.2.2 Auden: The Age of Anxiety.
The Age of Anxiety is the closest of the corpus to Old English
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as shown by Christine Brooke-Rose ( 1963 ) who, in an article 
which seems to be largely satirical in intent, compares the metre 
with that of Beowulf, using Sievers' Five Types as the basis of 
comparison. The parallel is in fact close and this means that the 
half-lines of the work are shorter than those of the other works 
under consideration.
1.2.3 Murphy: The Cleggan Disaster.
There has as yet been no comment, critical or analytical, on the 
metre of this work. In contradistinction to The Age of Anxiety it 
appears to be the closest modern counterpart to Middle English 
stressed verse as seen, for example, in The Destruction of Troy and 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. It therefore provides a further 
type of interest for comparison with Eliot.
1.3 The Scansion of Stress Metre.
Stressed metre can be scanned satisfactorily in the light of two 
main principles: the measure and the caesura.
1.3.1 The measure (foot-scansion).
The irregularity of the number of unstressed syllables occurring 
between one stressed syllable and the other makes it difficult to 
scan the line in terms of traditional metre. G.N. Leech (1969) 
prefers to scan this type of line by putting one bar line before 
each stressed syllable. The stressed syllable and the unstressed 
syllables following the stress, if any, are called "a measure". The 
reason he prefers the measure to the foot of traditional metre is 
that when, in a given line, the initial and the final syllables are
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stressed, or when both are unstressed, the distinction between 
rising and falling rhythms cannot be reasonably drawn. The line 
could be scanned as iambic or trochaic metre. Thus analysing the 
line in terms of traditional prosody makes us "commit ourselves 
arbitrarily in favour of iambics or trochaics" (1969:113). Against 
this, it can be argued that the norm of the passage can help us 
describe the metre of the single line. But the irregularity of the 
number of the unstressed syllables in the line makes the measure "a 
more reliable concept than the (traditional) foot in English 
prosody" (1969:113).
Leech's method agrees with what D. Abercrombie (1965:22) 
suggests:
"A foot, in this usage, may be defined as the space in time from the 
incidence of one stress-pulse up to, but not including, the next 
stress-pulse."
This method of scansion was first used by Andreas Heusler (1925) 
and explained and commented on by J.C. Pope (1942). Pope outlines 
Heusler's system as follows:
"... any number of syllables may precede the first primary 
accent. These syllables of anacrusis, if their number does not 
exceed one or two, can be given specific quantities and reckoned 
as part of the last measure of the preceding verse; but 
ordinarily they must be regarded as extrametric preludes to the 
strictly measured verse that they introduce." (1942:21)
Pope, comparing Heusler's method and Sievers' types, notes that
Heusler
"by a right understanding of rhythm, produced, instead of the 
amorphous types of Sievers, consistently metrical variations of a 
single basic pattern." (1942:22)
This method of scansion is more reliable for the purpose of this
thesis than the foot of traditional prosody as used, for example, by
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Sister Barry. The scansion of the opening lines of The Family 
Reunion will, according to this method, run as follows:
\  I /  x x  | / x x  x  x  I / \ I /
Not yet! I will ring for you. It is still quite light
X X  | / X  x \ / X  \/ X  | / v  I /
I have nothing to do, but watch the days draw out
I /  X X V  x X  I /  X  X | /  X  x  I /
Now that I sit in the house from October to June
X y  I /  X  n  x  I / x  X  /  X  X  /  X
And the swallow comes too soon and the spring will be over
The unstressed syllables at the beginning of the line, if any, 
are regarded as anacrusis. They belong in timing with the last foot 
of the previous line. The number of unstressed syllables per line 
can vary. One single foot can have as many as seven or eight 
syllables. The number of primary stresses per line is fixed: four 
for each.
Secondary stresses are treated as metrical slacks (x) in this 
thesis. The alternative, to give two sets of stress-patterns, one 
with the secondary stresses and another without, was considered but 
rejected because it involves statistically unmanageable
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complications. Examples of these secondary stresses are quite and 
draw in the passage above.
The above method seems to be the simplest and most convenient 
method for scanning modern stressed verse. A different method has 
recently been suggested by Attridge (1982). He uses the terms 
"beat" and "off-beat" to represent what are usually called 
"stressed" and "unstressed" syllables respectively. "The off-beats 
of the metrical pattern", Attridge argues, "can be manifested in 
various ways: (i) as one syllable, single off-beat, (ii) as two 
syllables, double off-beat, or (iii) occasionally as three 
syllables, triple off-beat" (1982:98). But there is a very 
important difference between Attridge's definition of "off-beat" and
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other metricists' use of "unstressed" syllables. This is manifest
in his theory of an "implied" off-beat: "off-beats can also be
implied in the rhythm but not realized in the language" (1982:98):
0 lang lang may their ladies sit 
A  v
0 B 0 B o B o  B
(In Attridge's notation, o = single off-beat, o = implied off-beat, 
v
and o = double off-beat). Attridge then concludes that
"The similarity between the environments of the demotion and implied
offbeat rules.... reflects the fact that the jjythmic structure of the line is
largely determined by the stresses, and that two stresses functioning as beats 
can induce varying kinds of phonetic material between them to act as an 
offbeat- not only one or two unstressed syllables, but also a stressed syllable, 
or nothing at all".(1982: 174)
The notion of an implied off-beat is undoubtedly an important 
contribution to the metrical theory of both stressed and syllabic 
verse (cf. 2.2.2 below). However, for the statistical analysis of 
a large corpus of modern verse it would involve unnecessary 
complications, and it has therefore not been followed here. For the 
same reason, it is necessary to use a system of scansion which 
incorporates "measures" or "feet", and this is not used by Attridge.
1.3.2 The Caesura:
As was argued above (1.1) there is sufficient evidence in these 
works for the assumption of a metrical caesura that falls in the 
middle of the line of four stresses, dividing it in half.
Metrically the caesura falls at the end of the second foot and 
before the third stress. Grammatical construction, word-boundaries 
and meaning may have the effect of moving the caesura backward 
within the syllables of the second foot, so leaving one or more 
unstressed syllables from the second foot to belong with the second
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half-line, forming an anacrusis for it.
This is exemplified in the following lines from Murder In the 
Cathedral:
I have consented, rd it Archbishop, have consented
X I / xl / , x l/  I X X
Am torn away, it subdued, violated
x|/ X x y | / X X X  | / x | / X
United to the spiritual it flesh of nature
I / X X X |/ X X I / X X | / X
Mastered by the animal it powers of spirit
In the first two lines, the end of the second foot cannot be the
place of the caesura, or we will have the words Archbishop and
subdued broken up, The caesura must be further back, earlier within
the same foot, leaving, in each of these two lines, one syllable to
form an anacrusis in the b half-lines. Thus the caesura coincides
only with a graphic break in the first line, and a graphic and
semantic break in the second. The caesura finds its place in the
third and the fourth lines at the end of the second foot in each.
A striking feature of the verse of T.S. Eliot is that the great
majority of lines fall naturally into two half-lines, with a strong
medial caesura, just as in Old and Middle English. The opening of
The Elder Statesman, illustrates this feature:
Is your father at home today? it You'll see him at tea
But if I'm not going it to have you to myself
* / „  ' / n . / . /
There s really no point it in my staying for tea.
You must stay to tea. it That was understood
/ / / /
When you said you could give me it the whole afternoon
1.4 "Poetic” and "Colloquial" Language
At various points in this thesis, correlations will be drawn 
between linguistic features and the more "poetic" or "colloquial"
X  | / X
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nature of the texts studied. It may be appropriate to state in 
advance what is implied by these terms.
1.4.1 Poetic Distancing.
The simplest definition of poetic language is that there is 
distancing from the normal language of prose. As Leech has pointed 
out (1969:58-69), this can be achieved in two main ways:
(a) Parallelism (increased regularity), by repetition of words, 
sounds or syntactical patterns;
(b) Deviation through some contravention of expected regularity 
established within a poem as in (a) above, or of "normal" 
grammatical and lexical rules.
In Eliot's works, various examples of such distancing and 
deviation have been observed by previous writers (Wright 1965, 
Partridge 1976, and Schlauch 1956). For our present purpose it may 
be demonstrated by examining passages like the following:
(a) FQ 1-5
Time present and time past
Are both perhaps present in time future
And time future contained in time past
If all time is eternally present
All time is unredeemable
The poetic effect is achieved through:
(i) Ploce (parallelism): repeating the word time at fairly 
frequent intervals;
(ii) Polyptoton (a refined parallelism): the use of the word 
present in different grammatical forms (a transposed 
attributive adjective in line 1 and a predicative adjective 
in lines 2 and 4);
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(iii) transposition of the modifier in time present, time past, 
and time future; and
(iv) Anadiplosis (parallelism) in lines 2 and 3 (time future/and 
time future).
(b) MC 619-623
0 Thomas my Lord do not fight the intractable tide,
Do not sail the irresistible wind; in the storm 
Should we not wait for the sea to subside, in the night 
Abide the coming of the day, when the traveller may find his 
way,
The sailor lay course by the sun?
Vocalic repetition in this passage contributes to the poetic 
effect achieved. We have the following arrangements of the two 
diphthongs /ai/ and /ei/:
(i) fight, tide + sail, wait : ai(twice) + ei (twice);
(ii) subside, night, abide + day: ai(three times) + el (once)
(iii) find + w a y , sailor, lay : al(once) + ei (three times). 
This results in the symmetry:
ai ei 
2 - 2  
3 - 1 
1 - 3
(c) FR
Except for a few passages like the following, the style of FR is 
colloquial (cf. 1.4.2 below).
189 Thus with most careful devotion
190 Thus with precise attention
191 To detail, interfering preparations
192 Of that which is already prepared
193 Men tighten the knot of confusion
194 Into perfect misunderstanding,
195 Reflecting a pocket-torch of observation
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196 Upon each other's opacity
197 Neglecting all the admonitions
198 From the world around the corner
199 The wind's talk in the dry holly-tree
200 The inclination of the moon
201 The attraction of the dark passage
202 The paw under the door.
Alternation of -tion and -ing endings, together with the use of 
formal latinate lexis, reinforces the effect of Agatha's 
dissatisfaction with the insistence of the family on interfering and
confusing the that which is already prepared with which the passage
is concerned.
Repetition of syntax also, especially lines 189-90 (adverb + 
prep. + modifier + noun) and 200-202 (article + noun + prep. + 
(modifier) noun), contributes to the poetic effect.
1.4.2 Stylistic Terminology.
There are two ways in which such deviations can be viewed. The 
first, the more general, simply draws attention to the fact that 
they reinforce, and are capable of being semantically motivated by, 
the content of the text. On this view, one might go no further than 
surmise that they contribute, e.g. special rhetorical emphasis, or 
heightened emotion, or, in some contexts, a combination of the two. 
Many critics, indeed, do not inquire further into what actually 
happens, but simply content themselves with the conclusion that "it 
works."
The second approach attempts to show an actual phonaesthetic 
connection between the phonological or metrical form used and the 
cognitive meaning of the words; in other words, to show how Pope's 
dictum "the sound must seem an echo to the sense" (1970:22) has 
actually been fulfilled. But here we are on much more subjective
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ground. If, for example, we state that certain repetitions in FQ 
"express" inevitability, weariness, listlessness....etc., this is a 
personal reaction with which not all other readers will necessarily 
agree. The most we can do is to set up some kind of canon of 
possible and likely phonaesthetic equations, always bearing in mind 
that the same phonaesthetic property can be motivated semantically 
in different ways according to context. Thus it may be suggested 
that certain types of phonetic brevity give an "abrupt" effect, that 
a dactylic rhythm gives a "galloping" effect, or that the crowding 
of extra thematically significant words into the half-line unit 
heightens the narrative tempo or the emotional effect; or, 
conversely, that the context is so commonplace and the language so 
colloquial that no such suggestions could apply (cf. 1.4.3 below). 
But even such statements will involve some degree of subjectivity, 
and it must therefore be stressed that the main purpose of this 
thesis is to draw attention to the actual facts and statistics of 
the various norms and deviations. Any suggestions regarding their 
operation, significance or interpretation are offered only 
tentatively.
1.4.3 Colloquial Language.
We can define colloquial language as the language of prose 
where no suggestion of the poetic features described above 
apply. Margaret Schlauch (1956:162) has noticed that the recurrence 
of I (she) said in the pub scene in The Waste Land authentically 
echoes a mannerism of colloquial style. Harvey Gross (1968:197) is 
of the opinion that Eliot's dramatic verse in ES, while having gone 
in the right direction, has gone "a great deal too far." While he
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approves of the "thinning out" of the verse texture to accommodate 
dramatic exigency", he does not regard the use of verse in ES as 
justifiable enough because the content is so commonplace, i.e. there 
is absence of heightened feeling.
In ES, and in FR, the following features of colloquial style can 
be found:
(i) the repeated use of contracted forms, e.g., won' t , don' t , 
they're, haven't, we're,....etc.,
(ii) the absence of the subject when it is understood 
(ellipsis):
(a) FR 521-23
But he seemed very anxious about my Lady.
Tried to keep her in when the weather was rough,
Didn't want to see her lean over the rail
(b) ES 265-7
......  He said that when you read it
You would want to see him. Said you'd be very angry
If you heard that he'd gone away without your seeing him.
(iii) absence of relative pronouns, (ellipsis) e.g.
FR 44 It's the cocktail drinking does the harm
(iv) the use of colloquial English as the main medium, e.g.
ES 8 You should have taken me to some other restaurant
9 Instead of to one where the maitre d'h6tel
10 And the waiters all seem to be your intimate friends....
1753 I don't care about that. He's offered me the job
1754 With a jolly good screw, and some pickings in commissions.
1755 He's made a fortune there. San Marco for me!...
FR 136 I don't in the least know what you're talking about.
137 You seem to be wanting to give us all the hump.
138 I must say, this isn't cheerful for Amy's birthday
139 Or for Harry's home coming. Make him feel at home, I say!
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(v) occurrence of I (she) said, and you know, e.g.
ES 1867 I said "there's a man I could follow round the world!"
1868 But Effie it was - you know, Effie was very shrewd -
1869 Effie it was said "you'd be throwing yourself away.
1870 "Mark my words" Effie said, "if you chose to follow that
m an...",
(vi) larger proportions of unstressed syllables (cf. P.F. Baum 
1952:93-5 and 3.3.1 below)
(vii) non-standard usage for certain characters, e. g.
FR Winchell
543 I mean that I saw him accidental 
1250 I thought I'd better have a word with you quiet 
(use of adjectives accidental and quiet instead of adverbs)
FR Downing
2085  I thought that was the reason / We was off
tonight..••
(use of the singular form was instead of the plural were).
1.5 Plan of Subsequent Chapters.
Having established the four-stress norm, we are now in a 
position to examine the line. Do all the lines have four stresses 
each? Do all the lines have medial caesura? If the caesura, in the 
great majority of lines, is medial, then the line breaks naturally 
into two half-lines. It has not been sufficiently realized hitherto 
that the half-line in modern stressed verse is a unit capable of 
metrical and grammatical analysis just as in Old English and Middle 
English, and therefore provides a valuable tool for comparing and 
typifying different authors or different works of the same author. 
The line will be examined in Chapter Two, and the half-line in 
Chapters Three, Four and Five.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE NATURE OF THE LINE
2.0 The Aim of Chapter Two.
The aim of the present chapter is to establish the nature of the 
line in Eliot, Auden, and Murphy. But in order to achieve that aim, 
it is essential to determine and isolate all the lines which do not 
conform to the four-stress norm and would therefore be likely to 
distort the resulting figures and profiles for the half-line. This 
applies in particular to the half-lines that are either shorter or 
longer than the norm, and also to the lines of normal length in 
which the placing of the caesura cannot be determined with 
certainty. Since the discussion of such exceptions will occupy the 
whole of the present chapter and may at times appear to bring into
question the actual concept of the half-line, it may be of relevance
to stress at the outset that the sum of these exceptions does not
amount to more than 7.9 per cent of the total corpus under
scrutiny. Moreover, many of the lines in question (1.5 per cent) do 
in fact support the concept of the half-line unit, but are excluded 
merely because it is methodologically simpler to do so. The 
alternative, to present two sets of figures, was considered but 
rejected as unnecessary, since the remaining corpus of lines (92.1 
per cent of the total corpus) is ample for the purpose of 
determining the nature of the half-line in modern stress verse.
Since the works of Eliot form more than two thirds of the corpus 
and since the establishment of the four-stress norm in Eliot's works 
is, as will appear below, problematic, these works will be
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concentrated on throughout the present chapter.
2.1 Short Lines that occur in Four-Stress Passages:
These short lines fall into the four groups given below,
2.1.1 One-Stress Lines:
These are very rare. They occur only in Eliot's works, and 
sometimes have, as we shall see, a special effect in the performance 
of the passage. There follows a complete list of these lines, with 
suggested stylistic reasons for their deviation.
(i) MC 1075 I am here.
The Archbishop, in his trouble, expects that the Knights will murder 
him as soon as he appears. He utters the line as if he will have no 
chance to add anything. When he has the chance, he goes back to 
normative four-stress lines.
(ii) 431 Clangs
432 The bell
(iii) FR 893 Stop!
s \ /
Harry:  when I had felt sure
890 That /very corridor # only led to another,
891 Or to a bl/ik wall; # that I kept moving
/ ' JL y /892 Only so as not to stay still. IF Singing and light.
893 Stop!
894 What is that? do you feel it? #
/ /
Mary: What, Harry?
Harry, expecting to hear or see the Eumenides, asks Mary to listen. 
They stay silent for about three beats, and then Harry starts his 
speech again in the normative four-stress line.
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In 918 Come out!, Harry expects the Eumenides to appear. The
one-stress line conveys a feeling of abruptness and finality.
Line 1911 You take him... marks the effect of a character coming 
on to the stage, interrupting Amy's speech and bringing back the 
normative line of the play. The same can be said about line 1993 
But.••!
(vi) ES:
Lines 1301 But., and 1308 But... are also a result of interruption 
during conversation.
Line 1742 About you shows how reluctant Monica is. She is not 
willing to continue the conversation with Mrs. Carghill.
2.1.2 Two-Stress Lines:
These lines are also in a minority. The following table shows
the figures and percentages of this group:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
No. of 23 9 20 17 7 ---
cases
% 2.7 1.8 1.0 0.8 0.4 ---
Line references of this group:
FQ: 419,421,529,557,561,562,567,845,847.
MC: 217,297,368,370,374,436,526,590,599,614,812,825,839, 
864,867,958,1024,1037,1049,1051,1073,1083,1093.
FR: 90,124,277,381,401,489,560,563,1012,1152,1198,1337, 
1374,1456,1458,1539,1597,1623,1809,1817.
ES: 102,153,287,363,377,473,562,611,1000,1450,1573,1743, 
1882,1883,1976,1980,1990.
Aud: 404,643,1198,1242,1525,1575,1576.
These lines often express an air of abruptness and finality, as
in MC 864 Th/se are the facts, and 839 Now and here!, FR 563 Nothing
/ / \ / /
more, and 1597 1^  have known neither, ES 1980 with £  glance of
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\ / / / /
farewell, and 1883 It^s truly providential, FQ 529 Or the future
is before us" , and Aud 1576 Will your need be me?
2.1.3 Three Stress Lines:
The table below shows the figures and percentages of the lines in 
this group:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
80 39 105 79 48 1
9.3 8.0 5.4 3.9 2.6 0.4
The line references for this group are as follows:
MC 23, 25, 29, 57, 58, 65, 73, 75, 103, 141, 142, 213, 235, 257,
267, 283, 286, 299, 307, 308, 313, 319, 320, 324, 331, 383, 399,
407, 414, 432, 433, 446, 459, 461, 462, 476, 477, 493, 502, 551,
557, 570, 578, 582, 596, 605, 606, 615, 694, 697, 698, 771, 775,
776, 779, 783, 786, 789, 790, 796, 821, 822, 830, 845, 854, 855,
860, 868, 879, 893, 895, 897, 943, 1035, 1056, 1078, 1089, 1092, 
1094, 1112, 1116
FQ 6, 11, 26, 29, 77, 83, 96, 98, 101, 121, 122, 123, 125, 141, 143, 
176, 204, 215, 224, 225, 258, 368, 374, 417, 445, 454, 455, 456,
494, 526, 530, 538, 552, 555, 624, 633, 639, 854, 856
FR 10, 79, 94, 129, 130, 183, 225, 245, 299, 330, 333, 338, 342,
347, 395, 428, 429, 472, 492, 493, 494, 506, 508, 532, 534, 604,
616, 712, 745, 800, 801, 826, 840, 847, 850, 925, 930, 935, 938,
951, 955, 964, 1001, 1023, 1028, 1030, 1106, 1107, 1108, 1116, 1129, 
1181, 1184, 1203, 1211, 1223, 1225, 1234, 1242, 1249, 1271, 1281,
1286, 1313, 1324, 1326, 1430, 1453, 1510, 1517, 1531, 1568, 1570,
1574, 1589, 1593, 1622, 1629, 1631, 1634, 1640, 1642, 1647, 1650,
1655, 1656, 1657, 1689, 1700, 1773, 1790, 1794, 1798, 1843, 1872,
1894, 1897, 1900, 1922, 1955, 1957, 1991, 2048, 2055, 2111
ES 58, 59, 73, 96, 114, 177, 218, 225, 243, 349, 370, 376, 385, 415, 
419, 420, 439, 465, 471, 477, 535, 544, 557, 563, 602, 613, 614,
622, 647, 650, 665, 725, 745, 815, 835, 841, 848, 856, 943, 986,
988, 989, 1010, 1028, 1031, 1043, 1051, 1234, 1253, 1254, 1322,
1363, 1403, 1432, 1497, 1517, 1544, 1555, 1586, 1623, 1630, 1645,
1646, 1659, 1670, 1698, 1732, 1734, 1767, 1788, 1799, 1873, 1874,
1928, 1953, 1979, 1986, 1991, 2007
Aud 100, 106, 160, 274, 360, 381, 412, 521, 522, 527, 533, 538, 571,
646, 652, 692, 711, 715, 721, 736, 770, 781, 808, 864, 871, 922,
924, 968, 1041, 1074, 1080, 1081, 1422, 1491, 1586, 1668, 1700,
1796, 1820, 1839, 1865, 1960, 2068, 2077, 2224, 2244, 2308, 2393
Mur 231
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As has already been pointed out, (cf. 1.1 above) Eliot claimed 
that he wrote in three-stress lines. Many critics agree, as we have 
seen in Chapter One, that a majority of these lines are in fact 
four-stress lines.
What we have to consider now is whether Eliot intended these 
shorter lines to be genuinely three-stress, contrasting them with 
the four-stress norm for special effect. The question here is: can 
the variation in metre sometimes reflect the meaning? For example 
in FQ 500
/ / \ / /
Like the river with its cargo # of dead Negroes, cows, and
chicken coops.
the fact that the b half-line is a list of contents makes it gain in 
effect if speeded up so that the three stresses are syncopated into 
the timing of two feet.
Consider on the other hand FR 1324-26:
/ / \ /
I do not know very much
And as I get older, # I am coming to think
\ / / /
How little I have ever known
Here the two three-stress lines could be interpreted as reflecting 
the smallness of what is being talked about.
In MC, line 64 is a heavy overweight line and reflects the
ability of the steadfast to survive by means of manipulating:
/ f / /
64 And the steadfast can manipulate # the greed and lust of
others
65 The feeble is devoured by his own
Line 65 contrasts with line 64, reflecting the quick end of the 
feeble and their inability to survive. The meaning is reflected in 
the metre.
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In the passage below, line 235 fits well with the nature of the 
sudden, abrupt and arbitrary actions being described.
234 Rebellious bishops, # York, London, Salisbury,
235 Would have intercepted our letters
236 Filled the coast with spies # and sent to meet me
237 Some who hold me # in bitterest hate
It is difficult to classify these lines any further for various
reasons. Firstly in some lines, we cannot rule out the possibility
of a one-stress half-line which nevertheless counts, from the point
of view of syllabic weight, as a two-stress half-line in timing.
*
This type is called A3 by Sievers for Old English (Sievers, 1893:33
and 129). An example from Eliot is:
/ / /
ES 1432 For the sound of it, # for the caress that is in it.
Here we have, in the half-line, compensation for the absent stress
by the number of unstressed syllables:
X X  X X
For the ... of it. Moreover, the word sound has so much semantic as 
well as phonetic weight that it is probably capable of carrying the 
two stresses of the half-line: For the sound of it.
Secondly, there are cases where the metrical position is complex 
because of the possibility of a theoretical promotion, often 
associated with rhyme, as in lines 459-60 of MC 
I ruled once # as Chancellor
/ / JL / \/ /
And men like you if were glad to wait at my door 
The reason is that Eliot may be assuming an imagined promotion to 
chancellor to rhyme with door.
The same applies to lines 894-95 of MC
/ / / /
Insolent madman # whom nothing deters
/ / /
From attainting his servants # and ministers
  / /
where the underlying theoretical assumption is ministers.
* Since A  types in O E  never end with more than one unstressed syllable, 
use of the term A3 could be questioned; but the principle remains.
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In FQ 83 Allow but a^  little consciousness, a four-stress reading 
was perhaps assumed as the basis: consciousness. Such an assumption 
is frequent in traditional syllabic metres, especially in the 
seventeenth century, with which Eliot was well acquainted.
Thirdly, there are cases where the one-stre'ss half-line contains 
a pause in recitation as a result of hesitation or surprise in the 
performance of the line. This pause is represented by an 
exclamation mark or a space in printing. The concept here is 
similar to that of the silent stress (cf. Abercrombie 1964:22-5).
The following examples illustrate this feature:
/ / / /
ES 1734 In explanation # of our .A . intimacy
/ /
1363 Monica: Michael! A #
/ /
Michael: How do you do
2.2 Long Lines that occur in Four-Stress Passages.
We can now proceed to discuss the lines that have five or six 
stresses but occur in four-stress passages. Are these lines to be 
regarded theoretically as four-stress, or are they genuinely five- 
and six-stress lines?
If they can be regarded theoretically as four-stress lines with 
a clear medial caesura, then they could contain one or two 
three-stress half-lines (cf. 2.2.2. below). But if they are 
genuinely five- and six-stress lines with no medial caesura, there 
should be a change of time signature, i.e. of the norm.
2.2.1 Long Lines which are not part of the Norm:
These are very rare. There are two five-stress lines, twenty
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six-stress lines, and one eight-stress line.
There follows a list of these lines:
MC
969 I have waited. Death will come only when I am worthy.
The line has the rhythmic pattern / J/ / |// which distances it
from the normative four-stress line
/ / / / /
1059 Open the door! I command it. OPEN THE DOOR!
The rhythmic pattern is again / / |/ |// which is different from
the four-stress line.
/ / / / /
1031 The church shall be open, even to our enemies. Open the
door!
This is a six-stress line which has the pattern / / |//|//. it is 
difficult to regard this line as part of the norm. The same applies 
to the following lines.
364 
425 
968 
976
974
975
IQ
The only long line that occurs in FQ in a four-stress passage is 
line 467 which receives eight stresses:
467 The bone's prayer to death its God. Only the hardly, 
barely prayable
No! / Yes! Men must manoeuvre. Monarchs also
That is a mistake. / b Henry, b my King. / Other friends
' / / / / / 
All my life they have been coming, these feet. All my life
/ / / / /
Peace! be quiet! remember where you are, and what is
happening;
x / / / v / /
Make haste, my Lord. Don't stop here talking. It is not
/
right.
/ / / / / 
What shall become of us, my Lord, if you are killed; what
shall become of us?
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FR
There are ten six-stress lines in FR that occur in four-stress 
passages but are difficult to regard as part of the norm.
307 Inaccessible to the plumbers, that has its hour of the
/ / / 
night; you do not know
/ N / / / / /
1596 That lie, fang up, a lifetime's march. I have believed this
/ / / / V  / V
1609 You to be killed! What were you then? Only a thing called
/
'life'?
1614 D^ath in life, death through lifetime, d/ath in my womb
/ / / / \ /
1712 Cleanses. I was not there, you were not there.Only our
phantasms•
/ / / /
1721 Flattered in sleep, and deceived in waking. You have a
, / ./ 
long journey.
1938 Here the danger, here the death, here, not elsewhere.
/ \ / / / / /
1985 Where is Harry going? What is the matter? Ask Agatha.
/ / / / / /
1986 Why> what's the matter? Where is he going? Ask Agatha.
\ / / / / x
1987 I cannot understand at all. Why is he leaving? Ask
/
Agatha.
ES
656 The sudden silence when you enter the smoking room. Don't
/ s
forget, Dick.
Aud
1199 The ground's aggression is growing less. My cape is dry
\ / / / / / /
407 Too blank the blink of these blind heavens. Let us then
2.2.2 Long Lines which are part of the Four-Stress Norm:
If we look more closely into the half-line formed after placing 
the caesura, we sometimes find more than two primary stresses. We
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find a third stress that can be regarded in some of the half-lines
as either primary or secondary, and in other half-lines as primary
only. So here, we have a new kind of half-line. An example may be 
cited from Murder in The Cathedral, lines 85-90:
You are right to express ft a certain incredulity
He comes in pride and sorrow ft affirming all his claims
Assured, beyond doubt, ft of the devotion of the people
Who receive him with scenes ft of frenzied enthusiasm
/ / / v /
Lining the road ft and throwing down their capes
Strewing the way with leaves ft and late flowers of the season.
In line 86 we have an a half-line with three stresses.
Theoretically, one of the three stresses has to be subordinated. 
Here, either comes or pride is subordinated:
■ / ^ i /
He| comes in pride and | sorrow
or:
He comes in| pride and | sorrow 
In the b half-line, all can theoretically be subordinated, but in 
practice it is promoted to a full stress so that one foot is read 
with two stresses:
• / \ - /
theory ---> a | ffirming all his | claims
practice -> a | ffirming all his | claims
In the three-stress half-line, if any of the words carrying the
stress is of less thematic importance than the other two, the stress 
on this word can theoretically be subordinated as in the previous 
example. We can use the mark \/ to stress the words of this kind.
In the last line of the passage, the stresses on way and late 
can be subordinated. Way contributes less to the meaning than 
strewing or leaves; late is an adjective qualifying the noun flowers
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that takes the primary stress. The actual scansion would thus be:
| Strewing the way with | l/aves 
and late | flowers of the | s/ason 
Such lines can be regarded as belonging to the four-stress norm. 
However, they sometimes contain half-lines with three words of equal 
thematic importance:
...63 They have but one law, # to seize the power and keep it 
64 And the steadfast can manipulate # the greed and lust of 
others
Each of the b half-lines in 63 and 64 has three stresses. In both, 
there is doubt as to which stress is theoretically subordinated.
But one does not have to subordinate any of the three stresses since 
it is possible to syncopate three stresses into the timing of two 
feet. There are two ways of doing this. The first is to retain the 
foot marks as they would be if one of the three stresses were 
subordinated but, in performance, to read that stress as primary, 
thus creating a "heavy foot" with two primary stresses. Thus in 
line 63 instead of reading to | seize the power and | k/ep it (cf. 
Pope 1942:67), one would read to | seize the p<4wer and | keep i t .
Alternatively, we leave the line without any foot marks and 
distribute the timing of two feet over the three stresses. The 
concept is similar to the speeding up of a second stress in cases 
where Attridge assumes an implied off-beat (Attridge 1982:173). 
Attridge's view is that where we have, say, //x\, (=|/|/x\) the 
second stress will fall a little earlier because the off-beat is 
only implied, not actual. That is then equivalent to saying that 
the second foot boundary shifts forward slightly. But if so, then 
an alternative way of looking at the question is to dispense with
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that unreal foot boundary altogether, and distribute, as suggested 
above, the three stresses over the timing of two feet. In the two 
half-lines mentioned above (63-b, and 64-b), none of the stresses 
can be subordinated because each of the words carrying the stresses 
has sufficient semantic importance to require a full stress. The 
timing of two feet will, accordingly, be distributed over the three 
stresses without any foot marks as follows:
1 2 feet
l---------------------------- 1
1 2  3 stresses
1 / / 7 I
to| seize the power and keep it 
the| greed and lust of others
Hence, there are two methods of scanning three-stress 
half-lines: (i) syncopating, or promoting another stress within the 
same foot in speaking the line; and (ii) theoretically subordinating 
one of the three stresses. At least one of these two methods can be 
applied to all the three-stress half-lines which are part of the 
norm, and we therefore have two types of three-stress half-lines:
(i) those that must have three full stresses; and (ii) those with 
the possibility of a theoretically subordinated stress.
The following table shows the figures and percentages of the 
three-stress half-lines as compared with those of the normative 
two-stress half-lines:
Half-lines
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
Two- 1307 760 3253 3563 3526 414
stress 89.0 90.7 92.0 95.4 96.9 79.9
Three- 161 78 283 171 114 104
stress 11.0 9.3 8.0 4.6 3.1 20.1
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The highest percentage of three-stress half-lines is in Mur, 
while ES and Aud have the lowest percentages. MC, FQ, and FR stand 
midway.
2.2.3 Effect of Three-Stress Half-lines: Murphy (cf. 3.3.1).
The narrative as well as the serious dramatic theme is connected 
with the high proportion of three-stress half-lines, and these, 
combined with variations in the number of syllables in each 
half-line, are skilfully exploited to bring out special contrasts in 
the narrative. The poem opens at heightened tempo with a 
three-stress half-line Five boats were shooting; whereas the three 
succeeding half-lines bring the tempo back to the normal two-stress 
speed. Many of the three-stress half-lines, especially at the 
beginning of the poem, are well suited for the details of a vivid
fast-moving narrative: The hulls hissed and rolled...Rain drenched
/ / / / \ \/ / 
the rowers.••.Five pieces of drift-net.•.drew their pipes and
rested...Concannon watched and waited...could feel the cord throb. • •
Dozed the sterile winter...thrVe men and a b o y ...
/
With only a very few changes of tempo (as in line 60 Iron 
shouts clanged, a three-stress half-line in only four syllables), 
the descriptive narrative style prevails until Concannon reaches a 
decision:
/ / / / s
70 Cut them in time # and return in the daylight
71 Darker it's getting # with a north-west wind 
Here the four-stress norm is restored.
Only two lines after that, the tempo is changed in lines 74-81:
/ \/ / /  /  /
Quickly they folded the nets,...The sky smouldered like soot...
V
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/ / s  \/ / / \ /
Mackerel flapped in the bilges...Warm gusts of air floated b y ..• A
shiver rippled the spine... terrible hailstones h/mmered..... the
/ v  / 
shrill wind piping.••
Concannon's decision to return "in the daylight" was too late.
The latter group of three-stress half-lines shows a quicker dramatic
tempo than the former group. The largely disyllabic words used in
the latter group express movement and action: Quickly, folded,
smouldered, floated, rippled, hammered, piping...etc., but in the
former more monosyllabic group, there is little action: watched,
waited, drenched, Dozed,...etc. As is natural in stressed metre,
the tempo increases or decreases according to the proportions of
syllables used in each passage (cf. 2.1.3 above).
Later in the poem, hope and disappointment are brought together
/ /
in a line largely printed in capital letters: 188 WATCH THAT ROCK # 
GET READY TO JUMP. It^s gone. The b half-line should read as / / |/ 
with the first two stresses in one foot. This reading fits the 
meaning of seizing a precious chance of escape; but the chance is 
lost, and the rest of the half-line brings the reader back to the 
state of hopelessness prevailing in the passage. (For the effect of 
three-stress half lines in the rest of the works cf. 3.3.1)
2.2.4 The Two Kinds of Three-Stress Half-Lines:
As pointed out in 2.2.2 above, three-stress half-lines fall into 
two groups: (i) those which contain three full stresses / + / + /, 
and (ii) those in which one of the three stresses can be demoted 
theoretically to the degree of secondary stress but read or 
performed as primary stress / + \/ + /. The figures for three-stress 
half-lines already given in 2.2.2 above can therefore be further
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broken down as follows:
MC FQ FR ES Aud
(i) /+/+/ 56 25 14 io 5
3.8 3.0 0.4 o.3 0*1
(ii) /+\/+/105 53 269 161 109 57
7.2 6.3 7.6 4.3 3.0 11.0
Total 161 78 283 174 114 104
10.9 9.3 8.0 4.6 3.1 19.9
(i) Group One:
As has already been shown by the examples above (cf. 2.2.3), the 
highest percentage in this group is in Mur, while the lowest are in 
ES, FR and Aud. MC and F^ stand midway.
Since it is possible to promote another stress within the same 
foot so that it is read with two stresses, it is possible that the 
second foot of the half-line is read with two further stresses, i.e. 
it is possible to have half-lines of four stresses read within the
timing of two feet. The following two examples may be cited:
/ / / /
FQ 180-a Old stone to new building
/ / / /
FR 234-a In the sweet sickly tropical night
There are cases, however, where three stresses are thematically
more important than the fourth stress, which then qualifies for the
sign \/, i.e. it is performed as primary and demoted theoretically
to the degree of secondary stress. Examples are as follows:
MC 691-a For those who sVrve the greater cause #....
835-a Before the old fox is off and away # .....
This last half-line occurs in a passage of tension. The knights are 
u.
in a hjfrry and are preparing themselves as well as the audience for a 
significant event, the assassination of the Archbishop:
Mur
47
8.9
Thomas
Have you something to say?//
/ /
1st Knight: By the King's command
Shall we say it now?//
2nd Knight: Without delay,
V  \ / / / „
Before the old fox is off and away//
Thomas: What you have to say
/  /  /  \  /
By the King's command // if it be the King's command -
Should be said in public//
The 2nd Knight increases the tempo and speaks Before the old fox
is off and away with three stresses on fox-off-away (and the
\/
possibility of a fourth primary stress on Before) within the timing 
of two feet. Then, the steady, slow-moving speech of the Archbishop 
completes the line with two stresses in two feet, thus bringing the 
verse back to the normal two-stress half-line.
The same applies to the following cases: (cf. scansion in Volume 
II, Appendix A)
/ / \/ /
FQ 82-b.. // Time past and time future
FR 41-a People with money from heaven knows where //..
848-b... // one h^ars the moderate usual noises
/ ^ / /
1845-a But I thought, thirty-five years is long // ..
\/ / \ / /
2043-a Old age came softly up to now //...
\/ / / /
ES 2013-a Fixed in the certainty of love unchanging //..
Mur 76-a Warm gusts of air floated b/, // ..
199-b.. // he clung to the stem, his eyes closed.
The line references of the three—stress half-lines of this group are 
as follows:
MC:63-b,64-b,76-a,80-b,115-a,121-a,136-a,234-b,244-a,263-a,272-b,
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325-a,329-a,329-b,365-a,365-b,377-b,384-b,454-b,474-b,497-a,497-b, 
508-a,510-a,518-a,519-b,522-a,550-b,571-a,598-b,659-b,660-a,660-b,
661-a,661-b,66 5-a,67 9-b,68 2-b,691-a,702-a,707-b,835-a,866-a, 881 - b , 
882-b,909-a,909-b,912-a,931-b,960-a,981-a,982-b,1026-a,1054-a,1055-a, 
1135-a.
FQ:71-a,73-b,82-b,110-b,13 9-b,144-a,151-b,177-a,180-a,183-a,184-a, 
220-b,223-a,244-b,270-a,408-a,423-b,473-b,498-a,500-b,513-a,540-b, 
626-b, 627-b,843-a.
FR:7-b.41-a,234-a,680-b,696-a,848-b,1668-b,1784-b,1845-a,1950-b,
1953-a,1961-a,2043-a,2110-b.
E S :74-a,408-a,430-a,64 2-a,709-a,863-a,969-b,1227-b,1922-b,2013-a.
Aud: 242-a,701-b,1215-a,1404-b,1411-b.
Mur:1-a,3-a,5-a,6-b,9-a,10-b,19-b,21-a,37-a,50-b,51-a,60-a,63-a,66-a, 
69-b,75-b,76-a,77-a,78-b,97-a,106-a,113-a,114-b,115-b,124-a,125-a, 
128-b,129-b,139-b,154-b,174-b,175-a,183-a,184-a,188-b,189-b,192-b,
194-a,198-a,199-b,222-b,230-a,234-a,235-a,237-a,240-a,267-b.
(ii) Group Two
This group of three-stress half-lines includes those cases where 
one of the three stresses is thematically less important than the 
other two. In performance, it is regarded as primary whereas in 
theory it can be demoted. As proposed in 2.2.2 above, the sign \/ 
is used to distinguish it from the other two. The following passage 
from FR contains some examples of this group:
1499 John will recover, it be what he always was;
1500 Arthur again be sober, it though not for very lc/ng;
1501 And everything will go 'an as before. it These mild surprises
1502 Should be in the routine it of normal life at Wishwood
1503 John is the only one it of us I can conc/ive
1504 As settling down to make himself it at home at Wishwood
1505 Make a dull marriage it marry some woman stupider -
1506 Stupider than himself.// He can resist the influence
1507 Of Wishwood, being unconscious, it living in gentle motion
/ \/ / / /
1508 Of horses and right visits it to the right neighbours
In this passage, the words marked with \/ are relatively less 
thematically important than the words marked /.
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The line references of the half-lines in this group are as
follows:
M C : 35-b,3 9-a,53- b ,59-b,80-a,86-a,86-b,90-a,90-b,97-a,112-b,
143-a,204-b,207-a,208-b,210-b,220-b,222-b,226-b,228-b,229-a,232-a, 
232-b,236-a,24 5-a,24 8-a,256-b,260-b,263-b,264-b,266-b,278-a,2 79-a,
2 81-a,2 81-b,285-a,304-b,305-a,305-b,312-b,315-a,321-b,326-b,330-b, 
344-b,358-b,384-a,385-b,390-b,445-b,460-b,473-b,483-b,484-b,489-b, 
495-b,501-b,527-a,527-b,546-b,560-b,569-a,5 91-b,593-b,611-a,665-b, 
668-a,671-b,682-a,683-a,685—a,686-b,689-b,692-b,693-a,704-a,705-a, 
774-a,787-b,838-b,843-b,852-b,858-b,862-b,901-a,951-a,965-a,966-a,
972-b,978-b,982-a,1028-a,1029-b,1034-b,1038-b,1043-b,1057-b,1113-b,
1122-a,1135-b,1160-a,1161-b,1162-a,1162-b,1164-b.
FQ:40-b,104-a,104-b,13 8-b,140-b,149-a,150-a,186-b,188-a,188-b,189-b,
198-a,208-b,211-a,212-b,243-a,254-b,256-a,262-a,265-b,303-a,304-a, 
305-a,367-b,400-a,408-b,412-a,420-a,427-b,429-b,460-b,470-a,470-b,
4 71-b,473-a,474-b,476-a,490-a,515-a,515-b,525-b,532-b,621-a,622-a, 
627-a,628-a,629-a,640-a,653-a,665-b,668-a,841-a,843-b.
F R :2-b,3-a,6-a,7-a,11-b,12-b,14-a,15-a,15-b,18-a,18-b,21-b,23-a,27-a, 
36-b,38-a,42-a,60-b,82-b,83-b,89- a ,95-a,120-a,126-a,126-b,134-a,
138-a,139-b,174-b,182-a,186-b,230-a,241-b,242-b,253-a,254-a,275-b,
2 79-a,2 79-b,280-a,282-a,298-a,302-b,303-b 
311-b ,313-a,316-a,317-b,321-b,323-b,33 9-b
3 71-b,380-b,389-a,390-a,397-a,406-a,408-b 
425-b,426-a,440-b,441-a,444-a,459-a,462-b 
596-b,598-b,606-b,608-b,623-a,630-b,633-a 
681-a,686-a,686-b,687-a,693-a,705-b,708-b 
748-b,754-a,761-a,774-b,777-b,780-b,782-b 
853-b,885-b,890-b,892-a,895-b,899-a,922-b
973-a,992-b,999-b,1006-a,1016-b,1029-a,1031-a,1031-b,1064-a,1076-b,
1172-b,1175-a,1206-a,
1292-b,1304-a,1316-b,
1341-b,1347-a,1354-a, 
1414-b,1415-b,1416-b, 
1500-a,1501-a,1502-b,
1579-a,1580-a,1582-b, 
1626-b,1633-a,1638-b, 
1687-b,1688-a,1696-b, 
1780-a,1783-b,1799-a, 
1842-b,1849-b,1850-b,
1899-a,1902-a,1923-a,
1959-b,1966-a,1967-a, 
1984-b,1994-b,2001-a, 
2049-a,2056-b,2063-a, 
2118-a, 1625.
127-a, 164-b;188-a,192-a, 
288-a,289-a,306-a,308-a,
402- a ,425-b,433-a,43 5-a, 
667-b,679-b,687-a,687-b, 
756-b,783-a,784-a,784-b, 
882-a,888-a,890-b,891-b, 
958-b,1021-b,1027-a,1055-b, 
1139-b,1143-a,1201-b,
1263-a,1288-a,1315-a,
1083-b,1128-a 1131-a 1132-a 1158-b,1165-a
1218-b,1236-a 1241-b 1251-b 1259-b,1290-b
1317-b,1319-a 1329-a 1330-a 1333-b,1335-b
1368-a,1368-b 1379-a 1380-a 1386-b,1402-a
1424-b,1435-a 1438-b 1441-a 1451-b,1464-b
1505-b,1507-b 1508-a 1525-b 1527-a,1540-a
1583-a,1591-a 1595-a 1604-a 1605-b,1626-a
1658-a,1664-a 1670-a 1676-a 1676-b,1680-a
1702-b,1723-b 1738-b 1764-b 1766-a,1777-a
1806-b,1807-a 1820-b 1822-b 1840-b,1841-a
1854-b,1856-b 1860-b 1886-b 1891-a,1892-b
1925-a,1934-a 1940-b 1945-b 1946-a,1948-b
1968-a,1969-b 1970-b 1971-a 1975-b,1981-b
2006-a,2008-a 2013-a 2026-a 2030-a,2033-a
2067-b,2080-b 2104-a 2107-a 2107-b,2109-a
205-a,209-a,220-a,226-a,228-a,242-a,248-a 
311-a,319-b,333-a,350-a,364-b,365-b,381-a 
445-a,447-a,459-b,464-b,488-a,540-b,628-a 
693-b,706-a,708-a,722-b,731-a,734-a,743-a 
803-a,814-a,844-a,849-a,859-a,867-b,870-a 
9 06-a,910-b,911- b ,916-a,916-b,918-a,9 29-b 
1056-a,1070-a,1082-b,1102-a,1108-b,1111-a 
1203-a,1211-a,1221-b,1252-a,1259-a,1260-b
304-a,304-b,308-a,311-a, 
348-a,351-a,353-a,361-b, 
411-b,413-a,414-b,417-a, 
470-b,477-b,502-b,555-a, 
63 8-b,65 2-a,67 4-a,67 5-a, 
725-a,737-b,738-a,746-a, 
785-a,806-a,843-a,853-a, 
926-b,929-a,932-b,944-b,
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1342-b,1357-a, 1372-b, 13 86-b., 1392-b,1395-a, 1412-a, 1425-a, 1426-a, 
1437-a,1447-a,1453-a,1455-b,1473-a,1496-a,1509-b,1513-b,1514-b,
1520-a,1524-b,1525-b,1528-a,1543-a,1581-a,1589-a,1604-a,1643-a, 
L656-a,1680-b,1683-a,1685-b,1687-b,1690-b,1694-b,1695-b,1701-a, 
1709-b,1710-b,1714-b,1721-b,1722-a,1748-b,1761-b,1779-b,1780-b,
17 82-a,1793-a,1800-a,1804-a,1809-a,1824-a,1829-b,1841-a,1844-b, 
1850-a,1855-b,1871-b,1877-a,1886-b,1892-a,1907-b,1918-a,1993-a, 
1999-a,1999-b.
Aud:29-b,32-b,41-a,67-k,68-a,78-a,87-a,88-a,95-a,95-b,107-a,169-a,
212-a,233-a,265-a,267-b,232-a,228-b,321-a,308-b,300-a,330-a,478-b,
516-a,55 2-b,55 8-b,57 0-a,59 0-a,606-b,613-b,634-a,668-a,67 2-b,68 0 - b ,
719-a,738-b,765-b,785-a,814-a,827-a,837-a,7 94-b,858-b,860-b,890-a, 
902-a,917-a,946-b,947-a,958-b,961-a,973-a,973-b,976-b,983-a,988-a, 
1009-a,1009-b,1039-b,1047-b,1054-a,1066-a,1087-a,1205-b,1223-a, 
1295-a,1348-b,1357-b,1397-a,1405-b,1406-b,1409-a,1412-a,1416-a, 
1417-a,1418-a,1421-a,1423-b,1424-a,1489-b,1501-b,1606-a,1608-a,
1815-b,1834-a,1888-a,1898-b,1948-a,1981- a ,198 5-a,2039-b,204 5-a, 
2066-a,2067-a,2067-b,2070-a,2070-b,2081-b,2242-b,2297-b,2336-a,
2 3 3 8-a,23 6 0-a,23 66-b,23 6 7- a ,23 7 2-b,23 7 3-a,23 8 2-b,23 91-b.
M u r :3-b,5-b,13-b,14-b,15-b,16-b,24-b,25-a,26-a,45-b,72-b,74-a,79-b, 
80-b,81-b,85-a,85-b,98-b,101-b,109-a,120-a,122-b,142-a,152-b,156-a, 
159-a,166-b,169-b,173-a,177-b,181-a,185-b»191-a,196-b,203-a,204-a, 
206-b,208-a,208-b,210-a,213-a,22 4-b,22 5-a,23 9-a,241-a,242-b,24 4-b, 
245-b,246-b,251-b,253-b,255-b,257-b,260-b,263-a,264-b,266-b.
2.3 Lines with Doubtful Caesura:
Not all the lines have medial caesura, and it is sometimes 
difficult to decide whether they have or not. The metrical caesura 
falls after the second stress and before the third, i.e. within or 
at the end of the second foot. If the metrical and semantic 
criteria agree, we should find a grammatical and semantic break 
within the second foot which can receive the caesura, grouping each 
side together into semantic units of a half-line. This is how the 
position of the caesura is decided in the great majority of lines. 
The table below shows the figures and percentages of lines with 
doubtful caesura
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
16 19 30 37 5 8
1.9 3.9 1.5 1.8 0.3 3.0
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Line references for cases of doubtful caesura are as follows:
MC 33, 34, 135, 300, 302, 318, 339, 375, 458, 512, 604, 821, 832, 
853, 889, 1027
FQ 34, 42, 142, 195, 213, 259, 274, 275, 413, 430, 462, 489, 533, 
550, 563, 564, 619, 647, 666
FR 73, 80, 257, 434, 485, 547, 600, 832, 896, 971, 1075, 1087, 1194, 
1314, 1342, 1440, 1470, 1569, 1611, 1652, 1735, 1765, 1805, 1870, 
1939, 1952, 2029
ES 20, 30, 37, 46, 121, 235, 387, 414, 441, 528, 541, 549, 559, 624, 
770, 776, 934, 940, 945, 951, 959, 1003, 1073, 1123, 1138, 1168, 
1235, 1319, 1339, 1444, 1481, 1521, 1570, 1574, 1583, 1688, 1833, 
1872, 1902, 1932, 1935
Aud 109, 535, 604, 1398, 1410
Mur 35, 118, 141, 167, 186, 248, 262
The following sections explain why such doubtful cases arise.
2.3.1 Most of these doubtful cases arise from different 
possibilities of stressing. Examples are as follows:
/ / / /
MC 853 Sent you back it to your See as you demanded
Sent you back to your See it as you demanded
\ / / / /
604 Man's life is a cheat it and a disappointment
/ ~ / / ' sMan s life it is a cheat and a disappointment 
FQ 413 The menace and caress It of wave that breaks on water
The menace and caress of wave it that breaks on water
34 Dry the pool, it dry concrete, brown edged
Dry the pool, dry it concrete, brown edged
The second scansion of this line is less likely but possible.
/ /  / \ /
FR 600 Now they can hardly it arrive in time to dress
\ / ✓ „ / /
Now they can hardly arrive it in time to dress
1075 0 God, man, it the things that are going to happen
/ \ / /  /
0 God, man, the things it that are going to happen
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ES 30 
541 
Aud 109
535 
Mur 35
2.3.2.
stresses fall, but it is difficult to decide whether a word or group
of words goes more closely with the previous or the following
half-line. Examples:
ES 121 It's a pity that you haven't it had it brothers and sisters
MC 832 Carefully, so it get it not it soiled or torn
FQ 462 For a h/ul that will it not it bear examination
FR 1440 But he says he h/sn't it got it the use of his car
\ / \ / \
ES 1872 Well.. .there's nothing more to say, it is there?#
Nothing at all.
2.4 Lines with no Medial Caesura:
Line reference for this group are as follows:
MC 936
FR 781, 845, 1530
ES 145, 531, 747, 990, 1216, 1681
The caesura might fall in the middle of a polysyllabic word, 
i.e. there is no medial caesura. Examples:
I couldn't say what I wanted to, it in a restaurant 
I couldn't say it what I wanted to, in a r/staurant. 
He's informed himself so carefully it about my career
He's informed hims/lf it so carefully about my career
/ \ / / /
Each calls across it a colder water
/ / N / /
Each calls it across a colder water
/ / / /
Whom the nightmare it ejects nude into
/ / / /
Whom the nightmare ejects it nude into
/ \ / / V  /
No one who asked it for a feed of fish was refused
/  \  v /  „ /  /
No one who asked for a feed it of fish was refused
In some four-stress lines, there is no doubt where the
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MC 936 As well as in the consultations of powers
FR 781 Together with the unrecapturable emotion
ES 145 One the contradiction of the other
/ / / /
FQ 204 In daunsinge, signifying matrimonie ---
In this last line from FQ the place of the caesura might also be
after signifying , with the scansion:
/ / / /
In dausinge, signifying # matrimonie---
(cf. 1.1 above). The line can also be scanned as an iambic
pentameter (cf. 2.4 below):
X / . x / x / . x / , X X / *
In daun | singe sig | nify | ing mat | rimonie .
2.5 Ambivalent Lines.
A point remaining for discussion is the ambivalent lines which 
scan as four-stress as well as iambic pentameter. The fact is that 
Eliot's technique in these lines is highly sophisticated. Let us 
quote his essay "Reflections on Verse Libre" (1917) where he 
expresses his opinion about ambivalence. There are two ways, in his 
opinion, of writing good poetry:
"But the most interesting verse which has yet been written in 
our language has been done either by taking a very simple form 
and constantly withdrawing from it, or no form at all and 
constantly approximating to a very simple one. It is this 
contrast between fixity and flux, this unperceived evasion of 
monotony which is the very life of verse..."(1965: 185)
In his early verse, (certain passages of The Waste Land, for
instance), Eliot followed this technique of writing ambivalent
lines. But in his stressed verse, which is the concern of this
work, there is a more sophisticated kind of ambivalence than that
described in the quotation - as if Eliot's practice had progressed
from there. It takes the form of lines which clearly conform to the
*or: mat | rimo | nie
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four-stress norm but can also scan as iambics, e.g. (F£ 834-9).
/ I * / - , ! * /  I X /The com | mon word | exact, | without | vulga | rity
X / , X / , X / , X / - X / , x
The for | mal word | precise | but not | pedan | tic
or The common word exact, # without vulgarity
/ \ / / /
The formal word precise # but not pedantic
There is also the possibility of iambic hexameter, e.g. (MC 1045-6)
x / . x / . x /  , X / , X / , x / . X
And as | in time | results | of ma | ny deeds | are blen | ded
X / , x  / i X / i x / , X / x  / , X
So good I and e | vil in | the end | become | confoun | ded
or And as in time results # of many deeds are blended
So good and /vil # in the end become confounded
In The Elder Statesman, in which Eliot has approximated the line 
of verse to colloquial prose, such ambivalent lines disappear. It 
seems that Eliot, by that time, had completely liberated himself 
from traditional prosody and gone over to his well-established 
four-stress line which can scan only as four-stress.
Ambivalence can be found in individual lines in a four-stress 
passage and, less frequently, in full passages.
The following passage, which can scan like free iambic
pentameters, is an example (FQ 457-62)
x / . X  / , x X / . X / . X  / i *
We have | to think | of them as | fore | ver bai | ling,
/ X , X / . *  / . x  / , X
Setting | and hau | ling, while | the North | East lo | wers
X X  / . X /  , x / , * <>) , X / , * x
Over sha | llow banks | unchan | ging and | ero | sionless
* / . X  X / i *  / i x / i *
Or draw | ing their mo | ney, dry | ing sails | at do | ckage
/ . X  / , * X / . X / , * X / . X
Not | as ma | king a trip | that will | be unpay | able
x x /  , X / . * / x /  x / x
For a haul | that will | not bear | exa|mination
All these lines are capable of being described as free pentameters.
But since they occur in four-stress passages, and since they can
very well scan as stressed metre, they will be treated as such. The
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fact that these lines scan as syllabic metre is a secondary matter 
here, and, for the purpose of this thesis, they may preferably be 
regarded as stressed metre in the first instance.
Such lines are, however, in a very small minority. If we 
promote one syllable to the degree of metrical stress in the 
four-stress line, the line could admittedly scan as a pentameter 
(Fraser 1970:24-5); but the number of the stresses in the
four-stress line is not the only important characteristic of
stressed verse, the medial caesura is as much part of the line as
the four stresses are. The caesura in all these ambivalent lines is 
well placed in the middle of the line, and this is another important 
reason why these lines are scanned as stressed metre in the first 
instance.
2.6 The Corpus for Analysis.
The medial caesura, dividing the line in half, in the great
majority of lines, provides us with an adequate corpus of half-lines 
for analysis. Numbers of half-lines are shown in the table below:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1468 838 3536 3734 3640 518
This corpus, however, has to be varied for different purposes 
throughout the thesis. The variation is shown in the following 
table:
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Chpt. Sections Corpus Excluded
all sections 
except for 
3.3.1
Section
3.3.1
Two-stress
half-lines
All half-lines
Three-stress half-lines
all sections All half-lines
I. Residues of two-stress
complete* and neutral* half-
Sections Grammatical types lines.
5.2-3 1-29 in the two-
stress half-lines II. Incomplete* two-stress half­
lines.
III. All three-stress half-lines,
Section
5.1
Grammatical types 
1-29 in both two- 
and three-stress 
half-lines
I. Residues of both
two- and three-stress 
complete and neutral 
half-lines 
II. Two- and three-stress 
incomplete 
half-lines.
* defined in 4.1 below.
A full metrical analysis of the half-line is given in Chapter 
Three, and is followed by a syntactical analysis of the half-line in 
Chapter Four.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE METRE OF THE HALF-LINE.
3.1 Classification:
Having determined and isolated the lines which do not conform to 
the four-stress norm and established the four-stress line with a 
medial caesura, we are now in a position to examine and analyse the 
half-line as a unit.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyse the stress-patterns of 
the half-line in the works under scrutiny. Chapter Four will 
examine the grammatical construction of the half-line.
In order to establish the stress-patterns, it is necessary to 
count the sequences of stressed and unstressed syllables that make 
up each half-line.
In counting the syllables of a given word, Daniel Jones' 
definition of the syllable as "a peak of prominence" was adopted in 
the present analysis ;
"Each sound which constitutes a peak of prominence is said to be 
syllabic, and the word or phrase is said to contain as many 
syllables as there are peaks of prominence." (1972:55)
Syncopation of syllables was allowed in some cases but not in
X X  / x X
others, e.g. (i) every = two syllables, but different - three
x /x x / X X
syllables; (ii) desire = three syllables, but desirable = four
XX
syllables; and (iii) our = two syllables.
The stress-patterns of the half-line have been classified 
according to (i) whether or not the half-line has an anacrusis, and 
(ii) the number of syllables contained in the anacrusis, if any.
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Stress-patterns are analysed as shown in the following passage from 
Murder In The Cathedral:
, . L / x  ! /  , x . x | / x x \/ x
18 Seven years it and the summer is over
l / x | /  JL X X s I /  X I /  X
19 Seven years it since the Archbishop left us
I /  X X | /  X \ / X X j /  X
20 He who was always # kind to his people
x x I / X *1 / x | / X x| /
21 But it would not be well it if he should return
In 18-a, 19-a, and 20-b, the first metrical stress falls on the 
first syllable, i.e. there is no anacrusis. All the half-lines that 
have no anacrusis are included under the heading "Type I". In 21-b, 
the first metrical stress falls on the second syllable, so there is 
monosyllabic anacrusis. All such half-lines are included in "Type 
II". If there are two unstressed syllables before the first 
metrical stress in the half-line, as in 18-b and 21-a, the half-line 
is included in "Type III". "Type IV" of the stress-patterns 
contains the half-lines that have an anacrusis of three syllables as 
in 19-b. Half-lines containing an anacrusis of four or five 
syllables are collected under "Type V", e.g.
^ ^ \ x I / x I / X
MC 524 It is not for 'me to tell you # how this may be so
ES 1344   # So let me introduce you - by
/ \
that name -
1345 To Mrs... Mrs...
The stress-patterns are analysed for all the four-stress lines 
excluding (i) those that have doubtful caesura (cf. 2.3.1); (ii) 
those that have no medial caesura (cf. 2.4); (iii) those that have 
words in the middle of the line which could belong equally well in 
either the first or the second half-line (c.f 2.3.2); and (iv) all 
the three-stress half-lines (cf. 2.2.2).
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3.2 Corpus and Description:
After the above exclusions, the corpus remaining for analysis 
consists of 12823 half-lines, distributed over the six works as 
follows:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1307 760 3253 3563 3526► 414
The table below shows the distribution of these half-
the five types mentioned in 3 .1 above:
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
I Zero- 383 177 
Anacrusis 29.3 23.3
739
22.7
685
19.2
931
26.4
89
21.5
II Monosyllabic 554 308 
Anacrusis 42.4 40.5
1249
38.4
1493
41.9
1746
49.5
169
40.8
III Disyllabic 316 241 
Anacrusis 24.2 31.7
941
28.9
1111
31.2
802
22.7
146
35.3
IV Trisyllabic 50 33 
Anacrusis 3.8 4.3
268
8.2
240
6.7
46
1.3
10
2.4
V 4-5 syllables 4 1 
Anacrusis 0.3 0.1
56
1.7
34
1.0
1
0.03
3.2.0 Order of the Stress-patterns in the Tables.
In the tables provided below for the different stress-patterns 
within each type, stress-patterns are arranged according to the 
length of the first, and then the length of the second foot, and are 
placed in ascending order. Thus |/xx|/x precedes |/xx|/xx and both 
of these precede the stress-patterns where the first foot includes 
four syllables (|/xxx|/ or |/xxx|/x). Complete line references for 
all the stress-patterns are given in Appendix B in Volume II.
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3.2.1 Type I_: zero-anacrusls
This type includes the half-lines in which the first metrical 
stress falls on the first syllable, i.e. there is no anacrusis (cf.
3.2 above). They are 3004 half-lines (23.4 per cent of the total).
This type falls into the 32 stress-patterns shown in the table 
below:
Stress pattern MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1/ 1/
7
0.5
5
0.7
7
0.2
5
0.1
13
0.4 -
|/|/x
8
0.6
2
0.3
14
0.1
12
0.3
33
0.9
1
0.2
|/|/xx
2
0.2 -
4
0.1
10
0.3
10
0.3 -
|/|/xxx - -
2
0.1
2
0.1
1
0.03 -
|/|/xxxx - - -
1
0.03 - -
|/ |/xxxxx - - -
1
0.03 - -
|/x|/
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3.5
14
1.8
54
1.7
51
1.4
134
3.8
8
1.9
|/x|/x
51
3.9
33
4.3
66
2.0
60
1.7
191
5.4
4
1.0
|/x|/xx
23
1.8
6
0.8
35
1.1
36
1.0
39
1.1
1
0.2
|/x|/xxx
2
0.2 -
11
0.3
7
0.2
4
0.1 -
|/x|/xxxx - -
1
0.3 -
3
0.1 -
|/xx|/
71
5.4
26
3.4
97
3.0
82
2.3
212
6.0
24
5.8
|/xx|/x
56
4.3
32
4.2
133
4.1
91
2.6
172
4.9
23
5.6
55
Stress pattern MC
15
|/xx|/xx 1.1
FQ FR ES
7 47 51 
0.9 1.4 1.4
Aud Mur
29 4 
0.8 1.0
3 1 6 8 1
|/xx|/xxx 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.03 -
— 2 1 — _
|/xx|/xxxx — 0.1 0.03 - —
|/xx|/xxxxx —
1
0.03 - :  :
-------------------------------------------------- ---------------
43 17 71 85 53 14
|/xxx|/ 3.3 2 2 2.2 2.4 1.5 3.4
32 13 75 76 27 5
|/xxx|/x 2.4 1.7 2.3 2.1 0.8 1.2
---------------------------- -------------------------------------
10 8 20 32 3
|/xxx|/xx 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.9 0.1
6 _ —
I/xxx|/xxx — 0.2 - - -
----------------------------
7 5 31 30 5 3
|/xxxx|/ 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.1 0.7
3 4 25 30 1
|/xxxx|/x 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.03
---------------
2 1 7 3 - -
|/xxxx|/xx 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 — —
1
|/xxxx|/xxx - 0.03 - - -
---------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------
2 3 10 4 2
|/xxxxx|/ 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.5
---------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------
- 8 4 - -
|/xxxxx|/x — 0.2 0.1 — —
1 _ —
|/xxxxx|/xx — 0.03 - - -
_ 1 — _
1/xxxxx|/xxx — 0.03 - -
---------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------
- 2 2 - -
|/xxxxxx|/ — 0.1 0.1 — —
_ 1 _ _
|/xxxxxx|/x — 0.03 - - -
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Stress pattern MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
|/xxxxxxx|/x — — 0.03 —
Examples of these patterns:
i -i  I / I /
/ /
MC 22-a King rules
/ /
FQ 5-a All time
FR1575-b What the'n?
ES 286-a Come, Charles
Aud 305-a Coursed down
1.2 1 / 1 / *
MC 335-a Life l/sting
FQ 1-a
/ / 
Time present
FR 109-b Why, painful?
ESI193-a Sh^ep farming?
Aud 8 7 5-b
/ / 
Cares little
Mur 236-a Dead bracken
1*2 1 / | /  X  X
MC 7 82-b Please d/ne with
FR 2 3 2-a Leads anywhere
ES1549-a Fred Culverwell
Aud 104-a Wry r/latives
_I.4_ 1 / | /  X  X  X
12 901-b Stop! Try to stop
/ / \
ES 244-a Yes, thank you, Lambert
Aud 188-a Vague v/getable
1-A I /| / X X X X
ES 263-b saw anyone, my Lord
l-i I / I / x x x x x
ES 877-b sad changes in me, Richard
!•!_ | / x | /
MC 18-a Seven years
FQ 23-a T h e r e they w e r e
/ / 
FR1432-b void my mind
ES 877-a Time has wrought
/ / 
Audl793-a Righteous wrath
Mur 100-a M^et the force
*1 1 / x | / X
MC 334-b grows to glory
FQ 2 0-a Round the corner
FR1914-a Downing told her
ES 6 2 8-b , * / ^ Now it s my turn
Aud 6 6-b settled places
Mur 217-a Lanterns shafted
9_ 1 /
X X 
—
.X
MC 851-b offered clemency
FQ 7-b
/ / 
possibility
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FR1135-b left a cautery 
ES 925-a Well, it's natural
Aud 699-a Making bedroom eyes
/ /
Mur 111-b skin of turbulence
| / x | / x x x
MC 116-b always isolated
/ / \
FR1221-b Oh! I'm sorry, my Lord
/ / >> 
ES1155-a Scandal? who said scandal?
/ /
Aud 546-a Piers and promontories
1.11 | / x | / x x x x
/ / s
FR 63-b What does she think about it
/ /
Aud 440-b Listen courteously to us
| / x x | /
MC 411-b Purpose is plain
/  v /
FQ 20-b through the first gate 
FR1005-b Cancer is here
ESI369-a What did I make..?
/ \ /
Aud 350-a Since we wake up
Mur 261-a Working out sounds
1 / X  X  | / X
MC 2 7 7-a Not worth forgetting
FQ 487-a
/ /
Over the shoulder
FR 5 14-a Very uncommon
ES 957-a
/ , / ,
Don t you remember
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Aud1999-b When you're unlucky
Mur 161-a Those who had thrown him
I . U 1 / X X  | /  X  X
MC 2 7 5-b
/ \ /
need not walk warily
Z2 111-a Hampstead and Clerkenwell
FR1834-a
/ ^ /
Such things are possible
ES1550-a Who is Fred Culverwell
Aud 3 1-b
/ /
Things are divisible
Mur 18-b
/ / x
twitching their mooring-stone
I'll 1 / X  x | / x x x
MC 3 2 8-b those of the Chancellorship
m 553-b stands on the promontory
FR 27 5-a -r -  r  / NNow it s for you to manage
ES1151-b
/ \ /
did come to hear about it
Aud 233 6-b
/ / \
Must you go woolgathering
1.16 1 / x x  | / x x x x
m o  14-b
/ /
Well, let s not talk of such i
ES 182-b
/ /
Yes, I ve been brooding over :
I_._T7 | / x x  | / x x x x x
/ X ' \
FR1920-a I have no influence over him
j / x x x | /
MC 835-b What you have to say
s /
FQ 255-b into which they peered
60
FR1654-b What does the word mean?
ES1596-b lying in the road
/ \ / 
Audl315-a Warehouses and wharves
Mur 19 9-a
/ /
Blinded by a shot
19 1 / X  X  X  | /  X
MC 569-b make yourself the lowest
FQ 1
CM Moving without pressure
FR 318-a Talk in your own language
ES1568-b
/ /
When we were at Oxford
Audi106-a Dotterels and dunlins
Mur 244-a
/ ^ / s  
Snow-white on the gun-rock
1.20 | / x x x | / x x
/ N /
MC 955-a These things had to come to you
FQ 433-a Where is there an end of it
/ /
FR 917-a If you will depend on me
ES1837-b snatched a book away from you
/ /
Aud 379-a Definitely different
1.21 | / x x x | / x x x
FR 41-b Dividends from aeroplane shares
1^ .22^  | / x x x x | /
/ /
MC 865-b if you will be content
FQ 310-a Shall I say it again?
/ /
FR 271-b forthcoming with advice
ES 623-a Well, I shan't keep you long
61
Audl874-a shimmering in the shade
Mur 255-a Lowering them on ropes
1*23 1 / X  X X X  | /  X
MC 96-b that is another matter
FQ 248-a What was to be the value.*?
FR 114-b w/ndering in the tropics
ES1277-b
/ v /
Why do you look so angry?
Aud 248-a Hobbledehoy and helpless
I_.24 1 / X X X X  | / X  X
MCI161-a Pr/y for us of your charity
FQ 243-b Not very satisfactory
FR1852-a
/ / ^
Trying not to dislike women
ES 118-a
/ n . /
Not occupied with anything
I_. 25 1 / x x x x  I / x x x
FR 60 3-a
s . , / 
Well, we must go and dress,
JC.26 1 / x x x x x  I /
MC 523-b that I do not understand
FQ 309-a Something I have said before
FR 2 4 6-a
/ N \
Would you like to have them
/ N. \ /
ES1587-a Then, Father, you should tell us
/ N /
Mur 133-b they were dancing around him
I^2_7 | / x x x x x | / x
/ \ /
FR 345-a Later I became excited
62
ES 119-a Someone to make a remark to
1^.28 | / x x x x x | / x x
/ V /
FR 187-a That will be a little difficult
1^.29 | / x x x x x | / X X X
/ \ / 
ES1715-b Yes, wasn't it extraordinary
I .30 | / x x x x x x  | /
/ \ / 
FR1537-a Everything would fall into place
ES 458-a Later I came to understand
3JL_ | / x x x x x x  | / x
FR 886-a Whether I know what I am saying
_1.32 | / x x x x x x x  | / x
/ \ / 
FR2035-a Violet, you are the most malicious
3.2.2 Type II: monosyllabic anacrusis
This type includes the half-lines in which the first metrical 
stress falls on the second syllable, leaving a monosyllabic 
anacrusis. There are 5519 half-lines included in this type, i.e. 
about 43.1 per cent of the total number of half-lines under 
scrutiny, distributed as follows:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
554 308 1249 1493 1746 169
42.4 40.5 38.4 41.9 49.5 40-8
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This type falls into the 30 stress-patterns shown in the table 
below:
Stress pattern
/ [ /__________
/1 /x
/ I /xx
/ |/xxx
/ |/xxxx
/x|/
/x|/x
/ x | / XX
/x|/xxx
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
17
1.3
18
1.4
2
0.2
8
1.1
21
0.6
13
0.4
15 22 29
2.0 0.7 0.8
94
2.7
137
3.9
1
0.2
10
2.4
2
0.3
10
0.3
16
0.4
14
0.4 -
1
0.1
118
9.0
88
6.7
29
2.2
1
0.1
1
0.
1
0.
36 179
8.3 5.
74 170
9.7 5.
15 54
2 .0 1.
1
0.1
16
0.
8
03 0.2
03 0.1
173 
5 4.9
180 
2 5.1
98 
7 2.8
20 
5 0.6
476
13.5
414
11.7
36
1.0
40
9.9
22
5.3
3
0.7
0.1  -
/x|/xxxx 
/x|/xxxxxx
2
0.1
/xx
/xx
97
7.4
25 155
3.3 4,
1
0.03
207 
8 5.8
317 46
9.0 11.1
52 48 194 222 165 25
X /xx /x 4.0 6.3 6.0 6.2 4.7 6.0
19 11 48 81 11 3
X /xx /xx 1.5 1.4 1.5 2.3 0.3 0.7
1 1 8 7 2 _
X /xx /xxx 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 -
/xxxxx 03 -
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Stress pattern
xj/xxx /
51
3.9
25
3
x|/xxx /x
37
2.8
36
4
x|/xxx /xx
6
0.5
6
0
x|/xxx /xxx
2
0.2 -
x|/xxx /xxxx
1
0.1 -
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur 
131 161 48 15
19
37 41
2 4
0.1 0.1
x|/xxxx|/ 
x|/xxxx|/x 
x|/xxxx|/xx 
x|/xxxx|/xxx 
x|/xxxxxj/ 
x|/xxxxx|/x 
X|/xxxxx|/xxxx 
x|/xxxxxx|/
4
0.3
1 21 32 7 1
0.1 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.2
6
0.5
2
0.2
4
0.5
27
0.8
2
0.1
21
0.6
1
0.03
1
0.03
1 1 
0.03 0.03
1
0.1
5
0.2
12
0.3
1
0.1
7
0.2
5
0.1
1
0.03
1
0.03
x|/xxxxxx|/xx
1
0.03
Examples of these patterns
II.JL x  | / | /
MC 773-b we rode hard 
FQ 196-b by grey stone
65
FR 106-a 
ES 585-a 
Aud 354-b 
Mur 179-b
II .2
MC 489-a 
FQ 423-a 
Fr 324-a 
ES 306-b 
Aud 279—b 
Mur 238-b
II .3
MC 892-b 
fT} 118-b 
FR 236-a 
ES1940-b 
Aud 840-a
II. _4
MC 947-b 
FR1874-b 
ES 723-b
II._5
FR 264-b 
ES1133-a
For eight years
/ /
My dear Dick
 ^ , 
of more deaths
their bones smashed
x | / | / x
You kn^w truly 
Than time counted
Without purpose
/ / 
you left England
of sacked temples
in June water
x I /  I /  X  X
/ / 
the king s majesty
of all property
The eyes stared at me
/  /  v
we all think we know
Of man s memory
X  I /  I /  X  X  X
/ / 
subdued, violated
/ / s ^
I know one thing, Amy
/ / ,. 
and start reading to me
X  | /  | / x x x x
she^s done nothing about it 
To make anything of it
66
II. _6
MC 664-a 
FQ 211-b 
FR1124-b 
ES1479-b 
Audl250-a 
Mur 33-b
II. 7_
MC 387-b 
FQ 518-b 
FR 539-b 
ES1758-b 
Audl814-a 
Mur 127-b
II. 8
MC 208-a 
FQ 524-b 
FR2026-b 
ES1995-b 
Aud2203-b 
Mur 140-a
II. 9_
MC1034-a 
FQ 636-b
x | / x | /
Destroy yourself 
in clumsy shoes
or else untrue
/ / 0 
as who has not?
/ / 
To find your feet
He gave away
| / x | / X
in worldly o r de r  
have left the platform 
I'm sure I saw him
/i /until we get there
Of all the armies
/ / 
like country fiddlers
| / x | / X  X
They know and do not know
/ / -rat any terminus
/ / 
until you hear from me
are so inadequate
to seep through boundaries
/ /
The gills of Mackerel
X  | / x | / x x x
/ /
Respect the sanctuary
the unimaginable
67
FR1830-a A stony sanctuary
ES 695-b that's hardly seasonable
Aud2324-b to passing fornicators
11.10 x 1 /  X  | / X X  X X
ES1212-a
/ / \
To lord it over them, in fact
n.jj. x 1 /  x  | /  x x x x x x
ES1466-b you don't yet know about me, 1
11.12 x 1 /  X  X  I /
MC 564-b
/ / 
with glory of saints
Fq 662-a
/ / 
Or carry report
FR 907-a They l e av e me al^ne
ES 772-a r, 'Referred to a nurse
Aud 241-a Go roaring down roads
Mur 233-b
/ \ /
a young one was seen
11.13 x 1 / X X  I / X
MC 116-a
/ / 
Despised and despising
FQ 412-b
/ / 
the whine in the rigging
FR1 389-b the minor dis/ster
ES1643-b
/ \ / 
that no one believes in
Aud 628-a
/ \ / 
With light-fingered ladies
Mur 116-a on. / ,The oarsmen were calling
11.14 X  1 /  X X | / X X
MC 114-a I saw him as Chancellor
68
/ / s
FQ 403-a the starfish, the horseshoe crab
/ /
FR1833-a The lesson of ignorance
ES 822-b who seems to be stalking you
Aud2282-b of Fashion and ll/ndicrafts
/ /
Mur 105-a With hundreds of Mackerel
II._15 x | / x x | / x x x
MC 88-b of frenzied enthusiasm 
FQ 366-b the pattern more complicated
FR 375-b the change is too sudden for you
/ ^ /
ES 362-b and not very comfortable
Aud2294-b was ruthlessly g/rrymandered
X X  X  X X
FR1466-a Is going to moralise about it
MC 673-b in learning and in thought 
FQ 839-a The formal word precise 
FR1964-a To learn that one is dead 
ES1167-a Because I was your son
Aud2369-b his predatory note
/ \ / 
Mur 147-a He knelt against the stem
II_.JJ8 x | / x x x | / x
/ /
MC 238-b aware of their prevision
/ / \
FQ 310-b In order to arrive there
FR 728-b was always to be n/ughty
69
/ s /
ES1927-a But one thing I m convinced of
Aud2365-a Is so much galimatias 
Mur 155-a And rested on the gunwale
I I . x | / x x x | / x x
MC 85-b a certain incredulity
/ /
FQ 850-b a people without history
FR1413-b of malice or stupidity 
ES 643-b But how was I responsible 
Aud1601-a Unequal our happiness
II.-20 x | / x x x | / x x x
MC1086-b the money you appropriated 
FR 993-b in terms of the laboratory 
ES 981-a Is pr/ctically negligible
II»21_ x | / x x x | / x x x x
MC 40-a Some malady is coming upon us
II.«.22 x | / x x x x | /
MC1098-b in desecrating his church 
FQ 311-b to g/t from where you are not 
FR1398-a A casual bit of waste
ES1814-a Though you repudiate me
/ /
Aud 411-a Exaggerate to exist
/ \ /
Mur 249-a But most were carried away
11.23 x I / x x x x  I / x
70
MC 360-b or bravery will be broken
FQ 246-b the poetry does not matter
/ ^ /
FR 309-a At three o clock in the morning
ES 919-b has nothing to be ashamed of
Audl587-b surround our navigation
^1.24^ x | / x x x x | / x x
/ /
MC 618-a The enemy of society
FR1901-b his family and his h/ppiness
/ \ /
ES 275-a Let us go into the library
11.25 x j  / x x x x  | / x x x
FR 607-a The gardener had no garden flowers 
ES1202-a Or wh^re, if I took a different name
11.26 x | / x x x  x x  | /
/ \ \ /
MC 316-b at kissing-time below the stairs
/ \ /
FR 452-b of anything that comes to hand
ES 113-b he's never had to be alone
II.2j7 x | / x x x x x | / x
/ /
MC1054-b by strategem, or by resistance
/ \ \ /
FR 416~b and Harry need have no suspicion
ES1861-b It really was an inspiration
11.28 x J / x x x x x j / x x x x
v \ /
N / \ / \ 
FR2038-b Oh!, certainly, Amy. I do not understand
71
II.2$) x  | / x  x  x  x  x  x  | /
FR1528-a Or lack of emotion, as before
11.30 x | / x x x x x x  | / x x
FR 417-b If anyone speaks to Dr. Warburton
3.2.3 Type III: disyllabic anacrusis
This type includes the half-lines in which the first metrical 
stress falls on the third syllable, thus forming a disyllabic 
anacrusis. There are 3557 half-lines included in this type, i.e. 
27.7 per cent of the total number of half-lines, distributed as 
follows:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
316 241 941 1111 802 146
24.2 31.7 28.9 31.2 22.7 35.3
This type falls into the 25 stress-pattems shown in the table 
below:
Stress pattern MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
xx|/|/
23
1.8
16
2.1
30
0.9
25
0.7
90
2.6
10
2.4
xx|/ I/x
14
1.1
8
1.1
27
0.8
23
0.6
85
2.4
10
2.4
4 2 13 17 6 1
xx| / 1 /xx 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.2
- 5 2 - -
xxl /1 /xxx - - 0.2 0.1 - -
X X |/ |/xxxx - -
1
0.03
1
0.03 - -
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Stress pattern MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
XX /*l /
73
5.6
39
5.1
138
4.2
151
4.2
247
7.0
48
11.6
XX /x|/x
57
4.4
52
6.8
149
4.6
132
3.7
130
3.7
20
4.8
XX /x|/xx
11
0.8
8
1.1
40
1.2
74
2.2
12
0.3
3
0.7
XX /x|/xxx
3
0.2 -
9
0.3
11
0.3 - -
XX /xj/xxxx - - -
1
0.03 - -
XX /xx|/
48 28 
3.7 3.7
137
4.2
186
5.2
146
4.1
22
5.3
XX /xx|/X
37
2.8
29
3.8
142
4.4
154
4.3
54
1.5
10
2.4
XX /XX|/XX
9
0.7
14
1.8
34
1.0
62
1.7
6
0.2 -
XX /xx|/xxx - -
4
0.1
8
0.2
1
0.03 -
XX /xxx|/
16
1.2
19
2.5
95
2.9
100
2.8
12
0.3
17
4.1
XX /xxx|/x
15
1.1
20
2.6
76
2.3
114
3.2
5
0.1
2
0.5
XX / X XX |/ XX
1
0.1
3
0.4
22
0.7
25
0.7
2
0.1 -
XX / x x x | / x x x - -
3
0.1
2
0.1 - -
XX / x x x 1/ x x x x - - -
1
0.03 - -
XX / x x x x | /
2
0.2
1
0.1
11
0.3
12
0.3
1
0.03
2
0.5
XX /xxxx|/x
2
0.2
2
0.3
3
0.1
6
0.2
3
0.1
1
0.2
XX /XXXX|/XX - - - -
2
0.1 -
XX /xxxx|/xxx - -
1
0.03 - - -
73
Stress pattern MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1 4
xx | / xxxxx | / 0.1 — — 0.1
xx|/xxxxxx|/ — — 0.03 —
Examples of these patterns;
III.l x x | / | /
MC 944-b but the shamed swoon 
FQ 92-a In a dim l/ght 
FR1999-b is the first thing 
ES1438-b We're engaged now
Aud 84-b till the bars close
Mur 12-a To the str/ng stems
III.2 X X I / I / X
MC 584-b in my soul's sickness
n 192-b while a van passes
FR 965-a
_ • / / 4 
It is most vexing
ES1776-a
/ / 
Which your words echo
Aud 564-a And its turf terrace
Mur 61-b
/ / 
to the broad channel
III.3 X x I / I / X X
MC 153-b
/ / 
we had lived quietly
FQ 305-b and the wild strawberry
FR 670-a Which are too violent
ES 389-b A reformed ch/racter
/ /
Aud1019-a In his low library 
Mur 93-b Then they cast overboard
III.4 x x | / | / x X  X
FR 773-b to have hope taken from you 
ES1109-b that you want something from him
III.5 x x | / | / x x x x
/ / '
FR1962-a It was all over, I believe,
ES1538-b with a deep silence between us
III.6 x x | / x | /
MC 890-b you must make no doubt 
FQ 222-b and another day
FR 357-b to reproach yourself
/ / 
ES 209-b for the life I've left
\ / /
Aud2143-a Such a pleasant prince
/ /
Mur 190-a I can see that light
III.7 x x I / x I / x
MC 212-b an et/rnal patience
436-b to
/ /
the drifting wreckage
FR 109-a To
\ /  /
come back to Wishwood
ES1480-b and his love will save him
Aud 977-b Of his crowing candle
Mur 180-b
\
Yet
/ /
the cliff was passing
III.8 x x I / x I / X  X
75
/ /
MC 952-a By the final ecstasy
/ /
FQ 486-a Of recorded history
FR1877-a But at least I wanted to 
ES1945-b for the man he regally is 
Aud 813-a Unatt/ched as tumbleweed 
Mur 94-b and a thousand mackerel
III.9 x x | / x | / x x x
MC 225-b could make ready c/nterbury
FR2076-b and he won't w'ant anybody
/ / \
ES 233-a This would do for visiting cards
III.10 x x  | / x | / x x x x
ES1075-b of his running over somebody
III.11 X  X | / x  x  | /
MC 291-b
/ / 
is as good as a wink
FQ 309-b I shall say it again
FR 153-b
/  / 
but a blessed relief
ES1737-b
/ /
The romance of my life
Aud 850-b
/
where he sinned against
/
kind
Mur 149-b to the shadows they saw
III.12 X  X I /  X  X  I /  X
MC 353-b
/ / 
of a certain submission
FQ 124-a But abstention from movement 
FR1099-b that are taken for granted
76
ES 441-b Is he up with his Lordship
/ / N
Aud2176-b So be off to the game, dear
Mur 27-a And experienced boatsmen
..13 X X I /  X X I /  X X
MC 469-b his regard for your loyalty
ZQ 249-b the autumnal serenity
FR 53-a Are undoubtedly d/cadent
ES 507-a
/ /
I am touched by your interest
Aud2269-b
/ /
Which dismayed the illiterate
III.14 x x | / x x  | / x x x
FR2072-a That accounts for what happens to them
/ x /
ES 715-b though she looks rather dominating
Aud2309-b was adopted un/nimously
III.15 x x | / x x x | /
/ /
MC 598-a That the pattern may subsist
FQ 659-a It would /lways be the same
FR1148-a Not intended to be heard
ES 181-b Don^t you r/cognize this b/ok?
/ / 
Aud2368-a Who is hostess to us all
/ /
Mur 20-b in the centre of the bay
III.16 x x | / x x x | / x
/ /
MC 95-b to detain him in his kingdom
/ /
FQ 384-b In my end is my beginning
/ /
FR 20-a To the military widows
77
\ / /
ES 649-a Don't you wish you could believe it?
Aud 357-b the enormous disappointment
Mur 53-a In the dark before the moon rose
III.17 x x | / x x x | / x x
/ /
MC 64-a And the steadfast can manipulate
/ /
FQ 273-a Is the wisdom of humility
/ /
FR 668-b she was frightened of the family
ES1527-b into something like reality
/ /
Aud2325-b in the Functional Society
III.18 x x |  / x x x | / x x x
FR 134-b and it does not come for everybody
/ N / V-
ES 179-a You've been very long in coming, Father
III.19 x x j  / x x x | / x x x x
ES 634-a And the more I g'et, the longer I may stay
III.20 x x | / x x x x | /
/ /
MC 81-a That divided them? Is it peace
FQ 513-b the way forward is the way back
FR1576-b as identified with this house
/ /
ES 819-b she'll be bothering us again
/ /
Audl404-a By the criminally inclined
Mur 187-b How it sharpens into a rock
111.21 x x  | / x x x x  | / x
MC 838-a Then in public I shall refute them
78
FQ 476-b but the sudden illumin/tion 
FR1711-b and the awful evacuation
ES 703-a Without knowing that they enjoy it
\ / / \
Aud2311-b to get nitrogen from the ice-cap
/ /
Mur 250-a From the village of Rossadillisk
III.22 x x | / x x x x | / x x
/ / ^ 
Aud2296-b by the courtesy of a shaving-cream
III.23 x x  | / x x x x  | / x x x
FR 111-b because everything is irrevocable
III.24 x x  | / x x x x x | /
\  / / 
MC 932-a What was coming to be? It was here
/ N ^ 
ES1934-b to perpetuate myself in him
III.25 x x |  / x x x x x x | /
FR1788-a But I cannot explain that to you now
3.2.4 Type IV: trisyllabic anacrusis
This type includes the half-lines in which the first metrical 
stress falls on the fourth syllable. The three preceding syllables 
form the anacrusis of the half-line. There are 647 half-lines 
included in this type, i.e. about 5 per cent of the total number of 
half lines, distributed thus:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
50 33 268 240 46 10
3.8 4.3 8.2 6.7 1.3 2.4
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This type falls into the 22 stress-patterns shown in the table 
below:
Stress pattern MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
xxx /I/
4
0.3
6
0.8
16
0.5
10
0.3
10
0.3
3
0.7
xxx /|/x
3
0.2
1
0.1
20
0.6
13
0.4
7
0.2 -
xxx /|/xx
2
0.2 -
2
0.1
4
0.1 - -
xxx /1 /xxx - -
2
0.1
1
0.03 - -
xxx / |/xxxx - -
1
0.03 - - -
xxx /x|/
10
0.8
6
0.8
47
1.4
56
1.6
8
0.8
4
1.0
xxx /x| /x
15
1.1
8
1.1
51
1.6
60
1.7
10
0.3
1
0.2
xxx /x|/xx -
3
0.4
9
0.3
11
0.3
1
0.03 -
xxx /x|/xxx - -
1
0.03
2
0.1 - -
xxx /xx|/
5
0.4
2
0.3
30
0.9
20
0.6
6
0.2
2
0.5
xxx /xx|/x
5
0.4
3
0.3
31
1.0
30
0.8
3
0.1 -
xxx /xx|/xx - -
8
0.2
6
0.2 - -
xxx /xx|/xxx
2
0.2 -
1
0.03 - - -
xxx /xxx|/
1
0.1
1
0.1
18
0.6
14
0.4 -
TCJCX /xxx|/x
2
0.2
3
0.4
20
0.6
10
0.3 - -
xxx /xxx|/xx
1
0.1
3
0.1
1
0.03 :
-
xxxI/xxxI/xxx 
xxx|/xxxxI/
------------
1
0.03
1
0.03
- - -
xxx|/xxxx |/x - -
2
0.1
1
0.03
1
0.03 -
xxx|/xxxx I /xx - -
1
0.03 - - -
xxx1/xxxx I /xx
1
0.03
------- ----- ----------------------------------
xxx|/xxxx*1/ - -
2
0.1
1
0.03 - -
Examples of these stress-patterns:
X  X x | / | /
MC 678-b
/ / 
out of the King's dish
540-a
/ /
You can receive this:
FR1703-b Until the chain breaks
ES 644-a / /We were the same age
Aud 747-a Of the approved state
Mur 69-a We have enough now
,2 X  X x | / | / X
MC 118-b
/ /
upon his own virtues
FQ 542-b
A  . / / J
that is the one action
FR 497-a
/ / 
That are the least likely
ES1278-b must be in great trouble
Aud 857-b , / r / into a deaf nature
81
IV._3 x x x | / | / X X
MC 559-b that there was no m)4tery 
FR 803-a Which you can change anywhere 
ES 311-b to take a long holiday
IV.4_ x x x j  / | / x x x
/ / v 
FR 657-a to have a tame daughter-in-law
/ /
ES1965-a This is your first visit to us
IV ._5 x x x | / j / x x x x
/ /
FR2018-b you would be quite happy about it
IV.6 x x x | / x j /
/ /
MC 94-b and with the King of France
FQ 194-b in the electric heat
/ /
FR1151-b on which the news arrived 
ES 152-b A convalescent home 
Audl596-b is to create a soul 
Mur 259-a After the prayers were said
IV.7_ x x x | / x | /
MC 93-b becomes a pr/cious r^lic
FQ 244-a A periphrastic study
' / /
FR1084-b being unkind to mother
ES 539-b of the engrossing business
/ / 
Audl887-a For he ignored the nightmares
\ / /
Mur 219-b lay on the floor on boxes
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IV.J5 x x x | / x | / x x
/ /
FQ 314-b which is the way of ignorance
/ /
FR 742-b in what we called the wilderness
\ / /
ES1667-b to get a girl like Monica
/ /
Audl773-a Are our dreams indicative?
IV.9_ x x x | / x | / x x x
N /  v> /
FR1390-b to think of each thing separately
ES 124-b of any use to anybody
IV.^LO x x  x | / x x | /
MG 94-a He is at one with the Pope
FQ 834-b where every word is at home
\ / /
FR1969-a To keep the tiles on the roof
/ /
ES 773-a Do we address her as 'Nurse'?
Aud 174-b that was s'© fluent till now
Mur 33-a He had respect for the sea
IV. 1_1 x x x | / x x | / x
/  /
MC1048-b that my decision is taken
FQ 549-b this is your real destination 
FR1119-b Do you remember my father?
ES 333-b Who are alr/ady corrupted 
Aud1595-b is not enough for the ego
IV. 12^  x x x | / x x | / x x
/ /
FR1335-a That you consider appropriate 
ES1763-b you can't abandon your family
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IV.JL3 x x x | / x x |  / x x x
MC 311-b I do not w/it upon c/remony
FR2041-a That there is something I could understand
IV».14 x x x | / x x x | /
MC 891-b between the sh/pherd and his fold
/ /
FQ 189-a In my beginning is my end
FR 295-b the unimportance of events
^ / /
ES 950-b it might have ended your career
IV. L5 x x x | / x x x | / x
\ / /
MC 74-a To give you notice of his coming
FQ 158-b of the disconsolate chimera
FR1627-b is not a story of detection
ES 668-a Then I suppose he wanted money?
IV. JJ) x x x |  / x x x j / x x
/ \ /
MC 371-b against intelligent self-interest
FR 786-b And in a way you contradict yourself
\ /  /
ES 736-b to have the privilege of helping you
IV.JL7 x x x j  / x x x  | / x x x
s / /
FR1294-b I would not answer for the consequences
IV. 18 x x x | / x x x x  | /
FR 253-b how can you say that nothing is changed?
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x x x  | / x x x x  | /  x
FR1926-b the resolution is in another 
ES 970-a To our mutual satisfaction 
Aud2282-a In what was formerly the museum
IV.20 x x x  j / x x x x  j / x x
FR2009-a Has never happened in our family
]^.2_1 x x x |  / x x x x j / x x x
/ /
FR2010-b that I was going to be a missionary
IV.22^  x x x | / x x x x x | /
/ s /
FR1521-a Because it feels eternal while it lasts
ES1217-a A representative carrying on
3.2.5 Type V_: four- to five-syllable anacrusis
This type includes the half-lines in which the first metrical
stress falls on the fifth or the sixth syllable, forming an 
anacrusis of four or five syllables. There are 96 half-lines 
included in this type, i.e., about 0.7 per cent of the total number 
of half-lines, distributed thus:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
4 1 56 34 1
0.3 0.1 1.7 1.0 0.03 ---
This type falls into the 16 stress-patterns shown in the table 
below:
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Stress pattern MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
4 3 -
xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
/ 1 / -  -  0.1 0.1
4 2
/ 1 /x - - 0.1 0.1
/ 1 /xx - - - 0.03
xxxx
1 9 13
/x | / 0.1 - 0.3 0.4
xxxx
xxxx
2 20 7
/x|/x 0.2 - 0.6 0.2
5
/x| /xx - - 0.2 -
xxxx /x|/xxxx — — 0.03 —
xxxx
xxxx
1 4 2
/xx|/ - 0.1 0.1 0.1
2 1
/xx|/x - - - 0.1 0.03
xxxx
xxxx
1 2 1 
/xxxj/ 0.1 —  0.1 0.03
3
/xxxj /x — - 0.1 —
xxxx|/xxxx|/x — — 0.03 —
xxxxx|/ |/ — — 0.03 —
1 1
xxxxx |/x|/ - - 0.03 0.03
xxxxxj/xx|/ — — 0.03 —
2
xxxxx| /xx| /x - — - 0.1
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Examples of these stress-patterns:
V_._l_ x x x x | / | /
/ /
FR 524-a He was in a rare fright 
ES1580-a But we should respect love
V._2 x x x x | / | / x
FR1761-a That you have a long journey
/ /
ES1853-b that it is the same Michael
V_.3_ x x x x | / | / x x
\ / /
ES 340-a Except for a false inference
_V.4_ x x x x | / x | /
\ / /
MC 573-b beyond expiation. No!
/ /
FR 394-b it would be as bad as this
ES 393-b to have been away from home
_V._5 x x x x | / x | / x
MC 589-b Can I neither act nor suffer?
FR1666-b that had been imposed upon me
ES 64-b For I didn't know you loved me
_ V . x  x x x | / x | / X  X
FR 990-b of making some great discovery
V.7_ x x x x | / x | / x x x  x
FR1464-a There's a little more. 'The Piper Family'
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V_.8^  x x x x | / x z  | /
FQ 844-a Or to an illegible stone 
FR1726-b a communication, a scent 
ES 717-b I'm going to leave you alone
9_ x x x x | / x x | / x
\ / \ /
ES1107-b being so polite to each other
Aud2295-a And there was a terrible tussle
V_._1_0 x x x x | / x x x | /
\ / /
MC 983-a And I would no longer be denied
FR 683-b there is no decision to be made
ES 821-a I'm going to prowl about the grounds
V^ . LI X X X X | /  X X X | / x
s / /
FR1224-a So let us resume the conversation
V. 12 x x x x | / x x x x | / x
/ \ /
FR 332-a Because the particular has no language
V. 13 x x x  x x | / | /
FR 727-b that it must be my own fault
V.14 x x x x x | / x | /
FR 642-b because there's no one else to ask 
ES1695-a And he was so perplexed, poor lamb
V.15 x x x x x | / x x |  /
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FR1654—a But you are not unhappy, just now ?
V^ , 1_6 x x x x x | / x x | / x
v / /
ES 404-b of becoming a different person
3.3 Discussion
3.3.1 Half-line Length.
The half-line length varies from two to twelve syllables. The 
maximum half-line length occurs in FR. The three tables presented 
below show numerical data for (i) two-stress half-line length; (ii) 
three-stress half-line length; and (iii) two- and three-stress 
half-line length together. The higher proportions are underlined.
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Length
in
Syllables
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
7 5 7 5 13 ---
2 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.4 ---
71 24 89 76 261 10
3 4.8 2.9 2.5 2.0 7.2 1.9
283 126 398 379 1116 88
4 19.3 15.0 11.3 10.1 30.7 17.0
400 209 757 801 1352 167
5 27.2 24.9 21.4 21.5 37 .J. 32.2
311 202 914 1061 611 102
6 21.2 24.1 25.8 28.4^ 16.8 19.7
166 131 660 795 141 42
7 11.3 15.6 18.7 21.3 3.9 8.1
53 55 318 360 22 4
8 3.6 6.6 9.0 9.6 0.6 0.8
12 8 84 75 7 1
9 0.8 1.0 2.4 2.0 0.2 0.2
4 — 18 10 3 —
10 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.1 —
— — 6 1 — —
11 0.2 0.03
_____„_m-■T ■ -MM ■ M ■ in
12 ~ -
2
0.1 - - . -
1307 760 3253 3563 3526 414
Total 89.0 90.7 92.0 95.4 96.9 79.9
Table 2. 
Three-stress half-line length,
Length
in
Syllables
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
2
0.1
4 3 2 1 18 6
0.3 0.4 0.1 0.03 0.5 1.2
24 11 22 9 46 31
1.6 1.3 0.6 0.2 1.3 6.0
42 16 53 31 29 34
2.9 1.9 1.5 0.8 0.8 6.6
46 16 79 62 9 26
3.1 1.9 2.2 1.7 0.2 5.0
30 19 61 47 6 6
8 2.0 2^3 1.7 1.3 0.2 1.2
9 10 41 15 3 1
9 0.6 1.2 1.2 0.4 0.1 0.2
6 3 19 4 1 -
10 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.03 -
- - 5 2 - -
11 -  0.1 0.1
12 - - 0.03 -
161 78 283 171 114 104
Total 11.0 9.3 8.0 4.6 3.1 20.1
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Table _3.
Two- and three-stress half-line length.
Length
in
Syllables
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
2
7
0.5
5
0.6
7
0.2
5
0.1
13
0.4 -
3
71
4.8
24
2.9
89
2.5
76
2.0
263
7.2
10
1.9
4
287
19.6
129
15.4
400
11.3
380
10.2
1134
31.2
94
18.1
5
424
28.9
220
26.3
779
22.0
810
21.7
1398
38.4
198
38.2
6
353
24.0
218
26.0
967
27.3
1092
29.2
640
17.6
136
31.5
7
212
14.4
147
17.5
739
20.9
857
23.0
150
4.1
68
13.1
8
83
5.7
74
8.8
379
10.7
407
10.9
28
0.8
10
1.9
9
21
1.4
18
2.1
125
3.5
90
2.4
10
0.3
2
0.4
10
10
0.7
3
0.4
37
1.0
14
0.4
4
0.1 -
11 - -
11
0.3
3
0.1 - -
- - 3 -
12 -  0.1
Total 1468 838 3536 3734 3640 518
Half-lines
The significance of these figures can be shown more clearly from a 
separate chart for each work, as follows:
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40 - <i> nc
35-
30- 2-stress
25-
-0-2- 6 3-stress
20-
15-
10 -
o*'
12111008
Sgltables
40-
<2> FQ
35 -
30 - -e- 2-stress
o----- Q
25-
-o-2- fc 3-stress
20 -
15 -
10 -
2 3 54 6 87 12
Syltables
92a
40 -
<3> FR
35-
30 - 2-stress
o-• 3-stress25-
-o- 2- ft 3-stress
20 -
15 -
lO-
ll 129 105 5 7 82 3
Sg11abIes
40 -
<4> ES
35 -
30 - -e- 2-stress
•o-• 3-stress25 -
-o- 2- ft 3-stress
20 -
15 -
10 -
* - - o
2 3 4 5 5 121110
SgI tables
92b
40 -
<5> Aud
35 -
30 - 2-stress
o-- 3-stress25 -
-o- 2- & 3-stress
20 -
15 -
10 -
1211108 976
40 -
6) Mur
35 -
30 - -e- 2-stress
•o— 3-stress25 -
-o- 2- & 3-stress
20 -
15 -
10 -
122 3 4 5 6 10 117 8 9
Sg I I ab I es
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Table One
Table 1 shows that FR and ES have their highest percentages in 
the six-syllable half-lines, whereas the rest of the works, have 
them in the five-syllable (i.e. shorter) half-lines. It is worthy 
of notice that in FQ, there is a high percentage of the six-syllable 
half-lines too. This variation in length is due to variations in 
its stylistic norm. The poem contains short as well as long 
half-line passages (cf. 3.3.3). Examples of the two kinds of 
passages are:
(i) short lines
....# Other echoes
18 Inhabit the garden. # Shall we follow?
19 Quick, said the bird, # find them, find them
20 Round the corner. # Through the first gate...
(ii) long lines
• ••• // The poetry does not matter.
247 It was not (to start again) # what one had expected.
248 What was to be the value # of the long looked forward to
249 Long hoped for calm, # the autumnal serenity
250 And the wisdom of age? # ...
It is also noteworthy that although Aud has, like FQ, MC, and 
M u r , its highest percentage in the five-syllable half-lines, the
poem has a very high percentage of four-syllable half-lines (cf.
3.3.2 where Aud has a high proportion of zero-anacrusis half-lines, 
and 3.3.3 where it has a high proportion of rising rhythm 
half-lines).
Mur, again, tends to have a high proportion of six-syllable 
half-lines•
Table Two
Attention has been drawn above to the particular effects of 
three-stress half-lines in Mur (cf. 2.2.3). The effects of
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three-stress half-lines in the other works are different and much
more varied. In Mur, the increase of tempo was important to
reinforce the fast-moving dramatic narrative, i.e. the use of
three-stress half-lines is semantically motivated in Mur. But in
the other five works, the use of such half-lines is either (i)
functional, i.e. a deviation from the norm that is brought about by
the author's use of a colloquial phrase or clause irrespective of
its length; or (ii) poetic, i.e. the effect of crowding more
lexically significant units than usual into the half-line unit, the
"density" which is so typical of modern poetry.
In ES, and to some extent in FR, the use of these three-stress
half-lines is mostly functional (cf. 1.4 above). Most of the poetic
usages of three-stress half-lines enhance the emotional effect.
This applies to ES, FR, and some cases in MC. Others are, however,
used for emphasis especially in FQ and a few cases in M C .
FQ has its highest percentage in eight-syllable half-lines. The
majority of these are used for emphasis in
(i) reflective philosophical passages, e.g.
/ \ /
FQ 841 Every phrase and every sentence #is an end and a beginning.
842 Every poem in an epitaph. # And any action.
/ y /
843 Is ji step to the block, to the fire # down the sea's throat
844 Or to an illegible stone: # and that is where we start 
(These lines include poetic repetition: 841-a is a noun phrase pair, 
and 843-a includes an asyndetic repetition of the prepositional 
phrase)
and (ii) descriptive passages, e.g.
/ / \
FQ 110 Driven on the wind # that sweeps the gloomy hills of
London.••
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500 Like the river with its cargo # oJE dead negroes cows and 
chicken coops
In MC, seven-syllable half-lines form the highest percentage. 
The long three-stress half-lines are used here for:
(i) emphasis in:
(a) passages expressing abrupt, final replies, e.g.
Thomas: What shall we give for it?
/  V  /
Tempter Pretence of priestly power
(The b half-line contains three disyllabic content words, two of
which alliterate on the stressed syllable, and the third on the
unstressed)
and (b) situations needing some kind of argument, rhetoric and 
persuasion, and therefore long sentences, e.g.
691 For those who serve the greater cause // may make the cause
serve them,
/ \/ /
692 Still doing right: # and striving with political men
/ \/ /
693 May make that cause political # ...
and (ii) emotional effect in:
(a) passages where the effect aimed at is bringing out, through a 
recollection of the past, a picture of a happy future, the 
springtime fancy, in order to tempt the Archbishop into it, e.g.
277 .... # And of the new season.
278 Spring has come in winter. # snow in the branches
279 Shall float as sweet as blossom. # Ice along the ditches
280 Mirror the sunlight # Love in the orchard
/ / / \/ /
281 Send the sap shooting # Mirth matches melancholy
(b) passages expressing sorrow and compunction at the loss of loved 
ones, e.g.
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1132 After what journey # through what further dread
1133 Shall we recover your presence? # when inherit
1134 Your strength? The Church # lies bereft,
1135 Alone, desecrated, desolated, # and the heathen
shall b\iild on the ruins,
1136 Their world without God. # ...
(In line 1135, sorrow is conveyed, together with pessimism and loss 
of hope, through the asyndetic repetition of three predicative 
adjectives, two of which are alliterating quadrisyllables and the 
third disyllabic)
and (c) a passage of mystic experience where the Archbishop prepares 
himself for his assassination and decides to face it steadily, e.g.
980 Go to your vespers, # remember me at your prayers.
981 They shall find the sh/pherd here; # the flock shall be
spared.
v  / / / /
982 I have had a_ tremour of bliss, # a_ wink of heaven, a_
/
whisper, ...
In FR and ES, seven-syllable half-lines form the highest 
proportions. Some of these are used to enhance emotional effects in
(i) passages of past recollection, e.g.
FR
\/ / \ /
2 I have nothing to do # but watch the days draw out • • • •
6 £  Sun that was once so warm, # 0 Light that was taken for
granted
^  / / / /  \/
7 When I_ was young and strong # and sun and light unsought
for
ES
187 Contemplating nothingness. # Just remember:
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188 Everyday, year after year, # over my breakfast,
189 I have looked at this book - ...
191 I could look in the right book, # and find out what I was
doing
192 Tw/nty years ago, today, # at this hour of the afternoon...
858 And you made me try to punt, # and I got soaking wet
859 And nearly dropped the punt pole, # and you all laughed at
me.
860 Don't you remember?...
(ii) passages expressing a feeling of jealousy and revenge, e.g.
FR
/ \/ \ / /
1845 Amy: But 1^ thought, thirty-five years is long, # and
death is an end...
1847   # Thirty five years ago
1948 You took my husband from me. # Now you take my son.
1849 Agatha: What did I take? # Nothing that you Vver had
1850 What did I get? # thirty years of solitude ....
1854 Amy: The more rapacious, # to take what I_ never had, ....
1856 Had you taken what I had, // you would have left me at
iN/ «- /least a_ memory.
ES
425 Your loneliness # - so cosy, warm and padded....,
641 .................... 1 only gained in return
642 Your e n v y , spite and hatred. # That is why you attribute
643 Your downfall to me...
and (iii) passages expressing a mystic experience in FR, e.g.
322 ... for no direction
323 Leads anywhere # but round and round in that v/pour...
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1525 From the self which persisted it only as an eye seeing... 
1527 When I was inside the ^ old dream, it I felt all the same 
emotion.••
But the majority of these half-lines in FR and ES are used 
functionally, e.g.
FR
/ N v  /23 That's not Amy's style at all. it We are country bred
people..•
139  it Make him feel at home, 1^ say!
596 Ivy! Violet! it has Arthur or John come yet?
ES
1143 Time passes pretty quickly, it when you're in debt 
1425 Well, Monica, here I V m  it I hope you got my message.
1885 .......... it Here's my business card
1886 With the full address, it You can always reach him there.
In Aud, the highest percentage of three-stress half-lines is of
five-syllable length. Most of these long half-lines are used for 
emotional effect in
(i) narrative passages conveying a feeling of sorrow and bitterness, 
e.g.
210 it In the fourth watch
211 A torpedo struck it on the port bow:
/ \/ /
212 The blast killed many; it the burning oil
213 Suffocated some; it...
(ii) passages reflecting the wartime feelings of people, e.g.
231 ..... it In a packed hall
/ / \/
232 Two vicious rivals, it two virtuosos
233 Appear on one pl/tform it and play duets
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234 To war orphans # and widowed ladies...
238  1 Chink Coo of
239 The conquered condiCion, # counCries where
240 ArroganC officers, # armed in cars
241 Go roaring down roads # on Che wrong side
242 Couris mariial meeC # aC midnighC wich drums;
and (iii) passages conveying endearmenC and affecCion, e.g.
1066 Come, peregrine nymph, # display your warm
1067 Euphoric flanks # in Cheir full glory
1068 Of liberal life. #....
Some are used in purely descripCive passages, e.g.
/ \/ /
1397 The scene has all Che signs # of a faceCious culCure, ...
1404 ..........# Che cascle is open on Sundays;
/ \/
1405 There are parks for plump # and playgrounds for pasCy
/
children
1415 Well, here I am buC how, # how, asks Che visicor
1416 Scrolling Chrough Che sirange sCreeCs, # can I sCarC Co
discover
1417 The fashionable feminine free, # or Che form of insulc
\/ / /
1148 Minded mosC by men? # ...
Ic has been shown ChaC Che effecC of Chree-sCress lines is 
differenC in Che differenC works. They are mainly used for emphasis 
(FQ and MC) and emoCion (MC, FR, ES and Aud). BuC many are used 
merely funcCionally, especially in FR and ES. Emphasis is achieved 
in passages of reflecCion (FQ), naCure descripCion (FQ and Aud) , and 
confronCaCion or argumenc (MC). EmoCional effecCs are achieved in 
passages of pasC recollecCion (MC, FR and ES), revenge (FR and E S ) 
and mysCicism (MC and FR). The media used are poeCic repetition and
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polysyllabic words (FQ and M C ) and alliteration (Aud, Mur and M C ) .
For the effect of three-stress half-lines in Mur, cf. 2.2.3
Table Three
If the numerical data in Tables 1 and 2 are added together, they 
will appear as shown in Table 3. It has been shown in Table 1 that 
six-syllable half-lines form the highest percentages in FR and ES 
whereas in the rest of the works five-syllable half-lines occur more 
frequently. Table 3 shows a similar result to table 1 though here, 
because of adding the figures of table 2 (three-stress half-lines), 
half-lines have more stresses whereas in Table 1 they have more 
unstressed syllables.
From these tables, the following points can be deduced:
(i) in stressed metre with a standard norm of stresses, greater 
length can sometimes mean a higher proportion of unstressed 
syllables, and, at other times, a higher proportion of 
stresses.
(ii) FR and ES consistently show larger proportions of 
unstressed syllables, and this agrees with their more 
colloquial style (cf. P.F. Baum 1952:93-5);
(iii) this last point is borne out by the fact that FR and ES 
alone have examples of 11- and 12-syllable half-lines, and 
higher proportions of 8-, 9-, and 10-syllable half-lines, 
and, in general, stand out from the rest of the works in 
having rare metrical patterns, e.g. x|/xxxxxx|/xx and
xxx|/x|/xxx
Greater accuracy in showing this variation of half-line length 
in the different works can be achieved through calculating the
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average half-line length. In the following chart, it is clear that
the averages in FR and ES are longer than those in FQ, MC, Mur and
Aud respectively whether in 2 or 3-stress half-lines, or in both 
types added together.
In the chart, average length for three-stress half-lines is at
the top of ; that of two-stress half lines is at the top o f £ ;
whereas the combined average for the length of both two- and 
three-stress is at the top of fllflll •
Average Length
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From the chart, the following can be deduced:
(i) two-stress half-line average length extends from just under five 
syllables to almost six syllables. The longest average is in ES, 
then FR. Aud has the shortest whereas F£, MC, and Mur stand midway.
(ii) Three-stress half-line average length extends from under five 
syllables to over seven syllables. It is over seven in FR and ES, 
nearly seven in FQ, over six in MC, almost six in Mur, and over five 
in Aud. This order agrees with that in the two-stress half-line 
average length.
(iii) when two and three-stress half-lines are added together, we 
get the same graduation in (i) above with one slight exception, viz. 
FR has only a slightly longer average than E S .
The stylistic effects of varying line lengths are often fairly 
obvious and have already been mentioned above (cf 2.1-2 also). But 
the length of half-line used will also to some extent affect its 
grammatical shape, as will be shown at various points in Chapter 
Five below.
3.3.2 Anacrusis
An examination of the incidence of anacrusis shows some 
distinctions between the six works. The following chart gives a 
clearer picture of the figures already given in 3.2 above.
Key to chart: ---o-. zero—anacrusis
— .£■- monosyllabic anacrusis 
#■—  disyllabic anacrusis 
A —  trisyllabic anacrusis 
1— —0 “ 4- to 5-syllable anacrusis
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In Type 1, (zero-anacrusis), MC has the highest percentage and 
then Aud: 29.3 and 26.4 per cent, respectively. The other works 
have lower percentages (cf. the table in 3.2 above). Half-lines 
with no anacrusis are one of the features of the metrical form in 
both Aud and MC. This is the result of (i) the lines, and 
consequently the half-lines, being very short in Aud; and (ii) a 
concentration in MC on using more content words and fewer articles 
and form words at the beginning of half-lines, as well as the fact 
that the half-lines in MC are relatively short (cf. 3.3.1).
Since we have two stressed syllables in each half-line the 
shorter the half-line, the fewer unstressed syllables we can get, 
and, following from that, the less possible anacrusis. The 
following two passages show this feature:
264
265
266 
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268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
I.MU
/ /
Friendship should be more it than biting Time can sever.
What, my Lord, it now that you recover
Favour with the King, it shall we say that summer's over
Or that the good time cannot last?
Fluting in the m/adows it viols in the hall,
Laughter and a p p1e-biossom it floating on the water,
Singing at nightfall it whispering in chambers,
/ /
Fires devouring it the winter season,
/ \ /
Eating up the darkness, it with wit and wine and wisdom! 
Now that the King it and you are in amity,
Clergy and laity it may return to gaiety,
/ / / x /
Mirth and sportfulness it need not walk warily.
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2. Aud
1018 At Wheels Rake,
1019 In his low library it loving Greek
1020 Bishop Bottrel; it he came back from the East
/ /
1021 With a fat notebook it full of antique
1022 Liturgies and laws, it long-forgotten
1023 Christian creeds it occluded within a
1024 Feldspar fortress. it Fay was his daughter;
1025 A truant mutation, it she took up art,
1026 Carved in crystal, it became the friend of
1027 Green-eyed Gelert it the great dressmaker,
1028 And died in Rome, it ...
In Type II (monosyllabic anacrusis), Aud has the highest 
percentage (49.6) and the rest of the works have lower percentages. 
In Aud there are passages where almost every half-line has a 
monosyllabic anacrusis. The following short passages are 
illustrative examples of this type:
996 His last ch/pter it has little to say
x / / * / /
997 He grows backward it with gradual loss of
y / /
998 Muscular tone it and mental quickness:
X / / X / /
999 He lies down; it he looks through the window...
x / /
1184................................. .....This stony pass
x / / X / s /
1185 l£ bad for my back, it M^ boots are too small
X / v. / x / /
1186 haversack too heavy. it hate my knees
X / /
1187 But like my legs. it
In Type III (disyllabic anacrusis), Mur has the highest 
percentage (35.3) whereas MC and Aud have the lowest (24.0 and 22.7 
per cent respectively). F^» and ]±S fall midway. Disyllabic
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anacrusis is one of the indications that in M u r , F R , ES and to some 
extent FQ, the rhythm is polysyllabic, i.e. there is a larger number 
of unstressed syllables in the half-lines of these works than in Aud 
and, to some extent, MC (cf. 3.3.1 above). The following short 
passages from Mur contain many half-lines with disyllabic anacrusis:
(i)
42 Her thole-pins were cut it out of green holly
X X / / X x  / /
43 And the grapnel was forged it by the Cleggan smith
x x / / x x /  /
44 Since the day she was launched it she had been lucky..•
(ii)
54 ......# a floating oil
X X / \ /
55 Bleeding from the nets it where a_ blue-shark havocked
■ X X /  / x  x / /
56 On the quivering tails it of a mackerel shoal.
X X /  /
57 So he hauled until he reached it the snarled threshes
X X /  / J t x X /  s /
58 Of the snapping shark it which he stunned across the rail
The polysyllabic rhythm of Mur gives an effect of "galloping" 
suitable for fast-moving narrative (cf. 6.3.2 below). In ES, on the 
other hand, a similar rhythm is used in a conversational, almost 
colloquial style (cf. 1.4.3 above), e.g.
404 So you weren't aware it of becoming a_ different person:
 ^ X ^ \ X  X  / \ /
405 But where 1^  changed my name, it there was no social ladder.
x X / / X X / \ / N
406 Tt was jumping a_ gap - it and you can'_t jump back again.
X X / /
407 I parted from myself it by a^  sudden effort,
X X  / \ /
408 You, so slowly and sweetly, it that you've never woken up
X X /  s /
409 To the fact that Dick Ferry # died long ago....
X X / \ /
524 But 1^  wonder what brought about it this..stroke;
y ^ j ^ ^ * j
525 And 1^ wonder whether it you're the great economist
X X /  /
526 And financial wizard it that you're supposed to be
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527 And I/ve learned something # of other vicissitudes.
If the figures of Types IV and V (the two types that contain 
polysyllabic anacrusis of 3 to 5 syllables) are added together, the 
resulting percentages will show that (i) FR and ES have the highest 
percentages (10.0 and 7.7 per cent respectively); (ii) FQ and MC 
have lower percentages (4.5 and 3.4 per cent respectively) and
(iii) Aud has the lowest percentage (1.3 per cent), whereas M u r , 
having no cases in Type V, remains with a percentage of 2.4 in Type 
IV.
These figures show EQ and FR as containing the highest 
proportions of long anacrusis (cf. 3.3.3 below and 3.3.1 above, 
where FR and ES have high percentages of (i) falling rhythm and (ii) 
long half-lines).
3.3.3 Rising and Falling Rhythms
The stress-patterns can be re-ordered according to (i) whether 
the half-line ends in a stressed syllable or in an unstressed, and 
(ii) the number of unstressed syllables at the end of the 
half-line. According to this, the stress-patterns can be classified 
into three groups: (i) rising rhythm ending in a stress, (ii) simple 
falling rhythm, i.e. half-lines ending in one unstressed syllable 
after the stress, and (iii) polysyllabic falling rhythm i.e. 
half-lines ending in two or more unstressed syllables after the 
stress. The table below shows the figures and percentages of these 
groups, and is followed by three detailed tables showing the 
different stress-patterns in each group.
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Types of
Rhythm MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1. Rising 649 284 1333 1456 1879 262
49.7 37 .4 41. 0 40. 9 53.3 63.3
2. Simple 504 387 1425 1442 1459 137
Falling 38.6 50 .1 43. 8 40. 5 41.4 33.1
3. Polysyll­ - 154 89 495 665 188 15
abic falling 11.8 11 .7 15. 2 18. 7 5.3 3.6
Table 1. Rising Rhythm.
V
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
7 5 7 5 13
1/1/ 0.5 0.'7 0.2 0.1 0.4 —
46 14 54 51 134 8
|/x| / 3.5 1.8 1.7 1.4 3.8 1.9
71 26 97 82 212 24
|/xx|/ 5.4 3.4 3.0 2.3 6.0 5.8
43 17 71 85 53 14
|/xxx|/ 3.3
CNJ 
I
CM 
11
2.2 2.4 1.5 3.4
7 5 31 30 5 3
1/xxxx|/ 0.5 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.1 0.7
2 3 10 4 2
|/xxxxxI/ 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.1 --- 0.5
2 2
1/xxxxxxI/ --- --- 0.1 0.1 --- ---
17 8 21 13 94 1
x| / I / 1.3 1.1 0.6 0.4 2.7 0.2
118 36 179 173 476 40
x|/x|/ 9.0 8.3 5.5 4.9 13.5 9.9
97 25 155 207 317 46
X 1/xxI/ 7.4 3.3 4.8 5.8 9.0 11.1
51 25 131 161 48 15
xI/xxxI/ 3.9 3.3 4.0 4.5 1.4 3.6
4 1 21 32 7 1
x|/xxxx j / 0.3 0.1 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.2
f
0
Table JL_. Rising Rhythm. (Contd.)
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1 5 12
x|/xxxxxI/ 0.1 — 0.2 0.3 — —
1
X |/xxxxxxI/ -- — 0.03 — — —
23 16 30 25 90 10
X X |/ |/ 1.8 2.1 0.9 0.7 2.6 2.4
73 39 138 151 247 48
X X I / x I/ 5.6 5.1 4.2 4.2 7.0 11.6
48 28 137 186 146 22
X X I /xxI/ 3.7 3.7 4.2 5.2 4.1 5.3
16 19 95 100 12 17
XX  I/x x x I / 1.2 2.5 2.9 2.8 0.3 4.1
2 1 11 12 1 2
XX I /xxxx I / 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.03 0.5
1 4
X X | /xxxxxI/ 0.1 — — 0.1 — —
1
xx | /xxxxxx I / “ — — 0.03 — — —
4 6 16 10 10 3
x x x I/ I/ 0.3 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.3 0.7
10 6 47 56 8 4
x x x 1/x I / 0.8 0.8 1.4 1.6 0.8 1.0
5 2 30 20 6 2
X X X I /XX  I / 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.5
1 1 18 14
X X X I /X X X I / 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.4 —
1
X X X I /X X X X I / — — 0.03 — — —
2 1
XXXI /X X X X X  j/ — — 0.1 0.03 — —
4 3
x x x x I/ I/ — — 0.1 0.1 — —
1 9 13
x xxx |/x I/ 0.1 — 0.3 0.4 — —
Table 1_. Rising Rhythm. Contd,
MC- FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1 4 2
xxxx|/xx|/ 0.1 0.1 0.1
1 2 1 
xxxx|/xxx|/ 0.1 —  0.1 0.03
1
xxxxx | / 1 / —  —  0.03 —
1 1
xxxxx|/x| / —  —  0.03 0.03
1
xxxxx|/xx|/ —  —  0.03 —
Table 2_. Simple Falling Rhythm,
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
8 2 14 12 33 1
/ |/x 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.2
51 33 66 60 191 4
/x|/x 3.9 4.3 2.0 1.7 5.4 1.0
56 32 133 91 172 23
/xxI/x 4.3 4.2 4.1 2.6 4.9 5.6
32 13 75 76 27 5
/xxx|/x 2.4 1.7 2.3 2.1 0.8 1.2
3 4 25 30 1
/xxxxI/x 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.03 —
8 4
/xxxxx |/x —  —  0.2 0.1 —  —
1
/xxxxxx | /x —  —  0.03 —  —  —
1
/xxxxxxx I /x —  —  0.03 —  —  —
Table !_• Simple Falling Rhythm. (Contd.)
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
88 74 170 180 414 22
X|/x|/x 6.7 9.7 5.2 5.1 11.7 5.3
52 48 194 222 165 25
X|/xx|/x 4.0 6.3 6.0 6.2 4.7 6.0
37 36 133 156 19 3
X I/XX X  I/X 2.8 4.7 4.1 4.4 0.5 0.7
6 4 27 21 1
X I /XXXXI /X 0.5 0.5 0.8 0.6 0.03 —
1 7 5
X I /X X X X X I /X 0.1 — 0.2 0.1 — —
14 8 27 23 85 10
XX I/ I/x 1.1 1.1 0.8 0.6 2.4 2.4
57 52 149 132 130 20
xx|/x J/x 4.4 6.8 4.6
P's.m 3.7 4.8
37 29 142 154 54 10
X X |/xx|/x 2.8 3.8 4.4 4.3 1.5 2.4
15 20 76 114 5 2
XX I /X XX I /X 1.1 2.6 2.3 3.2 0.1 0.5
2 2 3 6 3 1
X X |/xxxx|/x 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2
3 1 20 13 7
XXX|/ |/x 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.4 0.2 —
15 8 51 60 10 1
XXX|/x|/x 1.1 1.1 1.6 1.7 0.3 0.2
5 3 31 30 3
XXX I /X X |/x 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.8 0.1 —
2 3 20 10
X X X |/xxx|/x 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 — —
2 1 1
XX X  I/X X X X I/X — — 0.1 0.03 0.03 —
4 2
XXXXI/ I/x — — 0.1 0.1 — —
2 20 7
xxxx|/x |/x 0.2 — 0.6 0.2 — —
Table 2_» Simple Falling Rhythm. (Contd.)
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
XXXXI/XX I/X 1 — — —
2
0.1
1
0.03 ~
XXXX|/XXX|/x — —
1
0.1 — —
xxxx|/xxxx|/x — —
1
0.03 — —
xxxxx|/xx|/x — — —
2
0.1 —
Table 3^ Polysyllabic Falling Rhythm. 
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
2 4 10 10
|/ |/xx 0.2 — 0.1 0.3 0.3 —
2 2 1
1/I/XXX — — 0.1 0.1 0.03 —
1
1/I/xxxx 0.03 —  —
1
I / I/xxxxx -- — — 0.03 —  —
23 6 35 36 39 1
|/XI/xx 1.8 0.8 1.1 1.0 1.1 0.2
2 11 7 4
I/X|/XXX 0.2 — 0.3 0.2 0.1 —
1 3
I/X I/xxxx — — 0.03 — 0.1 --
15 7 47 51
Ii
Os 
1 
<^>
1/xx|/xx 1.1 0.9 1.4 1.4 0.8 1.0
3 1 6 8 1
|/xx|/xxx 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.03
2 1
I/xxI/xxxx — — 0.1 0.03 —  —
1
|/xx|/xxxxx — — 0.03 — —  —
10 8 20 32 3
I/XXXI/XX 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.9 0.1 —
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Table 3. Polysyllabic Falling Rhythm .(Contd.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
I/xxxI/xxx — —
6
0.2 — — —
|/xxxx|/xx
2
0.2
1
0.1
7
0.2
3
0.1 — —
I/xxxx|/xxx — —
1
0.03 — — —
I/XXXXXI/XX — —
1
0.03 — — —
I/xxxxxI/xxx — — —
1
0.03 — —
X|/ |/xx
2
0.2
2
0.3
10
0.3
16
0.4
14
0.4 —
X|/ |/xxx
1
0.1 —
1
0.03
8
0.2 — —
X I/ I/xxxx — —
1
0.03
2
0.1 — —
xI/xI/xx
29
2.2
15
2.0
54
1.7
98
2.8
36
1.0
3
0.7
x|/x|/xxx
1
0.1
1
0.1
16
0.5
20
0.6
2
0.1
x|/x|/xxxx
2
0.1 — —
X|/xI/xxxxx — — —
1
0.03 — —
X j /xx I /XX
19
1.5
11
1.4
48
1.5
81
2.3
11
0.3
3
0.7
X | /xx|/xxx
1
0.1
1
0.1
8
0.2
7
0.2
2
0.1
X|/xxI/xxxxx — —
1
0.03 — — —
X|/xxx|/xx
6
0.5
6
0.8
37
1.1
41
1.2
3
0.1 —
X I /xxxI /xxx
2
0.2 —
2
0.1
4
0.1 — —
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Table 3^ Polysyllabic Falling Rhythm. (Contd.)
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1
X1/xxxI/xxxx 0.1 — — — —
X I/XXXXI/XX
2
0.2
2
0.1
1
0.03 — —
X I/xxxxI/xxx —
1
0.03
1
0.03 — —
X|/xxxxx |/xxxx - —
1
0.03 — — —
x|/xxxxxx|/xx -
1
0.03 — — —
XXI/I/xx
4 2 
0.3 0.3
13
0.4
17
0.5
6
0.2
1
0.2
XX I /I/xxx —
5
0.2
2
0.1 — —
XX|/|/xxxx —
1
0.03
1
0.03 — —
XX|/x|/xx
11 8 
0.8 1.1
40
1.2
74
2.2
12
0.3
3
0.7
XX 1 /x | /xxx
3
0.2
9
0.3
11
0.3 — —
XX1/X|/xxxx —  — —
1
0.03 — —
9 14
xx|/xx|/xx 0.7 1.8
34
1.0
62
1.7
6
0.2 —
X X |/xx j/xxx —
4
0.1
8
0.2
1
0.03
XX I /XXXI /XX
1 3 
0.1 0.4
22
0.7
25
0.7
2
0.1 —
XX I /xxxI/xxx —
3
0.1
2
0.1 — —
XX j/xxx|/xxxx — —
1
0.03 — —
xx
2
/xxxx | /xx —  —  —  —  0.1
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Table _3. Polysyllabic Falling Rhythm. (Contd.)
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1
xx I/xxxxI/xxx —  —  0.03
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
2 2 4
/|/xx 0.2 —  0.1 0.1
2 1
/ 1/xxx —  —  0.1 0.03
1
/ 1/xxxx —  —  0.03 —
3 9 11 1
/x|/xx —  0.4 0.3 0.3 0.03
1 2
/x|/xxx —  —  0.03 0.1
8 6
/xx|/xx —  —  0.2 0.2
2 1
/xx|/xxx 0.2 —  0.03 —
1 3 1
/xxx|/xx 0.1 —  0.1 0.03
1
/xxx I/xxx —  —  0.03 —
1
/xxxx|/xx —  —  0.03
1
/xxxx|/xxx - —  0.03
1
xxxx|/|/xx —  —  —  '0.03
5
xxxx I / x I / xx —  —  0.2 —
1
xxxx I/x I/xxxx —  —  0.03 —
In Group 1, Mur has the highest percentage (63.3) followed by 
Aud and MC (53.3 and 49.7 per cent, respectively). The stress- 
patterns of this group can be combined in the following pattern:
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(x) (x) (x) (x) (x) I / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) I /
The group includes such short stress-patterns as | / | /. There are 
some matching constraints on the numbers of anacrusis and the first 
foot syllables: (i) if the anacrusis contains five syllables, the 
length of the first foot can vary from one to three syllables: x x x  
x x | / (x) (x) | / ; (ii) if it contains four syllables, the length 
of the first foot can vary from one to four syllables: x x x x  | /
(x) (x) (x) | / ; (iii) if it contains three syllables, the length
of the first foot can vary from one to six syllables: x x x | / (x)
(x) (x) (x) (x) | / ; (iv) if it contains one or two syllables, the
length of the first foot can vary from one to seven syllables: (x) x 
| / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / ; and (v) if there is no anacrusis, 
the length of the first foot can vary from one to seven syllables: | 
/ (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | /. The following passage from Mur is a 
good example of rising rhythm half-lines:
14 The tide fell slack # ^ all the breakers were still.
15 Not a_ flicker of a^  fish, # Vnly the slow fall
16 Of the ocean there drawing out // the last drops of sleep
17 Soon they could feel # the effort of the ebb
18 Yearning its yarn, # twitching their mooring-stones
19 Stealthily seawards. # two boats beg\n to haul.
Here we find a further linguistic feature which is exploited by 
Murphy for fast-moving narrative effect. The succession of final 
monosyllabic stresses gives a "clipped" effect which reinforces what 
we saw earlier, the effect of "galloping" which is achieved, to some 
extent, by polysyllabic rhythm. The total effect of "galloping" and 
"clipped" is characteristic of fast-moving narrative written in 
stressed metre, and is paralleled in Middle English (cf. 6.3.2-4
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below)•
In Aud, rising rhythm half-lines result from the shortness of 
the line, a factor which makes it more likely that there will be 
fewer unstressed syllables at the beginnings and ends of 
half-lines. The following is an example:
1949 ...........# and out of the blue
1950 Come bright boys # with bells on their ankles
1951 To tease with roses # Cartesian monks
1952 Till their heads ache, # geometers vexed by
1953 Irrelevant reds. # May your right hand,
1954 Lightly alighting # on their longing flesh,
1955 Promise this pair, # what their prayers demand,
/ /
1956 Bliss in both, if born of each other, a
1957 Double dearness; # let their dreams descend
1958 Into concrete conduct. # Cl/im your own.
The serious, impassioned style of MC is well expressed by a 
rhythm of which about fifty per cent is rising. In the context of 
this work, a repeated final stress gives an effect of emphasis or 
finality which contributes to an "impassioned" style. This effect 
is reinforced by the use of rhymes, which may to some extent have
conditioned the high proportion of rising rhythm half-lines in this
work:
528 But think, Thomas, think # of glory after death
529 When king is dead, # there's another king,
/ \ / /  /
530 And one more king # is^  another reign.
531 King is forgotten, # when another shall come:
532 Saint and Martyr # rule from the tomb.
/ \ / / /
533 Think, Thomas, think # of enemies dismayed,
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534 Creeping in penance, # frightened of ji shade;
/ /
I 535 Think of pilgrims, # standing in line
/ /
536 Before the glittering # jewelled shrine,
In group 2, simple falling rhythm, FQ has the highest 
percentage: 50.1. The patterns of this group can be included in the 
following pattern: (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) 
(x) | / x. The length of anacrusis affects the lengths of the first 
foot of the half-line as follows: (i) if there is no anacrusis, the 
length of the first foot can vary from one to eight syllables: | / 
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / x ; (ii) with monosyllabic 
anacrusis, the length of the first foot can vary from one to six 
syllables: x | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / x ; (iii) with disyllabic 
and trisyllabic anacrusis, the length of the first foot can vary 
from one to five syllables: (x) x x | / (x) (x) (x) (x) | / x ; (iv) 
with anacrusis of four syllables, the length of the first foot can 
vary from one to four syllables; and (v) with anacrusis of five 
syllables, the length of the first foot happens to be only three 
syllables.
The following passage from FQ is a good example of simple 
falling rhythm half-lines which form 50.1 per cent of the total 
half-lines, and can therefore be regarded as the norm in this poem:
<> Keeping the rhythm in their dancing
/ / * / / x
216 As in. their living # in the living seasons
/ / X j, / / X
217 The time of the seasons ff and the constellations
x / X / / x
218 The time of milking # and the time of harvest
219 The time of the coupling # of_ man and woman
220 And that of beasts # Feet rising and falling.
/ / X
221 Eating and drinking. # Dung and death.
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In FR where the style is nearest to that of FQ, though the 
setting and the background are different, there is a high proportion 
of simple falling rhythm:
/ / X
624 Well, there's something to be said // for having an outsider
/ \ / X / / X
625 For what is more formal # than ji family dinner?
/ / X  x / / X
626 An official occasion # o£ uncomfortable people
627 Who meet very seldom # making conversation.
628 I am very glad # i£ Dr Warburton is coming
In group 3, EQ and FR have the highest percentages (18.7 and
15.2 per cent respectively), Aud and Mur have the lowest ( 5.3 and
3.6 per cent respectively), whereas MC and FQ stand midway (11.8 and
11.7 respectively).
This group includes the half-lines ending in two to six 
unstressed syllables. The stress-patterns of this group can be 
combined in the following pattern: (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) 
(x) (x) (x) | / x x (x) (x) (x) (x). Although the half-lines of 
this group do not amount to more than 12.6 per cent out of the total 
number of two-stress half-lines, they fall into sixty one 
stress-patterns as compared with 34 in group 1 and 30 in group 2.
The polysyllabic falling rhythm is most fitting to the 
conversational style of both ES and FR as well as to certain 
passages in MC and FQ. The table below gives some idea of the 
constraints on the distribution of anacrusis and unstressed 
syllables in these stress-patterns:
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No. of unstressed syllables at 
the end of the half-line
Syllables in ---------------------------------------------
the first foot A B C D E
1 2,3,4,5 2,3,4 2,3,4 2,3,4 2
2 2,3,4 2,3,4,6 2,3,4 2,3 2,4
3 2,3,4,5 2,3,5 2,3 2,3 --
4 2,3 2,3,4 2,3,4 2,3 ---
5 2,3 2,3 2,3 2,3 ---
6 2,3 4 -------  -
7   2
A = zero anacrusis 
B = monosyllabic anacrusis 
C = disyllabic anacrusis 
D = trisyllabic anacrusis 
E = four-syllable anacrusis.
CHAPTER FOUR
THE SYNTAX OF THE HALF-LINE
4.1 Method, Terminology and Corpus:
The half-lines under scrutiny are classified into three main 
categories: A. Complete Half-lines, B. Neutral Half-lines, and C. 
Incomplete Half-lines.
The term "complete" here means that the half-line is a syntactic 
unit containing a meaning. If the half-line is not a syntactic 
unit, or gives no full meaning, it is called "incomplete". By "a 
meaning" here is meant a meaning as complete as can be expected from 
the syntactic unit involved. Obviously, the meaning to be had from 
a noun-phrase like the nature of the business or a genitival phrase 
like of her promising grove is not as complete as that of a clause 
like Had they deceived us?; but for the purpose of this study, the 
meaning of any half-line will be regarded as "complete" if the 
essential elements of the syntactical unit, whether at phrase- or 
clause-level, are present.
There is a borderline category in which the half-line gives some 
meaning, but not so full as that in the "complete" half-line. This 
type of half-line will be termed "neutral". The above distinctions 
can be demonstrated by the following examples:
(i)
247 It was not (to start again) # what one had expected
248 What was to be the value # of the long looked forward to
249 Long hoped for calm, # the autumnal serenity
250 And the wisdom of age? # Had they deceived us
251 Or deceived themselves, // the quiet-voiced elders...
In 247, the b half—line is a noun clause. 249— b consists of a
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noun plus modifier. 250-a contains a co-ordinating conjunction plus 
noun plus a genitival phrase, and 250-b is an interrogative clause. 
251-b is a noun plus modifier. All these half-lines are regarded as 
complete because they all consist of a syntactic group of words 
containing a meaning.
In 247-a, there is no syntactic group of words that can form a 
semantic unit. The same applies to 248-b. In 249-a the definite 
article is absent. These half-lines are therefore regarded as 
incomplete.
In 248-a the meaning is partially complete because the
post-modifier of the noun value is included in the b half-line; but
there is still some meaning in the half-line that can qualify it for 
the neutral section. The same applies to 251-a where the auxiliary 
verb had is absent.
(ii) FR
1532 I only felt if the repetition of it
1533 Over and over. if When I was outside
1534 I could associate if nothing of it with myself,
1535 Though nothing else was real, if I thought foolishly
1536 That when I got back to Wishwood, if as I had left it,
1537 Everything would fall into place, if But they prevent it.
1538 I still have to find out if what their meaning is
In 1532, the b half-line contains a noun plus a post-modifying
genitival phrase. 1533-a contains a word-pair, and 1533-b is a 
subordinate clause. 1535-a and 1536-b are also subordinate 
clauses. 1537-a is a main clause, and 1537-b contains a clause 
introduced by a co-ordinating conjunction. 1538-b is a rank-shifted 
noun clause. All these half-lines are regarded as complete because, 
like their counterparts in the previous passage, they all consist of 
a syntactic group of words containing a meaning.
In 1532-a there is incomplete meaning because of the absence of
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the object of the verb, and the same applies to 1534-a. 1534-b is
also incomplete without the verb associate.
In 1535-b, the predicate is followed by a rank-shifted clause 
functioning as an object. The link between the predicate and the 
rank-shifted noun clause as an object is looser than the link 
between the verb and the object in such a sentence as I thought 
this, in which the object is not a rank-shifted clause, but simply a 
noun or a pronoun functioning as head (cf. 4.4 below). The same 
applies to 1538-a where the predicate is followed by a rank-shifted 
noun clause functioning as an object. These two half-lines qualify, 
like their counterparts in the previous passage, for the neutral 
section because the meaning is partially expressed.
It is sometimes difficult to establish clear boundaries between 
"neutral" and "incomplete" categories because of the complexity of 
the relation of the different semantic elements involved. A typical 
example of these difficulties is when the half-line contains a noun 
modified in the next half-line by a restrictive relative clause.
Unlike 248-a in the passage from FQ above, 321-a in the following
passage is treated as "incomplete" throughout this thesis:
ES 320 Do you mean that you have won respect out there
321 By the sort of activity # that lost you respect
322 Here in England?...
The decision to distinguish the above two types was made on the 
grounds that a noun followed by a genitival phrase in the next 
half-line is, in general, more meaningful than one followed by a 
restrictive relative clause.
All two- and three-stress half-lines are subjected to 
grammatical analysis in the present chapter. The corpus therefore
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becomes
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
half-lines 1468 838 3536 3734 3640 518
and will be regarded as 100 per cent.
In 4.2.6 below is given a description of the syntactical types 
in which two- and three-stress half-lines occur. For comment and 
discussion cf. 4.7 below.
4.2 Numerical Data for the Categories "Complete" , "Neutral" ,
and "Incomplete" in the Normative Two-stress Half-lines.
Category MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
Neutral 178 95 453 495 298 30
12.1 11.3 12.8 13.3 8.5 5.8
Incomplete 258 123 654 799 889 66
17.6 14.7 18.5 21.4 24.4 12.5
Complete 871 542 2146 2269 2339 318
59.3 64.7 60.7 60.8 64.3 61.4
4.3 Complete Half-lines.
These may be classified into the 22 types shown in 4.3.1 below. 
In each of these types, or sometimes sub-types, the first set of 
examples is of the basic type or sub-type in question. Complete line 
references for all the grammatical types are given in Volume II 
(Appendix C for two-stress half-lines, and Appendix D for 
three-stress half-lines).
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4.3.1 Genitival Phrase
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
40 34 52 53 82 8
2.7 4.1 1.4 1.4 2.3 1.5
The table shows that FQ has a high percentage of genitival 
phrases, Mur, FR and ES have low percentages, whereas Aud and M C  
stand midway.
The type may be further classified into four sub-types according 
to the units of syntactic construction that follow the genitival 
"of". The table below shows the figures and percentages of these 
sub-types, and is followed by representative examples:
Sub-type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
A 27 19 29 19 54 7
1.8 2.3 0.8 0.5 1.5 1.4
B 11 10 11 9 25 —
0.7 1.2 0.3 0.2 0.7 —1 
, 
1 
u| 1 3 4 9 2
0.1 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 —
D 1 2 8 16 1 1
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.03 0.2
1A. Of + One or Two Modifiers* + Noun.
MC 940-b of living worms 
FQ 118-b of all property 
FR 760—b of older people 
ES 139-b of public companies 
* Determiners (the—a—some) are not counted in this thesis as 
modifiers
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Aud 261-a of planned pleasures 
Mur 110-b of a heaped wave
This sub-type of genitival phrase also includes
(i) the half-lines in which the modifier is transposed after
the noun, e.g.
FQ 126-a of time past
(ii) the half-lines in which a noun is used as a modifier of
another noun, e.g.
FR 770-b of the iron cataract
(iii) the half-lines in which a noun is used with the genitive
M's" as a modifier of another noun, e.g.
ES 1726-b of Michael's morals 
and (iv) the half-lines in which there are two modifiers, e.g.
MC 78-a Of two proud men 
FR 959-a of their elder brother
IB. OF +_ Noun (+ Noun)
MC 952-b of waste and shame 
FQ 8-b of speculation 
FR1561-b of liberation 
ES1200-a Of right and wrong 
Aud 602-b of recognition
IC. OF + Noun + either Prepositional Phrase or Further Genitival 
Phrase.
MC 464-b of a wolf among wolves 
FQ 119-b of the world of sense
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FR 326-b of suffering without feeling 
ES 23-a Of your staying to tea.
Aud 161-a Of tea with toast
ID. OF + Other Forms
MC 846-a Of stirring up trouble
FQ 370-b of one man only
FR1857-a Of something to live upon
ES 440-a Of trusting people
Audl790-a Of the world they wish
Mur 229-b of a man who was lame
A.3.2 Prepositional Phrase
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
152 117 276 259 447 74
10.4 14.0 7.8 6.9 12.3 14.3
The table above shows the figures and percentages of 
prepositional phrases in the works under scrutiny. Mur and FQ have 
high percentages, FR and ES low percentages, whereas Aud and MC 
stand midway.
This type is classified into four sub-types according to what 
follows the preposition. The table below shows the figures and 
percentages of these four sub-types and is followed by 
representative examples.
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Sub-types MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
A 83 63 138 132 350 47
5.7 7.5 3.9 3.5 9.3 9.
B 30 29 47 24 60 3
2.0 3.5 1.3 0.6 1.6 0.6
C 31 19 44 53 26 21
2.1 2.3 1.2 1.4 0.7 4.1
I1 
Ql 8 6 47 50 11 3
0.5 0.7 1.3 1.3 0.3 O.i
2A. Preposition + One or Two Modifiers + Noun 
MC 511-b under your heel 
FQ 641-b with voluptuary sweetness 
FR 87-b as a mild surprise 
E!31638-b from a morbid conscience 
Audl412-b at crying images 
Mur 175-b across tidal shadows 
This sub-type also includes
(i) the half-lines in which a noun is used as a modifier of
another noun, e.g.
MC 397-b on the autumn table
(ii) the half-lines in which the modifier is transposed after
the noun it modifies, e.g.
FQ 2-b in time future
(iii) the half-lines in which a noun is used with the genitival
"'sM as a modifier of another noun, e.g.
FR 1299-b under Warburton's orders 
and (iv) the half-lines in which there are two modifiers, e.g.
MC 843-a With your former privilege 
ES1554-a In his adopted country
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2B. Preposition + Noun or adjective functioning as head (+ noun or
adjective functioning as head)
MC 424-b in isolation 
FQ 487-a Over the shoulder 
FR1024-b for Arthur and John 
ES 576-b from the accelerator 
Audl655-a At the poor and the plain 
Mur 221-b on shingle and sand
2C Preposition + Noun + Genitival or Prepositional Phrase. 
MC 544-b at the angles of stairs 
FQ 266-a on the edge of a grimpen 
FR1675-b in a war of phantoms 
ES1943-b by the wing of happiness 
Audl580-b in battle with time 
Mur 148-b by the scurf of salt
2D Preposition + Other Forms.
MC 355-b for him who will wield 
FQ 317-b at what you are not 
FR 765-b of being superfluous 
ES 694-b for a few days more 
Aud1046-a Like anyone else 
Mur 233-a Of those who survived
4.3.3 Conjunctions and Sentence-Connectives.
This type includes the half-lines beginning with subordinating 
and co-ordinating conjunctions. It also includes cases where a
co-ordinating conjunction (like but or and) is used at the beginning 
of a sentence as a sentence-connective.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
111 109 435 428 285 38
7.6 13.0 12.3 11.5 7.8 7.3
The table above shows that FQ, FR and ES have high percentages 
whereas Mur, MC and Aud have low percentages.
This type may be further classified into the six sub-types shown 
in the table below:
Sub-type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
42 17 178 167 102 18
2.9 2.0 5.0 4.5 2.8 3.5
16 8 115 115 28 2
1.1 1.0 3.3 3.1 0.8 0.4
5 11 18 16 24 9
0.3 1.3 0.5 0.4 0.7 1.7
33 72 96 85 121 8
2.2 8.6 2.7 2.3 3.3 1.5
7 1 15 29 10 1
0.5 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.3 0.2
8 - 13 16
0.5 - 0.4 0.4
3A. Subordinating Conjunction + Clause.
These subordinating conjunctions include: that, if, when, a s , 
before, because, though, for, since, after, while, until, and 
whether.
(i) That : I include here "that" which introduces the noun clause as 
in the following examples from ES:
27 On the plain understanding... // That you should stop to 
tea..
83 Please let his Lordship know # that tea is waiting..
  I'm very glad, Charles,
85 That you can stay to tea. #
95 Aren't we? We're agreed # that we're in love with each
other
98 Aren't you sure # that you want to marry me?
(ii) As: There are cases where "as" is a normal subordinating
conjunction used in exactly the same way as other subordinators, for 
example:
ES 379 I use the terra # as experience has taught me 
There are also other cases in which "as" is used comparatively in 
the combination "as + adjective + as":
ES 451 I was just about ass different # as anyone could be..
....... is as much of your company,
633 So long as I stay, # as I can get
(iii) Examples of the rest of subordinating conjunctions are:
MC 102-a If you ask my opinion
794-a When it arrives 
19-b since the Archbishop left us 
FQ 429-a When time stops
537-a While time is withdrawn 
637-b if you came this way 
206-a For the pattern is new 
FR 1207-b Whether you've been sleeping 
2066-b though you'd hardly credit it 
281-b as if nothing had happened
ES 1347-b When we first became friends 
196-b since I entered Parliament 
290-b Whenever you can come 
Aud 717-b When none shall sleep
2009-a When you're bored 
350-b since we wake up 
2254-a If we're not all there 
Mur 73-b though no one was listening
82-b while the lightning flaked 
2254-a when she nudged the steps
3B. Co-ordinating Conjunction or Sentence Connective + Clause, e.g. 
(i) Co-ordinating conjunctions
12 498-b but the agony abides
846-b and we go with them
MC 61-b or barons rule
664-b and we are destroyed
FR 1774-b and now I feel dull again
549-b but I was sure it was him
1253-b or I'd have been sooner
ES 219-a And the porters have gone
Aud 2295-a And there was a terrible tussle
394-b but our thoughts are free
Mur 249-a But most were carried away
(ii) Sentence connectives
MC 21-a But it would not be well
FR 1141-a But now I do remember
ES 1711-a And he offered me a job
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X 3C. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Verb + Object, Complement, or
Adverbial.
The half-lines in this sub-type differ from those included in 3B 
above in that they have no subject expressed, e.g.
MC 89-b and throwing down their capes
556-b or to execrate you
FQ 209-b or joined in circles
848-b and bring us with them
FR 479-a And to tell the truth
774-a Or to fling it away
ES 1838-a And tossed it into the fire
1272-b but was no one in particular
Aud 668-b and wept much
224-b or cruise the nights
Mur 74-b and heaped the fish
3D Co-ordinating Conjunction or Sentence Connective + Phrase or 
Rank-shifted Clause, e.g.
MC 587-b and future torment
701-a But for every evil
396-b or for my present purpose
FQ 1-b and time past
265-a But all the way
524-a or who will arrive
FR 720-a And at the same time
517-a But what struck me
ES 1689-b and very important
1610-a Or why you were lonely
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855-a But such a good lunch 
Aud 2268-a And the ambiences of heaven 
2358-b but to primitive totems 
Mur 135-b and hands like claws
25-b But so far, nothing
3E. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Imperative or Interrogative.
MC 1068-b and join in the feast
561-a But what is there to do?
FQ 15-b but to what purpose....?
FR 740-b But what was the design?
1226-a And have a glass of port.
ES 731-b But I hope you're happy?
1119-a But come to the point 
Aud 2185-a And take up your cues.
Mur 70-b and return in the daylight
There is only one instance here (ES 1479-b as who has not?) where 
the conjunction is a subordinator.
3F. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Subordinating Conjunction + Clause.
MC 473-a But if I break
FR 759-a But when I was a child
ES 12-b And when you're with me
374-b But when I say 'trust'•..
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4.3.4 Verb + Object, Complement or Adverbial:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
112 74 212 204 343 47
7.6 8.8 6.0 5.5 9.4 9.1
These include predicates, infinitive clauses, and gerunds. 
This type can be further classified into the four sub-types 
shown in the table below:
Sub-type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
49 28 89 85 156 9
A 3.3 3.3 2.5 2.3 4.3 1.7
28 18 46 35 104 24
B 1.9 2.1 1.3 0.9 2.9 4.6
33 21 74 81 69 13
C 2.2 2.5 2.1 2.2 1.9 2.5
2 7 3 3 14 1
D 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2
4A. Finite Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial:
MC 1119-a had its definition
1034-b respect the sanctuary
12 416-a Are all sea voices
478-b restores the experience
FR 2114-b is getting on nicely
1941-a have a different meaning
ES 161-a Will never take place
362-a Find themselves in gaol
Aud 14-a Enjoys my jokes
2073-b shall rein their horses
3!
i
Mur 236-b was rusting the headlands 
235-b calmed the seas.
4B. Finite or Non-Finite Verb + Prepositional Phrase.
There are two kinds of verb phrase included in this sub-type:(i) 
that in which the verb is finite and which can therefore be regarded 
as parallel to 4A above; and (ii) that in which the verb is 
non-finite.
(i) Finite Verb + prepositional phrase
MC 532-b rule from the tomb
10-a Point to one end
FR 1230-b agrees with my rheumatism
ES 157-b may persist for a long time
Aud 2352-a Staggers to the bathroom
Mur 114-a Steamed from his hands
(ii) Non-finite Verb + Prepositional phrase
MC 962-b droning by the fire
m 657-b starting from anywhere
FR 81-b to stop in the dark
ES 357-a To go into politics
Aud 556-a Leaning on leather
Mur 152-a Shouting for help
4 C . Non-finite Verb + Object, Complement, oi
MC 815-a Saving my order
248-b circling lower
ZQ 424-a lying awake
835-b to support the others
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FR 1704-b dragging my feet
386-b to declare what you do 
ES 751-b to think of themselves as ill 
1263-b waiting there to greet you 
Aud 517-a Following a fox
993-b to fashion his tomb 
Mur 59-b bursting its blood
99-b to ride the water
4D Verb (+Verb)
MC 494-b broken and crushed
FQ 154-a Scolding,mocking
76-b understood 
FR 1564-a Reading, sketching
2113-b going and coming 
ES 132-a Managing, manoeuvring
727-b to apologise and explain 
Aud 397-b curled up and died
183-b unmotivated 
Mur 183-b lifted and hurled
4.3.5 Sentence or Main Clause
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
121 47 545 632 287 73
8.2 5.6 15.4 16.9 7.9 14.1
These are independent meaningful sentences or main clauses that 
consist of a subject plus a predicate plus other optional elements,
e.g.
MC 470-b this thought has come before
548-a The nest is rifled
12 410-a The fog is in the fir-trees
504-b it is merely a monument
FR 1887-b Success is relative
121-a Nothing has changed
ES 1568-a Freddy admired me
1914-a I'm sure he loves us
Aud 498-b they twisted my arms
965-a Right the ritual
Mur 207-b The boatsmen rowed
216-b she had left him blind
4.3.6 Modifier(s) + Noun.
MC FQ FR ES Aud
76 38 91 102 386
5.2 4.5 2.6 2.7 10.6
This type includes:
(i) the half-lines consisting of one modifier plus noun, e.g.
MC 515-a new conspiracies
FQ 17-b Other echoes
FR 1566-b public duties
ES 1459-a Reckless surrenders
Aud 476-a Secret meetings
Mur 236-a Dead bracken
(ii) the half lines in which a noun is used with the genitive "'s'1
Mur
13
2.5
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Ias a modifier of another noun, e.g.
MC 892-b the King's majesty
FQ 403-b the whale's backbone
FR 76-a Harry's return 
ES 1409-b our doctor's orders
Aud 695-a The clowns' cosmos
Mur 170-a The charger's lances
(iii) the half-lines in which a noun is used as a modifier of 
another, e.g.
MC 1069-b the Cheapside brat;
(iv) The half-lines such as FR 1762-b ji children's treasure hunt 
where the NP modified by a children's is not simply a noun but a 
compound noun phrase, and ES 659-a Your telephone pal where your 
modifies a compound noun phrase telephone pal
(v) the half-lines in which there are two modifiers of the noun, 
e.g.
MC 392-b his better reason
FR 900-a All other worlds
ES 708-b this silent observer
Aud 1581-a These old-world hamlets
Mur 191-b such piercing brightness
(vi) half-lines containing more than two modifiers, e.g.
FR 1526-a All this last year
ES 202-a That very charming girl
(vii) the half-lines in which the modifier is transposed after the 
noun: e.g.
FQ 44-a Time past
(viii) the half-lines in which there is a title prefixed to the name
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of a person, e.g.
FR 968-b Dr. Warburton
ES 785-b Miss Claverton-Ferry
(ix) the half-lines which consist of a forename plus a surname, e.g. 
ES1810-b Fred Culverwell 
1561-b Maisie Montjoy 
and (x) the half-lines in which a title is prefixed to a forename 
plus a surname, e.g.
ES1345-b Mrs. John Carghill 
Audl013-a Sir William Wand
4.3.7 Nouns.
These fall into two types: the first (type 7) includes 
half-lines containing two nouns, pronouns or adjectives functioning 
as head, and these may or may not be linked by a conjunction, and 
the second (type 7A) includes half-lines occupied by one noun or 
adjective functioning as head:
MurType MC FQ FR ES Aud
7A 4 1 3 7 19
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5
7 25 20 27 22 75
1.7 2.4 0.8 0.6 2.1
Examples of type 7 are:
MC 514-a War, plague
FQ 221-b Dung and death
2
0.4
FR 889-a Sunlight and singing
ES 2010-a Age and decrepitude
Aud 1070-b youth, money
1843-a The honset and holy 
Mur 41-a Her ribs and her keel
As stated above, this type also includes the half-lines which
consist of a pronoun plus a pronoun or a noun, e.g.
MC 431-a You and I
FR 2082-b Miss Mary and I
ES 1265-a You and Monica
Examples of type 7A:
MC 393-b exhalation 
FQ 74-b concentration
FR 1586-a An undergraduate
ES 493-b responsibility
Aud 1848-a The washerwoman
4.3.8 (Modifier +) Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
56 19 41 47 80 17
3.8 2.3 1.2 1.3 2.2 3.3
Examples are:
MC 280-b love in the orchard
FQ 306-a The laughter in the garden
FR 1891-b Your fury for possession
ES 555-a The worst kind of failure
Aud 897-a The tears of parting
Mur 13—a The men in the boats
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4.3.9 Relative Clause.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
22 21 56 66 30 5
1.5 2.5 1.6 1.9 0.9 1.2
This type includes the half-lines consisting of a relative 
clause. It is classified in the table below according to the 
relative pronoun used:
Relative 
A who
Pronoun MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
9
0.6
2
0.2
4
0.1
16
0.4
14
0.4
1
0.2
B that 6 5 28 25 8 2
0.4 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.2 0.4
C which 5 14 22 22 5 2
0.3 1.7 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.4
D whom or 2 — 2 3 3 _
whose 0.1 - 0.1 0.1 0.1 -
___________________ ___________ ______ ---------------------
9A. Relative Clauses with "who" .
MC 378-a Who bind and loose
FQ 523-b who left that station 
FR 665-b who ever met her
ES 494-b who made the mistake
Aud2030-a Who gives gladly 
Mur 46-a Who needed the money
9B. Relative Clauses with "that" .
MC 672—a That lead to pleasure
FQ 527-b that widens behind you
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FR1123-b that I know already 
ES 695-b that's hardly seasonable 
Aud 603-b that midnight hears 
Mur 150-a That looked like men
9C Relative Clauses with “which" .
MC 310-a Which will have to be paid for 
FQ 255-b into which they peered 
FR 685-a Which now and then emerge 
ES 474-b Which your father found for me 
Aud 144-a Which instantly hatched 
Mur 23-b Which stretched from the cork-line
9D Relative Clauses with "whose" or "whom" .
MC 706-b whom God appoints 
FR 302-a To whom nothing has happened 
ES1525-a Whose ghosts tormented me 
Aud 771-a Whose value varies
4.3.10 Imperative Clause:
Figures and percentages for imperative clauses are as follows
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
44 4 36 44 55 7
3.0 0.5 1.0 1.2 1.5 1.4
MC 485-a Say what you come to say 
FQ 114-a Descend lower 
FR 11-a Put on the lights
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ES1507-b forgive the suspicion 
Aud2028-a Cherish his childishness 
Mur 28-b Sharpen your knife.
4.3.11 Interrogative Clauses Other than those Included in 4_._3._3 
(sub-type 3E)
FQ FR ES Aud Mur
6 89 116 22 5
0.7 2.5 3.1 0.6 1.0
Some of these interrogatives begin with an interrogative adverb 
or pronoun such as when, what, how, why...etc., and others are 
"yes-no11 questions beginning with auxiliary verbs.
MC1061-a Where is Becket?..
347-b can man do more?
FQ 636-a Where is the summer..?
250-b had they deceived us,...?
FR 622-b Why did she ask him?
160-a Had she been drinking?
ES 107-a How long will you be imprisoned....?
860-a Don't you remember?
Aud 326-a What shall we will?
2139-b Did you lose your nerve?
Mur 192-a Where has it gone?
160-b were the men inside?
This type also includes the half-lines which form interrogatives 
without the presence of interrogative adverbs or auxiliaries at the 
beginning, e.g.
MC
31
2.1
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?FR2022-a You're taking Downing with you? 
ES 373-a You really trust me?
4.3.12 The Rest of the Types:
The rest of the types of complete half-lines are relatively 
rarer than the previous eleven types. Numerical data for these 
types are given in the following table, and are followed by 
illustrative examples:
Types MG FQ FR ES Aud Mur
12 6 13 59 52 36 5
0.4 1.6 1.7 1.4 1.0 1.0
13 15 9 34 19 46 1
1.0 1.1 1.0 0.5 1.3 0.2
14 4 5 16 11 37 2
0.3 0.6 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.4
15 7 2 25 19 10 2
0.5 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.4
16 4 1 11 7 30 6
0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.8 1.2
17 3 7 14 27 14 2
0.2 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.4
18 4 _ 24 29 — _
0.3 — 0.7 0.8 — —
19 2 2 7 7 5 ■ _
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 —
20 6 4 14 24 5 2
0.4 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.4
21 5 2 13 18 2 _
0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.1 —
22 — 2 4 5 _ 2
— 0.2 0.1 0.1 — 0.4
Residue of the
complete half­ 21 5 62 71 43 7
lines 1.4 0.6 1.8 1.9 1.2 1.4
----- ----- ---- -----
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12 Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clauses and Exclamatory Clauses.
MC 835-b what you have to say 
FQ 187-b Where the field-mouse trots 
FR1187-a Why you had to know 
ES 19-b where he's utterly unknown 
Aud 806-a Where gusts grumble 
Mur 194-b What a lonely life.
13. Word-, Phrase-, and Clause-Pairs other than those included in 4D 
and 1_ above.
MC1136-b I see it. I see it
673-b in learning and in thought 
FQ 459-b unchanging and erosionless 
FR1693-a In and out 
ES 351-b sooner or later 
Audl882-a Laundered it, lighted it,
14. Half-Lines Where verb "to be" or the Subject is absent but
understood.
MC 342-b holiness hereafter 
FQ 842-a Every poem an epitaph 
FR1265-b Says he'll come round 
ES1379-b Went back to San Marco 
Aud 127-b Cruiser sunk 
Mur 163-a No help for them now
15. Adverb + Prepositional Phrase.
MC 589-a Only by more sinful
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FQ 89-a Only through time 
FR1105-b not with the past 
ES 730-b directly after breakfast 
Aud 707-a East towards oil fields 
Mur 102-a Down in the deep
16. (Adverb +) Adjective + Prepositional Phrase.
MC 20-b kind to his people 
FQ 191-b dark in the afternoon 
FR 45-b so bad for the young 
ES1616-b unsuited to each other 
Audi137-a Tense against twilight 
Mur 140-b tight in the meshes
17. (i_) A Noun modified by a^  Relative Clause, and (ii) A Noun
modified by an Adjectival Phrase:
(i) MC1086-b the money you appropriated
FQ 309-a Something I have said before 
FR 128-a The boy who left
Mur 162-a The one who had warned him
(ii) ES 791-b something worse than Mrs. Piggot
18. Independent Phrase (Greetings .. .etc.) + Vocative:
MC 474-a Well done, Thomas
311-a Farewell, my Lord 
FR1220-b Good evening, Doctor 
ES 808—a Thank you, Mrs. Piggot 
1949-b Yes, my dear
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1
u 19. Adverb + Adjective.
MC 678-b equally desirable 
FQ 210-a Rustically solemn 
FR 482-a Quite natural 
ES1770-a Highly confidential 
Aud 596-a Uniquely near
20. A Phrase or Rank-Shifted Clause introduced by an Adverb.
MC 243-a Only John
FQ 551-b not farewell 
FR 735-a Even the nice things 
ES 896-b Just what I needed 
Aud 112-a Now the news 
Mur 124-b then a crash of thunder
21. Two Grammatically Different Clauses or Phrases.
MC 338-b What gladness? Sadness
FQ 846-a See, they depart 
FR 903-a Come out! Where are you?
ES 754-b Or Ferry: it's shorter 
Audl523-a Let them call; I don't care.
22. Adverb + Subordinate Clause.
FQ 649-b only when it is fulfilled 
FR 659-a Even when he married 
ES 627-a Just as it used to be 
Mur 153-a Yet when he hollowed
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4.3.13 Residue of "Complete" Half-Lines.
The remaining cases show a variety of constructions but are too 
few to be classified.
Examples are:
MC 784-a Dinner before business
616-a From grandeur to grandeur
671-a Thirty years ago
FQ 19-a Quick, said the bird
310-b In order to arrive there
FR2016-a As little fuss as possible
471-b so abruptly
ES 326-b pretty heavily
1188-a Almost anywhere
Aud2297-a Blow by blow
883-b once again
1011-a Violent-tempered
Mur 101-a Each wave as it comes.
4.4 Neutral Half-Lines.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
178 95 453 495 298 30
12.1 11.3 12.8 13.3 8.2 7.2
The table above shows the figures and percentages of the lines 
defined as "neutral" in 4.1 above. This category is divided into 
the eight types shown in the following table, which is followed by 
illustrative examples:
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Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
23 20 5 116 122 24 6
1.4 0.6 3.3 3.3 0.7 1.2
24 36 38 50 55 79 8
2.5 4.5 1.4 1.5 2.2 1.5
25 55 34 113 136 112 12
3.7 4.1 3.2 3.6 3.1 2.3
26 10 - 31 47 3
0.7 - 0.9 1.3 0.1
27 7 - 30 40
0.5 - 0.8 1.1
28 34 7 59 49 53 3
2.3 0.8 1.7 1.3 1.5 0.6
29 7 2 26 18 9
0.5 0.2 0.7 0.5 0.2
Residue of the
neutral half 9 9 28 28 18 1
lines 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.2
23. Predicate followed by a_ "Wh-" or a_ "That1* Clause in the
Next Half-Line:
MC 71 _I am here to inform you, # without circumlocution:
The Archbishop is in England....
208 They know and do not know # what it is to act or suffer 
FQ 315 In order to possess # what you do not possess
FR 646 You only want to know # whether I understand
ES 6 But 1^  couldn^t say # what I wanted to say to you
Aud 23 1^11 make you confess # how much you know / Who view my
vices
Mur 151 One of the crew said # he heard his brother / Shouting 
for help,....
The first half-line in each of the above lines is regarded as
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neutral. Some of them are followed by a noun clause introduced by
- t
* the subordinating conjunction that. Others are followed by noun 
clauses introduced by what, whether, or how.
The link between the predicate and the rank-shifted noun clause 
as an object is looser than the link between the verb and the object 
in such a sentence as You know the way, in which the object is not a 
rank-shifted clause, but simply a noun or a pronoun (cf. 4.1).
Also included here are the noun clauses which function as 
modifiers to adjectives like anxious and sure, e.g.
FR 166 And is why 1^ was so anxious # you should all be here
1788....... # Only be sure
That I know what I am doing 
ES 99 Yes, Charles I^m sure # that I want to marry you.
24. A Half-Line containing a_ Noun Phrase modified by ji
Genitival Phrase in the Next Half-Line:
MC 30 Now J[ fear disturbance // of the quiet seasons
88 Who receive him with scenes # of frenzied enthusiasm
FQ 8 Only in a^  world // of speculation
78 The resolution # of its partial horror 
FR 769 The sudden extinction # of every alternative
1693 In and out, # in an endless drift / Of shrieking forms...
ES 210 Only fear # of the emptiness before me
240 To be at: the disposal # of the Government in power 
Aud1498 Cold are the clays # of Kibroth-Hattaavah,
1363 And underpaid agents # of underground powers
Mur 57   # the snarled threshes
58 Of the snapping shark, #
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jr 229 The walking-stick # of a man who was lame
» The underlined half-lines in each of the above examples are
? included in the neutral section of half-lines because the meaning is 
only partially complete. The head of the NP occurring in any of 
these half-lines is modified by the genitival phrase included in the 
next half-line.
25. A Half-Line containing ji Noun Phrase modified by (or a^
Predicate amplified b y ) a_ Prepositional Phrase in the 
Following HaIf-Line.
MC 122 Wishing subjection # to God alone
369 Whom 1_ have laid # under excommunication 
FQ 81 Protects mankind # from heaven damnation 
94 Turning shadow # into transient beauty 
ES 3 There's really no point # in my staying for tea 
174 Are unaware or unashamed # of being envious 
FR1717 We do not pass twice # through the same door 
1149 That brings death // into the heart of a child 
Aud1640 Reminds me too much # of ray mother's grief
584................ # 1_ strode the night
Through wicked dreams:
Mur 149 Straining to give shape # to the shadows they saw
11............. # and warps were hitched
To the strong stems,
The underlined half-lines in the above examples are treated as 
neutral because the meaning implied is only partially complete, and 
is completed in the prepositional phrase that follows in the next 
half-line.
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!^  26. The First Part of the Anticipatory "it” Cleft Sentence.
MC 104 It i£ common knowledge it that when the Archbishop...
FR 925 Well, it's natural it that you...
ES 160 It's almost certain it that the winter in Jamaica
Aud 1520.................... it How nice it feels / To be out ahead.
This type includes the half-lines that contain the first half of the 
anticipatory i£ cleft sentence. The meaning of the underlined 
half-lines in the above examples is only partially complete and is 
completed in the following half-line(s).
27. Non-independent Phrase + Vocative.
The difference between these half-lines and those included in 
type 18 is that the nouns in this type are not independent like the 
phrases in 18, e.g.
FR 13 Wishwood was always it ji cold place, Amy.
28. A half-line containing a_ Main Verb separated from its
Auxiliary or Infinitive "to".
MC 870 To deprive my people of me it and keep me from my own
660............. it You are not here t£ verify
Instruct yourself it or inform curiosity
FR 1352 We must carry on it. as if nothing had happened
And have the cake and presents. it 
ES 853 I declare, I've utterly it forgotten their names 
Aud 1784 Does the moon's message it mean what it says:
Mur 259 After the prayers were said it and the graveyard closed 
In the first two examples above, the verbs keep, instruct, and
inform are separated from the infinitive to, and in the rest of
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the examples, the verbs have, forgotten mean, and closed are 
separated from the auxiliaries must, 've, Does, and were 
respectively. The underlined half-lines include the main verbs 
which are separated from either the infinitive to or the auxiliary. 
These half-lines are regarded as neutral because the meaning of the 
verb depends partially on its auxiliary or infinitive to.
29. A Half-Line containing the First Part of Constructions like: 
"nothing...but" ,..."too...to", "so...as", "-er.•.than", etc.
MC 944 Nothing is possible # but the shamed swoon...
FQ 663 ..•••..... # and prayer is more
Than an order of words. #
FR 159 Yes it's odd to think of her # as permanently missing 
ES>1178 Perhaps it had gone further # than you're willing to 
admit
Aud 700 As wholly oral # as the avid creatures 
In these examples, the underlined half-lines convey the meaning 
partially. They are treated here as neutral because the meaning 
depends on the adjacent half-lines.
There remain a few half-lines of types too rare to be 
classified. Examples are:
MC 2 1 5 ..........# for the pattern is the action
And the suffering, that the wheel # ...
FQ  The sea howl
And the sea yelp # are different voices 
Often together heard.
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FR 607 The gardener had no garden-flowers if to give me for this 
$ evening
•»:; E!S 97 Isn^t that enough if to constitute an engagement
Aud 1063 ................  if should blow their horns
Louder and longer,
Mur 2 After dark. It was cold if and late October.
In MC 215 above, the underlined half-line includes one part of
the complement the action / And the suffering. This makes the
underlined half-line less independent. The full meaning can only be 
seen when the half-line includes the whole complement.
The rest of the cases may, for various different reasons, be 
regarded as similarly "neutral".
4.5 Incomplete Half-Lines.
This third main category includes the half-lines which convey
incomplete meaning or, in some cases, convey a different meaning 
from that understood in the light of the context.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
258 123 654 799 889 66
17.6 14.7 18.5 21.4 24.4 14.7
Examples are:
(i)
MC 20 He who was always if kind to his people 
26 We try to keep if our households in order 
107 Whom in this life if _I shall not see again 
The absence of the predicative adjective in 20-a makes the 
half-line incomplete. In 26-a the absence of the object, and in b
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the lack of syntactic unity make the two half-lines incomplete, 
same applies to 107-a, where the relative clause is not complete, 
and to 107-b, where the object is missing.
(ii)
FQ 400 The sea is the land's edge // also, the granite
401 Into which it reaches, # the beaches where it tosses
402 Its hints of earlier # and other creation:
In 400-b also belongs with the preceding half-line and the 
granite belongs with line 401. This makes half-line 400-b, 
incomplete. The same applies to 401-b where the object is absent 
and to 402-a, where the noun modified by earlier is absent.
(iii)
FR 112 Because the past # is irremediable
113 Because the future # can only be built
114 Upon the real past.
Line 112 is a subordinate clause split by the caesura. The first 
half-line includes the subordinate conjunction plus the subject, 
group of words lacking any syntactic unity. The same applies to 
113-b where the word only belongs with the next half-line.
4.6 Three-Stress Half-Lines.
4.6.1 "Complete" , "Neutral" , and "Incomplete" Categories.
Numerical data for "complete", "neutral", and "incomplete" 
three-stress half-lines are as shown in the following table:
The
a
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127 72 221 130 78 86
Complete 8.7 8.6 6.3 3.5 2.1 16.6
11 2 30 14 10 10
Neutral 0.7 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.3 1.9
23 4 32 27 26 8
Incomplete 1.6 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.7 1.5
161 78 283 171 114 104
Total 11.0 9.3 8.0 4.6 3.1 20.1
4.6.2 Complete Three-stress Half-lines.
The figures for complete three-stress half-lines are shown in 
the following table:
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1. Gen phrase - 1 2 - 1 1
— 0.1 0.1 — 0.03 0.2
2. Prep. 6 6 8 5 6 5
phrase 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.0
3. Conj.or sen­■14 16 32 18 5 7
tence-connective 1.0 1.9 0.9 0.5 0.1 1.4
4.Verb + Obj. 33 13 24 16 15 12
compl., or adv. 2.2 1.6 0.7 0.4 0.4 2.3
5. Main clause 30 11 74 43 17 34
2.0 1.3 2.1 1.2 0.5 6.6
6. Two or more 2 _ 3 2 11 1
modifiers+noun 0.1 — 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2
7•(mod+)Noun+ _ 4 2 — — 1
(mod+)noun — 0.5 0.1 — — 0.2
8. Noun+prep. 8 8 8 4 7 8
phrase 0.5 1.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 1.5
9. Relative 5 2 5 1 4 1
clause 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.03 0.1 0.2
10. Imperative 8 — 7 6 4 1
0.5 - 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.2
11. Interr­ 4 - 12 5 3 1
ogative 0.3 — 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2
12.Relative adv .2 - 4 7 1 2
or pron. clause 0.1 — 0.1 0.2 0.03 0.4
---------------------- ------ -----------
13. Pairs 1 1 2 - — 1
0.1 0.1 0.1 — - 0.2
14.Verb or subj .1 2 2 1 _ 2
missing
but understrood 0.1 o.:2 0.1 0.03 — 0.4
15. Adverb + 1 l 2 — _ —
prep.phrase 0.1 0.1 0.1 — — -
16. Adj+prep. 1 - 2 - — 1
phrase 0.1 0.1 — — 0.2
l7.NP+post- - 2 5 2 1 1
modifier — 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.2
18.Independent - - 1 1 - -
phrase
+ vocative — — 0.03 0.03 — —
20.A Phrase — 3 2 — — 1
introduced
by an adv. — 0.4 0.1 — — 0.2
21.Two different 1 — 5 2 1 2
clauses
or phrases 0.1 — 0.1 0.1 0.03 0.4
22. Adv.+ sub- — — — 2 — —
ord. clause — — — 0.1 — —
Residue of 10 2 19 15 2 4
complete half­
lines i0.7 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.8
In contradistinction to the treatment of two-stress half-lines 
(in 4.3-5), scansion for three-stress half-lines is here given to 
distinguish (i) the half-lines with three full stresses from those 
with an optional stress \/; and (ii) the two full stresses from the 
one marked \/ in the half-lines which have this stress mark.
Illustrative examples of these types are as follows:
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Type !_• Genitival Phrase:
500-b of dead negroes, cows, and chicken-coops
\/ / /
FR1502-b of normal life at Wishwood
Audl412-a Of coarse pecuniary claws
Mur 185-a Of a swell's slow heave
Type !• Prepositional phrase:
MC 272-b with wit and w/ne and w/sdom
FQ 423-b by anxious worried women
/ ' \/ /
FR 18-b by a gas-fire counting shillings
/ V  /
ES 86-b with his calm possessive air
Audl424-a After thousands of thankless years
Mur 184-a At the aching sockets of his eyes
This type includes one four-stress half-line:
FR 234-a In the sweet sickly tropical night.
Type 3_. Conjunctions and Sentence-Connectives.
Sub-type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
4 6 13 6 2 4
0.3 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.8
2 3 12 3
0.1 0.8 0.3 0.1
1 2 - 3  -  2
0.1 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.4
6 5 6 4 3 1
0.4 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2
1 - 1 2  
0.1 - 0.03 0.1
3A. Subordinating Conjunction + Clause:
MC 835-a Before the old fox is off and away
/ (
FQ 40-b for the leaves were full of children
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\/ / /
FR1820-b when one has just recovered sanity
ES 628-a When you taught me expensive tastes
Aud2242-b When the doll never came
Mur 263-a When he'd mastered this dark road
3B. Co-ordinating Conjunction or Sentence Connective + Clause:
V  / /
MC 852-b and all dispute ended
FQ 513-a And the way up is the way down
FR1501-a And everything will go Son as before 
ES 127-a But you spoke of several reasons
3C. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Verb + Object, Complement, or
Adverbial:
MC 483-b but have never seen my face
/ N/ /
FQ 188-a And to shake the tattered arras
\/ / /
ES 687-a Or offering picture papers
Mur 267-b and covered the deserted strand
3D. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Phrase or Rank-Shifted Clause:
/ /
MC 901-a But the law of Christ's Church
FQ 665-b or the sound of the vYice praying
FR 323-b but round and rmind in that vapour
Audl405-a And pl/ygrounds for pasty children
/ / t
Mur 63-a And the green mackerel river
3E. Co-ordinating Conjunction or Sentence Connective +
Imperative or Interrogative:
V  / /
MC 97-a But again, is it war or peace?
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FR 11-b But lVave the curtains undrawn 
ES1528-a But what do the ghosts mean?
Type 4_. Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial.
Sub-type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
4A 12 3 8 6 9 4
0.8 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.8
4B 8 5 6 2 3 5
0.5 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.0
4C 13 5 10 8 3 3
0.9 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.6
4A. Finite Verb + Object, Complement or Adverbial;
MC 279-a Shall float as sweet as blossom
\/ / / \
FQ 420-a Measures time not our time
FR2026-a Will be care of the bank in London
\/ / \ /
ES1509-b claim a very long acquaintance
Audl047-b reached his journey's end
\l / /
Mur 13-b drew their pipes and rested
4B. Finite or Non-Finite Verb + Prepositional Phrase
/ / , /
MC 866-a To answer in the King s presence
/ \1 /
FQ 212-a lifted in country mirth
FR 606-b clings to the south wall
ES 969-b ended in the only way possible
/ \/ /
Aud1416-a Strolling through the strange streets
/ / ^
Mur 120-a Fringed with friends houses
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4C. Non-Finite Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial:
MC 90-a Strewing the wYy with leaves
FQ 186-b to break the loosened pane
/ \/ /
FR1702-b passing barred windows
/ \/ /
ES1721-b rehearsing ancient history
\/ / /
Audl039-b wearing clothes like mine
Mur 242-b facing the hidden sun
Type 5_, Main Clause:
/ \/ /
MC 384-a Your sin soars sunward
FQ 498-a People change and smile
FR1764-b Love compels cruelty
/ \/ /
ES 402-a You ve changed your name twice
Audl404-b the Castle is <4pen on Sundays
/ / /
Mur 124-a Twice the lightning blinked
Type 6_. Two or More Modifiers + Noun:
MC 326-b these not too plYasant memories
/ \/ /
FR1386-b the usual family inquest
ES 783-a This early wYrm weather
Aud 516-a Her large rYund letters
/ \/ t 
Mur 244-b the two round towers
Type 7_. Two Nouns with Modifier(jO:
/ /
FQ 104-a Men and bits of paper
/ / \/ / 
82-b Time past and time future
FR10Q6-a The lump, the dull pain
Mur 45-b three men and a boy
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Type 8^ (Modifier +) Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase:
/ v  /
MC 358-b Pretence of priestly power
FQ 532-a The murmuring sliell of time
FR 308-a The unspoken voice of sorrow
ES1779-b This return of past kindness
Aud 300-a The hopes of young hearts
\/ / /
Mur 260-b the fifty steps to his house
Type 9_, Relative Clause:
There are six half-lines introduced by who (sub-type 9A), five
half-lines by that (sub-type 9B), 6 half-lines by which (sub-type
9C), and one half-line introduced by whose (sub-type 9D).
9A: ES1993-a Who is you and me together
/ / s /
9B: F^ 110-b that sweeps the gloomy hills of London
/ \/ /
FR 853-b that excites us with lying voices
/ \/ /
9C:Aud2382-b Which is the same at all times
Mur 97-a Which he held with scorching hands
/ \/ ^ \
9D: MC 686-b whose manners matched their finger-nails
Type 10. Imperative:
MC 527-a Save what you know already
V / /FR1290-b Order the car at once
/ \ \/ , /
ES 784-b Don't let him stay out late
/ V  / .
Audl066-a Come, peregrine nymph
Mur 98-b Keep her stem to the storm
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Type 1 U  Interrogative:
MC 266-b Shall we say that summer's over..?
FR2109-a Why do you 'all look so peculiar?
ES 1-a Is your father at h<4me today?
Aud1421-a How, above Vll, will they /nd?
Mur 26-a Wliy had those others hauled?
Type 12. Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause:
^  t /
MC 591-b What it is to act or suffer
FR2067-b whatever happened to his Lordship
\ / \/ /
ES1589-a What is known so well to those who hate you
Aud 613-b where Vld swains lay wrecked
Mur 241-a Where hot harpoons are plunged
Type 13. Pairs.
/ / /
MC 982-b a wink of heaven, a whisper
V  / /
FQ 265-b in a dark wood, in a bramble
FR 253-a Changed? nothing changed?
Type 14. Half-Lines where the Verb or the Subject is absent but 
understood:
/ / /
MC 497-b Kings have public policy # barons private profit
FQ 471-b the latter a partial fallacy
FR 7-b and sun and l/ght unsought for
ES 288-a And look forward to seeing you both
/ V  /
Mur 208-b her stem still to the storm.
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Type 15. Adverb + Prepositional Phrase:
MCI161-b now in the s/ght of God
N/ / /
FQ 140-b Only by the form, the pattern
/ \/ /
FR 652-a Even against a will like hers.
Type 1_6. (Adverb) Adjective + Prepositional Phrase:
MC 978-b Vnly near to d/ath
FR 895-b deeper than Yll sense
v  / /
Mur 246-b full of screeching coughs
Type 17. NP + Post-Modifier:
/ \ / /
FQ 73-b a white light still and moving
/  \ t  /
FR1540-a A misery long forgotten
/ \/ /
ES 849-a That day we spent on the river
V  / /
Aud 558-b All the public could see 
Mur 235-a A sl^ep, cordoned by memories
Type 18. Independent Phrase + Vocative.
FR 241-b Many happy returns of the day, Mother. 
ES1412-a F/ther, those awful p/ople
IZE£ 20. A Phrase introduced by an Adverb:
/ / /
FQ 144-a Not the stillness of the violin
FR 502-b always up and down
Mur 15-b 'only the slow fall
Type 21. Two Granimatically Different Clauses or Phrases: 
FR1626-b So I had supposed. What of it?
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_ _ _ /  A  V  S /
ES 72-a From very far away. Yet very near
/ N/ /
Aud2045-a Dance, a wild deer
Type 22. Adverb + Subordinate Clause:
^  / /
ES1581-a Even when it's vain and selfish
Residue of Complete Three-Stress HaIf-Lines 
In the residue, there is a number of half-lines containing 
triplets which are parallel to the word-pairs in the two-stress
half-lines, e.g.
/ / /MC 909-a Priest! monk! and servant!
1135-a Alone, desecrated, desolated
/ / /
FQ 151-b slip, slide, perish
FR 806-a Here and here and here
ES 425-b so cosy, wYrm and padded.
The remaining half-lines include various different constructions
which are too rare to be further classified, e.g.
/ / /
MC 377-b Supreme alone in England
/ / /
FQ 220-b Feet rising and falling
\!  /  /
FR1687-b Only feet walking
/  V  /
1583-a For three years childless
/ \/ \ N/
892-a Only so as not to stay still
41-a People with money from heaven knows where-
/ / \ V
ES 192-a Twenty years ago, today
\ / / \/
188-a Every day, year after year
1922-b You and Mmiica combined
/ \ /
248-a In ten years' time, a paragraph
Audl215-a Here a face from a farm
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, / N/ /
2391-b our least matter dear to him
/ \/ /
Mur 81-b the shrill wind piping
142-a And the planks gaping wide
\/ / /
152-b two oars away
4.6.3 Neutral Three-stress Half-Lines.
Numerical data for neutral three-stress half-lines are as 
follows:
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
23 1 - 4 3  
0.1 -  0.1 0.1
24 - - 7 - 4 1
0.2  -  0.1  0.2
25 2 1 6 2 3 7
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 1.4
26 - - 1 3
0.1 0.1
28 4 - 10 4 2 2
0.3 - 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.4
29 - - 1 1  1 -
0.03 0.03 0.03
Residue of 4 1 1 1  -
neutral half­
lines 0.3 0.1 0.03 0.03
Examples are as follows:
Type 23. A Half-Line containing a_ Predicate preceding "wh-" or 
"that" clause:
MC 931-b Have I not known, not known / What..
FR 748-b But at l/ast they never knew / Where...
ES 83-a Pl/ase let his Lordship know # that...
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Type 24. A Half-Line containing a NP modified in the Following 
Half-Line by £  Genitival Phrase:
FR1856-b you would have left me at least a memory / Of
Audl397-a The scene has Yll the signs / of...
/ t /
Mur 78-b A shiver rippled the spine / Of...
Type 25. A Half-Line containing a_ NP modified, or a Predicate
amplified, in the Following Half—Line by a Prepositional
Phrase:
MC 121-a Loathing power given it by
FQ 139-b Words, after speech, reach / Into...
FR1777-a But I know there is Ynly one way it out of..
ES1804-a He's been waiting Yll this time it for...
/ \t /
Audl6Q8-a By a dying man dreaming it of...
Mur 192-b Spears in hundreds are hurtling / Against..
Type 26. A Half-Line containing the First Part of Anticipatory "it"
Cleft Sentence:
FR1165-a It's about your mYther's health it that I..
ES 929-b It's both pain and pl/asure / To talk about..
Type 28. A Half-Line containing £  Main Verb separated from its 
Auxiliary or Infinitive "to” :
MC 964 .....  that has often been told
965 And ^often been changed in the telling it.,
FR1969 T£ keep the tiles on the roof, it combat the endless 
weather
ES1258 To suffer the monotonous it sun of the tropics
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/ \/ /
1259 Or shiver in the northern night
Mur 264 To be oarsmen in a boat # and mend the nets on land
Type 29. Half-Lines containing the First Part of Constructions like 
"nothing..but", "too..to", "such..that" , "so..as",
"er...than" ,..etc:
FR 932-b have you such dull senses / That...
ES 408-a You, s^ slowly and sweetly // that...
Residue of Neutral Half-Lines:
\/ / /
MC 593—b Neither does the agent suffer / Nor...
689-b has chance of greater sin / And sorrow
FQ 626-b than blaze of branch, or brazier
FR 459-a We had better leave Charles # to talk to Downing
ES 311-a And I_ thought, now^s the time # to take...
4.6.4 Incomplete Three-Stress Half-Lines:
For various reasons similar to those given in 4.5 above, the 
underlined half-lines here may be treated as incomplete:
MC 691-a For those who sVrve the greater cause # may
/ / / ..
263-a When the King and you and I // were...
229-a Your Lordship will find your rooms // in order...
1160-a The glory of whose ne w state # is...
\/ / \ /
966-a Human kind cannot bear # very much reality
FQ 261 And every moment # is a new and shocking
262 Valuation of all we have been # ...
473—a Which becomes in the pVpular mind # a means of....
FR 89—a Only Agatha seems to^  discover # some meaning in...
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\/ / /
1341-b to leave Harry to establish / Some...
1940-b Harry has crossed the frontier / Beyond which...
/ \/ /
ES 693-b I hope this benignant sunshine
1643-a It"£ harder to confess the sin # that ...
/ \/ /
1793-a And I can tell you, Michael's head # is..
Audl423-b Whereby God^s rebellious image
2367—a The poor muddled maddened # mundane animal
\/ / /
765-b Teach science for life to / Progressive girls
Mur 51-a That night the best of boatsmen # were
183-a that seemed to blaze like red / Fires in the pits of
/
waves
4.7 Discussion: "Complete” , "Neutral", and "Incomplete".
If the numerical data for two- and three-stress half-lines in 
the categories "complete", "neutral" and "incomplete" (given in 4.2 
and 4.6.1 above) are now added together, the result will be as 
follows:
Category MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
Complete 998 614 2367 2399 2417 404
68.0 73.3 66.9 64.2 66.4 78.0
Neutral 189 97 483 509 308 40
12.9 11.6 13.7 13.6 8.5 7.7
Incomplete 281 127 686 826 915 74
19.1 15.2 19.4 22.1 25.1 14.3
The highest proportions of "complete" half—lines occur in Mur 
(78.0) and F£ (73.3), whereas the lowest proportion occurs in ES 
(64.2). The proportions of "complete" half—lines in MC, FR, and Aud
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stand midway (68.0, 66.9, 66.4 respectively).
This shows that the half-line in Mur and in F£ is more 
independent of the surrounding half-lines. The ideas are expressed 
in independent phrases or small groups of wordsj and this very fact 
distances the style in both works from that of prose. In ES, on the 
other hand, the conversational,mundane nature of the verse gives 
rise to more long, complex sentences that contain half-lines closely 
related to each other. Once these sentences are broken into 
metrical half-lines, the semantic groups are disturbed, thus 
resulting in a high proportion of incomplete half-lines.
4.7.1 Complete half-lines: Numerical Data
The figures for the different syntactical types of complete 
half-lines, including both two and three-stress, are as follows:
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1 40 35 54 53 83 9
2.7 4.2 1.5 1.4 2.3 1.7
2 158 123 284 264 453 79
10.8 14.7 8.0 7.1 12.4 15.3
3 125 125 467 446 290 45
8.5 14.9 13.2 11.9 8.0 8.7
4 145 87 236 220 358 59
9.9 10.4 6.7 5.9 9.8 11.4
5 151 58 619 675 304 107
10.3 6.9 17.5 18.1 8.4 20.7
6 78 38
5.3 4.5
7 25 24
1.7 2.9
7 A 4 1 3 7 19 -
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5
94 104 397 14
2.7 2.8 10.9 2.7
29 22 75 3
0.8 0.6 2.1 0.6
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Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
--------- — — — — — — — — — — —*-------- --------
8 64 27 49 51 87 25
4.4 3.2 1.4 1.4 2.4 4.8
-------------------
9 27 23 61 67 34 6
1.8 2.7 1.7 1.8 0.9 1.2
10 52 4 43 50 59 8
3.5 0.5 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.5
------------------- ------------ --------- ----------------
11 35 6 101 121 25 6
2.4 0.7 2.9 3.2 0.7 1.2
12 8 13 63 59 37 7
0.5 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.0 1.4
13 16 10 36 19 46 2
1.1 1.2 1.0 0.5 1.3 0.4
14 5 7 18 12 37 4
0.3 0.8 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.8
15 8 3 27 19 10 2
0.5 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.4
16 5 1 13 7 30 7
0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.4
17 3 9 19 29 15 3
0.2 1.1 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.6
18 4 25 30 — —
0.3 — 0.7 0.8 — —
19 2 2 7 7 5 —
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 —
20 6 7 16 24 5 3
0.4 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.6
21 6 2 18 20 3 2
0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4
22 2 4 7 — 2
— 0.2 0.1 0.2 — 0.4
Residue of 31 7 81 86 45 11
complete
half-lines 2.1 0.8 2.3 2.3 1.2 2.1
We can divide the works under scrutiny into two main
Poetic works, which include MC, FQ, Aud, and Mur , and (id
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Colloquial works, which include FR and ES. The "complete'1 types can 
accordingly be divided into two groups: those which are more 
frequent in poetic works, and those which are more frequent in the 
colloquial works. The first group is shown in Table 1 and the 
second in Table 2 below. In Table 1, we can see FR and ES having 
low percentages in most of the types contrasting with the poetic 
works:
Table 1
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1 Genitival 40 35 54 53 83 9
phrase 2.7 4.2 1.5 1.4 2.3 1.7
2 Prep. 158 123 284 264 453 79
phrase 10.8 14.7 8.0 7.1 12.4 15.3
4 Verb+obj•, 145 87 236 220 358 59
compl.or adv.9.9 10.4 6.7 5.9 9.8 11.4
6 Modifier 78 38 94 104 397 14
+ noun 5.3 4.5 2.7 2.8 10.9 2.7
7 Noun + 25 24 29 22 75 3
noun 1.7 2.9 0.8 0.6 2.1 0.6
7A Noun 4 1 3 7 19 _
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 —
8 Noun + 64 27 49 51 87 25
prep.phrase 4.4 3.2 1.4 1.4 2.4 4.8
9 Relative 27 23 61 67 34 6
clause 1.8 2.7 1.7 1.8 0.9 1.2
10 52 4 43 50 59 8
Imperative 3.5 0.5 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.5
13 Pairs 16 10 36 19 46 2
1.1 1.2 1.0 0.5 1.3 0.4
14 Verb or 5 7 18 12 37 4
subj.absent but
understood 0.3 0.8 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.8
16 Adj.+prep . 5 1 13 7 30 7
phrase 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.4
Total 619 380 920 876 1678 210
42.2 45.3 26.0 23.5 46.1 41.7
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In Tabic 2, on the other hand, there is a tendency for the 
colloquial works, FR and E S , to have higher percentages in most of 
the types shown:
Table 2
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
3 125 125 467 446 290 45
Conjunctions 8.5 14.9 13.2 11.9 8.0 8.7
5 Main 151 58 619 675 304 107
clause 10.3 6.9 17.5 18.1 8.4 20.7
11 35 6 101 121 25 6
Interrogative 2.4 0.7 2.9 3.2 0.7 1.2
12 Rel.adv. 8 13 63 59
i1 
r-^
111111 
r-* 
1 
cn
11
or pron.clause0.5 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.0 1.4
15,19,20,22 16 14 54 57 20 7
Adv.+phrase
or clause 1.1 1.7 1.5 1.5 0.5 1.4
17 NP+post- 3 9 19 29 15 3
modifier 0.2 1.1 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.6
18Independent 4 - 25 30 -  -
phrase+voc. 0.3 — 0.7 0.8 — —
21.Two Different 6 2 18 20 3 2
clauses or
phrases 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4
Total 348 227 1366 1437 694 177
23.7 27.1 38.6 38.5 19.1 34.:
4.7.2 Poetic Works.
In Table 1 the percentages of types 1 (Genitival phrase) and 2 
(Prepositional phrase) show the difference between the works with 
more colloquial style, FR and ES, which have lower percentages, and 
the poetic works MC, FQ, Aud, and Mur. If we add the percentages of 
both types (1 and 2) the result is as follows: (i) FQ and Mur have 
the highest percentages, 18.9 and 17 respectively, (ii) FR and ES 
have the lowest percentages, 9.6 and 8.5 respectively, and (iii) MC 
and Aud stand midway, 13.5 and 14.7 respectively.
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This shows one of the poetic features in F Q : phrase repetition. 
In f$, there are passages in which almost every line contains a 
genitival or a prepositional phrase (cf. 1.4 above). The following 
two passages illustrate this:
(FQ)
19 Quick, said the bird, it find them, find them,
20 Round the corner. it Through the first gate,
21 Into our first world, it shall we follow
22 The deception of the thrush? it Into our first world
23 There they were, it dignified, invisible
24 Moving without pressure, it over the dead leaves,
25 In the autumn heat, it through the vibrant air...
114 Descend lower, it descend only
115 Into the world it of perpetual solitude
116 World not world it but that which is not world,
117 Internal darkness, it deprivation
118 And destitution it of all property
119 Desiccation it of the world of sense
120 Evacuation it of the world of fancy,
121 Inoperancy it of the world of spirit.
In the first passage, the repeated use of the prepositional 
phrase is effective in describing the varied possibilities involved 
in recalling and visualising the what might have been with which the 
poem is concerned. In the second passage, the repeated use of the 
genitival phrase together with the polysyllabic nouns contributes to 
the incantational effect of the lines describing a world of fantasy 
and dreams.
The following is a similar passage from Aud:
911 ... // but we started out
912 In carpet-slippers it b£ candlelight
913 Through Wastewood it in the wane of the year,
914 Past Torture tower it and twisting ovens,
915 Their ruins ruled it b£ the arrested insect
916 And abortive bird it In the bleak dawn
917 We reached Red River it on Wrynose Weir....
Here the repeated use of the prepositional and genitival phrases,
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with its accumulation of detail, contributes to the poetic effect of 
the description of the journey.
Mur has many such cases in the following passage:
224 As the day dawned, # gap after gap was filled.
225 One of the boats was found // on the beach at Letter
226 And floated off // on the morning tideT
227 Only one body was got, // the skull fractured:
228 Above high-water mark # he had crawled and died.
229 The walking-stick of a man who was lame
230 Was thrown on a heap or rods # on a silver strand.
<> There was a king //of the Mayo fishermen
232 Drawn from the sea // in the chain of his own nets
233 Of those who survived, // a young one was seen
234 Walking....
In these poetic works, MC, FQ, Aud, and Mur, the genitival and 
the prepositional phrases are typical half-lines. In M2, which has 
a lower proportion of prepositional phrases, the effect is often 
rhetorical (i.e. reinforcing persuasive argument or oratory) rather 
than poetic, e.g.
419 Thomas: ........  // For countryman
420 You wrap your meaning // iri as dark generality
421 As any courtier.#
Tempter: This is the simple fact!
422 You have no hope // of reconciliation
423 With Henry the King // You look only
424 To blind assertion // in isolation.
425 That is a mistake.
Thomas: 0 Henry, 0 my King!
Tempter: Other friends
426 May be found // in the present situation.
The percentages of prepositional and genitival phrases in F R , 
and QS are much lower than those in the poetic works. The 
colloquial, prosaic verse in ES and FR gives rise to other types of 
half-line which can be longer than the short half-line containing a 
preposition (+ Modifier) + Noun. Since conversational style allows 
for a good deal of demotions in the stresses, these long half-lines
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can in many cases include three words capable of receiving primary 
stress, one of which can be demoted.
Type 4 (Verb + (object) (complement) (adverbial)) is more 
frequent in the poetic works. This is shown in the following table
which includes both two- and three-stress half-•lines:
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
4A 61 31 97 91 165 13
4.2 3.7 2.7 2.4 4.5 2.5
4B 36 23 52 37 107 29
2.5 2.7 1.5 1.0 2.9 5.6
4C 46 26 84 89 72 16
3.1 3.1 2.4 2.4 2.0 3.1
4D 2 7 3 3 14 1
0.1 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2
In sub-type 4A (Finit e verb + object, complement, or
Aud, MC and FQ have the highest percentages. In the following two 
passages from Aud, the use of this sub-type is frequent:
(1)
815    it The captain sober
816 Gulps her beer it as the galley-boy drunk
817 Gives away his water; it William East
818 Is entering Olive it as Alfred West
819 Is leaving Elaine; it Lucky McGuire
820 Divides the spoils it as Vacuous Molly
821 Joins the joke; it ...........
(2)
1594 The figure I prefer it is far away
1595 To know nature it ij> not enough for the ego;
1596 The aim of its eros it i£ to create <i soul,
1597 The start of its magic it is stolen flesh.
In FQ and MC this sub-type is less frequent:
(1) F2
319 And what you do not know it is the only thing you know
320 And what you own it i£ what you do not own
321 And where you are it i£ where you are not....
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831 What we call the beginning it is often the end
832 And to make an end # is to make a beginning
(2) MC ------
387 Those who put their faith it in worldly order
388 Not controlled it by the order of God,
389 In confident ignorance, it but arrest disorder
390 Make it fast, it breed fatal disease,
391 Degrade what they exalt. it
In FR, ES and M u r , the percentages of this sub—type are low.
In sub-type 4B (finite or non-finite verb + prepositional 
Phrase), Mur has the highest percentage (5.6), MC, F£, and Aud have 
lower percentages and FR and ES have the lowest percentages. This 
is one of the typical half-lines in Mur, e.g.
63 And the green mackerel river it raced through the water,
64 Crossed over the gunwales, it and jetted fire
65 In the black braziers if of the rolling bilges
There are similar passages in Aud:
2197 ........... it for we are His Chosen
2198 His ragged remnant it with our ripe flesh
2199 And our hats on, it sent out of the room
2200 By their dying grandees it and doleful slaves,
2201 Kicked in corridors it and cold-shouldered
2202 At toll-bridges, it teased upon the stage,
2203 Snubbed at sea, it to seep through boundaries,
2204 Diffuse like firearms it through frightened lands....
MC has a slightly lower percentage than Aud. The following 
passage shows some examples of this type of half-line:
531 King is forgotten, it when another shall come:
532 Saint and Martyr it rule from the tomb.
533 Think, Thomas, think it of enemies dismayed,
534 Creeping in penance, it frightened of a^  shade;
535 Think of pilgrims, it standing in line
536 Before the glittering it jewelled shrine,
The use of a verb + prepositional (or genitival) phrase is 
typical of the style of FQ, and its repeated occurrence contributes 
to the poetic effect of the work:
24 Moving without pressure it over the dead leaves....
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38 And they were behind us, # reflected in the pool...
102 Filled with fancies, # and empty of meaning...
In sub-type 4C (non-finite verb + object, complement, or 
adverbial) the percentages in all the works are approximately the 
same, though Mur and FQ are slightly higher than the rest of the 
works.
Sub—type 4D contains the half—lines consisting of one or two 
verbs. FQ has 0.8 per cent in this sub-type, and Aud 0.4. The 
following lines from FQ show examples of this sub-type:
30 There they were as our guests, # accepted and accepting...
76 And the old made explicit, # understood...
154 Scolding, mocking, # or merely chattering
In line 30-b, the derivative repetition is joined with and, 
whereas in line 154-a, the word-pair is asyndetic, but the two verbs 
are of the same inflexion. In line 76-b, the metrical feature is 
that the verb takes up the whole half-line.
In Aud, most of the half-lines in this sub-type are word-pairs 
with a conjunction - a n d , or or - whereas there are only three cases 
similar to half-line 76-b mentioned above. These are examples from 
Aud:
183 Male no longer, # unmotivated
184 have-beens without hopes # ...
733   In peace or war
734 Married or single, // he muddles on
735 Offending, fumbling, # falling over,...
What we see now is that the type in question fits well into the 
length of the half-line unit in stressed verse. This type, most 
commonly, contains a verb + object, complement, or adverbial, in
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which case the normal length of a half—line, two metrical stresses, 
can very easily accommodate one of these forms.
Another typical half-line which is very common in the poetic 
works under scrutiny is the half—line consisting of a modifier + 
noun. In Table 1 above the figures and percentages of type 6 show 
this feature. Aud has the highest percentage of all (10.9), then MC 
and FQ (5.3 and 4.5 respectively) and then Mur, FR and ES.
A phrase of this form fits naturally into the length of a 
half-line in a four—stress norm. These are two passages from Aud 
where in almost every line, there is a half-line of this type:
(1)
70 Long-legged ladies # with little-legged dogs
71 Lolled with their lovers # by lapsing brooks.
72 A couth region: # constant, lofty,
73 Volatile vault # and vagrant buttress
74 Showed their shapeliness; # with assured ease
(2)
1821 ..............# Night descends;
1822 Through thickening darkness # thin uneases,
1823 Ravenous unreals, # perambulate
1824 Our paths and pickles. #
The primary colours
1825 Are all mixed up; # the whole numbers
1826 Have broken down, # the big situations
1827 Ceased to excite. //
Auden seems to be so fond of using a modifier plus a noun in 
his poetry that even in his prepositional and genitival phrases, the 
most common construction (about three quarters) is preposition (or 
genitival of) + Modifier + noun (cf. sub-types 1A and 2A in 4.3.1-2 
and 4.6.2 above).
FQ and MC have lower percentages in this type. Examples are as 
follows:
(MC)
Catherine wheel, # the pantomime cat, 
prizes given # at the children's party, 
prizes awarded # for the English Essay 
scholar's degree # the stateman s_ decoration.
607 The
608 The
609 The
610 The
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403 The starfish, the horseshoe crab, if the whalers backbone;
404 The pool where it offers if to our curiosity
405 The more delicate algae if and the sea anemone
406 It tosses up our losses if the torn seine
407 The shattered lobsterpot, if the broken oar....
In Mur, the percentage of this type is much lower than in Aud 
because (i) the half-line in Mur is longer than that in Aud, and, as 
stated earlier, the long half—line is less suitable than the short 
half-line for this type (cf. 3.4.5); and (ii) this type of half-line 
is not used frequently in Mur since it is a less suitable medium for 
a fast—moving dramatic narrative (like Mur) than for a descriptive 
work (like Aud).
Table 1 also shows us that type 8 (noun + prepositional or 
genitival phrase) occurs most frequently in MC and Mur. This type 
is less common in Aud because it tends to be longer than the normal 
length of, say, a modifier + noun. The half-line in MC and to some 
extent in Mur is longer than that in Aud (cf. 3.3.1). Yet this type 
is a stylistic feature of all these poetic works, e.g.
MC 278 ........  if Snow in the branches
279 Shall float as sweet as blossom, if Ice along the ditches
280 Mirror the sunlight, if Love in the orchard
281 Send the sap shooting.
Mur 219 Bodies of fishermen if lay on the floor on boxes,
220 Blood on their faces.
FQ 217 The time of the seasons if and the constellations
218 The time of milking if and the time of harvest.
But in FR and ES, the colloquial style does not allow for many 
cases of this type, and where they exist they are used mostly 
functionally, e.g.
ES
1129 Several of my friends if gave me excellent tips
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1130 They always came off- it the tips I didn't take.
1877 .........it Sometimes an outsider,
1878 friend of the family, # can see more clearly.
1879 Not that I deserve it any credit for it
FR
91 —  I am only certain it of Arthur and John
92 Arthur in London, it John in Leicestershire...
1115 How did we get onto it the subject of cancer?
1116 I really don't know. it - But now you're all grown up
1117 I haven't a patient it left at Wishwood
1118 Wishwood was always it a cold place, but healthy
1119 It's only when I get it an invitation to dinner
1120 That I ever see your mother.
There are a few cases where this type of half-line is used in 
passages describing mystic experience, e.g.
FR 1827 Where does one go it from a world of insanity?
1829 To the worship in the desert,.....
1831 The heat of the sun it and the icy vigil,
1832 A care over lives it of humble people
1833 The lesson of ignorance, it of incurable diseases
1834 Such things are possible.
In ES, this type is sometimes used in passages expressing 
hopelessness and helplessness:
212 ..........  it But waiting, simply waiting,
213 With no desire to act, it yet a loathing of inaction.
214 _A fear of the vacuum, it and no desire to fill it.
In the table also, we see types 7 (noun + noun) and 7A (noun) as
types which are used more frequently in the poetic works than in the
colloquial works. The only exception is Mur where type 7A does not 
occur at all.
Aud has the highest percentage in type 7A where one noun (or 
adjective functioning as Head) occupies the whole half—line. Some 
of these nouns are polysyllabic as in
85 The malcontented it who might have been....
328 The celebrations it are suddenly hushed
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whereas others are hyphenated compounds as in:
1833 The battle-axe # and the bosomed war-horse
2012 Funnybone, Faucet, # face-in-the-wall,
2013 Head-overheels # and Upsy-daisy
2227 The landing-curtains, // or the lawn-mower
In type 7, Aud and FQ have the highest percentages. Some of 
these noun-pairs are asyndetic whereas in others a conjunction like 
and or or is used:
Aud
343 Nocturnal trivia, # torts and dramas,
344 Wrecks, arrivals, # rose-bushes, armies,
345 Leopards and laughs, # alarming growths of
346 Moulds and monsters // on memories stuffed
347 With dead men's doodles, # ...
(FQ)
111 Hampstead and Clerkenwell, // Campden and Putney
112 Highgate, Primrose # and Ludgate. Not here...
182 Which is already flesh # fur and faeces,
183 Bone of man and beast // cornstalk and leaf.
In type 9 (Relative clause) FQ has a high proportion, and these 
are used in passages expressing religious experience and in Biblical 
language:
314 You must go by a way // which is the way of ignorance...
318 You must go through the way # in which your are not...
The dramas (ES, FR, and MC) naturally contain relative clauses 
though the effect is different in each one: (i) abruptness and 
finality in MC (cf. 5.1.2), (ii) conversational style in FR and 
ES. The long half-lines in ES and FR (cf. 3.3.1) are suitable for 
the accommodation of such clauses.
Aud has the lowest proportion of relative clauses because of the 
shortness of the half-line (cf. 3.3.1 and 5.1.2).
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In type 10 (Imperative Clause) MC has the highest percentage.
The reasons are that the play is serious and rather impassioned, and 
that the content is full of action, which leads to commands (MC also 
has a high percentage in sub—type 3E (Co-ordinating conjunction + 
Imperative or Interrogative)), e.g.
295 Look to your behaviour # You were safer
296 Think of penitence # and follow your master...
980 Go to vespers, # remember me at your prayers..
1053 Unbar the door! # Unbar the door!
Type 13 contains the phrase-, clause-, and word-pairs which are 
not included in type 7 (noun + noun), or in sub-type 4D (verb( + 
verb)). If we add the three groups together, the figures and 
percentages are:
Pairs MC FQ FR ES Aud
Type 13 16 10 36 19 46
Type 7 25 24 29 22 75
Sub-type 4D 2 6 3 3 11
Total 43 40 68 44 132
2.9 4.8 1.9 1.2 3.6
The percentages in F£, Aud and MC are high. This is one of the 
features of poetic style in modern stressed verse.
In FQ and MC, these half-lines are used in poetic passages and 
include
(i) repetition of the same word, e.g.
FQ 36 And the lotus rose, # quietly, quietly...
(ii) derivative repetition with a conjunction (cf. sub— type 4D
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above), e.g.
FQ 30 There they were as our guests, // accepted and accepting. • 
and (iii) asyndetic repetition, e.g.
MC 250 End will be simple, # sudden, God-given.
There are other cases where the use of word—pairs is rhetorical,
e.g.
MC 510   # bind, Thomas, bind
511 King and bishop # under your heel...
531 King is forgotten, // when another shall come:
532 Saint and Martyr // rule from the tomb...
In Aud, these pairs are mostly poetic and, again, the majority 
here are asyndetic:
1834 .........# Graven on all things
1835 Inscribed on skies, # escarpments, trees
1836 Notepaper, neckties, # napkin rings,
1837 Brickwalls and barns, # or branded into
1838 The livid limbs # of lambs and men
1839 Is the same symbol, # the signature
1840 Of reluctant allegiance // to a lost cause.
In ES, most of these pairs are colloquial:
119 Someone to make a remark to # now and then...
351 Is certain to be found # sooner or later 
Other pairs are used functionally:
1212 ............. # Oh, I've no doubt
1213 That the thought of passing on # your name and title
1214 To a son, was gratifying.
There are very few cases that carry an emotional note, and could be
considered to give poetic effect. The asyndetic repetitions of the
prepositional phrase in line 221 and of the predicate in line 1414 
below are notable features of those passages in ES where the style 
is fairly distanced from colloquialism:
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219 ............ # What am I waiting for
220 In a cold and empty room // before an empty grate?
221 For no one. For nothing. //....
141 3.......... # What I want to escape from
1414 l£ myself, is the past. #
In FR the majority of these pairs occur in highly emotional 
passages. The following lines describe Harry's feelings when he was 
about to see the Eumenides:
1725 Do you feel a kind of stirring # underneath the air?
1726 Do you? Don't you? # ji communication, a scent
1727 Direct to the brain # .. but not just ais before,
1728 Not quite like, not the same # ...
The pairs in this passage can be described as illustrating the 
disturbed soul of the hero of the play in a moment of mystic 
experience.
In type 14 (half-lines where verb to be or the subject are 
absent but understood), Aud has the highest percentage. This form 
of half-line occurs in Aud in passages where such features as 
deviation from normal word-order and omission of the copula is 
appear to bring the style nearer to poetic language:
964 ........... # It foils my magic:
965 Right the ritual # but wrong the time,
966 The place improper.
This type of half-line is also used for various purposes in Aud.
One of these is the language of headlines in the news passage: very 
abruptly introduced and so well-timed that it began, "by compelling
them to pay attention to a common world of great slaughter and much
sorrow", "to draw these four strangers closer to each other" (Auden 
1948:17):
113 ............ // Fires started
114 Pressure applied # by pincer movement
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115 In threatening thrust. // Third division
116 Enlarges beachhead. # Lucky charm
117 Saves sniper. # Sabotage hinted
118 In steel-raill stoppage # Strong point held
119 By fanatical Nazis. # Canal crossed
120 by heroic marines. # ........
Another passage, in the language of commercials, is full of 
half ""lines of this type, and is used by the poet to make the 
characters, after falling silent, immediately "conscious again of 
the radio" so that, after the commercial, "matter and manner set 
their teeth on edge" (Auden 1948:26):
382 Lasts ji lifetime. // Leaves no odour.•••
385 Patriotic to own. / / I s o n  its way
386 In a patent package. // Pays to investigate
387 Serves through science. # Has something added
388 By skilled Scotchmen.
This type is also used in a song passage:
651 Gone the gold, // my golden ball.....
656 ........... # Tears fall. 0
657 Fair my far # when far ago.....
In FQ, the majority of half-lines in this type occur in poetic 
passages:
427 Between midnight and dawn, // when the past is all
deception,
428 The future futureless, # .......
841 Every phrase and every sentence // is an end and a
beginning,
842 Every poem an epitaph. //
In FR the majority of these occur in colloquial passages, e.g.
351 Of course we know what really happened, # we read it in the
papers
352 No need to revert to it // ...
521 But he seemed very anxious // about my lady.
522 Tried to keep her in # when the weather was rough.
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Some of these half—lines occur in passages where there is 
recollection of past memories:
7 When I was young and strong, ft and sun and light unsought
for,
8 And the night unfeared ft and the day expected
9 And clocks could be trusted, ft tomorrow assured...
Others occur in emotional passages where Harry is trying to 
achieve a kind of compromise between his experience and that of the 
members of his old family and neighbours:
834 Even if, as you say, ft Wishwood is a cheat,
835 Your family a delusion - ft then it's all a delusion, ...
1011 ..... .... //He cannot realise
1012 That everything is irrevocable,
1013 The past unredeemable, ft
In EJS, similarly, the majority of these cases occur in 
colloquial passages:
265 Lambert:  //He said that when you read it
266 You would want to see him. ft Said you'd be very angry
267 If you heard that he'd gone away ft without your
seeing him.
268 Lord Claverton: What sort of person? ft 
Lambert: A foreign person
269 By the looks of him. ft But talks good English.•
1153 Michael: Said he couldn't retain ft any man on his staff
1154 Who'd taken to gambling, ft Called me a gambler!
Type 16 (adjective + prepositional phrase) is one of the typical 
half-lines in Aud where it is used in passages full of apposition 
and premodification (so typical of poetic language - cf. Margaret 
Schlauch 1956:54-6) to reinforce an effect of abruptness, e.g.
255 Till, suddenly entering ft through a side-door,
256 Quick, quiet, ft unquestionable as death,
257 Grief or guilt, ft he greets them and sits down,
258 Lord of this life.
In Mur, it is used in passages full of dramatic tension, e.g.
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75 The moon was kindling. # The sky smouldered like soot.
76 Warm gusts of air floated by, // moist with dew.
4.7.3 Colloquial works.
When we come to Table 2, we find that FR and ES have the highest
percentages.
The colloquial, conversational tone of these dramas gives rise
to a large number of interrogatives (type 11) as one of the
requirements of conversation. These works also have high 
percentages in sub— type 3E (Co-ordinating conjunction + Imperative 
or Interrogative). Examples:
ES
1277 Father! What has happened? // Why do you look so angry?
1278 I know that Michael # must be in great trouble,
1279 So can"t you help him? #...
FR
1724 .........  # Why is ±Jt so quiet?
1725 Do you feel a^  kind of stirring # underneath the air?
1726 Do you? Don't you # .................. ;
1849 What did take? # Nothing that you ever had.
1850 What did 1^ get? # Thirty years of solitude,
MC has a slightly lower percentage in this type than in ES and 
FR. The dramatic conversation in MC certainly involves some 
interrogatives, but there is a difference of style between MC and 
the other dramas, FR and ES. The following passage from MC is 
characteristic of the impassioned, serious nature of the play, as 
contrasted with the two passages quoted above from ES and FR which 
show a slower action especially in E S :
Thomas: 
Tempter: 
Thomas: 
Tempter:
(MC 356-59)
Who shall have it? #
He who will come.
What shall be the month? #
The last from the first
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Thomas: What shall we give for it? //
Tempter: Pretence of Priestly power.
Thomas: Why should we give it? #
Tempter: For the power and the glory.
Table 2 also shows that FR and ES, together with FQ this time, 
have high proportions of type 3 (Conjunctions and sentence— 
connectives). The figures for the various sub— types here in both
two- and three-stress half -lines are:
Sub-type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
A 46
3.1
23
2.7
191
5.4
173
4.6
104
2.9
22
4.:
B 18
1.2
11
1.3
127
3.6
118
3.2
28
0.8
2
0.
C 6
0.4
13
1.6
18
0.5
19
0.5
24
0.7
11
2.
D 39
2.7
77
9.2
102
2.9
89
2.4
124
3.4
9
1.7
E 8 1 16 31 10 1
0.5 0.1 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.2
8 - 13 16
0.5 - 0.4 0.4
These sub-types can be reordered into two main sections: 
according to whether the conjunction introducing the half-line is 
co-ordinating or subordinating:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
Subordinating 46 23 191 173 104 22
conjunctions 3.1 2.7 5.4 4.6 2.9 4.2
Co-ordinating 79 102 276 273 186 23
conjunctions or 5.4 12.2 7.8 7.3 5.1 4.4
sentence-connectives
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In the half lines beginning with a subordinating conjunction,
FR, ES, Mur and to some extent MC have high percentages. The 
presence of subordinating conjunctions marks one of the features of 
a style where long sentences are used. These long sentences in many 
cases either include one of those anticipatory verbs (cf. type 23) 
which are always followed by a that clause, or start with a 
subordinating conjunction like if, when, while,...etc. Examples:
(ES>
Monica••••••
1109 And Father knows it that you want something from him
1110 Perhaps you'll get to the point it if I leave you
together.
1111 Michael:You know it's awfully hard// to explain things to you
1112 You've always made up your mind it that I was to
blame
1113 Before you knew the facts. it
(FR)
1610 Something that should have been mine, # as I felt then
1611 Most people would not have felt that compunction
1612 they felt no other. it But I wanted you!
1613 I£ that had happened, it I knew I should have carried
1614 Death in life,...
(Mur)
13 5 .........  it and hands like claws
136 Flaying his eyes, it as; they clinched and swung.
137 He was holding the rope it as the dance subsided
138 While he lay there stunned, he remembered the sea.
(MC)
546 When the bird cries, it have thought of further scorning.
547 That nothing lasts, it but the wheels turn
548 The nest is rifled, it and the bird mour.ns;
549 That the shrine shall be pillaged, it...
In the half-lines beginning with a co-ordinating conjunction or 
sentence-connective, FQ has the highest percentage together with FR 
and E£. A philosophical and mystical poem like FQ naturally 
contains and's or or's:
319 And what you know it is the only thing you know
320 And what you own it is what you do not own
321 And where you are it is where you are not
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The colloquial works show a conversational style with some 
co—ordinating conjunctions and sentence connectives too:
FR.
1873 Amy: You may be close if but 1^ always saw through him
1874 And now it is my son ..if
Agatha: I know one thing, Amy:
1875 That you have never changed, if And perhaps I have not.
1876 I thought that I had, if until this evening.
1877 But at least I_ wanted to. if Now I must begin.
1878 There is nothing more difficult, if But you are just
the same:
The sub-types mentioned above can be re-ordered in a different 
way, into clausal and phrasal half-lines.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
Clausal 86 48 365 357 166 36
5.9 5.7 10.3 9.6 4.6 6.9
Phrasal 39 77 102 89 123 9
2.7 9.2 2.9 2.4 3.4 1.7
In the half-lines where the conjunction is followed by a clause, 
ES, FR and to some extent Mur have high percentages. The line in
these works, and consequently the half-line, is longer than that in
the other works. This long half-line is more likely to contain a 
clause than a phrase. Examples:
FR
1981 Harry: I have my course to pursue, if and 1^  am safe from
normal dangers
1982 If I pursue i t . if I cannot account for this
1983 But~it is so^~~mother, if Until I come again.
1984 Amy: If you go n o w , I shall never see you again.
Mur
72 The night was like a shell if with long sea surges
73 Loudening from afar, if though no one was listening.
74 Quickly they folded the nets if and he aped the fish.
FQ has a remarkably high percentage of phrasal half—lines. None
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of the other works has such a large number of co-ordinating 
conjunctions followed by a phrase as FQ:
217 The time of seasons # and the constellations
218 The time of milking # and the time of harvest
219 The time of the coupling # of man and woman
220 And that of beasts. # Feet rising and falling.
221 Eating and drinking # Dung and death.
222 Dawn points, # and another day....
In sub—type 3E (co-ordinating conjunction + Imperative or 
Interrogative) the dramas, FR, ES and MC, have high percentages 
because the continuity of a dialogue between the characters of the 
play requires interrogatives to make the conversation more lively.
It is noticeable that, whereas MC has the highest percentage in type 
10 (Imperative), FR, ES and then MC have high percentages in type 11 
(Interrogative).
In sub-type 3F (co-ordinating conjunction + subordinate clause) 
the dramas, again, have some cases, though very few, whereas F Q ,
Aud, and Mur have none.
In type 5 (Main clause or sentence), FR, ES and Mur have 
remarkably high percentages, whereas MC, FQ and Aud have low 
percentages. The reason is that the long half-line in FR, ES, and 
to some extent Mur allows the poet to fit a whole sentence in, 
especially in FR and ES by theoretically subordinating the less 
thematically important stress to the degree of a metrical slack 
(x). The following passage from ES (lines 1402-1413) illustrates 
this:
Pigott: ......  # Taking a holiday?
You're in business in London, aren't you?
Michael: Not a holiday, no. # r"ve been in business in London,
But I think of cutting loose, # and going abroad.
Pigott: You must tell me all about it. # Perhaps _I could
advise you.
We'll leave you nbw, Richard. # Au revoir, Monica.
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And Senor Gomez, // 1^  shall hold you to your promise!
Gomez: Well, Dick, we ve got to obey if our doctors' orders*
But while we re here, if we must have some good talks 
About old times* if Bye bye for the present*
Monica: Father, those awful people* if We mustn't stay here*
1_ want to escape from them, if,77.
In half-lines 1404-b, 1406-a, 1407-a, 1410-b and 1412-b, the 
words business, all, now, good, and stay respectively have been 
theoretically, though not necessarily in performance, demoted to the 
degree of a metrically unstressed syllable because they are of less 
thematic importance than the other words in the same half-lines.
In Mur there are fewer subordinations (cf. 2.2.3 above).
However, there are some examples of this type:
90 ....... if Then sickness surged,
91 And against their will if they were griped with terror.
92 He told them to bail. if When they lost the bailer
93 They bailed with their boots. if ...
There are high proportions of three-stress half-lines in this 
type and in type 4 (verb + object, complement, or adverbial) in 
Mur. This is suitable for the fast-moving narrative style of the 
poem since the reader has to speed the reading up (cf. 2.2.3).
In type 12 (relative adverb or pronoun clause including 
exclamatories), FR, FQ and ES have high percentages. This type of 
half-line is one of the characteristics of prosaic style of modern
stressed verse. In Mur and Aud, this type is less frequent. In
Mur, the use of these clauses is functional:
112 Down in the deep if where the storm could not go 
like the following example from Aud:
1512  if I'm always lucky
1513 But must remember if how modest to look
But in Aud, the majority of these, because of the use of similes and
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other figures of speech, are poetic:
2 Is it lively there, if that land of glass
3 Where song is £  grimace, if sound logic
4 A suite of gestures? if ......
289   if One knows from them
290 What £  leaf must feel. i f .....
In FQ, this type is mostly used poetically. In the following 
example, it refers to unrecapturable experiences in a world of 
mysticism:
312 You must go by a way if wherein there is no ecstasy
but in MC the majority of the cases are used functionally and so
also in FR. ES is the most colloquial of all.
Type 15 (Adverb + prepositional phrase) is relatively frequent 
in FR, and to some extent in EJ3. It is used in colloquial passages 
in ES, e.g.
107 How long will you be imprisoned if alone with your father...
163 But Badgley Court's if so near your constituency.» •
729 And I thought 'Lord Claverton if will understand
730 My not coming in if directly after breakfast.
In FR, similarly, the majority are used in colloquial passages,
e.g.
175 She never wanted if to fit herself to Harry
176 But only to bring Harry if down to her own level
The same applies to types 19, 20, and 22 which are included with 
type 15 in Table 2. All of these types can broadly be said to be 
more suitable for long half-lines (FR, E£ and FQ) than for short.
In type 17 (NP + post—modifier) the percentages of ES and FQ are 
to some extent higher than those of the rest of the works. This 
type is one of those which fit better into long half-lines.
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1 2
308 ........... // You say I am repeating
309 Something 1 have said before. # I shall say it again.
ES
880 Please, Richard, just repeat # my name - just once:
881 The name by which you knew me.
Type 18 (an independent phrase + vocative) occurs only in the 
dramas. The conversational note as well as the action depending on 
the conversation gives rise to the appearance of many names in the 
vocative case, e.g.
ES
1893 Well, good-bye, Dick. # And good-bye, Monica
1894 Good-bye, M r . Hemington. // Good-bye, Michael.
Type 21 (Two grammatically different clauses or phrases) is 
typical of the dramas where exchange of speech and long half-lines 
naturally involve some of these, e.g. FR 903-a Come out! Where are
you?, ES 754-b Or Ferry: it^s shorter, and MC
343 Thomas: Who then?
344 Tempter: The Chancellor. # King and Chancellor...
829 Thomas: Loyal? to whom? #
First Knight: To the King!
Second Knight: The Kingl
The residue of complete half-lines includes various types of 
half-line (cf. 4.3.13 above). They agree with the general trend 
seen in the types discussed earlier: colloquial and conversational 
in ES and FR, and more poetic in MC, FQ, Mur and Aud. In Mur, a 
high proportion of these are absolute participles:
178 .........  Rolled under horses
179 With manes in their mouths, # their bones smashed.
180 Their blood washed away # ••
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4.7.A Complete and Neutral Half-Lines;
As previously stated (in 4.6) the percentages of the complete 
half-lines show that Mur and FQ have high percentages, then MC, Aud, 
and FR in the middle, and ES as having the lowest of all.
If we regard the neutral half—lines as complete, we still obtain 
approximately the same result, Mur having the highest percentage, 
and then fQ (85.7 and 84.8 respectively) and then MC with 80.9.
There is a slight change in the percentage of Aud, which has the 
lowest percentage now, because of a low percentage in the neutral 
category.
The chart below shows these percentages more clearly:
FR AudES
~T~~
Mur
85- 444 7
2850711
r
80 802908 4041187
2725;
— ^  :
75- 75 i_ _
614
70
2367
998 2399
6565 2417
6060-  4~
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4,7.5 Neutral Half-Lines.
The figures of the neutral section (cf. 4.2) show that Aud and 
Mur have the lowest percentages: 8.6 and 7.2 respectively. They 
also show that the four works of Eliot have more or less the same 
percentages, and might be taken to show some kind of continuity in 
his style or his approach to writing stressed metre. However, when 
the different types are examined, certain differences appear:
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
23 21 5 120 125 24 6
1.4 0.6 3.4 3.3 0.7 1.2
24 36 38 57 55 83 9
2.5 4.5 1.6 1.5 2.3 1.7
25 57 35 119 138 115 19
3.9 4.2 3.4 3.7 3.2 3.7
26 10 _ 32 50 3 _
0.7 — 0.9 1.3 0.1 —
27 7 _ 30 40 _ _
0.5 — 0.8 1.1 — —
28 38 7 69 53 55 5
2.6 0.8 2.0 1.4 1.5 1.0
29 7 2 27 19 10 —
0.5 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.3 —
Residue of 13 10 29 29 18 1
neutral 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.2
half-lines
23= Predicate preceding a wh- or a that clause.
24= The head of a NP modified in the next half-line by a genitival
phrase.
25= A half-line containing a NP modified (or a predicate amplified) 
by a prepositional phrase in the following half-lines.
26= The first part of anticipatory it cleft sentence.
27= A non-independent phrase + vocative.
28= A half-line containing a main verb separated from its auxiliary
or infinitive to.
29= A half-line containing the first part of forms like: "too., to", 
"so., as",..etc.
From the table, we notice that ES and FR have high percentages
in type 23 (half— lines containing a predicate followed by a wh— or a
that clause). The colloquial, loose rhythm of the verse in both FR 
and ES gives rise to many such wh— or that— clauses functioning as 
noun phrases, and consequently to the half—lines preceding these 
clauses, which are regarded as "neutral", (cf. 4.7.3 where ES and 
FR have high percentages of clauses introduced by subordinating 
conjunctions (sub— type 3A))» The following are examples from ES
995 No, Richard don't imagine // that I'm still in love with you
996 And you needn't think // I idolise your memory
997 It's simply that 1^  feel # that we belong together ...
1001 It's frightening that _I think # that we're still together
1002 And more frightening to think # that we may always be
together
In type 24 (Half-lines containing a NP modified in the next 
half-line by a genitival phrase) FQ has the highest percentage 
(4.5). MC, and Aud stand midway between FQ on the one hand, and 
Mur, ES and FR on the other hand.
These percentages agree with those of genitival phrases in the 
different works (cf. 4.7.2 above where FQ has the highest percentage 
of genitival phrases (4.2), and then MC (2.7), Aud (2.3), Mur (1.7), 
FR (1.5) and ES (1.4)).
The following two passages from FQ illustrate the frequent use 
of this type of half-line:
77 In the completion # of its partial ecstasy,
78 The resolution # of its partial horror.
79 Yet the enchainment # of past and future
80 Woven in the weakness # of the changing body,..
115 Into the world # of perpetual solitude,
116 World not world, # but that which is not world,
117 Internal darkness, # deprivation
118 And destitution # of all property
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119 Desiccation // of the world of sense
120 Evacuation # of the world of fancy,..
121 Inoperancy // of the world of spirit..
MC has fewer examples of these:
940 Is woven like a pattern # of living worms
941 In the guts of the women # of Canterbury
Mur has some of these half-lines:
55  .....# where a blue-shark havocked
56 On the quivering tails # of a mackerel shoal.
57 So he hauled until he reached # the snarled threshes
58 Of the snapping shark, #........
Aud has some half-lines in this type too:
1508 I have watched through a window a world that is fallen,
1509 The mating and malice # of men and beasts
1510 The corporate greed # of quiet vegetation....
In type 25 (a half-line containing a NP modified - or predicate 
amplified - by a prepositional phrase in the following half-line) FQ 
and MC have high percentages: 4.2 and 3.9 per cent respectively. ES
and Mur have 3.7, and Aud and FR have 3.2 and 3.4 per cent
respectively. Yet these percentages do not correspond with those of 
prepositional phrases because the half-lines in question happen, in 
more than half of the cases, to be incomplete.
In type 26 (a half-line containing the first part of the 
anticipatory it cleft sentence), ES has the highest percentage and 
then FR. The two works, being dramatic as well as prosaic, 
naturally contain this type. MC, being more poetic (cf. 1.4 above) 
has a slightly lower percentage than FR or ES. But in all these 
works, the construction arises naturally from the logical emphasis 
required in discursive argument. Aud, which contains short lines, 
though long, complex sentences, has only 0.1 per cent of half-lines 
containing the first part of an it^  cleft sentence. The poetic style 
of F(£ and Mur does not admit this type of half-line.
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Type 27 (a non-independent phrase + a vocative) occurs only in 
MC, FR Conversation forms the basis of these works, which
consequently show a high proportion of nouns in the vocative case* 
Examples from ES are:
1740 Some day, Monica, # I'll tell you all about it.
1741 I am satisfied with what I know # already, Mrs. Carghill...
1875 You'll be grateful to me # in the end, Dick.
1876 A parent isn't always // the right person, Richard...
Type 28 (a half-line containing a verb separated from its 
auxiliary or infinitive to) occurs in all the works in varying 
percentages though without much differentiation. MC has the highest 
percentage (2.3) and then FR (1.8). FQ and Mur have low percentages 
of this type, and this is connected with the fact that the 
half-lines in both are more self-contained.
Type 29 and the residue of neutral half-lines call for no 
special comment. A point of interest is that although the 
percentages of the neutral category in both Aud (8.5) and Mur (7.7) 
are much lower than those of the works of Eliot, they are low not 
because of a similarity in methods of composition but for different 
reasons in each work. The following is an extract from the table 
given above:
Type 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
Aud 24 83 115 3 — 55 10
0.7 2.3 3.2 0.1 — 1.5 0.3
Mur 6 9 19 _ — 5 -
1.2 1.7 3.7 - - 1.0 —
Mur has a higher percentage in type 23 because the half-line
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there gives an opportunity for predicates followed by wh- or that 
clause, whereas the shortness of the half-line in Aud makes the 
occurrence of such half-lines less frequent in spite of the fact 
that the sentences in Aud are long and complex.
In types 24, 25, 26, and 27 the percentages are almost the 
same. In type 28, the percentage of Aud is higher than that of Mur 
because the half—lines in Aud, being very short, would in many cases 
accommodate only an auxiliary verb, the main verb of which is 
included in the next half-line (cf. 3.3.1). This is, again, a 
natural result of long, complex sentences spread over very short
lines. This type occurs on a smaller scale in Mur, and, here again,
this is connected with the fact that the half-line unit in Mur is 
less dependent, whether in syntax or in meaning, on the neighbouring 
half-lines.
4.8 Conclusion to Chapter Four.
(i) There is an overall consistency in the types of grammatical
constructions that occur in the half-line unit. This is borne out 
by the fact that most of the types except for the very rare ones 
(types 7A, 18, and 27 for example) occur in all the works.
(ii) However, there are, within that consistency, differences of
frequency in certain types between the works:
A. The most striking of these differences is between "poetic" works 
(MC, F Q , Aud and Mur) and "colloquial" works (FR and ES) (cf. 1.4 
above). In the "poetic" works, the frequent types are:
2. Prepositional phrase; 4. Verb + object, complement, or adverbial,
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especially sub-type 4B (verb + prepositional phrase); 6. Modifier + 
noun; 25. a half— line containing a NP modified — or a predicate 
amplified-in the following half—line by a prepositional phrase; 8. 
Noun + prepositional or genitival phrase; 24. A half—line containing 
a NP modified in the following half-line by a genitival phrase; 1. 
Genitival phrase; 9. Relative clause; 10. Imperative; 7. Noun + 
noun; 13. Pairs; 14. Half—lines where v. to be or the subject are 
missing but understood; 16. Adjective + prepositional phrase; and 
7A. Noun •
The exceptions to these are that (1) Mur has low proportions of 
types 6, 7 and 13 which are less suitable for the fast-moving 
narrative style of the poem; (2) Mur and Aud have low proportions of 
type 9 which can fit better into long half-lines than short (cf.
3.3.1 and 5.1.2); (3) Mur has no instances of type 7A (a noun 
occupying the whole half-line), and the reasons are the same as in 
(1) above; and (4) FQ has a low proportion of type 10 (imperative) 
which is less suitable for the reflective, philosophical nature of 
this poem.
In colloquial works, the frequent types are:
5. Sentence or main clause; 3. Conjunctions and sentence- 
connectives; 23. A half-line containing a predicate preceding wh- or 
that clause; 11. Interrogative; 28. A half-line containing a main 
verb separated from its auxiliary or infinitive t£; 12. Relative 
adverb or pronoun clause; 26. The first part of anticipatory it 
cleft sentence; 17. NP + post modifier; 27. Non-independent phrase + 
vocative; 29. Half-lines containing the first part of forms like 
"too..to", "-er than", "so..as", ..etc.; 18. Independent phrase + 
vocative; 21. Two grammatically different clauses or phrases; and
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15., 19., 20. and 22. adverb + phrase or clause.
The exceptions to these are that (1) has a high proportion of 
type 3, and this is most suitable for the religious, philosophical 
issues of the work (cf. Gross 1968:173); and (2) Mur has a high 
proportion in type 5, the use of which, unlike in Pll and E S , 
contributes to, and is semantically motivated by, the subject matter 
(cf. 2.2.3).
The difference between "poetic" and "colloquial" is more clearly 
shown on the following two charts, where the types are placed on the 
vertical axis in descending order of frequency, and the works on the 
horizontal axis:
1. Poetic
Type More Frequent Less Frequent
2 Mur FQ Aud MC FR ES
4 Mur FQ MC Aud FR ES
6 Aud MC FQ ES Mur FR
25 FQ MC ES Mur FR Aud
8 Mur MC FQ Aud FR ES
24 FQ MC Aud Mur FR ES
1 FQ MC Aud Mur FR ES
9 FQ MC ES FR Mur Aud
10 MC Aud Mur ES FR FQ
7 FQ Aud MC FR ES Mur
13 Aud FQ MC FR ES Mur
14 Aud FQ Mur FR MC ES
16 Mur Aud FR MC ES FQ
7A Aud MC ES FQ FR ---
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Type More frequent
2. Colloquial
Less frequent
5 Mur ES FR MC Aud FQ
3 FQ FR ES Mur MC Aud
23 FR ES MC Mur Aud FQ
------- ----- ----------------- ------------- ---- ------
11 ES FR MC Mur FQ Aud
28 MC FR ES Aud FQ --
12 FR ES FQ Mur Aud MC
26 ES FR MC Aud -- --
17 FQ ES Mur FR Aud MC
27 ES FR MC -- -- --
15,19,20 
and 22
FQ FR ES Mur MC Aud
29 FR ES MC Aud FQ --
18 ES FR MC -- -- --
21 ES FR MC Mur FQ Aud
Other differences result from the different norms for line 
length:
1) The short half-lines of Aud result in high proportions of types 
6, 7, 7A, 10 and 13 which have short averages (cf. 5.1.2); and
2) The long half-lines together with the conversational style in FR 
and EJ3 gives rise to higher proportions of clausal half-lines than 
phrasal, especially in types 22, 9, 3, 5, 29, 21, and 12, which have 
long averages (cf. 5.1.2).
C^. A few differences appear to be due to stylistic preferences by 
the author, especially the high proportion of genitival phrases in
£2-
I). Some differences result ultimately from the subject matter: (1) 
the high proportion of imperatives in MC which is due to the
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confrontational nature of the play; and (2) the occurrence of types 
18 and 27 (A phrase + vocative) only in the dramas FR, ES, and MC,
(iii) A majority of the above differences are due to stylistic or 
metrical norms, stylistic preferences, and different registers used, 
but the fact that they can be explained in these ways supports the 
view (stated in i above) of a grammatical norm for the half-line 
unit in stressed verse.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CORRELATION BETWEEN SYNTAX AND METRE
The aim of the present chapter is to examine the relation 
between the particular syntactic type and the metrical form of that 
type.
Examined in 5.1 is the relation between syntax and half—line 
length, in 5.2 the relation between syntax and incidence of 
anacrusis, and in 5.3 the relation between syntax and rising and 
falling rhythms.
5.0 Size of the Corpus for Comparison.
Before proceeding to these comparisons, it is necessary to 
consider the size of the corpus available for valid and significant 
comparisons. Since the small residues of both "complete" (cf. 4.3 
and 4.6.2) and "neutral" (cf. 4.4 and 4.6.3) types are merely a 
collection of diverse grammatical types that occur too rarely to be 
counted on their own, a comparison with the total figures for their 
metre cannot be expected to yield a result of any significance. The 
same applies to the incomplete half-lines (cf. 4.5 and 4.6.4).
These will be excluded from the comparisons made in the present 
chapter. The following table shows the figures of these exclusions:
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Excluded 
half-lines MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
Residue of
// 21
1.4
5
0.6
62
1.8
71
1.9
43
1.2
7
1.4
half-lines I I I 10
0.7
2
0.2
19
0.5
15
0.4
2
0.1
4
0.8
Residue of
neutral
half-lines
// 9
0.6
9
1.1
28
0.8
28
0.7
18
0.5
1
0.2
I I I 4
0.3
1
0.1
1
0.03
1
0.03 - —
Incomplete
half-lines
II 258
17.6
123
14.7
654
18.5
799
21.4
889
24.4
66
12.7
I I I 23
1.6
4
0.5
32
0.9
27
0.7
26
0.7
8
1.5
Total 325
22.1
144
17.2
796
22.5
941
25.2
978
26.9
86
16.6
// = Two-stress half-lines 
III = Three-stress half-lines
The exclusions mentioned above are of some interest only in that 
the two-stress half-lines show consistency with the main trend in
5.2 and with the stylistic differences described in 5.3 below.
(i) Incidence of Anacrusis in the excluded Half-lines.
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X 0 X
14 7 3 2 37 25 34 37 22 21 — 7
1.0 0.5 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.7 0.9 1.0 0.6 0.6 — J..4
3 6 2 7 3 25 6 22 1 17 - 1
0.2 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.03 0.5 — <D.2_
71 187 38 85 151 503 150 649 268 621 17 49
4.8 12.7 4.5 10.1 4.3 14.2 4.0 17.4 7.4 17.1 3.3 9.5
88 200 43 94 191 553 190 708 291 659 17 57
6_._0 13 ._6 1*1 11.2 _5.4_ 1_5.6_ 5_.J_ 1_9._0
1
 |0
0 
I
1_8 ._1_ 3._3 11.0
0 = Half-lines without anacrusis X = Half—lines with anacrusis
C = Residue of complete half—lines N = Residue of neutral half—lines
1 = Incomplete half-lines T = Total
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(ii) Rlsing and Falilng Rhythms in the excluded Half-lines. 
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
R F R F R F
1IIii1 Cd 
1L 
. _ 
1
i1
 u* 
iii1 ctf 
1
R F
9 12 4 1 27 35 27 44 30 13 3 4
c 0.6 0.8 0.5 0.1 0.8 1.0 0.7 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.8
-- -------- -------- -------- --------- --------- ----------
2 7 1 8 8 20 14 14 10 8 1
N 0.1 0.5 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 - 0.2
132 126 48 75 301 353 354 445 425 464 41 25
I 9.0 8.6 5.7 8.9 8.5 10.0 9.5 11.9 11.7 12.7 7.9 4.8
143 145 53 84 336 408 395 503 465 485 44 30
T 9.7 9.9 6.3 10.0 9.5 11.5 10.6 13.5 12.8 13.3 8.5 5.8
__________ -------- --------- — — ______L_________
R = Rising rhythm F = Falling rhythm
C = Residue of complete half-lines N = Residue of neutral half-lines
I = Incomplete half-lines T = Total
In table (i) there is a tendency towards more anacrusis (cf.
3.3.2 and 5.2) and in table (ii) there is a tendency towards more 
falling rhythm in FQ, FR and ES, and more rising rhythm in Mur (cf.
3.3.3 and 5.3).
After these exclusions the corpus remaining for comparison with 
metre is 10464 half-lines (76.2 per cent) distributed as follows:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
Two-stress 1019 623 2509 2665 2576 340
half-lines 69.4 74.3 71.0 71.4 70.8 65.6
Three-stress 12 4 71 231 128 86 92
half-lines 8.4 8.5 6.5 3.4 2.4 17.8
Total 1143 694 2740 2793 2662 432
77.9 82.8 77.5 74.8 73.1 83.4
This new corpus will be regarded as 100 per cent in 5.1.
5.1 Syntax and Half-Line Length.
5.1.1 Numerical Data and Charts.
As has previously been mentioned in 3.3.1 above, FR and ES have 
the longest average of half-line length and are followed by FQ, MC, 
Mur and Aud respectively.
Below are given (i) six tables showing numerical data for the 
correlation between the particular syntactic type and the number of 
syllables in that type; and (ii) thirty charts for the twenty three 
complete types and the seven neutral types described in 4.3-4 and 
4.6.1-2 above. In the charts, the figures show the number of 
half-lines occurring in the particular length, and the percentages 
for these figures are given on the the left side margin. The charts 
are not intended to be mutually comparable because the scales are 
different; their purpose is to enable comparison of the separate 
works within each chart.
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Key to tables
Complete types
1 Genitival phrase
2 Prepositional phrase
3 Conjuctions and sentence-connectives
4 Verb + object, complement or adverbial
5 Main clause
6 Modifier + noun
7 Noun (+noun)
7A Noun
8 Noun + prepositional phrase
9 Relative clause
10 Imperative
11 Interrogative
12 Relative adverb or pronoun clause-including 
exclamatory clauses.
13 Pairs
14 Verb or subject absent but understood
15 Adverb + prepositional phrase
16 Adjective + prepositional phrase
17 NP + post-modifier
18 Independent phrase + vocative
19 Adverb + adjective
20 A phrase introduced by an adverb
21 Two grammatically different phrases or clauses
22 Adverb + subordinate clause
Neutral types
23 Predicate preceding wh or that clause
24 NP modified by a genitival phrase in the following 
half-line
25 NP modified or predicate amplified by prepositional 
phrase in the following half-line
26 The first part of anticipatory it^  cleft sentence
27 A non-independent phrase + vocative
28 A main verb separated from its auxiliary or 
infinitive to
29 The first part of forms like "too..‘to", "so...as", 
"er.**than" , • •»etc.
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LS*
1 2 3
Table 1: 
TYPES 
4 5
FR
6 7 7 A 8 9
2 _ — - - 1 — _
- — — — 0.04 - - - - -
3 — 4 3 1 9 4 3 1 _
- 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.04 - -
4 4 24 30 21 41 20 9 _ 1 3
0.1 0.9 1.1 0.8 1.5 0.7 0.3 - 0.04 .1
5 16 72 79 50 125 27 7 __ 7 8
0.6 2.6 2.9 1.8 4.6 1.0 0.3 - 0.3 0 .3
6 10 68 144 75 169 21 2 2 11 24
0.4 2.5 5.3 2.7 6.2 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.4 0 .9
7 12 73 104 47 145 18 5 — 14 16
0.4 2.7 3.8 1.7 5.3 0.7 0.2 - 0.5 0 .6
8 11 30 69 33 87 2 2 12 4
0.4 1.1 2.5 1.2 3.2 0.1 0.1 - 0.4 0 .1
9 1 12 22 7 29 1 1 _ 2 5
0.04 0.4 0.8 0.3 1.1 0.04 0.04 — 0.1 0.2
10 — 1 11 1 11 — — — 1 1
- 0.04 0.4 0.04 0.4 - - - 0. 04 0.134
11 _ _ 4 1 3 — — — — —
- - 0.1 0.04 0.1 - — — — —
12 _ _ 1 _ _ _ — — 1 -
— — 0.04 — — — — - 0i.04 —
* LS = Length in syllables.
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Table 1: FR (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
2 -  1
- 0.04 -
3 3 4 1 6  1 1 - - 5
0.1 0.1 0 . 04 0 . 2 0 . 04 0 . 04 - - 0.2 -
4 7  14 5 9  3 6 - 1  7 1
0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 - 0.04 0.3 0.04
5 12 20 21 7 5 11 5 4 8 2
0.4 0.7 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1
6 10 28 20 5 4 5 2 3 4 3
0.4 1.0 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
7 7  20 9 4  4 - 5 5 - 1
0.3 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 - 0.2 0.2 - 0.04
8 3 9 6 4  1 3 1 4 - -
0.1 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.04 0.1
9 - 4 1 -  - 1 - 2 - -
0.1 0.04 - - 0.04 0.1
10 1 1 - 1  -  -  -  -  -  -
0.04 0.04 - 0.04 - -
- - - - - - -  - 0.04 -
12
* LS = Length in syllables.
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Table 1: FR (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
2 1 -  - - - —  _ _
0.04 —  — — — —  — - - -
3 3 1 7 - 2 1 3 1
0.1 0.04 - 0.3 - 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.04
------------------ --------------------------------— -------------- ------------------------------ -------------- ------------- -------
4 2 1 29 8 15 1 3 9 3
0.1 0.04 - 1.1 0.3 0.5 0.04 0.1 0.3 0.1
5 5 3 33 8 31 8 9 10 4
0.2 0.1 1.2 0.3 1.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.1
-------- ----------- ----- ------ -------------------- ------ ---
6 2 5 3 28 18 33 12 14 16 10
0.1 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.7 1.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4
-------- ----------- ----- ------ -------------------- ------ ---
7 1 3 1 17 16 22 9 2 18 8
0.04 0.1 0.04 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.3
8 1 1 6 4 7 2 1 10 1
0.04 0.04 - 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.04 0.4 0 .04
-------- ----------- ----- ------ — ----------- ------ ------ ---
9 1 3 - 2 8 - 2 -
0.04 0.1 — 0.1 0.3 — 0.1 —
10 - 1 _ — 1 _ 1 _
- 0.04 - — 0.04 - — 0.04 —
11 _  _ 1 — _  — — — -
- —  — 0.04 — —  — — — —
12 —  — _ — —  — — - -
- —  — — — —  — — —
* LS = Length in syllables.
LS*
1 2 3
Table 2: 
TYPES 
4 5
ES
6 7 7A 8 9
2 - - - - - 1 _ _ _
— — — — — 0.04 - - - -
3 — — 1 1 7 8 1 2 1
— — 0.04 0.04 0.3 0.3 0.04 0.1 0.04 -
4 9 26 34 17 48 19 3 1 2 1
0.3 0.9 1.2 0.6 1.7 0.7 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.04
5 12 54 81 47 130 26 6 2 10 6
0.4 1.9 2.9 1.7 4.7 0.9
CM 
1 
•
O 
1i
0.1 0.4 0.2
6 15 71 131 59 215 25 8 2 17 29
0.5 2.5 4.7 2.1 7.7 0.9 0.3 0.1 0.6 1.0
7 7 70 122 55 159 16 1 — 12 23
0.3 2.5 4.4 2.0 5.7 0.6 0.04 - 0.4 0.8
8 8 33 58 29 95 8 3 _ 7 7
0.3 1.2 2.1 1.0 3.4 0.3 0.1 — o.:3 0.3
9 2 8 16 9 20 1 _ — 2 1
0.1
CO.
o
0.6 0.3 0.7 0.04 - — 0.1 0.04
10 — 2 2 2 1 — — — — —
— 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.04 — - — — —
11 _ _ 1 1 — _ — - - -
- - 0.04 0.04 - - - - - -
____ ________ ----
* LS - Length in syllables.
Table 2: ES (Contd.)
TYPES
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
2 1 - - - - - — — 1 _
0.04 — — — — 0.04 -
3 2 1 4 2 1 1 1 2 4 _
0.1 0.04 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.1 0.1 -
4 7 16 2 5 1 3 1 4 6
0.3 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.2 -
5 17 34 10 2 3 6 2 3 5 4
1.7 1.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1
6 12 38 16 8 3 7 — 8 6 3
0.4 1.4 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.3 — 0.3 0.2 0.1
7 7 16 21 2 3 1 2 6 7 —
0.3 0.6 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.3 -
8 3 12 2 — — 1 1 6 _ _
0.1 0.4 0.1 — — 0.04 0.04 0.2 - -
9 1 4 3 — 1 — — — 1 —
0.04 0.1 0.1 0.04
___________
0.04
10
- -
1
0.04 - - - - - - -
11 - - - - -
-
-
-
- -
* LS = Length in syllables.
Table 2: ES (Contd.)
TYPES
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
2 — — - — — 1 _
- — — — — 0.04 - - - -
3 1 4 — 6 2 — _ 2 2
0.04 0.1 — 0.2 0.1 — - 0.1 0.1 -
4 3 2 — 21 7 18 2 5 10 3
0.1 0.1 — 0.8 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1
5 7 4 — 43 8 28 12 9 11 3
0.3 0.1 — 1.5 0.3 1.0 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.1
6 8 4 4 27 13 38 17 15 14 4
0.3 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.5 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.1
7 4 3 1 19 15 37 14 6 10 5
0.1 0.1 0.04 0.7 0.5 1.3 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.2
8 1 _ 2 9 9 12 5 1 6 3
0.04 - 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.04 0.2 0.1
9 _ __ _ _ 1 3 — 2 — 1
- - - - 0.04 0.1 - 0.1 — 0.04
10 _ 2 _ — _ 1 — — — -
— 0.1 — — — 0.04 — —
11 -  1
- 0.04 -
* LS = Length in syllables.
Table 3: FQ
TYPES
LS*
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7A 8 9
— -------- — — — ------------ ---
2 - - - - 3 2 - — _ _
- - - - 0.4 0.3 - - - -
-------- ---------------- ----------- -- --- _______
3 1 1 2 3 2 6 2 - _ _
0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.3 - - -
4 2 11 18 12 6 7 5 1 _ _
0.3 1.6 2.6 1.7 0.9 1.0 0.7 0.1 - -
5 18 35 31 25 16 12 3 _ 6 7
2.6 5.0 4.5 3.6 2.3 1.7 0.4 - 0.9 1.0
6 7 39 35 25 6 4 6 _ 9 8
1.0 5.6 5.0 3.6 0.9 0.6 0.9 - 1.3 1.2
7 1 25 21 17 11 5 3 _ 9 4
0.1 3.6 3.0 2.4 1.6 0.7 0.4 - 1.3
i
o
1
 O
N
8 4 9 14 3 14 2 3 — 2 3
0.6 1.3
o•CM
i
0.4 2.0 0.3 0.4 — o . OJ 0.4
9 2 2 4 1 — — 2 — — 1
0.3 0.3 0.6 0.1 — — 0.3 — - 0.1
10 — 1 — 1 — — — — 1 —
M_ m . _
0.1
_  ___ , lf
0.1
_ __..._____i_____, _
0.1
* LS = Length in syllables.
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Table 3: F£ (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
3 1 - - 1
0.1  -  -  0.1
4 2 1 3 1 -  2 - - - -
0.3 0.1 0.4 0.1 - 0.3 - -
5 - 2 2 2 1  - - 3 - 1
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 - - 0.4 - 0.1
6 1 2  3 1 2  - 1 4 - 1
0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.3 - 0.1 0.6 - 0.1
1 4  2 1 -  -  2
0.1 0.6 0.3 0.1 - - 0.3
1 2  2 1
0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1
1 1
0.1 0.1
10
* LS = Length in syllables
Table 3: FQ (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
2 - — — — -
-
-
-
-
3 _ — — — 2 _
0 1 — — — 0.3 - - - -
4 2 — 2 9 11 _ _ 1 1
0 1 0.3 — 0.3 1.3 1.6 - - 0.1 0.1
5 _ 1 1 9 5 _ _ 4 1
0 1 0.1 0.1 1.3 0.7 - — 0.6 0.1
6 _ — 1 11 12 — _ 1 _
0 1 — 0.1 1.6 1.7 — -
rH•
o
—
7 _ 1 1 7 3 — — — —
0 1 0.1 0.1 1.0 0.4 — — — —
8 _ — — 2 2 — — 1 —
0 1 — — 0.3 0.3 — — 0.1 —
9
0 1 -
-
- - - - - -
10
- - - -
- - - - -
* LS = Length in syllables.
Table 4: MC
1 2 3 4
TYPES
5 6 7 , 7A 8 9
— - - - 2 1 1
- — — — 0.2 0.1 0.1 - - -
2 3 1 8 5 14 4 1
0.2 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.4 1.2 0.3 - 0.1 -
4 17 19 26 19 13 6 3 11 6
0.3 1.5 1.7 2.3 1.7 1.1 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.5
10 57 24 40 44 29 5 1 20 8
1.9 5.0 2.1 3.5 3.8 2.5 0.4 0.1 1.7 0.7
----- ------------- ------ -------
16 35 36 40 43 13 5 - 18 6
.4 3.1 3.1 3.5 3.8 1.1 0.4 - 1.6 0.5
6 30 32 16 23 6 3 _ 8 4
1.5 2.6 2.8 1.4 2.0 0.5 0.3 - 0.7 0.3
------------------------- ------------ ------------ ----
2 12 9 13 7 2 1 - 3 3
1.2 1.0 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.2 0.1 - 0.3 0.3
— 1 3 2 4 — — — 3 —
- 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 — - — 0.3 —
_ 3 1 — 4 — — — - -
- 0.3 0.1 — 0.3 — — — — —
* LS = Length in syllables.
Table 4: MC (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
10 ’ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
2 - 1 - 1 - - - - - -
0.1  -  0.1  -
3 l  - - - - - -  - i -
0.1  -  -  -  0.1
4 21 10 - 3 1 2 - 2  3
1.8 0.9 - 0.3 0.1 0.2 - 0.2 0.3
5 12 14 5 3 - 2 4  - - 1
1.0 1.2 0.4 0.3 - 0.2 0.3 - - 0.1
6 13 4 - 5 4 4 -  - - -
1.1 0.3 - 0.4 0.3 0.3 - -
7 3  2 - - -  - 1 - - 1
0.3 0.2 - - - - 0.1 - - 0.1
8 1  4 3 3 - _
0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
9 1 -  -  1 -  -  -  1
0.1  -  0.1  0.1
10
* LS = Length in syllables
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Table 4: MC (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
1
0.1
3 2  - - 3 -  9 -  3
0.2 - 0.3 0.8 - 0.3
4 1 1 “ 6 11 15 2 2 12
0.1 0.1 - 0.5 1.0 1.3 0.2 0.2 1.0
5 3  2 - 5 9 19 5 2  12 2
0.3 0.2 - 0.4 0.8 1.7 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.2
2 - 5 5 9 3 - 7  2
0.2 - 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.3 - 0.6 0.2
1 9 5 - - 6 1
0.1 0.8 0.4 - - 0.5 0.1
1 2 2 
0 . 1  0 . 2  -  0 . 2
1
0.1
10
* LS = Length in syllables,
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LS*
1 2 3
Table 5: 
TYPES 
4 5
Mur
6 7 7A 8 9
2 — - - - - — —  ~ _ _ _
- — — — — — - - - -
3 _ — - 2 1 1 — _ _ _
- - — 0.5 0.2 0.2 “ - -
4 2 14 6 13 20 7 6 1
0.5 3.2 1.4 3.0 4.6 1.6 1.4 0.2
5 3 37 20 27 37 5 3 - 8 _
0.7 8.6 4.6 6.3 8.6 1.2 0.7 - 1.9 -
-------------- -------- ------ ------ ----- ------------------ ----
6 4 14 7 13 34 1 8 2
0.9 3.2 1.6 3.0 7.9 0.2 1.9 0.5
__----------- ------— ------ ------ ----- ------------------ ----
7 - 11 10 4 13 - 2 3
- 2.5 2.3 0.9 3.0 — 0.5 0.7
1 2 -  2 -  -  -  1
0.2 0.5 0.5 -  0.2
2
0.5
* LS = Length in syllables.
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LS*
10 11
i
12
Table 5: 
13
Mur
TYPES
14
(Contd
15
.)
16 17 18 19
2 — - - - - — — _ _
- — — — — — - - -
3 1 - - - - - 1 1 -
0.2 — — — — — 0.2 0.2 -
4 3 1 - - 1 1 — _ _ _
0.7 0.2 — — 0.2 0.2 - - - -
5 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 — _ —
0.2 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 - - -
6 2 1 4 - 1 — 3 1 — —
0.5 0.2 0.9 - 0.2 - 0.7 0.2 -
— ---- ------------ -------- ------------ ----------- ----------
7 1 1 - - 1 - - - -
0.2 0.2 — — 0.2 — — — — —
8 _ — 1 1 — - - 1 - —
- - 0.2 0.2 — — — ' 0.2 — —
9 _ — — — — - - - - -
- - - - - - - - -
—  —  .—
* LS = Length in syllables.
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Table 5: Mur (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
3 - - - - 1
0.1
2 2 3
0.5 0.5 0.7
5 1 - 1 4 1 6 2
0.2 - 0.2 0.9 0.2 1.4 - - 0.5
6 1 -  1 - 2 8 -  - 3
0.2 - 0.2 - 0.5 1.9 - - 0.7
7 1 2  - - 3 2 -
0.2 0.5 - - 0.7 0.5
* LS = Length in syllables,
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Table 6: Aud
TYPES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7A 8 9
2 _ — - 2 5 _ _
- - - 0.1 0.2 - - - - —
---- ----------------- ------------- ------- ------ ----------
3 2 17 22 22 30 43 6 4 1 _
0.1 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.1 1.6 0.2 0.2 0.04 -
4 21 133 80 118 93 152 27 7 20 11
0.8 0.5 3.0 4.4 3.5 5.7 1.0 0.3 0.8 0.4
5 35 180 117 145 95 144 26 7 36 14
1.3 6.8 4.4 5.4 3.6 5.4 1.0 0.3 1.4 0.5
6 18 95 58 57 65 52 11 1 24 3
0.7 3.6 2.2 2.1 2.4 2.0 0.4 0.04 0.9 0.1
7 7 22 10 8 14 3 5 — 4 4
0.3 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 —
i i i 
?
1 
to
1
0.2
8 _ 3 1 4 1 2 _ — 1 2
- 0.1 0.04 0.2 0.04 0.1 — - 0.04 0.1
9 _ 2 2 2 1 1 — — — —
- 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.04 — — — —
10 _ 1 — — — _ — 1 —
- 0.04 - - - - - 0.04
____ _________________ ______ _____ _____ ------
* LS = Length in syllables.
LS*
10 11 12
Table
13
6: Aud 
TYPES 
14
(Contd.) 
15 16 17 18 19
2 _ — — 1 — _ __
- - - 0.04 - - - - — -
-------------- ---------- ----------------------- ------------------------- ----------— — — _ ----— -------- --
3 8 - 2 5 6 - 4 - — 1
0.3 — 0.1 0.2 0.2 - 0.2 - - 0.04
4 21 8 7 17 14 4 7 5 _ 2
0.8 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.2 - 0.1
5 20 9 21 17 10 5 12 5 _ 1
0.8 0.3 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.2 - 0.04
6 6 2 4 2 4 — 3 5 _ _
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 — 0.1 0.2 - -
7 3 5 3 3 2 1 4 — — 1
0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.2 - - 0.04
8 1 1 — 1 1 — — — — _
9
0.04 0.04
----------
0.04 0.04
--------- --------------
- -
---------
10 -
-
- -
- -
-
- -
-
* LS = Length in syllables.
Table 6: Aud (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
2 -
-
- - - 1
0.04
- - - -
3 2 — - 3 3 3 _ _ 2 1
0.1 — — 0.1 0.1 0.1 — - o • o • 04
4 3 2 - 10 21 42 1 _ 21 1
0.1 0.1 - 0.4 0.8 1.6 0.04 - 0.8 0. 04
--- ------- ------------- ------------- —
5 - - - 9 30 48 1 - 20 6
- — — 0.3 1.1 1.8 0.04 — 0.8 0 .2
6 _ 1 — 2 23 14 — _ 9 2
- 0.04 — 0.1 0.9 0.5 - - 0.3 0 .1
7 _ — — 4 6 1 _ 2 _
- — — — 0.2 0.2 0.04 — 0.1 -
8 _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ 1 __
- - - - - 0.04 - - 0.04 -
-------------- --- — ---- ------- ------------- ---- ------------------- —
9 - - - - 1 - - - - -
- - - - 0.04 - - - - -
-------------- --- -------------- ------- —
10 - - - - 1 - - - - -
- - - - 0.04 - - - - -
_ .——_— — —— .
* LS = Length in syllables.
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5.1.2 Order of the Types According to Average Length.
The numerical data given in the tables and charts in 5.1.1 show 
some differences in the half—line length between the types in the 
different works. Some of the types have high proportions of short 
half—lin®® (cf. types 6 and 7 for example), while others have more 
long half-lines (cf. types 3 and 5). A clearer idea of these 
differences can be obtained by calculating the average lengths for 
the different types. Given below are (i) a table and chart showing 
the crude average lengths of the syntactic types in the six works 
together, and (ii) a table and six charts showing the average 
lengths for the types in each work individually. The tables give
(i) the frequency of occurrence of the syntactic types, and (ii) the 
average lengths in descending order. In the charts, differences of 
frequency in the types will be shown by different degrees of shading 
as follows:
for types including between 7.9 and 24.8 per cent
for types including between 2.6 and 7.8 per cent
for types including between 1.6 and 2.5 per cent
for types including less than 1.6 per cent
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Table 1_
Percentage Percentage
of Average of Aver
Iype Frequency Length Type Frequency Length
7A
6
18
0.3
6.9
0.6
4.382
4.844
4.915
4
1
11
10.6
2.6
2.8
5.577
5.653
5.659
7 1.7 5.106 24 2.7 5.676
10 2.1 5.125 2 13.0 5.677
13 1.2 5.155 12 1.8 5.77
20 0.6 5.196 21 0.5 5.843
15 0.7 5.246 29 0.6 5.861
23 2.9 5.262 8 2.9 5.881
14 0.8 5.289 17 0.7 5.897
16 0.6 5.301 5 18.3 5.95
19 0.2 5.347 26 0.9 6.0
25 4.6 5.443 3 14.3 6.032
27 0.7 5.48 9 2.1 6.091
28 2.2 5.555 22 0.1 6.333
ss|qo| |f»S
230a
Ti
fl
je
s
Table 2.
FR ES FQ MC Mur Aud
1 % 2.0 1.9 5.0 3.5 2.1 3.1
AL 6.24 5.98 5.714 5.65 5.222 5.084
_ _ __ -------- ------------- -------— ---- ----------
2 I 10.4 9.5 17.7 13.8 18.3 17.0
AL 6.144 6.234 5.943 5.803 5.430 4.986
--- -------- ------------- -------------- — --------
3 % 17.0 16.0 18.0 10.9 10.4 10.9
AL 6.492 6.392 5.904 5.984 5.6 4.879
4 % 9.6 7.9 12.5 12.7 13.7 13.4
AL 6.203 6.313 5.678 5.531 5.411 4.79
5 % 22.6 24.2 8.4 13.2 24.8 11.4
AL 6.373 6.245 5.879 5.675 5.411 4.776
6 % 3.4 3.7 5.5 6.8 3.2 14.9
AL 5.382 5.451 4.868 4.833 4.428 4.571
7 % 1.1 0.8 3.5 2.2 0.7 2.8
AL 5.241 5.636 5.791 4.88 5.0 4.76
7A % 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 -- 0.7
AL 5.0 4.571 4.0 4.25 -- 4.263
8 % 1.8 1.8 3.9 5.6 5.8 3.3
AL 6.918 6.294 6.407 5.656 5.36 5.206
9 I 2.2 2.4 3.3 2.4 1.4 1.3
AL 6.311 6.477 6.26 5.629 6.166 5.176
10 % 1.6 1.8 0.6 4.5 1.9 2.2
AL 5.581 5.5 4.25 5.057 4.875 4.627
11 I 3.7 4.3 0.9 3.1 1.4 0.9
AL 5.9 5.859 5.5 4.628 5.333 5.28
12 I 2.3 2.1 1.9 0.7 1.6 1.4
AL 5.841 6.101 5.846 6.125 6.0 4.972
13 % 1.3 0.7 1.4 1.4 0.5 1.7
AL 5.25 5.157 6.2 5.75 6.5 4.586
14 I 0.7 0.4 1.0 0.4 0.9 1.4
AL 5.555 5.833 7.0 5.6 5.5 4.594
15 % 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.5 0.4
AL 5.37 5.368 5.333 5.25 4.5 4.8
----- -------- — -- — -------------- ----------
16 I 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.4 1.6 1.1
AL 6.153 5.571 6.0 5.4 5.142 4.866
AL - Average Length
Table 2 continued.
-- ---
Type FR ES FQ MC Mur Aud
17 % 0.7 1.0 1.3 0.3 0.7 0.6
AL 6.473 6.034 5.888 5.666 5.666 5.0
18 % 0.9 1.1
-- 0.3 -- — —
AL 4.72 5.233 3.75 --
19 I 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
-- 0.2
AL 5.571 5.428 5.5 6.0 -- 4.6
20 I 0.6 0.9 1.0 0.5 0.7 0.2
AL 5.0 5.583 6.0 4.166 6.0 3.6
21 % 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.1
AL 6.555 5.8 4.0 4.666 7.0 4.666
22 % 0.1 0.3 0.3 -- 0.5 --
AL 6.25 6.714 6.0 -- 5.5 --
23 I 4.4 4.5 0.7 1.8 1.4 0.9
AL 5.308 5.472 5.2 4.9 4.666 4.416
24 % 2.1 2.0 5.5 3.1 2.1 3.1
AL 6.192 6.145 5.578 5.5 5.444 5.156
25 I 4.3 4.9 5.0 5.0 4.4 4.3
AL 5.974 6.043 5.257 4.754 5.473 4.565
26 % 1.2 1.8 -- 0.9 -- 0.1
AL 6.093 6.16 -- 5.1 -- 5.333
27 % 1.1 1.4 -- 0.6 -- --
AL 5.533 5.725 -- 3.857 -- --
28 % 2.5 1.9 1.0 3.3 1.2 2.1
AL 6.159 5.716 5.428 5.289 5.6 4.836
29 % 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.6 -- 0.4
AL 5.888 6.263 4.5 6.428 -- 4.9
AL = Average Length
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Table 1 above shows that there is a clear correlation between 
the length of the half-line and its grammatical structure. To take 
some of the commoner types, the average lengths decrease at the same 
rate as the components of the structure decrease. Thus, in 
descending order of length:
Type 9 Relative Pronoun + clause: Subject Predicate (Object) 
(Complement) (Adverbial).
3 Conjunction + Phrase or Clause.
5 Main Clause: Subject Predicate (Object) (Complement) 
(Adverbial).
8 Noun + Prepositional Phrase 
12 Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause, but of a type shorter 
than 9 above.
2 Prepositional Phrase.
11 Interrogative Clause.
1 Genitival Phrase.
4 Predicate (Object) (Complement) (Adverbial): (Auxiliary or 
Infinitive t£) Verb (Object) (Complement) (Adverbial).
28 Predicate (Object) (Complement) (Adverbial): Auxiliary or 
Infinitive to # Verb (Object) (Complement) (Adverbial)
10 Imperative Clause: Verb (Object) (Complement) (Adverbial).
7 Noun + Noun.
6 Modifier + Noun.
This shows that clausal half-lines generally have longer 
averages than phrasal half-lines, but this overall result does not 
necessarily apply in detail if the averages for each work are shown 
on a separate chart.
Table 2 and the ensuing six charts for the works show, in
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varying degrees, a kind of similarity to the main chart. The 
differences are due to (i) differences in the norms of each work; 
and (ii) the rarity of certain types, especially in the short works 
(Mur and, on a smaller scale, FQ). A more revealing picture can be 
obtained by excluding these rare types from the charts and comparing 
the remaining more frequent types in each work. Given below are six 
charts of these more frequent types. These include the thirteen 
types mentioned earlier, with types 23, 24, and 25 added.
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These six charts of commoner types show a closer similarity to 
the main chart than the previous six charts, and suggest that 
line-length is grammatically conditioned irrespective of type. 
However, there are differences between the works which must also be 
considered.
It
A. The use of short half-lines in types 9, 23 and 25 in MC is often 
conditioned by the subject matter treated. The serious nature of 
the play often leads to the frequent use of short statements to 
reinforce the effects of finality, abruptness or contempt, e.g.
412 Tempter: Endurance of friendship it does not depend
413 Upon circumstance •••• it
439 Tempter: (interrupting the Archbishop) For a powerful party
440 Which has turned its eyes it in your direction..
450 Archbishop: Which I helped to found? it
/ v /
Tempter: Which you helped to found.
451 But time past it is time forgotten..
465 Archbishop: No one shall say it that I betrayed a King....
1114 Chorus: The terror by day it that ends in sleep.
The use of these short half-lines is often due to stylistic
reasons. Attention has already been drawn (cf. 3.3.3) to the fact
that rising rhythm contributes to "impassioned" style and is partly
conditioned or reinforced by the use of rhyme, e.g.
/ /
290 Thomas: He can turn the wheel it on which he turns 
(turns rhymes with spurns in line 292)
1065 Knight: Are you washed it in the blood of the Lamb?
1066 Knight: Are you marked it with the mark of the beast?
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(beast rhymes with feast in line 1068)
Cf. 5.3 where MC has high proportions of rising rhythm in types
9, 23, and 25.
B. Short interrogatives (type 11) in MC can be considered as 
potential contributors to special effects. Some suggestions have 
already been made on the use of these in 4.6.3. Cf. 5.2 and 5.3 
where MC has in this type high proportions of rising rhythm and of 
lines without anacrusis.
C. MC has a short average in type 7 (noun + noun) because of 
Eliot's concentration in this work on content rather than form 
words. Most of these half-lines do not include articles, e.g. 241-a 
Broc, Warenne; 514-a War, pl/gue; 532-a Saint and Martyr; and 905-a 
Priest! traitor. Another reason for the shortness of these 
noun-pairs is that many of them are asyndetic. Cf.5.2 where MC has 
in this type more half-lines without anacrusis than with.
D. In types 1 (genitival phrase), 2 (prepositional phrase) and 3 
(conjunctions and sentence-connectives) MC has long averages. 
Although articles and other form words are frequently absent in MC 
(cf. C above), this does not apply in the three types in question
since they begin, in the great majority of the cases, with
unstressed syllables (genitival of_, prepositions, and conjunctions), 
and this leads naturally to longer half-lines. Cf. 5.1.1 (where 
types 1 and 3 have high proportions of six-syllable half-lines),
4.6.3 (where MC has a high proportion of clausal half-lines in type 
3), 5.2 (where MC has a high proportion of anacrusis in types 1-3), 
and 5.3 (where MC has more falling than rising rhythm in types 1 and 
3, and this, again, is a further reason for long averages).
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II. FQ»
A. Type 24 (a half-line containing a NP modified in the following
half"line by a genitival phrase) has a short average because (i)
three-stress half—lines are absent in this type; (ii) in many cases
the half-line is occupied by one latinate word with or without a
/ /
conjunction, e.g. 108-a Eructation # of..., and 118-a And 
destitution it of; and (iii) in the majority of half-lines here fewer 
constituents are used, e.g. 442-b among the breakage it of, 219-a The 
time of the coupling it of... Cf. 5.2-3 where this type has more 
anacrusis and more falling rhythm.
B. Type 8 (noun + prepositional or genitival phrase) has a long 
average because of the use of (i) three-stress half-lines, e.g. 7 1-a 
The release from /ction and suffering, and 473-b a_ means of 
disowning the p a s t ; (ii) articles, conjunctions, modifiers before 
the noun or within the prepositional or genitival phrase,
polysyllabic nouns, and disyllabic prepositions like without, e.g.
/ \ f / /
850—b a_ people without history, 306-a The laughter in the garden,
and 270-b their fear of possession. Cf. 5.2 where almost all the 
half-lines in this type have anacrusis, and 5.3 where a majority are 
falling rhythm.
£. In type 3 (half-lines beginning with conjunctions and 
sentence-connectives), the average length is short because a 
majority are phrasal half-lines (cf. sub-type 3D in 4.6.3 above).
D. Type 10 (Imperative) is rare and happens to occur only in short 
half-lines.
E. Type 7 (noun + noun) has a long average in FQ because of the use
°f (i) modifiers, e.g. 82-b Time past and time future; (ii)
/ / /
polysyllabic nouns, e.g. 475 Fruition, fulfilment, it security or
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affection; and (iii) conjunctions, e.g. 99-a Neither plenitude nor 
vacancy. Cf. 5.3 where F(£ has the highest percentage of falling 
rhythm in this type.
III. FR and ES
A. In type 7 (noun + noun) EJ3 has a long average because, as in FQ
above, of the use of conjunctions, modifiers and polysyllabic nouns,
e.g. 478-a Defalcation and forgery, and 1849-b your father and your 
family. F R , on the other hand, because of the less frequent use of 
these words, has a short average. Cf. 5.2 where FR has more
half-lines without anacrusis than ES in this type, and 5.3 where FR 
has, again, more rising rhythm compared with E S .
B. Type 23 (a half-line containing a predicate preceding wh- or 
that clause) has a short average in FR. The use of short half-lines 
in this type is in many cases semantically motivated and therefore 
stylistic in origin. They are used to reinforce (i) an effect of 
abruptness, e.g.
110 Gerald 1 you know # what Agatha means.....
1320 Really, Harry! # how can you be so callous?
1321 I_ always thought # you were so fond of John... 
and (ii) an effect of relief from a burden, e.g.
[The EUMENIDES appear]
1728 ....................... and this time
You cannot think # that I am surprised to see you.
And you shall not think # that I am afraid to see you.
Cf. 5.3 where FR has the highest proportion of rising rhythm.
£. ES has a long average in type 25 (a half-line containing a NP 
modified, or a predicate amplified, in the following half— line by a
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prepositional phrase). The reasons are the use of (i) many
constituents, e.g. 1782-b Can you really feel confidence # in..; and
(ii) polysyllabic words, e.g. 744-b My father was a specialist #
in,., and 174-a Are unaware or unashamed # of.. Cf. 5.2-3 where ES
has high proportions of anacrusis and falling rhythm in this type.
D. In type 4 (verb + object, complement, or adverbial) FR and ES
have long averages. The reasons are (i) the use of three-stress
/ /
half-lines, e.g. ES 459-b tickled your love of power, and FR 1131-a
/ '^/ /
Surrounded by whispering aunts; (ii) that FR and ES have high
proportions of sub-types 4A and 4C where the half-lines are
introduced in many cases by auxiliaries or by infinitive to (cf.
4.3.4); and (iii) that the half-lines include more than two content
words, e.g. FR 2008-9 Such a thing / Has never happened in our
family, and 1390-91 You go on trying # to think of each thing
/ / \ / s / 
separately / Making small things important. This is a natural
consequence of the freer, more prosaic style of these two works.
Cf. 5.2 and 5.3 where FR and ES have high proportions of anacrusis
and falling rhythm.
IS. In type 11 (interrogative) FR and ES have short averages. The 
reasons are (i) that there are only a few three-stress half-lines in 
both FR and ES in this type; and (ii) that the interrogative adverb 
or auxiliary verb introducing the half-line frequently takes the 
main stress because there is no other more thematically important 
word to take it, and this means fewer words and, consequently, short 
half-lines, e.g. FR 1132-b where was my f/ther? , 940-b aren^t you 
dressed yet?, and ES 579-b (what were their names?...) Cf. 5.2 
where FR and, on a smaller scale, ES have high proportions of 
half-lines without anacrusis, and 5.3 where they have, again,
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relatively high proportions of rising rhythm.
F. Type 24 (a half-line containing a NP modified in the following 
half”line by a genitival phrase) in FR is relatively rare and has, 
as it happens, a long average, and that is why it does not conform 
to the order shown in the main chart. Cf. 5.2-3 where FR has in 
this type high proportions of anacrusis and falling rhythm. For 
illustrative examples, cf. 4.4. above.
G. Type 1 (genitival phrase) is also relatively rare and happens to 
have many long half-lines in FR compared with shorter ones in ES 
(cf. type 24 in FR above).
H. Type 12 (relative adverb or pronoun clause) has a short average 
in FR and to a lesser extent in ES. The reasons are (i) use of 
fewer constituents so that in many cases the adverb or pronoun 
introducing the half-line takes the main stress; and (ii) less use 
of three-stress half-lines in this type especially in FR. For 
examples cf. 4.3.12. Cf. 5.3 where FR has many half-lines without 
anacrusis, and 5.2 where FR and ES have equal proportions of rising 
and falling rhythms.
J. Type 8 (noun + prepositional or genitival phrase) has a long
average in FR. The reasons are the same as mentioned for type 8 in
FQ above. Cf. 5.2-3 where FR has a high proportion of anacrusis and 
falling rhythm. For illustrative examples cf. 4.3.8. However, it 
is to be noted that this type is also rare (cf. F above).
K. Type 9 (relative clause) has a slightly short average in FR.
Some of these short relative clauses are used in dramatic passages, 
e«g»
354 There's a lot in my own past life it that presses on my
J
heart.•.
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359 ............ it is just the cancer
360 That eats away the self. # ....
1169 It is only the force # of her personality
1170 Her indomitable will # that keeps her alive.
It is noteworthy that this type is also rare (cf. F above). Cf. 
5.2-3 where FR, compared with ES, has less anacrusis and less 
falling rhythm.
IV. Aud.
A. Type 24 (a half-line containing a NP modified in the following 
half-line by a genitival phrase) has a long average in A u d . The 
reasons are (i) that the nouns ending these lines are mostly 
disyllabic or polysyllabic; and (ii) that these nouns are in many 
cases preceded by disyllabic modifiers, e.g. 700-b As wholly oral # 
as the avid creatures / Of the celibate sea, and 1813-b Rain ruins # 
on the routed fragments / Of all the armies; and (iii) the 
half-lines are introduced in many cases by conjunctions, 
prepositions, articles, or relative pronouns, e.g. 2383-b The 
Always-Opposite # which is the whole subject / Of our not-knowing.
Cf. 5.2 where Aud has a high proportion of anacrusis, and 5.3 where 
it has an unusually high proportion of falling rhythm.
B. Type 8 (noun + genitival or prepositional phrase) has a long 
average because, for a work with short half-lines as Aud, two nouns 
preceded in many cases by articles or unstressed modifiers (h i s , 
her, our, this) with a preposition between would naturally lead to 
the occurrence of many syllables in the half-lines, e.g. 462-a The
eff/ct of a frown, 862-a The wit of this world, and 300-a The hopes
« N/ / or young hearts.
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C. Type 1 (genitival phrase) has a longer average than type 2. The 
reason is that in type 2 some prepositions can take the main stress 
(and this means the absence of other content words), whereas in type 
1 the genitival of does not take the stress, and this means that 
there are two content words in the half-line. Cf. 5.2 where type 1 
always has anacrusis but type 2 has some, though few, half-lines 
without anacrusis, and 5.3 where type 1 has more falling rhythm than 
type 2.
D. Type 5 (sentence or main clause) has a short average in Aud 
because the half-line in this type does not include many 
constituents. Half-lines including Subject + verb + object + 
complement or adverbial are rare. Typical examples of the 
half-lines with few constituents are: 1062-b Worse will follow 
(subject + auxiliary + verb), 1644-a groin groans (subject + 
verb). One further reason for the shortness of the half-lines of 
this type is the rare use of polysyllabic words. Even the
three-stress half-lines of this type are generally short, e.g. 267-b
/  \ /  /  /  /  \ l  /
Blood saves lives, 1009-a There his case rests, and 212-a The blast
V  /
killed many. Cf. 5.2 where Aud has a relatively low proportion of 
anacrusis, and 5.3 where it has a high proportion of rising rhythm.
E. Type 3 (half-lines beginning with conjunctions or 
sentence-connectives) has a short average. This is due to two 
facts: the first is that A u d , in this respect similar to F^> has a 
relatively high proportion of phrasal half-lines in this type, and 
the second is that even clausal half-lines here contain a small 
number of syllables. The consequence is that the subordinate 
conjunction receives the primary stress because there are no other 
words within the half-line to receive it. A good example of this is
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the passage containing lines 1990-2009 where there are, in twenty 
lines, twenty subordinate clauses nineteen of which occur in 3- or 
4-syllable half—lines. Cf. 5.3 where this type has more rising 
rhythm in Aud.
F. Type 23 (a half-line containing a predicate preceding wh- or 
that clause) is rare in Aud and happens to occur in short 
half-lines. Aud is fairly similar to MC in this type (cf. MC 
above). Type 11 (Interrogative) is also rare and happens to have 
long half-lines. C f . 5.3 where type 11 has more falling rhythm, and 
type 23 more rising rhythm.
V. Mur.
Type 25 (a half-line containing a NP modified, or predicate
amplified, in the following half-line by a prepositional phrase) has
a long average because the half-lines contain (i) many constituents
(three stresses), e.g. 175-a Lumps of water l/cked # across.., 106-a
Safely tugging the boat # off.., and 210-a That led across calm
waters // to...; (ii) many compounds and consequently secondary
/ \ /
stresses, e.g. 42-a Her thole-pins were cut // out of.., and 95-b her
moo ring-stone lifted / By..; (iii) polysyllabic words, e.g. 256-a 
/ /
Which whisperingly slid; and (iv) conjunctions and pronouns, e.g.
47-a But they had no heart # for... Cf. 5.2 where anacrusis occurs 
in the majority of half-lines in this type.
A majority of the above differences, though stated in 
grammatical terms, can be clearly seen as peculiarities of the 
separate works which are ultimately due not to grammatical 
conditioning but to other factors - the stylistic norm of the work,
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its metrical norm, differences of register, and special stylistic 
effects. They do not disprove the hypothesis that stressed metre 
shows an overall consistency which is grammatically conditioned, but 
merely that there are liable to be variations and fluctuations 
within that consistency, that result from the differing stylistic 
norms of the various works.
5,1,3 Comparison of the Figures for the Separate Works.
From the above, it would appear that there is a balance between 
the linguistic constraints that apply to all stressed metre and the 
stylistic norm of each individual work. This balance can be to some 
extent encapsulated diagrammatically by a comparison of the figures 
for each text when placed in the descending order of their norms for 
line-length: FR, ES, F(£, MC M u r , Aud (cf. 3.3.1). When the average 
lengths shown in the six charts in 5.1.2 above are re-ordered into 
thirty charts on this model, one for each syntactic type, the result 
is as as shown in the following 30 charts. The different degrees of 
shading used in 5.1.2 above are also used here to show differences 
of frequency (cf. Key to shading in 5.1.2).
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In the above, the rarer types (7A, 13-22, 26-7, and 29) are 
based on only a few cases, and, when differences of subject-matter 
and style are taken into account, these can hardly be expected to 
show significant patterns. A typical example of the distortion that 
occurs in these cases appears in type 13 (Pairs) where FR, and to 
some extent ES, happen to show unexpectedly short averages. This is 
because this type happens to be represented in FR by certain stock 
phrases like in and out, up and down, to and fro which Eliot does 
not use elsewhere, and in E£ by various cliched phrases like now and 
then, now and again, so far, so good and sooner or later.
However the charts for the commoner types (1-12, 23-25, and 28)
can be regarded as showing the point of balance between the
linguistic constraints and the separate stylistic norms. They show, 
firstly, the more obvious fact that the norms for line-length in 
each work are reflected in the various syntactic types; but they 
also show that the line-lengths for different syntactic types 
increase or decrease at a fairly constant rate in all the works (cf. 
for example, the contrasts in charts 2, 5, and 6, or charts 23 and 
24). This latter point strongly confirms the hypothesis of 
grammatical conditioning advanced in 5.1.2 above.
5.2 Syntax and Anacrusis.
5.2.0 Corpus for Comparison.
Since the main feature of the three-stress half-lines is the 
three stresses, irrespective of the occurrence and distribution of 
unstressed syllables, they will be excluded from the corpus in this 
part of the chapter as well as in 5.3 (syntax and rising and falling
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rhythms). The corpus now becomes
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
1019 623 2509 2665 2576 340
and will be regarded as 100 per cent in 5.2-3.
As has previously been shown (3.3.2) the number of half-lines 
beginning with one or more unstressed syllables is greater than that 
of half-lines beginning with the metrical stress.
If a chart is now drawn for the slightly limited corpus examined 
here, the result is very similar to what we have seen in 3.3.2 
above, viz. a higher proportion -of half-lines with anacrusis than 
without:
2170
2681961489
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5.2.1 Numerical Pat a and Charts for the Two Groups of Pat terns.
The figures and percentages showing the relation between the 
incidence of anacrusis and the different syntactic types are given 
in the following table:
Syntax and Anacrusis.
Types 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7A
o | - - 4 6 39 43 28 16 4
— 0.4 0.6 3.8 4.2 2.7. 1.6 0.4
HO — 
x 1 “ 40 148 105 73 78 48 9
3.9 14.5 10.3 7.2 7.7 4.7 0.9 -
0 1 “ — 16 1 28 10 14 10 1
vn ____
— 2.6 0. 2 4.5 1.6 2.2 1.6 0.2
x 1 - 34 101 108 46 37 24 10 _
5.5 16.2 17.3 7.4 5.9 3.8 1.6 -
O | - — 14 29 56 117 29 13 1
pp ____
— 0.6 1.2 2.2 4.7 1.2 0.5 0.04
X | - 52 262 406 156 428 62 14 2
2.1 10.4 16.2 6.2 17.1 2.5 0.6 0.1
o 1 - — 8 20 37 103 26 9 4
p q  _ ...
— 0.3 0.8 1.4 3.9 1.0 0.3 0.2
Iju
X 1 ~ 53 251 408 167 529 76 13 3
2.0 9.4 15.3 6.3 19.8 2.9 0.5 0.1
o | - _ 4 23 152 58 109 54 8
— 0.2 0.9 5.9 2.3 4.2 2.1 0.3
x | - 82 443 262 191 229 277 21 11
3.2 17.2 10.2 7.4 8.9 10.8 0.8 0.4
o | - _ 1 33 8 2 _ _
Mur __
- 0.3 9.7 2.4 0.6 - —
X | - 8 73 38 14 65 11 2 —
2.4 21.5 11.2 4.1 19.1 3.2 0.6 —
o|- = half-lines without anacrusis 
x|- = half-lines with anacrusis
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Syntax and Anacrusis, (contd.)
Types 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0 1" 31
- 17 16 3 6 2 6
3.0 — 1.7 1.6 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.6
MC “
x | - 25 22 27 15 3 9 2 1
2.5 2.2 2.6 1.5 0.3 0.9 0.2 0.1
01 ” 1 2 1 6 1 6 1 2
0.2 0.3 0.2 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.2 0.3
FQ --—
x 1 ” 18 19 3 — 12 3 4
_
2.9 3.0 0.5 — 1.9 0.5 0.6 -
° | - 14 — 20 54 20 16 7 21
0.6 — 0.8 2.2 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.8
FR —  
x | - 27 56 16 35 39 18 9 4
1.1 2.2 0.6 1.0 1.6 0.7 0.4 0.2
0 1 ” 12
_ 20 58 13 7 5 15
0.5 — 0.8 2.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.6
ES ----
x| - 35 66 24 58 39 12 6 4
1.3 2.5 0.9 2.2 1.5 0.5 0.2 0.2
01 ” 36
_ 27 12 1 35 23 7
1.4 — 1.0 0.5 0.04 1.4 0.9 0.3
Aud----
x | - 44 30 28 10 35 11 14 3
1.7 1.2 1.1 0.4 1.4 0.4 0.5 0.1
01" 4 _ 5 3 — 1 — 2
1.2 - 1.5 0.9 — 0.3 — 0.6
Mur ----
x | - 13 5 2 2 5 - 2 -
3.8 1.5 0.6 0.6 1.5 - 0.6 -
o|- = half-lines without anacrusis 
x|- = half-lines with anacrusis
Syntax and Anacrusis (contd).
Types 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
0 | - 2 1 2 2 4 2 _ 5
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 - 0.5
MC
X 1 - 2 2 2 — 2 3 _ 15
0.2 0.2 0.2 — 0.2 0.3 - 1.5
0 1- 1 2 - 2 4 2 1 1
0.2 0.3 — 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.2
FQ
X | - — 5 — — — _ 1 4
— 0.8 — — - - 0.2 0.6
01 - 4 4 12 7 12 4 3 19
0.2 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.8
FR
X | - 7 10 12 — 2 9 1 97
0.3 0.4 0.5 — 0.1 0.4 0.04 3.9
0 1 ” 2 8 10 7 15 9 3 35
0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.1 1.3
Eb
X | - 5 19 19 — 9 9 2 87
0.2 0.7 0.7 — 0.3 0.3 0.1 3.3
o |- 21 4 — 3 4 1 — 7
Aud
0.8 0.2 — 0.1 0.2 0.04 - 0.3
X 1 - 9 10 — 2 1 1 — 17
0.3 0.4 — 0.1 0.04 0.04 - 0.7
o | - 6 1 — — — — 1 1
1.8 0.3 - — — — 0.3 0.3
nur
x | - _ 1 — _ 2 — 1 5
— 0.3 — — 0.6 — 0.3 1.5
o|- = half-lines without anacrusis 
x - = half-lines with anacrusis
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Syntax and Anacrusis (contd.).
Types 24 25 26 27 28 29
0 I “ 12 26 — 4 11 3
1.2 2.6 — 0.4 1.1 0.3
x|- 24 29 10 3 23 4
2.4 2.8 1.0 0.3 2.3 0.4
0 1 ” 13 8
— — _ —
2.1 1.3 — — - -
x|- 25 26 — — 7 2
4.0 4.2 — — 1.1 0.3
0 1 ” 8 28 3 8 22 3
0.3 1.1 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.1
x|- 42 85 28 22 37 23
1.7 3.4 1.1 0.9 1.5 0.9
0 1 ” 9 29 6 9 10 6
0.3 1.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2
x|- 46 107 41 31 39 12
1.7 4.0 1.5 1.2 1.5 0.5
o | - 7 27 — — 15 1
4
0.3 1.0 — — 0.6 0.04
Q —  ——
X | - 72 85 3 _ 38 8
2.8 3.3 0.1 — 1.5 0.3
0 1” 1 2
— — 1 —
0.3 0.6 — — 0.3 —
r —— ■ —
x | - 7 10 - - 2 -
2.1 2.9 - - 0.6
o|- = half-lines without anacrusis 
x|- = half-lines with anacrusis
The significance of these figures will appear more clearly from 
a separate chart for each syntactic type. In these charts, a broken 
line is used to represent the percentages of the half—lines 
beginning with the metrical stress, and a continuous line to 
represent the percentages of the half-lines beginning with one or 
more unstressed syllables.
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5.2.2 Discussion.
1. Genitival Phrase (Type: of^  the snapping shark)
In this type, all the half-lines without exception have 
anacrusis. The genitival "of" normally does not take a stress in 
English. For examples cf. 4.3.1.
2. Prepositional Phrase (Type: to the drifting wreckage)
Here, the great majority of half-lines have anacrusis, and this 
again is due to the fact that prepositions such as to, in, on..etc. 
normally do not get a stress. The slight rise in the broken line in 
FQ, and on a smaller scale in MC and FR is the result of the 
stressing of some prepositions such as round, under, through, after, 
during, underneath, over, as for, ...etc. For more examples cf. 
4.3.2.
3. Conjunctions and Sentence-Connectives.
There is a great similarity to types 1 and 2 above. The great 
majority of half-lines in Type 3 have anacrusis. Most co-ordinating 
conjunctions such as and but, or...etc. normally do not get a stress 
in English. The rise in the broken line in FR, and on a smaller 
scale in Aud, ES, and MC, is due to the fact that there is a high 
proportion of half-lines beginning with a subordinating conjunction 
in these works (cf. 4.6.3). These subordinating conjunctions such 
as when, i f , till, while, and since can take a stress in English 
stressed verse if there is no other word within the half-line unit 
to carry the stress. For examples cf. 4.3.3.
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4. Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial.
The contrast between Mur on the one hand and the rest of the 
works on the other is clear. In this type, the half-lines without 
anacrusis exceed those with anacrusis in Mur only. This is due to 
the fact that the poet uses main verbs in which the stress falls on 
the first syllable. Only in a few cases does he use main verbs with 
the stress on the second syllable or auxiliary verbs. Aud and FQ 
are slightly similar to Mur. The use of main verbs with the stress 
on the second syllable, auxiliary verbs or infinitive to raises the 
continuous line in the chart to above the broken line for all works 
save Mur. For examples cf. 4.3.4.
5. Main Clause or Sentence (Type: his crew helped him)
The number of sentences or main clauses beginning with anacrusis 
is greater than the number of those without anacrusis. This is due 
to the fact that the majority of half-lines here are introduced by 
definite or indefinite articles, possessive or personal pronouns 
sometimes followed by an auxiliary verb, verb to be or verb to 
have. Even if there are none of these, the first word in the clause 
can be a word in which the stress falls late. For examples cf.
4 .3 . 5 .
6. Modifier + Noun (Type: the historical fact)
The majority of half-lines, here again, have anacrusis because 
of the presence at the beginning of half-lines of (i) definite or 
indefinite articles; (ii) possessive pronouns; and (iii) stressing 
of some modifiers on the second syllable. For examples cf. 4.3.6.
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7. Noun + Noun (Type: Dung and death)
In MC and Aud the amount of zero anacrusis exceeds that of 
anacrusis (cf. 5.2 and 3.3.2 where MC and Aud have the highest 
percentages of half-lines without anacrusis). The reasons for 
anacrusis in this type are the same as in type 6 above. One further
reason is stressing of some nouns on the second or the third
syllables. For examples cf. 4.3.7.
8. Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase (Type: a_ share of his 
catch)
In all the works except MC, the half-lines with anacrusis exceed 
those which begin with a stress, though this applies only moderately 
to Aud. (Cf. type 7 above, and -5.2 and 3.3.2). The reasons for
anacrusis are the same as in type 7 above. For examples cf. 4.3.8.
9. Relative Clause (Type: who bind and loose)
Only in two cases does the stress fall on the first syllable of 
the half-line. They occur in FQ. The stress does not fall on the 
relative pronoun itself but on the preposition into which precedes 
it. Relative pronouns normally do not take a stress in English.
For examples cf. 4.3.9.
10. Imperative (Type: Develop the point)
There is no anacrusis when a verb having the stress on the first 
syllable introduces the clause. But it appears when the clause is 
introduced by (i) a verb followed by a post-verbal adverb that takes 
the stress (come down, and hold fast) or by a noun (take care) , (ii)
X / /
verb to be (be easy, man); (iii) the verb let in an unstressed
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position; and (iv) a main verb with the stress falling late. There 
are no big differences between the various works (apart from MC) 
because the type itself is rare. For more examples cf. 4.3.10.
11. Interrogative (Type: Where is Harry?)
There is no anacrusis (i) mainly when the interrogative adverb 
introducing the clause is stressed; (ii) when a phrase or a clause 
carrying the stress on the first syllable is used interrogatively 
(e.g. ES 1193-a Sheep farming? and 186-b Thinking of nothing?); and 
(iii) when a stressed auxiliary verb is used. For more examples cf.
4.3 . 11 .
12. Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause-including Exclamatories (Type: 
where prayer has been valid)
Except for MC where the figures for anacrusis and zero-anacrusis 
are even, all the works have higher percentages of anacrusis. This 
is due to the fact that there are, in the majority of half-lines, 
more thematically important words than the adverb or the pronoun 
introducing the clause. Moreover, in some relative pronouns (e.g. 
whatever) and adverbs (e.g. wherever) the stress falls late in the 
word, forming a monosyllabic anacrusis. For more examples cf.
4.3 . 1 2 .
15. Adverb + Prepositional Phrase (Type: just for the effect)
In all the works, in varying degrees, the percentages for 
zero-anacrusis are higher than those for anacrusis. This is due to 
the fact that most of the half-lines in this type are introduced by 
adverbs like: early, sometimes, only, down, just, even, now, here,
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somewhere, once, ...etc. where the metrical stress falls on the 
monosyllabic adverb or on the first syllable of the disyllabic 
adverb. A small number of half— lines in this type begin with 
anacrusis because (i) adverbs like again, alone, away with the 
metrical stress on the second syllable are used; (ii) the adverb is 
modified by another adverb as in most surely from the King; and 
(iii) the adverb is monosyllabic but does not receive the metrical 
stress because there are more thematically important words within 
the half-line to receive the stress. For examples cf. 4.3.15.
16. (Adverb +) Adjective + Prepositional Phrase (Type: tight in the
meshes)
The amount of zero-anacrusis tends, in Mur, Aud and F£, to be 
higher than that of anacrusis. In FR and ES, it is the opposite.
In MC they are even. The figures are probably too small to be 
regarded as significant. In the cases where there is no anacrusis, 
adjectives like k ind, heavy, tense, dull, proud, stock, avid...etc. 
are used. Where anacrusis occurs it results from (i) the use of 
disyllabic or polysyllabic adjectives with the stress falling late, 
e.g. supreme, remote, aware, direct, alone, ..etc; (ii) the use of 
prefixes in adjectives like untraceable, irrational, unsuited, 
unfit..etc.; and (iii) the use of adverbs as modifiers of the 
adjectives as in, sc> bad, so close, more compassionate, very 
fond...etc. For more examples cf. 4.3.16.
19. Adverb + Adjective (Type: equally desirable)
Almost all the half-lines in this type have no anacrusis. The 
reason is that the adverbs used are either (1) disyllabic or
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polysyllabic stressed on the first syllable, such as equally, 
always, rustically, v e r y , rather, highly, altogether, utterly, or 
(2) monosyllabic, such as quite. Even when the adjective is placed 
before the adverb, the adjective is stressed on the first syllable 
as in righteous still, and modern enough. The two cases where 
anacrusis is present are due to the use of the adverb uniquely and, 
where the adjective precedes the adverb, to the use of the adjective 
Poetic. For more examples cf. 4.3.19.
22. Adverb + Subordinate Clause (Type: even when he married)
The amount of zero—anacrusis slightly exceeds that of anacrusis, 
but the figures are probably too small to be regarded as 
significant. Half-lines without anacrusis begin with adverbs 
stressed on the first syllable like only, even, well, just...etc.
Half-lines with anacrusis begin with (i) adverbial phrases like that
S X / \ /
night, at least, very well or (ii) adverbs not carrying the primary
stress. For more examples cf. 4.3.22.
23. A Predicate preceding a_ "Wh-" or a_ "That" Clause (Type: J_ had 
only just noticed // that..•.)
In all the works, the percentages for anacrusis are higher than 
those for zero anacrusis. Half-lines without anacrusis in this type 
are either (i) part of an interrogative clause, (ii) part of a 
sentence beginning with a word carrying the primary stress on its 
first syllable, or (iii) part of an imperative clause. On the other 
hand, half-lines with anacrusis are part of either clauses or 
phrases beginning with articles, pronouns, infinitive to, 
prepositions, words receiving the stress on the second syllable
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(like persists and another) or conjunctions - whether unstressed, 
having secondary stress, or having the stress on the second 
syllable. For more examples cf. 4.4.1.
24. A Half-Line containing a_ NP modified in the Next Half-Line by a_ 
Genitival Phrase (Type: Only in a_ world # of speculation)
The percentages for anacrusis are higher than those for 
zero-anacrusis. The reasons for anacrusis are the same as in Type 7 
above. For more examples cf. 4.4.2.
25. _A Half—Line containing NP modified, or Predicate amplified, 
in the Following Half-Line (s_) b^ ji Prepositional Phrase (Type: 
The light collaborates # with)
MC has a higher percentage of zero-anacrusis in this type than 
in type 24 above because of (i) the frequent use, in this type, of 
open class words whether monosyllabic or disyllabic with the stress 
on the first syllable at the beginning of the half-line, and (ii) 
the use of interrogative adverbs like what or auxiliary verbs 
interrogatively in a stressed position, e.g.
564 What can compare # with glory of Saints
565 Dwelling forever # in the presence of God?...
902 Priest, you have spoken # in peril of your life
903 Priest, you have spoken # in danger of the knife.
The frequent use of more open class words in MC as well as the rare 
use of articles results in a high proportion of zero-anacrusis in 
this type as well as in the total percentage shown in 5.2.0. Lines 
902 and 903 are introduced by a noun in the vocative case in a 
stressed position, line 564 by the interrogative what in a stressed
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position, and line 565 by a verb stressed on the first syllable.
T h e s e  — together with the various other cases of lack of anacrusis — 
show a concentration on content rather than form words, which is a 
natural consequence of the serious nature of the work.
On the other hand, FQ has a high proportion of anacrusis because 
most of the half-lines in this type are introduced by form words 
like conjunctions, prepositions, auxiliary verbs possessive 
adjectives, and infinite t(). There are only a few cases where the 
half-line begins with an open class word with the stress on the 
second syllable. For examples cf. 4.4.3.
In FR, ES, A u d , and Mur there is still a high percentage of 
anacrusis - though lower than that of FQ - because of the frequent 
occurrence of form words like definite or indefinite articles, 
conjunctions....etc at the beginning of the half-line. For examples 
cf. 4.4.3.
26. A HaIf-Line containing the First Part of Anticipatory "it" Cleft
Sentence (Type: Tt is much more difficult # not to ...)
The chart shows that there are only a few cases of half-lines 
without anacrusis in FR and ES. Most of the half-lines in this type 
have anacrusis largely because of the occurrence of the word it 
either on its own or combined with verb to be. Half-lines beginning 
with anacrusis due to the occurrence of conjunctions, 
prepositions, articles, or auxiliary verbs are in a minority. 
Zero-anacrusis results from the occurrence of words like m u c h , very, 
well, simply with primary stress at the beginning of the half—line. 
For examples cf. 4.4.4.
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28. A Half-Line containing a^  Main Verb separated from its Auxiliary 
or Infinitive "to” (Type: Sooner shall enmity it turn to 
alliance)
The percentages for anacrusis are higher than those for 
zero-anacrusis. Half-lines without anacrusis begin with 
monosyllabic verbs like bring, rule, and turn, or with disyllabic 
verbs with the stress on the first syllable like wander, strengthen, 
cabined••.etc. Half-lines with anacrusis begin with conjunctions or 
with disyllabic verbs stressed on the second syllable like disarm, 
destroy, contain, or with both. For examples cf. 4.4.6.
5.2.3 Conclusion to 5 ^ .
(i) Anacrusis is
(A) Grammatically conditioned. It occurs when the half-line is 
introduced by:
1 a definite or indefinite article: a_, the, some
2 a possessive adjective: her, his, Its...
3 a personal pronoun: I_, we, they..
4 an auxiliary verb: to be, to have, or modals
5 a conjunction: a n d , o r , but, if, when....
6 a preposition: to, from, into, b y ...
7 an infinitive t£
8 a verb followed by a post-verbal adverb that takes the stress 
like come down.
9 a verb followed by a noun that takes the stress in sequences 
like take care.
x  /
10 verb t£ be used imperatively with an adjective like b£ e asy.
11 various other closed class words in unstressed positions as in
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most surely from the king, and more often than not.
(B) Lexically conditioned. It occurs when the half-line begins with 
a disyllabic or polysyllabic word with the stress on the second or
t i Li * * u f x / X / X Xthird syllable, e.g. apathetic, insists, security.
(ii) Differences Between Works.
(A) Concentration on content words and less use of form words in MC 
resulted in a high proportion of half-lines without anacrusis 
although the half-line is longer than in Aud (cf. 3.3.1).
(B) In EJ3, FQ, FR, and M u r , the frequent use of form words resulted 
in a high proportion of half-lines with anacrusis.
(iii) Differences Between Types.
(A) Out of the thirty charts, there are about six that give the 
opposite result, and in all of these, the reasons are grammatical 
rather than stylistic as shown in (B) and (C) below.
(B) Types 7 (noun + noun), 10 (imperative), and 11 (interrogative) 
are those where the two kinds - anacrusis and zero-anacrusis - come 
nearest to being equal. The reason is that they are more likely to 
begin with a stress: a noun on its own, or a verb, or an 
interrogative.
(£) In types 15, 19, 20, and 22, the adverbs introducing the phrase
or clause are mostly monosyllabic or disyllabic stressed on the
first syllable.
These differences between the types are summarised in the 
following chart:
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MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur
| | = high proportion of anacrusis
^  = low proportion of anacrusis.
[= | = equal proportions of the two. 
jo | = instances are absent.
(iv) Concluding Remark.
The proportions of anacrusis are constant, irrespective of the 
stylistic differences between the works. There is a constant 
relationship between stressed metre and the language as can be seen 
from the relation between the incidence of anacrusis and the 
different syntactic types (cf. 5.3.3).
5.3 Syntax and Rising and Falling Rhythms.
As has previously been shown in 3.3.3, FQ, FR, and ES have more 
falling than rising rhythm, Mur and Aud have more rising than 
falling rhythm, whereas MC has approximately equal percentages of 
rising and falling rhythms.
If a chart is now drawn using the revised and slightly limited 
corpus arrive at in 5.2.0 above, the result is similar:
392
2181512 1604
60-
1415
513 — Rising rhythm
-  Falling rhythm
506
1161
997
40-
1061
122
ES Aud MurMC FR
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Above (3.3.3) it was suggested that a higher incidence of rising 
rhythm could be due to stylistic reasons, but that suggestion must 
now be tested by comparing its distribution in the various syntactic 
types.
5.3.1 Numerical Data and Charts for the Two Kinds of Rhythm.
The figures and percentages of the distribution of rising and 
falling rhythms in the various types are shown in the following 
table:
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Syntax and Rising and Falling Rhythms.
Types 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 A
R 15 78 48 58 66 30 8 —
1.5 7.7 4.7 5.7 6.5 2.9 0.8
MC—
F 25 74 63 54 55 46 17 4
2.5 7.3 6.2 5.3 5.4 4.5 1.7 0.4
R 9 43 46 29 19 11 3
FQ-----
1.3 6.9 7.4 4.7 3.0 1.8 0.5 -
F 25 74 63 45 28 27 17 1
4.0 11.9 10.1 7.2 4.5 4.3 N> . 0.2
R 18 98 177 74 226 25 12 _
0.7 3.9 7.1 2.9 9.0 1.0 0.5 -
FR-----
F 34 178 258 138 319 66 15 3
1.4 7.1 10.3 5.5 12.7 2.6 0.6 0.1
R 18 94 183 74 253 30 7 _
0.7 3.5 6.9 2.8 9.5 1.1 0.3 -
ES-----
F 35 165 245 130 379 72 15 7
1.3 6.9 9.2 4.9 14.2 2.7 0.6 0.3
R 41 251 183 180 184 182 23 7
1.6 9.7 7.1 7.0 7.1 7.1 0.9 0.3
Aud----
F 41 196 102 163 103 204 52 12
1.6 7.6 4.0 6.3 4.0
I
,CTV
 ^
11
2.0 0.5
R 6 47 23 29 50 6 2 —
Min- ———
1.8 13.8 6.8 8.5 14.7 1.8 0.6 —
nur-
F 2 27 15 18 23 7 - -
0.6
i i i 
•
1 
VO
 
i
4.4 5.3 6.8 2.1 — -
R = Rising rhythm 
F = Falling rhythm
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Syntax and Rising and Falling Rhythms (Con?td.)
T y p e s  8 9 10 1.1 12 13 14 15
R 29 13 22 15 5 7 1 4
2.8 1.3 2.2 1.5 0.5 0.7 0.1 0.4
F 27 9 22 16 1 8 3 3
2.6
i 1 
o
 
l 
•
1 
vO
 
1
2.2 1.6 0.1 0.8 0.3 0.3
R
FQ-----
F
5
0.8
8
1.3
1
0.2
1
0.2
7
1.1
2
0.3
- 2
0.3
14
2.2
13
2.1
3
0.5
5
0.8
6
1.0
7
1.1
5
0.8 -
R
FR-----
F
8
0.3
20
0.8
14
0.6
28
1.1
30
1.2
19
0.8
7
0.3
11
0.4
33
1.3
36
1.4
22
0.9
61
2.4
29
1.2
15
0.6
9
0.4
14
0.6
R 17
0.6
20
0.8
16
0.6
30
1.1
26
1.0
10
0.4
3
0.1
6
0.2
Llj-1---
F 30
1.1
46
1.7
28
1.1
86
3.2
26
1.0
9
0.3
8
0.5
13
0.3
R
Aud----
F
41
1.6
21
0.8
32
1.2
10
0.4
25
1.0
19
0.7
17
0.7
4
0.2
39
1.5
9
0.3
23
0.9
12
0.5
11
0.4
27
1.0
20
0.8
6
0.2
R 12 2 6 5 4 - 2 1
3.5 0.6 1.8 1.5 1.2 - 0.6 0.3
F 5 3 1 - 1 1 - 1
1.5 0.9 0.3 - 0.3 0.3 - 0.3
R = Rising rhythm 
F = Falling rhythm
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Syntax and Rising and Falling Rhythms (Contd.)
r. — . -mmmm
T y p e s 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
R 1 2 3 1 3 3 __ 12
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 — 1.2
MC—
F 3 1 1 1 3 2 8
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 - 0.8
R 1 4 — — 1 2 2 4
0.2 0.6 — — 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6
FQ-----
F - 3 - 2 3 - - 1
— 0.5 — 0.3 0.5 - - 0.2
R 6 8 3 — 3 5 _ 85
0.2 0.3 0.1 — 0.1 0.2 — 3.4
FR-
F 5 6 21 7 11 8 4 31
0.2 0.2 0.8 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 1.2
R 4 12 9 — 8 9 1 83
0.2 0.5 0.3 — 0.3 0.3 0.04 3.1
F 3 15 20 7 16 9 4 39
0.1 0.6 0.8 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.2 1.5
R 19 10 — 3 3 2 — 20
0.7 0.4 — 0.1 0.1 0.1 — 0.8
Aua------------
F 11 4 - 2 2 - - 4
0.4 0.2 — 0.1 0.1 — — 0.2
R 1 1 _ 1 — 1 5
0.3 0.3 — — 0.3 — 0.3 1.5
Piur —
F 5 1 - - 1 - 1 1
1.5 0.3 - - 0.3 - 0.3 0.3
— _,_,n■  W W W ____ ________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -------------
R = Rising rhythm 
F = Falling rhythm
Syntax and Rising and Falling Rhythms (Contd.)
Types 24 25 26 27 28 29
R 17 35 7 5 17 1
1.7 3.4 0.7 0.5 1.7 0.1
MC- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
F 19 20 3 2 17 6
1.9 2.0 0.3 0.2 1.7 0.6
R 8 16 - - 5 2
1.3 2.6 - - 0.8 0.3
FQ F 30 18 - - 2
4.8 2.9 - - 0.3 -
R 17 57 10 5 21 10
0.7 2.3 0.4 0.2 0.8 0.4
F 33 56 21 25 38 16
1.3 2.2 0.8 1.0 1.5 0.6
R 23 58 24 13 25 5
0.9 2.2 0.9 0.5 0.9 0.2
ES-----------------------------------------------
F 32 78 23 27 24 13
1.2 2.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.5
R 36 64 2 32 4
1.4 2.5 0.1 - 1.2 0.2
F 43 48 1 21 5
1.7 1.9 0.04 - 0.8 0.2
R 4 8 2
1.2 2.4 - 0.6
F 4 4 1
1.2 1.2 - 0.3
R = Rising rhythm 
F = Falling rhythm
As in 5.2, the significance of these figures and percentages can 
be shown more clearly from a separate chart for each syntactic 
type. In these charts (cf. 5.2.1), a broken line is used to 
represent the percentages of half-lines with rising rhythm and a 
continuous line to represent the percentages of those with falling 
rhythm.
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Type 1
%
4
3
2
0
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 2
14-
1 2 -
10-
MC FR ES Aud Mur
1 1
Type 3
X
9
7
5
3
MC Aud MurFR
% Type 4
8
6
4
2
MC FR ES Aud Mur
267a
Type 5
14-
10 -
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 6
8
X
6
4
2
0
MC FR Aud Mur
3
Type 7
X
2
0
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 7 A
0.5-
0.3-
0 . 1 -
- 0.1
MC FR ES Aud Mur
267b
4
Type 8
t
3
2
0
MC FR ES Aud Mur
3
Type 9
%
2
1
0
MC FR ES Aud Mur
3.5
Type 11
2.5-
1.5-
0.5-
-0.5
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 10
2.0-
1.0 -
MC FR ES Aud Mur
267c
Type 12
- - 4
0.2 -
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 13
0.8 -
0.5-
0.2 -
-0.1
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 14
0.8 -
0.5-
0.2 -
-0 .1  -L
MC FR Aud Mur
0.7
Type 15
0.5-
0.3-
0.1 -
-0.1
FR ESMC Aud Mur
267d
Type 16
1.5-
1 . 1 -
0.7-
0.3-
-0.1
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 17
0.6 -
0.4-
0.2 -
MC FR ES Aud Mur
0.4
Type 19
0.3-
0.2 -
o.i-
*- -
FRMC ES Aud Mur
Type 18
0.8 -
0.5-
0.2 -
-0.1
MC FR Aud Mur
267e
Type 20
0.5-
0.3-
0.1 '
-0.1
PR ESMC Aud Mur
0.4
Type 21
0.3-
0.2 -
0. 1 -
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 22
0.3-
0.2 -
0 . 1 -
MC FR Aud Mur
4
Type 23
%
3
2
1
0
MC FR ES Aud Mur
267f
4Type 25
%
3
2
1
MC FR Aud Mur
5
Type 24
%
4
3
2
0
MC FR ES Aud Mur
Type 26
0.8 -
0.5-
0.2 -
-0.1
MC FR Aud Mur
Type 27
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1
-0.1
MC FR ES Aud Mur
267g
Type 28
1.5-
1.0 -
0.5-
MC FR ES Aud Mur
0.7
Type 29
0.5-
0.3-
0. 1 -
- 0.1
MC FR ES Aud Mur
267h
The above charts differ considerably from those given above in
5.2 for anacrusis. They suggest that, for many of the commoner 
types, the differences between the different works persist 
irrespective of the syntactic type used (cf. charts 2, 3, 4, 5, 8,
9, 10 and 11). But before this can be established, it is relevant 
to show some further details and discuss the exceptions suggested by 
some of the above charts.
5.3.2 Discussion.
1. Genitival Phrase (Type: of the snapping shark)
Rising rhythm in this type results from the occurrence, at the
end of the half-line, of (i) a monosyllabic noun like court, life,
beasts...etc., and (ii) a monosyllabic modifier when it is
transposed after the noun it governs, as in FQ 126-a Of time past.
On the other hand, falling rhythm results from the occurrence,
at the end of the half-line, of (i) a disyllabic or polysyllabic
noun with the final syllable(s) unstressed, e.g. property,
pleasures, grandeur, etc.; and (ii) nouns in which the plural suffix
-s or -es forms a syllable on its own as in Mur 65-b of the rolling 
/
bilges. For more examples cf. 4.3.1.
2. Prepositional Phrase (Type: to the drifting wreckage)
The reasons for rising and falling rhythms in this type are the 
same as those in 1 above, though here there is a further reason for 
falling rhythm - the occurrence, at the end of the half-line, of 
disyllabic adjectives transposed after the noun and with the stress 
on the second syllable, as in FQ 2-b in time future . For more
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examples cf. 4.3.2.
3. Conjunctions and Sentence-Connectives.
The chart agrees with the main chart above. Greater accuracy in 
showing the differences between the two kinds of rhythm can be had 
from the following table which shows the figures and percentages of 
the two rhythms distributed over the various syntactic sub—types:
Sub
types A B C D E F
R F R F R F R F R F R F
MC 21 
1.6
21
1.6
10
0.8
6
0.5
2
0.2
3
0.2
11
0.8
22
1.7
3
0.2
4
0.3
1
0.1
7
0.5
F£ 14 
1.8
3
0.4
4
0.5
4
0.5
1
0.1
10
1.3
27.
3.6
45
5.9 ---
1
0.1 --- ---
FR 68 
2.1
110
3.4
51
1_.6_
64
! • £
9
0.3
9
0.3
34
1.0
62
1.9
9
0.3
6
0.2
6
0.2
7
0.2
ES 68 
1.9
99
2.8
56
1.6
59
1.7
8
0.2
8
0.2
29
0.8
56
1.6
14
0.4
15
0.4
8
0.2
8
0.2
Aud 7 9 
2.2
23
0.7
19
0.5
9
0.3
18
0.5
6
0.2
59
1.7
57
1.6
5
0.1
5
0.1 --- ---
Mur 11 
2.7
7
1.7
2
0.5 ---
6
1.4
3
0.7
4
1.0
4
1.0 ---
1
0.2 ---
R = Rising rhythm 
F = Falling rhythm
The table shows that in sub-type A (subordinating conjunction + 
clause), Mur and Aud have higher proportions of rising rhythm 
whereas ES and FR have higher proportions of falling rhythm, and 
that MC has even percentages. Only in FQ do the percentages of 
falling and rising rhythms disagree with the main chart. The 
reasons for rising and falling rhythms are the same as before (cf. 
types 1-2). Further reasons for falling rhythm are the occurrences,
at the end of the half-line of (i) pronouns, as in ES 290-a that we 
/ \ /
both want to see y o u ; (ii) verbs with past participle suffix -ed
which forms a syllable, as in MC 479-a Had J[ been expected; (iii)
nouns in unstressed positions because they are preceded by
adjectives which receive the primary stress for special contrast,
e.g. ES 169-a When he was your age; (iv) nouns in the vocative case
in unstressed positions, e.g. ES5 1522-a Because they are not real,
Charles; (v) adverbial phrases, e.g. ES 1865-b If there ^s any point
in it:; (vi) verbs in unstressed positions because the auxiliary, for
special contrast, receives the primary stress, e.g. ES 1961-a That
you love and are loved; (vii) adverbs not taking the main stress,
e.g. FR 550-a While 1^ took my turn about; (viii) infinitive to e.g.
/  /  —
FR 1547-b though he didn^t mean to; and (ix) disyllabic or 
polysyllabic words with the stress at the beginning or the middle, 
e.g. Mur 73-b though no one was listening, and Aud 942-a When we 
danced deisal.
In sub-type B (co-ordinating conjunction or sentence-connective 
+ clause), as shown in the table, MC, Aud, and Mur have higher 
proportions of rising rhythm, whereas E£ and FR, in contrast, have 
higher proportions of falling rhythm. This agrees with main chart.
In FQ, the percentages are equal. The reasons for rising and 
falling rhythms in sub-types B and C are the same as in sub-type A 
above.
In sub-type C (co-ordinating conjunction + verb + object, 
complement or adverbial), we have more falling rhythm in FQ, more 
rising rhythm in Aud and M u r , and even proportions in MC, FR and E S .
In sub-type D (co-ordinating conjunction + phrase or 
rank-shifted clause), there are higher proportions of falling rhythm
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in MC, FQ, FR, and ES, and even percentages in Mur. Only in Aud 
does a higher percentage of rising rhythm occur, though the 
difference here is only between 1.7 per cent rising and 1.6 per cent 
falling. This sub-type stands in contrast with the main type. The 
reason is the frequent occurrence, at the end of the half-line, of
(i) prepositions, e.g. FR 1103-b but what we are conc/rned with; and
(ii) polysyllabic words with the stress falling early, e.g. FR 
1732-a And just endurable, and Aud 1076-a And a^  shame surely.
It is significant that these sub-types, in spite of the 
linguistic differences between them, largely match the main chart of 
type 3, i.e. show consistency with the type.
6. Modifier + Noun (Type: the historical fact)
The amount of falling rhythm is greater than that of rising 
rhythm in all the works. The percentages in Aud and Mur do not 
conform to their norms of higher proportions of rising rhythm. F Q ,
FR and ES are still consistent in having more falling than rising 
rhythm, and MC is similar to them in this chart. The reason is that 
the half-lines in this type more frequently end in (i) polysyllabic 
nouns (or modifiers transposed after the nouns they govern) with the 
final syllable(s) unstressed; or (ii) monosyllabic nouns with 
syllabic plural suffixes -s or -es. For examples cf. 4.3.6.
7. Noun + Noun (Type: Dung and death)
There is some kind of similarity between this type and the
/
previous type in that the proportions of falling rhythm are higher 
than those of rising rhythm. The only exception is Mur where, as it 
happens, the two cases in this type have rising rhythm.
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Polysyllabic nouns with the final syllable(s) unstressed are more 
frequently used at the end of the half-lines of this type than 
monosyllabic nouns or polysyllabic nouns with the stress on the 
final syllable. For examples cf. 4.3.7.
7A. Noun (Type: combinations)
All the half-lines in this type, with the exception of seven 
cases out of nineteen in Aud, have falling rhythm, e.g.
MC 647-b curiosity 
FQ 74-b concentration
FR 370—a The contamination, 1586-a An undergraduate 
ES 493-b responsibility, 1103-b a recommendation 
Aud 741-a Recognition, 2190-a The sleep-walker 
Of the exceptions in Aud, some are polysyllabic while others are
compound nouns, e.g.
/ / / /
123-b Underground, 1833-a The battle-axe
8. Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase (Type: a^  share of his 
catch)
The nouns occurring at the end of the half-lines of this type 
are (i) more frequently polysyllabic with the final syllables 
unstressed in F(£, FR, and ES; and (ii) monosyllabic or polysyllabic 
ending in a stress in Mur, MC and Aud. For examples cf. 4.3.8.
11* Interrogative (Type: Where is Harry?)
Except in A u d , where falling rhythm is a little more frequent 
than rising rhythm, the chart agrees with the main chart. For 
examples cf. 4.3.11.
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12, Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause—including Exclamatories (Type: 
where prayer has been valid)
• There is a high proportion of rising rhythm here because there 
are many half-lines that end in a verb. For examples cf. 4.3.12.
23. A Predicate preceding a "wh-" or a "that"clause. (Type: I had 
only just noticed # that...)
In this type, there is more rising than falling rhythm in all 
the works. This contradicts the main chart in the- cases of F Q , FR 
and ES. The reasons for the rising rhythm are as follows:
(i) the verbs occurring at the end of half-lines are either
monosyllabic, e.g. say, think, hope, and wished, disyllabic with the 
stress on the second syllable, e.g. recall, possess, and deny, or 
followed by post-verbal adverbs or by adjectives, e.g. find o u t , and 
make clear
(ii) the half-line ends in an adverbial after the verb, where
the adverbial ends in a stressed syllable, e.g. ES 569-a You know
\ / 
quite well // that...
(iii) the verbs are either followed by a stressed monosyllabic
/ /
object, e.g. ES 16-b and it reminds the girl, or by a vocative, 
e.g. ES 1962-b remember, my dear # ••••
and (iv) the predicative adjectives occurring at the end of
half-lines are either monosyllabic, e.g. sure, and glad, or
disyllabic with the stress on the second syllable, e.g. FR 763-a
They are always assured # that..., and FR 983-a Because you were 
/
convinced # that...
It follows that, conversely, the following usages, at the end of 
the half-line, are rarer in this type: (i) polysyllabic verbs with
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the stress on the first or the penultimate syllable, e.g. remember, 
realize, imagine, and notice; (ii) where the predicate includes an 
object or an adverbial, either polysyllabic nouns, e.g. ES 1335-b I 
persuaded my doctor it that•.•.; and ES 819-a ^  could see from her 
expressions it that..., or pronouns e.g. MC 524-a It is not for me to 
tell you it how....; (iii) polysyllabic predicative adjectives, e.g. 
FR 166-a And is why I_ was so anxious it that...; (iv) disyllabic 
vocatives, e.g. FR 1166-a 1_ must tell you, Harry; and (v) main verbs 
with the preceding auxiliary carrying the primary stress for 
contrast, e.g. MC 591-a You know and do not know.
24. A Ha If-Line containing £  NP modified in the next Half-Line by £
Genitival Phrase (Type: Only in £  world it of speculation)
In this type, all the works save Mur have higher proportions of 
falling than rising rhythm, and in Mur, the percentages of the two 
kinds of rhythm are even. The nouns ending the half-lines of this 
type (and modified by the genitival phrase in the following 
half-lines) are more frequently disyllabic or polysyllabic with the 
stress on the penultimate or the first syllable. This is especially 
the case in F£ where 3.9 per cent of the total half-lines occur in 
falling rhythm in this type. For illustrative examples cf. 4.4.2.
The reasons for rising rhythm and falling rhythm half-lines in 
types 25-29 are again the same as in types 1-3 above.
25. A Half-Line containing £  NP modified, or £  Predicate
amplified, in the following Half-Line by £  Prepositional 
Phrase (Type: The light collaborates it with)
MC has a very high proportion of rising rhythm because many
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half-lines here end in a verb. For examples cf. 4.4.3.
5.3.3. Conclusion to 5_._3.
A. The following chart shows the differences in the various types:
TYPES
R=Rise
F=Fall
Rise (contradicting)*)^] Rise (agreeing)
| 1 Fall (agreeing)*
[~=~] = equal proportions 
[~oJ = instances are absent
Fall (contradicting)
Contradicting or agreeing with the overall norms 
given in 5.3 above.
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B. Falling rhythm is syntactically conditioned in types 6 (modifier 
+ noun), 7 (noun + noun), and 24 (a half-line containing a NP 
modified in the following half-line by a genitival phrase). In all 
these types, the nouns ending the half-lines are mainly disyllabic 
or polysyllabic with the final syllables unstressed.
C. Rising rhythm is syntactically conditioned in types 12 (relative 
adverb or pronoun clause), and 23 (a half-line containing a 
predicate preceding wh- or that clause). In these two types, 
monosyllabic verbs, or disyllabic with the stress falling late, 
frequently end the half-lines.
D. In the commoner types, the proportions persist irrespective of 
type: higher proportions of rising rhythm in Mur and Aud, higher 
proportions of falling rhythm ill F(£, FR, and ES, and largely equal 
proportions of the two rhythms in M C .
E. Types 1 (genitival phrase), 2 (prepositional phrase) and 8 (noun 
+ prepositional or genitival phrase) agree with the main chart 
though they end, like types 6, 7, and 24 discussed above, in a noun.
The reason is that the presence of unstressed syllables, whether 
at the beginning (for types 1 and 2) or in the middle (for type 8) 
of the half-lines, leads the poet to use fewer unstressed syllables 
at the end especially when the rhythm of the poem is rising as in 
Mur or Aud.
F. In many types, the figures are too few to be significant and 
therefore call for no special comment.
G. Concluding remark.
The incidence of falling and rising rhythms is, in the main, 
stylistically conditioned irrespective of the grammatical and 
syntactical differences. It depends on the author's choice, the
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nature of the subject treated, and the particular way in which he 
treats it (cf. 3.3.3 above and 6.6.3).
5.4 Conclusion to Chapter Five.
A. The nature of the half-line in stressed metre is to a large 
extent predictable, and is a constant that is determined by the 
language itself.
B. Even though there are different norms for line-length, in the 
different works, line-length appears to be mainly grammatically and 
syntactically conditioned, and can therefore be said to be broadly 
constant.
C. Anacrusis is grammatically and lexically conditioned and is a 
constant, irrespective of the varying styles of the works.
D. The incidence of falling and rising rhythms is mostly 
stylistically conditioned, irrespective of the grammatical and 
syntactical differences.
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CHAPTER SIX
MIDDLE ENGLISH
6.0. Choice of Texts and Corpus.
The full examination of stress-patterns of ME alliterative 
poetry is a very large task which requires separate treatment, at 
present being undertaken by Dr. Hoyt Duggan of the University of 
Virginia (cf. Duggan 1986). What is presented here cannot claim to 
be any more than a small sample. It is undertaken, however, in 
order to show how such a sample compares with Modern English when 
examined by the same criteria and methods of classifying the 
half-line.
The sample consists of:
1) Piers Plowman, B-text: 442 lines, consisting of Prologue, lines 
1-231, and Passus VI, lines 1-211; and
2) Sir Gawain and the Green Knight: 243 lines consisting of lines 
60-150, 366-416, 491-565, and 2069-2155, excluding all short 
lines•
In PP1, lines containing Latin quotations are excluded, and also
Prol 202 '_I seye for me" , quod the mous, # '_I S£ S£ muchel after"
because it is difficult to decide which is the main alliteration:
'I seye for me", quod the mous, 'I se so muchel after", or
'I seye for me", quod the mous, 'I se so muchel after."
After these exclusions the corpus for analysis is
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two-stress three-stress
half-lines half-lines Total
PPl 757 99 856
88.4 11.6
GGK 397 89 486
81.7 18.3
But, as in MnE (cf. 2.5), this corpus has to be varied for 
different purposes throughout Chapter Six. This is shown in the 
following table:
Sections Corpus Excluded
6.2, and Two-stress
6.3.2-4 half-lines Three-stress half-lines
6.3.1 All the half lines
6.4-5 All the half-lines
6.6.2-3 Grammatical types I.Residues of two-stress
1-29 in the two- complete* and
stress half-lines neutral* half-lines.
II.Incomplete* two-stress 
half-lines•
III.All three-stress 
half-lines.
6.6.1 Grammatical types I.Residues of both two-
1-29 in both two- and three-stress
and three-stress complete and neutral
half-lines. half-lines.
II.Two- and three-stress 
incomplete half-lines.
* defined in 4.1 above.
6.1 Problems of Metrical Analysis
In the MnE text, the main problem was in determining which lines 
could be included as answering to the traditional half-line unit 
(see the discussion of the caesura in 2.3 above). In ME, that 
distinction, because of the indications of alliteration, can usually
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be taken as given, but there is a different problem of analysis: 
whether the medial and final e's should be counted. This is a much 
debated problem on which no firm conclusions have been reached 
hitherto. In this thesis, because of the regional differences
between PP1 and GGK, different rules and assumptions have been
followed for each text.
6.1.1 Piers Plowman: Medial and Final e_'s_*
The final -e or -e of inflexional ending of MS W (Trinity 
College, Cambridge, B.15.17), which was adopted as base-text by Kane 
and Schmidt in their editions, can in many cases be accepted (cf. 
Samuels 1985: 243-4). However, there are categories where, on the 
evidence of Chaucer's usage in syllabic metre, the final -e or -e of 
inflexional ending can more probably be discounted. Following is a 
list of the problems confronted in counting the syllables and the 
principles adopted. (In both the portions studied from PPL and GGK, 
the mark x is used when the syllable is counted. But if the 
syllable is not counted, nothing is put on top of it):
A. Evidence of Chaucer's Usage.
(1) Personal and possessive pronouns, demonstrative adjectives, verb 
to be, verb to have, and other auxiliary verbs, and conjunctions 
(cf. Brink 1901:173) are treated as monosyllabic except when they 
carry the metrical stress, e.g.
(i) in unstressed position:
/ X /
PP1 Prol. 22 and wonnen that thise wastours
/ X /
PP1 Prol. 28 ... that holden hem in hire selles
X / /
PP1 IV 207 And it are my blody bretheren
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PPl IV 68 ... that konne lyven in truthe
x / /
PPl IV 163 ••• the while my plowgh liggeth
(ii) in stressed position:
/  /  X
PP1 Prol. 33 ... as mynstralles konne
/  /  X
PP1 IV 35 ... though I fighte sholde
/  / X
PPl IV 58 And wende with yow I wile
v  x / 7
PPl IV 56 ... the while my life dureth
/ /
An exception to this is PPl IV 148 shal [right] noght have of myne
where the —e in myne is discounted, although it carries the main
stress, because it is likely to represent an OE neuter plural 
without -e.
(2) The plural ending -es in polysyllabic nouns is syncopated
/ X  / X
(cf. Brink 1901:171), e.g. Prol. 25 preieres; 33 mynstralles; 69
7 X  / X  / X  / X
bishoppes; 96 stywardes; 113 communes; and Passus IV 31 foweles; 41
/ X  / X  / X  / X
presentes; 54 develes; sherewes; 189 shoveles.
(3) Weak e in two consecutive syllables (cf. Brink 1901:169):
if each of two consecutive syllables contains a weak e, one of them 
regularly loses its syllabic value, though it is not certain which,
e.g.
/ X / x / X
(i) in the preterite: Prol. 9 lenede; 26 lyveden; 31 cheveden
/ X  / X  / *
(ii) other words: Prol 11 swevene; 12 nevere; 82 povere, and
/  X X / X  / x / X
Passus IV 95 Cristene; 155 forpynede sherewe; 160 cursede.
(4) Final -e is discounted in nouns ending in -nesse, -aunce,
and -ence, and the present participle and verbal noun ending in
/ X X  / X
-inge (cf. Brink 1901:135), e.g. Prol 12 wildernesse; 173 presence;
/ X  / X
144 suffraunce; 19 wor chynge.
(5) The same applies to words ending in -ye, -ie, and -eie (cf. 
Brink 1901:174), e.g.
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/ X X  / x X / X x
(i) nouns: Prol 22 glotonye; 44 ribaudle; 77 leccherie, 216
/ £ moneie, 116 Clergie.
/ X X  / x x
(ii) verbs: Prol 130 justifie (but lovye because, where -ye
rather than -y occurs in the Second Class of OE weak verbs, it was
probably still sounded).
An exception to this is when the stress falls on the syllable
immediately preceding the final -e, in which case the final -e is
x /x
counted as a metrical syllable, e.g. Prol. 230 defie; and Passus VI
X /X 
129 aspie.
(6) The final — e in monosyllables has been counted or 
discounted according to Chaucer's majority metrical usage as shown 
in Tatlock and Kennedy's Concordance (1927):
(i) It is discounted, e.g. in Prol. 16 sighte; 186 kynde; 223 
kynne; Passus VI 43 one; 80 sone; 130 sothe; 201 myghte. As regards 
the words Rome (Prol. 47 and Passus VI 3), and France (Prol. 177), 
the final -e may or may not be counted in Chaucer. In this thesis, 
however, they have been discounted, and, similarly, the final -e in 
Jame (Prol. 47).
/ N /  X / X
(ii) It is counted, e.g. in Prol. 150 wille; 178 nekke; 213
/ X  / X / X
lawe; and Passus VI 43 ende; 53 mete.
(7) The final -e is not counted in polysyllables since it seems
/ X
more likely to have lost its syllabic value, e.g. Prol 8 Malverne;
,n / X  / X  / X  / x  / X X
30 likame; 115 commune; 194 elenge; 81 parisshe; 63 marchaundise;
X X / X  * / x
and Passus VI 17 liflode; 71 Denote; 77 aventure. The final -e in
x / / X
namoore (VI 96) and caroyne (Prol 189) is discounted on the evidence 
of Chaucer's majority metrical usage.
(8) For many words with variable stress, Chaucer uses both
French x / and native / x. For stressed metre, the native / x seem
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, , / X  X /  X
more likely, e.g. maner rather than maner(e ) • In a few cases,
however, Chaucer's metrical usage supports a distinction between / x
" / X
for the noun and x / (x) for the corresponding verb, e.g. honour
X / X
(noun) and honoure(n) (verb).
For all of these, the native / x is used for both noun and verb,
/ X  / X  /  X
e.g. Prol 31 chaffare; 181 laboure; and Passus IV 12 honoure; 14
/ *
counseille.
(9) In accordance with Chaucerian practice, the final -e in
strong singular adjectives is not counted whereas in weak or plural
adjectives, it is counted as a metrical syllable. It is also counted
/ *
in adverbs, infinitives (unless polysyllabic such as worshippe or
honoure), subjunctives, and nouns in dative and accusative cases.
The -e in imperatives is sometimes counted. Examples are
/ X  / X
(i) strong singular adjectives: Prol 10 murye; IV 67 murie
/ ^
(ii) weak or plural ajectives: Prol. 31 swiche (plural); 209
/ X X  / X
murye (plural); mooste (weak)
/ X  / X  / X
(iii) adverbial -e: Prol 26 streyte; IV 109 yerne; 204 ille.
(iv) infinitive -e: Prol 76 helpe; 79 deceyve; 85 dwelle
j  / X
(v) subjunctive -e: Prol 125 kepe; 126 lene
, x / X
(vi) nouns in dative or accusative: Prol 42 foode (dative); 158
/ X  / X  / X
salve (dative); VI 7 scleyre (dative); 76 tithe
(accusative)
(vii) the -e in imperatives is regarded as optional by Brunner
(1963:71). Here, on the evidence of Chaucer, it is counted
/ X  X  /
in Kenne (VI 23), but discounted in eschuwe (VI 53), and
/
bringe (VI 62).
(10) Final -e is elided before vowels, and before h— in
unstressed words like hem. This rule is also followed in GGK.
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(11) Other words for which Chaucer's majority usage was the main 
evidence are: Prol, 11 thanne; 38 here; 183 sternely; Passus VI 10
lovely; 12 chapeleyns; 22 trewely; 27 covenaunt; 53 namely; 77
* / y * an * {  * % / x  , ^  X / Xaventure; sovereyns; 90 remission; 100 remenaunt; 170 eftsoone;
X / X 
togideres.
B. Evidence of O E , Other Languages, or History of the Language for 
the Presence of Inflexional Syllables.
1) Old English:
/ X  / *
Prol. 1 softe, adjective (OE: softe); VI 89 crede (OE: creda) ;
VI 91 kirke (OE: 6iri£e, circe, and ON: kirkja); VI 205 nouthe (OE:
'i X / X —
nu |?a); and aboute (OE: abut an).
2) Other Languages:
/ X
Prol. 69 bulle (0)F ; L.(bulla).
3) History of the Language
/
Prol. 15 dale: OE doel, noun, plural dalu. The accusative 
singular would be dae1 ; VI 134 teme (0E:team) historically a
monosyllable; VI 140 kyen: probably the main form was kyn (cf.
/X /
kine), but kyen is possible with analogical -e; VI 180 deme
(imperative): historically without -e.
C. Other Cases.
/  X  N  X
Prol. 27 heveneriche (the final -e was counted because of the
secondary stress on the penultimate syllable - the same applies to
/ \ x / x
VI 103 plowpote); 193 sire (the -e was counted because the word
receives primary stress and at the same time alliterates, though
Chaucer uses sire); 210 yowselve - cf. VI 27 and 86- (the -e was
/ X X
counted because selve is the inflected form of self); 75 ragemen (is
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/ X x
not in Chaucer or in any other source); and 217 bondemen (is only in 
Chaucer's prose).
ji, / X X
Passus VI 26 tyme - cf. VI 114 hervest tyme - (the -e is
X / X
discounted because the word is not stressed); 62 therinne (because a
/ v
final syllable is suggested by the use of double n ); 63 sithenes; 70
/)(,)( . / X . *
Jogelour; and wolveskynnes.
6.1.2 Sir Gawain & The Green Knight: Medial and Final —e's
A. The Evidence of Pearl.
~ i
In treating the final -e, together with other problems in 
counting the syllables, I have depended on the evidence of the 
fairly free syllabic metre of Pearl and the rhyming stanzas (bob & 
wheel) in GGK. Final -e is normally omitted in the following:
(1) Infinitives and subjunctives unless they end in -en, eg 70 
trawe; 85 ete; 97 joyne; 366 ryse (infinitives)} 372 sette; 378 
ref/urme ( subj unctives) •
(2) The imperative singular, e.g. 372 Kepe (OE: cepan, class I 
weak); 401 teche (class I weak); 2144 ryde.
x  /
(3) The 1st person singular present indicative of verbs, 379 I efre 
})e; 2094 knowe.
(4) The plural of the present tense, all persons (unless they end in
X X / /
-en), e.g. 378 er we fyrre passe.
(5) The weak preterite ending in -de, -te, including auxiliaries,
x x /
e.g. 91 wolde; 559 schulde; 2126 sayde.
The exception to this is when the auxiliary verb carries the
X X X /
metrical stress: the -e is counted, e.g. in 100 where he in court
/ X  X X / ^  X  / X  X  /
were; 145 jpat he hade; 2076 he schulde resayue.
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(6) The nominative of all nouns, e.g. 496 /nde; 371 honde; 2085
/
sunne.
(7) OE weak nouns and strong feminine nouns, all cases, e.g. (i) OE
* / / 
weak nouns: 383 time (OE: tima); 503 fode (OE: foda), 2125 Freke
(OE: freca); and (ii) OE strong feminine nouns: 93 tale (OE: talu);
2144 rake (OE: racu).
y
(8) When the accusative of a noun has no -e in OE, e.g. in 369-b and
/ x X / J
lyfte vp his honde.
Final -e is, on the other hand, regarded as fairly commonly 
syllabic in the following:
X  \f x  / X / X
(1) Weak and plural adjectives, e.g. 89 his qonge blod; 118 >^e noble
/ X x  / X  X  X / X / X
pipes; 139 so grete; 2069 and ]pe brode ^ates
(2) The oblique cases of any noun (except for OE weak nouns and
strong feminine nouns (cf. 7 above).
(3) Adjectives with nominative ending in -e in OE, e.g. in 890-b and
^ / / yc n/ x ^  ^)( / x  X / x \
his brayn wylde; 143-b al were his bodi sturne; 392-b by resoun ful
/ X  X / X X  /
trwe; 527-b |?at grene watz ere
, / s X / \ / X  / X X
(4) Adverbial -e, e.g. in 120 pat mony hert ful hi^e it hef at her
/ x  ^ X x / x / x x / x ^
towches; and 88 Aujper to longe lye or to longe sitte
x  / X  , x / x , X / X s
(5) French nouns, e.g. 112 beginez pe table; 123 pat pine to fynde
Ux i / xpe place
B_. The Evidence of Chaucer's Usage.
If the word is not used in Pearl, I relied on Chaucer's usage, 
e.g. 90 eke (LGW 1434); 109 bisyde (E.C1. 291); 2095 lyve (BD 1123; 
TC3. 892).
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C. Evidence from Old English, Other Languages or the History of the 
Language for the Presence of Inflexional Syllables;
(1) Old English:
60 nwe (OE: neowe); 93 vncou|oe (OE: uncufr); 496 ende (OE: <gnde); 505 
/ /  X
colde (OE: cald, noun); 548 barely (OE: bag rlice, adverb); 2112 
/ X
trwely (OE : treowlice)
(2) Other languages:
558 derue (ON: dj arf ?); 91 nobelay (OF : nobleie); 72 set*, dative 
(ON: sag ti); 2084 wylle, adjective (ON: villr);
(3) History of Language:
406 tape: expressive monosyllable, onomatopoeic in origin;
2092 note: past participle of the ME verb from OF noter. Weak
verbs ending in a dental frequently do not take the inflexional
ending in the past part in this dialect, (cf. Tolkien 1967:125).
2100 myddelerde: probably Myddelerd in speech 
/ X
381 hatte: probably sounded because of tt spelling.
D. Possible Sequences of Three Unstressed Syllables.
In cases where final -e precedes two unstressed monosyllables,
it seems possible that the -e would not be sounded.
x / ®  x x /
134 vnefre watz j^e noyce not a whyle sesed (OE: uneajpe)
X / ®  . X  x /  X  
145 in forme Jaat he hade (OF ! fo(u)rme)
x / (S) x X /
2132 for chaunce jpat may falle (OF *. ch(e)a(u)nce).
( ®  means that the final - e ' s  in these words are not counted)
E. Cases where -e is absent in the MS but is here restored to agree
with the principles observed in A above.
/ / X
67 hond, reads: hond-e, dative.
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78 best, reads: best- >^, weak plural adjective (b^ste in Chaucer)
/  / X
116 first, reads flrst- e , weak adjective on the evidence of Pearl
lines 999, 1000, 486.
516 soft, reads soft—e , weak plural adjective and OE: softe.
554 big, reads b/g- e , plural adjective and cf. Chaucer TC-4.39. 
However, 396 such reads only such, though plural, because (a) it is 
unstressed, and (b) the -e is not syllabic in Pearl.
6.1.3 Three-Stress Half-Lines.
The principles adopted in treating these are as follows:
(1) Three words of full thematic importance are marked with three 
full stresses, irrespective of whether there are three 
alliterations, e.g. PPl VI 48-b cherles ben yvel to knowe, and GGK 
2143-a Haf here fri helme on fcy hede (cf. Oakden 1968:172). Borroff 
(1973:198) believes that one of the three stresses can always be 
subordinated, though she admits the difficulty of establishing a 
clear distinction between the half-lines where it is possible to 
subordinate and those where it is not.
(2) If three words alliterate, but one of them may or may not need 
to take equal stress with the others because it is a less
thematically weighty syllable, it is marked with \ / or, at least,
with \. The difference between the two, \ / and \, is merely a 
matter of performance: it does not affect the timing of the 
half-line once the two main stresses have been determined (cf. 
Turville-Petre 1977:54-5, and 2.2.2 above), e.g. GGK 507-a Fallez 
vpon fayre flat (cf. Oakden 1968:172, for this area of uncertainty).
(3) There are cases where a half-line has two alliterations but the 
non-alliterating syllable gets the main stress for syntactic or
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semantic reasons, e.g. GGK 506—a Schyre schedez ]pe rayn (cf. Waldron 
1970:26, and Andrew 1978:48).
(4) If a noun is preceded by a modifier and followed by another 
modifier, the reading with three full stresses is adopted, e.g. GGK 
119-a Wylde werbles and W£3_t, and PPl Prol. 16-a With depe diches 
and derke. Borroff (1973:196) is of the opinion that here the first 
modifier or the noun can be subordinated, but this seems less 
likely.
(5) If a word normally stressed \ alliterates, it is promoted to \/, 
e.g. PPl VI 163-b the while (non-alliterating) but VI 56-b the while 
(alliterating with werche and wordes).
6.1.4 The two kinds of three-stress half-lines.
(1) Half-Lines with Three Full Stresses:
In the passages studied, there are six of this type of half-line 
(1.2 per cent) in GGK, and fourteen (1.6 per cent) in PPl. Line 
references for these are as follows:
PPl Prol. 16-a,55-a,72-a,181-a,191-a,224-b,227-b,
VI 13-b,18-b,20-a,48-b,80-a,122-a,140-a.
GGK 69-a,98-a,119-a,2082-a,2083-a,2143-a.
(2) Half-Lines where it is possible to subordinate one of the Three 
Stresses.
There are 83 half-lines (17.1 per cent) in GGK, and 85 (9.9 per 
cent) in PPl. In some of these half-lines, there is doubt which 
stress to subordinate. For example, in PPl Prol. 81-a, 82-a, and 
83-a, it is difficult to tell the relative weight: is it parisshe 
preest or pVrisshe preest, povere peple or povere peple? The same
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also applies to Prol. 229-a Whit wyn or Whit wyn. In VI 19 the 
scansion is probably that by mete and drynke l^bbeth since mete and 
drynke is a common collocation.
Line references for these half-lines are as follows:
PPl Prol. 4- a ,12-b,14-a,15-a,17-a,18-a,20-a,23-a,26-a,31-a,33-a34-a, 
45-a,48-a,49-b,51-b,52-a,58-b,64-b,66-b,67-a,81-a,82-a,83-a,92-a, 
95-a,106-b,119-a,122-a,126-al28-a,147-a,152-a,161-a,168-a,170-a,
17 5-a,17 7-a,178-al8 1-b,186-a,187-a,188-a,190-a,193-a,203-a,208-b, 
210-a210-b,214-b,223-a,225-a,226-b,227-a,229-a.
VI 9 - a , 19 - b , 3 1 - b , 3 8 - a , 4 2 - a , 4 6 - b , 5 6 - b , 6 1 - a , 6 5 - a , 6 7 - a , 6 7 - b , 7 4 - b ,7 6 - b , 
7 7 - a , 8 6 - a , 1 0 4 - a , 1 0 9 - a , 1 1 1 - a , 1 1 6 - a , 1 1 7 - b ,13 9 - b , 1 5 5 - a , 1 5 8 - a , 1 6 3 - a , 
1 6 8 - a , 1 7 5 - b , 1 7 7 - b , 1 9 2 - a , 1 9 8 - a ,  207-b
GGK 6 1-a,64-a,65-a,67- a ,71-a,73-a,75-a,76-a,77-b,87-a,
89-a,107-b,108-a,109-a,110-a,112-a,113-a,116-a,118-a,121-a,124-b, 
132-a,135-a,141-a,143-b,145-a,368-a,370-a375-a,376-b,381-a,382-b, 
390-a,393-a,399-a,401-a,402-a492-a,494-a ,'495-a,498-a,498-b,503-a, 
505-a,506-a,507-ai09-a,510-a,518-a,520-a,525-a,526-a,527-a,528-a, 
530-a540-a,541-a,542-a,545-a,546-a,549-a,556-a,560-a,2069-a, 
2070-a,2071-a,2073-a,2080-a,2084-a,2098-a,2109-a,2122-b,2123-a,
2124-b,2125-a•2128-b,2129-a,2130-a,2142-a,2146-a,2149-a,2150-a, 
2153-a.
6.1.5 Plan of subsequent sections.
In 6.2-3 below, an analysis and discussion of the metrical form
of the half-line is given. The corpus for these does not include
the three stress half-lines since their main feature is the three 
stresses irrespective of the number and distribution of unstressed 
syllables. The only exception to this is 6.3.1 where half-line 
length is considered (cf. 6.0 above).
Then, in 6.4-5, an analysis and discussion of the syntactical
construction of the half-line follows. Here, the corpus, unlike
that in 6.2-3, includes the three-stress half-lines (cf. 6.0 above).
After these sections, the correlation between syntax and metre 
in ME will be discussed in 6.6
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6.2 A Metrical Description of the Half-Line in ME.
Half-lines have been classified into 5 types according to the 
same criteria as used in 3.1 above. Thus Type 1 includes 
zero-anacrusis, Type II monosyllabic anacrusis, Type III disyllabic 
anacrusis, Type IV trisyllabic anacrusis, and Type V half-lines with 
anacrusis containing 4 or 5 syllables.
In the tables given for the different types below, 
stress-pat terns are ordered according to the same criteria as 
followed for MnE in 3.2.0 above. In contradistinction to the 
treatment of two-stress half-lines in MnE (cf. 3.2.1-5), the full 
scansion (i.e. with unstressed syllables marked) is here given to 
distinguish the e's that are counted as metrical syllables from 
those that are not. Complete line references for all the 
stress-patterns in ME are given in Appendix B in Volume II with 
those of MnE.
6.2.1 Type I : Zero-anacrusis.
In the passages studied, there are 137 half-lines (18.1 per 
cent) in PPl and 67 (16.9 per cent) in GGK.
This type falls into the 18 stress-patterns shown, together with 
their figures and percentages, in the table below:
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Stress- 
pat tern PPl GGK
Stress- 
Pat tern PPl GGK
| /1/xxxx 1
0.1
-- | /xx | /xxx 1
0.1
--
|/x| / -- 1
0.3
|/xx|/xxxx -- 1
0.3
1 /x I /x 5
0.7
1
0.3
|/xxx|/ 2
0.3
4
1.0
|/x|/xx 4
0.5
-- |/xxx|/x 39
5.2
9
2.3
I /xI/XXX 1
0.1
-- |/xxx[/xx 3
0.4
3
0.8
| /x|/xxxx 2
0.3
-- 1/xxxx1/ 1
0.1
--
| /xx|/ 1
0.1
3
0.8
1/XXXXI/X 8
1.1
3
0.8
| /xx 1 /x 53
7.0
28
7.1
1/XXxxx|/ 4
0.5
3
0.8
1 /xx 1 /xx 10
1.3
1
0.3
|/xxxxx|/x 2
0.3
--
Examples of the stress-patterns;
1.1. | / | / x x x x :
' / / X X X \
PPl Prol, 125-a 'Crist kepe thee, sire kyng,
1.2. | / x | /
GGK 2151-b on fote fyrre
1.3, | / x | / x
/ x / x 
PPl VI 165-a Warnede Wastour
/ X  / X
GGK 119-b wakned lote
1.4. | / x | / x x
PPl Prol. 183-a Strook forth sternely
1.5. | / x | / x x x
PPl VI 124-b lord, ygraced be ye!
1.6. | / x | / x x x x
PPl VI 74-a Truthe tolde me ones
1 . 7 . | / x x | /
/ X X /
PPl VI 210-b what were the best
/ X  x /
GGK 492-b ^elpyng to here
1.8. | / x x | / x
/ X  X / X
PPl VI 158-b maugree thi chekes
/ X X  / X 
GGK 505-b cloudez vplyften
1.9. | / x x | / x x
/ X  X / X X  
PPl Prol. 217-a Barons and burgeises
/ x x  / x x
GGK 2108-a Monk o|>er masseprest
1.10 | / x x | / x x x
/ x x ,  y
PPl Prol. 90-a Prechen and praye for hem
1.11 | / x x  | / x x x x
/  X *  /  * L  \  X
GGK 398-a 'Where shulde I wale J>e , quop Gauan
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12. | / x x x | /
/ x / x /
PPl VI 53-b swiche men eschuwe (imperative)
/ * * ,X /
GGK 407-b smartly I (>e teche
13. | x x x x | / x
PPl Prol. 226-a Cokers and hire knaves
/ X  X  X /  X
GGK 122-a Foysoun of |?e fresche
14. | / x x x | / x x
/ X X  x / X X  
PPl VI 12-a Chesibles for chapeleyns
/ x X x / x y
GGK 394-a Saf |>at jjou shal siker me
15. | / x  x x x | /
/  X X X X  /
PPl Prol. 53-a heremytes on an heep
16. | / x x x x | / x
/ x  x x  x  /  x 
PPl Prol. 83-b pleyned hem to the bisshop
GGK 2111-a Com ^e jjere, ye be kylled
17. | / x x x x x | /
/ X X ^ X /
PPl Prol. 156-a Mighte we with any wit
/ X  X X X , X /
GGK 2154-a lepez hym over pe launde
18. | / x x x x x | / x
/ X ^ )( / X
PPl Prol. 61-b construwed it as thei wolde
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6.2.2 Type II: Monosyllabic Anacrusis.
There are 349 half-lines (46.1 per cent) in PP1 and 151 (38.0) 
in GGK.
This type falls into the following 22 stress-patterns shown, in
figures and percentages, in the table below:
Stress- 
Pat tern PP1 GGK
Stress-
Pattern PP1 GGK
*1/1/
-- 1
0.3
X /xx|/xx 15
2.0
2
0.5
x | /|/x -- 2
0.5
X /xx|/xxx 1
0.1
2
0.5
XI / I /xx 1
0.1
-- X /xxx|/ 8
1.1
8
2.0
X | /J/XXX 1
0.1
1
0.3
X /xxx|/x 98
12.9
13
3.3
x| /xI / 1
0.1
7
1.8
X /xxx | /xx 17
2.2
--
x|/x|/x 18
1.1
12
3.0
X /xxx|/xxx 5
0.7
--
x|/x|/xx 7
0.9
2
0.5
X /xxxxI/ 5
0.7
1
0.3
x|/x|/xxx 2
0.3
1
0.3
X /XXXXI/X 17
2.2
3
0.8
x|/x|/xxxx 1
0.1
--- X /xxxxI/XX 2
0.3
--
XI /xx I / 10 38
9.6
X /xxxxxI/ 3
0.4
1
0.3
x| /xx| /x 135
17.8
57
14.4
X /xxxxx|/x 2
0.2
--
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Examples of the stress-patterns:
II.1 x | / | /
. * / /
GGK 142-b pat my^t ride
11.2. x | / | / x
GGK 2147-b |?e self chapel
11.3. x | / | / x x
X / / X X
PP1 VI 126-b youre greyn multiplie
11.4. x | / | / x x x
X / / X X X
PP1 Prol. 38-a That Poul precheth of hem
x -/ / x \ x
GGK 141-a Bot mon most I algate
11.5. x | / x | /
' v /  X /
PP1 VI 115-a Thanne seten somme # and...
X / X , /
GGK 93-b an vncoupe tale
11.6. x | / x | / x
X  / X  / X  
PP1 Prol. 53-b with hoked staves
X / X  / X
GGK 509-b and bremlych syngen
II.7. x | / z | / x x
\  /  *  /  X X
PP1 VI 210-a Now wolde I wite of thee
X  / X  / X X  
GGK 86-b and sumquat childgered
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II.8.
II. 9.
11.10.
11.11
11. 12.
11.13.
11.14.
x I / X I / x x x
\ /  X / x x x
PP1 Prol. 99—a lest Crist in Consistorie
X /  X / X X X  
GGK 547-a To telle yow tenez ^>erof
x x x x
X / X / X X \ X
PP1 VI 199-b and preide Hunger to wende
X  I /  X  X  I /
PP1 VI 178-a He bette hem so bothe
X / X X /
GGK 77-a Of tryed tolouse
X | /  X  X  I /  X
X ' / X X / x  
PP1 Prol. 25-a In preieres and penaunce
X / X X / X  
GGK 112-b biginez jpe table
X | /  X  X  | /  X  X
X / X X / X X 
PP1 Prol. 28-a As ancres and heremites
X / X X / X X  
GGK 99-a As fortune wolde fulsun horn
x | / x x | / x x x
x / X  X / X X X 
PP1 Prol. 108-a And power presumed m  hem
\ / X X  / X X \  
GGK 517-a Quen Zeferus syflez hymself
X  I /  X  X  X  I /
X / X X X /
PP1 VI. 148-b shal [right] noght have of myne
X / x x X /
GGK 2079-a )pe heuen watz vphalt
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11.15.
11.16.
11.17.
11.18.
11.19.
11.20 .
11.21 .
11.22.
x I / X X X | / X
X / X X % / X
PP1 Prol. 130-b that justifie hem sholde
X / v y / u
GGK 63—a chantr£ of jpe chapel
X  | /  X  X  x I / x x
PP1 Prol. 3-a In habite as an heremite
I /  X  X  X  I / X X X
\ / x x  x / x ^  X 
PP1 Prol. 103-b most vertuous of alle virtues
X | /  X  X  X  X  | /
^ ^ ^ y y /
PP1 VI 23-a 'Ac kenne m e ' , quod the knyght
X / X x X \ /
GGK 2144-a And ryde me doun ^is ilk rake
X  | /  X  X  X  X  | /  X
X / X X X X / X
PP1 Prol. 28-b that holden hem in hire selles
x / X X x , x / X
GGK 62-b with kny^tes into pe halle
X  | /  X  X  X  X  | /  x x
X / X  X * *  / X X
PP1 VI 95-a And mengen me in his memorie
X / X X  x X / X \
GGK 136-a j^er hales in at |je halle dor
x | / x x x x x | /
X / X X ,  \ X , *  /
PP1 VI 170-a And manaced Piers and his men
^ ^ \ X /
GGK 2100-a And more he is )?en any mon
x | / x x x x x | / x
X / \ X X X x  / X 
PP1 VI 103-a My plowpote shal be my pikstaf,
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6.2.3 Type III: Disyllabic Anacrusis.
In this type, PP1 has 147 half-lines (19.4 per cent) and GGK 96 
(24.2 per cent).
This type falls into the following 15 stress-patterns shown with 
their figures and percentages in the table below:
Stress-
Pattern
xx | / | /
PP1 GGK
Stress- 
Pat tern PP1 GGK
--- 6
1.5
XX /xx|/x 33
4.4
12
3.0
XX /|/x 19 16 XX /XX|/xx 7 --
2.5 4.0 0.9
XX / 1 /xx 1 1 XX /xxx|/ 12 2
0.1 0.3 - 1.6 0.5
XX / 1 xxx 1 --- XX /xxx|/x 15 2
0.1 2.0 0.5
XX /x I / 4 12 XX / XXX I / XX 2 ___
0.5 3.0 0.3
XX /x I /x 39 22 XX /xxxxI/ 1 1
5.2 5.5 0.1 0.3
XX
XX
/xI/xx 
/xx| /
3
0.4
7
0.9
1
0.3
21
5.3
XX /xxxx|/x 3
0.4
Examples of the Stress-patterns:
III.l x x | / | /
X X / /
GGK 2111-b may kny^t rede
III.2. x x | / | / x
x X / / X
PP1 VI 112-b leet the plough stonde
X X / / x
GGK 2118-b let |se gome one
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III.3. x x | / | / x  x
PP1 Prol. 174-b and his wey shonye^ 
GGK 2099-b and to strike lovies
III.4. x x  | / | / x x x
* X / / X x x
PP1 VI 196-a And what Piers preide hem to do
III.5. x x | / x | /
X x / x /
PP1 Prol. 171-a Wher he ryt or rest
_ , X i X / X /
GGK 71-b to pe mete tyme
III.6. x x I / x I / x
~X X / x / x 
PP1 Prol. 163-b where hem leve liketh
X X / X / X 
GGK 2101-a And his body bigger
III.7. x  x  | / x  | / x  x
* * / x / x  \
PPl VI 137-a He shal ete whete breed
X *x / \ / X X
GGK 383-a and at jpis tyme twelmonyth
III.8. x x  | / x x | /
X X / X s /
PPl Prol. 47-a For to seken Seint Jame
X ^ / X X /
GGK 138-a Fro Jpe swyre to ]pe swange
III.9. x  x | / x  x  | / x
\ X /  x x / x 
PPl VI 15-b nymeth hede how thei liggeth
x X / X X / X ,
GGK 2131-b I myjt not be excused
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III.10. X X  I / X X  I / X X
\ X / x X / X X
PPl VI 152-a Thanne gan Wastour to wrathen hym
III.11. X X  | /  X  X  X  I /
^ X / X  X  X /
PPl Prol. 163-a Bothe in wareyne and in waast
x X / X X X / 
GGK 384-a Wyth what weppen so jpou wylt
III.12. x x | / x x x | / x
PPl VI 157-a Of thi flour and of thi flesshe
X X / X  \ x / x
GGK 110-b on jpat o|?er syde sittes
III.13. x x  | / x x x  | / x x
^ ^ v X / X \
PPl VI 209-a And to helpen hem of alle thyng
III.14. x x | / x x x x | /
X X / x x \ X /
PPl VI 2-a That [myghte] folwen us ech a foot
X X / X X X  x /
GGK 369-a And he luflyly hit hym laft
III. 15. x x  | / x x x x  | / x
X X / x  X X X  / X  
PPl Prol. 84-a That hire parisshes weren povere
6.2.4 Type IV: Trisyllabic Anacrusis.
The PPl passages studied have 102 half-lines (13.5 per cent) and 
those of GGK have 77 (19.4 per cent).
Type IV falls into the 17 stress-patterns shown with their 
figures and percentages in the table below:
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Stress-
Pattern PPl
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
/I/ 1
GGK 
6
0.1 1.5
/ | /x 8 10
1.1 2.5
/|/xx 1
0.1
/x
/x
/x
/x
/ 7
0.9 2.0
/x 24 10
3.2 2.5
/xx 5
0.7 1.0
/xxx 1
0.1
/x|/xxxxl
0.1
/xx|/ 18 18
2.4 4.5
Stress-
Pattern PPl
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
xxx
/xx|/x 19
2.5
GGK
12
3.0
/xxI/xx 4 1
0.5 0.3
/xxx|/ 6
0.8 0.5
/xxx|/x 1 4
0.1 1.0
/xxx|/xx 1
0.1
/xxxI/xxx2
0.3
/xxxx|/ 1 1
0.1 0.3
/xxxx|/x 2 1
0.3 0.3
Examples of the stress-patterns:
IV. 1. x x x | / | /
X X X / /
PPl Prol. 8-a Under a brood bank
X ,X X / /
GGK 497-b quen pay han mayn drynk
IV.2. x x  x | / | / x
y x x / / x
PPl VI 125-b and for youre plowgh bothe
X X x / / X
GGK 393-b jpat I Jpe kynge asked
IV.3. x x x | / | / X  X
X X X /  / X X  
PPl Prol. 5-a Ac on a May morwenynge
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XV.4. X X x I / x  I /
X
?his
x X x /, x /
x x X x  X /  
PPl VI 1-a Th  were a wikkede wey
GGK 2102-a |?at ar in Arjpurez hous
IV.5. x x x | / x | /
^ ^ x /  ^
PPl VI 180-a They hadde ben dolven bothe
, X X , x / X / X
GGK 2072-b bifore jse prynce kneled
IV.6. x x x | / x | / X  X
X X  X / X / X \ 
PPl VI 135-a or ye shul eten barly breed
N.x ,X / X  / x x  
GGK 111-a Bope pe Kynges sistersunes
IV. 7. x x x | / x | / x x x
X x x / x  / X \ X 
PPl Prol. 160-a 'I have yseyen segges', quod he
IV.8. x x x  | / x | / x x x x
x x \ / x / x x \ x
PPl VI 167-a I was noght wont to werche', quod Wastour
IV.9. x x x | / x x | /
\ X X / X  x  /
PPl Prol. 102-a How he it lefte with love
1X X /
GGK 79-a bat my^t be preued of prys
IV.10. x x x  | / x x  | / x
X / # X / X,
PPl VI 108-a Therwith was Perkyn apayed
^ ^ x / X
GGK 2145-a Til |pou be bro^t to >^e bojpem
IV.11. x x x | / x x | / x x
PPl VI 139-a £ c ye myghte travaille as Truthe wolde
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^ ^ ^ / X / XX
GGK 2093-a |?at je han spied and spuryed
IV.12. x x x  | / x x x  | /
X \ x / x X y /
PPl Prol. 51-a To ech a tale that thei tolde
^ ^ ^  / X X X /
GGK 2105-a >^at he ne dyngez hym to de^>e
IV.13. x x x | / x x x | / x
X X X  / X X X / X  
PPl VI 195-a to have pesen for his hyre
* X  s / X X X  / X 
GGK 86-a He watz so joly of his joyfnes
IV.14. x x x  | / x x x  | / x x
* X X / \ x y / X X 
PPl VI 4-a I have an half acre to erie
IV. 15. x x x  | / x x x  | / x x x
\  x x / X x x / x  X N
PPl VI 171-a Now, by the peril of my soule', quod Piers
IV.16. x x x  | / x x x x  | /
^ X
PPl VI 129-a 'If it b
X \  x f  x  x x x  / 
GGK 2151-a Ne bere ]pe fela^schip (jur^ |pis fryth
* X x / X N X x /
e sooth , quod Piers, that ye seyn'
IV.17. x x x  | / x x x x  | / x
X X * / x x x x / X 
PPl VI 100-a And with the residue and the remenaunt
X . x . x / x x * , *  / X
GGK 142-a And pat be myriest m  his muckel
6.2.5 Type V_: Four- to Five-Syllable Anacrusis.
There are 22 half-lines (2.9 per cent) in PPl and 6 half-lines 
(1.5) in GGK. This type includes the following 13 stress-patterns:
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Stress-
Pat tern PPl GGK
Stress-
Pat tern PPl GGK
xxxx | / | / x 1 1
0.1 0.3
xxxx | / x | / 1 2
0.1 0.5
xxxx|/xxx|/ 1 ---
0.1
xxxx|/xxx|/x 2 ---
0.3
xxxxI/xI/x 4 --- xxxx|/xxxI/XX 1 ---
0.5 0.1
xxx|/x I/xxx 1 --- XXXXX|/xx|/x 1 ---
0.1
1 i
o •
1 1
xxxx|/xx|/ 3 1 xxxxx|/xxx|/ 1 ---
0.4 0,3 0.1
xxxI/xxI/x 4 2 xxxxx|/xxxx|/xx 1 ---
0.5 0.5 0.1
xxxxI/xxI/xx1 ---
0.1 -
Examples of the stress-patterns:
V.l. x x x x | / | / x
y \ X X / / X
PPl VI 161-b that maketh the world deere
X y  y  y  ^  f  X
GGK 2106-a For he is a mon methles
V.2. x x x x | / x | /
X \  *  *  /  X /
PPl VI 83-a For now I am old and hoor
*  X  x , X  ,/ x  /
GGK 92-a Vpon such a dere day
V.3. x x x x | / x  | / x
^  ^  ^  ^  j ^  / X
PPl VI 150-a Thei shul have payn and potage
V.4. x x x x |  / x  | / x x x
y  y  y  y  / X  y y  \
PPl VI 136-a But if he be blynd or brokelegged
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V.5. x x x x | / x x | /
)( y  X /  X ^  /
PPl Prol. 214—a And noght for the love of Oure Lord
X X \  X /  x X /
GGK 537-a And he made a fare on |)at fest
V.6. x x x x  | / x x  | / x
X X \ x /  \  X / X
PPl Prol. 208-a Forth! ech a wis wight I warne
X X v X / X X  / x
GGK 497-a For jjay men ben mery in mynde
V.7. x x x x | / x x | / X  X
X x x  s / x X / X  x 
PPl VI 124—a For we have no lymes to laboure with
V.8. x x x x | / x x x | /
x ~ x * x /  X X  x /
PPl Prol. 13-a A[c] as I biheeld into the eest
V.9. x x x x | / x x x | / x
x  X x X /  X *  X /  X 
PPl VI 166-a Or thow shalt abigge by the lawe
V.10. x x x x  | / x x x  | / x x
X \  X X /  X x x / x x  
PPl VI 90-a To have a relees and a remission
V.ll. x x x x x | / x x | / x
X X X s X / x  ^ / X
PPl VI 128-a For we may neither swynke ne swete
V.12. x x x x x | / x x x | /
X X x X X  / x x x /  
PPl VI 51-a But if thei ben of wisdom or of wit
V.13. x x x x x  | / x x x x  | / x x
X X X X  X /  X x  X X /  x x 
PPl VI 151-a For it is an unresonable Religion
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6.3 ME Metre: Discussion and Comparison With MnE
6.3.1 Half-Line Length.
If the figures for half-line length in PPl and GGK are compared 
with those of MnE already given in 3.3.1 (tables 1-3), the following 
three composite tables result.
Length
in
Syllables MC
2 7 
0.5
Table 1: Two -stress half-•lines.
PPl GGKFQ
5
0.6
FR
7
0.2
ES
5
0.1
Aud
13
0.4
Mur
3 71 24 89 76 261 10 __ 2
4.8 2.9 2.5 2.0 7.2 1.9 0.4
4 283 126 398 379 1116 88 7 29
19.3 15.0 11.3 10.1 30.7 17.0 0.8 6.0
5 400 209 757 801 1352 167 112 116
27.2 24.9 21.4 21.5 37.1 32.2 13.1 23.9
6 311 202 914 1061 611 102 265 140
21.2 24.1 25.8 28.4 16.8 19.7 31.0 28.8
7 166 131 660 795 141 42 232 72
11.3 15.6 18.7 21.3 3.9 8.1 27.1 14.8
8 53 55 318 360 22 4 101 29
3.6 6.6 9.0 9.6 0.6 0.8 11.8 6.0
9 12 8 84 75 7 1 26 8
0.8 1.0 2.4 2.0 0.2 0.2 3.0 1.6
10 4 __ 18 10 3 -- 10 1
0.3 0.5 0.3 0.1 1.2 0.2
11 __ __ 6 1 -- -- 3 --
0.2 0.03 0.4
12 2
0.1
13
Total 1307
89.0
760 3253 : 
90.7 92.0
1
0.1
--
3563
95.4
3526
96.9
414
79.9
757
88.4
397
81.7
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Table 2: Three-stress half-lines.
Syllables MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
0.1
4 4
0.3
3
0.4
2
0.1
1
0.03
18
0.5
6
1.2
. . . 1
0.2
5 24
1.6
11
1.3
22
0.6
9
0.2
46
1.3
31
6.0
8
0.9
7
1.4
6 42
2.9
16
1.9
53
1.5
31
0.8
29
0.8
34
6.6
17
2.0
26
5.4
7 46
3.1
16
1.9
79
2.2
62
1.7
9
0.2
26
5.0
32
3.7
35
7.2
8 30
2.0
19
2.3
61
1.7
47
1.3
6
0.2
6
1.2
22
2.6
13
2.7
9 9
0.6
10
1.2
41
1.2
15 
- 0.4
3
0.1
1
0.2
17
2.0
7
1.4
10 10
0.4
3
0.4
19
0.5
4
0.1
1
0.03
-- 3
0.4
--
11 5
0.1
2
0.1
12 --- -- 1
0.03
-- ----- ----- ----- --
Total 161
11.0
78
9.3
283
8.0
171
4.6
114
3.1
104
20.1
99
11.6
89
18.3
Table 3: Two - and three-■stress half-lines.
Syllabi es MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
2 7
0.5
5
0.6
7
0.2
5
0.1
13
0.4
-- -- --
3 71
4.8
24
2.9
89
2.5
76
2.0
263
7.2
10
1.9
-- 2
0.4
4 287
19.6
129
15.4
400
11.3
380
10.2
1134
31.2
94
18.1
7
0.8
30
6.2
5 424
28.9
220
26.3
779
22.0
810
21.7
1398
38.4
198
38.2
120
14.0
123
25.3
6 353
24.0
218
26.0
967
27.3
1092
29.2
640
17.6
136
31.5
282
32.9
166
34.2
7 212
14.4
147
17.5
739
20.9
857
23.0
150
4.1
68
13.1
264
30.8
107
22.0
8 83
5.7
74
8.8
379
10.7
407
10.9
28
0.8
10
1.9
123
14.4
42
8.6
9 21
1.4
18
2.1
125
3.5
90
2.4
10
0.3
2
0.4
43
5.0
15
3.1
10 10
0.7
3
0.4
37
1.0
14
0.4
4
0.1
-- 13
1.5
1
0.2
11 -- -- 11
0.3
3
0.1
-- — — 3
0.4
--
12 3
0.1
13 -- -- -- -- -- -- 1
0.1
--
Total 1468 838 3536 3734 3640 518 856 486
A clearer picture of these figures can be obtained by comparing the 
following two charts for PPl and GGK with those for the MnE works 
already given in 3.3.1 above:
<1> pp
3 0 - 2-slress
••o— 3-stress
-o--2-&3-stress
2 5 -
20 -
1 0 -
12 133 4 5 6 7 8 92 10
Syltables
<2> GGK
2-stress 
“O'" 3-stress 
-0— 2-&3-S tress
30-
23-
20-
10 1 19 12 1387
Syllables
309a
Table J_.
It is remarkable that in both of the portions studied from PPl 
and GGK, the highest percentages come in six-syllable half-lines, in 
this respect similar to what we have in FR and ES. Yet PPl has its 
second highest percentage in seven syllables, whereas GGK has it in 
five syllables. The following table shows the different lengths of 
the highest percentages in the eight works:
Work MC* FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
Syllables 5 5  6 6 5 5  6 6
6 6  5 5 4 6  7 5
4 4 7 7 6 4 5 7
* i.e. MC has the highest percentages in 5, then 6, 
then 4 syllables.
The table suggests that the works can be divided into four 
groups: (i) PPl, forming the first group, where the highest 
proportions are six, then seven, then five syllables; (ii) ES, GGK 
and FR where the highest proportions come in six, then five, then 
seven syllables; (iii) FQ, MC, and Mur where the highest percentages 
come in five, then six, then four syllables; and finally (iv) A u d , 
forming the fourth group where the highest percentages are in five, 
then four, then six syllables.
The following two passages show the normal length of six 
syllables in the portions studied from PPl and GGK:
(1) PPl Prol.
X X / x / x
65 Manye ferlies han fallen it in a_ fewe yeres
X / X \ X t
66 But Holy Chirche and hii // holde bettre togidres
X / X X / X
67 The mooste meschief on molde # is mountynge up faste.
„ X X X / / A
68 Ther preched a pardoner it as he a preest were:
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/ X \ X / X
69 Broughte forth ji bulle it with bisshopes seles,
X / X X X /
70 And seide that hymself it myghte assoillen hem alle
^ / X
71 OiE falshede of fastyng, it of avowes ybroken.
X / X X / X
72 Lewed men leved hym wel it and liked hise wordes
X / X X / X
73 Comen up knelynge it t£ kissen his bulle
X / X X  / X
74 He bonched hem with his brevet it and blered hire eighen
(2) GGK
136 |?er hales in at Joe halle dor it an aghlich mays ter
X X / X X /
137 On jpe^  most on |?e^  molde it on mesure hyghe;
X X  /  X X /
138 Fro |>e^  swyre to swange it so sware and so jpik
X / X X / X
139 And his lyndes and his lymes it so longe and so grete,
X / . X X / X
140 Half etayn in erde it 1^  hope pat he were,
X / / x n x
141 Bot mon most algate it mynn hym to bene,
142 And ^>at J?e myriest in his muckel it j?at my^t ride;
X X  / X X  /
143 For of bak and of brest it al were his bodi sturne,
\ X / X X / j. X / X X / X
144 Both his wombe and his wast it were worthily smale
The table given earlier shows that PPl has the highest
proportion of all the works in seven-syllable half-lines. This is
an illustrative passage of the length in question:
* x
PPl Prol. 129 'If it be sooth', quod Piers, 'that ye seyn, it I shal
X / X /X 
it soone aspie.
X X / X X \ /
130 Ye ben wastours, woot w e l , it and Truthe woot the
sothe;
x / x x \ x /
131 And I am his olde hyne # and heighte hym to warne
x x x x x x  /
132 Whiche thei were in this world it hise workmen apeired.
x / x  x \ / x x / x  x x
133 Ye was ten that men wynnen it with Travaille and with
/ X 
tene;
X / X X / X /
134 Ac Truthe shal teche yow it his teme to dryve;
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135 Or ye shul eten barly breed # and of the broke drynke
136 But if he be blynd or brokelegged // or bolted with
irens,
^ X /  X /  X ^ )( X x  /  X /  X
137 He shall ete whete breed # and [with myselve drynke]
The table also shows that GGK, on the other hand, has a high
proportion of five-syllable half-lines, e.g.
X x / X /
520 To bide a blysful blusch # o£ jpe^  bry^ t [-e] sunne
X / X  X /
521 But jpen hy^es heruest, # and hardenes hym sone
X /  X /  X
522 Warnez hym for Joe wynter // to wax ful rype
523 He dryves with droqt # ]p<e dust for to ryse
x  / x / x
524 Fro jpe face of J?e folde # to flyqe ful hyqe;
/ X  X X /
525 Wrojoe wynde of jpe welkyn # wrastelez with |?e_ sunne
From these passages of different length norms and from the two 
passages of similar length norms shown earlier, it is clear that the 
rhythms in the portions from PPl and GGK are different. PPl, in
this respect similar to ES and FR, has a colloquial rhythm as well
as long half-lines. G G K , conversely, has a similar rhythm to that 
of Mur: in both, the use of long half-lines is motivated and is
suitable for the descriptive and fast-moving narrative style of the
two works (cf. 2.2.3 and 3.3.1).
Table 2
Table 2 shows that PPl has, like FR and ES, its highest 
proportion in seven—syllable three-stress half—lines, then in 
eight-syllable half-lines. GGK also has its highest proportion in 
seven-syllable half-lines, but it has the highest proportion of 
six-syllable half-lines compared with the rest of the eight works.
In the passages studied from GGK, the high proportion of
i
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three—stress half—lines shows one of the features of the descriptive 
and narrative style of the work. This is especially effective in 
the passages where the poet attempts to accumulate details, e.g.
64 Loude crye watz jper kest it of clerkez and o(?er
65 Nowel nayted onewe, it neuened ful ofte;
66 And sy|?en riche fourth runnen it to reche hondeselle
67 3e^ed qeres-qiftes on h 13, it ^elde hem bi hond, 
Three-stress half—lines are also effective in passages of leisure 
and entertainment, e.g.
118 Nwe nakryn noyse it with j?e noble pipes,
119 Wylde werbles and wy3j t it wakned lote,
120 f>at mony hert ful hije it hef at her towches.
121 Daynt^s dryuen j?erwyth // of ful dere metes
Many of the three—stress half—lines are used in passages of 
nature description, especially when there is heightening of the 
style as a preparation for dramatic events, e.g.
2080 Brokez byled and breke # by bonkkez aboute
2081 Schyre schaterande on shores, # jper jaay doun schowued
\/. / . / i i
2082 Wela wylle watz be^ way it per pay bi wod schulden 
This is in some ways similar to the following passage from Mur:
75 The moon was kindling, it The sky smouldered like soot
76 Warm gusts of air floated b y , it moist with dew.
77 Mackerel flapped in the bilges
However, there are passages where the use of three-stress half-lines 
is functional, as in the following conversational passage:
545 "Now, lege lorde of my lyf, it leve I yow ask;
546 3e knowe >^e_ cost of |?is cace, it kepe I no more
547 To telle yow tenez jperof, it neuer bot trifel;
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548 But I am boun to jpe bur # barely to—morne
549 To sech jpe^  gome of jpe^ grene, # as God wyle me wysse
In the PPl passages studied, some of the three-stress half-lines 
are used, as in GGK, in descriptive passages, e.g.
Prol. 14 _I se'igh <a tour on a_ toft # trieliche ymaked,
15 A deep dale bynethe, # a dongeon therinne,
/ / /
16 With depe diches and derke # and dredfulle of sighte.
/ \ /
17 A^  fair feeld ful of folk # fond I ther bitwene-...
20 Somme putten hem to the plough, # ...
23 And somme piitten hem to pride, //...
But a majority of three-stress half-lines are used, as in FR and E S ,
functionally, e.g.
Prol. 72 Lewed men leved hym wel # and liked his words...
81 For the parisshe preest and the pardoner # parten the
silver
82 That the povere [peple] of the p/rissche // sholde have
if they ne were...
181 And leten hire laboure lost # and al hire longe studie
Table 3.
From the third table shown above, the following points can be 
deduced:
A. There are no instances of two-syllable half-lines and only a few 
in three-syllable in the portions studied from PPl and GGK, and this 
constitutes a difference between Medieval and Modern half-line 
length. Even in four-syllable half-lines GGK and especially PPl 
have very low proportions compared with MnE works.
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B. FR, E£, and PPl show larger proportions of unstressed syllables 
and this agrees with their more colloquial style (cf. 3.3.1 and P.F. 
Baum 1952:93-5). PPl, like FR and ES, has long half-lines (11 and 
13 syllables), and has a higher proportion of 7-, 8-, 9-, and 
10-syllable half-lines than GGK. PPl, again like FR and ES, has a 
larger number of rare metrical patterns than GGK (cf. 6.2.4-5 for 
these rare metrical patterns).
£• GGK, on the other hand, shows larger proportions of 3-, 4-, and 
5-syllable half-lines than PPl.
I). If the linguistic differences between ME and MnE (especially the 
problem of the medial and final -e^s dealt with in 6.1 above) are 
borne in mind, the half-line in PPl can perhaps be regarded as 
similar to that in ES or FR, while the half-line in GGK seems nearer 
to that in Mur.
As in 3.3.1 above, a clearer idea can be obtained by calculating 
the average half-line length in PPl and GGK. If these averages are 
compared with those of MnE (cf. the chart in 3.3.1), the following 
composite table and chart result:
Average length in Syllables.
FR ES FQ MC Mur Aud PPl GGK
2-stress 5.942 5.994 5.621 5.324 5.229 4.808 6.591 5.944 
half-lines
3-stress 7.431 7.263 7.012 6.776 5.98 5.526 7.323 6.82
half-lines
2- and 6.061 6.052 5.75 5.483 5.38 4.831 6.676 6.104
3-stress 
half-lines
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In  th e  c h a r t , a v e ra g e  le n g th  o f  th re e -s tre s s  h a lf - l in e s  is  s h o w n  b y  th e  
c o lu m n  sh a d e d  J th a t o f  tw o -s tre s s  h a lf - lin e s  is  sh o w n  b y  th e  c o lu m n
m ; w h e re a s  th e  c o m b in e d  a v e ra g e  fo r  th e  le n g th  o f  b o th  tw o -  an dshaded
th r e e - s t r e s s  is  sh o w n  b y  th e  c o lu m n  sh a d e d  *
Average Length
•1*3
I®
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The chart shows that PPl has the longest average of all the 
works and is followed by GGK Which has almost the same average 
length as FR and ES, and FQ, MC, Mur and Aud follow in that order. 
Here again, if the linguistic differences between ME and MnE are 
taken into consideration, the average in PPl can perhaps be regarded 
as similar to that in ES and FR (agreeing with the colloquial style 
in all of them), whereas the average in GGK would then be nearer to 
that of Mur or M C .
For the effect of the grammatical construction of the half-line 
on its length, cf. 6.6.1 below.
6.3.2 Dactylic Rhythm.
The incidence of dactylic rhythm within the first foot is 
especially noticeable in GGK. It is therefore worth while to 
enquire how far this occurs in the MnE works. The following table 
gives comparative figures:
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Stress
pattern GGK Mur Aud MC ES FR FQ PPl
|/xx| / 13 24 212 71 82 97 26 1
3.3 5.8 6.0 5.4 2.3 3.0 3.4 0.1
x|/xx|/ 38 46 317 97 207 155 25 10
9.6 11.1 9.0 7.4 5.8 4.8 3.3 1.3
xx|/xx| / 21 22 146 48 186 137 28 7
5.3 5.3 4.1 3.7 5.2 4.2 3.7 0.9
xxx|/xx | /18 1 6 5 20 30 2 18
4.5 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.3 2.4
Total 90 93 681 221 495 419 81 36
(i) 22.7 22.5 19.3 16.9 13.9 12.9 10.7 4.8
|/xxI/x 28 23 172 56 91 133 32 53
7.1 5.6 4.9 4.3 2.6 4.1 4.2 7.0
Total 118 116 853 277 586 552 113 89
(ii) 29.7 28.0 24.2 21.2 16.4 17.0 14.9 11.8
x I /xxI/x 57 25 165 52 222 194 48 135
14.4 6.0 4.7 4.0 6.2 6.0 6.3 17.8
Total 175 141 1018 329 80 8 746 161 224
(iii) 44.1 34.1 28.9 25.2 22.7 22.9 21.2 29.6
The three totals shown in the table are given to enable 
comparison of the different stress-patterns which have dactylic 
feet. In total (i), pattern | / x x | / i s  especially rare in the 
PPl passages (cf. 6.3.3-4) whereas in GGK, it is relatively frequent 
(cf. FR and E S ). Pattern x x x | / x x | / is most frequent in GGK, 
but rare in Mur because of the long anacrusis (cf. 3.3.2). In 
totals (ii) and (iii), the addition of patterns | / x x | / x and x 
| / x x | / x (both with falling rhythm) is necessary since these 
patterns include many half-lines where the final -e was counted.
The latter of these two patterns is most frequent in the PPl 
passages because it has both anacrusis and falling rhythm (cf.
6.3.3-4).
It is of some interest that Mur alone of the MnE works has this 
feature of dactylic rhythm, and, as is shown in the table given 
above, is second only to GGK. This has relevance to what is said 
about the style of these two works (cf. 3.3.2-3 and 6.3.3-4).
6.3.3 Anacrusis.
As in 6.3.1 above, if the figures for anacrusis and 
zero-anacrusis in PP1 and GGK are added to those of MnE shown in 3.2 
above, the following composite table results:
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PP1 GGK
zero 383 177 739 685 931 89 137 67
anacrusis 29.3 23.3 22.7 19.2 26.4 21.5 18.1 16.9
Monosyllabic 554 308 1249 1493 1746 169 349 151
anacrusis 42.4 40.5 38.4 41.9 49.5 40.8 46.1 38.0
Disyllabic 316 241 941 1112 802 146 147 96
anacrusis 24 . 2 31.7 28.9 31.2 22.7 3 5.3 1 9 . 4 24.2
Trisyllabic 50 33 268 239 46 10 102 77
anacrusis 3.8 4.3 8.2 6.7 1.3 2.4 13.5 19.4
4- and 5-
s^llable 4 1 56 34 1   22 6
anacrusis 0.3 0.1 1.7 1.0 0.03 2.9 1.5
A clearer idea can be obtained from the following composite 
chart (cf. 3.3.2 above):
Key to chart: —  -o—  zero-anacrusis
 monosyllabic anacrusis
j disyllabic anacrusis 
- ^ —  trisyllabic anacrusis
— -O—  4- to 5-syllable anacrusis
1746
349
554
308
1493
169
1249 151
146
241 1111
383 941
931
739  
— a 147316
177 802
685
137
102
268
240
O -
— r i i' i i *■ — i  i------ - i------  1--------------  -1—
MC FQ FR ES ftud Mur PPI GGK
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In Type 1 (zero-anacrusis), PP1 and GGK have the lowest 
percentages of all the works, in this respect nearest to ES and 
Mur. This agrees with the long half-line in both since, as 
suggested in 3.3.2, the shorter the half-line, the less possible 
anacrusis, and conversely, the longer the half-line, the more 
possible anacrusis.
In Type II (monosyllabic anacrusis), PP1 comes next only to Aud 
in having a high proportion of these, whereas GGK has a similar 
percentage to FR. This type forms the norm in both PP1 and GGK as 
can be seen from the following two passages:
(1) PP1 Prol.
26 A1 for the love of Oure Lord it lyveden ful streyte
X / /
27 In hope to have it heveneriche blisse......
x  / /  x /
28 As ancres and heremites it that holden hem in hire
selles.
X / /
29 Coveiten not in contree it to cairen aboute
. x / /
30 For no likerous liflode it hire likame to plese.
x / /
31 And somme chosen chaff are; it they cheveden the bettre.
X ^ \ f
32 As it semeth to oure sight it that swiche men thryveth;
X / /
33 And somme murthes to make it as mynstralles konne,....
(2) GGK
X  / /
2076 ^er \>e ruful race it he schulde resayue.
X / /  X / /
2077 fray bojen b£ bonkkes it jper boqez ar bare,
X  / / X f /
2078 ^ ay clomben by clyffez it |per clengez colde.
X / / X / /
279 |p£ heuen watz vphalt it bot ugly ]per-vnder;
In type III (disyllabic anacrusis), GGK has a higher proportion 
than PP1. As in Mur (3.3.2) the polysyllabic rhythm in GGK gives an 
effect of "galloping" suitable for its style, which is the nearest
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of the eight works to the fast moving narrative style of Mur, e.g.
X X /  /
2069 The brygge watz brayde doun // and >^e brode ^atez
X X / /
2070 Vnbarred and born open // vpon bo|3e halve.
I X X / /
2071 pe burne blessed hym bilyue # and jpe bredez passed.....
In PP1, on the other hand, a similar rhythm is used, as in ES, 
in a colloquial style, i.e. it is not stylistically motivated as in 
GGK and Mur but is register conditioned.
In Types IV and V, PP1 and GGK have the highest proportions of
all the works. If the figures of these two types (where there is
polysyllabic anacrusis of 3 to 5 syllables) are added together and
compared with those of MnE, the following table results:
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PP1 GGK
54 34 324 274 47 10 124 83
4.1 4.5 10.0 7.7 1.3 2.4 16.4 20.9
The table shows that PP1 and GGK have the highest proportions of 
polysyllabic anacrusis. This is a significant difference between ME 
and MnE and the reasons for it will appear in 6.6.2 below. FR and 
ES, the MnE colloquial dramas, come next to PP1 and GGK. then F Q , 
MC, Mur and Aud follow respectively, agreeing with the same order in 
average half-line length shown in 6.3.1 above.
PP1 has the highest percentage in Type V (4- to 5-syllable 
anacrusis) agreeing, like FR and ES, with the more colloquial 
language. But in GGK, there is a lower proportion of four-syllable 
anacrusis than in PP1, and instances of five-syllable anacrusis are, 
as in Mur, absent.
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GGK, on the other hand, has the highest proportion of 
trisyllabic anacrusis. If the linguistic differences between ME and 
MnE are taken into account, this trisyllabic anacrusis can perhaps 
be regarded as contributive to heightening the narrative tempo, and 
can, together with disyllabic anacrusis and dactylic rhythm in the 
first foot of the half—line, be regarded as giving the effect of
"galloping" mentioned above (cf. 3.3.2 for this effect in M ur), e.g.
^  t *  x  '  i '  a w x  i /  * *  X  '366 pen comaunded pe_ kyng it pe_ kny^t for to ryse;
367 And he ful radly vpros, it and ruchched hym f ayre,
368
jN/ J5..X I X / „ X / x . x / x
Kneled doun bifore pe kyng, it and cachez bat weppen;
X x / X X X x /  * / \ x /
369 And he luflyly hit hym laft, it and lyfte vp his honde,
Disyllabic or trisyllabic anacrusis can also contribute to
heightening the emotional effect in animated conversations. A
typical example of this is the following passage, where the rhythm
is polysyllabic (i.e. there are more than two unstressed syllables
following the stress) rather than dactylic, and is, in this respect,
similar to that of PP1 and ES (cf. 3.3.2), e.g.
0 , 1 0  A -a x | X /  / X2118 ............  it let pe gome one
X s. X / X \ X / X X  / x / X
2119 And gotz away sum oper gate it vpon Goddez halue!
/ ^ )( )( \ X / X / X X  /
2120 Cayrez bi sum o|ser kyth, it |per Kryst mot yow spede,
X X ^ y y / x \ x / x /
2121 And I_ schal hy^ me hom ajayn, it and hete yow fyrre
X X  x / X / „ x \/ X / X / X
2122 pat I_ schal swere bi God it and alle his gode hal^ez,
x V  x / X , i x / x x , x /1 x ? / i. x
2123 As help me God and pe halydam, it and opez innoghe,
X X  X / x x / x / \/ X /
2124 pat 1^ schal lelly yow layne, it and lance neuer tale
x \/ x x / x x  / x / x x /
2125 pat ever Je fondet to fie it for freke pat I wyst.
Again, as in 5.2, anacrusis in ME is grammatically and lexically 
conditioned as will be clear in 6.6.2 below.
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6.3.4 Rising and Falling Rhythms.
As in MnE (cf. 3.3.3), the stress-patterns can be re-ordered 
according to (i) whether the half-line ends in a stressed or an 
unstressed syllable, and (ii) the number of unstressed syllables at 
the end of the half-line. If the figures for (i) rising rhythm,
(ii) simple falling rhythm, and (iii) polysyllabic falling rhythm in 
MnE are compared with those of PP1 and GGK, the following composite 
table results:
Type of
Rhythm MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PP1 GGK
(i) 649 284 1333 1456 1879 262 98 157
Rising 49.7 37.4 41.0 40.9 53.3 63.3 12.9 39.5
(ii) Simple 504 387 1425 1442 1459 137 552 221
Falling 38.6 50.1 43.8 40.5 41.4 33.1 72.9 55.7
(iii) Poly- 154 89 495 665 188 15 107 19
syllabic 11.8 11.7 15.2 18.7 5.3 3.6 14.1 7.8
Falling
In group (i), GGK has a remarkably higher proportion than PPl, 
which is nearest to those of FR and Ej>. PP1 has the lowest 
proportion of all the works. The final -e and -e of inflexional 
ending (counted as metrical syllables in the majority of cases in 
PP1 and on a smaller scale in GGK) are the reason behind this low 
proportion of rising rhythm especially in PP1. If these -e's are 
not regarded as metrical syllables, PPl will have 55.7 per cent, a 
slightly similar proportion of rising rhythm to those of ES^  and F R , 
and, on the other hand, GGK will have 70.3 per cent. i.e. nearer to 
Mur in having a very high proportion. Rising rhythm, as suggested 
in 3.3.3, is less suitable for colloquial style of which ES, FR, 
and, similarly, PPl are examples. In GGK, conversely, this rhythm
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is suitable for the narrative style, and in this respect GGK is 
similar to Mur (cf. 3.3*3 for the "clipped" effect achieved through 
the use of rising rhythm).
The stress—patterns of this group can, again, be combined in the 
following pattern:
(x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | /
The shortest stress-pattern in the group is x | / | /. There are 
only slight matching constraints on the numbers of anacrusis and the 
first foot syllables, as is shown in the following table:
Anacrusis
Syllables 0 1 2  3 4
Syllables in the
first foot 2 - 6  1 - 6  1 - 5  1 - 5  2 - 5
The following passage from GGK is an illustrative example of the 
frequency of rising rhythm:
366 jpen comaunded J?e k/ng # |p<e kny^t for to ryse;
367 And he ful radly vpros # and ruchched hym fayre
368 Kneled doun bifore |p<2 kyng, # and cachez jpat weppen;
369 And he luflyly hit hym laft, # and lyfte vp his honde
370 And gef hym Goddez blessyng, # and gladly hym biddes
371 |?at his h/rt and his honde # schulde hardi be bo|?e.
In group (ii), the above mentioned fact about counting final 
-e's in PPl and on a smaller scale in GGK results in a very high 
proportion of simple falling rhythm especially in PPl (72.9 per 
cent). The stress-patterns of this group can be combined in the
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following pattern:
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / x.
The shortest stress-patterns in this group are |/x|/x, and x|/|/x. 
Here again, there are some matching constraints on the numbers of 
anacrusis and the first foot syllables as shown in the following 
table:
Anacrusis
Syllables 0 1 2 3 4 5
Syllables in
the first foot 2-6 1-6 1-5 1-5 1-4 3
The following passage from PPl shows the frequency of simple 
falling rhythm resulting partly from the use of polysyllabic words 
and partly from monosyllabic words with final or inflexional -e's at 
the end of the half-line:
Prol. 40 Bidderes and beggeres // faste aboute yede
/ / x  /
41 [Til] hire bely and hire bagge # [were] bredful
ycrammed,
/ / X / / X
42 Faiteden for hire foode, # foughten at the ale.
43 In glotonye, God woot, # go thei to bedde,
/ / / / X
44 And risen with ribaudie, if tho Roberdes knaves;
45 Sleep and s^ory sleuthe # seweth hem evere
(And risen with ribaudie in line 44 belongs with group (iii) below).
In group (iii) (polysyllabic falling rhythm), PPl, in this 
respect similar to FR and ES, has a high proportion. GGK, on the 
other hand, has a low proportion. This agrees with the more
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colloquial style of PPl. The stress-patterns of this group can be 
combined in the following pattern:
(x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / x x (x) (x) 
Although this group falls into 34 stress-patterns (compared with 25 
in group (i) and 26 stress-patterns in group (ii)), the half-lines 
included here do not amount to more than 10.9 per cent of the total 
number in the portions studied. The following table gives some idea 
of the constraints on the distribution of anacrusis and unstressed 
syllables in these stress-patterns:
Number of unstressed syllables at 
Syllables the end of the half-line
first foot A B O D E
1 4 2,3 2,3 2--------- ---
2 2,3,4 2,3,4 2 2,3,4 3 ---
3 2,3,4 2,3 2,3 2 2---------
4 2 2,3 2 2,3 2 ---
A= Zero-anacrusis B* Monosyllabic anacrusis.
C= disyllabic anacrusis D= Trisyllabic anacrusis.
E= 4-syllable anacrusis. F= 5-syllable anacrusis.
If we compare the composite patterns of the three groups in PPl 
and GGK with those mentioned in 3.3.3 for MnE, they will show some 
differences:
(i)Rising rhythm:
MnE (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | /
ME * [o] (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) [o] | /
* i.e. in the portions studied in ME, the possible anacrusis for
rising rhythm is one syllable shorter than its counterpart in MnE.
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(ii)Simple falling:
MnE (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) j / x
ME (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) [oj [o] | / x
(iii)Polysyllabic Falling:
MnE [o] (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / x x (x)
(x) (x) (x)
ME (x) (x) (x) (x) (x) | / (x) (x) (x) (x) [o] [o] | / x x (x)
(x) [o] [o]
Again, as in MnE (cf. 3.3.3), rising and falling rhythms are 
stylistically conditioned as will be shown in 6.6.3.
6.4 The Syntax of the Half-Line in M E : Description.
6.4.1 "Complete11, "Neutral" , and "Incomplete" Two-Stress
HaIf-Lines:
Half-lines have been classified here according to the same 
criteria as used in 4.1 above. Category One includes the "complete" 
half-lines, Category Two includes the "neutral" half-lines, and 
Category Three includes the incomplete half-lines. The table below 
shows the figures and percentages of these sections:
Category PPl GGK
Complete 556 279
65.0 57.4
Neutral 95 44
11.1 9.1
Incomplete 106 74
12.4 15.2
6.4.2 Complete Half-Lines:
Complete half-lines fall into the following types:
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Type PPl GGK
1. Genitival phrase -- 5
1.0
2. Prepositional phrase 57 44
6.7 9.1
3. Conjunctions & 189 86
sentence-connectives 22.1 17.7
-- ---------------- ------- -----— -------- -— — -------
4. Verb + object,complement 95 37
or adverbial 11.1 7.6
5. Clause 84 34
9.8 7.0
6. Modifier + noun 8 9
0.9 1.9
7. Noun + noun 22 7
2.6 1.4
8. Noun + Prepositional 12 7
phrase 1.4 1.4
9. Relative Clause 26 19
3.1 3.9
10. Imperative 11 5
1.3 1.0
11. Interrogative 2 1
0.2 0.2
12. Relative adverb or 8 8
pronoun clause 0.9 1.6
13. Pairs 16 4
1.9 0.8
14. Half-lines where verb 1
to be or the subject are -- 0.2
absent but understood
15. Adverb + prepositional 1 1
phrase 0.1 0.2
16. (Adverb +) adjective + 4 1
prepositional phrase 0.5 0.2
17. NP + post-modifier 2 3
0.2 0.6
20. Adverb + phrase 1
-- 0.2
Residue of Complete 19 6
half-lines 2.2 1.2
Complete line references for all the grammatical types are given 
with those for MnE in Volume II (Appendix C for two— stress 
half-lines and Appendix D for three-stress half-lines).
1• Genitival Phrase.
All the half—lines in this type consist of genitival of + 
Modifier + Noun (= sub-type IA in 4.3.1 above). In the portions
analysed it is rare, with only five cases in GGK and none in PPl.
Examples: GGK 77-a Of tryed tolouse
538-b of J>e Rounde Table
2. Prepositional Phrase.
A B C  D
Prep.+ Mod. Prep.+ Noun Prep.-t- Noun Prep.+ Other
+ Noun (+ Noun) +Prep. phrase Forms
PPl 30 8 14 5
3.5 0.9 1.6 0.6
GGK 24 7 7 6
4.9 1.4 1.4 1.2
GGK has a higher percentage in this type than PPl. Examples: 
2A Preposition + _1_ or 2_ Modifiers + Noun:
PPl Prol. 8-b by a bourne syde
169-b for our commune profit 
GGK 101-b among his fre meny
2070-b vpon bojpe halue 
This sub-type includes also:
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(i) half-lines in which a noun is used to modify another noun, e.g. 
PPl Prol.144—a To the kynges counseil
GGK 71-b to |?e mete tyme
(ii) half-lines where the modifier is transposed after the noun it 
modifies, e.g.
PPl Prol. 71-b of avowes ybroken 
GGK 2103-b at |>e chapel grene
(iii) half-lines in which the modifier with the article "the" 
follows the noun, e.g.
PPl VI 70—a Save Jakke the Jogelour 
GGK 405-b to Gawan jpe hende
(iv) half-lines where the head is modified by a noun which itself is 
modified by an adjective, e.g.
PPl VI 102-b for povere mennes sake 
and (v) half-lines in which the head is modified by an adjective 
preceding it and by another adjective following it, e.g.
GGK 117-a Wyth mony baner ful bry^t.
397-b bifore j^ is doujae ryche
2B. Preposition + Noun (+ Noun)
PPl Prol. 21-a In settynge and sowynge
PPl VI 61-b in stede of a scryppe
GGK 517-b on sedez and erbez
115-b at |pe sidbordez
This sub— type also includes half—lines in which the preposition 
follows its noun (inversion), e.g.
GGK 109-b Gwenore bisyde
123-b jse peple biforne
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2C Preposition + (Modifier +) Noun + Prepositional, or
Genitival Phrase.
PPl VI 3-b by Seint Peter of Rome!
PPl Prol.l97-b for ratons by nyghte 
GGK 524-a Fro joe face of ]pe folde
557-b with care at her hert
2D Preposition + Other Forms:
PPl VI 166-b by the ordre that I bere 
PPl Prol. 51-a To ech a tale that thei tolde 
GGK 384-a Wyth what weppen so jpou wylt
2082-b by bonkkez aboute
3. Conjunctions and Sentence Connectives
This type includes the half-lines which begin with co-ordinating
or subordinating conjunctions or sentence connectives. As in 4.3.3 
above, this type falls into six sub-types according to (i) the kind 
of conjunction that introduces the clause or phrase and (ii) what 
follows that conjunction. The table below shows the figures and 
percentages of these six sub-types:
Sub-type PPl GGK
3A. Subordinating conjunction 65 31
+ clause 7.6 6.4
3B. Co-ordinating Conjunction or 16 17
Sentence-Connective + Clause 1.9 3.5
3C. Co-ordinating conjunction + verb + 39 13
object, complement or adverbial 4.6 2.7
3D. Co-ordinating conjunction 52 19
+ phrase 6.1 3.9
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Sub-type PPl GGK
3E. Co-ordinating conjunction or sentence- 6 3
connective + interrogative
or imperative 0.7 0.6
3F. Co-ordinating conjunction + 11 3
subordinating conjunction + clause 1.3 0.6
3A. Subordinating Conjunction + Clause.
The conjunctions used are: a£, sith, but (unless) , whan, for , 
til, er, fro (when), the while, though, if, syj^en, but if (unless) 
This sub-type also includes:
(i) Clauses introduced by "that", and
(ii) Clauses beginning with the auxiliary verb as a subordinator, 
e.g.
PPl Prol. 200-a Nere the cat of the court...
PPl VI 5-a Hadde I eryed this half acre...
Examples of this sub-type are as follows:
PPl Prol. 19-b: as the world asketh
VI
GGK
155-a: That us lotheth the lif
89-a Til I come to hise acountes
163-b the while my plowgh liggeth
2106-a For he is a mon methles
40 6-a if I |?e telle trwly
493-b when >^ay to sete wenten
3B. Co-ordinating Conjunction or Sentence-Connective + Clause
(i) Co-ordinating conjunctions 
PPl VI 166-a Or thow shalt abigge by the lawe
GGK 548-a Bot I am boun to ^e bur
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2129-b and I here passed
(ii) Sentence-connectives 
PPL VI 207-a [And] it are my blody bretheren
139-a Ac ye myghte travaille as truthe wolde 
GGK 85-a But Arthure wolde not ete
3C. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Verb + Object, Complement, or
Adverbial.
PPl Prol 92-b and his silver tellen,
171-b or rometh to pleye 
180-a Ac helden hem unhardy 
GGK 2099-b and to strike louies (inversion)
88-b or to longe sitte (inversion)
2154-b and leuez |?e kny^t jjere
3D. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Phrase:
PPl Prol 125-b and thi kyngryche
168-b or of bright silver 
35-a Ac japeres and jangeleres 
GGK 89-b and his brayn wylde
2108-b ojjer any mon elles 
2079-b bot ugly jper-vnder
3E. Co-ordinating Conjunction or Sentence-Connective +
Imperative or Interrogative:
PPl VI 45-a And mysbede noght thi bondemen
52-b ne here noght hir tales
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GGK 401-b and telle me how |)ou hattes
2144-a And ryde me doun |>is ilk rake
3F. Co-ordinating Conjunction + Subordinating Conjunction + Clause. 
PPl VI 136—a But if he be blynd or brokelegged
50-a And that thow be trewe of thi tonge 
Prol 176— a Ac tho the belle was ybrought
GGK 410—a And if I spende no speche
496-a Bot J?ay |?e ende be heuy
4. Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial.
This type includes finite or non-finite verb clauses. The
half-lines where the verb is transposed after the adverbial, 
complement, or object are also included here. As in 4.3.4 above, 
this type falls into the four sub-types shown in figures and 
percentages in the following table:
Sub-type PPl GGK
A. Finite verb + Object, Complement, 42 12
or adverbial 4.9 2.5
B. Finite or Non-finite Verb + 13 14
prepositional phrase 1.5 2.9
C. Non-finite verb + Object, 35 11
Complement or adverbial 4.1 2.3
D. Verb + verb 5 ---
0.6
Examples:
4A. Finite Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial:
PPl VI 193-b was boote for many hungry
Prol 62-b mowe clothen hem at likyng
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IV 112—b leet the plough stonde 
GGK 122-b biginez jje table
144-b were worthily smale
2097-b ful perelous is halden (inversion)
550— b bo^ed togeder
4B. Finite or Non-finite Verb + Prepositional phrase.
(i) Finite verb + Prepositional phrase:
PPl Prol 175-b to this reson assented (inversion)
91-a Liggen at Londoun 
GGK 559-b schulde wende on Jpat ernde
556-b com J?e kyng nerre (inversion)
2072-b bifore J?e prynce kneled (inversion)
(ii) Non-finite verb + Prepositional phrase:
PPl VI 56-a For to werche by thi wordes
Prol. 85-b at London to dwelle (inversion)
GGK 97-a To joyne wyth hym in iustyng
558-b driven in |?e sale
4C. Non-Finite Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial:
PPl VI 94-b to have me in his masse
Prol 179-b al Engelond to wynne (inversion)
VI 182-b ybaken togideres
GGK 557-a For to counseyle ^e kny^t
402-b to wynne me |peder
524-b to fly^e ful hy^e
133-b liflode to each (inversion)
383-b take at be an ober
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4D. Verb + Verb.
PPl Prol 105-b to close and to shette 
96-b setten and demen 
19-a Werchynge and wandrynge
5. Main Clause.
These are independent sentences or main clauses that consist of 
a subject + predicate + other optional elements, e.g.
PPl Prol 68—a Ther preched a pardoner
172-b thanne loke we mowen 
VI 206-b this folk is at my wille
21-b he kenneth us the beste;
GGK 2131—a I were a kny^t kowarde
86-a He watz so joly of his joyfnes 
91-b he wolde never ete 
2081-a Vch hille hade a hatte.
6. Modifier + Noun.
This type includes half-lines consisting of one modifier plus a 
noun. Again, as in 4.3.6 above, articles are not counted as 
modifiers here. Examples are as follows:
PPl Prol 11-b a merveillous swevene
GGK 502-b |?e crabbed lentoun.
This type also includes:
(i) half-lines where the modifier is transposed after the noun:
GGK 2149-b Gawayn |pe noble.
539-a Knyjtez ful cortays
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(ii) half-lines in which the noun is modified by another noun:
PPl Prol 35-b Judas children
44—b tho Roberdes knaves,
(iii) half-lines containing more than one modifier before the noun: 
PPl VI 26-b al my lif tyme
GGK 111-a Bo|?e J?e kynges sistersunes
and (iv) half—lines in which the noun is preceded by one modifier 
and followed by another:
GGK 554-b big[-e] men boJ?e
7. Noun (or Adjective functioning as Head) + Noun (or 
Adjective functioning as Head )
PPl VI 154-a A Bretoner, a braggere
GGK 2108-a Monk ojper masseprest
This type also includes:
(i) half-lines containing two proper names:
GGK 553-a Launcelot, and Lyonel
554-a Sir Boos, and Sir Byduer
(ii) half-lines containing two adjectives used substantially:
PPl Prol 18-b the meene and the riche
VI 15-a The nedy and the naked
Type 7A (Noun) does not occur in the passages studied (cf. 4.3.7 
above and 6.5.3 below).
8. (Modifier +) Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase.
PPl Prol 192-a The maze among us alle
VI 110-a Ech man in his manere
62-a A busshel of bred corn
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GGK 552-b jse duk of Clarence
377-b |oe kny^t in J>e grene
2098-b ^e worst vpon er|?e
9. Relative Clause
This type falls into sub-types according to the relative pronoun 
that introduces the clause (cf. 4.3.9 above for these sub-types).
All the half—lines here fall under sub—type 9B (relative clauses 
introduced by the relative pronoun that):
PPl Prol 28-b that holden hem in hire selles 
212-b that serveden at the Barre 
VI 30-b that breken down myne hegges
GGK 79-a |?at vay^t be preued of prys
2107-a |?at bi jpe chapel rydes 
2105-a |5at he ne dyngez hym to dejse
10. Imperative.
This type includes the half-lines consisting of an imperative 
clause. There are eleven cases in the PPl passages and five cases 
in the GGK passages. Examples are as follows:
PPl VI 39-b lat mercy be taxour
52-a Hold with none harlotes
49-b knowe this in thyn herte
GGK 2118-b let jse gome one
378-a Refourme we oure forwardes,
496-b haf ^e no wonder
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11. Interrogative.
There are only two cases in the PPl passages and one in the GGK 
passages:
PPl VI 203-b what best to be doone?
210-b what were the best,..?
GGK 398-b where is |py place?
12. Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause.
PPl Prol 102-a How he it lefte with love
GGK 2084-b J?er |>ay bi wod schulden
13. Clause-, Phrase-, or Word-Pairs other than those falling
into _7 and 4D above.
PPl Prol 207-a Coupled and uncoupled
VI 133-a With travaille and with tene
GGK 139-b so longe and so grete
95-a Of alderes, of armes
14. Half-Lines where Verb "to be" or the Subject are absent but
understood.
There is only one half-line in this type:
GGK 494-b stafful her hond.
15. Adverb + Prepositional Phrase.
PPl Prol 13-b an heigh to the sonne
GGK 547-b neuer but trifel
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16. (Adverb +) Adjective + Prepositional Phrase
PPl Prol 3-b unholy of werkes
GGK 2104—b so proude in his armes
17. NP + Post—Modifier (Relative Clause)
PPl Prol 182-a A mous that muche good kouthe
GGK 2133-b |?e tale |?at me lyste
2132-b for chaunce jsat may falle
Types 18 and 19: no cases in the passages studied.
20. _A Phrase introduced by an Adverb:
GGK 548-b barely to-morne
Types 21 and 22: no cases in the passages studied.
Residue of Complete Half-Lines
This section includes a great variety of half-lines, of types 
that occur too rarely to be classified. Examples are as follows:
GGK
Prol 125-a Crist kepe thee, Sire kyng
144-b construe whoso wolde
VI 36-a Als longe as I lyve
Prol 15-b a dongeon therinne
VI 184-b fro morwe til even
181-a 'Suffre hem lyve' he seide
138-a Fro |>e swyre to jpe swange
2151-b on fote fyrre
2153-b as harde as he my^t
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2126—a 'Grant merci^, quojp Gawayn
6.4.3 Neutral Half-Lines.
This category includes all the half-lines defined as "neutral11 
in 4.1 above. As in 4.4 above, it is divided into the eight types 
shown in figures and percentages in the table below:
Type PPl GGK
-------------------------------------------------- ------- ------
23. Predicate preceding wh- or that 18 12
clause 2.1 2.5
-------------------------------------------------- ------- ------
24. The head of a NP modified in the follow­- 1 3
ing half-line(s) by a genitival phrase 0.1 0.6
---— ------------------ —— ---------------------- ------- ------
25. A Predicate amplified in the following 12 10
half-line by a prepositional phrase 1.4 2.1
26. The first part of anticipatory It 5 3
cleft sentence 0.6 0.6
--------------------------------- - ----------------------- —-----
27. Non-independent phrase + vocative 1 2
0.1 0.4
28. A main verb separated from its 
auxiliary or infinitive ia_
lIi 
'■3' 
• 
 ^
•
1 
m 7
1.4
29. The first part of constructions like
"nothing., but", "too..to", "so..as", 6 5
—e r ..than, ...etc... 0.7 1.0
Residue of neutral half-lines 8 2
0.9 0.4
95 44
11.1 9.1
Examples are as follows:
Type 23:
PPl Prol
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83-b   # pleyned hem to the bisshop
That hire parisshes weren povere...
Total
GGK
Type 24:
PPl Prol 
GGK
Type 25:
PPl Prol
GGK
Type 26:
PPl Prol 
GGK
Type 27:
PPl VI 
GGK
Type 28:
PPl Prol
GGK
170-b ........  # thanne here we mowen
Where he ryt or rest......
2122-a frat 1^  schal swere bi God #.../ |pat..
379-a Fyrst 1^ e|oe^  jje^, ha)?el, # how >^at jsou hattes
146-a With that ran ther ji route # of ratons.•.• 
7 6-b .... # a_ selure hir over
Of tryed tolouse
70-b ... // myghte assoillen hem alle
Of falshede of fastynge...
407-b  # smartly )>e^  teche
Of my hous and my home
80-a Ac it is noght by the bisshop # that.... 
2107-a For be hit chorle o)?er chaplayn # jpat....
34-a By my power, Piers,
394-b segge, bi )>i traw)?e
166-b Men myghte witen wher thei wente # and awey 
renne.
411-b For |pou may leng in j^ y londe # and layt
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no fyrre
Type 29:
PP1 VI 175—a And wrong hym so by the wombe # that
al watrede hise eighen 
GGK 60—a Wyle Nw 3er watz so ^ep # jpat hit watz nwe
cummen
Residue of Neutral Half-Lines:
This section includes a variety of half-lines which, for various 
different reasons, can be regarded as neutral. They are too few to 
be classified. Examples are as follows:
PP1 Prol 85-a To have ja licence and leve # at London to
dwelle
37-a And han wit at wille # to werken if they wolde 
VI 76-a For Holy Chirche is hote # of hem no tithe to
aske
GGK 88-a Aufrer to longe lye // or to longe sitte
133-a |>at jpe lude my^t haf leve # liflode to each
6.4.4 Incomplete Half-Lines.
The third main category consists of the half-lines which convey 
incomplete meaning, or in some cases, convey a different meaning 
from that understood in the light of the context. The PP1 passages 
contain 106 incomplete half-lines (i.e. 12.4 per cent) and those 
from GGK contain 74 incomplete half-lines (i.e. 15.2). The 
following short passages contain examples of this category:
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(i)
PP1 VI 127-a And yelde yow of youre almesse # that ye yyve
us here
PP1 Prol 75—a And raughte with his ragemen # rynges and
broches
Half— line 127—a is regarded as incomplete because of the restrictive 
relative clause that follows* Half—line 75—a is regarded as such 
because of the occurrence of the object of the sentence in the next 
half-line.
Half-line 130-a is regarded as incomplete becasue it contains the 
subject + auxiliary + adverbial whereas the main verb and the object 
occur in the next half-line. Half-line 2141-a does not contain the 
main verb of the clause, and half-line 2141-b does not contain the 
object of the clause. Both half-lines are therefore regarded as 
incomplete.
6.4.5 "Complete" , "Neutral" , and "Incomplete" Three-Stress
Half-Lines in ME.
GGK 130-a Now wyl 1^  of hor seruise # say yow no more 
2141 )pat jpou wylt |>yn awen nye # nyme to jpyseluen
Complete Neutral Incomplete
PP1 74
8.6
11
1.3
14
1 . 6
GGK 69
14.2
9
1.9
11
2.3
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Complete half-lines:
Type PP1 GGK Type PP1 GGK
1 --- 1 9 3 2
0.2 0.4 0.4
2 7 2 10 2 2
0.8 0.4 0.2 0.4
3 20 12 12 1 1
2.3 2.5 0.1 0.2
4 11 12 13 1 —r--
1.3 2.5 0.1
5 11 22 17 2 4
1.3 4.5 0.2 0.8
6 2 2 18 ___ 1
0.2 0.4 0.2
7 3 --- 21 — _ 1
0.4 0.2
8 4 4 Residue of com- 7 3
0.5 0.8 plete half-lines 0.8 0.6
As in MnE (cf. 4.6.2) , scansiops for three -stress haI
will be given to distinguish (i) the half-lines with three-stresses 
from those with an optional stress \/; and (ii) the two full 
stresses from the one marked \/ in the half-lines which have this 
stress mark.
Type 1. Genitival Phrase
GGK 77-b of tars tapites innoghe
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Type 2. Prepositional Phrase
Sub-
Type A C  D
PP1 2 4 1
0 . 2 0 . 8 0 . 1
GGK   2 ---
0.4
A= Prep. + mod. + noun C= Prep. + noun + prep, phrase
j> Prep. + other forms
PP1 Prol 16-a With depe diches and derke
/ \/ /
Prol 152-a For doute of diverse dredes
VI 67-b maugree whoso bigruccheth it
GGK 510-a For solace of }ae s\)fte somer
2150-a For alle >^e golde vpon grounde
Type 3. Conjunctions and sentence-connectives
Sub-type PP1 GGK
3A. Subordinating conjunction + clause 3 1
0.4 0.2
3B. Co-ordinating conjunction or sentence- 2 3
connective + clause 0.2 0.6
3C. Co-ordinating conjunction + verb + object, 10 2
complement, or adverbial 1.2 0.4
3D. Co-ordinating conjunction or sentence- 5 4
connective + phrase or rank-shifted clause 0.6 0.8
3E. Co-ordinating conjunction + imperative --- 2
0.4
Examples of these sub-types are as follows:
/ /
3A. PP1 VI 56-b the while my life dureth
V  / /
GGK 143-b al were (= although) his body sturne
3B. PPl Prol 23-a And somme putten hem to pride
/  \J /
GGK 530-a And wynter wyndez agayn
3C. PPl Prol 225-a And dryveth forth the longe day
GGK 370— a And gef hym Goddez bl/ssyng
3D. PPl VI 65—a And whoso helpeth me to erie
/ / \/
GGK 110—a And Agrauayn a la dure mayn
3E. GGK 401—a Bot teche me truly ^erto
Type 4. Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial.
Sub-type PPl
4A. Finite verb + object, complement, or 5
adverbial 0.6
4B. Finite or non-finite verb + prep, phrase 1
0.1
4C. Non-finite verb + object, complement, or 5 
adverbial 0.6
Examples are as follows:
4A. PPl Prol 122-a Shopen lawe and leaute
N/ i / /
GGK 2153-a Hit pe hors with pe helez
4B. PPl Prol 48-a Wenten forth in hire wey
/ i \/ /
GGK 108-a Talkkande bifore pe hy^e table
4C. PPl Prol 168-a To bugge a belle of bras
/ \t /
GGK 520-a To bide a blysful blush
Type 5. Main Clause:
\ / / /
PPl VI 122-a Somme leide hir legges aliry
Prol 72-a Lewed men leved hym wel
Prol 51-b hire tonge was tempered to lye
GGK
3
0.6
5
1 .0
4
0.8
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GGK 2082—a Brokez byled and breke
526-a |?e levez lancen fro jpe lynde
Type 6. Two or More Modifiers + Noun:
PPl Prol 58-b alle the foure ordres 
GGK 118-a Nwe nakryn noyse
This type also includes half-lines where one of the two 
modifiers is transposed after the noun, e.g.
PPl Prol 55-b Grete lobies and longe 
GGK 119-a Wylde werbles and wy^t
Type 7. (Modifier) noun + (modifier) noun
PPl Prol 45-a Sleep and sory sleuthe
/ / \/
83-a Persons and parisshe preestes
227-a Goode gees and grys
Type 8. (Modifier) Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase
\/ / /
PPl Prol 67-a The mooste mischief on molde
s/ . / /
GGK 556-a Alle pis compayny of court
Type 9. Relative clause.
/ \/ /
PPl VI 19-b that by mete and drynke libbeth
GGK 503-a [?at fraystez flesch wyth |?e fysche
Type 10. Imperative
\/ / /
PPl VI 38-a Loke ye tene no tenaunt
GGK 2143-a Haf here |>i helme on )?y hede
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Type 12. Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause
PPl VI 192-a That (“those who) s/ten to begge silver
\/ / /
GGK 382-b quat-so bifallez after
Type 13. Pairs
/ / /
PPl Prol 227-b Go we dine, go we
Type 17. NP + Post-modifiers
V  / n / 
PPl Prol 17-a A fair feeld ful of folk
GGK 76-a Smal sendal bisides
V  / /
112-a Bischop Bawdewyn abof
Type 18. Independent phrase + vocative
GGK 545-a Now, lVge lorde of my lyf
Type 21. Two grammatically different clauses or phrases
\ / \f /
GGK 2149-a Now farez wel, on Godez half
Residue of complete half-lines:
/ ,
PPl Prol 52-a Moore than to seye sooth
\ t / / \
VI 9-a Somme shul sowe the sak", quod Piers
/ v  /
VI 86-a In Dei nomine, Amen
i / N/
GGK 107-b pe stif kyng hisseluen
/ ^ V, . \t , /
390-a Bigog , quop pe grene kny^t
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Neutral Half-Lines
Type PPl GGK
23. A predicate preceding wh- or that clause 1----
0 . 1
24. A half-line containing a NP modified in --- 1
following half-line by a genitival phrase 0.2
25. A half-line containing a predicate amplified —  2
in the following half-line by a prep, phrase —  0.4
26. A half-line containing the first part of 1 ---
anticipatory it cleft sentence 0.1
28. A half-line containing a main verb separated 7 5
from its auxiliary or infinitive to 0.8 1.0
29. The first part of forms like 11 too... to", 2 1
"so..as", "-er..than"..etc. 0.2 0.2
Examples are as follows:
/ / \/
Type 23. PPl Prol 193-a For I herde my sire seyn it ...
/ ✓ / .
Type 24. GGK 121-a Dayntes driuen perwyth it of..
Type 25. GGK 109-a There gode Gawan watz gray^ed it Gwenore
bisyde
GGK 2125-a |>at euer ye f/ndet to fie it for....
Type 26. PPl VI 46-b wel may happe in h/vene / That•.
Type 28. PPl Prol 106-b And to opene it to hem it and
hevene blisse shewe 
GGK 2124-b )sat I schal lelly yow layne # and
- ''ilance neuer tale 
Type 29. PPl Prol 191-a For bettre is a litel los # than
, \ /  /  f ji
GGK 2 109-a Hym pynk a£ queme hym to quelle it as
Incomplete Half—Lines:
PPl Prol 203-a shal nevere the cat ne the kit on it by my
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counseil be greved 
Prol 95-a And somme serven as servaunts # lordes and 
ladles
GGK 2084-a Wela wylle watz |?e^  way # jaer |?ay bi wod
schulden
495-a Gawan watz glad to begynne # Jpose gomnez in halle
6.5 ME Syntax: Discussion and Comparison with MnE
6.5.1 "Complete” , "Neutral", and "Incomplete" Half-Lines.
If the figures for complete, neutral, and incomplete two— and 
three-stress half-lines in PPl and GGK are compared with the table 
already given in 4.2 above, the following composite table results:
Category MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
complete 998 614 2367 2399 2417 404 630 348
68.0 73.3 66.9 64.2 66.4 78.0 73.6 71.6
Neutral 189 97 483 509 308 40 106 53
12.9 11.5 13.7 13.6 8.5 7.7 12.4 10.9
Incomplete 281 127 686 826 915 74 120 85
19.1 15.2 19.4 22.1 25.1 14.3 14.0 17.5
Complete 1187 711 2850 2908 2725 444 736 401
+Neutral 80.9 84.8 80.6 77.9 74.9 85.7 86.0 82.5
Incomplete 470 224 1169 1335 1223 114 226 138
+Neutral 32.0 26.7 33.1 35.8 33.6 22.0 26.4 28.4
These figures suggest that the works studied can be arranged in 
two main groups: (a) Mur, PPl, FQ and GGK; and (b) MC, A u d , FR and 
ES. The distinctions between these two groups can be demonstrated 
in the next table, where the works are placed in descending order of 
frequency on the horizontal axis:
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Ssction Group (a) Group (b)
Complete Mur PPl FQ GGK MC Aud FR ES
Complete 
+ N eutral
PPl Mur FQ GGK MC FR ES Aud
■ v
Incomplete Aud ES FR MC GGK FQ Mur PPl
Incomplete 
♦ N eutral
ES Aud FR MC GGK FQ PPl Mur
The works in group (a) have higher proportions of complete 
half-lines than those in group (b). This shows that the half-line 
in these works is more self-contained and less dependent on the 
neighbouring lines than that of group (b) (cf. 4.6 for similar 
discussion of the half-line in and Mur). If neutral half-lines 
are regarded as complete, the works in group (a) will still have 
higher proportions than those of group (b) though here PPl will come 
first and then M u r .
The works in group (b), on the other hand, have higher 
proportions of incomplete half—lines (cf. 4.6 again for reasons).
If the neutral half-lines are regarded this time as incomplete, 
these works will still have higher proportions than the works in 
group (a), though the order Aud, E S , FR and then MC will change to 
ES, Aud, FR, and MC. The reason for this change is that Aud has the 
lowest percentage of neutral half—lines in this group.
In view of the strength of metrical tradition in the Middle 
English period, PPl and GGK naturally contain high proportions of 
complete half-lines. The half-line was in that period well 
established as a metrical and syntactical unit.
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6.5.2 Numerical data and charts for syntactical types:
The following table combines the figures of the syntactical 
types for both Modern and Middle English (cf. 4.3-4 and 6.4 above), 
and is followed by charts which show the frequency of occurrence of 
the different syntactic types in each work. Because of the great 
differences in the frequency from one type to another, it has been 
necessary to use varying scales in the charts. The purpose of each 
chart is to show the varying frequencies of a single type in the 
eight works, but the charts are not mutually comparable for 
frequencies without reference to the different scales used.
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Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
1 40 35 54 53 83 9 6
2.7 4.2 1.5 1.4 2.3 1.7 1.2
---------------— — — ------- --------------------- ------
2 158 123 284 264 453 79 64 46
10.8 14.7 8.0 7.1 12.4 15.3 7.5 9.5
3 125 125 467 446 290 45 209 98
8.5 14.9 13.2 11.9 8.0 8.7 24.4 20.2
4 145 87 236 220 358 59 106 49
9.9 10.4 6.7 5.9 9.8 11.4 12.4 10.1
-------------------------- ---— ----- --- ---------- ------ ------
5 151 58 619 675 304 107 95 56
10.3 6.9 17.5 18.1 8.4 20.7 11.1 11.5
6 78 38 94 104 397 14 10 11
5.3 4.5 2.7 2.8 10.9 2.7 1.2 2.3
7 25 24 29 22 75 3 25 7
1.7 2.9 0.8 0.6 2.1 0.6 2.9 1.4
7A 4 1 3 7 19 ___ — ——
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5
8 64 27 49 51 87 25 16 11
4.4 3.2 1.4 1.4 2.4 4.8 1.9 2.3
9 27 23 61 67 34 6 29 21
1.8 2.7 1.7 1.8 0.9 1.2 3.4 4.3
10 52 4 43 50 59 8 13 7
3.5 0.5 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4
11 35 6 101 121 25 6 2 1
2.4 0.7 2.9 3.2 0.7 1.2 0.2 0.2
12 8 13 63 59 37 7 9 9
0.5 1.6 1.8 1.6 1.0 1.4 1.1 1.9
13 16 10 36 19 46 2 17 4
1.1 1.2 1.0 0.5 1.3 0.4 2.0 0.8
14 5 7 18 12 37 4 --- 1
0.3 0.8 0.5 0.3 1.0 0.8 0.2
15 8 3 27 19 10 2 1 1
0.5 0.4 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2
16 5 1 13 7 30 7 4 1
0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.8 1.4 0.5 0.2
---- — — ---- --------------- ------------------- — -------------
17 3 9 19 29 15 3 4 7
0.2 1.7 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.4
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(Table continued)
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
18 4
0.3
--- 25
0.7
30
0.8
--- --- --- 1
0.2
19 2 2 7 7 5 ___ ___ ___
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1
20 6 7 16 24 5 3 ___ 1
0.4 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.6 0.2
21 6 2 18 20 3 2 ___ 1
0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.2
22 --- 2 4 7 ___ 2 ___ ___
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4
23 21 5 120 125 24 6 19 12
1.4 0.6 3.4 3.3 0.7 1.2 2.2 2.5
24 36 38 57 55 83 9 1 4
2.5 4.5 1.6 1.5 2.3 1.7 0.1 0.8
25 57 35 119 138 115 19 12 12
3.9 4.2 3.4 3.7 3.2 3.7 1.4 2.5
26 10 --- 32 50 3 --- 6 3
0.7 0.9 1.3 0.1 0.7 0.6
27 7 --- 30 40 _— --- 1 2
0.5 0.8 1.1 0.1 0.4
28 38 7 69 53 55 5 51 12
2.6 0.8 2.0 1.4 1.5 1.0 6.0 2.5
29 7 2 27 19 10 --- 8 6
0.5 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.9 1.2
______________ ____________— _ ___________------ ----- ------
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0
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15-
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Type 3
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MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
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Type 5
2 0 -
1 0 -
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
Type 6
1 0 -
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
A
Type 7
1
3
2
1
0
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
0.6
Type 7A
0.4-
0.2 -
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
355b
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3
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MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
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Type 9
X
4
3
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0
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
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Type 10
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Type 11
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3
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X
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Type 13
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Type 14
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Type 15
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MC FR ES Aud Mur
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2Type 16
X
0
MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PPl GGK
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Type 17
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1.0
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Type 20
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Type 21
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4
3
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X
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355g
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6
4
2
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Type 291.2 -
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6.5.3 Discussion of the Types.
1• Genitival Phrase
In PPl instances of this type are absent, whereas in GGK the 
percentage is the lowest of all the rest of the works. This could 
perhaps be regarded as a piece of evidence that the poets at that 
time preferred to write in "complete" half-lines, i.e. those 
consisting of meaningful syntactic units, rather than those 
containing, say, a noun modified in the next half-line by a
genitival phrase. But the rare use of this type in ME is probably
due to changes in the language (cf. Mustanoja: 1960:75-6 where he 
points out that although the of- periphrasis increased greatly in 
the fourteenth century, it had not yet reached the levels found in 
MnE). For examples cf. 6.4.2.
2. Prepositional Phrase:
PPl is similar to FR and ES in this type, all having low 
percentages, and this is presumably due to their more colloquial 
style (cf. 1.4.3). Following is an example from PPl VI
21 'By Crist!' quod a knyght thoo, 'he kenneth us the beste;
22 Ac on the teme, trewely, taught was I nevere.
23 Ac kenne me', quod the knyght, 'and by Crist I wole assaye!'
24 'By Seint Poul', quod Perkyn, 'Ye profre yow so faire...
An accumulation of prepositional phrases for descriptive or other 
purposes is not usual in colloquial language.
GGK on the other hand, has a higher proportion of prepositional 
phrases, and is in this respect similar to FQ and Mur. In all, the 
repetition of prepositional phrases enhances the poetic effect.
91 ........ he wolde neuer ete
92 Vpon such a dere day // er hym deuised were
93 Of sum auenturus fryng # an vncou|?e tale
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94 01[ sum mayn meruayle, if ^at he my^t trawe
95 Of alderes, of armes if of ojser auenturus
The repeated use of prepositional phrases here is effective in 
reinforcing the accumulation of detail aimed at.
3. Conjunctions and Sentence-Connectives.
It is remarkable that PPl and GGK have very high proportions of 
half-lines beginning with a conjunction or a sentence-connective 
(24.4 and 20.2 per cent respectively) when FQ and FR, though they 
have the highest proportions among Modern English works, have lower 
proportions (14.9 and 13.2 per cent respectively).
PPl has a high proportion of subordinate clauses (cf. FR and 
E S ), e •g .
VI 87 'He shal have my soule if that best hath deserved
88 And [defende it fro the fend], if for so I bilieve
89 Til I_ come to hise acountes if as m£ crede telleth,
But in GGK, subordinate clauses are relatively less frequent than in 
PPl, e.g.
2106 For he is mon methles, if and mercy non vses,
2107 For be hit chorle o)?er chaplayn if |?at bi )?e chapel rydes,
2108 Monk o}5er masseprest, if oj>er any mon elles,
2109 Hym jjynk as queme hym to quelle if as quyk go hymseluen.
2110 For|jy I say ^e, as so|?e if as in sadel sitte,
2111 Com je jpere, ye be kylled, if may ]pe kny^t rede,
PPl and GGK have high proportions of half-lines beginning with 
co-ordinating conjunctions and sentence-connectives. The repeated 
use of these is functional in PPl, e.g.
Prol. 217 Barons and burgeises # and bondemen als
218 I seigh in this assemblee, if as ye shul here after;
219 Baksteres and brewesteres if and bochiers manye,
220 Wollen webbesters if and weveres of lynnen,
221 Taillours and tynkers if and tollers in marketes,
222 Masons and mynours if and many othere craftes:
In GGK, there are similar passages where co-ordinating
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conjunctions are relatively frequently used, e.g.
550 ^enne Jse best of \>e bur # bo3ed togeder,
551 Aywan and Errik, # and oJ?e£ ful mony,
552 Sir Doddinaual de Sauage # |pe duk of Clarence,
553 Launcelot and Lyonel # and Lucan |?e^ gode,
554 Sir Boos, and Sir Byduer # big men bo|>e,
555 And mony oj^ ei: menskful, # with mador de la Port
This use of conjunctions, especially of and, connects with the 
greater tendency of the ME poets to use syntax for the accumulation 
of half-line metrical units. It is also partly a difference between 
medieval and modern style.
4• Verb + Object, Complement, or Adverbial.
PPl has the highest proportion in this type, and GGK is fairly 
similar to Aud and M C .
Like Mur, GGK has a higher proportion of sub-type B than of 
sub-types A and C (cf. 4.6.3). A half-line containing a verb + 
prepositional phrase is one of the typical lines in GGK, e.g.
556 Alle ]pis compayny of court # com )pe_ kyng nerre
557 For to counseyl |?e knyjt # with care at her hert.
558 \>ere watz much derue doel # driuen in sale
559 |?at so worthe as Wawan . # schulde wende on f?at ernde...
On the other hand, PPl has, like Eliot's works especially FR and 
E S , higher proportions of sub-types A and C than of B. Sub-types A 
(finite verb + object, complement, or adverbial) and B (non-finite 
verb + object, complement, or adverbial) are more suitable for 
conversational style than sub-type B (cf. 4.6.3 for examples from ES 
and FR). The following passage from PPl Prol. is an example:
58 I fond there freres, # alle the foure ordres,
59 Prechynge the peple # for profit of [the wombe]:
60 Glosed the gospel # as hem good liked;
61 For coveitise of copes # construwed it as thei wolde.
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62 Manye of thise maistres # mowe clothen hem at likyng
63 For hire moneie and hire raarchaundise # marchen
togideres.
5. Main Clause or Sentence.
PP^ has more of this type than GGK, but both have much lower
proportions than ES, Mur, and FR. The reason is that PPl and GGK
have higher proportions of main clauses introduced by co-ordinating 
conjunctions in sub-types 3B and 3C above. Yet, PPl and GGK still 
have higher proportions in this type than Aud, F£ and MC. For
examples from PPl and G G K , cf. 6.4.2 above.
6. Modifier + Noun.
In this type GGK and PPl have the lowest percentages of all the
works. The long half-line in PPl, as in FR and ES (cf. 4.6.3), is
less suitable than a short half-line for a phrase of this form. But
in GGK the rare use of modifier plus noun is more probably due to
the fact that it is less suitable for fast-moving narratives or 
detailed descriptions (cf. 4.6.3 for the same feature in Mur).
7A. Noun.
Instances of type 7A (a noun occupying the whole half-line) are 
absent in both the portions studied. The reason is that the use of 
such words was not a feature of the tradition at the time these 
works were written. It was Chaucer who first introduced these 
polysyllabic loan-words, in any quantity, in his syllabic verse, and 
many did not enter the language till the sixteenth century. To take 
some of these nouns from FQ, it is shown in the OED that evacuation 
was first recorded in 1400, eructation in 1533, dessication in 1477, 
while inoperancy appears only in 1936 (OED Supplement: Eliot only).
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7. Noun + Noun.
In this type, PP1 has a high proportion like F£, though in PP1 
this type of half-line is used functionally, not, as in FQ, in 
poetic passages. GGK has less of these than PP1, and a majority are 
used in descriptive passages. For illustrative examples, cf. the 
passages quoted for type 3 above. For the totals for all 
word-pairs, cf. type 13 below.
8. Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase.
In this type PP1 is nearer than GGK to ES and FR. This type of 
half-line is more frequent in the poetic works, especially Mur and 
MC, where it is one of the stylistic features in the two works. The 
rare use of this type in the PP1 and the GGK passages may be related 
to the even rarer use of genitival phrases and to the changes in the 
language (cf. Type 1 above). However, the type seems to be commoner 
in certain descriptive passsages of GGK not studied here (e.g. lines 
151-227). Examples are as follows:
PP1 Prol. 113-a Might of the communes # made hym to regne
GGK 63-a |?e^  chauntre of |>e^ chapel # cheued to an ende
9. Relative Clause.
The relative clause is a more frequent post-modifier in Middle 
English than the genitival phrase. PP1 and GGK have the highest 
percentages among the eight works. All the relative clauses in GGK 
and PP1 are introduced by the relative pronoun that, and instances 
of the other pronouns, which, whom, w h o , and whose are absent. In 
ME, it was perhaps commoner to have rank— shifted clausal 
post-modifiers, adverbials, and objects than phrasal, especially
when they are meant to form the half-line, e.g. PP1 Prol. 38-a That 
Poul p.recheth of hem ft I wol nat preve it here (a rank-shifted 
clause functioning as an object), and GGK 2084-b Wela wylle watz \>e 
way ft fraY bi wod schulden (a rank—shifted clause functioning as 
a post-modifying adverbial).
This is presumably the reason why PP1 and GGK — at least in the 
passages studied - have high proportions of types 9 (relative 
clause), 12 (relative adverb or pronnoun clause), and 23 (a 
predicate preceding wh- or that clause), and, conversely, low 
proportions of types 24 and 25 (cf. below). For examples cf. 6.4.2 
above.
10. Imperative.
PP1, being a colloquial work which naturally contains some 
half-lines of this type, has a higher proportion than GGK. Yet both 
of these works are very much like the Modern English works except 
for MC which has a very high proportion (cf. 4.6.3 for the 
reasons). For examples cf. 6.4.2 above.
11. Interrogative.
In contrast to the MnE dramas ES, FR and MC, both of the 
portions studied in PP1 and GGK have fewer half-lines of this type, 
and are in this respect fairly similar to the rest of the MnE works 
(cf. 4.6.3 above). For illustrative examples cf. 6.4.2.
12. Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause - including 
Exclamatories.
This type is relatively frequent in the passages studied. For
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freasons cf. types 9 above and 23 below.
13. Clause-, Phrase-, and Word-Pairs other than those falling
in Type 7 and Sub-type 4D.
PP1 has the highest percentage among the eight works. In the
passages studied, this type seems to be used for forceful statement,
e.g.
PP1 VI 156 'Wiltow or neltow ft we wol have oure wille
157 Of thi flour and of thi flesshe ft -fecche whanne us
liketh
158 And maken us murye thermyde, ft maugree thi chekes.' 
Since the word-pair is a well-known feature of English
alliterative verse and prose, it may be of interest to show the 
totals for types 13 and 7 and sub-type 4D in both ME and MnE (cf.
4.6.3 above):
Type MC FQ FR ES Aud Mur PP1 GGK
13 16 10 36 19 46 2 17 4
7 25 24 29 22 75 3 25 7
4D 2 6 3 3 11 1 5 -—
Total 43 40 68 44 132 6 47 11
2.9 4.8 1.9 1.2 3.6 1.2 5.5 2.3
PP1, perhaps not unexpectedly, has the highest proportion, but 
it is notable that GGK - at least in the passages studied - has a 
lower proportion than MC and FQ. The fairly high proportion in Aud 
is presumably due to the shortness of his line (cf. 3.3.1) and the 
imitation of the Old English model (cf. 1.2.2).
Type 14 calls for no special comment.
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15. Adverb + Prepositional Phrase.
In this type, PP1 and GGK have the lowest proportions of all the 
works. The same applies to types 19 (adverb + adjective) and 22 
(adverb + subordinate clause) where instances are absent, and type 
20 (a phrase introduced by an adverb) where instances are absent in 
PP1, and GGK has only one half-line (cf. 6.4.2 for illustrative 
examples).
This suggests that a half-line introduced by an adverb is not 
one of the typical half-lines in Middle English.
Types 16 and 17 call for no special comment.
18. Independent Phrase (including greetings) + Vocative.
This type does not appear in PP1, and GGK has only one 
half-line. The reason is that this type occurs naturally only in 
the dramas. The same applies, again, to type 27 (a non-independent 
phrase + vocative). For examples, cf. 6.4.2-3.
Type 21 calls for no special comment.
23. A Predicate preceding "wh" or "that" Clause.
The PP1 and the GGK passages have high proportions of this 
type. This is presumably one of the typical half-lines in ME (cf. 
types 9 and 12 above). PPl, being more colloquial, has a higher 
proportion than GGK (cf. 4.6.1 where this type of half-line is 
typical of colloquial works).
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24. A Half-Line containing a NP modified in the following
Half-Line by a Genitival Phrase.
GGK and PP1 Have the lowest percentages in this type in
accordance with what we have seen in type 1 (genitival Phrase)
above. For examples cf. 6.4.3
25. A Half-Line containing a Predicate amplified by a
Prepositional Phrase in the following Half-Line.
In accordance with a low percentage in type 2 (prepositional 
phrase), PP1 has the lowest percentage in this type, and GGK has a 
higher proportion. Cf. type 9 above.
26. A Half-Line containing the first part of Anticipatory "it”
Cleft Sentence.
PP1 has, like FR, ES and MC, a relatively high proportion of 
this type (cf. 4.6.1 above).
28. A Half-Line containing a Main Verb separated from its
Auxiliary or Infinitive lftoM .
In this type, PP1 has a very high proportion compared with the 
rest of the eight works (5.8 per cent). This is one of the typical 
half-lines in PP1, e.g.
Prol. 89 And signe that thei sholden # shryven hire parisshens,
90 Prechen and praye for hem, # and the povere fede---
172 ........... # thanne loke we mowen
173 And peeren in his presence # the while hym playe liketh,
174 And if hym wratheth, be war # and his wey shonye^ .
175 A1 the route of ratons // to this reson assented;
176 Ac tho the belle was ybrought // and on the beighe hanged ..
Type 29 calls for no special comment.
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6.5.4 The Structure of the Half-Line in ME and MnE.
There is a remarkable similarity between ME and MnE, especially 
in the way PP1 often resembles EJ5 and FR while GGK is closer to Mur 
and FQ. The main exceptions are due to linguistic and stylistic 
differences between ME and MnE, viz. smaller use in ME of the 
of-genitive (types 1, 8, and 24); greater use of conjunctions (type
3), relative adverb or pronoun clauses (types 9 and 12); absence of 
Latinate words occupying a half-line (type 7A); and inversion, i.e. 
survival of end-position of verb (types 3 and 4), modifier (type 6), 
and preposition (type 2).
6.6 Correlation between Syntax and Metre in ME and Comparison
with MnE.
The aim of the present part of the chapter is to examine the 
relation between the particular type and the metrical form in ME, 
and then to compare this with MnE (cf. 5 above).
Examined in 6.6.1 is the relation between syntax and half-line 
length, in 6.6.2 the relation between syntax and anacrusis, and in
6.6.3 the relation between syntax and rising and falling rhythms.
6.6.0 Size of the Corpus for Comparison.
For the reasons already given in 5.0 above, the small residues 
of both complete (cf. 6.4.2,5) and neutral (cf. 6.4.3,5) types in ME 
are, as in MnE, not considered here. The same applies, again as in 
MnE, to the incomplete half-lines (cf. 6.4.4-5). The following 
table shows the numerical data for these exclusions:
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PP1 GGK
Excluded corpus 2-stress 3-stress 2-stress 3-stress
Residue of complete 19 7 6 3
half-lines 2.2 0.8 1.2 0.6
Residue of neutral 8   2 ---
half-lines 0.9 0.4
Incomplete half-lines 106 14 74 11
12.4 1.6 15.2 2.3
Total 154 96
18.0 19.8
These excluded half-lines are of some interest only in that they 
generally agree with the main trends shown in 6.6.2 and 6.6.3 of 
more lines with anacrusis than without, and more falling than rising 
rhythm. This is shown in the following table:
PP1 GGK
o I — x I — R F o - x I — R
Residue of 4 15 3 16 3 3 4 2
complete 0.5 1.8 0.4 1.9 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.4
half-lines
Residue of 1 7 4 4   2 1 1
neutral 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2
half-lines
Incomplete 31 75 16 90 10 64 29 45
half-lines 3.6 8.8 1.9 10.1 2.1 13.2 6.0 9.3
Total 36 97 23 110 13 69 34 48
4.2 11.3 2.7 12.9 2.7 14.2 7.0 9.9
- = half-lines without anacrusis. R = rising rhythm
- = half-lines with anacrusis F = falling rhythm
After these exclusions, the corpus remaining for comparison is 
702 half-lines (82.0 per cent) in PP1 and 390 (80.2 per cent) in 
GGK. This new corpus will be regarded as 100 per cent in 6.6.1.
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6.6.1 Syntax and half-line Length in ME.
I. Numerical data and charts.
' As in 5.1 above, given below are (i) two tables showing the 
figures for the syntactical types and the number of syllables they 
fall into, and (ii) 14 charts for the frequent syntactical types in 
the PP1 and the GGK passages. In the charts, the figures show the 
number of half-lines occurring in the particular length, and the 
percentages for these figures appear on the left side margin. The 
broken line represents the percentages of the PPl passages and the 
continuous line is used for those of the GGK passages.
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Table Is PPl 
TYPES
LS*
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7A
4 - - - 1 1 2 - - - -
- - 0.1 0.1 0.3 - -
5 - 9 21 26 7 3 13 - 2 2
1.3 3.0 3.7 1.0 0.4 1.9 - 0.3 0.3
6 - 25 63 45 27 3 7 - 9 10
3.6 9.0 6.4 3.8 0.4 1.0 - 1.3 1.4
7 - 21 63 20 34 1 5 - 5 14
3.0 9.0 2.8 4.8 0.1 0.7 - 0.7 2.0
7 40 11 16 1 - - - 3
1.0 5.7 1.6 2.3 0.1 - - - 0.4
9 - 2 16 2 8
0.3 2.3 0.3 1.1
10 -  -  6 -  2
0.9 0.3
11 -  -  -  1 
-  -  -  0.1
12
13
* LS - Length in syllables.
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Table 1: PPl (Contd)
TYPES
LS*
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
1
0.1
5 2 1 1 1 - - 1 1
0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 - - 0.1 0.1
6 6 - 4 4  - 1 2 1
0.9 - 0.6 0.6 - 0.1 0.3 0.1
7 5 - 3 6  - - - 2
0.7 - 0.4 0.9 - - - 0.3
8 -  -  1 6 
- 0.1 0.9
1
0.1
10
11
12
13
* LS = Length in syllables,
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Table Is PPl (Contd)
TYPES
LS*
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
2
3
4 - - - 1
-  0.1
5 - - - 2 - 4 1 1 4 1
0.3 - 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.1
6 - - - 6 1 2 1 - 17 -
0.9 0.1 0.3 0.1 - 2.4
7 - - - 6 - 2 2 - 22 4
- - - 0.9 - 0.3 0.3 - 3.1 0.6
8 - - - 3 - 3 1 - 5 3
- 0.4 0.4 0.1 - 0.7 0.4
9 - - - 1  - - - - 2 -
- 0.1 - - - 0.3 -
1 0 - - -  -  -  1 -  -  1
-  -  -  -  -  0.1 -  -  0.1 -
11
12
1 3 - - - -  - - 1
- - - - -  0.1
* LS = Length in syllables.
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fTable 2: GGK 
TYPES
LS*
1 2 3 4 5 6 7  7A 8 9
2
- - - - - 0 . 3
4 - 3 3 5 2 2 - - - 1
— 0.8 0.8 1.3 0.5 0.5 — - - 0.3
5 2 11 21 15 16 7 1 4 7
0.5
i i 1 
ho
 
1 
00
'■3-.
m
1
3.8 4.1 1.8 0.3 — 1.0 1.8
6 3 25 28 15 20 1 4 _ 4 6
0.8 6.4 7.2 3.8 5.1 0.3 1.0 — 1.0 1.5
7 1 5 30 11 10 — 2 _ 3 4
0.3 1.3 7.7 2.8 2.6 - 0.5 - 0.8 1.0
8 _ 1 13 3 4 1 _ _ _ 2
— 0.3 3.3 0.8 1.0 0.3 — — — 0.5
9 — 1 3 — 4 — — — — —
- 0.3 0.8 - 1.0 - - - - -
* LS = Length in syllables.
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Table 2: GGK (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
0.3
5 2 1 5 2 1 - 2
0.5 0.3 1.3 0.5 - 0.3 - 0.5
6 2  - 3 2 - - 1 4
0.5 - 0.8 0.5 - - 0.3 1.0
7 2  - 1 - - - i
0.5 - 0.3 - - 0.3
8 1 -  -  -  -  -  1 
0.3 - - - - - - 0.3
* LS = Length in syllables.
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Table 2: GGK (Contd.)
TYPES
LS*
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
2 - -
-
-
-
- -
3
4 1
----- ----
2 2 2 2
0.3 — — 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 0.5
5 — — _ 2 1 1 4
— — — 0.5 0.3 0.3 - 1.0
6 — — — 4 3 3 1 2 4
— — — 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.3 - 0.5 1.0
7 — — _ 3 3 _ — 3 2
- - - 0.8 0.8 - - 0.8 0.5
8 — 1 — 1 1 3 1 — —
- 0.3 - 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.3 - -
* LS = Length in syllables.
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Type 6
Syllables
r
Type 7
Syllables
373c
Type 8
Syllables
% 2 3 4 | 5 6 j 7  8 9 10 11 12
! 1 ! 1 !
• 1
1 ___ ---
i l l ,  ! ! ! i
: i f i ii 1
i ! i ' 1 i j
W5- I !
1 I 1
i 1 I P l X .
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i
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11 I 12
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Type 13
Syllables
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Type 25
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1---
Type 28
Syllables
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II• Order of the Types in PPl and GGK and Comparison with MnE,
The above tables and charts show some differences in the 
half-line length between the different grammatical constructions 
(cf. types 3 and 5 which have longer half-lines, than, say, type
4). A more revealing picture can again be obtained by calculating 
the average lengths for the different types, and showing them on 
charts in the same order as followed in MnE (cf. 5.1.2). The 
purpose is to see how far this is similar to, or different from,
MnE. Given below are a table and two charts showing the average in 
each work separately. As in 5.1.2 above, the tables show (i) the 
average lengths; and (ii) the percentages of the frequency of the 
types which will be represented by different degrees of shading (cf. 
key to shading in 5.1.2). In the charts, the types are given in the 
same order as for MnE.
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Type PPl GGK Type PPl GGK
7 A % -- -- 4 % 15.1 12.6
AL 6.235 5.775
6 % 1.4 2.8 1 % -- 1.5
AL 5.6 5.181 AL 5.833
18 % — — 0.3 11 % 0.3 0.3
AL 7.0 AL 4.5 5.0
7 % 3.6 1.8 24 % 0.1 1.0
AL 5.68 6.142 AL 6.0 6.5
10 % 1.9 1.8 2 % 9.1 11.8
AL 6.23 6.285 AL 6.5 5.847
13 % 2.4 1.0 12 % 1.3 2.3
AL 7.0 5.5 AL 6.444 5.555
20 % -- 0.3 21 % __ 0.3
AL 4.0 AL 8.0 ■
15 % 0.1 0.3 29 % 1.1 1.5
AL 6.0 0.5 AL 7.125 6.333
23 % 2.7 3.1 8 % 2.3 2.8
AL 6.578 5.916 AL 6.187 5.909
14 % -- 0.3 17 % 0.6 1.8
AL 4.0 AL 6.25 6.0
16 % 0.6 0.3 5 % 13.5 14.4
AL 6.5 6.0 AL 6.936 6.178
19 % --- -- 26 % 0.9 0.8
AL AL 7.666 6.33
25 % 1.7 3.1 3 % 29.8 25.1
AL 6.666 6.333 AL 6.928 6.387
27 % 0.1 0.5 9 % 4.1 5.4
AL 5.0 4.0 AL 6.62 5.809
28 % 7.3 3.1 22 % --- --
6.745 5.833 AL
AL = Average Length
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The table and charts given above show that there is some 
similarity to the main chart given for MnE works (cf. 5.1.2) 
especially in the commonest types 2, 3, 4, and 5. In PP1, types 6, 
7, and 10 also agree with the order in question. These seven types 
include 522 half-lines (74.4 per cent in PP1). In GGK, on the other 
hand, types 6, 13 and 8 agree, together with the four commonest 
types, with the order in MnE. These include 275 half-lines (70.5 
per cent). The result is somewhat clearer if only the more frequent 
types are represented and more weight is given to the heavily shaded 
types, as in the following two charts:
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Types
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These last two charts show a closer similarity between ME and 
MnE in the descending order of the types according to half-line 
length. It is relevant, however, to consider the exceptions.
It is significant that, in the types which disagree with the
order, PP1 and GGK are largely similar. Thus, both PP1 and GGK have
long averages in types 23, 25, and 28, but short averages in types 
12 and 9. This suggests that there are differences between ME and 
MnE in the half-line lengths for the different syntactic types. A 
discussion of the differences follows:
A. Type 10 (imperative) has a long average in the GGK passages.
The reasons are (i) the use of long three-stress half-lines, e.g. 
2143-a Haf here p_i helme on hede, and (ii) the presence of more
than two content words in the half-line, e.g. 2120-a Cayrez bi sum
v, / 
oper kyth.
15. Type 7 (noun + noun) has a long average in GGK because of the
use of (i) bo e .. and together with nouns with plural endings, e.g.
508-a Bojje groundez and |»e_ greuez; (ii) polysyllabic nouns, e.g. 
553-a Launcelot and Lyonel; and (iii) disyllabic conjunctions, e.g. 
2102-b Hestor, ojaer ofrer.
£. Type 13 (pairs) has a long average in PP1. The great majority 
of these pairs are prepositional phrase + and + prepositional 
phrase, and this results in a high proportion of unstressed
syllables, e.g. Prol. 163-a Bothe in wareyne and in waast; VI 28-a
/ f \ /
Fro wastours and fro wikked men; and VI 157-a Of thi flour and of
thi flesshe.
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I). Type 23 (a half-line containing a predicate preceding wh- or 
that clause) has a long average because, as in type 10 above, of the 
presence of more content words in the half-line, e.g. PP1 VI 74-a 
Truthe tolde me ones; 170-a And m/naced Piers and his men; GGK 131-a 
For vch wyje_ may wel w i t ; and 379-a Fyrst, 1_ J3_e, hafrel.
IS. Type 28 (a half-line containing a main verb separated from its 
auxiliary or infinitive to) has a long average in PP1 and, on a 
smaller scale, in GGK. There are various reasons for this.
Firstly, there are some three-stress half-lines in this type, e.g. 
GGK 2070-a
The brygge watz brayde doun, // and |?e brode ^ates 
Vnbarred and born open # vpon bo|>e halue 
and PP1 VI 67-a to lese here in hervest/ And make hym murie thermyd. 
Secondly, this type has, like type 10 above, more content words, 
e.g. Prol. Ill—b of court speke moore. Lastly many half-lines in 
this type contain prepositional phrases and some of these 
prepositions are disyllabic, e.g. VI 97-a And dele among my 
d/ughtres.
_F. Type 25 (a half-line containing a predicate amplified in the 
following half-lines by a prepositional phrase) has a long average 
because, as in types 7 and 10 above, of (i) the use of polysyllabic
words, e.g. PP1 Prol. 110-b the eleccion bilongeth; (ii) the use of
/ \ / 
many constituents, e.g. PP1 VI 96-a wif shal have of that 1^  wan //
with...; and (iii) disyllabic conjunctions, e.g. GGK 96-a Ofrer sum
segg hym biso^ t //of ...
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(?. Type 12 (relative adverb or pronoun clause) has a short average 
in GGK and, on a much smaller scale, in PP1 because fewer 
constituents are used, e.g. GGK 379-b how f?at jpou hattes, 2078-b \?er 
clengez |pe_ colde, and PP1 Prol. 195-b whoso wole it rede-.
II. In type 8 (noun + prepositional or genitival phrase) PP1 has a 
short average because of the rare use of modifiers before the noun 
and of disyllabic prepositions, e.g. Prol. 158-a A raton of renoun, 
and Prol. 192-a The maze among us alle.
J_. In GGK and, on a much smaller scale, in PP1, type 9 (relative 
clause) has a short average because, unlike type 23 above, of the
rare use of half-lines with more than two content words. Examples
/ / / 
are PP1 VI 186-b that Piers hadde ymaked; VI 87-b that best hath
deserved; GGK 117-b frat frerbi henged; and 527-b \>at grene watz ere.
Again, as in 5.1.2, a majority of these differences are due to 
stylistic or metrical norms, differences of register, and special 
stylistic effects, and there are also some linguistic differences 
between ME and MnE. However, they do not disprove the suggestion 
that in stressed metre in ME there is, as in MnE, a general 
consistency which is grammatically conditioned.
III. Comparison of ME and MnE works.
It has already been shown in 6.3.1 that PP1 and GGK have longer 
half-lines than the MnE works. This order is however changed when 
the slightly limited corpus for 6.6.1 (explained in 6.6.0) is 
considered. GGK has short half-lines here because the excluded
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half-lines happen to include many of the long half-lines. While GGK 
has high proportions of five- and six- syllable half-lines as shown 
in 6.3.1, it has in the excluded corpus more six- and seven-syllable
half-lines, as is shown in the following table:
Length in 
Syllables
Total
Half-Lines
Excluded 
Half-lines
Corpus for 
Comparison
2
3 2 1 1
0.4 0.2 0.2
4 30 4 26
6.2 0.8 5.3
5 123 18 105
25.3 3.7 21.6
6 166 31 135
34.2 6.4 27.8
7 107 26 81
22.0 5.3 16.4
8 42 9 33
8.6 1.9 6.8
9 15 6 9
3.1 1.2 1.9
10 1 1 --
0.2 0.2
Total 486 96 390
19.8 80.2
The reasons for the long average in these excluded half-lines 
are (i) that they include many constituents, e.g. 2141-a |?at |pou 
wylt jsyn awen n/e // nyme to j^yseluen; (ii) that they include more 
content words, e.g. 2110-a say |)<2, as_ so^ pe # as...; (iii)
that there are polysyllabic words, e.g. 502-a After Crystenmasse com 
# be crabbed lentoun; and (iv) that GGK has a higher proportion than
the rest of the works of the three-stress half-lines in the excluded 
corpus, e.g. 495-a Gawan watz glad to begynne # |?ose gomnez in 
halle.
For the above reasons, half-line average length in GGK changes 
from 6.104 syllables in the total half-lines (cf. 6.3.1) to 6.035 in 
the corpus for comparison in 6.6.1 used here. The result is a 
change of the order given in 6.3.1 (PP1, GGK, FR, ES, FQ, MC, Mur, 
Aud) to the following: PP1, FR, ES, GGK, FQ, MC, Mur, Aud, as is 
shown in the following chart:
8    ___________________
Average Length
6 _
* Aai 4
2 _
PP | FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
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If the averages for PP1 and GGK, at least in the eleven frequent 
types (2-9, 23, 25, and 28, which include 88.9 per cent of the 
corpus for comparison), are now incorporated with those of MnE shown 
in 5.1.3 (cf. key to shading in 5.1.2), and all are placed in the 
descending order arrived at above (PP1, FR, ES, GGK, FQ, MC, Mur, 
Aud), the result will be as follows:
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PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
Type 4 Type 5
PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
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Type 6
PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
Type 7
PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
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It is of interest that here again, as in 5.1.3 above, the 
balance between the linguistic constraints and the stylistic norms 
of individual works continues to appear in the PP1 and the GGK 
passages studied. This is especially true in the types 2, 3, 4 and 
5, which include two thirds of the corpus for comparison, and in 
type 6 which, though less frequent in ME, is next to the above four 
types in MnE. The norms for line-length in PP1 and GGK are 
obviously reflected in these five types (but cf. IV below). Also in 
these types, line lengths increase or decrease, as in MnE, at a 
fairly constant rate in both the portions studied.
IV. Order of the works in the different types with reference to PP1 
and GGK.
If the eight works are ordered on the horizontal axis in 
descending order of half-line length, the result is as shown in the 
following table.
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Long averages <---  > short averages
1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
2 PP1 ES FR FQ GGK MC Mur Aud
3 PP1 FR ES GGK MC FQ Mur Aud
4 ES PP1 FR GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
5 PP1 FR ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
6 PP1 ES FR GGK FQ MC Aud Mur
7 GGK FQ PP1 ES FR Mur MC Aud
8 FR FQ ES PP1 GGK MC Mur Aud
9 PP1 ES FR FQ Mur GGK MC Aud
10 GGK PP1 FR ES MC Mur Aud FQ
11 FR ES FQ Mur Aud GGK MC PP1
12 PP1 MC ES Mur FQ FR GGK Aud
13 PP1 Mur FQ MC GGK FR ES Aud
14 FQ ES MC FR Mur Aud GGK
15 PP1 FR ES FQ MC GGK Aud Mur
16 PP1 FR FQ GGK ES MC Mur Aud
17 FR PP1 ES GGK FQ MC Mur Aud
18 GGK ES FR MC
20 FQ Mur ES FR MC GGK Aud
21 GGK Mur FR ES MC Aud FQ
23 PP1 GGK ES FR FQ MC Mur Aud
24 GGK FR ES PP1 FQ MC Mur Aud
25 PP1 GGK ES FR Mur FQ MC Aud
26 PP1 GGK ES FR Aud MC
27 ES FR PP1 GGK MC
28 PP1 FR GGK ES Mur FQ MC Aud
29 PP1 MC GGK ES FR Aud FQ
In the twenty-two types in which the PP1 passages occur, there 
are fourteen types where PP1 has the longest average, i.e. half-line 
length is reflected in the majority of types. In types 4, 8, 17 and 
27, PP1, though it does not have the longest average, still has a 
longer average than GGK. In some types the proportions are too low 
to be of any significance. GGK, in which the average length is very 
similar to that of FR (cf. the chart arrived at in III earlier), 
comes midway between the two extremes of length represented by PP1 
and FR on the one hand and Mur and Aud on the other.
The following differences appear in both the main table above 
and the charts given in III earlier:
A. Type 2 (prepositional phrase) has a short average in GGK because
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a majority of this type has the construction preposition + modifier 
+ noun rather than preposition + noun + noun or preposition + noun + 
prepositional or genitival phrase (cf. 6.4.2 for sub-type 2A). It 
has already been shown (cf. 5.1.2) that modifier + noun is shorter 
than noun + noun or noun + prepositional phrase. Cf. 6.6.3 where 
this type has a relatively high proportion of rising rhythm.
jJ. Type 4 (verb + object, complement, or adverbial) has relatively
short averages in both the PP1 and GGK passages. In GGK the reasons
are (i) the rare use of auxiliaries or infinitive to; (ii) the 
occurrence of only two content words in the majority of half-lines, 
e.g. 519-b dropez of fre leuez, and 550-b bo^ed togeder; and (iii)
the shortness of the three-stress half-lines used, e.g. 520-a To
/  \ /  /  /  \ /  / 
bide a^ blysful blush, and 507-a Fallez vpon fayre flat. In PP1 the
reasons are the same as in GGK, though here there is a further
reason: that PP1 has a low proportion of sub-type 4B (verb +
prepositional phrase), and this means fewer syllables in the middle
of the half-line. Cf. 6.6.2 where there are high proportions of
half-lines without anacrusis especially in GGK.
6.6.2 Syntax and Anacrusis in the ME passages.
I. Corpus for Comparison.
Since the main feature in the three stress half-lines is the 
three stresses, irrespective of the occurrence and distribution of 
unstressed syllables, these will, as in MnE, be excluded from the 
corpus for comparison of anacrusis here and similarly from that for 
rising and falling rhythms in 6.6.3. The corpus then becomes 624
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half-lines in PP1 and 315 half-lines in GGK, and will be regarded as 
100 per cent in both sections,
II, Numerical Data.
It has already been shown in 6,3.2 that the number of half-lines 
with anacrusis in PP1 and GGK is greater than that of half-lines 
without. In the slightly revised corpus for comparison shown in I 
above, there are still more half-lines with anacrusis (cf. 5.2).
This is shown in the following table:
PP1 GGK
Half-lines with anacrusis 523 261
\
83.8 82.9
Half-lines without anacrusis 101 54
16.2 17.1
These figures are distributed over the syntactic types as 
follows:
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PP1 GGK
Type o I - x I - o I - x I
1. Genitival phrase       5
1. 6
2. Prepositional phrase 2 55 1 43
0.3 8.8 0.3 13.7
3. Conjunctions and 1 188 1 84
sentence-connectives 0.2 30.1 0.3 26.7
4. Verb + object, complement, 41 54 21 16
or adverbial 6.6 8.7 6.7 5.1
5. Main clause 4 80 6 28
0.6 12.8 1.9 8.9
6. Modifier + noun 4 4 3 6
0.6 0.6 1.0 1.9
7. Noun + Noun 15 7 4 3
2.4 1.1 1.3 1.0
8. Noun + prepositional 4 8 1 6
phrase 0.6 1.3 0.3 1.9
9. Relative clause -- 26 -- 19
4.2 6.0
10. Imperative 4 7 3 2
0.6 1.1 1.0 0.6
11. Interrogative 1 1 1 --
0.2 0.2 0.3
12. Relative adverb or 3 6 1 7
pronoun clause 0.5 1.0 0.3 2.2
13. Pairs 2 14   4
0.3 2.2 1.3
14. Verb or subject missing     1 ---
but understood 0.3
15. Adverb + prepositional 1 1  1 ---
phrase 0.2 0.2 0.3
16. Adjective + prepositional 1 3   1
phrase 0.2 0.5 0.3
17. NP + post-modifier 1 2   3
0.2 0.3 1.0
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PP1 GGK
Type o|- x|- o | - x| -
20. A phrase introduced by     1 ---
an adverb 0.3
23. A predicate preceding 6 12 2 10
wh- or that clause 1.0 6.3 0.6 3.2
24. NP modified by a genitival  1   3
phrase in the following 0.2 1.0
half- line
25. Predicate 5 7 2 8
amplified by a 0.8 1.1 0.6 2.5
prepositionl phrase 
in the following line
26. The first part of   4   3
anticipatory it. cleft 0.6 1.0
sentence
27. A non-independent   1 2 ---
phrase + vocative 0.2 0.6
28. Main verb separated from 7 36 3 4
its auxiliary 1.1 5.8 1.0 1.3
or infinitive t£
29. The first part of   6   5
constructions like 1.0 1.6
"too..to", "-er..than"..
II. Discussion.
As might be expected from the total figures in 6.3.1, there are, 
in most of the types, more half-lines with anacrusis than without. 
However, there are some differences between the proportions of 
anacrusis in ME and MnE:
A. In type 2 (prepositional phrase), instances of stressed 
prepositions like over, under, after at the beginning of the 
half-line are very rare in the passages studied. In the majority of
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half-lines there are words other than the preposition to carry the 
stress. This results in more anacrusis in ME than in MnE in this 
type. There are only a few half-lines where the preposition gets 
the stress, e.g. PP1 VI 158-b maugree thi chekes.
B^. In type 3 (conjunctions and sentence-connectives), there is more 
anacrusis than in MnE. The reason is the absence of subordinating 
conjunctions (whether monosyllabic or disyllabic with the stress on 
the first syllable) in stressed positions, like since, after, 
when..etc (cf. 5.2.2 above). Another reason is that while had the 
form the while. For examples cf. 6.4.2 above.
(2. Type 4 (verb + object, complement or adverbial) has, unlike 
types 2 and 3 above, a higher proportion of half-lines without 
anacrusis in the ME passages. The reason is that there is less 
frequent use than in MnE of auxiliaries or infinitive to.
D. In type 7 (noun + noun) there is a high proportion of half-lines 
without anacrusis. The reason is, as in MnE, that most of the nouns 
have the stress on the first syllable. (For examples cf. 6.4.2 
above). The same applies to types 10 and 11 (though they are very 
rare), and this agrees with what we have already seen in MnE (cf. 
5.2.2).
III. The reasons for anacrusis.
In the ME passages studied, the reasons for the incidence of 
anacrusis are the same as in MnE (cf. 5.2.3) though here there is a 
high proportion of disyllabic and polysyllabic anacrusis. There are
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various reasons for this. Firstly, disyllabic prepositions occur in
x x
type 2 in unstressed positions (cf. II above) e.g. GGK 397-b bifore 
bis dou|?e ryche, 2119-b vpon Goddez halue, PP1 Prol. 8-a Under 
brood bank. Secondly, many subordinating conjunctions occur in
unstressed positions, e.g. PP1 VI 163-b the while my plowgh liggeth,
X X / /
GGK 72-a When J?ay had waschen worthyly. Lastly, For to occurs side
X X /by side with to with infinitives, e.g. GGK 557-a For to counseyl \>e^
/ X X /  /
knyq t , PP1 VI 56-a For to werche by thi wordes.
IV. Concluding Remark.
Anacrusis is, as in MnE, linguistically conditioned. The ME 
passages studied are similar to MnE, i.e. in both there are higher 
proportions of anacrusis in the majority of the syntactical types. 
There are, also in both, lower proportions of anacrusis in types 7, 
10, and 11 (cf. 5.2.3 for the reasons). There is one significant 
linguistic difference between ME and MnE: the concentration in the 
ME passages studied on using main verbs in type 4 and less use of 
infinitive to and auxiliaries.
Anacrusis can be said to be broadly constant in ME and MnE 
irrespective of the stylistic differences between the works.
6.6.3 Syntax and Rising and Falling Rhythms in ME.
I. Numerical data.
In 6.3.3 above, it has been shown that GGK has a higher 
proportion of rising rhythm than PP1. When the numerical data for 
the slightly limited corpus for comparison (cf. 6.6.2) are 
distributed over the two kinds of rhythm in question, they show the 
same order: more rising rhythm in GGK:
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Rhythm PP1 GGK
Rising rhythm 75 123
23 . 8 3 9 .0
Falling rhythm 549 192
76.2 61.0
When these figures are distributed over the syntactical types in 
which the passages studied occur, the result is as follows:
PP1 GGK
Type Rising Falling Rising Falling
1. Genitival phrase     2 3
0 . 6 1 . 0
2. Prepositional phrase 5 51 19 25
0.8 8.2 6.0 7.9
3. Conjunctions and 30 159 35 51
sentence-connectives 4.8 25.5 11.1 16.2
4. Verb + object, complement, 6 89 8 29
or adverbial 1.0 14.3 2.5 9.2
5. Main Clause 10 74 13 21
1.6 11.9 4.1 6.7
6. Modifier + Noun --- 8 2 7
1.3 0.6 2.2
7• Noun + Noun --- 22 1 6
3.5 0.3 1.9
8. Noun + Prepositional 1 11 3 4
phrase 0.2 1.8 1.0 1.3
9. Relative clause 3 23 9 10
0.5 3.7 2.9 2.5
10. Imperative 1 10 1 4
0.2 1.6 0.3 1.3
11. Interrogative 2 -- -- 1
0.3 0.3
12. Relative adverb or 1 8 3 5
pronoun clause 0.2 1.3 1.0 1.6
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PP1 GGK
Type Rising Falling Rising Falling
13. Pairs 1 15 2 2
0.2 2.4 0.6 0.6
14. Verb or subject missing     1 -- -
but understood 0.3
15. Adverb + prepositional   2   1
phrase 0.3   0.3
16. Adjective + prepositional  4   1
phrase 0.6 0.3
17. NP + post modifier   3 2 1
0.5 0.6 0.3
20. A phrase introduced     1 ---
by an adverb 0.3
23. A predicate preceding 2 16 7 5
wh or that clause 0.3 2.6 1.8 1.6
24. NP modified by a genitival 1 ----  1 2
phrase in the following 0.2 0.3 0.6
half-line
25. Predicate amplified by a 2 10 6 4
prepositional phrase 0.3 1.6 1.9 1.3
in the following half-line
26. The first part of 1 3  1 2
anticipatory It cleft 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.6
sentence
27. A non-independent 1   2
phrase + Vocative 0.2 0.6
28. Main verb separated from 6 37 3 4
its auxiliary or 1.0 5.9 1.0 1.3
infinitive to
29. The first part of 2 4 1 4
contructions like 0.3 0.6 0.3 1.3
"too..to", "-er..than"••
II. Discussion.
In the majority of the syntactical types, especially the 
commoner ones, the proportions of falling rhythm tend to be (i
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) very
much higher than those of rising rhythm in PP1; but (ii) nearer to 
those of rising rhythm in GGK than in PP1. This suggests that 
rising and falling rhythms are, as in 5.3, stylistically 
conditioned. But before this conclusion can be reached, the size of 
the exceptions must be shown and discussed.
A. In type 6 (modifier + noun) there is more falling than rising
rhythm. The reasons are, as in MnE, (i) the use of disyllabic or
polysyllabic nouns with the final syllable unstressed, e.g. GGK 
/ / X
136-b an aghlich mayster; and (ii) the use of disyllabic adjectives
/ s
when they are transposed after the nouns, e.g. GGK 539-a Kny^tez ful 
/  X
cortays. One further reason here is the use of final -e or -e of
inflexional endings when these are syllabic, e.g. PP1 Prol. 44-b tho
/ / X f X
Roberdes knaves, GGK 2149-b Gawayn >^e noble.
15. In type 7 (noun + noun) the high proportion of falling rhythm 
is, as in MnE, due to the occurrence of disyllabic or polysyllabic 
nouns with the final syllable unstressed. As in A above, the final
-e is one of the reasons behind the high proportion of falling
/  /  X
rhythm, e.g. PP1 Prol. 18-b the meene and the riche.
C^. Types 23 (a half-line containing a predicate preceding wh- or 
that clause) and 25 (a half-line containing a predicate amplified, 
in the following half line by a prepositional phrase) in GGK have, 
as in MnE, high proportions of rising rhythms. The reason is that
they end, as in the MnE works, more frequently in a verb, e.g. GGK
407-b smartly _I ]pe^ teche/ Of my hous, and 554-b and pertly he sayde,
# .... In PP1, as a result of counting the inflexional -e in verbs
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more frequently than in GGK, there is more falling rhythm.
IK In GGK, in types 1 (genitival phrase), 2 (prepositional phrase), 
and 8 (noun + genitival or prepositional phrase) the proportions of 
rising rhythm are nearer to those of falling rhythm than in types 6
and 7. The reason, again as in MnE, is that the occurrence of
unstressed syllables (prepositions) at the beginning or in the 
middle of the half-line leads the poet to use fewer unstressed 
syllables at the end (cf. 5.3.3 for the same feature in Mur and 
Aud) •
III. Concluding Remarks to 6>6.*.3»
A. Falling rhythm in the ME passages studied is, as in MnE, 
syntactically conditioned in types 6 and 7. The nouns ending the 
half-lines here are similar to those in MnE. Inflexional endings
also condition this kind of rhythm.
JB. Rising rhythm in both the portions studied here is also, as in 
MnE, syntactically conditioned in types 12 (though it is rare) and
28. The same applies to type 23 in GGK only. In all these types, 
half-lines frequently end in verbs. In PP1 these types still have 
more falling rhythm than in GGK because different rules and 
assumptions have been followed in PP1 in dealing with final -e's.
C. In the commoner types, the proportions persist, as in MnE, 
irrespective of type: very high proportions of falling rhythm in 
PP1, and, in GGK, proportions of rising rhythm nearer to those of 
falling than in PP1.
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The incidence of falling and rising rhythms in ME - at least in 
the passages studied - can, as in MnE, be said to be mainly 
stylistically conditioned,
6.7 Conclusion to Chapter Six.
6.7.1 The Four-Stress Norm.
In the passages studied the norm is clearer than in MnE, as can 
be seen from the absence of (i) lines that are slightly shorter than 
the norm and about which there is doubt as to whether to include 
them or not (cf. 2.1.3); (ii) lines where the place of the caesura 
cannot be decided with certainty because of different possibilities 
of stressing (cf. 2.3.1); (iii) lines in which there is no doubt 
about the stressing but which contain words or groups of words that 
might precede or follow the caesura; and (iv) lines where the place 
of the normal medial caesura appears to fall in the middle of a 
polysyllabic word (cf. 2.4).
6.7.2 Metre.
A. There is similarity between ME and MnE in the distribution of 
the various patterns. The main difference is that, in the ME 
passages studied, there are lower proportions than in MnE of the 
half-lines beginning and ending in a stressed syllable viz. the 
stress-patterns:
| / x | /,
| / x x | /,
| / x x x | /, and
| / x x x x | /.
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This is due to (i) the final -e which was frequently sounded, 
especially in the PP1 passages; and (ii) the repeated use of 
conjunctions at the beginning of half-lines.
_B. Three-Stress Half-Lines :
The order of the works studied according to the proportions of 
three-stress half-lines is, in descending order (cf. 6.3.1), Mur, 
GGK, PP1, MC, FQ, FR, ES, Aud.
The similarity of style between Mur and GGk is reflected, among 
other things, in the high proportion of three-stress half-lines. In 
both, the use of these is, as previously suggested, semantically 
motivated and reinforces the fast-moving and the descriptive 
narrative styles (cf. 2.2.3 and 6.3.1).
PP1 is nearer to MC and has a higher proportion than FR and ES. 
This high proportion in PP1 is the result of fewer demotions of 
content words to the degree of secondary stress because of the 
alliteration in the majority of the three content words. 
Contextually, however, the use of three-stress half-lines in PP1 is 
very similar to that in ES or FR (cf. 3.3.1 and 6.3.1)
£. Half-Line Length:
The PP1 and the GGK passages have longer averages than the MnE 
works. If the final and inflexional -e^s were not counted as 
syllabic, PP1 would perhaps be nearer to ES and FR, and GGK nearer 
to Mur or MC.
D. Dactylic and Polysyllabic Rhythms:
The incidence of dactylic rhythm within the first foot is
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especially noticeable in GGK. As in Mur (cf. 3.3.2), this 
contributes to the "galloping" effect, which (together with the 
"clipped" effect - cf. E below) reinforces the narrative tempo of 
the work.
PP1> on the other hand, resembles ES and FR: in all the rhythm 
is polysyllabic rather than dactylic.
Anacrusis and Rising Rhythm:
PP1 and GGK have the lowest proportions of half-lines without 
anacrusis, but they have the highest proportions of polysyllabic 
anacrusis, the use of which can enhance effects like those of 
animated conversation in GGK. In PP1, the long anacrusis, together 
with the large number of unstressed medial or final syllables, is 
characteristic of colloquial polysyllabic rhythm.
GGK would have had a fairly similar proportion of rising rhythm 
to Mur if the final -e"s had not been counted (70.3 per cent), 
whereas PP1 seems nearer to FR and ES (55.7 per cent). The high 
proportion of rising rhythm in GGK gives, as in Mur, the "clipped" 
effect suitable for emphasis and graphic description.
6.7.3 Syntax.
There is an overall similarity between ME and MnE in the 
different syntactical types used. PP1 is often near to ES and FR 
whereas GGK is similar to Mur and F(£. Linguistic differences result 
in a few exceptions (cf. 6.5.4 for these), but the general 
similarity is one that might have been sufficient to prompt a 
hypothesis of continuity, were it not for the great interval of time 
between the two periods. Since, except in the case of Auden, the
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literary continuity is somewhat tenuous, the only basis of 
continuity must lie in the nature of the language itself, which 
determines that there are only certain distributions of syntactical 
types that occur naturally in the stressed metre of both periods, 
and that even variations in these distributions that are due to 
comparable differences of register run closely parallel in the two 
periods.
6.7.4 Syntax and Metre.
A. Syntax and half-line length:
In the ME passages studied, half-line length is, as in MnE, 
mainly grammatically and syntactically conditioned.
IJ. Syntax and anacrusis:
Incidence of anacrusis in ME is, as in MnE, grammatically and 
lexically conditioned irrespective of the varying styles.
C. Syntax and rising rhythm:
The choice of rising rhythm in ME seems, again as in MnE, to be 
stylistically conditioned irrespective of the different syntactical 
types.
6.7.5 Concluding Remark.
Comparison of ME and MnE reveals that there is remarkable 
similarity in the metrical form and the syntactical construction of 
the half-line, and in the correlation between syntax and metre. It 
also reveals some interesting linguistic and metrical differences,
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but these do not disprove the general similarity, the origin of 
which appears to lie in the linguistic constraints applicable to all 
English verse written in stressed metre, rather than to specific 
links in literary tradition.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to establish that the lowest unit in modern verse 
written in stressed metre is the half-line of two, or more 
exceptionally three, stresses (2.2.2), and that a majority of these 
half-lines are grammatically and/or semantically self-contained
The most typical, common stress patterns of the half-line are 
(in descending order of frequency) as follows:
These five stress-patterns include about 33 per cent of the 
two-stress half-lines. Each of them includes at least 5 per cent of 
the total.
The second commonest group of stress-patterns include about 29 
per cent of the total, with at least 3 per cent in each pattern. 
These are as follows:
(4.1-2).
7.1 Met re•
(i) x|/x|/
(ii) x|/x|/x
(iii) x|/xx|/
(iv) x|/xx|/x
(v) xx|/x|/
e.g. Aud 4-b You seem amused 
e.g. FR 1188-a To make her happy 
e.g. Mur 13-a The men in the boats 
e.g FR 1325-a And as I get older 
e.g. F(£ 54-b and the farther shore.
(i) xx|/xx|/
(ii) xx|/x|/x
(iii) |/xx|/
(iv) |/xx|/x
e.g. MC 241-b and the Sheriff of Kent
e.g. FQ 46-b which is always present
/ / 
e.g .Mur 70-a Cut them in time
e.g. FR 1132-b Where was my father?
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(v) x | /x xx|/ e.g. FR 1205-b let's talk about yours/lf
(Vi) xx|/xx|/x e.g. ES 35-a
/ /
And advise you to buy it
(vii) |/x|/x e.g. Aud 34-a Fear the future
(viii) x| /xxx|/x e.g. 86-a The moment in the arbour
The short stress-patterns ( | / | / , | / x | / ,  | / | / x ,  and x 
| / | /) are especially commoner in Aud than in the rest of the 
works•
Stress-patterns ending in a stress are especially common in Mur, 
MC and Aud respectively (3,3.3).
Stress-patterns ending in one unstressed syllable are common in 
F£ (3.3.3).
FR and ES contain the rarest and the longest stress-patterns 
(3.2.3-5):
(i) xxxxx|/xx|/x e.g. ES 404-b of becoming a different person
(ii) xxxx|/xxxx|/x e.g. FR 332-a Because the particular has no
language
(iii) xx|/xxxx|/xxx e.g. FR 111-b because Everything is irr/vocable.
Every work also includes cases of three-stress half-lines, e.g.
/ / /
MC 497-a Kings have public policy.
/ \/ \ /
FQ 622-a The brief sun flames the ice.
FR 1940-b Harry has crossed the frontier 
ES 860-b with his calm possessive air 
Aud 1404-b the castle is open on Sundays 
Mur 21-a Concannon watched and waited.
These constitute the principal metrical deviation, which, in 
performance, may be rendered either by syncopating the three 
stresses into the timing of two feet, or by reading two stresses in 
a single foot (2.2.2).
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Within the two-stress framework, there is latitude for varying
norms of line-length in each work. The shortest half-line contains
two syllables (e.g. FQ 44-a Time past) and the longest contains
twelve syllables (e.g. FR 2010-b that I was going to be a 
/
missionary. ES and FR have the longest half-line average and are 
followed by F(^ , MC, Mur, and Aud respectively. If three stress 
half-lines are considered, the order is the same except for FR which 
has, this time, a longer average than ES (3.3.1).
7.2 Syntax.
7.2.1 The Common Syntactical Types
The four commonest syntactical types are:
(i) type 5 (main clause), e.g. ES 1-b You'll see him at tea
(ii) type 3 (a half-line beginning with a conjunction or a
sentence-connective), e.g. FR 72-b but it's a difficult age for her
(iii) type 2 (prepositional phrase), e.g. MC 468-b before another 
spring
(iv) type 4 (verb + object, complement, or adverbial), e.g. ES
981-a Is practically negligible.
These four types constitute about 43 per cent of the total.
The second commonest group of syntactical types include:
(i) type 6 (modifier + noun), e.g. ES 29-b the whole afternoon
(ii) type 25 (a half-line containing a NP modified, or a predicate 
amplified, in the following half-line by a prepositional phrase), 
e.g. FR 1717-a We do not pass twice # through the same door.
(iii) type 8 (noun + prepositional or genitival phrase), e.g. Aud 
897-a The tears of parting
(iv) type 23 (a half-line containing a predicate preceding wh- or
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that clause), e.g. FR 646-a You only want to know // whether I 
understand
(v) type 11 (interrogative), e.g. Mur 192-a Where has it gone?
(vi) type 24 (a half-line containing a NP modified in the following 
half-line by a genitival phrase), e.g. FR 769-a The sudden 
extinction # of every alternative.
(viii) type 1 (genitival phrase), e.g. ES 1200-a Of right and wrong 
These seven types constitute about 19 per cent of the total.
7.2.2 The Common Types in Particular Works:
(i) FQ has high proportions of genitival phrases (type 1), 
prepositional phrases (type 2), conjunction + phrase or rank-shifted 
clause (sub-type 3D), type 4 (verb + object, complement, or 
adverbial), pairs (types 7 and 13), noun + genitival or
prepositional phrase (type 8), relative clause (type 9), and types
24 and 25 mentioned in 7.2.1 above.
(ii) MC has, like FQ, high proportions of types 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 13,
24, and 25. But it also has high proportions of types 10 
(imperative), 11 (interrogative), and 28 (a half-line containing a 
main verb separated from its auxiliary or infinitive to).
(iii) Mur has high proportions of type 2, 4, 5 (main clause), 8, and
25.
(iv) Aud has high proportions of types 1, 2, 4, 7, 7A (noun), 13,
24, and 25, but it also has a remarkably high proportion of type 6 
(modifier + noun).
(v) FR and ES have high proportions of subordinate clauses 
(sub-types 3A), main clauses (type 5), relative clauses (types 9 and
12), interrogatives, and half-lines containing a phrase + vocative
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(types 18 and 27). They also have high proportions of types 23 (a 
half-line containing a predicate preceding wh- or that clause), 25, 
and, like MC, 26 ( a half-line containing the first part of an 
anticipatory ijt cleft sentence).
7.2.3 Half-Line Length and its Grammatical Structure.
There is a clear correlation between the length of the half-line 
and its grammatical structure. Average lengths decrease at the same 
rate as the constituents of the half-line decrease (5.1.2). Thus, 
in descending order of length:
3 Conjunction or sentence—connective + clause or phrase.
5 Main clause: subject predicate (object) (complement) 
(adverbial).
8 Noun + prepositional or genitival phrase.
2 Prepositional phrase.
11 Interrogative clause.
1 Genitival phrase
4 Predicate (object) (complement) (adverbial).
6 Modifier + noun.
7.2.4 Grammatical Structure and Anacrusis.
Anacrusis is mainly grammatically conditioned. It occurs when
the half-line is introduced by articles, conjunctions, pronouns,
prepositions, and various other closed class words in unstressed
positions (5.2.3). It is also lexically conditioned: it occurs when
the half-line begins with a disyllabic or polysyllabic word with the
X X  / X
stress falling late, e.g. apathetic.
The proportions of half-lines with anacrusis and those without
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come nearest to being equal in types 7 (Noun + noun), 10 
(Imperative), and 11 (Interrogative). This is because these types 
are more likely to begin with a stress: a noun or a verb, or an 
interrogative•
Types 15, 19, 20 and 22 (half-lines introduced by adverbs) have- 
high proportions of half-lines without anacrusis because the adverbs 
used are either monosyllabic or disyllabic stressed on the first 
syllable.
7.3 Style of the Different Works.
7.3.1 Mur:
In Mur, the three main features of stylistic variation and 
semantic motivation (rising rhythm, three-stress half-lines, and 
polysyllabic slacks) can clearly be seen to reinforce the speed of 
narrative and vividness of description that are the main 
characteristics of the poem. The final stress gives the "clipped" 
effect which is so successfully exploited to bring out poetic 
effects (3.3.3). This is preceded in many cases by dactylic feet, 
which support the speed of narrative (6.3.2). The remarkably high 
proportion of three-stress half-lines in Mur, again, contributes to 
the poetic effect of crowding more semantic elements than usual into 
the half-line unit. Three-stress half-lines with largely disyllabic 
words are especially effective in passages expressing movement and 
action, whereas those with more monosyllabic words are used in 
descriptive passages (2.2.3).
The high proportion of disyllabic anacrusis, together with 
dactylic rhythm in the first foot and rising rhythm suggest that the
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underlying rhythm of the whole poem is
x x  | / x x  | / //xx | / x x  | / .....
This contributes to the "galloping" effect, and, together with 
rising rhythm (which gives the "clipped" effect), reinforces the 
heightened narrative tempo of the poem (3.3.2).
The high proportions of grammatical types 2 (prepositional 
phrase), 8 (Noun + prepositional or genitival phrase), and sub-type 
4B (verb + prepositional phrase) show the poet's successful choice 
of types expressing motion which is, again, part of the fast-moving 
narrative. Type 5 (Main clause), especially when it occurs in 
three-stress half-lines, is characteristic of the density so typical 
of modern stress verse (the accumulation of many semantic elements).
The shortness of the three-stress half-lines in Mur (3.3.1) 
gives a compressed, graphic effect and contributes to the 
heightening of the style.
7.3.2 MC:
The confrontational nature of the play results in some one- and 
two-stre?s lines which are dramatically effective (2.2.1-2).
One of Eliot's techniques of line composition in MC is the 
juxtaposition of a long, overweight line (containing a three-stress 
half-line) and a short line (three-stress), where the meanings of 
power, or seriousness are reflected in the long half-line, and an 
effect of weakness, finality, abruptness, or smallness is achieved 
in the short line. In many of the short lines which are nearer to 
three- than to four-stress, the meaning is reflected in the metre.
In others, the rhyme suggest a four-stress reading, but this is only 
an underlying theoretical assumption (2.1.3).
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The main stylistic features in the composition of the half-line 
unit in MC are (i) the rare use of anacrusis; (ii) the use of rising 
rhythm, which is partly conditioned by rhyme; and (iii) the use of 
three-stress half-lines.
Whereas the stylistic reason for the choice of rising rhythm in 
Mur is the speed of narrative and vividness of description, in MC 
the effect aimed at is crisp dramatic statement reinforced partly, 
as mentioned above, by rhyme. Rising rhythm in MC gives the effect 
of emphasis and abruptness, while concentration on content words 
gives parallel effects of brusque brevity or, in different contexts, 
oracular pronouncement.
The use of three-stress half-lines (3.3.1) reinforces (i) an 
effect of emphasis in confrontational or violent situations; and
(ii) an emotional effect in passages of past recollection or mystic 
experience.
The underlying rhythm, as is suggested by the high proportions 
of rising rhythm and half-lines without anacrusis seems to be
| / x x x | / # / x x x | /
Again, as in Mur, the use of types 2 (Prepositional phrase), 8 
(Noun + prepositional or genitival phrase), and sub-type 4B (verb + 
prepositional phrase) is frequent in MC. The effect gained, 
however, is different here: reinforcing the serious, impassioned, 
and moving nature of the play. Imperatives in MC are frequent, and 
are typical of the aggressive nature of the knights, and of the 
Archbishop's opposition to them.
Pairs (types 7 and 13 and sub-type 4D) show some of Eliot's 
typical poetic choices. Some of these are cases of asyndetic 
repetition, and others of derivative repetition. The main feature
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in these is the absence of articles, and this reinforces the 
rhetorical effect aimed at in many cases. Type 26 (A half-line 
containing the first part of an anticipatory jit cleft sentence) is 
relatively frequent in MC (and in FR and ES) and the reason is the 
need for discursive argument requiring logical emphasis. Types 18 
and 27 (phrases followed by vocatives) are, like type 26, naturally 
needed in the dramas (MC, FR and ES).
7.3.3 FQ:
Falling rhythm is the norm of the poem, and this is most suited 
to its reflective, philosophical nature (3.3.3 and 4.7.2). The 
relatively long half-lines with anacrusis enable the poet to present 
his thoughts with many alternatives using and's and or's.
Three-stress half-lines are used for emphasis in mainly 
reflective passages, though some occur in descriptions (3.3.1).
Eliot's frequent use of genitival and prepositional phrases 
(types 1, 2, 8, and sub-type 4B) is effective in visualising and 
recalling the "what might have been" with which the poem is 
concerned, and contributes an incantational effect to the world of 
fantasy and dreams.
One of the typical half-lines in FQ is the pairs (types 7 and
13), which are sometimes pure repetition and at other times 
derivative repetition. Relative clauses are, likewise, typical of 
the style in FQ, and are to some extent the result of a 
philosophical treatment of religious themes.
7.3.4 FR and ES:
One- and two-stress lines are used in FR and ES to reinforce an
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effect of finality or to mark an interruption caused by the entrance 
of a new character on the stage (2.2.1-2).
Three-stress lines in ES include half-lines with one stress
where the absent stress is compensated for by a number of unstressed
X X x / x x
syllables (e.g. There were the three of us). They also include
one-stress half-lines where a silent stress can be assumed to make 
up for the absent stress, and this is characteristic of works 
depending on dialogue as a form (2.1.3).
Five- and six-stress lines which are not part of the four-stress 
norm occur in FR in passages conveying mystic experience or 
emotional effects (2.2.1). The departure from the norm in these 
lines is one of the characteristics of the individual style of FR 
and provides one of the examples where there is distancing from more 
prosaic or colloquial language.
Three-stress half-lines are mostly functional in FR and, 
especially, in ES. They are, however, used to reinforce emotional 
effects in passages of past recollection, revenge and fury, or 
mystic experience.
Polysyllabic anacrusis is most frequent in FR and ES, and these 
are followed by FQ, MC, Mur, and Aud respectively (i.e. the same 
order as for half-line length mentioned in 7.1 above) (3.3.2). 
Another feature of colloquial rhythm in FR and ES is the high 
proportion of half-lines ending in two or more unstressed syllables 
[/ x x (x) (x)], though here FR has a smaller total than ES because 
the style is more frequently distanced from the language of prose
(4.7.2).
Colloquial style is also reflected in the types of grammatical 
constructions common in FR and ES.
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The types common in MC, FQ, and Mur are less common here. 
Especially common are subordinate clauses (sub-type 3A), main 
clauses (type 5), Interrogatives (type 11), and predicate preceding 
wh- or that clause (type 23).
7.3.5 Aud:
Three-stress half-lines are rare in Aud, and this very fact 
leaves the reader with monotonous passages of very short two-stress 
half-lines where the tempo hardly changes. In addition, these short 
half-lines, where the reader^s expectation is rarely defeated, are 
overloaded by alliteration without enough non-alliterating secondary 
stresses or variation in the distribution of unstressed syllables to 
compensate for the monotony it produces.
Rising rhythm in Aud is probably due to the shortness of 
half-lines. High proportions of half-lines with no anacrusis or 
with monosyllabic anacrusis are also results of the shortness of 
half-lines (3.3.1-3).
The subject-matter is of mainly descriptive nature. This is 
borne out by the fact that Aud has high proportions of types 6 
(Modifier + noun), 7 and 7A (nouns) and 13 (Pairs). Prepositional 
phrases (type 2) contribute to the descriptive style and are 
effective in the accumulation of detail. Type 14 (Half-lines where 
verb to be or the subject is missing but understood) shows some of 
the poetic features in Aud: deviation from normal word-order and 
absence of copula. This type is also effective in passages in the 
language of commercials and headlines and in song-like passages
(4.7.2).
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7.4 Middle English.
There is remarkable similarity between Modern and Middle English 
stressed verse. In metre, the range of stress-patterns for the 
half-line is somewhat smaller than in Modern English, though this 
might be partly due to the smallness of the ME samples. The 
incidence of anacrusis in ME is also similar, except that 
polysyllabic anacrusis is commoner (6.3.3) and this appears to be 
due to differences between the two periods that are partly 
linguistic and partly stylistic. In addition to high proportions of 
rising rhythm, disyllabic anacrusis, and three-stress half-lines, 
the GGK passages studied have, like Mur, high proportions of stress- 
patterns with dactylic medial feet (6.3.2), viz. the patterns:
I / x x | /, 
x | / x x | /,
x x | / x x | /,
x x x | / x x | /,
| / x x j / x, and
x | / x x | / x.
The use of all these features in GGK is, as in Mur, effective and 
motivated. The PP1 passages, on the other hand, have, like FR and 
ES, more rare, long stress-patterns (polysyllabic rhythm) and fewer 
three-stress half-lines (6.2).
There is similarity, likewise, in the proportions of the 
syntactic types used, and there are only a few differences (6.5.4). 
These are due to either linguistic change (e.g. less use of the 
of-genitive in ME) or to stylistic characteristics typical of ME 
(e.g. greater use of sentence-connectives and relative clauses). As 
in the MnE works, line-length and anacrusis are largely
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grammatically conditioned, while rising rhythm is stylistically 
conditioned (6.6.1-3)
All these similarities suggest that the typical linguistic 
constraints in the composition of stressed verse have remained the 
same from the fourteenth century to the present time, and this may 
extend even to differences of register in view of the remarkable 
similarities between PP1 and FR/ES on the one hand and between GGK 
and Mur on the other (6.5).
7.5 Summary Conclusions.
The following are largely linguistically conditioned and 
predictable in stressed metre:
(i) grammatical types in the half-line unit;
(ii) half-line length of the grammatical types;
and (iii) anacrusis.
Stylistically conditioned are:
(i) norms for half-line length in the different works;
(ii) rising rhythm;
(iii) three-stress half-lines;
and (iv) polysyllabic slacks.
The last three constitute the main resources for stylistic 
variation in stressed verse. In the works studied, they are most 
noticeable and effective in Mur, MC, and FQ, and less so in FR, ES, 
and Aud.
In both linguistic and stylistic conditioning, Middle English 
alliterative verse seems to be remarkably similar to Modern English 
stressed verse. Further study of ME along these lines seems 
desirable.
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APPENDIX A: METRICAL ANALYSIS
The Family Reunion, 
Part I 
Scene 1
AMY
/ / / \ /
Not yet! I will ring for you. it It is still quite light.
I have nothing to do it but watch the days draw out,
Now that I sit in the house it from October to June,
And the swallow comes too soon it and the spring will be over
And the cuckoo will be gone it before I am out again.
0 Sun, that was once so warm, it 0 Light that was taken for gr/nted
/  /  /  S /
When I was young and strong, it and sun and light unsought for
/ / / 'And the night unfeared it and the day expected
And clocks could be trusted, it tomorrow assured
<> And time would not stop in the dark! 10
/ / \/ / /
Put on the lights, it But leave the curtains undrawn.
/ / / \ \/ /
Make up the fire, it Will the spring never come? I am cold.
AGATHA
/ ✓ / \ ✓
Wishwood was always it a cold place, Amy.
IVY
/ \/ / ■ / /
1 have always told Amy it she should go south in the winter.
/ \/ / / /
Were I in Amy's position, it I would go south in the winter
I would follow the sun, it not wait for the sun to come here.
/ / / /
I would go south in the winter, it if I could afford it,
/ \/ / / V S/
Not freeze, as I do, in Bayswater, it by a gas-fire counting 
/
shillings.
1
VIOLET
/ ' t /  /Go south! to the English if circulating libraries,
s / / /
To the military widows if and the English chaplains, 20
To the chilly deck-chair if and the strong cold tea - 
The strong cold st/wed if bad Indian tea.
CHARLES
That's not Amy's style at all. if We are country-bred p e o p l e .
Amy has been too long if used to our ways
/ / / /
Living with horses if and dogs and guns
/ \ / / /
Ever to want to leave if England in the winter.
But a single man like me if is better off in London:
A man can be v e r y  if cosy at his club
/ / v
Even in an English winter, if
GERALD 
Well, as for me,
I'd just as soon if be a subaltern again 30
/ / / /
To be back in the East, if An incomparable climate
/ / s / /
For a man who can exercise if a little common prudence;
/ / \ , , /
And your servants look after you if very much better.
AMY
My servants are p/rfectly if competent, Gerald.
/ \ /
I can still see to that, if
VIOLET 
Well, as for m e t
I would never go south, if no, definitely never,
/ /  / '
Even could I do it if as well as Amy:
England's bad enough, if I would never go south,
/ / . / /
Simply to see if the vulgarest people -
2
You can keep out # of their way at tn^ me; 40
p/ople with money from heaven knows where - #
GERALD
/ / N.
Dividends from aeroplane shares,
VIOLET
They bathe all day # and they dance all night 
In the absolute # minimum of clothes.
CHARLES
It's the cocktail-drinking # does the harm:
There's nothing on earth # so bad for the young.
/ / / /
All that a civilised # person needs
/ \ / / /
Is a glass of dry sherry # or two before dinner.
/  s  /  / /
The modern young people # don't know what they're drinking,
Modern young people # don't care what they're eating;
They've lost their sense # of taste and smell 50
/ / „ / /
Because of their cocktails it and cigarettes.
/ /That s what it comes to.
IVY
The younger generation
Are undoubtedly decadent
CHARLES
/ /
The younger generation
/ / . / /
Are not what we were, ft Haven t the stamina,
/ /  JL '  /Haven't the sense it of responsibility.
GERALD
/ v / / /
You re being very hard it on the younger generation.
/ , , / . / \ , \ / _
I don t come across them it very much now, myself;
t / , \ / /
But I must say I ve met it some very decent specimens
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And some first-class shots - it better than you were,
Charles, as I remember, it Besides, you've got to make allowances: 60
/ / / \ /
We haven't left them it such an easy world to live in.
Let the younger generation it speak for itself:
It's Mary's generation. it What does she think about it?
MARY
/ \ / „ / /
Really, Cousin Gerald, it if you want information
About the younger generation, it you must ask someone else.
/ / / /
I'm afraid that I it don't deserve the compliment:
I don't belong it to any generation.
VIOLET
/ / / ^ /
Really, Gerald, it I must say you're very tactless,
/ / s / /
And I think that Charles it might have been more considerate.
GERALD
' / / /
I'm very sorry: it but why was she upset? 70
/ \ / „ s /
I only meant to draw her it into the conversation.
CHARLES
/ / / /
She's a nice girl; # but it's a difficult age for her.
<> I suppose she must be # getting # on for thirty?
She ought to be married, it that's what it is.
AMY
/  /  v „ N /  /
So she should have been, it if things had gone as I intended.
/ / / \ /
Harry's return it does not make things easy for her
/ / / t
At the moment: but life it may still go right.
/  / \ .. ✓ /
Meanwhile, let us drop the subject, it The less said the better.
GERALD
<> That reminds me, Amy,
<> When are the boys it all it due to arrive? 80
4
AMY
I do not want the clock it to stop in the dark.
If you want to know it why I never leave Wishwood
/ / / /
That is the reason. it I keep Wishwood alive
\ / /  / /
To keep the family alive, it to keep them together,
\ / / / \ /
To keep me alive, it and I live to keep them.
You none of you understand it how old you are
/ / / /
And death will come to you it as a mild surprise,
/ / . / /
A momentary shudder it in a vacant room.
N/ / S, / / /
Only Agatha seems to discover it some meaning in death -
<> Which I cannot find.
/ / f /
- I am only certain it of Arthur and John,
/ / / /
Arthur in London, it John in Leicestershire:
/ /  / s /
They should both be here it in good time for dinner.
<> Harry telephoned to me from Marseilles,
He would come by air to Paris, it and so to London,
And hoped to arrive it in the course of the evening.
VIOLET
/ / N S /
Harry was always it the most likely to be late.
AMY
' s  M / /This time, it it will not be his fault.
/ / y /We are very lucky it to have Harry at all.
IVY
/ / „ / N '
And when will you have it your birthday cake, Amy,
/ / „
And open your presents? it
AMY
/ / 
After dinner:
/ x
N '  /  nThat is the best time, it
90
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IVY
/ /
It is the first time
You have not had your cake it and your presents at tea,
AMY
/ ' / n /  .This is a very it particular occasion
/ /  '  '
As you ought to know. it It will be the first time
/ / / N, /
For eight years it that we have all been together.
AGATHA
It is going to be rather it painful for Harry 
After eight years it and all that has happened 
To come back to Wishwood. it
GERALD
/  /
Why, painful?
VIOLET
/ / „ ✓ /
Gerald! you know it what Agatha means.
AGATHA
/  / / /
I mean painful, it because everything is irrevocable,
/ / / ✓
Because the past it is irremediable,
/ , r - /  JLBecause the future it can only be built
Upon the real past, it Wandering in the tropics
Or against the painted it s c e n e of the Mediterranean,
/ / / t
Harry must often it have remembered Wishwood -
The nursery tea, it the school holiday,
The daring f/ats it on the old pony,
/  \ / / /
And thought to creep back it through the little door.
/  /  / /
He will find a new Wishwood. it Adaptation is hard.
AMY
/  /  / . /
Nothing is changed, it Agatha, at Wishwood.
1 1 0
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6
Everything is kept it as it was when he left it,
Except the old pony, it and the mongrel setter
<> Which I had to have destroyed.
/ / „ / /
Nothing has been changed, it I have seen to that.
AGATHA
/ V  / „ / s/ /
Yes. 1 mean that at Wishwood it he will find another Harry.
The man who returns it will have to meet
The boy who left, it round by the stables,
<> In the coach-house, in the orchard,
<> In the plantation, down the corridor 130
That led to the nursery, it round the corner
/ / / /
Of the new wing, it he will have to face him -
And it will not be a v e r y  it joily corner.
When the loop in time comes it - and it does not come for everybody -
/ / / / x
The hidden is revealed, it and the spectres show themselves.
GERALD
I don't in the least it know what you're t/lking about.
You seem to be wanting it to give us all the hump.
/ N/ / / yI must say, this isn't cheerful it for Amy s birthday
/ / ''S \ /  /
Or for Harry's homecoming, it Make him feel at home, I say!
Make him feel it that what has happened doesn't matter 140
He's taken his medicine, it I've no doubt.
/ /  /  \ /
Let him marry again it and carry on at Wishwood.
AMY
/ / /  /
Thank you, Gerald, it Though Agatha means
/  \ / ✓ /
As a rule, a good deal more it than she cares to betray,
I am bound to say it that I agree with you.
7
CHARLES
/ / / /
I never wrote to him it when he lost his wife -
That was just it about a year ago, wasn t it?
/ / \ / /
Do you think it that I ought to mention it now?
It seems to me too late, it
AMY
s \ 'Much too late.
/ / / „ x /
If he wants to talk about it, if that s another matter;
/ x / / /
But I don't believe he will, it He will wish to forget it.
/ / x / /
I do not mince matters it in front of the family:
You can call it nothing it but a blessed relief.
/ ' /
I call it providential, it
VIOLET
IVY
/ / ,
Yet it must have been shocking,
/ / / / ^
Especially to lose it anybody in that way -
/ / / /
Swept off the deck it in the middle of a storm,
And n/ver even it to recover the body.
CHARLES
/ x / / /
'Well-known Peeress it Vanishes from Liner'.
GERALD
\  / / /  /
Yes, it's odd to think of her it as permanently missing,
/ /
Had she been drinking?
VIOLET
AMY
/ /
I would never ask him.
IVY
Th/se things are much better it not enquired into.
150
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/ / f /
She may have done it # in a fit of temper.
/ /
I never met her. 1f
GERALD
AMY
/ \ S
I am very glad you did not.
I am very glad 1f that none of you ever met her.
/ / JL /  ^ , /  •It will make the situation 1f very much easier
And is why I was s'o anxious If you should all be here.
She never would have been if one of the family,
She never wished 1f to be one of the family,
She only wanted # to keep him to hers/if
/ / / \ /
To satisfy her vanity. 1f That's why she dragged him 170
/ \ / /  \ /
All over Europe 1f and half round the world
/ / / /
To expensive hotels If and undesirable society
/ / / /
Which she could choose herself, if She never wanted
/ / /  ^ ^
Harry's relations 1f or Harry's old friends;
/ / / \ /
She never wanted 1f to fit herself to Harry,
But only to bring Harry 1f down to her'own level.
/ / / /
A restless shivering # painted shadow
/ / / /
In life, she is less if than a shadow in death.
You might as well all of you If know the truth
For the sake of the future. If There can be no grief 180
And no regret If and no remorse.
I would have prevented it if I could. 1f For the sake of the future:
<> Harry is to take command at Wishwood
/ / / /
And I hope we can contrive 1f his future happiness.
/ v. / / v /
Do not discuss his absence. If Please behave only
/  *  / N/ /
As if nothing had happened 1f in the last eight years.
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GERALD
/ s /
That will be a little difficult. #
VIOLET
/ /
Nonsense, Gerald!
/ / / N / 
You must see for yourself # it's the only thing to do.
[Lines 189-222 are not included]
HARRY
/ / / *
If you knew how you looked, # when I saw you through the window!
/ / / /
Do you like to be stared at # by eyes through a window?
AMY
<> You forget, Harry, that you are at Wishwood, 225
/ / \ / /
Not in town, # where you have to close the blinds.
There is no one to see you # but our servants who belong here,
And who all want # to s'ee you back, H^rry.
HARRY
\ / \ / . / /
Look there, look there: it do you see them?
GERALD
/ N/ /No, I don t see anyone about, it
HARRY
\ / N. \ /
No, no, not there. Look there! 230
Can't you see them. # You don't see them, but I s'ee them,
/ \ / „ / v /
And they see me. it This is the first time that I have seen them.
/  / . / /
In the Java Straits, it in the Sunda Sea,
/
In the sweet sickly tropical night, it I knew they were coming.
/ / / y
In Italy, from behind # the nightingale's thicket,
The eyes stared at me, # and corrupted that song.
/ / \  / /
Behind the palm trees # in the Grand Hotel
/ / / /
They were always there. # But I did not see them.
10
/ / \ /  /
Why should they wait ft until I came back to Wishwood?
/ / / /
There were a thousand places ft where I might have met them! 240
\ / N /
Why here? Why here? ft
x/ X / / X
Many happy returns of the day, mother.
X / X / X / X  \ / /
Aunt Ivy, Aunt Violet, ft Uncle Gerald, Uncle Charles. Agatha.
AMY
We are very glad ft to have you back, Harry.
/ / / '
Now we shall all ft be together for dinner.
<> The servants have been looking forward to your coming:
/ x x  / / /
Would you like to have them in ft after dinner
/ / / /
Or wait till tomorrow? ft I am sure you must be tired.
^ /  / / /
You will find everybody here, ft and everything the same.
Mr. Bevan - you remember ft -  wants to call tomorrow
On some legal business, ft a question about taxes - 250
/ x / / /
But I think you would rather wait ft till you are rested.
/ \ / / /
Your room is all ready for you. ft Nothing has been changed.
HARRY
/ \/ / . / x  /
Changed? nothing changed? ft How can you say that nothing is changed?
N/  /  /
You all look so withered and young ft
GERALD
/ /
We must have a ride tomorrow.
/ \ ✓ / /
You'll find you know the country ft as well as ever.
/ / / /
There wasn't an inch of it ft you didn't know.
<> But you'll have to see ft about ft a couple of new hunters.
CHARLES
/  / \ / /
And I've a new wine merchant ft to recommend you;
/  /  JL /  /Your cellar could do ft with a little attention.
11
IVY
/ /  / \ /
And you'll really have to find it a successor to old Hawkins* 260
It's really high time it the old man was pensioned.
He's let the rock garden it go to rack and ruin,
\ {/ / \ /  /
And he's nearly half blind. it I've spoken to your mother
/ \ / / /
Time and time again: it she's done nothing about it
Because she preferred it to wait for your coming.
VIOLET
/  \  /  „ /  s  /  ,
And time and time again it I have spoken to your mother
/  /  /  s  /
About the waste it that goes on in the kitchen.
Mrs. Packell is too old it to know what she is doing.
/ / \ / \ /
It really needs a man it in charge of things at Wishwood.
AMY
You see your aunts and uncles it are very helpful, H^rry. 270
/ / / /
I have always found them # forthcoming with advice
Which I have never taken, it Now it is your business.
/ / \ / /
I have only struggled it to keep Wishwood going
\ / / „ / /
And to make no changes it before your return.
/ / s . / \/ /
Now it's for you to manage, it I am an old woman.
/ \ / / /
They can give me no further it advice when I'm dead.
IVY
<> Oh, dear Amy!
/ \ / „ / , / ,
No one wants you it to die, I m sure!
/ \ /  /  /  \/ /
Now that Harry's back, it is the time to think of living.
HARRY
/ \/ / / / \
Time and time and time, it and change, no change! 280
/ \ /  / /
You all of you try to talk it as if nothing had happened,
/ \/ \ y Jt / \ /
And yet you are talking of nothing else, it Why not get to the point
12
Or if you want to pretend # that I am another person -
/ / / v /
A person that you have conspired it to invent, please do so
/ / / /
In my absence. I shall be less // embarrassing to you. Agatha?
AGATHA
/ / \ / /
I think, Harry, # that having got so far -
'  JL /If you want no pretences, it let us have no pretences:
And you must try at once # to make us understand,
/  / JL l / 1 /And we must try it to understand you.
HARRY
/ / / ^ /
But how can I explain, # how can I explain to you?
You will understand less # after I have explained it.
/ /  /  /
All that I could hope # to make you understand
Is only ev/nts: # not what has happened.
And p/ople to whom nothing # has e^er h/ppened 
Cannot underst/nd // the unimportance of ev/nts.
GERALD
s \ „ / /
Well, you can't say that nothing If has happened to me.
I started as a youngster # on the North-West Frontier -
/ N/ / / /
Been in tight corners # most of my life
<> And some pretty nasty messes.
CHARLES
/ / / / \
And there isn't much it would surpise me, Harry;
/ /
Or shock me, either, it
HARRY
/ /
You are all people
/ / / ^  /
To whom nothing has happened, # at most a continual impact
/  /  .. \ /  / /
Of external events, it You have gone through life in sleep,
\/ / / \/ /
Never woken to the nightmare it I tell you, life would be
290
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undendurable
/ /  jl y  , /If you were wide awake, it You do not know
The noxious smell it untraceable in the drains,
<> Inaccessible to the plumbers, that has its hour of night; you do 
not know
The unspoken voice of sorrow it in the ancient b/droom 
At three o'clock in the morning, it I am not speaking
Of my own experience, it but trying to give you 310
/ s ' ' ' /  / \/ /
Comparisons in a more familiar medium, it I am the old house
With the noxious smell it and the sorrow before morning,
In which all past is present, it all degradation
/ / / /
Is unredeemable, it As for what happens -
Of the past you can only it see what is past,
/ s/ / / . , /
Not what is always present, it That is what matters.
AGATHA
N / / N/ / /
Nevertheless, Harry, it best tell us as you can:
Talk in your own language, it without stopping to debate 
Whether it may be too far it beyond our understanding.
HARRY
The sudden solitude it in a crowded desert 320
/ JL /  N/ / •In a thick smoke, it many creatures moving
/ / „ / /
Without direction, it for no direction
/ / . / \/ /
Leads anywhere it but round and round in that vapour -
/ / \ / /
Without purpose, it and without principle of conduct
/ / / /
In flickering intervals it of light and darkness;
The partial anaesth/sia it of suffering without feeling
And partial observation it of one's own automatism
/ / \ / /
While the slow stain it sinks deeper through the skin
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Tainting the flesh # and discolouring the bone -
<> This is what matters, but it is unspeakable, 330
/ / /  / \
Untranslatable: w I talk in general terms
/ s / . / /
Because the particular has no language, it One thinks to escape
<> By violence, but one is still alone
In an over-crowded desert, # jostled by ghosts.
It was o^ nly reversing # the senseless direction
/ / / /
For a momentary rest it on the burning wheel
/ / /  /
That cloudless night # in the mid-Atlantic
<> When I pushed her over.
VIOLET 
Pushed her?
HARRY
/ / / \f /
You would never imagine // anyone could sink so quickly.
I had always supposed, // wherever I went 340
That she would be with me; # whatever I did
<> That she was unkillable. It was not like that.
/ / / /
Everything is true // in a different sense.
I expected to find her # when I went back to the cabin.
/ \ / / \ /
Later, I became excited, # I think I made enquiries;
The purser and the steward # were extremely sympathetic
<> And the doctor very attentive.
7 \/ / /
That night I slept heavily, if alone.
AMY
Harry!
CHARLES
/  /  JL S  7 7You mustn t indulge if such dangerous fancies.
It's only doing harm # to your mother and yourself. 350
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Of course we know what really happened, it we read it in the papers -
No need to revert to it. it Remember, my boy,
/ V  / . s / / \
I understand, your life together if made it seem more horrible.
There^s a lot in my own past life it that presses on my chest
/ / / /
When I wake, as I do now, if early before morning.
/ \ / / /
I understand these feelings it better than you know -
' 1 N / JL /  /But you have no reason it to reproach yourself.
Your conscience can be clear, it
HARRY
It goes a good deal deeper
/ \ / / /
Than what people call their conscience; it it is just the cancer
That eats away the self, it I knew how you would take it. 360
/ / / / \/
First of all, it you isolate the single event
As something so dreadful it that it couldn^t have happened,
/ / / y
Because you could not bear it. it So you must believe
That I suffer from delusions, it It is not my conscience,
S /  '  JL '  'Not my mind, that is diseased, it but the world I have to live in.
- I lay two days it in contented drowsiness;
Then I recovered, it I am afraid of sleep:
/ / / \ /
A condition in which it one can be caught for the last time.
And also waking, it She is n e a r e r  than ever•
The contamination it has reached the marrow 370
/ \ / \/ / /
And they are always near, it Here, nearer than ever.
They are very close here, it I had not expected that.
AMY
' /  JL *  /  ,Harry, Harry, it you are very tired 
And overwrought, it Coming so f a r
And making such h/ste, it the change is too sudden for you.
/  /  /  /You are unused it to our foggy climate
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And the northern country. it When you see Wishwood 
Again by day, it all will be the same again.
/  /  V JL 1  /  ^  *  i tI beg you to go now it and rest before dinner.
/ / /  \/ /
Get Downing it to draw you a hot bath,
<> And you will feel better.
AGATHA
There are certain points it I do not yet understand:
/ / ✓ /
They will be clear later, it I am also convinced
That you only hold it a fragment of the explanation.
It is only bec/use it of what you do not understand
That you feel the need it to declare what you do.
/ / x / /
There is more to understand: it hold fast to that
As the way to freedom, it
HARRY
^ / /
I think I see what you mean,
/ \ /  /  / /
Dimly - as you once explained it the sobbing in the chimney
/ \/ / . / \ / 
The evil in the dark closet, it which they said was not there,
Which th/y explained away, it but you explained them
Or at le'ast, made me cease it to be afraid of them.
/ \ /
I will go and have my bath, if
GERALD
 ^/. /
God preserve us!
/ / / /I never thought it it would be as bad as this.
VIOLET
<> There is only one thing to be done:
Harry must see a doctor, it
IVY
/ /
But I understand -
380
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I have heard of such cases before it - that people in his condition
/ / „ \ / /
Often betray it the most immoderate resentment
At such a suggestion. it They can be very cunning -
Their malady makes them so. it They do not want to be cured 400
<> And they know what you are thinking.
CHARLES
/ / / /
He has probably let this notion it grow in his mind,
/  \  /  .. /  \  /
Living among strangers, it with no one to talk to.
/ / / \ /
I suspect it is simply it that the wish to get rid of her
\ / / \ / s /
Makes him believe he did. it He cannot trust his good fortune.
/  \/ / . / /
I believe that all he needs it is someone to talk to,
/ / ^ / /
To get it off his mind, it I'll have a talk to him tomorrow.
AMY
\  / / \  „ /  K /  /
Most certainly not, Charles, if you are not the right person.
/ / / \  /
I prefer to believe it that a few days at Wishwood
Among his own family, it is all that he needs. 410
GERALD
\ / / / /
Nevertheless, Amy, it there's something in Violet's suggestion.
\  /  /  JL /  /
Why not ring up War burton, it and ask him to join us?
/ \/ / /  /
He's an old friend of the family, it it's perfectly natural
/ / . ✓ \ \/ /
That he should be asked, it He looked after all the boys
/ /  /  /
When they were children, it I'll have a word with him.
He can talk to Harry, it and Harry need have no suspicion.
/ / N'
I'd trust Warburton's opinion, it
AMY
If anyone speaks to Dr. Warburton
/ / \ / ^
It should be myself, it What does Agatha think?
[Lines 419-424 are not included]
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CHARLES
Meanwhile, I have an idea. if Why not qu/stion Downing?
He's been with Harry t e n years, if he's /bsolutely discreet.
/ / M / /
He was with them on the boat, if He might be of use.
IVY
<> Charles! you don't really suppose 
<> That he might have pushed her over?
CHARLES
/ / / \ /
In any case, it I shouldn t blame Harry.
I might have done the same thing if o'nce, myself.
/ / / /
Nobody knows if what he's likely to do
/ / / v /
Until there's somebody if he wants to get rid of.
GERALD
<> Even so, we don't if want if Downing to know
' / / /
Any more if than he knows already.
And even if he knew, if it's v e r y  much better
That he shouldn't know if that w e knew it also.
/ / / \ /
Why not let if sleeping dogs lie?
CHARLES
' / / /
All the same, if there's a question or two
v / /That I d like to ask Downing, if
/ \ / \/
He shan't know why I'm asking.
/  \ / /  / /
Denman, where is Downing? if Is he up with his Lordship?
DENMAN
/ ✓ \ / /
He's out in the garage, Sir, if with his Lordship's car.
CHARLES
/  / \ / /
Tell him I'd like if to have a word with him, please.
430
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VIOLET
Charles, if you are determined // upon this investigation,
7  /  JL S  /  , /Which I am convinced it is going to lead us nowhere,
/ / / /
And which I am sure // Amy would disapprove of -
/  ^ / / /
I only wish to express # my emphatic protest
\  /  /  „ /  /
Both against your purpose it and the means you are employing.
CHARLES
/ s ' / /
My purpose is, to find out it what s wrong with Harry:
/  / \ / /
Until we know that, # we can do nothing for him.
And as for my means, # we can't afford to be squeamish
In taking hold # of Anything that comes to hand.
* / / /
If you are interested in helping Harry
/ / /
You can hardly object it to the means.
VIOLET
I do object.
IVY
/ \ / / /
And I wish to associate # myself with my sister
/ /
In her objections it -
AGATHA
I have no objection,
/ \ / / /
Any more than I object # to asking Dr. Warburton:
/ / /  \ ✓
I only see # that this is all quite irrelevant;
/ /  . / /
We had better leave Charles # to talk to Downing
And pursue his own methods. #
VIOLET
I do not agree.
✓ x / \ /
I think there should be witnesses, it I intend to remain.
' s / \/ /
And I wish to be present # to hear what Downing says.
450
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/ v / „ / \ /
I want to know at once, it not be told about it later.
IVY
' \ '
And I shall stay with Violet. it
AGATHA
/ /
I shall return
When Downing has left you. it
CHARLES
/ \ /
Well, I m very sorry
/ \ / / '
You all see it like this: it but there simply are times
When there's nothing to do it but take the bull by the horns,
/ /
And this is one. IF
CHARLES
\ / /
Good evening, Downing.
It's good to see you again, it after all these years.
/ /
You're well, I hope? IF
DOWNING
/ \  / \ 
Thank you, very well indeed, Sir -
CHARLES
I'm sorry to send for you it so abruptly,
<> But I've a question I'd like to put to you,
✓ ' / /
I'm sure you won't mind, it it's about his Lordship.
/ \ / . s v /
You've looked after his Lordship ff for over ten years...
DOWNING
/ / N „ / / \
Eleven years, Sir, it next Lady Day.
CHARLES
Eleven years, it and you know him pretty well.
And I'm sure that you've been it a good friend to him, too. 
w /  haven't seen him it for nearly eight years;
470
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/ / / /
And to tell the truth, # now that we've seen him,
We're a little worried # about his health.
/ / t /
He doesn't seem to be # •••• quite himself.
DOWNING
/ / / / \ \
Quite natural, # if I may say so, Sir,
/ / JL
After what happened, if
CHARLES
/ /
Quite so, quite.
/ / / N /
Downing, you were with them # on the voyage from New York - 
<> We didn't learn # very much # about the circumstances;
We only knew # what we read in the papers -
Of course, there was a great deal # too much in the papers.
/ / / /
Downing, do you think // that it might have been suicide,
<> And that his Lordship knew it?
DOWNING
/ / / / \
Unlikely, Sir, # if I may say so.
/ \ / / /
Much more likely # to have been an accident.
<> I mean, knowing her Ladyship,
<> I don't think she had the courage.
CHARLES
<> Did she ever talk of suicide?
DOWNING
/  s \ / /
Oh yes, she did, if every now and again.
/ / / /
But in my opinion, # it is those that talk
/ / / \ /
That are the least likely. # To my way of thinking
/ / / ,
She only did it # to frighten people.
If you take my meaning it - just for the effect.
480
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CHARLES
/  /  / \ /
I understand, Downing. if Was she in good spirits? 500
DOWNING
/ / / / v
Well, always if about the same, Sir.
' /  7 JL xWhat I mean is, if always up and down.
Down in the morning, if and up in the evening,
/ / \ / /
And then she used if to get rather excited,
/ / / / s
And, in a way, if irresponsible, sir.
<> If I may make so bold, Sir,
I always thought it that a very few cocktails
<> Went a long way with her Ladyship.
/ / / /
She wasn't one of those if that are designed for drinking:
It's natural for some if and unnatural for others. 510
CHARLES
And how was his Lordship, if during the voyage?
DOWNING
Well, you might say if depressed, Sir.
/ / / N. /
But you know his Lordship if was always very quiet:
/ / / N '
Very uncommon if that I saw him in high spirits.
N S / / N /
For what my judgment's worth, if I always said his Lordship
/ /  / /
Suffered from what they call if a kind of repression.
But what struck me., if more nervous than usual;
I mean to say, if you could see that he was nervous.
He behaved as if he thought if something might happen.
CHARLES
\ / ^
What sort of thing? if
DOWNING
/ \ / N 
Well, I don't know, Sir. 520
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But he seemed very anxious if about my Lady.
/ \ / / ✓
Tried to keep her in if when the weather was rough,
/ V. / / /
Didn't like to see her if lean over the rail.
/ / / /
He was in a rare fright, if once or twice.
/ / / /
But you know, it is just if my opinion, Sir,
✓ / JL / /
That his Lordship is rather if psychic, as they say.
/ / JL
Were they always together? if
CHARLES
DOWNING
✓ /
Always, sir.
s / / / /
That was just my complaint if against my Lady.
/ / / /
It's my opinion if that man and wife
Shouldn't see too much if of each other, Sir.
/ / / /
Quite the contrary if of the usual opinion,
<> I dare say. She wouldn't leave him alone.
/ / \ / /
And there's my complaint if against these ocean liners
<> With all their swimming baths and gymnasiums 
There's not even a place if where a man can go
For a quiet smoke, if where the women can't follow him
/ / / /
She wouldn't leave him if out of her sight.
CHARLES
/ \ / / /
During that evening, if did you see him?
DOWNING
/ / ^ / /
Oh yes, Sir, if I'm sure I saw him.
I don't mean to say if that he had any orders -
/ / / /
His Lordship is always if most considerate
About k/eping me up. if But when I say I saw him,
I mean that I saw him if accidental.
530
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/ / / /
You see, Sir, it I was down in the Tourist,
And I took a bit of air if before I went to bed,
And you could see the corner if of the upper deck.
<> And I remember, if there if I saw his Lordship
Leaning over the rail, if looking at the water -
/ „ / . , / /
There wasn t a moon, if but I was sure it was him.
While I took my turn about, if for near half an hour 550
He stayed there alone, if looking over the rail.
Her Ladyship must have been if all right then,
/ / / /
Mustn't she, Sir? if or e l s e he'd have known it.
CHARLES
Oh yes...quite so. if Thank you, Downing,
/ N \/ \ / ..
I don't think we need you any more, if
GERALD
/ /
Oh, Downing,
/ \ / / „  /
Is there anything wrong if with his Lordship's car?
DOWNING
/ / s / \ /
Oh no, Sir, if she's in good running order:
I see to that, if
GERALD 
I only wondered 
Why you've been busy if about it tonight.
DOWNING
<> Nothing wrong, Sir: 560
/ / / /
Only I like if to have her always ready.
/ N / S „ JLWould there be anything more, Sir? it
GERALD 
Thank you, Downing;
25
<> Nothing more.
VIOLET
7 \ / ^ ji , t . I .Well, Charles, I must say, if with your investigations,
You seem to have left matters # much as they were -
/ \ / / /
Except for having brought it Downing into it:
7 7 JLOf which I disapprove, it
CHARLES
/ /
Of which you disapprove.
\ / / / , /
But 1 believe that an unconscious # accomplice is desirable.
[Lines 569-595 are not included]
AMY'S VOICE
/ / / \/ / \
Ivy! Violet! if has Arthur or John come yet?
IVY
/ /  JL 7 7
There is no news if of Arthur or John.
AMY
It is very annoying. if They both promised to be here
v 7 7 Jl S t
In good time for dinner, it It is very annoying.
<> Now they can hardly // arrive // in time to dress.
/ / / v /
I do not understand # what could have gone wrong
/ /  ^ /
With both of them, coming # from different directions.
Well, we must gNo and dress, I suppose. // I hope Harry will feel 
better
<> After his rest upstairs.
Scene II.
MARY
7 \ / / /
The spring is very late # in this northern country,
Late and unc/rtain, if clings to the sVuth wall.
600
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The gardener had no garden-flowers it to give me for this evening
AGATHA
/ /  / ^  /
I always forget it how late the spring is, here.
MARY
/ / / /
I had rather wait it for our windblown blossoms,
Such as they /re, it than have these greenhouse flowers
/ / \ / /
Which do not belong here, it which do not know
* / / /
The wind and rain, it as I know them.
AGATHA
/ / / /
I wonder how many it we shall be for dinner:
MARY
/ / ' / ,Seven...nine it ....ten surely.
/ / ^ /
I hear that Harry it has arrived already
<> And he was the only one that was uncertain.
/ / / /
Arthur or John it may be late, of course.
\ / / / /
We may have to keep it the dinner back..
AGATHA
/ \ / \ / /
And also Dr. Warburton. it At least, Amy has invited him.
MARY
/ / / \ /
Dr. Warburton? it I think she might have told me;
/ / / /
It is very difficult, it having to plan
For unc/rtain numbers, it Why did she ask him?
AGATHA
\/ / / / / N
She only thought of asking him it a little while ago.
MARY
\ / / / ^
Well, there^s something to be said it for having an outsider;
/ / „ / /
For what is more formal it than a family dinner?
/ / \ / /
An official occasion it of uncomfortable people
610
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Who meet very seldom, # m/king conversation.
/ / „ \ / /
I am very glad it if Dr. Warburton is coming.
/ / / /
I shall have to sit # between Arthur and John.
/ / / \/ /
Which is worse, // thinking of what to say to John,
/ / / /
Or having to listen # to Arthur's chatter
/ / / /
When he thinks he is behaving it like a man of the world?
/ \/ /
Cousin Agatha, I want your advice, it
AGATHA
/ /
I should have thought
You had more than you wanted # of that, when at college.
MARY
I might have known # you'd throw that up against me.
I know I wasn't # one of your favourite students:
/ / / ^
I only saw you # as a hard headmistress
/ / / \/ /
Who knew the way # of dominating timid girls.
/ / JL \ / /
I don't see you it any differently now;
/ / / /
But I really wish # that I'd taken your advice
/ / / / v
And tried for a fellowship, # seven years ago.
Now I want your advice, # because there's no one else to ask,
And bec/use you are strong, # and because you don't belong here
/ \ / „ / N /
Any more than I do. it I want to get away.
\ / /
After seven years? #
AGATHA
MARY
N / /
Oh, you don't understand!
But you do understand. # You only want to know
/ / \ / /
Whether I understand. // You know perfectly well,
/ \ \ / ✓ ✓
What Cousin Amy wants, it she usually gets.
630
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/ \ / / /
Why do you so seldom come here? it You're not afraid of her,
/ \ / / /
But I think you must have wanted it to avoid collision. 650
I suppose I could have gone, it if I'd had the moral courage,
/ \/ / / \ /
Even against a will like hers. it I know very well
/ / f /
Why she wanted to keep me. it She didn't need me:
/  s  /  /  /
She would have done just as well it with a hired servant
Or with none. She only it wanted me for Harry -
Not such a compliment: it she only wanted
/ / \ \ /
To have a tame daughter-in-law it with very little money,
A housekeeper-companion it for her and Harry.
/ / / \ /
Even when he married, it she still held on to me
Because she couldn't bear it to let any project go; 660
/ / \ / \ /
And even when she died: it I believed that Cousin Amy -
/ /  / /
I almost believed it - if had killed her by willing.
Doesn't that sound awful? it I know that it does.
/ \ / / /
Did you ever meet her? it What was she like?
AGATHA
/ / \ / /
I am the only one it who ever met her,
/ \ / „ / /
The only one Harry it asked to his wedding:
/ / \ * /
Amy did not know that, it I was sorry for her;
/ / /
I could see that she distrusted me it - she was frightened of the
family,
/ /  /  /
She wanted to fight them - it with the weapons of the weak,
/ / / s /
Which are too violent, it And it could not have been easy, 670
/ / \ / ^ /
Living with Harry, it It's not what she did to Harry,
/ / / /
That's important, I think, it but what he did to himself.
MARY
/ / „ / /
But it wasn t till I knew it that Harry had returned
29
\/ / / , / / \
That I felt the strength to go. if I know I must go.
But where? I want a job: # and you can help me.
AGATHA
/ / N JL T / y  rI am very sorry, Mary, it I am very sorry for you;
Though you may not think me capable # of such a feeling.
/ / JL / \ /
I would like to help you: it but you must not run away.
/ \  / / \ /
Any time before now, it it would have shown courage
/ \ / / / \ '
And would have been right. # Now, the courage is only the moment 680
\/ v ✓ / / /
And the moment is only fear and pride, it I see more than this,
/ / / /
More than I can tell you, // more than there are words for.
/ / s ✓ /
At this moment, # there is no decision to be made;
The decision will be made # by powers beyond us
Which now and then emerge. // You and I, Mary,
\  /  /  /  „ /  , \ /  /
Are only watchers and waiters: it not the easiest role.
/ \/ /
I must go and change for dinner. #
MARY
/ /
So you will not help me!
/ / „ / /
Waiting, waiting, if always waiting.
/ / JL / N. /I think this house it means to keep us waiting.
/ / 
Waiting? For what? #
HARRY
MARY
\ / /
How do you do, Harry. 690
You are down very early. # I thought you had j'ust arrived.
Did you have a comfortable journey? #
HARRY
y /
Not very.
/ / S/ JL N. / /
But, at least, it did not last long, if How are you, Mary?
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MARY
Oh, very well. # What are you looking for?
HARRY
I had only just noticed # that this room is quite unchanged:
/ / N / / /
The same hangings... the same pictures # .... even the table,
/ / / / n
The chairs, the sofa # .... all in the same positions.
I was looking to see # if anything was changed,
' ' 'But if so, I can t find it. it
MARY
/ /
Your mother insisted
/ / / ✓
On everything being kept it the same as when you left it
HARRY
/ ✓ \ ' /
I wish she had not done that. # It's very unnatural,
/ / / /
This arresting of the normal # change of things:
/ \ / / /
But it's very like her. // What I might have expected.
/  / j. / /
It only makes it the changing of people
/ \ /
All the more manifest. #
MARY
\ / \/ /
Yes, nothing changes here,
And we just go on...// drying up, I suppose,
Not noticing the change. # But to you, I am sure,
/ \ /
We must seem very altered. #
HARRY
/ \ \/ /
You have hardly changed at all -
/ / \ / /
And I haven't seen you # since you came down from Oxford.
MARY
/ / / ^
Well, I must go # and change for dinner.
We do change - to that extent. #
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HARRY
v , ' - /No, don t go just yet.
MARY
<> Are you glad to be at home?
HARRY 
There was something 
I wanted to ask you. it I don't know yet.
All these years it I'd been longing to get back
Because I thought I ^ever should, it I thought it was a place
/ / / /
Where life was substantial it and simplified -
/ / „ \ / /
But the simplification it took place in my memory,
I think. It s/ems if I shall get rid of nothing.
Of none of the shadows it that I wanted to escape;
And at the same time, it other memories,
/ / / /
Earlier, forgotten, it begin to return
/ / / /
Out of my childhood, it I can t explain.
/ \
/ / \ / /
But I thought I might escape it from one life to another,
And it may be all one life, it with no escape. Tell me,
/ \ / \/ f /
Were you ever happy here, it as a child at Wishwood?
MARY
/ / / \ /
Happy? not really, it though I never knew why:
/ / \ / /
It always seemed it that it must be my own fault,
And never to be happy it was always to be naughty.
But there were reasons: it I was only a cousin
Kept here because it there was nothing else to do with me.
s / \ / /
I didn't belong here, it It was different for you.
And you seemed s'© much older, it We were rather in awe of you -
/ /
At least, I was. it
720
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HARRY
/ \ /
Why were we not happy?
MARY
\ / /  / /
Well, it all seemed // to be imposed upon us;
/ / ^ / /
Even the nice things # were laid out ready,
And the treats were always # so c/refully prepared;
/ \ / n . / / V
There was never any time if to invent our own enjoyments. 
But perhaps it wassail designed # for you, not for us.
HARRY
/ /  \ / \ /
No, it didn't seem like that. # I was part of the design
/ / j, / /
As well as you. it But what was the design?
It never came off. # But do you remember
MARY
/ / / /
The hollow tree # in what we called the wilderness
HARRY
/ \ / / /
Down near the river. # That was the stockade
/ / / /
From which we fought the Indians, # Arthur and John.
MARY
<> It was the cave where we met by moonlight
/ \ / /
To raise the evil spirits, if
HARRY
/ /
Arthur and John.
/ / „ \ / ✓
Of course we were punished if for being out at night
' s / / \/ /
After being put to bed. it But at least they never knew 
Where we had been. #
MARY
\ / /
They never found the secret.
740
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HARRY
Not then. But later, # coming back from school 750
For the holidays, after # the formal reception
/  / / /
And the family festivities, # I made my escape
/ / / \ /
As soon as I could, it and slipped down to the river
/ s/ / \ „ / /
To find the old hiding place. it The wilderness was gone,
The tree had been felled, # and a neat summer-house 
Had been er/cted, # 'to please the children".
It's absurd that one's o^ly # memory of freedom
/ / / /
Should be a hollow tree # in a wood by the river.
MARY
/ / \ / /
But when I was a child // I took everything for granted, 760
/ / / /
Including the stupidity # of older people -
They lived in another world, # which did not touch me.
\ / / \ / /
Just now, I find them # very difficult to bear.
They are always assured # that you ought to be happy
At the very moment # when you are wholly conscious
/ / / /
Of being a misfit, # of being superfluous.
But why should I talk # about my commonplace troubles?
/ ' V JL 1 J /They must seem very trivial it indeed to you.
It's just ordinary hopelessness. //
HARRY
/ / \
One thing you cannot know:
✓ s j. / /
The sudden extinction it of every alternative,
/ / / /
The unexpected crash # of the iron cataract. 770
\ / / / /
You do not know what hope is, # until you have lost it.
/ / \ / /
You only know it what it is not to hope:
/ t / /
You do not know what it is # to have hope taken from you,
34
/ / / \/ /
Or to fling it away, # to join the legion of the hopeless
Unrecognised by other men, it though sometimes by each other.
MARY
/ / „ / /
I know what you mean, it That is an experience
I have not had. it Nevertheless, however real,
N / , / . JL / •However cruel, it may be it a deception.
HARRY
\ / 
What I see
May be one dream or another; it if there is nothing else
\ / / ^/ / /
The most real is what I fear, it The bright colour fades 780
<> Together with the unrecapturable emotion,
/ / „ N/ / /
The glow upon the world, it that never found its object;
And the eye adjusts it itself to a twilight
Where the dead stone it is seen to be batrachian,
\ / \/ /
The aphyllous branch ophidian, it
MARY
/ v /
You bring your own landscape
\ / / / /
No more real than the other, it And in a way you contradict yourself:
That sudden comprehension it of the death of hope
/ /  / /
Of which you speak, it I know you have experienced it,
/ / / /
And I can well imagine it how awful it must be.
/ / / \ \ /
But in this world it another hope keeps springing 790
In an unexpected place, it while we are unconscious of it.
/ / / \ /
You hoped for something, it in coming back to Wishwood,
Or you would not have come, it
HARRY
/ /
Whatever I hoped for
/ / / /
Now that I am here it I know I shall not find it.
35
/ / „ / /
The instinct to return if to the point of departure
/ / /  /
And start again # as if nothing had happened,
/ \ \ / / /
Isn't that all folly? // It's like the hollow tree,
/ /
Not there, if
MARY
/ \ /
But surely, what you say
/ / / x 
Only proves # that you expected Wishwood
<> To be your real self, to do something for you
<> That you can only do for yourself
\ / / / /
What you need to alter # is something inside you
Which you can change /nywhere # - here, as well as elsewhere.
HARRY
/ ^ / /
Something inside me, # you think, that can be altered!
And here, indeed! # where I have felt them near me,
Here and here and here # wherever I am not looking,
Always flickering if at the corner of my eye,
/ / / /
Almost whispering # just out of earshot -
/ / ' /
And inside too, # in the nightly panic
/ / / /
Of dreaming dissolution. # You do not know,
You cannot know, # you cannot understand.
MARY
v / / / /
I think I could understand, # but you would have to be patient
With me, and with p/ople # who have not had your experience.
HARRY
/ / / /
If I tried to explain, # you could never understand:
/ / \ ✓ /
Explaining would only it make a worse understanding;
/ / „ \ / /
Explaining would only if set me farther away from you.
/ / \ / /
There is only one way it for you to understand
800
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/ / / N /
And that is by seeing, it They are much too clever
/ / \ / /
To admit you into our world, it Yours is no better.
They have seen to that; it it is part of the torment 820
MARY
/ / / /
If you think I am incapable it of understanding you -
/ / \ / ^
But in any case, it I must get ready for dinner.
HARRY
No, no, don't go I it Please don't leave me 
Just at this moment. it I feel it is important.
Something should have come it of this conversation.
MARY
<> I am not a wise person,
And in the ordinary sense it I don't know you very well,
/ / / *
Although I remember you it better than you think,
And what is the real you. it I haven't much experience,
But I see something now it which doesn't come from tutors 830
/ s / /
Or from books, or from thinking, it or from observation:
<> Something which I did it not it know I knew.
' /  / /
Even if, as you say, it Wishwood is a cheat,
Your family a delusion it - then it's all a delusion,
/ ' JL / S XEverything you feel - it I don t mean what you think,
But what you feel, it You attach yourself to loathing
/ / „ / /
As others do to loving: it an infatuation
That's wrong, a good it that's misdirected. You deceive yourself 
Like the man convinced it that he is paralysed
<> Or like the man who believes that he is blind 840
t \ / / /
While he still sees the sunlight, it I know that this is true.
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I have sp/nt many years it in useless travel;
/ \/ / / /
You have stayed in England, it yet you seem
/ / / \ /
Like someone who comes it from a very long distance,
<> Or the distant waterfall in the forest,
t / / /
Inaccessible, it half-heard.
<> And I hear your voice as in the silence
/  ^  /  „ /  / \/ /
Between two storms, it one hears the moderate usual noises
/ / / /
In the grass and leaves, it of life persisting,
<> Which ordinarily pass unnoticed. 850
Perhaps you are right, it though I do not know
/ / / ^
How you should know it. it Is the cold spring
/ / /
Is the spring not an evil time, it that excites us with lying voices?
[Lines 854-882 are not included]
HARRY
/ v / . / /
What have we been saying? it I think I was saying
/ ^ ji s / /That it seemed as if I it had been always here
And you were someone it who had come from a long distance.
Whether I know what I am saying, it or why I say it,
That does not matter, it You bring me news
Of a door that opens it at the /nd of a corridor,
/ / / \ /
Sunlight and singing; it when I had felt sure
That every corridor it only led to another, 890
Or to a blank wall; it that I kept moving
/ \/ \ / / /
Only so as not to stay still, it Singing and light.
<> Stop!
What is that? do you feel it? it
38
MARY
/ /
What, Harry?
HARRY
That apprehension it deep e r than all sense,
<> Deeper than the sense it of smell, it but like a smell
\ y / / / \
In that it is indescribable, it a sweet and bitter smell
From another world. it I know it, I know it!
/  ^ JL / /-t •More potent than ever before, it a vapour dissolving
/ s / / /
All other worlds, it and me into it. 0 Mary!
Do'll't look at me like that! it Stop! Try to stop it!
/ / „ / \ /
I am going. Oh why, it now? Come out!
Come out! Where are you? it Let me see you,
Since I know you are th/re, it I know you are spying on me.
/ / / \ /
Why do you play with me, it why do you let me go,
/ / / /
Only to surround me? it - When I remember them
They leave me alone: it when I forget them
/ / / /
Only for an instant it of inattention
/ / / /
They are roused again, it the sleepless hunters
That will not let me sleep, it At the moment before sleep
I always see it their claws distended
/ ' / *
Quietly, as if it they had never stirred.
/  y  JL ■ / ^ SIt was only a moment, it it was only one moment
/ / / /
That I stood in sunlight, it and thought I might stay there.
MARY
/ ✓ „ / , /
Look at me. it You can depend on me.
/ / „ \ / /
Harry! Harry! it It's all right, I tell you.
/ / / x /
If you will depend on me, it it will be all right.
900
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HARRY
<> Come out!
/  /  s  /  v  /
Why do you show yourselves it now for the first time?
When I knew her, it I was not the same person.
/ /  / yI was not any person, it Nothing that I did
Has to do with me", it The accident of a dreaming moment,
/ / / \ /
Of a dreaming age, it when I was someone else
/ N ' JL / N /Thinking of something else, it puts me among you.
<> I tell you, it is not me you are looking at,
/ / JL / N/ /
Not me you are grinning at, it not me your confidential looks
/ \ / / /
Incriminate, but that other it person, if person
/ / / /
You thought I was: it let your necrophily
/ / \/ „ / /
Feed upon that carcase, it They will not go.
MARY
<> Harry! There is no one here.
HARRY
/ / / / \
They were here, it I tell you. They are here.
/ \ / / /
Are you so imperceptive, it have you such dull senses
/ / / /
That you could not see them? it If I had realised
That you were so obtuse, it I would not have l(s tened
<> To your nonsense. Can't you help me?
/  s  /  /  /
You're of no use to me. it I must face them.
I must fight them, it But they are stupid.
<> How can one fight with stupidity?
Yet I must speak to them, it
MARY
^ /
Oh, Harry!
920
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Scene III 
VIOLET
Good evening, Mary: it aren't you dressed yet? 940
/ / / /
How do you think it that Harry is looking?
\ / / / / n
Why, who could have pulled it those curtains apart?
\ / / N \ / /
Very well, I think, it after such a long journey;
/ / / / ^
You know what a rush it he had to be here in time
For his mother's birthday, it
IVY
/ , /Mary, my dear,
N / / JL / N *Did you arrange these flowers? it Just let me change them.
You don't mind, do you? it I know so much about flowers;
Flowers have always it been my p/ssion.
You know I had my own garden it once, in Cornwall,
/ /  \ / /
When I could afford a garden; it and I took several prizes 950
<> With my delphiniums. I was rather an authority.
GERALD
\ / / \ / /
Good evening, Mary, it You ve seen Harry, I see.
/ / / \ /
It's good to have him it back again, isn't it?
/  \ / / /
We must make him feel at home, it And most auspicious
<> That he could be here for his mother's birthday.
MARY
/ ^ / n ' V \ 1 'I must go and change, it I came in very late.
CHARLES
/ / \ / /
Now we only it want Arthur and John
I am glad that you'll /ll it be together, Harry;
/ / / /
They need the influence it of their elder brother.
/ / / /
Arthur's a bit it irresponsible, you know; 960
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You should have a sobering # effect upon him.
After all, # you're the head of the family.
AMY'S VOICE
s y . / / \
Violet! Has Arthur IF or John come yet?
VIOLET
<> Neither of them is here yet, Amy.
AMY
It is most vexing. # What can have happened?
I suppose it's the fog # that is holding them up,
So it's no use to telephone # anywhere. Harry!
/ / „ / ✓
Haven t you seen IF Dr. Warburton?
/ / y  /
You know he's the oldest # friend of the family,
/ / , / y
And he's known you longer IF than anybody, Harry.
<> When he heard # that you were going # to be here for dinner
y y jl y yHe broke an important IF engagement to come.
WARBURTON
/ N \/ / / \ /
I dare say we've both changed it a good deal, Harry.
/ / / \ /
A country practitioner # doesn't get younger.
It takes me back longer # than y o n can remember
To see you again. # But you can't have forgotten
The day when you came back # from school with measles
/ y jl y y
And we had such a time it to keep you in bed.
y y „ v y /
You didn't like 1t being ill in the holidays.
IVY
/ / \ / y
It was unpleasant, # coming home to have an illness
VIOLET
/ / , y /
It was always the same it with your minor ailments
/ / / ■v /
And children's epidemics: # you would never stay in bed
970
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/ / / ^ / 
Because you were convinced // that you would never get well
HARRY
/ / / /
Not, I think, # without some justification:
For what you call it restoration to health
Is only incubation # of another malady.
WARBURTON 
/ , s ^ / /
You mustn t take it such a pessimistic view
/ / . / _ /
Which is hardly complimentary it to my profession.
/ / / /
But I remember, when I # was a student at Cambridge,
/ / \ / /
I used to dream # of making some great discovery
To do^ away # with one disease or another.
Now I've had // forty years experience
I've left off thinking // in terms of the laboratory.
/ / / \ /
We're all of us ill // in one way or another:
We call it health # when we find no symptom
X / JL ' /Of illness. Health it is a relative term.
IVY
/ \ y / /
You must have had a very rich it experience, Doctor,
In fourty years. #
WARBURTON
/ /
Indeed, yes.
/ / ^ JL y /Even in a country practice, it My first patient, now-
/ / / /
You wouldn't believe it, # ladies - was a murderer,
<> Who suffered from an incurable cancer.
How he fought ag'ainst it! //I never saw a man
\ / „ f j.
More anxious to live, it
HARRY
Not at all extraordinary.
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/ / / /
It is really harder it to believe in murder
/ / „ / /
Than to believe in cancer. it Cancer is here:
The lump, the dull pain, it the occasional sickness: 
Murder a reversal it of sleep and waking.
Murder was there. it Your ordinary murderer
/ / / /
Regards himself it as an innocent victim.
/ / JL / /
To himself he is still it what he used to be
Or what he would be. it He cannot realise
<> That everything is irrevocable,
The past unredeemable, it But cancer, now,
That is something real, it
WARBURTON
/ / v
Well, let's not talk of such matters.
✓ \ /' / /
How did we get onto it the subject of cancer?
/ / / \/ /
I really don't know, it - But now you're all grown up
/ / / /
I haven't a patient it left at Wishwood.
Wishwood was always it a cold place, but healthy.
/ / / /
It's only when I get it an invitation to dinner
S / / , JLThat I ever see your mother, it
VIOLET
\ / /
Yes, look at your mother!
/ ✓ » ^ v /
Except that she can t it get about now in winter
/ / / /
You wouldn't think it that she was a day older
<> Than on her birthday ten years ago.
GERALD
\ / /  / /
Is there any use in waiting it for Arthur and John?
AMY
/ / „ \ / '
We might as well it go in to dinner.
1010
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/ \ \ 7 / s \
They may come before we finish. it Will you take me in, Doctor?
/ / \ / /
I think we are very much it the oldest present -
<> In fact we are the oldest inhabitants.
/ \/ / \ / /
As we came first, we will go first, it in to dinner.
WARBURTON
<> With pleasure, Lady Monchensey,
/ / \/ 7 \t /
And I hope that next year it will bring me the same honour.
[Lines 1032-1062 are not included]
Part II
Scene 1 
WARBURTON
7 N / JL 7 7I'm glad of a few minutes it alone with you, Harry.
In fact, I had another reason it for coming this evening
7 / /  ^ /
Than simply in honour it of your mother's birthday.
/  7 „ /  /
I wanted a private IF conversation with you
7 7
On a confidential matter. IF
HARRY 
I can imagine -
7 7 i 7 7
Though I think it is probably if going to be useless,
Or if anything, make m/tters # rather more difficult.
/ \ /
But talk about it, if you like, it
WARBURTON
/ /
You don t understand me.
✓ / 7 7
I'm sure you cannot know # what is on my mind;
/ / / \ 7
And as for making it matters more difficult -
/ \ 7 / /
It is much more difficult it not to be prepared
1030
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/ / / /
For something that is very if likely to happen.
HARRY
<> 0 God, man, # the things # that are going to happen
/ / ..
Have already happened. IF
WARBURTON
/ \ /  /
That is in a sense true,
But without your knowing it, # and what you know 
Or do not know, # at any moment
/ / JL ' /
May make an endless it difference to the future.
It's about your mother #....
HARRY
✓ \ /
What about my mother?
/ / X N /
Everything has always # before we went to school,
/ / / N /
When we were children, it before we went back to school,
/ / _ w  / /
The rule of conduct it was simply pleasing mother;
/ / \ * s
Misconduct was simply # being unkind to mother;
What was wrong # was whatever made her suffer,
/ \ / / /
And whatever made her happy # was what was virtuous -
<> Though never very happy, // I remember. # That was why
We all felt like failures, # before we had begun.
When we came back, # for the school holidays,
/ / / y
They were not holidays, # but simply a time
In which we were supposed # to make up to mother
/ / \ / /
For all the weeks # during which she had not seen us
Except at half-term, # and seeing us then
Only seemed to make her # more unhappy, and made us
Feel more guilty, # and so we misbehaved
Next day at school, // in order to be punished,
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/ \ / \ / /
For punishment made us feel it less guilty. Mother
Never punished us, it but made us feel guilty.
/ / / /
I think that the things it that are taken for granted
/ \ / / /
At home, make a deeper it impression upon children
Than what they are told, it
WARBURTON
/ \ /
Stop, Harry, you re mistaken.
I mean, you don't know it what I want to tell you.
/ \ / t /
You may be quite right, it but what we are concerned with
Now, is your mother's it happiness in the future,
/ / „ / /
For the time she has to live: it not with the past.
HARRY
<> Oh, is there any difference!
<> How can we be concerned with the past
<> And not with the future? or with the future
/ / / /
And not with the past? it What I'm telling you
/ / „ / /
Is very important, it Very important.
You must let me explain, it and then you can talk.
/ / „ ✓ ✓
I don't know why, it but just this evening
/ N /  JL / ^I feel an overwhelming it need for explanation -
/ S U ' /
But perhaps I only it dream that I am talking
y  y JL / y
And shall wake to find it that I have been silent
<> Or talked to the stone deaf: and the others
/ \ ✓ „ / /
Seem to hear something else it than what I am saying.
But if you want to talk, it at least you can tell me 
Something useful, it Do you remember my father?
WARBURTON
v / S v „ / /
Why, yes, of course, Harry, it but I really don't see
1100
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What that has to do // with the pr/sent occasion
/ \ /
Or with what I have to tell you. it
HARRY
/ \ /
What you have to tell me
Is either something # that I know already 
Or unimportant, it or else untrue.
But I want to know # more about my father.
I hardly remember him, # and I know very well 
That I was kept apart from him, # till he we^t away.
We never heard him mentioned, if but in some way or another
<> We felt that he was always here.
/ / „ /
But when we would have grasped for him, IF there was only a
/
vacuum
/ \/ / / /
Surrounded by whispering aunts: # Ivy and Violet -
Agatha never came then. # Where was my father?
WARBURTON
/ \ / / f
Harry, there's no good # probing for misery.
There was enough once: # but what f/stered
, JL , A  /Then, has only it left a cautery.
Leave it alone. # You know that your mother
/ / JL N ^ *And your father were never IF very happy together:
They separated # by mutual consent
And he went to live abroad. # You were only a boy
/ / / /
When he died. # You would not remember.
HARRY
/ / \ / /
But now I do remember. # Not Arthur or John,
They were too young. # But now I remember
A summer day # of unusual heat,
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/ / ' S
The day I lost ft my butterfly net;
/ / / /
I remember the silence, ft and the hushed excitement
And the low conversation ft of triumphant aunts.
' / , JL N ^ X ,It is the conversations ft not overheard,
\ / / / /
Not intended to be heard, ft with the sidewise looks,
/ / /  /
That bring death ft into the heart of a child.
/ / / /
That was the day ft he died. Of course.
/ \ / / /
I mean, I suppose, the day ft on which the news arrived.
WARBURTON
<> You overinterpret.
' , / , JL , .I am sure that your mother ft always loved him;
/ /  / /
There was never the slightest ft suspicion of scandal.
HARRY
/ / n „ ' /
Scandal? who said scandal? ft I did not.
/ / s \ / /
Yes, I see now. ft That night, when she kissed me,
I felt the trap close, ft If you won't tell me,
I must as k Agatha, ft I never dared before.
WARBURTON
/ / / \ /
I advise you strongly, ft not to ask your aunt -
I m e a n , there is nothing ft she could tell you. But, Harry,
We can't sit h/re ft all the evening, you know;
/ / / /
You will have to have ft the birthday celebration,
And your brothers will be here, ft Won't you let me tell you
What I had to say? ft
HARRY
\ /  /
Very well, tell me.
WARBURTON
/ \/ / /  /
It's about your mother's health ft that I wanted to talk to you.
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I must tell you, Harry, # that although your mother
/  s  /  \  /  /
Is still so alert, # so vigorous of mind,
/ / / /
Although she seems # as vital as ever -
/ / / /
It is only the force // of her personality,
/ / / /
Her indomitable will, # that keeps her alive. 1170
/ , ^ / jl .I needn t go it into technicalities
/ / / s/ /
At the present moment. # The whole machine is weak
And running down. # Her heart's very f e e b l e .
/ / / /
With care, and avoiding IF all excitement
She may live several years. # A sudden shock
/ / „ / ✓
Might send her off it at any moment.
/ / / /
If she had been # another woman
/ / / /
She would not have lived ft until now.
Her determination # has kept her going:
/ / / /
She has only lived // for your return to Wishwood, 1180
<> For you to take command at Wishwood,
And for that reason, # it is most essential 
That nothing should disturb # or excite her.
HARRY
/
Well!
WARBURTON
<> I'm very sorry for you, Harry.
/ / / /
I should have liked # to spare you this,
Just now. # But there were two reasons
/ * jl / 'Why you had to know, it One is your mother,
/ / / /
To make her happy # for the time she has to live.
/ / / /
The other is yourself: # the future of Wishwood
Depends on you. # I don't like to say this; 1190
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/ / / \ /
But you know that I it am a very old friend,
And have always been a party it to the family secrets -
/ s f / /
You know as well as I do it that Arthur and John
<> Have been a great disappointment to your mother.
John's very steady it but he's not exactly brilliant;
/ / v / /
And Arthur has always been it rather irresponsible.
Your mother's hopes it are all centred on you.
HARRY
<> Hopes?.... Tell me
Did you know my father it at about my present age?
WARBURTON
\ / / / /
Why, yes, Harry, it of course I did.
HARRY
/  x / /  s /
What did he look like then? it Did he look at all like me?
WARBURTON
/  \  /  /  /
Very much like you. it Of course there are differences:
<> But allowing for the changes in fashion
And your being clean-shaven, it very much like you.
And now, Harry, it let's talk about yourself.
HARRY
I never saw a photograph, it There is no portrait.
WARBURTON
/  /  /  *» /
What I want to know is, it whether you've been sleeping..
DENMAN
/  /  / /
It's Sergeant Winchell it is here, my Lord.
And wants to see your Lordship it very urgent,
And Dr. Warburton. it He says it's very urgent 
<> Or he wouldn't have troubled you.
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HARRY 
I'll see him.
WARBURTON
I wonder what he w/nts. it I hope nothing has happened 
To either of your brothers. it
HARRY
Nothing can have happened
To /ither of my brothers. it Nothing can happen -
\ / /  / /
If Sergeant Winchell is real, it But Denman saw him.
But what if Denman saw him, it and yet he was not real?
Th/t would be worse it than anything that has happened.
/ / s
What if you saw him, and it....
WARBURTON
/  \ /  /
Harry! Pull yourself together.
/ / / /
Something may have happened it to one of your brothers.
WINCHELL
\ / / „ v , / /
Good evening, my Lord, it Good evening, Doctor.
/  /  / / \
Many happy //... Oh, I'm sorry, my Lord,
/ / \ . ✓ /
I was thinking it was your birthday, it not her Ladyship s.
HARRY
<> Her Ladyship's!
He is real, Doctor.
\ / / . /  ^
So let us resume the conversation, it You and I
<> And Winchell. Sit down, Winchell,
\ / / / /
And have a glass of port, it We were talking of my father.
WINCHELL
/ X \ JL y  S yAlways at your jokes, I see. it You don't look a year older 
Than when I saw you last, my Lord, it But a country sergeant
1220
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Doesn t get younger, iF Thank you, no, my Lord;
I don't find port iF agrees with the rheumatism.
WARBURTON
/ / \ / /
For God's sake, Winchell, iF tell us your business.
His Lordship isn't very well # this evening.
WINCHELL
I understand, Sir.
/ / /  /
It'd be the same iF if it was my birthday -
<> I beg pardon, I'm forgetting.
If it was my mother's. # God rest her soul,
She's been dead these ten y/ars. iF How is her Ladyship,
/  /  \
If I may ask, my Lord? iF
HARRY
/ V /
Why do you keep asking
About her Ladyship? iF Do you know or don't you?
I'm not afraid of you. iF
WINCHELL
\ / /
I should hope not, my Lord.
/ / / \ /
I didn't mean iF to put myself forward.
But you see, my Lord, iF I had g'ood reason for asking....
HARRY
<> Well, do you want me to produce her for you?
WINCHELL
\  /  /  \ . , / , \ ✓
Oh no indeed, my Lord, iF I d much rather not....
HARRY
/  \  /  /  /
You mean you think I can't. iF But I might surprise you;
/ / „ / /
I think I might be able iF to give you a shock.
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WINCHELL
There's been shock enough // for one evening, my Lord: 
That's what I've come about. #
Tell us your business. //
WARBURTON
/ / ^
For Heaven s sake, Winchell,
WINCHELL
/ /
It's about Mr. John.
HARRY
<> John!
WINCHELL
Yes, my Lord, I'm sorry.
/ / J£ / /
I thought I'd better it have a word with you quiet,
/ / \ /  /  /
Rather than phone it and perhaps disturb her Ladyship.
/ \ 7 . /  /
So I slipped along on my bike. # Mostly walking,
What with the fog so thick, # or I'd have been here sooner.
I'd telephoned # to Dr. Warburton's,
/ /  / /
And they told me he was here, # and that you'd arrived.
/ / / ✓
Mr. John's # had a bit of an accident
On the w/st Road, # in the fog, coming along
/ \ / \ / ✓
At a pretty smart pace, I fancy, it ran into a lorry
/ \ / / s V
Drawn up round the bend. # We'll have the driver up for this:
/ / /  \  /
Says he doesn't know # this part of the country
/  \  /  /  y
And stopped to take his bearings. # We've got him at the Arms -
\  /  /  /  /
Mr. John, I mean. # By a bit of luck
\ ' ✓ . / ^
Dr. Owen was there, it and looked him over;
 ^ 7 , . 7 JL , '  /Says there s nothing wrong it but some nasty cuts 
And a bad concussion; # says he'll come round
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/ \ / /  /
In the morning, most likely, ft but he mustn't be moved.
But Dr. Owen was anxious ft that you should have a lo^k at him.
WARBURTON
Quite r/ght, quite right. ft I'll go and have a look at him.
We must explain to your mother //...
AMY'S VOICE
Harry! Harry!
/ / / /
Who's there with you? ft Is it Arthur or John?
<> Winchell! what are you here for?
WINCHELL
/ / / N /
I'm sorry, my Lady, ft but I've just told the doctor,
/ /  ^ /
It's really nothing ft but a minor accident.
WARBURTON
It's John has had the accident, ft Lady Monchensey;
/ / \  /  /
And Winchell tells me ft Dr. Owen has seen him
/ / / /
And says it's nothing ft but a slight concussion,
/ \ / / /
But he mustn't be moved tonight, ft I'd trust Owen
/ / , / /
On a matter like this, ft You can trust Owen.
We'll bring him up tomorrow; ft and a few days rest,
I've no doubt, ft will be all that he needs.
AMY
<> Accident? What sort of an accident?
WINCHELL
Coming along ft in the fog, my Lady,
And he must have b/en ft in rather a hurry.
There was a lo^ry drawn up ft where it shouldn't be,
7 /  / /
Outside of the village, ft on the West road.
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AMY
<> Where is he?
WINCHELL
/ /
At the Arms, my Lady;
Of course, he hasn't ft come round yet,
s / / / /
Dr, Owen was there, ft by a bit of luck,
GERALD
I"11 go down and see him, Amy, ft and come back and report to you
AMY
/ / / /
I must see for myself, ft Order the car at once.
WARBURTON
/ / / /
I forbid it, ft Lady Monchensey.
/ / /  ^ /  /
As your doctor, I forbid you ft to leave the house tonight.
There is nothing you could do, ft and out in this weather
/ \ / \ / /
At this time of night, ft I would not answer for the consequences
I am going myself, ft I will come back and report to you.
AMY
I must see for myself, ft I do not believe you.
CHARLES
✓ \ / / /
Much better leave it ft to Warburton, Amy.
Extremely fortunate ft for us that he's here.
/ / /  yWe must put ourselves ft under Warburton s orders.
WARBURTON
/ \ /  /  \  /
I repeat, Lady Monchensey, ft that you must not go out.
/ /  /  /
If you do, I must decline ft to continue to treat you.
You are only delaying me. ft I shall return at once.
AMY
\ / / /  /
Well, I suppose you are right, ft But can I trust you?
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WARBURTON
/ \/ ^ / / /
You have trusted me a good many years, it Lady Monchensey
This is not the t^me it to begin to doubt me.
/ / / /
Come, Winchell. it We can put your bicycle
/ / „
On the back of my car. it
VIOLET
/ /
Well, Harry,
/  /  /  /
I think that you it might have had something to say.
Aren't you sorry for your brother? it Aren't you aware
Of what is g'oing on? it and what it means to your mother?
HARRY
^ / / / /
Oh, of course I'm sorry, it But from what Winchell says
/ \ / /  /
I don't think the matter it can be very serious.
<> A minor trouble like a concussion
<> Cannot make very it much it difference to John.
/ / /  /
A brief vacation it from the kind of consciousness
/  /  /  \/ \ /
That John enjoys, it can't make very much difference
/ \ ✓ \ /  /  /
To him or to anyone else. If he was ever really conscious,
/  /  /  *I should be glad for him it to have a breathing spell:
But John's ordinary day it isn't much more than breathing.
IVY
/ / \ ✓ \ /
Really, Harry! it how can you be so callous?
I always thought it you were so fond of John.
VIOLET
And if you don't c/re it what h/ppens to John,
/ v / jl / /You might show some it consideration to your mother.
AMY
<> I do not know very much:
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/ s /  / ^
And as I get older, it I am coming to think 
<> How little I have ever known.
But I think your remarks it are much more inappropriate 
Than Harry's
HARRY
/  JL /  /It's only it when they see nothing 
That people can always show it the suitable emotions - 
And so far as they feel at all it their emotions are suitable.
They don't understand it what it is to be awake,
/ s / /
To be living on several it planes at once.
/ / / / s/
Though one cannot speak it with several voices at once.
/ / \ „ / /
I have all of the rightminded if feeling about John
/ / \/ / /
That you consider appropriate, it Only, that's not the language
/ / „ /  \  /
That I choose to be talking, if I will not talk yours.
AMY
<> You looked like your father 
When you said that, if
HARRY
/ /
I think, mother,
/ N ^ x /I shall make you lie down, it You must be very tired.
VIOLET
I really do not understand it Harry's behaviour.
AGATHA
I think it is as well it to leave Harry to establish 
<> If he can, some communication with his mother.
VIOLET
/ / \ / /
I do not seem to be it very popular tonight.
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CHARLES
Well, there's no sort of use if in any of us going -
/ / / \ /
On a night like this if - it's a good three miles;
There's nothing we could do if that Warburton can't,
/ N/ / \ / /
If he's worse than Winchell said, if then he'll let us know at once.
GERALD
/ \ / „ / /
I am really more afraid if of the shock for Amy;
/ / JL /  /
But I think that Warburton IF understands that.
IVY
\ / / /
You are quite right, Gerald, if the one thing that matters 1350
Is not to let her see if that anyone is worried.
We must carry on if as if nothing had happened,
/ /
And have the cake and presents, it
GERALD
/ \ ✓
But I^m worried about Arthur:
He's much more \ p t  than John it to get into trouble.
CHARLES
/  /  /  /
Oh, but Arthur's if a brilliant driver.
After all the experience if he's had at Brooklands,
/  /  /  /
He's not likely if to get into trouble.
GERALD
/ '  /  /
A brilliant driver, if but more reckless.
IVY
Yet I remember, if when they were boys,
/ / /  /
Arthur was always if the more adventurous 1360
But John was the one if that had the accidents,
Somehow, just because if he was the slow one.
He was always the one if to fall off the pony,
59
Or out of a tree # - and always on his head.
VIOLET
But a year ago, Arthur # took me out in his car,
And I told him I would never # go out with him again.
Not that I wanted # to go with him at all -
/ \ /  s  y \  \ /  /
Though of course he meant well // - but I think an open car
Is so undignified: # you're blown about so,
/  \  /  /  /
And you feel so conspicuous, # lolling back
And so near the street, # and everyone staring;
/  /  /  /
And the pace he went at # was simply terrifying.
/ / / /
I said I would rather # walk: and I did.
GERALD
<> Walk? where to?
VIOLET
/ / „ / /
He started out if to take me to Cheltenham;
/  /  s  y
But I stopped him somewhere // in Chiswick, I think.
/ /  ji y  'Anyway, the district if was unfamiliar
/ y ,, y /
And I had the greatest trouble if in getting home.
I am sure he meant well. # But I do think he is reckless.
GERALD
/ \ y  y  /  y
I wonder how much Amy # knows about Arthur?
CHARLES
/ / . y y
More than she cares if to mention, I imagine.
HARRY
y  y x y yMother is asleep, I think: if i t ' s  strange how the old 
Can drop off to sleep # in the middle of calamity
y  y  /  /
Like children, or like hardened # campaigners. She looked 
Very much as she must have looked # when she was a child.
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/ / / ' ' f t
You've been holding a meeting it - the usual family inquest
On the characters of all it the junior members?
/ / /  /
Or engaged in predicting # the minor event,
/ / /  /
Engaged in foreseeing # the minor disaster?
/ \  /  JL \ / N /
You go on trying it to think of each thing separately,
Making small things important, it so that everything
/  /  /  /
May be unimportant, # a slight deviation
/ / /  / ^
From some imaginary course it that life ought to take,
/ \ / . / /
That you call normal, it What you call the normal
Is merely the unreal # and the unimportant.
/ \ / / /
I was like that in a way, IF so long as I could think
/ \  /  /  /
Even of my own life # as an isolated ruin,
/ \ / /  /
A casual bit of waste # in an orderly universe.
/ s / /  /
But it begins to seem just part IF of some huge disaster,
/ / / /
Some monstrous mistake 1F and aberration
/  \  /  „ / \  /
Of all men, of the world, 1F which I cannot put in order.
\ /  /  /  /  /
If you only knew the years # that I have had to live
Since I came home, # a few hours ago, to Wishwood.
VIOLET
I will make no observation iF on what you say, Harry;
/  \  /  /  /
My comments are not always IF welcome in this family.
DENMAN
/ \ / /  \  /
Excuse me, Miss Ivy. it There s a trunk call for you.
IVY
/ „ \ / \ /
A trunk call? for me? it why who can want me?
DENMAN
/ \ / ^ / /
He wouldn t give his name, Miss; it but it's Mr. Arthur.
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IVY
/ \ / \ / /
Arthur! Oh dear, ff I'm afraid he s had an accident.
VIOLET
/ / / /
When it's Ivy that he's asking for, # I expect the worst.
AGATHA
Whatever you have learned, Harry, # you must remember
That there is always more: # we cannot rest in being
/ / / /
The impatient spectators # of malice or stupidity.
/  /  /  /
We must try to penetrate # the other private worlds
/ K / / / N/
Of make-believe and fear. # To rest in our own suffering
/ / /  \ /  /
Is evasion of suffering. We must learn to suffer more.
VIOLET
/ / / /
Agatha's remarks it are invariably pointed.
HARRY
/ /  / \ /
Do you think that I believe it what I said just now?
/  / JL y  /That was only if what I should like to believe.
/ / . /
I was talking in abstractions: it and you answered in
/
abstractions.
/ / / /
I have a private puzzle. // Were they simply outside,
/ / v / /
I might escape somewhere, perhaps, it Were they simply inside
/ / / N. /
I could cheat them perhaps // with the aid of Dr. Warburton -
Or any other doctor, # who would be another Warburton,
If you decided to set # another doctor on me.
But this is too real # for your words to alter.
^ /  /  /  /
Oh, there must be another # way of talking
That would get us somewhere. # You don't understand me.
You c/n't understand me. # It's not being alone 
<> That is the horror - to be alone with the horror.
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What matters is the filthiness. it I can clean my skin,
✓ /  /  /
Purify my life, it void my mind,
/ / /  \  /
But always the filthiness, it that lies a little deeper..
IVY
/ N /
Where is there an evening paper? it
GERALD
/ \ /
Why, what's the matter.
IVY
Somebody, lc/ok for Arthur it in the evening paper.
/ / / \ /
That was Arthur, it ringing up from London:
The connection was so bad, it I could hardly hear him,
/ \  /  /  /
And his voice was very queer, it It seems that Arthur too
/  /  / N /
Has had an accident, it I don't think he's hurt,
<> But he say's that he hasn't it got it the use of his car,
/ / / N /
And he missed the last train, it so he s coming up tomorrow; 
And he said there was something it about it in the paper,
But it's all a mistake, it And not to tell his mother.
VIOLET
\  /  /  / /
What's the use of asking it for an evening paper?
/ N / / /
You know as well as I do, it at this distance from London
/ /  /  /
Nobody's likely it to have this evening's paper.
CHARLES
/ \ 7 „ s / /
Stop, I think I it bought a lunch edition
\  /  /  / /
Before I left St. Pancras it If I did, it's in my overcoat.
I'll see if it's th/re. it There might be something in that.
GERALD
\ /  S /  \  S
Well, I said that Arthur it was every bit as likely
/ / /  \ /  /
To have an accident as John, it And it wasn't John's fault,
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/ / / /
I don't believe, if John is unlucky,
<> But Arthur is definitely reckless.
VIOLET
/  /  \  /  /
I think these racing cars # ought to be prohibited.
CHARLES
\ ' / . /  /
Yes, there is a paragraph if .... I m glad to say
<> It's not very conspicuous...
GERALD
There'll have been more # in the later editions.
<> You'd better read it to us.
[Lines 1459-62 are not included]
GERALD
This is what the Communists if make capital out of.
CHARLES
There's a little more. 'The Piper family...' # no, we needn't read 
that.
VIOLET
/ / s  /
This is just what I expected. # But if Agatha 1465
/ /  .. /  /
Is going to moralise about it, If I shall scream.
GERALD
/ / s  y
It's going to be awkward, # explaining this to Amy.
IVY
Poor Arthur! I'm sure # that you're being much too hard on him.
CHARLES
/  N / \ ✓ /
In my time, these affairs # were kept out of the papers;
<> But nowadays, # there's no # such thing as privacy. 1470
[Lines 1471-98 are not included]
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Scene II
HARRY
John will recover, # be what he always was;
Arthur ag\in be sober, # though not for very long;
And everything will go^on as before. # These mild surprises
/ / \/ / /
Should be in the routine # of normal life at Wishwood.
/ / \ / /
John is the only one it of us I can conceive
\ / / / /
As settling down to make himself # at home at Wishwood,
^ / / , /  \ /  /
Make a dull marriage, # marry some woman stupider -
/ / / /
Stupider than himself. # He can resist the influence
/ \ / / \ /  /
Of Wishwood, being unconscious, it living in gentle motion
/ \/ / / /
Of horses, and right visits # to the right neighbours
At the right times; # and be an excellent landlord.
AGATHA
<> What is in your mind, Harry?
I can guess about the p/st # and what you mean about the future;
/  / j, / /
But a present is missing, # needed to connect them.
You may be afraid # that I would not understand you,
/ / j, / /
You may also be afraid # of being understood,
/ / / /
Try not to regard it it as an explanation.
HARRY
/ /  /  \  /
I still have to learn # exactly what their meaning is.
<> At the beginning, eight years ago,
/ / / /
I felt, at first, # that sense of separation,
/  /  L /  /Of isolation # unredeemable, irrevocable -
/ / / /
It's eternal, or gives # a knowledge of eternity,
/ N / / V /
Because it feels eternal while it lasts. # That is one hell. 
Then the numbness came to cover it # - that is another -
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/ / s  \ /
That was the second hell if of not being there,
The degradation if of being parted from my self,
From the self which persisted if Vnly as an eye, seeing,
* \  /  /  /
All this last year, if I could not fit myself together:
When I was inside the Vld dream, if I felt all the same emotion 
Or l/ck of emotion, as before: if the same loathing
/  S / j, / '
Diffused, I not a person, if in a world not of persons 
<> But only of contaminating presences,
<> And then I had if no if horror of my action,
/ / /  /
I only felt if the repetition of it
/  /  /  /
Over and over. if When I was outside,
I could associ/te if nothing of it with myself,
Though nothing else was real. if I thought foolishly
\ / f  /  /
That when I got back to Wishwood, if as I had left it,
/ \ / /  /
Everything would fall into place. # But they prevent it.
/ ^ / / /
I still have to find out # what their meaning is.
<> Here I have been finding
A f  AT /  H i  / /A misery long forgotten, if and a new torture,
/  /  /  \  /
The shadow of something # behind our meagre childhood,
Some origin of wretchedness, if Is that what they would show me? 
And now I want you if to tell me about my father.
AGATHA
What do you want to know if about your father?
HARRY
y  /  /  v /
If I knew, if then I should not have to ask.
You know what I want to know, if and that is enough:
/ \ / /  /
Warburton told me that, if though he did not mean to.
What I want to know if is something I need to know,
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And 'only you can tell me. it I know that much.
AGATHA
/ S / JL /  /I had to fight for many years it to win my dispossession,
And many years to keep it. it What people know me as,
/  /  /  /
The efficient principal it of a woman's college -
/  / / /
That is the surface, it There is a deeper
Organisation, it which your question disturbs.
HARRY
/  /  „ /  \  /
When I know, I know it that in some way I shall find
That I have always known it. it And that will be better.
AGATHA
/ \ / / /
I will try to tell you. # I hope I have the strength.
HARRY
/ / s /
I have thought of you as the completely strong,
/ / /  /
The liberated u from the human wheel.
/ / / /
So I looked to you for strength. # Now I think it is
/  * » / /
A common pursuit it of liberation.
AGATHA
/ / /  /
Your father might have lived # - or so I see him -
An exceptionally cultivated it country squire,
Reading, sketching, It playing on the flute,
/ / / /
Something of an oddity it to his country neighbours,
/ / . ✓ /
But not neglecting it public duties.
/ /  ^ /  /
He hid his strength it beneath unusual weakness,
<> The diffidence of a solitary man:
<> Where he was weak it he recognised it your mother's power, 
<> And yielded to it.
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HARRY
There was no ecstasy. 1570
/ / JL , ' /Tell me now, it who were my parents?
/ /
Your father and your mother.
AGATHA
HARRY
/  /
You tell me nothing,
AGATHA
The dead man it whom you have assumed to be your father, 
<> And my sister whom you acknowledge as your mother:
There is no mystery here. it
HARRY
/ / 
What then?
AGATHA
You see your mother it as identified with this house -
It was not always so. it There were many y/ars
/ / \ / /
Before she succeeded it in making terms with Wishwood,
/ N/ S /  / \
Until she took your father's place, it and reached the point where
x \/ / / x /
Wishwood supported her, it and she supported Wishwood. 1580
£ S /  JL * /  , /At first it was a vacancy, if A man and a woman
/ /  JL /  /  N S/
Married, alone it in a lonely country house together,
/  \ /  /  .. /  /
For three years childless, it learning the meaning
/ / / / \
Of loneliness. Your mother # wanted a sister here
Always. I // was the youngest: I was then 
An undergraduate it at Oxford. I came
Once for a long it vacation. I remember
/  /  /  /
A summer day it of unusual heat
<> For this cold country.
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HARRY
And then?
AGATHA
There are hours when there seems to be ft no past or future, 1590
\/ / / / /
Only a present moment ft of pointed light
When you want to burn. ft When you stretch out your hand
<> To the flames. They only come once,
\ / v / / / N
Thank God, that kind. ft Perhaps there is another kind,
y ^  /  /  /
I believe, across a whole Thibet ft of broken stones
<> That lie, fang up, a lifetime's march. I have believed this.
HARRY
<> I have known neither.
AGATHA
/  \ / JL / ^ ,
The autumn came too soon, ft not soon enough.
The rain and wind ft had not shaken your father
/  /  /  /
Awake yet. ft I found him thinking 1600
v \ / /  „ n / /
How to get rid of your mother, ft What simple plots!
He w/s not suited ft to the role of murderer.
HARRY
/ / '  /
In what way ft did he wish to murder her?
AGATHA
N 7 X/ /  JL /  /Oh, a dozen foolish ways, if each one abandoned
\ / /  /  /  \
For something more ingenious. # You were due in three months time;
You would not have been born # in that event: I stopped him.
I can take no credit # for a little common sense,
He would have bungled it. ft
I did not want to kill y o u !
<> You to be killed! What were you then? only a thing called 'life'-
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\ / / „ / /
Something that should have been mine it as I felt then.
<> Most people it would not it have it felt that compunction
/ / / /
If they felt no other. it But I wanted you!
If that had happened, it I knew I should have carried
<> Death in life, death through lifetime, death in my womb.
/ /  JL /  \  /
I felt that you it were in some way mine!
/ / / \ /
And that in any case it I should have no other child.
HARRY
/  /  /   ^ /
And have me. That it is the way things happen.
/ /  /  /
Everything is true it in a different sense,
A sense that would have seemed it meaningless before.
/  /  JL N /  /Everything tends it towards reconciliation.
/ / / \ /
As the stone falls, it as the tree falls. And in the end
<> That is the completion which at the beginning
<> Would have seemed the ruin.
/  ^ /  \  /
Perhaps my life it has only been a dream
/ \ /  /  /  /
Dreamt through me by the minds it of others. Perhaps
/  /
I only dreamt I pushed her. it
AGATHA
/ /
So I had supposed. What of it?
/ /  /  /
What we have written it is not a story of detection,
/ / /  /
Of crime and punishment, it but of sin and expiation.
<> It is possible that you have not known what sin 
You shall e x p i a t e , or whose, it or why. It is certain
<> That the knowledge of it must precede the expiation.
/ / / /
It is possible that sin it may strain and struggle
/ /  /  /
In it^s dark instinctive birth, it to come to consciousness
<> And so find expurgation. It is possible
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You are the consciousness # of your unhappy family,
/  \  /  .. /  \  ✓
Its bird sent flying it through the purgatorial flame.
Indeed it is possible. # You may l e a r n  hereafter,
Moving alone # through flames of ice, chosen
/ / /  /
To resolve the enchantment it under which we suffer.
HARRY
<> Look, I do not know why,
\ /  /  .. /  \  /
I feel happy for a moment, it as if I had come home.
<> It is quite irrational, but now
\  /  /  '  /
I feel quite happy, # as if happiness
/ X JL / ' •Did not consist it in getting what one wanted
/ /  /  ^ /
Or in getting rid # of what can't be got rid of
/  /  /  /
But in a different vision. # This is like an end.
AGATHA
<> And a beginning. Harry, my dear,
I feel very tired, # as only the old feel.
/  \  /  /  /
The young feel tired # at the end of an action -
<> The old, at the beginning. It is as if
X v s  J. /  /
I had been living all these years it upon my capital,
<> Instead of earning # my spiritual # income daily:
/ \ / . / y
And I am old, to start again it to make my living.
HARRY
\ / \ /
But you are not unhappy, just now? it
AGATHA
/ \ /
What does the word mean?
<> There's relief from a burden that I carried,
<> And exhaustion at the moment of relief.
<> The burden's yours now, yours
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/ \/ / „ /■ \ /
The burden of all the family, it And I am a little frightened.
HARRY
/  y  /  /
You, frightened! it I can hardly imagine it.
/ / / /
I wish I had known it - but that was impossible.
/  \  /  /  /
I only now begin it to have some understanding
Of you, and of all of us. it Family aff/ction
/ / /  /
Was a kind of formal it obligation, a duty
X/ / / jt N /  /Only noticed by its neglect, it One had that part to play.
After such training, it I could endure, these ten years,
/ / / /
Playing a part it that had been imposed upon me;
And I returned to find it another one made ready - 
The book laid out, it lines underscored, and the costume 
Ready to be put on. it But it is very odd:
When other people seemed so strong, it their apparent strength
/ /  JL /  /
Stifled my decision, it Now I see
/  /  JL /  'I might even become it fonder of my mother - 
More compassionate at l/ast it - by understanding.
But she would not like that, it Now I see
/  S JL /  s
I have been wounded it in a war of phantoms,
/ \/ / / \/ /
Not by human beings it - they have no more power than I.
' \ / „ /  /
The things I thought were real it are shadows, and the real
/ y  ^ ji N / /
Are what I thought were private shadows, it 0 that awful privacy
/ / „ / v /
Of the insane mind! it Now I can live in public.
/ ' N/ „ / /
Liberty is a different kind it of pain from prison.
AGATHA
/ / /  /
I only looked it through the little door
/  /  /  /
When the sun was shining it on the rose-garden:
/ / / /
And heard in the distance it tiny voices
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And then a black if raven flew over.
/ / . / \ /
And then I was only if my own feet walking
Away, down if a concrete corridor
/ /  jl x/ ' /In a dead air. if Only feet walking
/  \ /  /  JL /  /
And sharp heel scraping, if Over and under
<> Echo and noise of feet.
/  /  /  /
I was only if the feet, and the eye 1690
/ / /  /
Seeing the feet: if the unwinking eye
/ / /  /
Fixing the movement. if Over and under.
HARRY
' / /  '
In and out, if in an endless drift
Of shrieking forms if in a circular desert
/  s  /  /
Weaving with contagion # of putrescent embraces
On dissolving bone. # In an^out, the movement
/ / j. / s
Until the chain broke, if and I was left
/  /  /  /
Under the single eye # above the desert.
AGATHA
/ / /  /
Up and down, if through the stone passages
<> Of an immense and empty hospital 1700
/ / /  /
Pervaded by a smell // of disinfectant,
/ \ /  /  \ /  /
Looking straight ahead, # passing barred windows.
^ ✓ /  /
Up and down, if Until the chain breaks.
HARRY
/ '  JL /  /To and fro, if dragging my feet
Among inner shadows if in the smoky wilderness,
/  /  /  /
Trying to avoid if the clasping branches
/ / /  /
And the giant lizard, if To and fro.
/ /
Until the chain breaks, if
73
/ /
The chain breaks,
'  /  / 'The wheel stops, if and the noise of machinery,
And the d/sert is cl/ared, if under the judicial sun 1710
Of the final eye, if and the awful evacuation 
<> Cleanses.
I was not there, you were not there, only our phantasms
/ / \ / / v
And what did not happen if is as true as what did happen
\ / / / /
0 my dear, and you walked if through the little door
And I ran to meet you if in the rose-g/rden.
AGATHA
/  /  / /
This is the next moment, if This is the beginning.
/ s s  /  /
We do not pass twice if through the same door
/  /  /  /
Or return to the door if through which we did not pass.
/ v / s
1 have seen the first stage: if relief from what happened
/ / / \ /
Is also relief if from that unfulfilled craving 1720
<> Flattered in sleep, and deceived in waking.
You have a long journey.
HARRY
\ / \ / / \ /
Not yet! not yet! if this is the first time that I have been free
/ /  \ /  /  /
From the ring of ghosts if with joined hands, from the pursuers,
/ N X
And come into a quiet place.
/  \ /
Why is it so quiet?
/ N X /  /
Do you feel a kind of stirring if underneath the air?
/ / /  /
Do you? don't you? if a communication, a scent
/ / / N /
Direct to the brain if ..... but not just as before,
\ '  \  /
Not quite like, not the same if.....
/ / 
and this time
/ / / /
You cannot think if that I am surprised to see you.
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/ / /  /
And you shall not think it that I am afraid to see you.
/ \ /  /  \  y
This time, you are real, it this time, you are outside me,
And just endurable. it I know that you are ready,
\ /  /  s  \ ✓
Ready to leave Wishwood, it and I am going with you.
/ / / /
You followed me here, it where I thought I should escape you -
<> No! you were already it here it before I arrived.
Now I s'ee at last it that I am following you,
/ / / /
And I know that there can be only it one itinerary
And one destination. it Let us lose not time. I will follow. 
[Lines 1739-59 are not included]
AGATHA
/ \ / „ / /
What have I been saying? it I think I was saying
7 / y /That you have a long journey. // You have nothing to stay for.
/ / „ / / v
Think of it as like IF a children s treasure hunt:
/ v / . /
Here you have found a clue, # hidden in the obvious place.
Delay, and it is lost # Love compels cruelty
<> To those who do # not # understand love.
/ / S/ » / S
What you have wished to know, it what you have learned
Mean the end of a rel/tion, # make it impossible.
'  /  '  /
You did not intend this, it I did not intend it,
/ \ / / /
No one intended, it but.... You must go.
/ V  /
Shall we ever meet again?
HARRY
AGATHA
/ \ /
Shall we ever meet again?
And who will meet again? it Meeting is for strangers. 
Meeting is for those it who do^ not know each other.
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HARRY
<> I know that I have made a decision
/ / / \ / \
In a moment of clarity, it and now I feel dull again.
/ / / /
I only know it that I made a decision
/ / „ / /
Which your words echo, if I am still befouled,
But I know there is only o^e way it out of defilement - 
Which leads in the end it to reconciliation 
And I know that I must go. it
AGATHA
/ /
You must go.
AMY
/ / v  / y
What are you saying to Harry? it He has only arrived,
/ /
And you tell him to go? it
AGATHA
/ /
He shall go.
AMY
/ / \ / /
He shall go? and who are you it to say he shall go?
/ \ / \/ ✓ /
I think I know well enough it why you wish him to go.
AGATHA
/  /  JL S / /  /  '
I wish nothing, it I only say what I know must happen.
AMY
/ \ / „ /
You only say what you intended it to happen.
HARRY
^ /
Oh, mother,
/ / „ \ / /
This is not to do with Agatha, it any more than with the rest o
/  /  \  /  ✓
My advice has come it from quite a different quarter,
/ \ /  JL y '
But I cannot explain that to you now. it Only be sure
/ ✓ /  /
That I know what I am doing, it and what I must do,
1780
you.
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<> And that it is the best thing for everybody.
/ / . ✓ /
But at present, I cannot it explain it to anyone:
/  /  /  /
I do not know the words it in which to explain it -
/ \ /  j, / /
That is what makes it harder, if You must just believe me,
<> Until I come again.
/ /
But why are you going? it
AMY
HARRY
/ /
I can only speak
And you cannot hear me. it I can only speak
/ / / /
So you may not think it I conceal an explanation,
<> And to tell you that I would have liked to explain.
AMY
/  /  \ /  /  /
Why should Agatha know, it and I not be allowed to?
HARRY
/ /  JL '  /
I do not know it whether Agatha knows
Or how much she knows, it Any knowledge she may have -
/  /  j 7 'It was not I who told her it.... All this year,
'  / /  /
This last year, it I have been in flight
/  /  /  /
But always in ignorance it of invisible pursuers.
<> Now I know it that all it my life it has been a flight
/  /  .. /  \ /  /
And phantoms fed upon me it while I fled. Now I know
/  \ /  /  JL /  /
That the last apparent refuge, it the safe shelter,
That is where one meets them, it That is the way of spectres...
AMY
<> There is no one here!
/ \ /
No one, but your family !
1790
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HARRY
And now I know
/ / . x / /
That my business is not iF to run away, but to pursue,
Not to avoid iF being found, but to seek.
I would not have chosen this way, iF had there been any other!
It is at once the hardest thing, iF and the only thing possible.
Now they will lead me. # I shall be safe with them;
/ \ /
I am not safe here, if
AMY
\ / /
So you will run away.
AGATHA
<> In a world of fugitives
/ / . / /
The person taking IF the opposite direction
/ \ / „
Will appear to run away. iF
AMY
/ /
I was speaking to Harry.
HARRY
It is very hard, iF when one has just recovered sanity, 
And not yet assured iF in possession, that is when
/  /  JL /  \ /  /
One begins to seem iF the maddest to other people.
/  /  \  \  /  /
It is hard for you too, mother, iF it is indeed harder,
/ ✓
Not to understand. iF
AMY
/ /
Where are you going?
HARRY
/  /  j, /  v sI shall have to learn. iF That is still unsettled.
/  \  /  /  /
I have not yet had iF the precise directions.
/ /  /  /
Where does one go iF from a world of insanity?
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/ /  /  /
Somewhere on the other if side of despair. •
/ / / /
To the worship in the desert, if the thirst and deprivation,
/ / / /
A stony sanctuary if and a primitive altar,
/ / ^ /
The heat of the sun if and the icy vigil,
/  / . / /
A care over lives if of humble people,
/ / / /
The lesson of ignorance, if of incurable diseases.
/  \  /  /  /
Such things are possible, if It is love and terror
/ / / \ /
Of what waits and wants me, if and will not let me fall.
/ /  /  /
Let the cricket chirp, if John shall be the master.
All I have is his. if No harm can come to him.
/ \ / /  /
What would destroy me if will be life for John,
/  /  / /
I am responsible for him. if Why I have this election
/ / . \/ /  /
I do not understand, if It must have been preparing always,
And I see it was what I always wanted, if Strength demanded
/ \ / „ \ / N/ /
That seems too much, if is just strength enough given.
<> I must follow the bright angels.
Scene III
AMY
/  /  JL /  'I was a fool, to ask you if again to Wishwood;
/ N/ \ / / / /
But I thought, thirty-five years is long, if and death is an enda
/ / \ / s
And I thought that time if might have made a change in Agatha - 
It has made enough in me. if Thirty-five years ago 
You took my husband from me. if Now you take my son.
AGATHA
/ /  Jt /  \ /  /
What did I take? if nothing that you ever had.
' /  „ 7 \ /  /
What did I get? if thirty years of solitude,
Alone, among women, if in a women's college,
1830
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/ / \ / \ /
Trying not to dislike women. it Thirty years in which to think.
Do you suppose that I wanted it to return to Wishwood?
AMY
The more rapacious, it to take what I never had;
/  /  .. /  v. /
The more unpardonable, it to taunt me with not having it.
Had you taken what I had, it you would have left me at least a memory
/ / / \ /
Of something to live upon. it You knew that you took everything
/ / „ / /
Except the walls, it the furniture, the acres;
Leaving nothing it - but what I could breed for myself,
What I could plant here. it Seven years I kept him, 1860
/ ✓ . / \ /
For the sake of the future, it a discontented ghost,
In his own house, if What of the humiliation,
Of the chilly pretences it in the silent bedroom,
/ / ,. s  /
Forcing sons if upon an unwilling father?
/ V- / / S
Dare you think what that does to one? it Try to think of it.
/ /  JL /  /I would have sons, if if I could not have a husband:
/ \ / / /
Then I let him go. # I abased myself.
Did I show any weakness, // any self-pity?
/ /  /  /
I forced myself it to the purposes of Wishwood;
<> I even asked you back, # for visits, # after he was gone, 1870
/ ^ \  /  /
So that there might be it no ugly rumours.
<> You thought I did not know!
/ / . / s /
You may be close, it but I always saw through him.
* J X • / JLAnd now it is my son. it
AGATHA
/ / v \
I know one thing, Amy:
That you have never changed, it And perhaps I have not.
/ / / /
I thought that I had, it until this evening.
80
/ / / /
But at least I wanted to. # Now I must begin.
/ * / s /
There is nothing more difficult. it But you are just the same:
Just as voracious it for what you cannot haCe 
Because you repel it. it
AMY
I prepared the situation 
For us to be reconciled, it because of Harry,
Because of his mistakes, it because of his unhappiness,
/ / / /
Because of the misery it that he has left behind him,
/ / / /
Because of the waste, it I wanted to obliterate
\ / \ / / /
His past life, and have nothing it except to remind him
Of the years when he had been it a happy boy at Wishwood;
/ / „
For his future success, it
AGATHA
Success is relative:
/ / /  / N
It is what we can make if of the mess we have made of things,
It is what he can make; it not what you would make for him.
AMY
/ / N / /
Success in one thing, it what you would make for him
/ \/ \ / / /
Is another. I call it failure, it Your fury for possession
Is only the stronger it for 'all these years of abstinence.
/ \ / \ / /
Thirty-five years ago it you took my husband from me
<> And now you take my son.
AGATHA
/ / JL /  /Why should we quarrel it for what neither can have?
If neither has ever it had a husband or a son 
<> We have no ground for argument.
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AMY
Who set you up to judge? it what, if you please,
/ /  /
Gives you the power to know it what is best for Harry?
<> What gave you this influence to persuade him 
To abandon his duty, it his family and his happiness?
Who has planned his good? it is it you or I?
/ N / „ / /
Thirty-five years it designing his life,
/ \ / / /
Eight years watching, it without him, at Wishwood,
/ / / /
Years of bitterness it and disappointment.
S /  /  JL /  / ^What share had you in this? it what have you given?
And now at the moment it of success against failure, 
When I felt assured it of his settlement and h/ppiness, 
You who took my husband, it now you take my son.
You take him from Wishwood, it you take him from me,
<> You take him.
MARY
/ s / „ / s. /
Excuse me, Cousin Amy. it I have just seen Denman.
She came to tell me it that Harry is leaving:
/  /  / / s
Downing told her. it He has got the car out.
x /
What is the matter? it
AMY
That woman there,
She has persuaded him: it I do not know how.
I have been always trying it to make myself believe 
That he was not it such a weakling as his father
In the hands of any it unscrupulous woman.
' v / / /
1^ have no influence over him; it you can try,
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But you will not succeed: # she has some spell 
<> That works from generation to generation.
MARY
/  s /  /  „
Is Harry really going? it
AGATHA
u ( / ’He is going.
But that is not my spell, it it is none of my doing:
s/ / / / /
I have only watched and waited, it In this world
/ / / /
It is inexplicable, it the resolution is in another.
MARY
/ / / s ,
Oh, but it is the danger it comes from another!
/ / ^ /
Can you not stop him? it Cousin Agatha, stop him!
You do not know it what I have seen and what I know!
/ / / v / \
He is in great danger, it I know that, don t ask me,
You would not believe me, it but I tell you I know.
/  \  / „  /  \  /
You must keep him here, it you must not let him leave.
I do not know what must be done, it what can be done,
N/ / / „ / /
Even here, but elsewhere, it everywhere, he is in danger.
I will stay or I will go, it whichever is better;
I do not care it what happens to me,
/ / / /
But Harry must not go. it Cousin Agatha!
AGATHA
<> Here the danger, here the death, here, not elsewhere;
<> Elsewhere no doubt it is agony, # renunciation,
/ / / \/ /
But birth and life, it Harry has crossed the frontier
\ / / / /
Beyond which safety and danger it have a different meaning.
/ / / ^
And he cannot return, it That is his privilege.
/ ^ ^ \ / v /
For those who live in this world, # this world only,
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/ / / /
Do you think that I would take # the responsibility
/ v / N/ / \ /
Of tempting them over the border? it No one could, no one who knows.
/ \ / / /
No one who has the least suspicion it of what is to be found there.
But H^rry has been led it across the frontier: he must follow;
/ ' u / N/ y NFor him the death it is now only on this side,
^ / / / /
For him, danger and safety it have another meaning.
They have made this clear. it And I who have seen them must believe
them. 1950
MARY
/ / s \ /
Oh! ....so... it you have seen them too!
AGATHA
<> We must all go, it each it in his own direction,
/ / / / /
You, and I, and Harry. it You and I,
/ \ / /
My dear, may very likely it meet again
<> In our wanderings in the neutral territory
Between two worlds, it
MARY
X / /
Then you will help me!
<> You remember what I said to you this evening?
/ ^ \
I knew that I was right: it you made me wait for this -
/ /  JL /  \ /  /
Only for this, it I suppose I did not really mean it
Then, but I mean it now. it Of course it was much too late 1960
Then, for anything to come for me": it I should have known it;
s '  s  j l  '  sIt was all over, I believe, it before it began;
/ / \ / s. x
But I deceived myself, it It takes so many years
To learn that one is dead! it So you must help me.
/ / / ^ /
I will go. But I suppose it it is much too late
84
/ \/ \ /
Now, to try to get a fellowship?
AMY
\ / /
So you will all leave me!
An old woman alone # in a damned house.
/ / y /I will let the walls crumble, if Why should I worry
To keep the tiles on the roof, # combat the endless weather,
' / v/ / /
Resist the wind? # fight with increasing taxes
/ V S/ 7 JL ' /And unpaid rents and tithes? if nourish investments
/ / / /
With wakeful nights # and patient calculations
/ /  / /
With the solicitor, the broker, if agent? Why should I?
It is no concern if of the body in the tomb
/ / \ / / \/
To bother about the upkeep. if Let the wind and rain do that.
HARRY
But, mother, you will /lways # have Arthur and John
To worry about: not # that John is any worry -
/ / / /
The destined and the perfect # master of Wishwood,
\ / s / /
The satisfactory son. it And as for me,
/ / / / *+■
I am the last # you need to worry about;
I have my course to pursue, # and I am safe from normal dangers
/ /
If I pursue it. # I cannot account for this
/ \ / * \ /
But it is so, mother. # Until I come again.
AMY
/ \ / / v /  /
If you go now, if I shall never see you again.
CHARLES
<> Where is Harry going? What is the matter?
AMY
Ask Agatha.
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GERALD
<> Why, what's the matter? Where is he going?
AMY
Ask Agatha.
VIOLET
<> I cannot understand at all. Why is he leaving?
AMY
Ask Agatha.
VIOLET
Really, it sometimes if seems to me
/ / / \ /
That I am the only if sane person in this house.
Your behaviour all seems to me if quite unaccountable
<> What has happened, Amy?
AMY
/  \  /  „  /  /
Harry is going away if - to become a missionary.
HARRY
<> But•...!
CHARLES
7 / ji V  / /A missionary! that's if never happened in our family!
/ \ / „ / v. /
And why in such a hurry? if Before you make up your mind.
VIOLET
s  \ v x
You can t really think of living if in a tropical climate!
GERALD
/ / 7 XThere s nothing wrong if with a tropical climate -
But you have to go in if for some s'ort of training;
/ /  / /
The medical knowledge if is the first thing.
/ / / /
I've met with missionaries, if often enough -
/ \  V  /  /  /
Some of them very decent fellows, if A maligned profession.
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They're sometimes very useful, # knowing the natives,
Though occasionally troublesome. # But you'll have to learn the 
language
/ ^ . N / /
And several dialects. IF It means a lot of preparation.
VIOLET
/ / / /
And you need some religious # qualification!
N/ / 'I think you should consult the vicar...#
GERALD
/ / 
And don't forget
That you'll need various # inoculations -
/ \/ /
That depends on where you're going. #
CHARLES
/ / 
Such a thing
Has never happened in our family. #
VIOLET
t N /
I cannot understand it.
HARRY
/ / „ / /
I never said V that I was going to be a missionary.
/ / „ / /
I would explain, if but you would none of you believe it;
/ / / \ /
If you believed it, # still you would not understand.
/ \ / /
You can t know why I m going. IF You have not seen
/ \ \ /
What I have seen. Oh why # should you make it so ridiculous
/ / / \ /
Just now? # I only want, please,
/ \ / / /
As little fuss as possible. # You must get used to it;
Meanwhile, I apologise # for my bad manners.
But if you could underst/nd # you would be quite happy about it, 
So I shall say good-bye, # until we meet again.
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GERALD
/ /  „ / /
Well, if you are determined, it Harry, we must accept it;
/ / . / /
But it's a bad night, it and you will have to be careful.
You're taking Downing with you? it
HARRY
N / v /
Oh, yes, I m taking Downing.
/ S  JL /  /You need not fear it that I am in any danger
\ / / ' /
Of such accidents as happen it to Arthur and John:
Take care of them, it My address, mother,
Will be care of the bank in London it until you hear from me.
\ / \
Good-bye, mother.
AMY
Good-bye, Harry, it
HARRY
\ / 
Good-bye.
(^ood-bye, Mary.
AGATHA
HARRY
MARY
\ /
Good-bye,
Good-bye, Harry, it Take care of yourself.
AMY
<> At my age, I only just it begin it to apprehend the truth
/  V /  /  / s
About things too late to mend: it and that is to be old.
\ / / / /
Nevertheless, I am glad it if I can come to know them.
/ / \ / /
I always wanted it too much for my children,
/ S 'S / /
More than life can give, it And now I am punished for it.
Gerald! you are the stupidest it person in this room,
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/ \ / / /
Violet, you are the most malicious it in a harmless way;
I prefer your company # to that of any of the others
Just to help me to the next room, it Where I can lie down.
/ /
Then you can leave me. it
GERALD
N / v 
Oh, certainly, Amy.
VIOLET
N /
I do not understand
' s /
A single thing that's happened, it
CHARLES
It's very odd,
/ / / x /
But I am beginning to feel, it just beginning to feel 2040
/ / \ / /
That there is something I could understand, it if I were told it.
But I'm not sure that I want to know, it I suppose I'm getting old:
\/
Old age came softly up to now. it I felt safe enough;
And now I don't feel safe, it As if the earth should open
Right to the centre, I as I was about to cross Pall Mall.
/ / v \ / /
I thought that life it could bring no further surprises;
/ / / ^
But I remember now, it that I am always surprised
<> By the bull-dog in the Burlington Arcade.
What if every moment were like that, it if one were awake?
You both seem to know more it about this that I do. 2050
DOWNING
/  /  \ y \ y
Oh, excuse me, Miss, it excuse me, Mr. Charles:
His Lordship sent me back it because he remembered
/  /  y \ y'
He thinks he left it his cigarette-case on the table.
/ / \ /  ^ \ /
Oh, there it is. Thank you. it Good night, Miss; good night,
<> Miss Mary: good night, Sir.
MARY
✓ / . \/ / /
Downing, will you promise it never to leave his Lordship
/ /
While you are away? it
DOWNING
' / \
Oh, certainly, Miss;
/ / / /
I'll never leave him it so long as he requires me.
MARY
But he will need you. it You must never leave him.
DOWNING
You may think it laughable, it what I'm going to say - 2060
But it's not really strange, Miss, it when you come to look at it:
/ \ / / /
After all these years it that I've been with him
/ /  \/ / /
I think I understand his Lordship it better than anybody;
/ / / /
And I have a kind of feeling it that his Lordship won t need me
/ \ /  JL /  ^ V  /Very long now. it I can t give you any reasons.
But to show you what I mean, it though you'd hardly credit it,
/ / . \/ / /
I ve always said, it whatever happened to his Lordship
/ \ / / /
Was just a kind of preparation it for something else.
/ s / / /
I've no gift of language, it but I'm sure of what I mean:
/ \ / / /
We most of us seem to live it according to circumstance, 2070
/ / / /
But with people like him, it there's something inside them
That accounts for what happens to them, it You get a f/eling of it.
So I seem to know beforehand, it when something's g'oing to happen,
/ \ / / /
And it seems quite natural, it being his Lordship.
/  ^ ^ /  JL /  /And that s why I say now, it I have a feeling
That he won't want me long, it and he won't want anybody.
AGATHA
And, Downing, if his behaviour it seems unaccountable
90
/ / „ „ / /
At times, you mustn t if worry about that.
/ s / / /
He is every bit as sane # as you or I,
/ / / \/ /
He sees the world # as clearly as you or I see it, 2080
It is only that he has seen # a great deal more than that,
/ \ / N y
And we have seen them too # - Miss Mary and I.
DOWNING
/ / \
I understand you, Miss. // And if I may say so,
/ / N / /
Now that you've raised the subject, # I'm most relieved -
If you understand my meaning. # I thought that was the reason
/ / / \ /
We was off tonight. # In fact, I half expected it,
So I had the car all ready. # You mean them ghosts, Miss!
I wondered when his Lordship # would get round to seeing them -
/ \ /  \ / /
And so you've seen them too! # They must have given you a turn !
They did m e , at first. # You soon get used to them. 2090
Of course, I kn/w # they was to do^ with his Lordship,
/ / / / v
And not with me, # so I could see them cheerful-like,
In a manner of speaking. # There's no harm in them,
/ / s / \
I'll take my oath. # Will that be all, Miss?
AGATHA
/  \  /  \  .. /  /
That will be all, thank you, Downing. It We mustn t keep you;
His Lordship will be wondering # why you've been so long.
IVY
\ / / . / s
Where is Downing going? if where is Harry?
/ \ /  s '
Look. Here's a telegram # come from Arthur;
I wonder why he sent it, # after telephoning.
/ /  » ' /
Shall I read it to you? # I was wondering 2100
/ / „ ^ /
Whether to show it if to Amy or not.
<> 'Regret delayed business in town many happy returns see you
91
tomorrow many happy returns hurrah love Arthur.'
\ / ✓ „ / ' \
I mean, after what we know if of what did happen,
/  \/ / \
Do you think Amy ought to see it? if
VIOLET
\ / ✓
No, certainly not.
/ / / \ / \
You do not know if what has been going on, Ivy.
/ /  ■ /  /
And if you did, if you would not understand it.
/ \ \/ / ^  / /
I do not understand, so how could you? if Amy is not well;
And she is r/sting.
IVY
\ / „ / /
Oh, I m sorry, if But can t you explain?
/ \/ \ / / /
Why do you all look so peculiar? if I think I might be allowed
/ / ..
To know what has happened, if
AMY'S VOICE
' / /
Agatha! Mary! come!
<> The clock has stopped in the dark!
WARBURTON
s / *  /
Well! it's a filthy if night to be out in.
' „ \ \ / JL ' *That s why I ve been so long, if going and coming.
But I'm glad to say that John if is getting on nicely;
It wasn't so serious if as Winchell made out,
/ / * / '
And we 11 have him up if here in the morning.
/  \  /  /  \  s
I hope Lady Monchensey if hasn't been worrying?
I m anxious to relieve her mind, if Why, what's the trouble? 
[Lines 2119-2203 are not included]
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(2) The Elder Statesman
ACT ONE
/  / s/ jlCharles: Is your father at home today? if
Monica:: You'll see him at tea.
^ / / /
Charles: But if I'm not going if to have you to myself
There's really no point if in my staying to tea.
Monica: But you must stay to tea. if That was understood
/ /  JL /  y
When you said you could give me if the whole afternoon.
/  /  „ /  /
Charles: But I couldn t say if what I wanted to say to you
Over luncheon if
/ / \
Monica: That s your own fault.
You should have taken me if to some other r/staurant
Instead of to one if where the malt re d'hfitel
/ \ / ' /
And the waiters all seem to be if your intimate friends. 10
Charles: It's the only place if where I'm r/ally well known
v / / / /
And get well served, if And when you re with me
It must be a perfect lunch, if
/ \ ✓
Monica: It was a perfect lunch.
' \ / . / N /
But I know what men are —  if they like to show off.
/ / / /
That's masculine vanity, if to want to have the waiters
N / / / /
All buzzing round you: if and it reminds the girl
/ / \ / /
That she's not the only one if who's been there with him.
Charles: Well, tease me if you like, if But a man does feel a fool
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If he takes you to a place // where he's utterly unknown
O A n d  the waiters all appear // to be # avoiding his eye 20
/ v  / „
Monica: We're getting off the point...//
/ \ / \
Charles: You've got me off my point...
/ / ..
I was trying to explain....//
/ /
Monica: It's simply the question
/ / / yOf your staying to tea. // As you practically promised.
/ / / /
Charles: What you don't understand // is that I have a grievance.
/ / / /
On Monday you're leaving // London, with your father:
I arranged. to be free // for the whole afternoon
/ /
On the plain understanding.... //
Monica: That you should stop to tea.
Charles: When I said that I was free // for the whole afternoon,
/ v / / /
That meant you were to give me // the whole afternoon.
<>I couldn't say what // I wanted to //, in a restaurant; 30
/ / / /
And then you took me // on a shopping expedition...
/ \ /
Monica: If you don't like shopping with me...//
/ v /
Charles: Of course I like shopping with you.
But how can one talk // on a shopping expedition----
/ / „ / /
Except to guess it what you want to buy
/ /
And advise you to buy it. //
v / /
Monica: But why not stop to tea?
/ / v 7 \ /
Charles: Very well then, // I will stop to tea,
O B u t  you know I won't // get // a chance to talk to you.
You know that. Now // that your father's retired
/  \  /  . .  /  /
He s at home every day. it And you re leaving London.
And because your father // simply can't bear it 40
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That any man but he it should have you to himself,
Before I've said two words it he'll come ambling in...
Monica: You've said a good deal more it than two words already.
/ / / /
And besides, my father it doesn't amble.
x / /
You're not at all respectful, it
/ /
Charles: I try to be respectful;
O B u t  you know that I shan't it have it a minute alone with you.
Monica: You've already had several it minutes alone with me
Which you've wasted in wrangling, it But seriously, Charles,
Father's sure it to be buried in the library
/ \ / / /
And he won't think of leaving it it until he's called for tea. 50
So why not talk now? it Though I know very well
/
What it is you want to say. it I've heard it all before.
/ / / \ /
Charles: And you 11 hear it again, it You think I m going to tell you
x / / / /
Once more, that I m in love with you. it Well, you re right.
But I've something else to say it that I haven't s'aid before,
/  /  x /  s  /
That will give you a shock, it I believe you love me.
/ x / / /
Monica: Oh, what a dominating it man you are!
<> Really, you must imagine you're a hypnotist.
<> Charles: Is this a time to torment me? But I'm selfish
/ / JL /  /In saying that, it because I think   60
/ / „ / /
I think you're tormenting it yourself as well.
/ / / /
Monica: You're right. I am. it Because I am in love with you.
Charles: So I was right, it The moment I'd said it
I was badly frightened, it For I didn't know you loved me-
I merely wanted to believe it .it And I've made you say s^ o!
But now that you've s/id s^, it you must say it again,
For I need s^ much assurance, it Are you s/re you're not mistaken?
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Monica: How did this come, Charles? it It crept s^ softly
s / . /  v /
On silent feet, it and stood behind my back
s \ ' / \ s
Quietly, a long time, it a long long time 70
\ ✓  /  JL
Before I felt its presence, it
/  ,  \  /
Charles: Your words seem to come
/ \ V  \ ✓ , / /
From very far away. Yet very near.// You are changing me
<> And I am changing you.
Monica: Already
\ / / /
How much of me is you? it
\ / /
Charles: And how much of me is you?
/ x ✓ , / /
I m not the same person it as a moment ago.
/ \ / \ / /
What do the words mean now it - I_ and you?
s / x / x /
Monica: In our private world - it now we have our private world -
The meanings are different, it I^ook! We're back in the room
/ /  s s x
That we entered only it a few minutes ago.
s / \ „ / /
Here s an armchair, it there's the table; 80
/  /  „ / x  ✓
There s the door....ff and I hear someone coming:
It's Lambert with the tea... it and I shall say, 'Lambert,
Please let his lordship know it that tea is waiting'
/ v / ..
Lambert: Yes, Miss Monica, it
Monica: I'm very glad, Charles,
/ \ / v*/' /
That you can stay to tea. Now we re in the public world.
/ ' / \/ /
Charles: And your father will come, it With his calm possessive air
/ / / '
And his kindly welcome, it which is always a reminder
That I mustn't stay too long, it for you belong to him.
He seems s'© placidly it to take it for granted
/ \  /  .. /  V  /
That you don't really care it for any company but his! 90
/ s / /
Monica: You re not to assume it that anything I've said to you
96
' y Jt y /Has given you the right it to criticise my father.
/ / / /
In the first place, it you don't understand him;
In the s/cond place, it w e 're not engaged yet.
Charles: Aren't we? We're agreed it that we're in love with each 
/
other,
<> And, there being no legal impediment
/ / / /
Isn't that enough it to constitute an engagement?
/ / / /
Aren't you sure it that you want to marry me?
/ v  / / /
Monica: Yes, Charles. I'm sure it that I want to marry you
/ / \ / /
When I'm free to do so. it But by that time
N y  JL /  K  'You may have changed your mind, it Such things have happened.
<> Charles: That won't happen to me.
✓ N / / ^ /
Lambert: Excuse me, Miss Monica, it His Lordship said to tell you
/ v /
Not to wait tea for him. it
Monica: Thank you, Lambert.
Lambert: He's busy at the moment, it But he won't be very long.
Charles: Do^'t you understand it that you're torturing me?
\ / / / /
How long will you be imprisoned, it alone with your father
In that very expensive hotel it for convalescents
/ / „ / N. ✓
To which you're taking him? it And what after that?
/ s / / /
Monica: There are several good reasons it why I should go with
him.
/  /  JL 7 /Charles: Better reasons it than for marrying me?
/ \
What reasons?
f / \ /
Monica: First, it his terror of being alone.
/ / / /
In the life he's led, it he's never had to be alone.
<> And when he's been at home in the evening,
/ / / /
Even when he's reading, it or busy with his papers
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/ \ / / /
He needs to have someone else it in the room with him,
/ / \ / /
Reading too - it or just sitting - someone
Not occupied with anything it that can't be interrupted.
Someone to make a remark to it now and then.
And mostly it's been m e . it
Charles: I know it's been you. 120
<> It's a pity that you haven't it had it brothers and sisters
/ / / / \
To share the burden, it Sisters, I should say,
For your brother's never been it of any use to you.
Monica: And never will be it of any use to Anybody,
I'm afraid. Poor Michael! it Mother spoilt him
And f/ther was too severe it —  so they're always at loggerheads.
Charles: But you spoke of several reasons it for your going with your
/
father.
Is there any better reason it than his fear of solitude?
Monica: The s/cond reason it is exactly the opposite:
It's his fear of b/ing it exposed to strangers. 130
/ / / /
Charles: But he's most alive it when he's among people
/ / JL / /
Managing, manoeuvrig , it cajoling or bullying —
/ / / /
At all of which it he's a master. Strangers!
/ , /  /  ^ / \
Monica: You don t understand, it It s one thing meeting people
When you're in authority, it with authority's costume,
When the man that p/ople it see when they meet you
/  s s. / /
Is not the private man, it but the public personage.
/ / Jl \ 'In politics Father it wore a public label.
And later, as chairman it of public companies,
/ / / /
Always his privacy it has been preserved. 140
/ / V / /
Charles: His privacy has been it so well preserved
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/ / / / \
That I've sometimes wondered it whether there was any...
Private self to preserve, it
/ v / v
Monica: There i£ a private self, Charles.
I'm sure of that. it
/ / \
Charles: You ve given two reasons,
<> One the contradiction of the other.
Can there be a third? it
/ s /
Monica: The third reason is this:
/ \ / / /
I've only just been given it it by Dr. Selby-
/ N. / „ / /
Father is much iller it than he is aware of:
/ / / x /
It may be, he will never it return from Badgley Court.
But Selby wants him it to have every encouragement-
/  /  s \ /
If he's hopeful, he's likely it to live a little longer.
That's why Selby chose the place, it A convalescent home
<> With the atmosphere of an hotel-
Nothing about it it to suggest the clinic-
/ / / /
Everything about it it to suggest recovery.
Charles: This is your best reason, it and the most depressing;
/ / / x /
For this situation it may persist for a long time,
And you'll go on postponing it and postponing our marriage.
/ / „ / \ / s
Monica: I m afraid... not it a very long time, Charles.
/  /  JL '  /It s almost certain it that the winter in Jamaica
Will never take p la c e , it 'Make the reservations'
/ / / /
Selby said, it 'as if you were going'.
/ / / /
But Badgley Court's it so near your constituency!
You can come down at weekends, it Vven when the House is sitting.
And you can take me out, it if Father can spare me.
/ / / /
But he'll simply love it having you to talk to.
150
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Charles: I know he's used it to seeing me about.
Monica: I've seen him looking at you. it He was thinking of himself 
When he was your age- it when he started like you,
With the same hopes, it the same ambitions- 170
/ /
And of his disappointments, it
Charles: Is that wistfulness,
Compassion, o r  envy? it
/ /
Monica: Envy is everywhere.
Who" is without envy? it And most people
Are unaware or unashamed it of being Envious.
/ / / /
It's all we can ask it if compassion and wistfulness...
And tenderness, Charles it are mixed with envy:
<> I do believe that he is fond of you.
\ / / / s /
So you must come often, it And Oh, Charles dear —
\ / \ / s /
Monica: You ve been very long in coming, Father, it What have you
been doing?
^ ' /
Lord Claverton: Good afternoon, Charles. 1t You might have guessed,
Monica, 180
/ /
What I ve been doing, it Don t you recognize this book?
Monica: It's your engagement book, it
Lord Claverton: Yes, I've been brooding over it.
Monica: But what a time it for your engagement book!
You know what the doctors said: it complete relaxation
And to think about nothing, it Though I know that won't be easy.
Lord Claverton: That is just what I was doing, it
' /
Monica: Thinking of nothing?
/ / / /
Lord Claverton: Contemplating nothingness, it Just remember:
Every day, year after year, it over my breakfast,
100
/ / / /
I have looked at this book # -or one just like it-
You know I keep the old ones // on a shelf together; 190
/ / \ \ / /
I could look in the right book, // and find out what I was doing
Tw/nty years ag^ o, today, // at this hour of the afternoon.
' / / \ /
If I've been looking // at this engagement book, today,
Not over breakfast, // but before tea,
/ / j. s '
It s the empty pages it that I ve been fingering-
/ s /  / /
The first empty pages it since I entered Parliament.
^ / \ / s / ^
I used to jot down notes it of what I had to say to people:
Now I ve no more to say, it and no one to say it to.
/ / . v ✓ \ x
I ve been wondering...// how many more empty pages?
/ \ / / /
Monica: You would soon fill them up // if we allowed you to! 200
That's my business to prevent. // You know I'm to protect you
/ \ / / /
From your own restless energy // -the inexhaustible
Sources of the power // that wears o^t the machine.
s / k / /
Lord Claverton: They ve dried up, Monica, it and you know it.
\/ / / \ /
They talk of rest, these doctors. Charles; it they tell me to be
cautious,
/  ^  /  .. /  N  /
To take life easily. // Take life easily!
It's telling a man // he mustn't run for trains
When the last thing he wants // is to take a train for anywhere!
/ ^/ / s /
No, I've not the slightest longing // for the life I've left-
/ / / /
Only fear // of the emptiness before me. 210
If I had the /nergy // to work myself to death
How gladly would I f/ce death. // But waiting, simply w/iting,
With no desire to act, // yet a loathing of inaction.
/ / „ / ^ '
A fear of the vacuum it and no desire to fill it
/ / / / \
It s just like sitting it in an empty waiting room
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/ / / t
In a railway station it on a branch line,
v / / ., / \ /
After the last train, it after all the other passengers
<> Have left, and the booking office is closed
/ / / /
And the porters have gone. it What am I waiting for
In a cold and 'empty room it before an empty grate? 220
/ ' / , . jiFor no one. For nothing, it
\ / /
Monica: Yet you ve been looking forward
To this very time! it You know how you grumbled
/ \ / * /
At the farewell banquet, it with the tributes from the staff,
The presentation, it and the speech you had to make
<> And the speeches you had to listen to.
/ \/ / „
Lord Claverton: I don't know which impressed me more, it the
/ /
insincerity
/ / . / /
Of what was said about me, it or of my reply-
v/ /  y  j l v / /All to thank them for that, it Oh the grudging contributions
/ \ / / /
That bought this piece of silver, it The inadequate levy
That made the Ch/irman's Price • it And my fellow directors 230
/ / / *Saying we must put it our hands in our pockets
To double this collection- it it must be something showy'.
/ / v / \
This would do for visiting cards- it if people still left cards
/ / JL / \ S
And if I was going it to have any visitors.
<> Monica: Father, you simply it want it to revel in gloom!
/  / . / /
You know you ve retired it in a blaze of glory-
You've read every word it about you in the papers.
Charles: And the leading articles it saying 'we are confident
That his sagacious counsel it will long continue
To be at the disposal it of the Government in power'. 240
/ / f /
And the expectation it that your voice will be heard
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/ V  /
In debate in the Upper House..
/ /
Lord Claverton: The established liturgy
<> Of the Press on my conspicuous retirement.
/ / / /
My obituary, if it I had died in harness,
Would have occupied it a column and a half
/ / ^ / / \
With an inset, a portrait it taken twenty years ago.
s \ / / /
In five years^'time if it will be the half of that;
/ \ \ / /
In ten years' time, a paragraph, if
Charles: That's the reward
/ / \ „
Of every public man. if
Lord Claverton: Say rather, the exequies
/  / . / /
Of the failed successes, if the successful failures,
Who occupy positions it that other men covet.
When we go, a good many folk it are mildly grieved,
And our closest associates, it the small minority
\ / / / /
Of those who really understand it the place we filled
/ / / \ /
Are inwardly delighted, it They won't want my ghost
Walking in the City it or sitting in the Lords.
/ / / /
And I, who recognise it myself as a ghost
/ / \ / /
Shan't want to be seen there, it It makes me smile
/ / / ✓
To think that men it should be frightened of ghosts.
If they only knew how frightened it a ghost can be of men!
Lambert: Excuse me, my Lord, it There's a gentleman downstairs
/ /  JL /  /Is very insistent it that he must see you.
I told him you never it saw anyone, my Lord
But by previous appointment, it He said he knew that,
So he had brought this note, it He said that when you read it 
You would want to see him. it Sa^d you'd be very angry
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If you heard that he'd gone away it without your seeing him.
Lord Claverton: What sort of a person? it
Lambert: A foreign person
/ / / \ /
By the looks of him. it But talks good English.
A pleasant-spoken gentleman. it
Lord Claverton: I'll see him in the library. 270
No, stop. I've left it too many papers about there.
I'd better see him here. it
Lambert: Very good, my Lord.
/ / M ' / '
Shall I take the trolley, it Miss Monica?
/ / v
Monica: Yes, thank you, Lambert, it
' x /
Charles: I ought to be going.
/  JL /Monica: Let us go into the library, it And then I 11 see you off.
Lord Claverton: I'm sorry to turn you it out of the room like this,
/ v / . / /
But I 11 have to see this man it by myself, Monica.
I've never h/ard it of this Sefior Gomez
/ / „ / /
But he comes with a letter it of introduction
/ \ /  JL /  ,  ^  /
From a man I used to know, it I can t refuse to see him. 280
/  /  . .  / /
Though from what I remember it of the man wjio introduces him
/ , v / „ / \ •• /
I expect he wants money, it Or to sell me something worthless.
Monica: You ought not to bother it with such people now, Father.
/ \ / / /
If you haven't got rid of him it in twenty minutes
I'll send Lambert to tell you it that you have to take a trunk call
/ / N / /
Come, Charles, it Will you bring my coat?
<> Charles: I'll say goodbye, sir.
And look forward to sVeing you both it at B/dgley Court 
In a week or two.
Lambert: Mr. Gomez, my Pord. it
104
V / X \ /
Lord Claverton: Goodbye, Charles. And please remember
That we both want to see you, // when/ver you can come 290
/ / , / /
If you're in the vicinity, it Don t we, Monica?
Monica: Yes, Father. // (to Charles) We both want to see you.
\ ✓ \ / / \
Lord Claverton: Good evening, Mr....Gomez, it You re a friend of Mr.
Culverwell?
/ / / /
Gomez: We're as thick as thieves // you might almost say.
^ y
Don't you know me, Dick?
/ /
Lord Claverton: Fred Culverwell?
Why do you come back // with another name?
Gomez: You've changed your name too, // since I knew you.
/ / / \ /
When we were up at Oxford, // you were plain Dick Ferry.
/ / / / \
Then, when you married, // you took your wife's name
/ \ /  / /
And became Mr. Richard // Claverton-Ferry. 300
/ \ / / /
And finally, Lord Claverton. // I've followed your example,
And do^e the same, # in a modest way.
You know where 1^ live, if people do change their names;
And besides, my wife s name it is a good deal more normal
/ \ / / /
In my country, than Culverwell- if And easier to pronounce.
' \/ \ / /
Lord Claverton: Have you lived out there ever since..// you left
/
England?
/ ✓ „ / /
Gomez: Ever since it I finished my sentence.
/ \/ /
Lord Claverton: What has brought you to England? //
/ /
Gomez: Call it homesickness,
Curiosity, restlessness, // whatever you like.
But I've been a pretty hard worker // all these ye^rs 310
And I thought, now's the time // to take a long holiday,
Let's say a rest cure- // that's what I've come for.
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You see, I'm a widower, it like you, Dick.
So I'm pretty footloose, it Gomez, you see,
/ ' / /
Is now a highly if respected citizen
/ / / ^ ^
Of a central American if republic: San Marco.
It's as hard to become if a respected citizen
s / / / /
Out there, as it is here, if With this qualification:
\ / / \/ / /
Out there they respect you if for rather different reasons.
Lord Claverton: Do you m e a n that you've won if respect out there
/ / / /
By the sort of activity if that lost you respect
/ /
Here in England? if
\ / /
Gomez: Not at all, not at all.
/ \ / , / /I think that was rather if an unkind suggestion.
/ / , / \ /
I've always kept if on the right side of the law-
/ / / ^ /
And seen that the law if turned its right side to me.
Sometimes I've had to pay if pretty heavily;
But I learnt by experience if whom to pay;
And a little money laid out if in the right manner.
In the right places, if pays many times over.
I assure you it does if
Lord Claverton: In o^ther words.
You have been engaged if in systematic corruption.
/ / / y
Gomez: No, Dick, if There's a fault in your logic.
/ \/ / / /
How can one corrupt those it who are already corrupted?
/ / / /
I can swear that I've never it corrupted anybody.
In fa'ct, I've never it come across an official
^ / / /
Innocent enough it to be corruptible.
Lord Claverton: It would seem then it that most of your business 
Has been of such a n/ture that, if if carried on in England,
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It might land you in gaol again? #
/ v /
Gomez: That s true enough.
\ / ^ /
Except for a false inference. # I wouldn't dream 340
Of carrying on such business # if I lived in England.
I have the same # st/ndards of morality
/ / / / \
As the society it in which I find myself.
I do nothing in England // that you would disapprove of.
Lord Claverton: That's something, # at least, to be thankful for.
I trust you've no need # to engage in forgery.
Gomez: Forgery, Dick? # An absurd suggestion!
Forgery, I can tell you, # is a mug's game.
<> I say that, with conviction.
\ /  /  JL /  / N
No, forgery, or washing cheques, it or anything of that nature, 350 
Is certain to be found o'ut # sooner or later.
And then what happens? # You have to move on.
That wouldn't do for me. # I'm too domestic.
And by the way, # I've several children,
All grown up, # doing well for themselves.
I wouldn't allow # either of my sons
To go into politics. # In my country, Dick,
/ / / / ^
Politicians can't afford # mistakes. The prudent ones
/ / / /
Always have # an aeroplane ready:
And keep an account it in a bank in Switzerland. 360
/ / \ ✓ /
The ones who don t it get out in time
Find themselves in gaol # and not very comfortable,
<> Or before a firing squad.
You don't know # what serious politics is like!
I said to my boys: # 'N^ver touch politics.
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Stay out of politics, it and play both parties:
What you don't get from one if you may get from the other.
N / y ' s
Dick, don't tell me that there isn t if any whisky in the house?
/ / / /
Lord Claverton: I can provide whisky, if But why have you come?
<> Gomez: You've asked me that already! 370
/ s / /
To see you, Dick, if A natural desire!
For you're the o^ly if old friend I can trust.
/ / 1 / /
Lord Claverton: You really trust me? if I appreciate the compliment.
Gomez: Which you're sure you d e s e r v e • if But when I say 'trust'....
/ / ^ / /
Lord Claverton: Lambert, will you bring in if the whisky. And soda.
<> Lambert: Very good, my Lord.
Gomez: And some ice.
<> Lambert: Ice? Yes, my Lord.
/ / / \ /
Gomez: I began to say: if when I say 'trust'
I use the term it as experience has t/ught me.
It's nonsense to talk it of trusting people 380
In general, What does that mean? if One trusts a man
/ / / s
Or a woman - in this it respect or that.
/ v / f /
A won't let me down it in this relationship,
/ \ / / /
B^  won't let me down it in some other connection.
<> But, as I've always said to my boys:
'When you come to the point it where you need to trust someone 
<> You must make it worth it his while it to be trustworthy'.
Lord Claverton: Won't you help yourself? it
Gomez: And what about you?
Lord Claverton: I don't take it, th/nk you. it
Gomez: A reformed character!
s / / \ /
Lord Claverton: I should like to know if why you need to trust me.390
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\ / ' / v '
Gomez: That's perfectly simple. it I come back to England
/ \ / / /
After thirty-five years. it Can you imagine
What it would be like it to have b\en away from home
/  ^ /  JL '  yFor thirty-five years? it I was twenty-five-
The same age as you it when I went away,
/ / \ / /
Thousands of miles away, it to another climate,
To another language, it other standards of behaviour.
To fabricate for myself it another personality
/ \ / / v /
And to take another name, it Think what that means - 
To take another name, it But of course you know!
Just enough to think it you know more than you do\
„  ,  /  \/ /  . .  .  /  /
You ve changed your name twice it - by easy stages,
And each step was merely it a step up the ladder,
v ' , / „ \  * /
So you weren t aware it of becoming a different person:
But where 1^ changed my name, it there was no social ladder.
/ /  JL / \ / \
It was jumping a gap - it and you can t jump back again.
I parted from myself it by a sudden effort,
/ \ / '  JL /  \  /
You, so slowly and sweetly, it that you ve never woken up
To the fact that Dick Ferry it died long ag'o.
/ / f \ \ /
I married a girl it who didn't know a word of English,
/ \ / \ / /
Didn't want to learn English, it wasn't interested.
In anything that h/ppened it four thousand miles away,
' / jL / \ /
Only believed it what the parish priest told her.
<> I made my children it learn it English - it's useful;
<> I always talk to them in English.
/ / \ / /
But do they think in English? it No, they do not.
/ / / /
They think in Spanish, it but their thoughts are Indian thoughts.
\ / s / / /
0 God, Dick, you it don't know what it's like
400
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<> To be so cut off! Homesickness!
<> Homesickness is a sickly word, 420
You don't understand it such isolation
/ / \
As mine, you think you d o ,.. it
Lord Claverton: I m sure I do,
I've always been alone. it
/ /
Gomez: Oh, loneliness-
/ z / /
Everybody knows it what that's like.
Your loneliness- it so cosy, warm and padded:
/ „ / JL S  /
You re not isolated- it merely insulated.
It's only when you come to see it that you have lost yourself
That you are quite alone, it
Lord Claverton: I'm waiting to hear
Why you should need to trust me. it
/ /
Gomez: Perfectly simple.
/ / \ / / / \
My father's dead long since it -that's a good thing. 430
/ / \ / /
My mother- I dare say it she's still alive,
/ \ / / /
But she must be very old. it And she must think I'm dead;
And as for my married sisters- it I don't suppose their husbands
/ \ / / \ ✓
Were ever told the story, it They wouldn't want to see me.
\ / \/ \ / / /
No, I need one old friend, it a friend whom I can trust-
And one who will accept it both Culverwell and Gomez-
See Culverwell as Gomez it -Gomez as Culverwell.
/ / „ / /
I need you, Dick, it to give me reality!
<> Lord Claverton: But according to the description you have given 
Of trusting people, it how do you propose 440
<> To make it worth it my while it to be trustworthy?
Gomez: It's done already, Dick; it done many y/ars ago:
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Adoption tried, it and gr/ppled to my soul
With hoops of st/el, it and 'all that s'ort of thing.
/ \/ \ / / /
We'll come to that, very soon, it Isn't it strange
That there should always have been it this bond between us?
Lord Claverton: It has never crossed my mind, it Dev/lop the point.
\ / ✓ / \ /
Gomez: Well, consider what we were it when we went up to Oxford
/ / / /
And then what I became it under your influence.
Lord Claverton: You cannot attribute it your... misfortune to m£ 
v
influence. 450
/ \ / / /
Gomez: I was just about as different it as anyone could be
From the sort of men it you'd been at school with-
I didn't fit into it your set, and I knew it.
/ / / \ /
When you started it to take me up at Oxford
I've no doubt your friends it wondered what you found in me-
A scholarship boy it from an unknown grammar school.
/ \ / / /
I didn't know either, it but I was flattered.
Later, I came to understand; it you made friends with me
Because it flattered you- it tickled your love of power
/ / / /
To see that I was flattered, it and that I admired you 460
/ / / /
Everyone expected it that I should get a First.
I suppose your tutor it thought you'd be sent down.
It went the other way. it You stayed the course, at least.
I had plenty of time it to think things over, l a t e x .
<> Lord Claverton: And what is the conclusion that you came to?
f \ \ / v. / ^
Gomez: This is how it worked out, Dick, it You liked to play the
/
rake,
/ N \ * / /But you never went too far. it There's a prudent devil
' ' / x / \
Inside you, Dick, it He never came to m£ help.
Ill
/ / / /
Lord Claverton: I certainly admit it no responsibility,
/ / / /
None whatever, it for what happened to you later 470
<> Gomez: You led me on at Oxford, and left me to it.
And so it came about it that I was sent down
<> With the consequences which you remember:
A miserable clerkship- it which your father fo^nd for me,
And expensive tastes- it which you had fostered in me,
And equally unfortunate it a talent for penmanship.
<> Hence, as you have just reminded me
Defalcation and fc/rgery. it And then my stretch
/ / / \ /
Which gave me time it to think it all out.
Lord Claverton: That's the second time it you have mentioned your
reflections. 480
/ / \ / /
But there's just one thing it you seem to have forgotten:
/ f , / /
I came to your assistance it when you were released.
\ / v / / /
Gomez: Yes, and paid my passage out. it I know the reason:
You wanted to g e t rid of me. it I shall tell you why presently.
v / / / s /
Now let's look for a moment it at your life history.
You had plenty of mokey, it and you made a g'ood marriage
/  /  JL /  /Or so it seemed- it and with your father s money
/ \/ / v / /
And your wife's family influence, it you got on in politics.
/  /  ,, s  / /
Shall we say that you did it very well by yourself?
Though not, I suspect, it as well as you had hoped. 490
Lord Claverton: 1 was never accused it of making a mistake.
Gomez: No, in England it mistakes are anonymous
/ / / /
Because the man who accepts it responsibility
Isn t the man it who made the mistake.
/ , / / /
That s your convention, it Or if it's known you made it
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/ \ / / /
You simply get moved it to another post
/ / / \ /
Where at least you can't make it quite the same mistake,
/ y ji y / •At the worst, you go it into opposition
/ \ / / /.
And let the other people it make mistakes
/ / / \ /
Until your own it have been more or less forgotten,
/ \ / \ / z'
I dare say you did make it some mistake, Dick...
That would account it for your leaving politics-
/ / / /
And taking a conspicuous it job in the City
^  /  JL /  /Where the Government it could always consult you
/ v ^But of course didn't have it to take your advice...
/ / \ „ / /
I ve made a point, you see, it of following your career.
/ ✓
Lord Claverton: I am touched by your interest, it
/ /
Gomez: I have a gift for friendship.
I rejoiced in your success, it But one thing has puzzled me.
/ / / /
You were given a ministry it before you were fifty:
/ / / /
That should have led you it to the very top!
/ / / /
And yet you withdrew it from the world of politics
/ \ / / /
And went into the City, it Director of a bank
And chairman of companies, it You looked the part-
\  /  / „ /  /
Cut out to be it an impressive figurehead.
/ „ / . / \ s
But again, you ve retired it at sixty. Why at sixty?
/ / ,. /  /
Lord Claverton: Knowing as much it about me as you do
✓ ✓ x
You must have read that I retired it at the insistence of my
/ / / /Gomez: Oh yes, it the usual euphemism.
/ / ' /
And yet I wonder, it It is surprising:
You should have been good it for another five years
/ / / '
At least. Why it did they let you retire?
Lord Claverton: If you want to know, it I had had a stroke.
500
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/ /
And I might have another. if
/ s /
Gomez: Yes, you might have another.
But I wonder what brought about if this... stroke;
And I wonder whether if you're the great economist
/ / / /
And financial wizard if that you re supposed to be.
/ / / /
And I've learned something if of other vicissitudes.
<> Dick, I was very if very if sorry when I heard
That your marriage had not been if altogether happy.
/ / / /
And as for your son - if from what I've heard about him,
<> He's followed your undergraduate career
Without the protection if of that prudent devil
Of yoCrs, to tell him if not to go tCo faC.
/ \ / / /
Well, now, I'm beginning if to be thirsty again.
<> Lord Claverton: An interesting historical epitome.
/ / / \ /
Though I cannot accept it it as altogether accurate.
/ / „ / /
The only thing if I find surprising
/ / . / /
In the respected citizen it of San Marco
/ / ✓ /
Is that in the midst if of the engrossing business
Of the nature of which it dark hints have been given,
<> He's informed himself if so carefully if about my career. 
Gomez: I don't propose to give you if a detailed account 
Of my own career, if I've been v e r y  successful.
<> What would have happened to me, I wonder,
/ / / /
If I had never met you? if I should have got my First,
/ / / /
And I might have become if the history master
In a school like that if from which I went to Oxford.
As it is, I m somebody -  if a more important man
<> In San Marco if than I should ever if have been in England.
530
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Lord Claverton: So, as you consider it yourself a success... 550
Gomez: A worldly success, Dick. it In another sense
We're both of us failures. it But even so,
/ / v / /
I'd rather be my kind it of failure than yours.
Lord Claverton: And what do you call failure? it
Gomez: What do I call failure?
/ \ / / /
The worst kind of failure, it in my opinion,
Is the m a n who has to keep on it pret/nding to himself 
<> That he's a success- the man who in the morning 
Has to make up his face it before he looks in the mirror.
<> Lord Claverton: Isn't that the kind it of pretence it that you're 
maintaining
In trying to persuade me it of your... worldly success? 560
Gomez: No^ , because I know it the value of the coinage 
<> I pay myself in.
<> Lord Claverton: Indeed! how interesting!
I still don't know it why you've come to see me
Or what you mean it by saying you can trust me.
/ / / /
Gomez: Dick, do you remember it the moonlight night
/ S / JL / /
We drove back to Oxford? it You were driving.
/ \ / v
Lord Claverton: That happened several times, it
/ \ ✓
Gomez: One time in particular.
You know quite well it to which occasion I'm referring -
/ / / /
A summer night it of moonlight and shadows - 570
The night you ran over it the old man in the road.
Lord Claverton: You said I ran o^er it an old man in the road.
✓ \ /  / v ✓
Gomez: You knew it too. it If you had been surprised
When I said 'Dick, it you've run over somebody'
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Wouldn't you have shown it, it if only for a second?
You never lifted your foot it from the accelerator.
Lord Claverton: We were in a hurry, it
/ /
Gomez: More than in a hurry.
You didn't want it to be known it where we'd been.
/ / / /
The girls who were with us it (what were their names?
I've completely forgotten them) it you didn't want them 580
/ s / / /
To be called to give evidence, it You just couldn't face it.
Do you see now, Dick, it why I s a y I can trust you?
/ / /
Lord Claverton: If you think that this story it would interest the
public
Why not sell your version it to a Sunday newspaper?
/ ^ JL / /Gomez: My dear Dick, it what a preposterous suggestion!
Who's going to a c c e p t  it the unsupported statement
/ / / /
Of Federico Gomez it of San Marco
About something that happened it so many years ag'o?
What damages you'd get it The Press wouldn't look at it.
/ / „ / /
Besides, you can't think it I've any desire 590
To appear in public it as Frederick Culverwell?
No", Dick, your secret's it safe with me^ .
/ / \ / /
Of course, I might give it it to a few friends, in confidence.
It might even reach the ears it of some of your acquaintance - 
But you'd never know it to whom I'd told it.
Or who knew the story it and who didn't. I promise you.
Rely upon me it as the soul of discretion.
Lord Claverton: What do you want then? it Do you need money?
Gomez: My dear cha^, it you are obtuse.
I said: 'Your secret it is s a f e with me', 600
/ / / /
And then you... well, it I'd never have believed
<> That you would accuse an old friend of ..blackmail.
On the contrary, I dare say if I could buy you out
Several times over, if San Marco's a good place
To make money in if - though not to keep it in.
My investments - not all if in my own name either -
Are pretty well spread, if For the matter of that,
My current account if in Stockholm or Zurich
/ / / /
Would keep me in comfort if for the rest of my life.
Really, Dick, if you owe me an apology.
<> Blackmail. On the contrary
'  /  JL /  /Any time if you re in a tight corner
<> My entire resources are at your disposal.
<> You were a generous friend to me once
/ / / /
As you pointedly reminded me if a moment ago.
Now it's my turn, perhaps, if to do you a kindness.
Lambert: Excuse me, my Lord, if but Miss Monica asked me
To remind you there's a trunk call if coming through for you
/ \ /
In five minutes' time, if
Lord Claverton: I'll be ready to take it.
/ N / / /
Gomez: Ah, the pre-arranged if interruption
To t/rmin/te if the unwelcome intrusion
<> Of the visitor in financial distress.
Well, I shan't keep you long, if though I d a r e say your caller
<> Could hang on it for another it quarter of an hour.
Lord Claverton: Before you go - it what is it that you want?
Gomez: I've been trying to make clear it that I o^ly want your 
/
friendship!
610
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Just as it used to be it in the old days
/ \ / / JL / ~ t ^When you taught me expensive tastes. it Now it s my turn.
I can have cigars sent it direct to you from Cuba
/ / / \ /
If your doctors allow you it a smoke now and then. 630
I'm a lonely man, Dick, it with a craving for aff/ction.
/ / / /
All I want it is as much of your company,
\ / / , \ JL /  -r /So long as I stay here, it as I can get.
And the more I get, the longer I may stay. it
/ /
Lord Claverton: This is preposterous!
/ / / /
Do you call it friendship it to impose your company
On a man by thr/ats? It Why keep up the pretence?
/ \ / / /
Gomez: Threats, Dick. How it can you speak of threats?
/ / / /
It's most unkind of you. it My only aim
/  / jl / /
Is to renew our friendship, it Don't you understand?
/ / / /
Lord Claverton: I see that when it I gave you my friendship 640
So many years ago, it I only gained in return
Your envy, spite and hatred, it That is why you attribute
Your downfall to me. it But how was I responsible?
We were the same age. it You were a free moral /gent.
You pretend that I t/ight you it expensive t/stes:
If you had not had it those t/stes already
<> You would hardly have welcomed my companionship.
/ / / /
Gomez: Neatly argued, it and almost convincing:
N / /
Don't you wish you could believe it? it
/ /
Lord Claverton: And what if I decline
<> To give you the pleasure of my company? 650
/ / s / /
Gomez: Oh, I can wait, Dick, it You'll relent at last.
/ s / / /
You 11 come to feel easier it when I m with you
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/ / / /
Than when I m out of sight* if You'll be afraid of whispers,
/ s /  /
The reflection in the mirror if of the face behind you,
/ / / /
The ambiguous smile, if the distant salutation,
<> The sudden silence when you enter the smoking room.
Don't forget, Dick:
/ / „ / ^ /
You didn't stop, if Well, I'd better be going.
I hope I haven't if outst/yed my welcome?
Your telephone pal if may be getting impatient.
/ / ^I'll see you soon again, it
/ N. /
Lord Claverton: Not very soon, I think.
I am going aw/y. if
/ /
Gomez: So I ve been informed.
I have friends in the pr/ss - if if not in the peerage.
\ / / / /
Goodbye for the present. if It's been an elixir
To see you again, # and assure myself
<> That we can begin just where we left off.
Monica: Who was it, father? #
Lord Claverton: A man I used to know.
Monica: Oh, so you knew him? #
/ „ /
Lord Claverton: Yes. He d changed his name.
Monica: Then I suppose he wanted money? #
\  / , s  /
Lord Claverton: No, he didn t want money.
Monica: Father, this interview # has worn you out.
/ ^ \ / /
You must go and rest now, if before dinner.
/ \ \ \ /
Lord Claverton: Yes, I'll go and rest now if I wish Charles was
/
dining with us.
/ / / /
I wish we were having if a dinner party.
/ \ / / ^
Monica: Father, can't you bear if to be alone with me?
660
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If you can't bear to dine it alone with me tonight, 
What will it be like it at Badgley Court?
ACT TWO
Monica: Well, so far, it it's better than you exp/cted,
/ / „ / /
Isn't it, Father? it They've let us alone;
The people in the dining room it show no curiosity;
The beds are comfortable, it the hot water is hot,
They give us a very it tolerable breakfast;
/ / „ / /
And the chambermaid really # _is a chambermaid:
/ / / /
For when I asked it about morning coffee
/ / / /
She said 'I'm not it the one for elevens's,
That's Nurse's business', it
\ / \ /
Lord Claverton: So far, so good.
I'll fe^l more confidence it after a fortnight -
After fourteen days it of people not staring
\/ / / „ \/ / /
Or offering picture papers, it or wanting a fourth at bridge;
f / / /
Still, I'll admit it to a feeling of contentment
Already. I only it hope that it will last -
/ / ^ / /
The sense of well-being, it It's often with us
When we are yc/ung, it but then it's not noticed;
And by the time it one has grown to consciousness
/ \ /
It comes less often, it
/ ^  /
I hope this benignant sunshine
And warmth will last it for a few days more.
But this early summer, it that's hardly seasonable,
Is so often a harbinger it of frost on the fruit trees.
680
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/  ^ V / / ,
Monica: Oh. let s make the most if of this weather while it lasts.
I never remember you # as other than Occupied
/ / z z
With anxieties from which if you were longing to escape;
Now I want to see you if learning to enjoy yours'elf! 700
Lord Claverton: Perhaps I've never really if enjoyed living 
As much as most people, if At least, as they seem to d'o 
Without knowing that they enjoy it. if Whereas I've o^ten known 
That I didn't enjoy it. if Some dissatisfaction
With myself, I suspect, if very deep within mys'elf
/ '/ / / /
Has impelled me all my life if to find justification
Not so much to the world if - first of all to myself.
\ / v  / / /
What is this self inside us, if this silent observer,
/ / / / /Severe and speechless critic, if who can terrorise us
And urge us on if to futile activity, 710
/ / / v /
And in the end, judge us if still more severely
/ / / \ /
For the errors into which if his own reproaches drove us?
/ / x / /
Monica: You admit that at the moment if you find life pleasant,
That it r/ally does seem if quiet here and restful.
/ / / v /
Even the matron, if though she looks rather dominating,
Has left us alone, if
/ /
Lord Claverton: Yes, but remember
/ / / /
What she said. She said, if 'I'm going to leave you alone!
You want perfect peace: if that's what Badgley Court is for'.
I thought that very ominous, if When people talk like that
It indicates a latent if desire to interfere 720
/ / / /
With the privacy of others, if which is certain to explode.
Monica: Hush, Father, if I see her coming from the house.
/ / / /
Take your newspaper if and start reading to me.
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Piggott: Good morning, Lord Claverton. if Good morning, Miss 
/
Claverton!
<> Isn't this a glorious morning!
I'm afraid you'll think # I've been neglecting you;
So I've come if to apologise and explain.
I've been in such a rush, if these last few days,
/ ^ / / /
And I thought, Lord Claverton if will understand
/ ^ / j. / /
My not coming in if directly after breakfast: 730
/ \/ \ / / /
He's led a busy life, too', if But I hope you're happy?
Is there anything you need if that hasn't been provided?
All you have to do if is to make your wants known.
\ / / / s. /
Just ring through to my office, if If I'm not there
/ / „ / /
My secretary will be - if Miss Timmins.
/ / / /
She'd be overjoyed # to have the privilege of helping you!
Monica: You're very kind...// (£h, I'm sorry,
We don't kno*w if how we o'ught to address you.
Do we call you 'Matron'? if
Piggott: Oh no, not 'Matron'!
Of course I am if a matron in a sense- 740
s ✓ ^ / , / . /
No, I don't simply mean if that I m a married woman -
/ / / \ /
A widow in fact, if But I was a Trained Nurse,
/ \/ / / /
And of course I've always lived if in what you might call
/ / / /
A medical milieu, if My father was a specialist
<> In pharmacology. And my husband
/ / / \ /
Was a distinguished surgeon, if Do you know, I fell in love with him
<> During an appendicitis operation!
/ / /  ^ \ N ,
I was a theatre nurse.// But you mustn't call me Matron
/ / \ / /
At Badgley Court, if You see, we've studied to avoid
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/ /  \ / /
Anything like a nursing-home if atmosphere. 750
/ ,  \  /  JL / S /
We don t want our guests if to think of themselves as ill,
Though we never have guests if who are perfectly well- 
Except when they come if like you, Miss Claverton.
Monica: Claverton-Ferry. if Or Ferry: it's shorter.
\ / ^ \ / / x /
Piggott: So sorry, Miss Claverton-Ferry. if I'm Mrs. Piggott.
\ / \ / / \/ /
Just call me Mrs. Piggott. if It's a short and simple name
And easy to remember, if But, as I was saying,
Guests in perfect if health are exceptional
Though we never accept if any guest who's incurable.
You know, we've been deluged if with /pplications 760
/ / / \ /
From people who want if to come here to die!
We never a c c e p t them, if Nor do we accept
/ / / /
Any guest if who looks incurable -
We make that stipulation if to all the doctors
Who send people here, if When you go in to lunch
Just take a glance if around the dining-room:
/ \ / / /
Nobody looks ill! if They're all convalescents,
Or r/sting, like you. if So you'll remember
/ / v / /
Always to call me if Mrs Piggott, won't you?
<> Monica: Yes, Mrs. Piggott, if but please if tell me one thing. 770
We haven't seen her yet, if but the chambermaid 
Referred to a nurse, if When we see her 
Do you address her as 'Nurse'? if
N / X /
Piggott: Oh yes, that's different.
She is a real nurse, you know, if fully qualified.
Our system is very if delicately balanced:
<> For me to be if simply if 'Mrs. Piggott'
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Reassures the guests it in one respect;
And calling our nurses if 'Nurse' reassures them 
In another respect. it
/ /
Lord Claverton: I follow you perfectly.
Piggott: And now I must fly. it I've so much on my hands! 780
But before I go", if just let me tuck you up...
You must be very careful it at this time of year;
This early warm weather if can be very treacherous.
There, now you ^ook more comfy, if Don't let him stay out late
/  /  JL /  S /In the afternoon, if Miss Claverton-Ferry.
/ / „ / /
And remember, when you want if to be very quiet
\ f / / /
There's the Silence Room, if With a television set.
It's popular in the evenings, if But riot too crowded.
Lord Claverton: Much as I had feared, if But I'm not going to say
/ / / N /
Nothing could be worse, if Where there's a Mrs. Piggott 790
/ v / v / ^ /
There may be, among the guests, if something worse than Mrs. Piggott.
Monica: Let's hope this if was merely the concoction
/ /  JL /  /Which she decants if for every newcomer.
/ \ / / /
Perhaps after what she considers if proper courtesies,
She will l e a v e us alone, if
/ / ^
Piggott: I really am neglectful!
/ \ / / \ /
Miss Claverton-Ferry, if I ought to tell you more
About the amenities if which Badgley Court
Can offer to guests # of the younger generation.
When there are enough if young people among us
We dance in the evening, if At the moment there's no dancing, 800
And it's still too early it for the bathing pool.
But several of our guests it are keen on tennis,
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And of course there s always croquet* 4 But I don't advise croquet
Until you know enough 4 about the other guests
To know whom not to play with. 4 I"11 mention no names,
But there are one or two 4 who don't like being beaten,
/ \ / \ f t
And that spoils any sport, 4 in my opinion.
/ N / X  / /
Monica: Thank you, Mrs. Piggott. 4 But I'm very fond of walking 
And I'm told there are very 4 good walks in this neighbourhood. 
Piggott: There are indeed. 4 I can lend you a map. 810
There are lovely walks, 4 on the shore or in the hills,
\ / / \ / / \
Quite away from the motor roads. 4 You must learn the best walks.
/ / f /
I won't apologise 4 for the lack of excitement:
/ \/ / / i
After all, peace and quiet 4 is our raison d'etre.
<> Now I'll leave you to enjoy it.
/ / / /
Monica: I hope she won t remember 4 anything else.
Lord Claverton: She'll come back to tell us more 4 about the peace
/
and quiet.
/ f / /
Monica: I don't believe 4 she'll be bothering us again:
I could see from her expression 4 when she left
That she thought she'd d'one her duty 4 by us for to-day. 820
I'm going to prowl about the grounds. 4 Don't look so alarmed!
If you spy any guest 4 who seems to be stalking you
Put your newspaper 4 over your face
/ / / /
And pretend you're pretending 4 to be asleep.
/ / \ / ^ ^
If they think you are asleep 4 they'll do something to wake you,
/  / /  ^ *
But if they see you're shamming 4 they'll have to take the hint.
/ / ' , /
Carghill: I hope I'm not disturbing you. 4 I always sit here.
It's the sunniest and most 4 sheltered corner,
And none of the other 4 guests have discovered it.
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It was clever of you it to find it so quickly. 830
What made you choose it? it
/ /
Lord Claverton: My daughter chose it.
She noticed that it seemed it to offer the advantages
Which you have just mentioned. it I am glad you can confirm them.
/ \ \ / s /
Carghill: Oh, so that is your daughter - it that very charming girl? 
<> And obviously devoted to her father.
I was watching you both it in the dining room last night.
You are the gr/at it Lord Claverton, aren't you?
Somebody said it you were coming h/re -
It's b/en the topic it o f conversation.
/ / / /
But I couldn't believe it that it would really happen! 840
OAnd now I'm sitting here talking to you.
Dear me,, it's astonishing, it after all these years;
/ \ / s / /
And you don't even recognise me! it I'd know you anywhere.
/ \/ / / /
But then, we've all seen it your portrait in the papers
So often, and Everybody it knows you. But still,
/ \ / s / /
I wish you could have paid me it that compliment, Richard.
Lord Claverton: What!
Carghill: Don't you know me yet? it
Lord Claverton: I'm afraid not.
<> Carghill: There were the three of us- Effie, Maudie and me.
That day we spYnt on the river - it I've never forgotten it -
The turning point it of all my life. 850
\ / / / /
Now whatever were the names it of those friends of yours
/ / / /
And which one was it it invited us to lunch?
I declare, I've utterly it forgotten their names.
/ / / \ s
And you gave us lunch - it I've forgotten what hotel -
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But such a good lunch - if and we all went in a punt
<> On the river - and we had a tea basket
/  ^ / / /
With some lovely little cakes — # I've forgotten what you called
them,
And you made me try to punt, if and I got soaking w e t
And nearly dropped the punt pole, if and you all laughed at me.
Do'll't you remember? if
/ /
Lord Claverton: Pray continue.
/ / / /
The more you remind me of, if the better I'll remember.
Carghill: And the three of us talked you if over afterwards -
Effie and Maud and I. v What a time ago it seems!
It's surprising I rera/mber it if all so clearly.
/ / / \ /
You attracted me, you know, if at the very first meeting -
I can't think why, if but it's the w a y things happen.
/ / \ „ / \/ /
I said 'there s a man if I could follow round the world!
/ / \ /  /
But Effie it was - if you know, Effie was very shrewd -
s /  /  V. /
Effie it was said if 'you'd be throwing yourself away.
\/ / / \  / \  / N.
Mark my words' Effie said, if 'if you chose to follow that man
/ / ✓ /
He'd give you the slip: if he's not to be trusted.
\ / / / /
That man is hollow', if That's what she said.
/ V / . / N. /
Or did she say 'yellow' if 1 I m not quite sure.
/
You do remember now, if don't you, Richard?
/ / / /
Lord Claverton: Not the conversation if you have just repeated.
That is new to me. if But I do remember you.
/ / / / ^
Carghill: Time has wrought if sad changes in me, Richard.
\ / / jl ^  / / ^
I was very lovely once, if So you thought,
And others thought so too. if But as you remember,
/ \ S. / A y / .Please, Richard, just repeat if my name - just once.
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/ / \ v /
The name by which you knew me. // It would give me such a thrill
,/ \ . \/ \ /
To hear you speak my name once more. #
/  s . /
Lord Claverton: Your name was Maisie Batterson.
^ ^ / \ / /
Carghill: Oh, Richard, you're only # saying that to tease me.
You know I meant my stage name. # The name by which you knew me.
/ \ n /
Lord Claverton: Well, then, Maisie Montjoy. #
/ ^ /
Carghill: Yes, Maisie Montjoy.
/  \  . \  . / / /
I was Maisie Montjoy once, if And you didn't recognise me.
/ / v /
Lord Claverton: You ve changed your name, no doubt. # And I've
\ / 
changed mine.
/ N*/ j 1. f nYour name now and here.. ./A
/ \ /
Carghill: Is Mrs. John Carghill.
Lord Claverton: You married, I suppose, // many years ag'o?
/ \ \ / K jl / N/Carghill: Many years ago, the first time // that didn't last 
long.
People sometimes say: # 'Make one mistake in love,
You're more than likely # to make another'.
How true that is! // Algy was a w/akling,
/ / \ / /
But simple he was - # not sly and slippery.
Then I married Mr. Carghill. # Twenty years older
Than me, he was. # Just what I needed.
/ /Lord Claverton: Is he still living? V
Carghill: He had a weak heart.
And he worked too hard. # Have you never heard
Of Carghill Equipments? // They make office furniture.
Lord Claverton: I've never had to deal # with questions of 
/
equipment.
I trust that the business # was very successful...
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I mean, that he left you it comfortably provided for?
/ y y y
Carghill: Well, Richard, my doctor it could hardly have sent me here
If I wasn't well off. it Yes, I'm provided for.
' / / /
But isn't it strange it that you and I
Should meet he^e at last? it H^re, of all places!
/  / \ / /
Lord Claverton: Why not, of all places? it What I don't understand
Is why you should take it the first opportunity,
/ /  JL / \ /
Finding me here, it to revive old memories
Which I should have thought it we both preferred to leave buried. 910 
Carghill: Th/re you are wrong, Richard, it Effie'always said -
What a clever girl she was! it 'he doesn't understand women.
/ \ \ { / s /
Any women who trusted him it would soon find that out'.
A man may prefer it to forget all the women
/  /  JL S *  /He has loved. But a woman it doesn t want to forget
' \/ / . v / \/ /
A single one of her admirers, it Why, even a faithless lover
/ / / /
Is still, in her memory, it a kind of testimonial.
/ ^ /
Men live by forgetting - it women live on memories.
Besides a woman it has nothing to be ashamed of:
A man is always it trying to forget 920
His own shabby behaviour, it
/ /
Lord Claverton: But we'd settled our account.
What harm was done? it I learned my lesson
/ \ / / /
And you learned yours, it if you needed the lesson.
/ / / /
Carghill: You refuse to believe it that I was really in love with
you.
/ / /  \ /
Well, it's natural it that you shouldn't want to believe it.
But you think, or try to think, it that if I'd really suffered
/ \ / / /
I shouldn't want to let you it know who I am,
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I shouldn't want to come if and talk about the past.
/ , / JL /  /You're wrong, you know. if It s both pain and pleasure
To talk about the past if - about you and me. 930
/ / / /
These memories are painful if - but I cherish them.
/ /  \ / /
Lord Claverton: If you had really if been broken-hearted
I ca n ' t see how if you could have a'cted as you did.
<> Carghill: Who can say if whether if a heart's been broken 
Once it's been repaired? if But I know what you mean.
You mean that I would never if have started an /ction 
For breach of promise, if if I'd really ca r e d for you.
What sentimental nonsense! if One starts an action 
Simply because if one must do something.
<> Well, perhaps I shouldn't if have if settled out of court. 940
My lawyer said: if 'I advise you to accept',
/ \ / / /
'Because Mr. Ferry if will be standing for Parliament:
<> His father has political ambitions for him.
If he's lost a breach if of promise suit
<> Some people won't if want if to appear as his supporters'.
He said: 'What his lawyers if are offering in s/ttlement
Is twice as much if as I think you'd be awarded.'
/ /  / /
Effie was against it if - she wanted you exposed.
/ \ / / \ /
But I gave way. if I didn't want to ruin you.
If I'd carried on, if it might have ended your career 950
<> And then you wouldn't if have if become Lord Claverton.
So perhaps I laid if the foundation of your fortunes!
✓ / / /
Lord Claverton: And perhaps at the same if time of your own?
/ / / / \
I seem to remember if it was only a year or so
Before your name appeared if in very large letters
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In Shaftesbury Avenue. #
Carghill: Yes, I had my art.
Don't you remember # what a hit I made
With a number called # It's Not Too Late For You to Love Me?
<> I couldn't have put # the feeling # into it I did
/ s. / / /
But for what I d gone through. # Did you hear me sing it? 960
/ / \
Lord Claverton: Yes, I heard you sing it. #
Carghill: And what did you feel?
Lord Claverton: Nothing at all. # I remember my surprise
/  /  JL /  /At finding that I felt it nothing at all.
/  /  s  /  /
I thought, perhaps, it what a lucky escape
It had b/en, for both of us. #
/ /
Carghill: That both of us'
/ \ / / /
Was an afterthought, Richard. # A lucky escape
/ / \ / /
You thought, for you. # You felt no embarrassment?
/ x / ^
Lord Claverton: Why should I feel embarrassment? it My conscience was
, / clear.
A brief infatuation, // ended in the only way possible 
To our mutual satisfaction. #
Carghill: Your conscience was c l e a r . 970
I've very seldom heard people it mention their consciences 
Except to observe # that their consciences were clear.
You got o u t of a tangle # for a large cash payment
/ / ^ / /
And no publicity. # So your conscience was clear.
/ N. / / S /
At bottom, I believe you're still # the same silly Richard
You always were. # You wanted to pose
As a man of the world. # And now you're posing
As what? I presume, # as an elder statesman;
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And the difference between being if an elder statesman
And posing successfully if as an elder statesman 980
Is practically negligible. if And you look the part.
What/ver part you've played, if I must say you've always looked it. 
Lord Claverton: I've no longer any part if to play, Maisie.
Carghill: There'll always be if some sort of part for you 
Right to the end. if You'll still be playing a part 
<> In your obituary, whoever writes it.
Lord Claverton: Considering how long ago if it was when you knew me 
<> And considering the brevity of our acquaintance,
<> You're surprisingly confident, I must say,
<> About your understanding of my character. 990
/ / / / ^
Carghill: I've followed your progress if year by year, Richard.
And although it's true if that our acquaintance was brief,
Our rel/tions were intense if enough, I think,
/ / x „ / /
To have given me one or two if insights into you.
No", Richard, don't imagine if that I'm still in love with you;
/ / / /
And you needn't think if I idolise your memory.
It's simply that I feel if that we belong together...
Now, don't g'et alarmed, if But you touched my soul-
/ / /  ^ /
Pawed it, perhaps, if and the touch still lingers.
<> And I've touched yours. 1000
/ / / /
It's frightening to think if that we're still together
/ x  / / /
And more frightening to think if that we may always be together.
<> There's a phrase I seem if to remember if reading somewhere:
Where their fires are not quenched. if Do you know what I do?
/ / x *
I read your letters if every night.
Lord Claverton: My letters!
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/ / / /
Carghill: Have you forgotten # that you wrote me letters?
Oh, not very many. it Only a few worth keeping.
Only a f/w. it But very beautiful.
/ / / /
It was Effie said, it when the break came,
<> 'They'll be worth a fortune to you, Maisie.' 1010
/ /  ^ /
They would have figured it at the trial, I suppose,
If there had been a trial. it Don't you remember them?
Lord Claverton: Vaguely, w/re they it very passionate?
/ / / x /
Carghill: They were very loving. it Would you like to read them?
/ / „ „ , / /
I'm afraid I can t if show you the originals;
/ „ / / /
They're in my lawyer s safe, if But I have photostats
t I x / /
Which are quite as good, I'm told, if And I like to read them
In your own handwriting. it
Lord Claverton: And have you shown these letters
/  /  , o JtTo many people? if
/ X /
Carghill: Only a few friends.
/ / / / x
Effie said: # 'If he becomes a famous man 1020
/ x / / s/ /
And you should be in want, # you could have these letter auctioned.
^ /  /  JL /  '  •Yes, I'll bring the photostats if tomorrow morning,
/ / „
And read them to you. If
X / x /
- Oh, there s Mrs. Piggott!
/ / x xShe's bearing down on us. # Isn't she frightful!
She never stops talking, if Can you bear it?
/ / / ^ ?
If I go at once, it perhaps she'll take the hint
/ \/ / a
And leave us alone tomorrow, if
\ / v :Good morning, Mrs. Piggott!
<> Isn't it a glorious morning! 
Piggott: Good morning, Mrs Carghill!
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/ \ /
Carghill: Dear Mrs. Piggott!
/ / „ , / v /
It seems to me it that you never sit still: 1030
<> You simply sacrifice yourself for us
/ / / \ /
Piggott: It s the breath of life it to me, Mrs. Carghill
/ / N / /
Attending to my guests. it I like to feel they need me!
Carghill: You do look a f t e r us it well, Mrs. Piggott:
/ ( / /
You're so considerate— it and so understanding.
Piggott: But I o^ght to introduce you. it You've been t/lking
to Lord Claverton,
/ s .  / JL / \ /
The famous Lord Claverton. if This is Mrs. Carghill.
Two of our v e r y  it nicest guests!
I just came to see it that Lord Claverton was comfortable:
We can t allow him IF to tire himself with talking. 1040
What he n/eds is rest! it You're not going, Mrs. Carghill?
/ N / „ / S S
Carghill: Oh, I knew that Lord Claverton IF had come for a rest cure,
<> And it struck me that he might find it a strain
/ / / /
To have to cope # with both of us at once.
/ N ^Besides, I ought to do IF my breathing exercises.
/ / / /
Piggott: As a matter of fact, it I flew to your rescue
/ / /  ^ /
(That's why I've brought it your morning tipple myself
Instead of leaving it, it as usual, to Nurse)
Wheli I saw it that Mrs. Carghill had caught you.
/ / / /
You wouldn't know that name, it but you might remember her 1050
<> As Maisie Montjoy in revue.
She was well-known at o'ne time, it I'm afraid her name 
Means nothing at all it to the younger generation,
/ / / N /
But you and I it should remember her, Lord Claverton.
That tune she was humming, it It^ s_ Not Too Late For You To Love Me,
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/ / / y
Everybody was singing it once. if A charming person.
I dare say, but not quite if your sort or mine.
I suspected that she wanted # to meet you, so I thought
/ / / /
That I'd take the first it opportunity of hinting-
l/ctfully, of course- if that you should not be disturbed.
Well, she's gone now. if If she bothers you again
Just let me know, if I'm afraid it's the penalty
Of being famous, if Oh, Miss Claverton-Ferry!
/ \ / / /
I didn't see you coming, if Now I must fly.
Monica: I saw Mrs. Piggott if bothering you again
So I hurried to your rescue, if You look tired, Father.
She ought to know better, if But I'm all the more distressed
/ \ / u / \ /Because I have some ...# not very good news for you.
s / N /
Lord Claverton: Oh, indeed. What's the matter? if
/  ^ \ /
Monica: I didn t get far.
I met Michael in the drive, if He says he must see you.
I'm afraid that something if unpl/asant has happened.
/ /
Lord Claverton: Was he driving his car? if
Monica: No, he was walking.
O  Lord Claverton: I hope he's not if had if another accident.
You know, after that last if Escapade of his,
/  / JL /  /I've lived in terror if of his running over somebody.
Monica: Why, Father, should you if be afraid of that?
/  \ / /  /
This shows how bad if your nerves have been.
„ / , \ / „
He only ran into a tree. It
/ /
Lord Claverton: Yes, a tree.
It might have been a man. if But it can't be that,
Or he wouldn't be at large, if Perhaps he's in trouble
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With some woman or o'ther. it I'm sure he has friends
/ j - / ji * /  s /  /Whom he wouldn t care it for you or me to know about.
Monica: It's probably money. it
Lord Claverton: If it's only debts
V / -r '  JL T ^ /Once more, I expect it I can put up with it.
s  ✓
But where is he?
/ / y
Monica: I told him it he must wait in the garden
Until I had prepared you. it I've m/de him understand 
That the doctors want you it to be free from worry.
He won't make a scene, it But I can see he's frightened.
/ / / /
And you know what Michael it is like when he's frightened.
He's apt to be sullen it and quick to take offence.
So I hope you'll be patient, it
/ v /
Lord Claverton: Well then, fetch him.
Let's get this over, it 
Monica: [calls] Michael!
\ / N
Lord Claverton: Good morning, Michael.
Michael: Good morning, Father, it What a lovely day!
I'm glad you're here, it to enjoy such weather.
/ / ' x
Lord Claverton: You're glad I'm here? it Did you drive down from
London?
Michael: I drove down last night, it I'm staying at a pub 
\ \ /
About two miles from here, it Not a bad little place.
/ / /
Lord Claverton: Why are you staying there? it I shouldn't have
thought
/ / / /
It would be the sort of place it that you'd choose for a holiday
/ / / /
Michael: Well, this isn't it a holiday exactly.
/ / / N /
But this hotel it was very well recommended.
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\ / /  \ S / \ /
Good cooking, for a country inn* // And not at all expensive*
Lord Claverton: You don t normally consider that if a recommendation.
Are you staying there long? if For the whole of this holiday?
/ / / /
Michael: Well, this isn't if a holiday, exactly.
/ / / '
Oh. I said that if before, didn't I?
Monica: I wish you'd stop if being so polite to each o^ ther.
Michael, you know if what you've come to a'sk of Father 
And Father knows if that you want something from him.
Perhaps you'll get to the point if if I leave you together. 1110
Michael: You know, it's awfully hard if to explain things to you!
/ \/ / y /
You've always made up your mind if that I was to blame
N /  /  JL /  /Before you knew the facts, if The first thing I remember
Is being blamed for something if I hadn't done.
y \ y  ^ , / / \
I never got over that, if If you always blame a person
It's natural he should end if by getting into trouble.
/ \ / / N. /
Lord Claverton: You started pretty early if getting into trouble,
When you were expelled if from your prep school for stealing.
But come to the point, if You're in trouble again.
We'll ignore, if you please, if the question of blame: 1120
Which will spare you the necessity if of blaming someone else.
\ / '  JL
Just tell me what's happened, if
^ / /
Michael: Well, I've lost my job.
<> Lord Claverton: The position that Sir Alfred if Walter if made for
you.
Michael: I'd stuck it for two years, if And d e a d l y dull it was.
/ \ / s / /
Lord Claverton: Every job is dull, if nine-tenth of the time...
Michael: I need something much more if stimulating.
y
Lord Claverton: Well?
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Michael: I want to find if some more speculative business*
/ \ * N /
Lord Claverton: I dare say you've tried if a little private
speculation.
/ / x / /
Michael: Several of my friends if gave me excellent tips.
/ \ ✓ _ „ , / \ ✓
They always came off- if the tips I didn t take. 1130
/ /  \
Lord Claverton: And the ones you did take? if
\ / / \
Michael: Not so well, for some reason.
/ / / \ \ ✓
The fact is, 1 needed if a good deal more capital
To make anything of it. if If I could have borrowed more 
I might have pulled it off. if
/ /
Lord Claverton: Borrowed? From whom?
Not.... from the firm? if
/ /
Michael: I went to a lender,
A man whom a friend of mine if r/commended.
/  \ / / /
He gave me good terms, if on the strength of my name:
<> The only good if the name if has ever done me.
Lord Claverton: On the strength of your name, if And what do you call 
good terms?
Michael: I'd nothing at /ll if to pay for two years: 1140
/ / \ / /
The interest was just if added on to the capital.
\ / \ /
Lord Claverton: And how long ago was that? if
/ \ /
Michael: Nearly two years.
' \/ \ / / /
Time passes pretty quickly, if when you're in debt.
Lord Claverton: And have you other debts? if
s / ✓
Michael: Oh, ordinary debts:
/ / \ ..
My tailor s bill, for instance, it
Lord Claverton: I expected that.
/ \ /
It was just the same at Oxford, if
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Michael: It's their own fault.
/ \ / / /
They won't send in their bills, # and then I forget them.
/ / „ / \  /
It's being your son if that gets me into debt.
N ✓ , /  JL /  s /
Just because of your name if they insist on giving credit.
/ / /
Lord Claverton: And your debts: are they the cause if of your being
discharged? 1150
' / N X  / V /
Michael: Well, partly, Sir Alfred if did come to hear about it,
And so he pretended if to be very shocked.
Said he couldn't retain if any man on his staff
Who'd taken to gambling. if Called me a gambler!
Said he'd communicate if with you about it.
Lord Claverton: That accounts for your coming down if here so
/
precipitately-
y / „ / \ y
In order to let me if have your version first.
/ \ v y / y
I dare say Sir Alfred s if will be rather different.
\ / /
And what else did he say? if
s / y
Michael: He took the usual line,
y  / / /
Just like the headmaster, if And my tutor at Oxford. 1160
'Not what we expected if from the son of your father'
/ \ y / \ /
And that sort of thing, if It's for your sake, he says,
/  N  . /
That he wants to keep things quiet, if I can tell you, it's no joke
/ / / \ y
Being the son if of a famous public man.
You don't know what I suffered, if working in that office.
In the first place, they all knew if the job had been made for me 
Because I was your son. if They considered me superfluous
<> They knew I couldn't if be if living on my pay;
y  /  y y
They had a lot of fun- if sometimes they'd pretend
That I was overworked, if when I'd nothing to do. 1170
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Even the office boys it began to sneer at me.
I wonder I stood it it as long as I did.
Lord Claverton: And does this bring us to the end it of the list of 
your shortcomings?
s / V / / /
Or did Sir Alfred make other it unflattering criticisms?
/ / ^ ✓ -N /
Michael: Well, there was one thing it he brought up against me,
\ / i / /
That I'd been too familiar it with one of the girls.
He assumed it had gone it a g'ood deal further than it had.
/ \ / /
Lord Claverton: Perhaps it had gone further it than you're willing to
/
admit.
Michael: Well, after all, it she was the only one
y / . / „ /
Who was at all nice to me. it She wasn t exciting, 1180
But it served to p/ss the time. it It would never have happened
/ / / /
If only I'd been given it some interesting work!
Lord Claverton: And what do you now propose it to do with yourself?
/ \ / j.
Michael: I want to go abroad,
/ v /
Lord Claverton: You want to go abroad?
Well, that's not a bad id/a. # A few years out of England 
In one of the Dominions, # might set you on your feet.
I have connections, # or at least correspondents
/ / / /
Almost everywhere. // Australia- no.
/ / / /
The men I know there # are all in the cities:
/ \ f / /
An outdoor life # would suit you better. 1190
/ / \ /  /
How would you like # to go to Western Canada?
Or what about sheep farming # in New Zealand?
Michael: Sheep farming? // Good Lord, no.
/ / / \ /
That's not my idea, it I want to make money.
/  /  .. ✓  /
I want to be somebody it on my own account.
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Lord Clavertoni But what do you want to do? 9 Where do you want to 
go?
/ \ / / /
What kind of a life 9 do you think you want?
/ v / / /
Michael: I simply want to lead # a life of my own,
According to my own ideas 9 of good and bad,
Of right and wrong. 9 I want to go far away 1200
/ , / S JL , , / /To some country where no one 9 has heard the name of Claverton;
/ \ / \ / ^
Or where, if I took a different name 9- and I might choose to-
N</ one would know or care 9 what my name had been.
Lord Claverton: So you are ready 9 to repudiate your family,
To throw a w a y  9 the whole of your inheritance?
/ / ' /
Michael: What is my inheritance? 9 As for your title,
I know why you took it. 9 And Mother knew.
/ / / /
First, because it gave you 9 the opportunity
/ / / /
Of retiring from politics, 9 not without dignity,
Being no longer wanted. 9 And you wished to be Lord Claverton 1210
/ /  / /
Also, to hold your own 9 with Mother's family-
To lord it over them, in fact. 9 Oh, I've no doubt
/ \ / / /
That the thought of passing on 9 your name and title
To a son, was gratifying. 9 But it wasn't for m£ sake!
I was just your son- 9 that is to say,
<> A kind of prolongation of your existence,
A representative carrying on 9 business in your absence.
Why should I thank you 9 for imposing this upon me?
/ / /  /
And what satisfaction, 9 1 wonder, will it give you
In the grave? If you're still 9 conscious after death, 1220
/ / / /
I bet it will be 9 a surprised state of consciousness.
Poor ghost! reckoning up 9 its profit and loss
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And wondering why it bothered it about such trifles.
Lord Claverton: So you want roe to help you it to escape from your 
father!
Michael: And to help my father it to be rid of me.
You simply don't know it how very miuch pleasanter
\ / / / y y
You will find life become, it once I'm out of the country
What I'd like it is a chance to go abroad
/ y / y
As a partner it in some interesting business.
/ / / \ /
But I might be expected it to put up some capital. 1230
v / / / /
Lord Claverton: What sort of business it have you in mind?
/ \ / / /
Michael: Oh, I don't know, it Import and export,
With an opportunity it of profits both ways.
<> Lord Claverton: This is what I will do it for you, Michael.
<> I will help you to make it a start it in any business
/ /  / /
You may find for yourself- it if, on investigation,
I'm satisfied about it the nature of the business.
/  /  s  /  /
Michael: Anyway, I'm determined it to get out of England.
/ y / /
Lord Claverton: Michael. Are there reasons it for your wanting to go
/ / s /
Beyond what you've told me? it It isn't.... manslaughter? 1240
/ / s v / /
Michael: Manslaughter? Why manslaughter? it Oh, you mean on the road.
Certainly not. it I'm far too good a driver.
Lord Claverton: What then? That young woman? it
Michael: I'm not such a fool
As to get myself involved it in a breach of promise suit
/  /  /  s  ✓
Or somebody's divorce, it No, you needn t worry
/ ' , „ ✓ / ,
About that girl- it or any other.
/ \ / „  ^ n , / . , /  . .
But I want to get out. it I m fed up with England.
Lord Claverton: I'm sure you don't mean that, it But it's natural
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; ' enough
To want a few years abroad* it It might be very good for you
/ / / x /
To find your feet. it But I shouldn't like to think
, ^  . u \  /  /
That what inspired you it was no positive ambition
V  / /
But only the desire to escape. it
Michael: I'm not a fugitive.
<> Lord Claverton: No, not a fugitive from justice-
<> Only a fugitive from reality.
/ \ / / /
Oh Michael. If you had some aim it of high achievement,
Some dream of excellence, it how gladly would I help you!
Even though it carried you it away from me forever
To suffer the monotonous it sun of the tropics
/ \/ / i t
Or shiver in the northern night, it Believe me, Michael:
^ / / jl I S/f tThose who flee from their past it will always lose the race.
I know this from experience, it When you reach your goal,
Your imagined paradise it of success and grandeur,
/ „ / /
You will find your past failures it waiting there to greet you.
/ \ / / /
You're all I have it to live for, Michael-
/ / / s /You and Monica, it If I lived for twenty years
Knowing that my son it had played the coward-
I should merely be another it twenty years in dying.
Michael: Very well: if you like, it call me a coward.
I wonder whether you it would play the hero
If you were in my place, it I don't believe you would.
/ / / f, s.
You didn't suffer it from the handicap that I've had.
Your father was rich, it but was no one in particular,
So you'd nothing to live up to. it Those standards of conduct 
You've always made so much of, it for my benefit:
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I wonder whether you // have always lived up to them.
/ \ / / /
Monica: Michael! how can you speak it to Father like that?
Father! What has happened? it Why do you look so angry?
I know that Michael it must be in great trouble,
So can't you help him? it
/ /
Lord Claverton: I am trying to help him,
And to meet him half way. it I have made him an offer 
Which he" must think over, it But if he goes abroad 
I want him to go it in a very different spirit 
From that which he it has just been exhibiting.
s / \
Monica: Michael! Say something, it
Michael: What is there to say?
\ / / / \ /
I want to leave England, it and make my own career:
/ * / /
And Father simply it calls me a coward.
/  /  / /
Monica: Father! You know it that I would give my life for you.
\ \ / \/ / / /
Oh, how silly that phrase sounds! it But there's no vocabulary
/ \ / / /
For love within a family, it love that's lived in
/ / / ^ '
But not looked at, it love within the light of which
\ / / /  /
All else is seen, it the love within which
/ / \ / /
All other love it finds speech.
/ \ / , / /
This love is silent, it What can I say to you?
/ / / s
However Michael it has behaved, Father,
Whatever Father it has said, Michael,
You must forgive each other, it you must love each other. 
Michael: I could have loved Father, it if he'd wanted love,
But he never did, Monica, it not from me^ .
You know I ve always been it very fond of you-
/ / . ✓ / , _
I ve a very affectionate it nature, really,
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/ V / / .
Carghill: Richard! I didn't think it you'd still be here.
1 came back to have a quiet it read of your letters;
But how nice to find it a little family party!
I know who you are! it You're Monica, of course:
/ / „ / /
And this must be it your brother, Michael.
/ /
I'm right, aren t I?
/ /
Michael: Yes, you re right.
<> But...
/ / / ^ /
Carghill: How did I know? it Because you're so like your father
When he was your age. it He's the picture of you, Richard,
/  / „ /  „  \  /
As you were once, it You re not to introduce us,
/ v / /  /I'll introduce myself, it I m Maisie Montjoy!
/ \ / , . „ / , /
That means nothing it to you, my dears.
/ \ / / n /
It's a very long time it since the name of Maisie Montjoy
/ / / S \ /
Topped the bill in revue, it Now I'm Mrs. John Carghill.
/ / / '
Richard! It's astonishing it about your children:
/ / „ / /
Monica hardly it resembles you at all,
But Michael- your father it has changed a good deal
<> Since I knew him it ever it so many years ago.
/ / / /
Yet you're the image it of what he was then.
/  /  s. /  /
Your father was a very it dear friend of mine once.
<> Michael: Did he really look like me?
Carghill: You've his voice, and his way it of moving! It's
marvellous.
/ / / / \
And the charm! He's inherited it all of your charm, Richard.
There's no denying it. it But who's this coming?
It's another new guest here, it He's waving to us.
1310
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/ /
Do you know him, Richard? ft
Lord Claverton: It's a man I used to know*
/ / / s /
Carghill: How interesting ft He's a very good figure
/ / v / /
And he's rather exotic-looking. ft Is he a foreigner?
Lord Claverton: He comes from some place ft in Central America. 1330
Carghill: How romantic, ft I'd love to meet him.
He's coming to speak to us. ft You must introduce him.
v / f
Gomez: Good morning, Dick, ft
/ /
Lord Claverton: Good morning, Fred.
Gomez: You weren't expecting me ft to join you here, were you?
You're here for a rest cure, ft I persuaded my doctor
/ / / \ /
That I was in need ft of a rest cure too.
And when I heard you'd chosen ft to come to Badgley Court
I said to my doctor, ft 'w/ll, what about it?
<> What better recommendation could I have?'
So he sent me here, ft
Carghill: Oh, you've seen each other lately? 1340
/ / / /
Richard, I think ft that you might introduce us.
/ /
Lord Claverton: Oh. This is... ft
\/ / s /
Gomez: Your old friend Federico Gomez.
/ / / /
The prominent citizen ft of San Marco.
/ /
That s my name, ft
Lord Claverton: So let me introduce you- by t h a t name-
/ /  JLTo Mrs... Mrs... ft
/ x /
Carghill: Mrs. John Carghill.
/ v / / S
Gomez: We seem a bit weak ft on the surnames, Dick.
Carghill: Well, you see, Senor Gomez, ft When we first became
/
friends-
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Lord Claverton and I- it I was known by my stage name*
There was a time, once, it when everyone in London
Knew the name it of Maisie Montjoy in revue. 1350
Gomez: If H a i s i e Montjoy # was as b/autiful to look at 
As Mrs. Carghill, it I can well understand
/ / JLHer success on the stage, it
s / /
Carghill: Oh, did you never see me?
/ \ „ /
That s a pity, Senor Gomez, it
v / ' /
Gomez: I lost touch with things in England.
/ / / /
Had I been in London, it and in Dick's position
I should have been it you most devoted admirer.
/ \/ / / j
Carghill: It's Not Too Late For You To Love Me! it That's the song
That made my reputation, it Senor Gomez.
Gomez: It will never be too late, it Don't you agree, Dick?
/ \ / / /
- This young lady it I take to be you daughter? 1360
/ /
And this your son? it
Lord Claverton: This is my son Michael,
And my daughter Monica, it
Monica: How do you do^ .
<> Michael!
Michael: How do you do.
/ / / \ /
Carghill: I don't believe it you've known Lord Claverton
As long as I have, it Senor Gomez.
Gomez: My dear lady it you're not old enough
/ \ / / / v
To have known Dick Ferry it as long as I have.
/ /  JLWe were friends at Oxford, it
s / s
Carghill: Oh, so you were at Oxford!
Is that how you come to speak it such perfect English?
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Of course, X could tell it from your looks that you were
Spanish.
/ s / t *
I do like Spaniards. it They're so aristocratic.
But it's very strange # that we never met before.
/ / „ / /
You were a friend it of Richard's at Oxford
/ / \ / /
And Richard and I it became great friends
Not long afterwards, it didn't we, Richard?
Gomez: I expect that was after it I had left England.
Carghill: Of course, that explains it. it After Oxford
I suppose you went back to., it •• where is you home?
Gomez: The republic of San Marco, it
X / 'v /
Carghill: Went back to San Marco.
Senor Gomez, if it's true it you're staying at Badgley Court,
I warn you- I'm going it to cross-examine you
/ / „ / /
And make you tell me it all about Richard
/ /
In his Oxford days, it
/ /
Gomez: On one condition:
That you tell me all it about Dick when you knew him. 
Carghill: Secret for secret, it Senor Gomez!
You've got to be the first it to put your cards on the table!
/ / / / s
Monica: Father, I think it you should take your rest now.
/ / / ^
- I must explain that the doctors it were very insistent
/ / / /
That my father should rest it and have absolute quiet
Before every meal, it
/ /
Lord Claverton: But Michael and I
/ / \ / /
Must continue our discussion, it This afternoon, Michael.
/ s / / ''f /
Monica: No, I think you've had it enough talk for to-day.
/ / \ / /
Michael, as you're staying it so close at hand
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Will you come back in the morning? if After breakfast?
v. ' / \/ /
Lord Claverton: Yes, come tomorrow morning, it
\ / \ /
Michael: Well, I"11 come tomorrow morning.
Carghill: Are you sta'ying if in the neighbourhood, Michael?
Your father is such if an old friend of mine
/ / / /
That it seems most natural if to call you Michael.
\ / /
You don"t mind, do you? if
/ v /
Michael No, I don"t mind.
I'm staying at the George- if it's not far away. 1400
V „ / / / /
Carghill: Then I d like to walk if a little way with you.
/ /
Michael: Delighted, I'm sure, if
/ /
Gomez: Taking a holiday?
<> You're in business in London, aren't you?
Michael: Not a holiday, no. if I've been in business in London,
/ \ / / /
But I think of cutting loose, if and going abroad.
/  S / JL '  yCarghill: You must tell me all about it. if Perhaps I could advise 
you.
/ V. / / /
We'll leave you now, Richard, if Au revoir, Monica.
And Senor Gomez, if I shall hold you to your promise!
/ S  N /  ji / , 'Gomez: Well, Dick, we've got to obey if our doctors orders.
But while we're here, if we must have some good talks 1410
/ s s  /  /
About old times, if Bye bye for the present.
Monica: Father, those awful people, it We mustn t stay here.
I want you to escape from them.
^ x /
Lord Claverton: What I want to escape from
Is myself, is the past, it But what a coward I am,
To talk of esc/ping! it And what a hypocrite!
/  /  N /  /
A few minutes ago it I was pleading with Michael
149
/ \ / „ _ , / N /
Not to try to escape it from his own past failures:
I said I knew from experience. # Do I understand the meaning
Of the lesson I would teach? it Come, I'll start to learn again.
Michael and I it shall go to school together..
/ \ / M / /
We'll sit side by side, it at little desks
And suffer the same it humiliations
At the hands of the same master, it But have I still time?
/ / / \ / s
There is time for Michael, it Is it too late for me, Monica?
ACT THREE
/ \ / \/ / N. /
Charles: Well, Monica, here I am. it I hope you got my message.
Monica: Oh Charles, Charles, Charles, it I'm so glad you've come!
I've been so worried, it and rather frightened.
It was exasperating it that they couldn't find me
When you telephoned this morning, it That Mrs. Piggott
Should have heard it my beloved's voice
And I couldn't, it just when I had been yearning
<> For the sound of it, for the caress that is in it!
Oh Charles, how I've w/nted you! it and now I need you.
Charles: My darling, what I want it is to know that you need me.
On that last d a y in London it you admitted that you loved me,
But I wondered.... I'm sorry, it I couldn't help wondering.
How much your words meant, it You didn't seem to need me then.
/  /  s.
And you said we weren t engaged yet.... it
/ , /
Monica: We re engaged now.
/ / \ / /
At least I'm engaged, it I'm engaged to you for ever.
/ / / /Charles: There's another shopping it expedition we must make!
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/ / \ /  /
But my darling, since it I got your letter this morning
/ / w / y
About your father and Michael, it and those people from his past,
I've been trying to th£nk it what I could do to help him.
<> If it's blackmail, it and that's it very much what it looks like,
' / / /
Do you think I could persuade him it to confide in me?
^ ^ /  / /
Monica: Oh Charles! How could anyone it blackmail Father?
Father, of all people it the most scrupulous,
The most austere. it It's quite impossible.
Father with a guilty it secret in his past!
<> I just can't imagine it. 1450
Monica: I n/ver exp/cted you it from that direction, Father!
I thought you were indoors, it Where have you been?
/  ^  /  / X /
Lord Claverton: Not far away. Standing it under the great beech
X
tree.
Monica: Why under the beech tree? it
x  /  /
Lord Claverton: I feel drawn to that spot.
X / / / \/ /
No matter. I heard it what you said about guilty secrets.
/ / X / /
There are many things it not crimes, Monica,
Beyond anything of which it the law takes cognisance:
/ / / /
Temporary failures, it irreflective aberrations,
Reckless surrenders, it unexplainable impulses,
Moments we regret it in the very next moment, 1460
' / / /
Episodes we try it to conceal from the world.
Has there been nothing it in your life, Charles Hemington
/ / / X /
Which you wish to forget? it Which you wish to keep unknown?
/ / y / ^
Charles: There are certainly things it I would gladly forget, Sir,
Or rather, which I wish it had never happened.
I can think of things it you don't yet know about me, Monica,
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But there's nothing I would ever ft wish to conceal from you. 
Lord Claverton: If there's nothing, truly nothing, ft that you 
couldn't tell Monica 
Then all is well with you. ft You're in love with each other—
I do'n't need to be told ft what I've seen for myself!
And if there is nothing ft that you conceal from her 
How/ver important ft you may consider it
To conceal from the rest of the world- ft your soul is safe.
If a man has one person, ft just one in his life,
To whom he is willing ft to confess everything-
And that includes, mind you, ft not only things criminal,
N. / / , , / /
Not only turpitude, ft meanness and cowardice,
/ / / /
But also situations ft which are simply ridiculous,
When he has played the fool ft (as who has not?)-
Then he loves that person, ft and his love will save him.
<> I'm afraid that I've never ft loved ft anyone, really.
\ / \ / / /
No, I do love my Monica- ft but there s the impediment:
/ / / fIt's impossible to be quite ft honest with your child
If you've never been honest ft with anyone older,
On terms of equality, ft To one's child one can't r e v e a l oneself
/ / / /
While she is a child, ft And by the time she's grown
/ \ / / /
You've woven such a web ft of fiction about you!
I've spent my life ft in trying to forget myself,
/ / / /
In trying to identify ft myself with the part
I had chosen to play, ft And the longer we pretend
The h/rder it becomes ft to drop the pretence,
Walk off the stage, ft change into our own clothes
/ / \ / /
And speak as ourselves, ft So I'd become an idol
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To Monica. She worshipped ft the part I played:
How could I be sure ft that she would love the /ctor
If she saw him, off the stage, ft without the costume and the makeup
<> And without his stage words. Monica!
I've had your love ft under f a l s e pretences.
/ / \ / y
Now, I'm tired ft of keeping up those pretences.
But I hope that you'll find ft a little love in your heart 1500
/ / / /
Still, for your father, ft when you know him
For what he is, ft the broken-down actor.
/ / / / v
Monica: I think I should only ft love you the better, Father,
The more I knew about you. ft I should understand you better.
There's nothing I'm afraid ft of learning about Charles,
There's nothing I'm afraid ft of learning about you.
Charles: I was thinking, Sir- ft forgive the suspicion-
From what Monica has told me ft about your fellow guests,
\ / / \ \/ / v /
Two persons who, she says, ft claim a very long acquaintance-
I was thinking that if ft there's any question of blackmail, 1510
I've seen something of it ft in my practice at the bar.
I'm sure I could help, ft
Monica: Oh Father, do let him.
Charles: At least, I think I know ft the best m a n to advise you.
/ / / s/ '
Lord Claverton: Blackmail? Yes, ft I've heard that word before,
Not so very long ago. ft When I asked him what he wanted.
V / / / /
Oh no, he said, ft I want nothing from you 
<> Except your friendship and your company.
/ \ / / N, /
He's a very rich man. ft And she's a rich woman.
/ \ /  , s s
If people merely blackmail you ft to get your company 
I'm afraid the law can't touch them, ft
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Charles: Then why should you submit? 1520
<> Why not leave ft Badgley ft and escape from them?
Lord Claverton: Because they are not real, Charles. ft They are 
merely ghosts:
Spectres from my past. ft They've always been with me
/ \ / / \/ /
Though it was not till lately ft that I found the living persons
Whose ghosts tormented me, ft to be only human beings,
/ / / \ /
Malicious, petty, ft and I see myself emerging
/ / y y
From my spectral existence ft into something like reality.
Monica: But what did the ghosts mean? ft All these ye^ ars
You've k/pt them to yourself, ft Did Mother know of them?
/  s  /  /  /
Lord Claverton: Your mother knew nothing ft about them. And I
know 1530
That I never knew your mother, ft as she never knew me.
I thought that she would never ft understand
Or that she would be j/alous ft of the ghosts who haunted me.
And I'm still of that opinion, ft How open one's heart
When one is sure ft of the wrong response?
How m/ke a confession ft with no hope of absolution?
It was not her f/ult. ft We never understood each other.
/ / / / \
And so we lived, ft with a deep silence between us,
/ *  / /
And she died silently, ft She had nothing to say to me.
I think of your mother, ft when she lay dying: 1540
/ / / \ '
Completely without interest ft in the life that lay behind her
s f / v /
And completely indifferent ft to whatever lay ahead of her.
Monica: It is time to break the silence! ft Let us share your ghosts! 
<> Charles: But these are only human beings, who can be dealt with.
/ z / /
Monica: Or only ghosts, ft who can be exorcised!
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Who are they, and what # do they stand for in your life? 
Lord Claverton: ..And yet they've both it done better for
themselves
In consequence of it all. it He admitted as much,
Fred Culverwell it
/ /
Monica: Fred Culverwell?
Who is Fred Culverwell? it
\ / /
Lord Claverton: He no longer exists.
/ / / /
He s Federico Gomez, if the central American,
/  ^ \ / / x  /
A man who s made a fortune it by his own peculiar methods,
A man of great importance it and the highest standing
In his adopted country, it He even has sons
<> Following in their father's footsteps
Who are also successful, it What would he have been
If he hadn't known me? it Only a schoolmaster
/ / \ / s
In an obscure grammar school it somewhere in the Midlands.
As for Maisie Batterson... it
/ /
Monica: Maisie Batterson?
Who is Maisie Batterson? it
\ / s
Lord Claverton: She no longer exists.
s / / \ , / /
Nor the musical comedy star, it Maisie Montjoy.
/ \ / / /
There is Mrs. John Carghill, it the wealthy widow.
But Freddy Culverwell it and Maisie Batterson
N / / / /
and Dick Ferry too, it and Richard Ferry-
These are my ghosts, it They were people with good in them,
People who might all it have been very different
/ \ / / /
From Gomez, Mrs. Carghill it and Lord Claverton.
Freddy admired me, it when we were at Oxford;
1550
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What did I make # of his admiration?
<> I led him to acquire it tastes it beyond his means: 1570
So he became a forger. it And so he served his term.
/ / / /
Was I responsible it for that weakness in him?
<> Yes, I was.
<> How easily we ignore it the fact it that those who admire us
/ / / /
Will imitate our vices it as well as our virtues-
/ / / / ^
Or whatever the qualities it for which they did admire us!
And that ag/in may nourish it the faults that they were born with.
And Maisie loved me, it with what/ver capacity
For loving she had it- self-centred and foolish-
But we should respect love it always when we meet it; 1580
/ / / /
Even when it's vain and selfish, it we must not abuse it.
That is where I failed, it And the memory frets me.
<> Charles: But all the same, it these it two people mustn't persecute 
you.
We can't allow that, it What hold have they upon you?
/  / / /
Lord Claverton: Only the hold it of those who know
<> Something discreditable, dishonourable....
Monica: Then, Father, you should tell us it what they already know.
/ V / / /
Why should you wish to conceal it from those who love you 
What is known so well to those who hate you? it
/  v. /
Lord Claverton: I will tell you very briefly
And simply. As for it Frederick Culverwell, 1590
/  /  /  s  ^
He re-enters my life it to make himself a reminder
/ / / /
Of one occasion it the memory of which
He knows very well, it has always haunted me.
/ V /  /  /
I was driving back to Oxford, it We had two girls with us.
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It was late at night. # A secondary road.
\ / v / / /
I ran over an old man it lying in the road
And I did not stop. it Then another man ran over him.
/ / „ / j
A lorry driver, it He stopped and was arrested,
But was l a t e r discharged. it It was d/finitely shown
s  /  /  / /
That the old man had died it a natural death 
And had been run over it after he was dead.
It was only a corpse it that we had run over
s / / / s /
So neither of us killed him. it But _I didn't stop.
\/ / / / /
And all my life I have heard, it from time to time,
When I least exp/cted, it between waking and sleeping,
/ / „ / /
A voice that whispered, it you didn't stop!'
I knew the voice: it it was Fred Culver we 11's.
\ / V / / v, /
Monica: Poor Father! All your life! it And no one to share i
I never knew it how lonely you were
/ /
Or why you were lonely, it
/  /
Charles: And Mrs. Carghill:
/ / v
What has she against you? it
/  ^  /
Lord Claverton: I was her first lover.
/ v. / / / v
I would have married her- it but my father prevented that:
Made it worth while for her it not to m a r r y me-
That was his way it of putting it- and of course 
Made it worth while for me it not to marry her.
In fact, we were wholly it unsuited to each other,
/ / / /
Yet she had a peculiar it physical attraction
/ \ / / /
Which no other woman it has had. And she knows it.
And she knows that the ghost it of the man I was
Still clings to the ghost it of the woman who was Maisie.
1600
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We should have been poor, it we should certainly have quarreled, 
We should have been unhappy, it might have come to divorce;
<> But she hasn't forgotten or forgiven me.
Charles: This man, and this woman, it who are so vindictive: 
Don't you see that they it were as much at fault as you 
And that they know it? if That's why they are inspired
With revenge- it's their means if of self-jusification.
v / / / /
Let them tell their versions if of their miserable stories,
/ ✓ / /
Confide them in whispers, it They cannot harm you.
<> Lord Claverton: Your reasoning's sound enough. But it's
irrelevant.
Each of them if remembers an occasion
/ \ / / /
On which I ran away, it Very well.
/ /
I shan t run away now- it run away from them.
It is through this meeting it that I shall at last escape them.
- I've made my confession it to you Monica:
/ / / \ /
That is the first step if taken towards my freedom.
/ \ / / /
And perhaps the most important, it I know what you think.
/ / / /
You think that I suffer it from a morbid conscience,
From brooding over faults it I might well have forgotten.
/ / / /
You think that I'm sickening, it when I'm just recovering!
It's hard to make it other people realise
/ / / /
The magnitude of things it that appear to them petty;
/ \/ / / \ /
It's harder to confess the sin it that no one believes in
'  / JL '  • 7Than the crime that everyone it can appreciate.
<> For the crime is in relation to the law
<> And the sin is in relation to the sinner.
/ \ / / > /
What has made the difference it in the last five minutes
1630
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Is not the heinousness if of my misdeeds
But the fact of my conf/ssion. if And to you Monica,
To you, of all people.
Charles: I grant you all that. 1650
But what do you propose? if How long, Lord Claverton,
Will you stay here if and endure this persecution?
Lord Claverton: To the end. The place if and time of liberation
/ v / v / \ /
Are, I think, determined, if Let us say no more about it.
Meanwhile, I feel sure if they are conspiring against me.
\/ \ / /
I see Mrs. Carghill coming, if
Monica: Let us go^
Lord Claverton: We will stay here, if Let her join us.
N / / / /
Carghill: I've been hunting high if and low for you, Richard.
<> I've some very exciting news for you.
But I suspect... Dare I? if Yes, I'm sure of it, Monica! 1660
I can tell by the change if in your expression to-day;
This must be your fi/nce. if Do introduce him.
Monica: Mr. Charles Bonington, if Mrs. Carghill.
Charles: How do you do. if
v / / ,
Carghill: What a charming name!
/ v / / s /
Charles: I'm glad my name meets if with your approval, Mrs. Carghill.
/ / \ / .
Carghill: And let me congratulate if you, Mr. Hemington.
You are a very lucky man, if to get a girl like Monica.
/ / / /
I take a great if interest in her future.
Fancy. I've only if known her two days.
<> But I feel like a mother to her already. 1670
/ x. / / /
You may say that I just missed if being her mother!
/ / / v /
I've known her father if for a very long time,
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And there was a moment if when I almost married him,
' -,S /  JL r S  /Oh so long ago. if So you see, Mr. Hemington,
/ / , , „ / /
I ve come to regard her if as my adopted daughter.
So much so, that it seems odd if to call you Mr. Hemington:
/ s /
I'm going to call you Charles! if
Charles: As you please, Mrs. Carghill.
Lord Claverton: You said you had if some exciting news for us.
Would you care to impart it? if
/ v /
Carghill: It s about dear Michael.
Lord Claverton: Oh? What about Michael? if
/ \ /  /
Carghill: He's told me all his story. 1680
<> You've cruelly misunderstood him, Richard
/ \ / / \ / v
How he must have suffered! if So I put on my thinking cap.
I know you've always thought me if utterly brainless,
/ / s / /
But I have an idea or two, if now and then.
And in the end I discovered if what Michael really wanted
For making a new start, if He wants to g o abroad!
\S ^ ^ / / s /
And find his own way in the world, if That's very natural.
<> So I thought, if why not appeal if to Senor Gomez?
He's a wealthy man, if and very important
/ / /  \/ /
In his own country, if And a friend of Michael's father! 1690
And I found him only if too ready to help.
Lord Claverton: And what was Senor Gomez if able to suggest?
Carghill: Ah! That's the surprise if for which I've come to prepare 
you.
\ / x / \/ / /
Dear Michael is so happy if all his problems are solved;
v ✓ X ✓ / . /
And he was so perplexed, poor lamb, if Let s all rejoice together.
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/ \ / y
Lord Claverton: Well, Michael, you know it I expected you this 
/
morning,
/ / aBut you never came, it
/ ^ / x
Michael: No, Father. I'll explain why.
<> Lord Claverton: And I learn that you have discussed your problems
With Mrs. Carghill it and then with Senor Gomez.
Michael: When I spoke, Father, it of my wish to get abroad, 1700
/ V  / x / /
You couldn't see my point of view. it What's the use of chasing
Half round the world, it for the same sort of job
You got me here in London? it With another Sir Alfred
Who'd constitute himself it custodian of my morals
And send you back reports. it Some sort of place
Where everyone would sneer it at the fellow from London,
/  / \  ,, / /
The limey remittance man it for whom a job was made.
/  \  /  . /  s  /
No! I want to go it where I can make my own way,
\ / / , / „ / s/Not merely be your son. it That s what Senor Gomez sees.
He understands it my pNoint of view, if you don't. 1710
/ / / /
And he's offered me a job it which is just what I wanted.
Lord Claverton: Yes, I see the advantage it of a job created for you 
By Senor Gomez... it
Michael: It's not created for me.
s'enor Gomez came to London it to find a man to fill it,
\ / ^ y
And he thinks I'm just the man. it
Gomez: y/s , wasn't it extraordinary.
Lord Claverton: Of course you're just the man it that Senor Gomez 
/
wants,
/ / ' /
But in a different sense, it and for different reasons
From what you think, it Let me tell you about Gomez.
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/ / / .
He's unlikely to try it to be custodian of your morals;
His real name is C u l v e r w e l l . .
/ /
Gomez: My dear Dick,
^ „ / jl , s /You re wasting your time, if rehearsing ancient history.
Michael knows it already, if I've told him myself.
I thought he'd better if learn the facts from me 
Before he heard if your distorted version.
But, Dick, I was nettled if by that insinuation 
About my not being custodian if of Michael's morals.
That is just what I should be. if And most appropriate,
/ / / /
Isn't it, Dick, it when we recall
That you were once it custodian of my morals:
/ / \ / / \
Though of course you went it a little faster than I did.
Lord Claverton: On that point, Fred, it you're wasting your time:
<> My daughter and my future son-in-law
Understand that allusion, it I have told them the story
<> In explanation of our ... intimacy
Which they found puzzling!
/ /
Carghill: Oh, Richard!
/ / / \ /
Have you explained to them it our intimacy too?
Lord Claverton: I have indeed, it
Carghill: The romance of my life.
Your father was simply it irresistible
/ \ / / N /
In those days. I melted if the first time he looked at me!
Some day, Monica, it I'll tell you all about it.
Monica: I am satisfied with what I know it already, Mrs. Carghill 
<> About you.
<> Carghill: But I was very lovely then.
1720
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Gomez: We are sure of that! it You're s'o lovely now 
That we can well imagine you at what age were you?
Carghill: Just eighteen. it
/ ✓
Lord Claverton: Now, Michael,
Senor Gomez says it he has told you his story.
Did he include the fact it that he served a term in prison 
Michael: He told me everything. it It was his experience 
With you, that made him it so understanding 1750
Of my predicament. it
Lord Claverton And made him invent
/ / / /
The position which he'd come it to find the man for.
Michael: I don't care about that. it He's offered me a job
/ v / jl / yWith a jolly good screw, it and some pickings in commissions.
He's made a fortune there, if San Marco for me.
Lord Claverton: And what are your duties it to be? Do you know?
Michael: We didn't g o into details. it There's time for that later.
\ / / / /
Gomez: Much better to wait it until we get there.
The nature of business it in San Marco
/ / \ / /
Is easier explained it in San Marco than in England. 1760
Lord Claverton: Perhaps you intend it to change your name to Gomez?
Gomez: Oh no, Dick, there are plenty it of other good names.
Monica: Michael, Michael, it you can't abandon your family
And your very self- it it's a kind of suicide.
Charles: Michael, you think Senor Gomez it is inspired by benevolence- 
Michael: I told you he'd come to London it looking for a man 
<> For an important post on his staff-
Charles: A post the nature of which it is left very vague 
Michael: It's confidential, I tell you. it
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Charles So I can imagine:
Highly confidential..#..
Gomez: Be careful, Mr. Barrister. 1770
You ought to know something # about the law of slander.
' v / / /Here's Mrs. Carghill, # a reliable witness.
Charles: I know enough about the law # of libel and slander
To know that you are hardly # likely to invoke it.
/ \ / / /
And, Michael, here's another # point to think of:
Senor Gomez has offered you # a post in San Marco,
^  / N /
Senor Gomez pays your passage....#
Michael: And an advance of salary.
Charles: Senor Gomez pays your passage..#..
/  N /  V
Gomez: Just as many years ago
/ \ /
His father paid mine. #
/ \/ /
Charles: This return of past kindness
\  /  ^  / .
No doubt gives you pleasure? #
/ n/ / 1780
Gomez: Yes, it s always pleasant
To repay an old debt # And better late than never.
Charles: I see your point of view. # Can you r/ally feel confidence,
\ /  / / /
Michael, in a man who aims # to gratify, through you,
/ / / /
His lifelong grievance # against your father?
Remember, you put yourself # completely in the power
Of a man you don't know, # of the nature of whose business
/ / * /You know nothing. # All you can be sure of
<> Is that he served a prison sentence for forgery.
Gomez: Well, Michael, what # do you say to all this?
Michael: I'll say that Hemington # has plenty of cheek. 1790
Senor Gomez and I # have talked things over, Hemington..
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Gomez: As two men of the world, ft we discussed things very frankly;
/ / / x /
And I can tell you, Michael's head ft is well screwed on.
He's got brains, he's got flair. ft When he does come back
He'll be able to buy you out ft many times over.
'  S ' / N /Carghill: Richard, I think it's time ft 1^ joined the conversation.
My late husband, Mr. Carghill, ft was a business man- 
I wish you could have known him, ft Senor Gomez!
<> You're very much alike in some ways-
/ / \/ \ / / \
So I understand business, ft Mr. Carghill told me so. 1800
Now, Michael has great ft abilities for business.
I saw that, ft and so does Senor Gomez.
He's simply been suffering, ft poor boy, from frustration.
/ \/ / . s /
He's been waiting all this time ft for opportunity 
To make use of his gifts; ft and now, opportunity - 
Opportunity has come ft knocking at the door.
Richard, you must not b a r his way. # That would be shameful.
Lord Claverton: I cannot bar his way, // as you know very well. 
Michael's a free ag e n t . # So if he chooses
To place himself in your power, # Fred Culverwe11, 1810
Of his own volition # to contract his enslavement,
/ \ / / /
I cannot prevent him. # I have something to say to you,
/ \ / / /
Michael, before you go. # I shall never repudiate you
Though you repudiate me^ . # I see now clearly
The many many # mistakes I have made
My whole life through, # mistake upon mistake,
/ / /  _ /
The mistaken attempts # to correct mistakes
By methods which proved # to be Equally mistaken.
/ / / /
I see that your mother ft and I, in our failure
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To underst/nd each other, it both misunderstood you
In our divergent ways. it When I th/nk of your childhood,
/ / s. j /
When I think of the happy it little boy who was Michael,
/ / / /
When I think of your boyhood it and adolescence,
And see how all the /fforts it aimed at your good
Only succeeded it in defeating each other,
How can I feel anything it but sorrow and compunction?
^ / / / /
Monica: Oh Michael, remember, it you're my only brother
And I'm your only sister. it You never took much notice of me.
When we were growing up it we s/ldom had the s'ame friends.
I took all that for granted. it So I didn't know till now
How much it means to me it to have a brother.
Michael: Why of course, Monica. it You know I'm very fond of you 
<> Though we never really it seemed it to have much in common.
I remember, when it I came home for the holidays
How it used to get it on my nerves when I saw you
z / / /
Always sitting there it with your nose in a book.
And once, Mother it snatched a book aw/y from you
And tossed it into the fire, it How I laughed!
You never seemed e v e n  it to want a flirtation,
/  s  /  /  /
And my friends used to chaff me it about my highbrow sister.
But all the same, I was fond of you, it and always shall be.
We don't meet often, it but if we're fond of each other,
/ / / N ^
That needn't interfere it with your life or mine.
N / / / \/ /
Monica: Oh Michael, you haven't it understood a single word
/ / / / ^
Of what I said, it You must make your own life
/ / / ^ 'Of course, just it as I must make mine.
It's not a question it of your going abroad
1820
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/ / / /
But a question of the spirit # which inspired your decision:
/ / / y
If you wish to renounce it your father and your family 
What is left between you and me? it
Michael: That makes no difference, 1850
You'll be seeing me again. it
Monica: But who will you be
When I see you again? it Whoever you are then
I shall always pretend it that it is the same Michael.
/ \ /
Charles: And when do you leave England? it
Michael: Wh/n we can get a passage.
And I must buy my kit. it We're just going 'up to London.
Senor Gomez will att/nd it to my needs for that climate.
And you see, he has friends it in the shipping line
Who he thinks can be helpful it in getting reservations.
Carghill: It's wonderful, Senor Gomez, it how you manage everything.
- No sooner had I put it my proposal before him 1860
Than he had it all planned out. it It really was an inspiration -
/ \ / / /
On my part, I mean, it Are you listening to me, Richard?
/ \ / / /
You look very distrait. it You ought to be excited!
x / V /
Lord Claverton: Is this good-bye then, Michael? it
Michael: Well, that just depends.
I could look in again, it If there's any point in it.
/ / / S
Personally, I think it that when one's come to a decision,
It's as well to say good-bye it at once and be done with it.
Lord Claverton: Yes, if you're going, it and I see no way to stop
you,
/ / / /
Then I agree with you, it the sooner the better.
/ \ / \
We may never meet again, Michael.
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Michael: I don't see why not.
Gomez: At the end of five years if he will get his fYrst leave. 
<> Michael: Well... there's nothing more to say, if is there? if
Lord Claverton: Nothing at
<> Michael: Then we might as well be going.
<> Gomez: Yes, we might as well be going.
You'll be grateful to me if in the end, Dick.
/ / / / N
Carghill: A parent isn't always if the right person, Richard,
v  - ' , „ „ / /To solve a son s problems, if Sometimes an outsider,
A friend of the family, if can see more clearly.
Gomez: Not that I deserve if any credit for it.
We can only regard it if as a stroke of good fortune
That I came to England if at the very moment
<> When I could be helpful.
<> Carghill: It's truly providential!
\ / s / \ /
Monica: Good-bye Michael. if Will you let me write to you?
n / / / / v
Gomez: Oh, I'm glad you reminded me. if Here's my business card
With the full address, if You can /lways reach him there.
But it takes some days, you know, if even by air mail.
/ / N / /
Monica: Take the card, Charles, if If I write to you, Michael,
Will you ever answer? if
 ^ / /
Michael: Oh of course, Monica.
You know I'm not much if of a correspondent;
But I'll send you a card, if now and again,
Just to let you know I'm flourishing, if
\ jLord Claverton: Yes, write to Monica.
Gomez: Well, good-bye Dick, if And good-bye Monica.
Good-bye, Mr... .Hemington. if
1870
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Monica: Good-bye Michael.
Carghill: I m afraid this seems awfully # sudden to you, Richard;
It isn't so sudden. # We talked it all over.
/ s / / y
But I've got a little piece it of news of my own:
Next autumn, it I'm going out to Australia,
/ / / \ f
On my doctor's advice, it And on my way back
Senor Gomez has invited me it to visit San Marco. 1900
I'm so excited. it But what pleases me most
<> Is that I shall be able it to bring you it news of Michael.
And now that we've found it each other again,
We must always keep in touch, it But you'd better rest now.
You're looking rather tired, it I'll run and see them off.
v / / / /
Monica: Oh Father, Father, it I'm so sorry!
But perhaps, perhaps, it Michael may learn his lesson.
/ \ / / /
I believe he'll come back, it If it's all a failure
Homesickness, I'm sure, it will bring him b a c k to us;
/ / / \ /
If he prospers, it that will give him confidence - 1910
It's only self-confidence it that Michael is lacking.
t
Oh Father, it's not you it and me he rejects,
But hims/lf, the unhappy it self that he's ashamed of.
/ /
I m sure he loves us. it
Lord Claverton: Monica my dear,
/ \ / / /
What you say comes home to me. it I fear for Michael;
Nevertheless, you are right it to hope for something better.
And when he comes back, it if he does come back,
I know that you and Charles it will do what you can
To make him f e e l  it that he is not estranged from you.
Charles: We will indeed, it We shall be ready to welcome him 1920
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And give all the aid we can. it But it's both of you together 
Make the force to attract him: it you and Monica combined.
Lord Claverton: I shall not be here. # You heard me say to him 
That this might be it a final good-bye.
I am sure of it now. it Perhaps it is as well.
f / \ / /
Monica: What do you mean, Father? it You'll be here to greet him
/ \ / / s /
But one thing I'm convinced of: it you must leave Badgley Court.
<> Charles: Monica is right. You should leave.
 ^ / s / /
Lord Claverton: This may surprise you: it I feel at peace now.
/ / / ^
It is the peace that ensues it upon contrition
When contrition ensues it upon knowledge of the truth.
<> Why did I always it want it to dominate my children?
Why did I mark o^t it a narrow path for Michael?
Because I wanted it to perpetuate myself in him.
<> Why did I want it to keep you it to myself, Monica?
Because I wanted you it to give your life to adoring
The man that I pretended it to myself that I was,
/  / „ /  /
So that I could believe it in my own pretences.
I've only just now it had the illumination
/  /  /  /  s
Of knowing what love is. it We all think we know,
But how few of us do^ . it And now I feel happy-
/ / / /
In spite of everything, it in defiance of reason,
/ / / ! .I have been brushed it by the wing of happiness.
/ / / \ /
And I am happy, Monica, it that you have found a man
Whom you can love it for the man he really is.
Monica: Oh Father, it I've always loved you,
But I love you more it since I have come to know you
Here, at Badgley Court, it And I love you the more
1930
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Because I love Charles, it
Lord Claverton: Yes, my dear.
Your love is for the real Charles, # not a make-believe,
As was your love for me. it
Monica: But not now, Father!
It's the real you I love - it the man you are,
<> Not the man I thought you were.
Lord Claverton: And Michael -
I love him even it for rejecting me",
/ / f \ /
For the me he rejected, it I reject also.
I've been freed from the self it that pretends to be someone;
And in becoming no one, it I begin to live.
/ \ . / \ / /
It is worth while dying, it to find out what life is.
And I love you, my daughter, it the more truly for knowing
That there is someone you love it more than your father-
That you love and are loved, it And now that I love Michael,
/ \ / / /
I think, for the first time - it remember, my dear,
I am only a beginner it in the practice of loving -
/ \ / .
Well, that is something, it
/ /
I shall leave you for a while.
/ / / /
This is your first visit to us it at Badgley Court,
Charles, and not at all it what you were expecting.
I am sorry you have had to see it so much of persons
/ / , / \  /  , ,
And situations it not very agreeable.
/ / \ / /
You two ought to have it a little time together.
/ / \ / /
I leave Monica to you. it Look after her, Charles,
Now and always, it I shall take a stroll.
/ \ / \ \ / /
Monica: At this time of day? it You'll not go far, will you?
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You know you're not allowed # to stop out late
/ / . , / /
At this season. it It s chilly at dusk.
Lord Claverton: Yes, it's chilly at dusk, it But I'll be warm enough. 
<> I shall not go far.
Charles: He's a very different man it from the man he used to be.
/ / y /
It's as if he had passed it through some door unseen by us 
<> And had turned and was looking back at us
<> With a glance of farewell. 1980
Monica: I can't understand it his going for a walk.
Charles: He wanted to leave us it alone together!
Monica: Yes, he wanted to leave us it alone together.
And yet, Charles, it though we've been alone to-day
/ s / / \ /
Only a few minutes, it I ve felt all the time...
<> Charles: I know what you're going to say!
We were alone tog/ther, it in some mysterious fashion,
/ / / /
Even with Michael, it and despite those people,
Because somehow it we'd begun to belong together,
<> And that awareness... 1990
<> Monica: Was a shield protecting both of us...
Charles: So that now we are conscious it of a new person 
Who is you and me together, it
/ /
Oh my dear,
/ / / /
I love you to the limits it of speech, and beyond.
It's strange that words it are so inadequate.
Yet, like the asthmatic it struggling for breath,
So the lover it must struggle for words.
/ \ / / /
Monica: I've loved you it from the beginning of the world.
j \/ / / / \/
Before you and I were born, it the love was always there
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That brought us together. it
I could speak to you now. it
Oh Father, Father!
/ \ /
Charles: Let me go and find him.
Monica: We will go to him together. it He is close at hand,
Though he has gone it too far to return to us.
He is under the beech tree. it It is quiet and cold there.
/ . / s ji , / sIn becoming no one, it he has become himself.
He is only my father it now, and Michael's
<> And I am happy. Isn't it strange, Charles,
/ / \ „
To be happy at this moment? it
Charles: It is not at all strange.
/ \> / / ^
The dead has poured out it a blessing on the living.
Monica: Age and decrepitude it can have no terrors for me,
Loss and vicissitude it cannot appal me,
Not e'ven death it can dismay or amaze me
V  / / /
Fixed in the certainty of love unchanging, it
\ / /
I feel utterly secure
In yo^; I am a p/rt of you. it Now take me to my father.
2000
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(3) Four Quartets.
Burnt Norton 
I
/ / / i
Time present # and time past
Are both perhaps present # in time future
/ / / \ /
And time future # contained in time past,
/ ' ✓ ✓
If all time it is eternally present
/ / / /
All time # is unredeemable,
<> What might have been is an abstraction
/ ' JL ' 'Remaining a perpetual it possibility
Only in a world # of speculation.
/  /  / /
What might have been # and what has been
s \ / / /
Point to one end, # which is always present. 10
<> Footfalls echo in the memory
/ / / /
Down the passage # which we did not take
/ / „ / /
Towards the door if we never opened
/ / y / /
Into the rose-garden. # My words echo 
Thus, in your mind. #
But to what purpose
Disturbing the dust # on a bowl of rose-leaves
/ /
I do not know, it
Other echoes
Inhabit the garden. # Shall we follow?
/ >. ' / /
Quick, said the bird, # find them, find them,
Round the corner. # Through the first gate, 20
/ s / / /
Into our first world, # shall we follow
174
/ / / s
The deception of the thrush? it Into our first world.
There they were, it dignified, invisible,
Moving without pressure, it over the dead leaves,
In the autumn heat, it through the vibrant air,
<> And the bird called, in response to
/ \ / / /
The unheard music it hidden in the shrubbery,
And the unseen eyebeam it crossed, for the roses 
<> Had the look of flowers that are looked at.
There they were as our guests, it accepted and accepting. 30
So we moved, and they, it in a formal pattern,
Along the empty alley, it into the box circle,
To look down it into the drained pool.
<> Dry the pool, it dry it concrete, it brown edged,
/ / / /
And the pool was filled it with water out of sunlight,
/ / „ / /
And the lotos rose, it quietly, quietly,
/ / / /
The surface glittered it out of heart of light,
And they were behind us, it reflected in the pool.
Then a cloud passed, it and the pool was empty.
/ \ / / \/ f
Go, said the bird, it for the leaves were full of children, 40
/ / / /
Hidden excitedly, it containing laughter.
<> Go, go, go, it said it the bird: it human kind
Cannot bear it very much reality.
/ / / /
Time past it and time future
What might have been it and what has been
Pc/int to one end, it which is always present.
II
[Lines 47-69 are not included]
The inner freedom it from the practical desire 70
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The release from action and suffering, # release from the inner
And the outer compulsion, if yet surrounded
By a grace of sense, if a white light still and moving,
Erhebung without motion, if concentration 
Without elimination, if both a new world 
And the old made explicit, if understood 
<> In the completion of its partial ecstasy,
The resolution if of its partial horror.
Yet the enchainment if of past and future
Woven in the weakness if of the changing body, 80
Protects mankind if from heaven and damnation 
Which flesh cannot endure. if
/ / \/ /
Time past and time future
<> Allow but a little consciousness.
To be conscious if is not to be in time
But only in time if can the moment in the ro'se-garden,
The moment in the arbour if where the rain beat
The moment in the draughty if church at smokefall
Be rem/mbered: involved if with past and future.
Only through time if time is conquered.
Ill
H^re is a place if of disaffection 90
/ / / /
Time before if and time after
/ / / / N 
In a dim light: if neither daylight
/ / / /
Investing form if with lucid stillness
Turning shadow if into transient beauty
With slow rotation if suggesting permanence
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<> Nor darkness to purify the soul
/ / / j
Emptying the sensual # with deprivation 
<> Cleansing affection from the temporal.
Neither plenitude nor vacancy. # Only a flicker
Over the strained it time-ridden faces 100
<> Distracted from distraction by distraction
/ / , / /
Filled with fancies it and empty of meaning
Tumid apathy it with no concentration
/ / / \/ /
Men and bits of paper, it whirled by the cold wind
That blows before it and after time,
Wind in and out it of unwholesome lungs
/ / / /
Time before if and time after.
Eructation it of unhealthy souls
Into the faded it air, the torpid
/ / / / \ /
Driven on the wind it that sweeps the gloomy hills of London, 110
Hampstead and Clerkenwell, it Campden and Putney,
/ y JL y \ ^Highgate, Primrose it and Ludgate. Not here
\ / s / /
Not here the darkness, it in this twittering world.
Descend lower, it descend only
^ / / /
Into the world it of perpetual solitude,
/ \ / \ / /
World not world, it but that which is not world,
Internal darkness, it deprivation
And destitution it of all property
Desiccation it of the world of sense,
Evacuation it of the wo^ld of fancy, 120
<> Inoperancy of the world of spirit;
<> This is the one way, and the other 
<> Is the same, not in movement
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But abst/ntion from movement; # while the world moves 
<> In appetency, on its metalled ways 
Of time past # and time future.
IV
[Lines 127-135 are not included]
At the still point # of the turning world.
V
/ ' Jl y . *Words move, it music moves
/ / „ / \/ /
Only in time; it but that which is only living
Can only die. # Words, after speech, reach
/ ✓ \/ / /
Into the silence, it Only by the form, the pattern,
<> Can words or music reach
<> The stillness, as it a Chinese it jar still
<> Moves perpetually in its stillness.
/ / / / /
Not the stillness of the violin, it while the note lasts,
/ \ / / /
Not that only, it but the co-existence,
/ / / ^
Or say that the end it precedes the beginning,
And the end and the beginning it were always there 
Before the beginning it and after the end.
And all is always now. it Words strain,
Crack and sometimes break, # under the burden,
Under the tension, // slip, slide, perish,
Decay with imprecision, it will not stay in place,
/ N „ / /
Will not stay still. It Shrieking voices
/ / / /
Scolding, mocking, # or merely chattering,
/ / / /
Always assail them, it The Word in the desert
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Is most attacked it by voices of temptation,
The crying shadow it in the funeral dance,
The loud lament it of the disconsolate chimera.
[Lines 159-175 are not included]
East Coker 
I
<> In my beginning is my end. In succession
/ / / / /
Houses rise and fall, it crumble, are extended,
Are removed, destroyed, it restored, or in their place
/ / / / s 
Is an open field, it or a factory, or a by-pass.
/ / / / s / s /
Old stone to new building, it old timber to new fires,
\ / y
Old fires to ashes, it and ashes to the earth 
Which is already flesh, it fur and faeces,
Bone of man and beast, it cornstalk and leaf.
/  /  /  „ /  /
Houses live and die: it there is a time for building
s S /  /
And a time for living it and for generation
And a time for the wind it to break the loosened pane
/ s , / \ /
And to shake the wainscot it where the field-mouse trots
/ \/ / / \/ /
And to shake the tattered arras it woven with a silent motto.
/ / \/ / /
In my beginning is my end. it Now the light falls
Across the open field, it leaving the deep lane
Shuttered with branches, it dark in the afternoon,
Where you lean against a bank it while a van passes,
/ / / /
And the deep lane it insists on the direction
/ s / /
Into the village, it in the electric heat
<> Hypnotised, it In a warm it haze it the sultry light 
Is absorbed, not refracted, it by grey stone.
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The dahlias sleep it in the empty silence, 
w/it for the Varly owl. it
In that open field 
If you do not come too close, it if you do not come too close, 
On a summer midnight, it you can hear the music 
Of the weak pipe it and the little drum 
And see them dancing it around the bonfire 
The association it of man and woman
<> In daunsinge, signifying matrimonie -
/ / » ' /A dignified it and commodious sacrament.
Two and two, it necessarye coniunction,
Holding eche other it by the hand or the arm
Whiche betokeneth concorde. it Round and round the fire
Leaping through the flames, it or joined in circles,
Rustically solemn it or in rustic laughter
/ s/ / / /
Lifting heavy feet if in clumsy shoes,
Earth feet, loam feet, it lifted in country mirth
<> Mirth of those # long # since # under earth
/ / / /
Nourishing the corn. # Keeping time,
<> Keeping the rhythm in their dancing
/ / / /
As in their living # in the living seasons
/ / / /
The time of the seasons # and the constellations
/ /■ / /
The time of milking IF and the time of harvest
The time of the coupling # of man and woman
And that of beasts, it Feet r/sing and falling.
/ / / /
Eating and drinking, it Dung and death.
Dawn points, it and another day
200
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Prepares for the heat and silence* # Out at sea the dawn wind
<> Wrinkles and slides. I am here
<> Or there, or elsewhere. In my beginning.
II
[Lines 226-242 are not included]
,/ ^ 1 JL / ' /That was a way of putting it it - not very satisfactory:
A periphrastic study it in a worn-out poetical fashion,
/ S. / / /
Leaving one still it with the intolerable wrestle 245
With words and meanings. it The poetry does not matter.
It was not (to start again) it what one had expected.
What was to be the value it of the long looked forward to,
Long hoped for calm, it the autumnal serenity
/ / / /
And the wisdom of age? it Had they deceived us, 250
Or dec/ived themselves, it the quiet-voiced elders,
Bequeathing us merely it a rec/ipt for deceit?
/ / / /
The serenity only it a deliberate hebetude,
/ / / \/ /
The wisdom only it the knowledge of dead secrets
/ / / /
Useless in the darkness it into which they peered
/  v /  / » { ^ *
Or from which they turned their eyes, it There is, it seems to us,
/ / / /
At best, only it a limited value
<> In the knowledge derived from experience.
<> The knowledge imposes it a pattern, it and falsifies,
For the pattern is new it in every moment
And every moment it is a new and shocking
Valuation of Sall we have been, it We are only undeceived
Of that which, deceiving, it could no longer harm.
/ y / / /
In the middle, not only it in the middle of the way
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/ / Jl ^  / /
But all the way, it in a dark wood, in a bramble,
On the edge of a grimpen, it where is no secure foothold,
And menaced by monsters, it fancy lights,
Risking enchantments, it Do not let me hear
Of the wisdom of old men, it but rather of their folly,
Their fear of fear and frenzy, it their fear of possession, 270
Of belonging to another, it or to others, or to God.
The only wisdom it we can hope to acquire
/ ✓ / /
Is the wisdom of humility: it humility is endless.
<> The houses are all it gone it under the sea.
<> The dancers are all it gone it under the hill.
Ill
[Lines 276-302 are not included]
/ \/ / / /
So the darkness shall be the light, it and the stillness the dancing.
/ / ji / /
Whisper of running streams, it and winter lightning.
The wild thyme unseen it and the wild strawberry, 305
The l/ughter in the garden, it echoed ecstasy
Not lost, but requiring it pointing to the agony
/ /
Of death and birth, it
You say I am repeating
/ s / / /
Something I have said before, it I shall say it again.
\ / ./ \ / s \
Shall I say it again? it In order to arrive there, 310
/ ^ / V ✓
To arrive where you are, it to get from where you are not,
/ / / \ /
You must go by a way it wherein there is no ecstasy.
In order to arrive it at what you do not know
/ / / /
You must go by a way it which is the way of ignorance.
In order to possess it what you do^ not possess
/ / / /
You must go by the way it of dispossession.
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In order to arrive # at what you are not
You must go through the way it in which you are not.
And what you do not know it is the only thing you know
And what you own it is what you do not own 320
And where you are it is where you are not.
[Lines 322-364 are not included]
V
Home is where one starts from. it As we grow older 365
The world becomes stranger, it the pattern more complicated 
Of dead and living. it Not the intense moment 
<> Isolated, with no before and after,
But a lifetime burning it in every moment
/ ^ / \ /
And not the lifetime it of one man only 370
But of old stones it that cannot be deciphered.
There is a time for the evening it under starlight,
A time for the Evening it under lamplight
<> The evening with the photograph album.
[Lines 375-380 are not included]
For a further union, it a deeper communion 381
Through the dark cold it and the empty desolation,
/ \ / \ . / /
The wave cry, the wind cry, it the vast waters
/ / / . ^
Of the petrel and the porpoise, it In my end is my beginning.
The Dry Salvages 
I
[Lines 385-394 are not included]
His rhythm was present it in the nursery bedroom, 395
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In the rank ailanthus it of the April dooryard,
In the smell of grapes it on the autumn table,
/ / / , v 
And the evening circle it in the winter gaslight.
/ / / ^ /
The river is within us, it the sea is all about us;
/ v>/ / / /
The sea is the land's edge it also, the granite 400
Into which it reaches, it the beaches where it tosses
Its hints of Earlier it and other creation:
The starfish, the horseshoe crab, it the whale's backbone;
The pools where it offers it to our curiosity
The more delicate algae it and the sea anemone.
/ ^ -i/ jl . /It tosses up our losses, it the torn seine,
The shattered lobsterpot, it the broken oar
And the gear of foreign dead men. it The sea has many voices,
\ V A  JLMany gods and many voices, it
/ / \
The salt is on the briar rose,
/ / \
The fog is in the fir trees, it
The sea howl 410
/ / / /
And the sea yelp, it are different voices
/ / \/ ^ /
Often together heard: it the whine in the rigging,
<> The menace and caress it of wave # that breaks on water,
The distant rote it in the granite t/eth,
/  / / / N
And the wailing warning it from the approaching headland 
Are all sea voices, it and the heaving groaner 
<> Rounded homewards, and the seagull:
And under the oppression it of the silent fog 
<> The tolling bell
Measures time not our time, it rung by the unhurried 420
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<> Ground swell, a time
/  /  / .
Older than the time it of chronometers, older
Than time counted # by anxious worried women
Lying awake, it calculating the future,
Trying to unweave, it unwind, unravel
And piece together it the past and the future,
Between midnight and dawn, it when the past is 'all deception,
The future futureless, it before the morning watch
When time stops it and time is never ending;
<> And the ground swell, it that is it and was from the beginning, 430
<> Clangs 
<> The bell.
II
Where is there an end of it, it the soundless wailing,
/ / / /
The silent withering it of autumn flowers
Dropping their petals it and remaining motionless;
/ v / / /
Where is there an end it to the drifting wreckage,
The prayer of the bone it on the beach, the unprayable
Prayer at the calamitous it annunciation?
/ / / /.
There is no end, it but addition: the trailing
Consequence of further it days and hours, 440
While emotion takes it to itself the emotionless
Years of living it among the breakage
/ / / s
Of what was believed in it as the most reliable -
/ / / /
And therefore the fittest it for renunciation.
<> There is the final addition, the failing
185
Pride or resentment it at failing powers,
The unattached devotion it which might pass for devotionless,
In a drifting boat it with a slow leakage,
/ / / /
The silent listening it to the undeniable
/ / / /
Clamour of the bell it of the last annunciation.
Where is the end of them, it the fishermen sailing
Into the wind's tail, it where the fog cowers?
/ / / ^
We cannot think it of a time that is oceanless
<> Or of an ocean not littered with wastage
<> Or of a future that is not liable
<> Like the past, to have no destination.
/ / / /
We have to think of them it as forever bailing,
/ / / \ /
Setting and hauling, it while the North East lowers
Over shallow banks it unchanging and erosionless
Or drawing their money, it drying sails at dockage;
Not as making a trip it that will be unpayable
<> For a haul that will it not it bear examination.
There is no end of it, it the voiceless wailing,
\ / / / /
No end to the withering it of withered flowers,
To the movement of pain it that is painless and motionless,
To the drift of the sea it and the drifting wreckage,
<> The bone's prayer to Death its God. Only the hardly, barely
prayable
Prayer of the one it Annunciation.
It seems, as o'ne it becomes older,
450
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That the past has another pattern, # and ceases to be a mere 
/
sequence- 470
Or even development: it the latter a p'artial fallacy
/ / / y
Encouraged by superficial it notions of evolution,
Which becomes, in the popular mind, it a means of disowning the past.
The moments of happiness - it not the sense of well-being,
/ / / >
Fruition, fulfilment, it security or affection,
Or 'even a very good dinner, it but the sudden illumination-
We had the experience it but missed the meaning,
And approach to the meaning it restores the experience
/ / / \ /
In a different form, it beyond any meaning
/ / / /
We can assign to happiness, it I have said before 480
/ / / y
That the past experience it revived in the meaning
/ / / N /
Is not the experience it of one life only
But of many generations- it not forgetting
/ / / /
Something that is probably it quite ineffable:
The b/ckward look it behind the assurance
Of recorded history, it the backward half-look
/ y X / /
Over the shoulder, it towards the primitive terror.
Now, we come to discover it that the moments of agony 
<> (Whether, or not, it due it to misunderstanding,
\ y \/ / / \ /
Having hoped for the wrong things it or dreaded the wrong things, 490
/ / / /
Is not in question) it are likewise permanent
With such permanence as time has. it We appreciate this better 
In the agony of others it nearly experienced,
<> Involving ourselves, than in our own.
For our own past is covered it by the currents of action,
But the torment of others it remains an experience
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Unqualified, unworri ft by subsequent attrition.
People change, and smile: ft but the agony abides.
Time the destroyer ft is time the preserver,
Like the river with its cargo ft of dead negroes, cows and chicken
coops, 500
The bitter apple ft and the bite in the apple.
And the ragged rock ft in the restless waters,
Waves wash over it, ft fogs conceal it;
On a halcyon day ft it is merely a monument,
In navigable weather ft is is always a seamark 
To lay a course by: ft but in the sombre season 
Or the sudden fury, ft is what it always was.
Ill
[Lines 508-512 are not included]
And the way up is the way down, ft the way forward is the way back.
/ \ / / \ /
You cannot face it steadily, ft but this thing is sure,
That time is no healer: ft the patient is no longer here. 515
When the train starts, ft and the passengers are settled
To fruit, periodicals ft and business letters
(And those who s'aw them off ft have left the platform)
Their faces relax ft from grief into relief,
To the sleepy rhythm ft of a hundred hours. 520
Fare forward, travellers! ft not escaping from the past
/ ✓ / \ _ /
Into different lives, ft or into any future;
You are not the same people ft who left that station
Or who will arrive ft at any t/rminus,
While the narrowing rails ft slide together behind you;
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<> And on the deck of the drumming liner 
Watching the furrow it that widens behind you,
You shall not tt^nk it 'the p^st is finished'
<> Or 'the future is before us'.
<> At nightfall, in the rigging and the aerial, 530
Is a voice descanting it (though not to the ear,
The murmuring shell of time, it and not in "any language)
<> 'Fare forward, it you it who think that you are voyaging;
You are not those it who saw the harbour
Receding, or those it who will disembark.
Here between the hither it and the farther shore 
While time is withdrawn, it consider the future 
<> And the past with an equal mind.
At the moment which is not it of action or inaction
You can receive this: it "on whatever sphere of being 540
The mind of a man it may be intent
At the time of death" it - that is the one action
/ / / /
(And the time of death it is every moment)
/ / / /
Which shall fructify it in the lives of others:
And do not think it of the fruit of action.
Fare forward. it
v / v /
0 voyagers, 0 seamen,
You who came to port, # and yo^ whose bodies
Will suffer the trial it and judgement of the sea,
/ / s / / „
Or whatever event, it this is your real destination.
<> So Krishna, it as when it he admonished Arjuna 550
On the field of battle, it
Not fare well,
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<> But fare forward, voyagers.
IV
/ / / /
Lady, whose shrine if stands on the promontory,
Pray for all those if who are in ships, those
<> Whose business has to do with fish, and
Those concerned if with every lawful traffic
<> And those who conduct them.
Repeat a prayer if also on behalf of
Women who have seen if their sons or husbands
Setting forth, if and not returning:
<> Figlia del tuo figlio,
<> Queen of Heaven,
<> Also pray if for those if who were in ships, and 
<> Ended their voyage # on the sand, if in the sea's lips 
Or in the dark throat if which will not reject them 
Or wherever cannot reach them if the sound of the sea bell's 
<> Perpetual angelus,
V
[Lines 568-617 are not included]
Little Gidding 
I
/ / / /
Midwinter spring if is its own season
<> Sempiternal if though sodden if towards sundown,
Suspended in time, if between pole and tropic.
When the short day is brightest, if with frost and fire,
560
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/ '/ S> / t /
The brief sun flames the ice, it on pond and ditches,
In windless cold it that is the heart's heat,
<> Reflecting in a watery mirror
/ / / t
A glare that is blindness it in the early afternoon.
And glow more int/nse it than blaze of branch, or brazier
/ \ / / „  s / /
Stirs the dumb spirit: it no wind, but pentecostal fire
/ / y / y
In the dark time of the year it Between melting and freezing
/ \/ / , / / \
The soul s sap quivers. IF There is no earth smell
Or smell of living thing. it This is the spring time
But not in time's covenant. it Now the hedgerow
Is blanched for an hour it with transitory blossom
<> Of snow, a bloom more sudden
Than that of summer, it neither budding nor fading,
Not in the scheme it of generation.
Where is the summer, it the unimaginable 
Zero summer? it
/ , , /
If you came this way,
/ / / /
Taking the route if you would be likely to take
<> From the place you would be likely to come from,
/ \/ / ^ / /
If you came this way in may time, it you would find the hedges
White again, in M^y, it with voluptuary sweetness.
It would be the same it at the end of the journey,
z / / /
If you came at night it like a broken king,
If you came by day it not knowing what you came for,
/ / / s /
It would be the same, it when you leave the rough road
/ \ / / /
And turn behind the pig-sty it to the dull facade
<> And the tombstone, it And what it you thought you came for
Is only a shell, it a husk of meaning
630
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From which the purpose breaks if only when it is fulfilled
If at all. Either if you had no purpose 650
Or the purpose is beyond if the end you figured
/ / / /
And is altered in fulfilment. if There are other places
/ N/ ^
Which also are the world^s end, if some at the sea jaws,
Or over a dark lake, if in a desert or a city -
/ / / /
But this is the nearest, if in place and time,
/ /
Now and in England. if
If you came this way,
Taking /ny route, if st/rting from anywhere,
At any time If or at any season,
It would always be the same: if you would have to put off
s/nse and notion, if You are not here to verify, 660
Instruct yourself, if or inform curiosity
Or carry report, if You are here to kneel
Where prayer has been valid, if And prayer is more
Than an order of words, if the conscious occupation
Of the praying mind, if or the sound of the voice praying.
<> And what the dead if had no if speech for, if when living,
They can tell you, being dead: if the communication
Of the dead is tongued with fire if beyond the language of the 
/
living.
/ / ^ /
Here, the intesection if of the timeless moment
Is England and nowhere, if Never and always. 670
II, III and IV 
[Lines 671-830 are not included]
192
VVy / / y y
What we call the beginning it is often the end 
And to make an end it is to make a beginning.
The end is where we start from. it And every phrase
And sentence that is right it (where every word is at home,
Taking its place it to support the others, 835
The word neither diffident it nor ostentatious,
An easy commerce it of the old and the new,
The common word exact it without vulgarity,
/ N S / /
The formal word precise it but not pedantic,
The complete consort it dancing together) 840
/ V / / /
Every phrase and every sentence it is an end and a beginning,
\ / / / /
Every poem an epitaph, it And any action
Is a step to the block, to the fire, it down the sea's throat 
Or to an illegible stone: it and that is where we start.
<> We die with the dying:
See, they depart, it and we go with them.
<> We are born with the dead:
See, they return, it and bring us with them.
The moment of the rose it and the moment of the yew-tree
Are of equal dur/tion. it A people without history 850
/ "v S / /
Is not redeeemed from time, it for history is a pattern
' / \ / /
Of timeless moments, it So, while the light fails
/ / / /
On a winter's afternoon, it in a secluded chapel
<> History is now and England.
With the drawing of this Love it and the voice of this Calling 
<> We shall not cease from exploration 
[Lines 857-876 are not included]
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(4) Murder in the Cathedral 
Part I
[Lines 1-17 are not included]
CHORUS
Seven years # and the summer is over
/ / JL ^ ' /
Seven years if since the Archbishop left us,
He who was always # kind to his people. 20
But it would not be well # if he should return.
King rules // or barons rule;
<> We have suffered various oppression.
/ / . / /
But mostly we are left it to our own devices,
<> And we are content if we are left alone.
We try to k/ep # our households in order;
<> The merchant, shy and cautious, tries to compile a little 
fortune,
<> And the labourer bends to his piece of earth, earth- colour, his 
own colour,
<> Preferring to pass unobserved.
/ \ / / /
Now I fear disturbance # of the quiet seasons: 30
/ / \ / /
Winter shall come # bringing death from the sea,
/ / / /
Ruinous spring // shall beat at our doors,
<> Root and shoot # shall eat // our eyes and our ears,
<> Disastrous summer # burn up # the beds of our streams 
And the poor shall wait ft for another decaying October.
Why should the summer # bring consolation
/ / / /
For autumn fires # and winter fogs?
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What shall we do // in the heat of summer
/ x/ / / /
But wait in barren orchards # for another October?
Some malady is coming upon us. # We wait, we wait, 40
[Lines 41-50 are not included]
FIRST PRIEST
Seven years # and the summer is over
Seven y/ars # since the Archbishop left us.
SECOND PRIEST
What does the Archbishop do, # and our Sovereign Lord the Pope
/ / / /
With the stubborn King # and the French King
In ceaseless intrigue, // combinations,
In conference, meetings # accepted, meeting refused,
<> Meetings unended or endless
<> At one place or another in France?
THIRD PRIEST
I see nothing quite conclusive # in the art of temporal government,
/ / / /
But violence, duplicity # and frequent malversation. 60
King rules # or barons rule:
The strong man strongly # and the weak man by caprice.
They have but one law, # to seize the power and keep it,
And the steadfast can manipulate # the greed and lust of others,
<> The feeble is devoured by his own.
[Lines 66-9 are not included]
MESSENGER
Servants of God, // and watchers of the temple, 70
/ / \ / /
I am here to inform you, # without circumlocution:
The Archbishop is in England, # and is close outside the city.
<> I was sent before in haste
195
To give you notice of his coming, # as much as was possible,
<> That you may prepare to meet him.
FIRST PRIEST
What, is the exile ended, it is our Lord Archbishop
/ / / f
Reunited with the King? it what reconciliation
Of two proud men? it what peace can be found
To grow between the hammer it and the anvil? Tell us,
Are the old disputes at an end, it is the wall of pride cast down 80
That divided them? Is it peace it or war? Does he come 
In full assurance, it or only secure 
In the power of Rome, it the spiritual rule,
The assurance of right, it and the love of the people?
MESSENGER
/ / / /
You are right to express it a certain incredulity.
\/ / / „ / \/ /
He comes in pride and sorrow, it affirming all his claims,
Assured, beyond doubt, it of the devotion of the people,
Who receive him with scenes it of frenzied enthusiasm,
/ / j, / N /
Lining the road it and throwing down their capes,
/ \/ / \/ / /
Strewing the way with leaves it and late flowers of the season. 90
The streets of the city it will be packed to suffocation,
/ / / /
And I think that his horse it will be deprived of its tail,
/  /  .. ^ /  . / .  .
A single hair of which it becomes a precious relic.
/ / / /
He is at one with the Pope, it and with the King of France,
/ / ' f
Who indeed would have liked it to detain him in his kingdom:
But as for our King, it that is another matter.
FIRST PRIEST 
But again, is it war or peace? it
196
MESSENGER
_ /  /  V
Peace, but not the kiss of peace.
A patched up affair, it if you /sk my opinion.
And if you ask me, it I think the Lord Archbishop
Is not the man it to cherish any illusions, 100
/ / y y
Or yet to diminish it the least of his pretensions.
/ / / \ /
If you ask my opinion, it I think that this peace
<> Is nothing like an end, or like a beginning.
It is common knowledge it that when the Archbishop
Parted from the King, it he said to the King,
My Lord, he said, it I leave you as a man
/ / / s /
Whom in this life it I shall not see again.
I have this, I assure you, it on the highest authority;
y / y y
There are several opinions it as to what he meant,
But no one considers it it a hOppy prognostic. 110
FIRST PRIEST
/ \ / / /
I fear for the Archbishop, it I fear for the Church,
I know that the pride it bred of s'udden prosperity
/ / ✓ /
Was but confirmed it by bitter adversity.
/ / / s
I saw him as Chancellor, it flattered by the King,
Liked or feared by courtiers, it in their overbearing fashion,
/ / / /
Despised and despising, it always isolated,
Never one among them, it always insecure;
/ \ / / *
His pride always feeding it upon his own virtues,
/ \ / / /
Pride drawing sustenance it from impartiality,
Pride drawing sustenance it from generosity, 120
Loathing power given it by temporal devolution,
/ z / /
Wishing subjection # to God alone.
197
/ / / ,
Had the King been greater, # or had he been weaker
Things had perhaps # been different for Thomas,
SECOND PRIEST
[Lines 125-133 are not included]
Our doubts are dispelled, # Let us therefore rejoice,
<> I say rejoice, // and show # a glad face for his welcome.
I am the Archbishop's man. // Let us give the Archbishop welcome!
THIRD PRIEST
/ / / /
For good or ill, // let the wheel turn.
The wheel has been still, // these seven years, and no good.
/ / s / /
For ill or good, // let the wheel turn.
For who knows the end //of good or evil?
<> Until the grinders cease
<> And the door shall be shut in the street,
\ f s / / /
And all the daughters of music it shall be brought low.
[Lines 144-151 are not included]
CHORUS
We do not wish // anything to happen.
Seven years // we had lived quietly,
[Lines 154-195 are not included]
SECOND PRIEST 
What a way to talk // at such a juncture!
You are foolish, immodest // and babbling women.
Do you not know // that the good Archbishop
/ / / /
Is likely to arrive # at any moment?
The crowds in the streets // will be cheering and cheering,
You go on croaking // like frogs in the treetops:
But frogs at least // can be cooked and eaten.
140
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Whatever you are afraid of, # in your craven apprehension,
Let me ask you at the least it to put on pleasant faces,
And give a hearty welcome it to our good irchbishop.
THOMAS
Peace. And let them b e , it in their exaltation.
They speak better than they know, it and beyond your understanding 
They know and do not know, it what it is to act or suffer.
They know and do not know, it that action is suffering 
And suffering is action, it Neither does the a^ent suffer 
Nor the patient act, it But both are fixed 
In an et/rnal action, it an eternal patience 
<> To which all must consent that it may be willed 
And which all must suffer it that they may will it,
That the pattern may subsist, it for the pattern is the action
/ / / /
And the suffering, that the wheel it may turn and still
<> Be forever still.
SECOND PRIEST 
0 my Lord, forgive me, it I did not see you coming,
Engrossed by the chatter it of these foolish women.
Forgive us, my Lord, it you would have had a better welcome 
If we had been sooner it prepared for the event.
But your Lordship knows it that seven years of waiting,
Seven years of prayer, it seven years of emptiness,
Have better prepared it our hearts for your coming,
Than seven days it could make ready Canterbury.
However, I will have fires it laid in all your rooms
/ / / /
To take the chill it off our English December,
/ / \ / \/ /
Your Lordship now it being used to a better climate.
210
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/ / / /
Your Lordship will find your rooms if in order as you left them.
THOMAS
And will try to leave them if in order as I find them. 230
I am more than grateful if for all your kind attentions.
/ \/ / \/ / /
These are small matters. if Little rest in Canterbury
With eager enemies if restless about us.
Rebellious bishops, if York, London, Salisbury,
<> Would have intercepted our letters,
\/ / / / /
Filled the coast with spies if and sent to meet me
/ / JL / /Some who hold me if in bitterest hate.
By God's grace if aware of their prevision 
I sent my letters if on another day,
Had fair crossing, if found at Sandwich 240
Brock, Warenne, if and the Sherriff of Kent,
Those who had sworn if to have my head from me.
Only John, if the Dean of s/lisbury,
Fearing for the King's name, if warning against tr/ason,
^  /  / , / '
Made them hold their hands, if So for the time
We are unmolested, if
FIRST PRIEST
/ \ /
But do they follow after?
THOMAS
/ / / /
For a little time if the hungry hawk
\/ / / / /
Will only soar and hover, if circling lower,
/ / / / .
Waiting excuse, if pretence, opportunity.
End will be simple, if sudden, God-given. 250
/ / / /
Meanwhile the substance if of our first act
/ / S S
Will be shadows, if and the strife with shadows.
200
Heavier the interval # than the consummation.
All things prepare # the event. Watch.
FIRST TEMPTER
/ _ f  - Jl "r /. /
You see, my Lord, if I do not wait upon ceremony:
Here I have come, if forgetting 'all acrimony,
<> Hoping that your present gravity
/  /  /  /
Will find excuse if for my humble levity
Remembering all if the good time past.
Your Lordship won't despise if an Yld friend out of favour? 
Old Tom, gay Tom, if Becket of London,
Your Lordship won't forget if that evening on the river
/ / / / / \/
When the King, and you and I if were all friends together?
/ /  \ /  /  /  
Friendship should be more if than biting Time can sever.
What, my Lord, if now that you recover
Favour with the King, if shall we sYy that summer's over
<> Or that the good time cannot last?
/ / / /
Fluting in the meadows, if viols in the hall,
Laughter and apple-blossom if floating on the water,
/ / „ / /
Singing at nightfall, if whispering in chambers,
/ / . / /
Fires devouring if the winter season,
/  \ /  /  /  / %
Eating up the darkness, if with wit and wine and wisdom!
Now that the King if and yo^ u are in amity,
Clergy and laity if may return to gaiety,
Mirth and sportfulness if need not walk warily.
THOMAS
/  / / / ,
You talk of seasons if that are past. I remember
Not worth forgetting, if
260
270
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TEMPTER 
And of the new season.
Spring has come in w/nter. it Snow in the branches
/  \ /  /  /  v / 
Shall float as sweet as blossoms. it Ice along the ditches
Mirror the sunlight. it Love in the (Orchard
s'end the sap shooting. it Mirth matches m/lancholy.
THOMAS
We do not know it very much of the future 
<> Except that from generation to generation 
The same things happen it again and again.
M^n learn little it from others' experience.
<> But in the life of one man, never
The same time it returns. Sever
/ / / /
The cord, shed it the scale. Only
/  /  / /
The fool, fixed it in his folly, may think
He can turn the wheel it on which he turns.
TEMPTER
/ / / /
My Lord, a nod it is as good as a wink.
A man. will often it love what he spurns.
/ \ / , / /
For the good times past, it that are come again
I am your man. #
THOMAS
/ / s
Not in this train.
Look to your behaviour, it You were safer
Think of penitence it and follow your master.
TEMPTER
<> Not at this gait!
/  \  v  /  ,, /  , v  ,  /
If you go so fast, it others may go faster.
280
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<> Your Lordship is too proud!
<> The safest beast if is not # the one if that roars most loud. 300 
This was not the way # of the King our master!
<> You were not used if to be if so hard upon sinners 
When they were your friends, if Be easy, man!
The easy man lives if to eat the best dinners.
v/ /  /  /  \ /  /
Take a friend s advice, if Leave well alone,
Or your goose may be cooked if and eaten to the bo'ne.
THOMAS
<> You come twenty years too late.
TEMPTER
<> Then I leave you to your fate.
/ /  / /
I leave you to the pleasures if of your higher vices,
/  /  /  /
Which will have to be paid for if at higher prices. 310
Farew/ll, my Lord, if I do not wait upon ceremony,
I leave as I came, if forgetting all /crimony,
<> Hoping that your present gravity
/  /  /  /
Will find excuse if for my humble levity.
If you will remember me, if my Lord, at your prayers,
/ \ / / s. \ /
I'll remember you if at kissing-time below the stairs.
THOMAS
/  \  /  / \ /
Leave-well-alone, if the springtime fancy,
<> So one thought if goes whistling if down the wind.
<> The impossible is still temptation.
<> The impossible, the undesirable, 320
Voices under sleep, if waking a dead world,
So that the mind if may not be whole in the present.
203
SECOND TEMPTER
Your Lordship has forgotten me, # perhaps. I will remind you.
<> We met at Clarendon, at Northampton,
And last at Montmirail, in M aine. # Now that I have recalled them,
Let us but set # these not too pleasant memories
In balance against # other, earlier
And w/ightier ones: # tho'se of the Chancellorship.
See how the late 'ones rise! # You, master of policy
Whom all acknowledged, # should guide the state again. 330
THOMAS
<> Your meaning?
TEMPTER
The Chancellorship that you resigned.
/ \ / / /
When you were made Archbishop # - that was a mistake
On your part - still # may be reg/ined. Think, my Lord,
Power obtained # grows to glory,
Life lasting, # a permanent possession,
A templed tomb, # monument of marble.
Rule over men # reckon no madness.
THOMAS
To the man of God # what gladness?
TEMPTER
Sadness
<> Only to those # giving // love # to God alone.
Shall he who held # the solid substance 340
Wander waking # with deceitful shadows?
Power is present. # Holiness hereafter.
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Who then?
THOMAS
TEMPTER
/ „ / /
The Chancellor. # King and Chancellor.
/ /  ,, /  /
King commands, it Chancellor richly rules.
This is a sentence it not t/ught in the schools.
To set down the great, it prot/ct the poor,
Beneath the throne of God it can man do more?
Disarm the ruffian, it strengthen the laws,
Rule for the good it of the better cause,
Dispensing justice it make all even, 350
/ / /  /
Is thrive on earth, it and perhaps in heaven.
What m/ans? it
THOMAS
TEMPTER
Real power
/ /  /  /
Is purchased at price it of a certain submission.
/ /  JL /  /
Your spiritual power it is earthly perdition.
/  /  ^ /
Power is present, it for him who will wield.
Who shall have it? it
What shall be the month?
THOMAS
TEMPTER
He who will come.
THOMAS
TEMPTER
/ /
The last from the first.
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/ /
What shall we give for it?
THOMAS
TEMPTER
Why should we give it?
/ \/ / 
Pretence of priestly power.
THOMAS
TEMPTER
For the power and the glory.
THOMAS
No!
TEMPTER
Yes! ft Or bravery will be broken, 360
Cabined in Canterbury, ft realmless ruler,
Self-bound s/rvant ft of a powerless Pope,
The old stag, ft circled with hounds.
THOMAS
<> No!
TEMPTER
Yes! men must manoeuvre. Monarchs also,
Waging war abroad, ft need fast fr/ends at home.
Private policy ft is public profit;
/ / / /
Dignity still ft shall be dressed with decorum.
THOMAS
<> You forget the bishops
Whom I have laid ft under excommunication.
TEMPTER
<> Hungry hatred 370
/ / v / \ /
Will not strive ft against intelligent self-interest.
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THOMAS
You forget the barons. # Who will not forget 
Constant curbing if of pretty privilege.
TEMPTER
<> Against the barons
<> Is King's cause, if churl's if cause, if Chancellor's cause.
THOMAS
/ ^ /  /
No! shall I, if who keep the keys
Of heaven and hell, if supreme alone in England,
/  /  j /
Who bind and loose, if with power from the Pope,
/ / / /
Descend to desire if a punier power?
Delegate to deal if the doom of damnation,
To condemn kings, if not serve among their servants,
/  /  /  /
Is my open office, if No! Go.
TEMPTER
<> Then I leave you to your fate.
Your sin s'oars sunward, if covering kings' falcons.
THOMAS
Temporal power, if to build a good world,
To keep order, if as the world knows order.
Those who put their f/ith if in worldly order
Not controlled if by the order of God,
/ / / /
In confident ignorance, if but arrest disorder,
Make it fa^t, if br/ed fatal disease,
/ /  /  s
Degrade what they exalt, if Power with the King -
I was the King, his arm, if his better reason.
But what was once if exaltation
/ / / /
Would now be only if mean descent.
380
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THIRD TEMPTER 
I am an unexpected ft visitor.
THOMAS 
I expected you.
TEMPTER
But not in this guise, ft or for my present purpose.
THOMAS
/ \ \ /
No purpose brings surprise, ft
TEMPTER 
Well, my Lord,
I am no trifler, ft and no politician.
<> To idle or intrigue at court
/ \  /  ,, /  \ /
I have no skill, it I am no courtier. 400
I know a horse, ft a dog, a wench;
I know how to hold ft my estates in order,
A country-keeping lord ft who minds his own business.
It is we country lords ft who know the country
And we know ft what the country needs.
It is our country. ft We care for the country.
<> We are the backbone of the nation.
We, not the plotting ft parasites
About the King. ft Excuse my bluntness:
/  /  \ / /
I am a rough ft straightforward Englishman. 410
/  \  s
Proceed straight forward,
THOMAS
TEMPTER
Purpose is plain, 
Endurance of friendship ft does not depend
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/  /  / /
Upon ourselves, # but upon circumstance.
<> But circumstance is not undetermined.
Unreal friendship if may turn to real
But real friendship, once e'nded, if cannot be mended.
Sooner shall enmity if turn to alliance.
The enmity that never if knew friendship
Can sooner know accord. #
THOMAS
_ / /
For a countryman
You wr/p your meaning if in as dark generality 420
As any co'urtier. if
TEMPTER 
This is the simple fact!
You have no hope if of reconciliation
/ /  / /
With Henry the King, if You look only
To blind assertion if in isolation.
<> That is a mistake.
THOMAS 
0 Henry, 0 my King!
TEMPTER
Other friends
May be fo'und if in the present situation.
/  /  /  \  /
King in England if is not all-powerful;
/ / / . /
King is in France, if squabbling in Anjou;
Round him waiting if hungry sons.
w /  are for England, if We are in England. 430
/  '  /  '
You and I, if my Lord, are Normans.
<> England is a land for Norman
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<> Sovereignty. Let the Angevin 
Destroy himself, # fighting in Anjou.
He does not understand us, # the English barons.
<> We are the people.
THOMAS
To what does this lead? //
TEMPTER
/ /
To a happy coalition.
/ /
Of intelligent interests. #
THOMAS 
But what have you - 
If you do^  speak for barons // -
TEMPTER 
For a powerful party 
Which has turned its eyes # in your direction - 440
To gain from you, # your Lordship asks.
For us, Church favour # would be an advantage,
Blessing of Pope # powerful protection 
In the fight for liberty. // You, my Lord,
In being with us, # would fight a good stroke
<> At once, for England and for Rome,
/ / s '
Ending the tyrannous # jurisdiction
/ / / /
Of king's court // over bishop's court,
Of king's court // over b/ron's court.
THOMAS
/ x /
Which I helped to found? //
TEMPTER
Which you helped to found. 450
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/ A
But time past if is time forgotten.
We expect the rise it of a new constellation.
THOMAS
And if the Archbishop // cannot trust the King,
How can he trust those if who work for King's undoing?
TEMPTER
Kings will allow if no power but their own;
Church and people if have good cause against the throne.
THOMAS
/  \  /  \  y y
If the Archbishop if cannot trust the Throne,
<> He has good cause if to trust if none if but God alone. 
<> I ruled once as Chancellor
And men like you if were glad to wait at my door.
<> Not only in the court, but in the field 
<> And in the tilt-yard I made many yield.
s  /  /  /
Shall I who ruled if like an eagle over doves 
Now take the shape if of a wolf among wolves?
Pursue your treacheries if as you have done before:
/  \  /  / \ /
No one shall say if that I betrayed a king.
TEMPTER
Then, my Lord, if I shall not wait at your door;
/  /  /  s /
And I well hope, if before another spring
/ / / /
The King will show if his regard for your loyalty.
THOMAS
To make, then break, if this thought has come before,
The d/sperate exercise if of failing power.
Samson in Gaza if did no more.
/  /  /  \ /  , /
But if I break, if I must break myself alone.
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FOURTH TEMPTER
Well done, Thomas, it your will is hard to bend.
/ / / s /
And with me beside you, it you shall not lack a friend.
THOMAS
<> Who are you? I expected 
<> Three visitors, not four.
TEMPTER
/  ^ j J» N /Do not be surprised it to receive one more.
Had I been expected, it I had been here before.
I always precede it expectation.
THOMAS 
Who are you?
TEMPTER
As you do not know me, it I do" not need a name,
And, as you know me, it that is why I come.
/  JL ^  S /  /You know me, it but have never seen my face.
To meet before it was never time or place.
THOMAS
„ / / v *Say what you come to say. it
TEMPTER
/ v /
It shall be said at last.
Hooks have been baited it with morsels of the past.
/ / / '
Wantonness is weakness, it As for the King,
His hardened hatred it shall have no end.
/  /  /  \ /  /
You know truly, it the King will never trust
/  /  /  '
Twice, the man it who has been his friend.
Borrow use it cautiously, employ
Your services as long it as you have to lend.
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<> You would wait for trap to snap
Having served your turn, ft broken and crushed.
As for b/rons, ft envy of lesser men 
Is still more stubborn ft than king's a n g e r .
Kings have public policy, ft barons private profit,
/ / ,. / /
Jealousy raging ft possession of the fiend.
Barons are employable ft against each other;
Greater enemies ft must kings destroy. 500
THOMAS
/ /
What is your counsel? ft
TEMPTER
\/ / /
Fare forward to the end.
<> All other ways are closed to you
/ / „ / /
Except the way ft already chosen.
/ / / /
But what is pleasure, ft kingly rule,
Or rule of men ft beneath a king,
With craft in corners, ft stealthy stratagem,
/ / / /
To general grasp ft of spiritual power?
/  /  {  /  /
Man oppressed by sin, ft since Adam fell -
Yo^ hold the keys ft of h/aven and hell.
Power to bind and loose: ft bind, Thomas, bind, 510
/  / / /
King and bishop ft under your heel.
<> King, emperor, ft bishop, ft baron, king:
/ / / y 
Uncertain mastery ft of melting armies,
War, plague, ft and revolution,
/ / . / /
New conspiracies, ft broken pacts;
/ / / /
To be master or servant ft within an hour,
/ / / /
This is the course ft of temporal power.
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The Old King shall know it, # when at last breath,
No sons, no empire, # he bites broken teeth.
/ / / \ /
You hold the skein: # wind, Thomas, wind
/ ✓ / /
The thread of eternal // life and death.
You hold this power, hold it. //
THOMAS
/ / 
Supreme, in this land?
TEMPTER
Supreme, but for one. #
THOMAS
That I do not understand.
TEMPTER
^ ^ /
It is not for me to tell you if how this may be so;
I am only here, Thomas, // to tell you what you know.
THOMAS
<> How long shall this be?
TEMPTER
Save what you know already, # Nask nothing of me.
But think, Thomas, think # of glory after death.
/ / / /
When king is dead, if there's another king,
And one more king # is another reign.
King is forgotten, # when another shall come:
Saint and Martyr // rule from the tomb.
/  \  /  /  /
Think, Thomas, think # of enemies dismayed,
/  /  /  /
Creeping in penance, // frightened of a shade;
/ / /  /
Think of pilgrims, # standing in line
/ / / /
Before the glittering # jewelled shrine,
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From generation it to gener/tion
Bending the knee it in supplication.
/  /  /  /
Think of the miracles, it by God's grace,
And think of your /nemies, it in another place. 540
THOMAS
/ \ /
I have thought of these things, it
TEMPTER
, /  ^  /
That is why I tell you.
Your thoughts have more power it than kings to compel you.
You have also thought, it sometimes at your prayers,
Sometimes hesitating it at the angles of stairs,
And between sleep and waking, it early in the morning,
When the bird cries, it have thought of further scorning.
That nothing lasts, it but the wheel turns,
/ < * /
The nest is rifled, it and the bird mourns;
/ / /  /
That the shrine shall be pillaged, it and the gold spent,
The jewels gone it for light ladies' ornament, 550
<> The sanctuary broken, and its stores
Swept into the laps it of parasites and wholes.
When miracles cease, it and the faithful des/rt you,
And men shall only it do their best to forget you.
And later is worse, it when men will not hate you
Enough to defame it or to execrate you,
<> But pondering the qualities that you lacked
/ \ / /  /
Will only try to find it the historical fact.
When men shall declare it that there was no mystery
About this man who played it a certain part in history. 560
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THOMAS
But what is there to do? # what is left to be done?
Is there no enduring // crown to be won?
TEMPTER
Yes, Thomas, yes; # you have thought of that too.
What can compare # with gl^ry of Saints 
Dwelling forever # in presence of God?
What e'arthly glory, # of king or emperor,
What earthly pride, # that is not poverty 
Compared with richness # of h/avenly grandeur?
S e e k  the way of martyrdom, # make yourself the lowest 
<> On earth, to be high in heaven.
And see far off below you, # where the gulf is fixed,
/ / „ . f  , /
Your persecutors, it in timeless torment,
Parched passion, # beyond expiation.
THOMAS
No!
/  /  /  /
Who are you, tempting # with my own desires?
/  /  /  /
Others have come, # temporal tempters,
/ /  /  /
With pleasure and power # at palpable price.
Wh/t do you offer? # what do you ask?
TEMPTER
<> I offer what you desire. I ask
/  \  /  /  /
What you have to give. # Is it too much
For such a vision // of eternal grandeur?
THOMAS
y /  /  \  /
Others offered # real goods, worthless
<> But real. You only offer
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Dreams to damnation. #
TEMPTER 
You have often dr/amt them.
THOMAS
/ s. / /  /
Is there no way, # in my soul's sickness,
Does not l e a d  # to damnation in pride?
I well know # that th/se temptations
Mean pr/sent vanity # and future torment.
/ / /  /
Can sinful pride ff be driven out
Only by more sinful? # Can I neither act nor suffer 
<> Without perdition?
TEMPTER
/ / \ \ /  /  /
You know and do not know, # what it is to act or suffer.
You know and do not know, # that action is suffering,
/  /  \ /  /  /
And suffering action. # Neither does the agent suffer
\  /  /  /  /
Nor the patient act. # But both are fixed
In an eternal action, # an eternal patience
<> To which all must consent that it may be willed
And which all must suffer # that th e y may will it,
/ ^ / / / 
That the pattern may subsist, # that the wheel may turn and still
<> Be forever still.
[Lines 600-603 are not included]
THE FOUR TEMPTERS
<> Man's life # is a cheat // and a disappointment;
<> All things are unreal,
<> Unreal or disappointing:
The Catherine wheel, // the pantomime cat,
/  /  /  /
The prizes given # at the children s party,
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/ / ✓ X
The prize awarded it for the English Essay,
The scholar's degree, # the stateman's decoration. 610
/ v  \s \ / / /
All things become less real, # man passes
From unreality it to unre/lity.
This man is obstinate, it blind, intent
<> On self-destruction,
<> Passing from deception to deception,
From grandeur to gr/ndeur it to final illusion,
Lost in the wonder it of his own greatness,
The /nemy of society, it enemy of himself.
[Lines 619-655 are not included]
CHORUS
Sweet and cloying it through the dark air 
Falls the stifling // sc/nt of despair;
The forms take shape it in the dark air:
Puss-purr of leopard, it footfall of padding bear,
Palm-pat of nodding /pe, it square hyaena waiting 660
For laughter, laughter, laughter, it The Lords of Hell are here. 
[Lines 662-3 are not included]
Destroy yourself it and we are destroyed.
THOMAS
Now is my way clear, it now is the meaning plain:
Temptation shall not come it in this kind again.
/  /  / /
The last temptation it is the greatest treason:
To dV the right deed it for the wrong reason.
/ /  /  y
The natural vigour it in the venial sin
Is the way in whixh it our lives begin. 670
/  /  \  / N/ , ^
Thirty years ago, it I searched all the ways
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That lead to pleasure, # advancement and pr/ise.
Delight in sense, it in learning and in thought,
Music and philosophy, it curiosity,
The purple bullfinch it in the lilac tree,
/  /  /  y
The tiltyard skill, it the strategy of chess,
/ / / /
Love in the garden, it singing to the instrument,
Were all things it Equally desirable.
Ambition comes it when early force is spent
And when we find no longer it all things possible.
Ambition comes behind it and unobservable
Sin grows with doing good, it When I imposed the King's law 
In England, and waged war with him it against Toulouse,
I beat the barons it at their own game. I
Could then despise the men it who thought me most contemptible,
/ /  .. /  \ /  / X
The raw nobility, it whose manners matched their finger-nails.
/ / / s
While I ate it out of the King's dish
\ / / / /
To become servant of God it was never my wish.
Servant of God it has chance of greater sin
/ /  /  /
And sorrow, than the man it who serves a king.
/  \/ / / j. v , , / ^
For those who serve the greater cause it may make the cause serve 
them,
/  \  /  /  \ /  /
Still doing right: it and striving with political men
/ \/ /  /  , ,\ , . /
May make that cause political, it not by what they do
<> But by what they are. I know
\  s  s  /  s
What yet remains it to show you of my history
/  /  / /
Will seem to most of you it at best futility,
<> Senseless self-slaughter of a lunatic,
<> Arrogant passion of a fanatic.
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I know that h/story it at all times draws
The strangest consequence it from remotest cause.
But for every evil, it every sacrilege,
Crime, wrong, oppr/ssion it and the axe's edge,
Indifference, exploitation, it you and you,
/  \ /  /  /  /
And you, must all be punished. it So must you.
/ / / /
I shall no longer act or suffer, it to the sword's end.
Now my good Angel, it whom God appoints
To be my guardian, it hover over the swords' points.
Part II
[Lines 708-769 are not included]
FIRST KNIGHT
/ /
Servants of the King, it
FIRST PRIEST 
And known to us.
<> You are welcome. Have you ridden far?
FIRST KNIGHT
\ / / . / /
Not far to-day, it but matters urgent
Have brought us from France, it We rode hard,
\/ /  /  / v /
Took ship yesterday, it landed last night,
<> Having business with the Archbishop.
SECOND KNIGHT
<> Urgent business.
THIRD KNIGHT 
From the King.
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FOURTH KNIGHT
/  _ /  „
By the King s order, v
FIRST KNIGHT
/ /
Our men are outside.
FIRST PRIEST
/ V / /  /
You know the Archbishop's // hospitality.
<> We are about to go to dinner.
/ \ / / /
The good Archbishop // would be vexed 780
If we did not offer you # entertainment
Before your business. # Please d in e with us.
<> Your men shall be looked after also.
Dinner before business. # Do you like roast pork?
FIRST KNIGHT
/ \ /  y /
Business before dinner. # We will roast your pork 
<> First, and dine upon it after.
SECOND KNIGHT
/ \ s
We must see the Archbishop. //
THIRD KNIGHT
\ /  /  \ /
Go, tell the Archbishop
We have no need # of his hospitality.
<> We will find our own dinner.
FIRST PRIEST
<> Go, tell His Lordship. 790
FOURTH KNIGHT 
How much longer # will you keep us w/iting?
THOMAS
However certain # our expectation 
The moment foreseen # may be unexpected
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/  /  /
When it arrives. if It comes when we are
Engrossed with matters if of other urgency.
<> On my table you will find
The papers in o'rder, if and the documents signed.
You are w/lcome, whatever if your business may be.
You say, from the King? if
FIRST KNIGHT
^ / /
Most surely from the King.
We must speak with you alone, if
THOMAS
Leave us then alone. 800
S / /  JLNow what s the matter? if
FIRST KNIGHT
✓ /
This is the matter.
[Lines 802-811 are not included]
THOMAS
<> This is not true.
s /  /  /  /
Both before and after if I received the ring
/  /  /  /
I have been a loyal if subject to the King.
Saving my order, if I am at his command, 815
As his most faithful if vassal in the land.
FIRST KNIGHT
Saving your o'rder! if let your order save you -
/ \ / / /
As I do not think if it is like to do.
Saving your ambition if is what you mean,
Saving your pride, if envy and spleen. 820
SECOND KNIGHT 
<> Saving your insolence and greed.
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O  Won t you ask us if to pray if to God for you, if in your need?
THIRD KNIGHT
Y e s , we'll pray for youI it
FOURTH KNIGHT 
Yes, we'll pr/y for you!
THE FOUR KNIGHTS 
Ye^, we'll pray it that God may h/lp you!
THOMAS
<> But, gentlemen, your business
/ s. / / /
Which you said so urgent, if is it only
Scolding and blaspheming? it
FIRST KNIGHT
/ /
That was only
Our indignation, if as loyal subjects.
THOMAS
Loyal? to whom? if
FIRST KNIGHT 
/
To the King!
SECOND KNIGHT
The King!
THIRD KNIGHT
<> The King!
FOURTH KNIGHT
God bless him!
THOMAS
Then let your new coat it of loyalty be worn 
<> Carefully, so it get it not it soiled or torn.
Have you something to say? if
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Shall we s/y it now?
FIRST KNIGHT 
By the King's command.
SECOND KNIGHT 
Without delay,
Before the old fox is off and away. it
THOMAS
What you have to say
/  ^ / \ /
By the King s command- it if it be the King's command -
Should be said in public, it If you make charges,
Then in public I will refute them, it
FIRST KNIGHT
v/ / /
No! here and now!
<> Now and here!
THOMAS
FIRST KNIGHT
Of your earlier misdeeds it I shall make no mention.
They are too well known, it But after diss/nsion 
Has e'nded, in Fr/nce, it and you were endued
With your former privilege, it how did you show your gratitude?
/ / / /
You had fled from England, it not exiled
<> Or threatened, mind you; but in the hope
/  \  /  / /
Of stirring up trouble it in the French dominions.
/ / / /
You sowed strife it abroad, you reviled
/ /  t /  /
The King to the King it of France, to the Pope,
/  \  /  /  /
Raising up against him it false opinions.
SECOND KNIGHT
/ /  /  /
Yet the King, it out of his charity,
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/ / ^ / /
And urged by your friends, # offered clemency,
\ / / 1 \/ / /
Made a pact of peace, $ and all dispute ended
<> Sent you back # to your See # as you demanded.
THIRD KNIGHT
<> And burying the memory of your transgressions 
<> Restored your honours and your possessions.
/ / /  y
All was granted # for which you sued:
Yet how, I repeat, # did you show your gratitude?
FOURTH KNIGHT
Suspending those # who had crowned the young prince,
Denying the legality // of his coronation;
<> Binding with the chains # of anathema,
/  \  /  /  /
Using every means # in your power to evince
/ / / N /
The King's faithful servants, # every one who transacts 
His business in his absence, # the business of the nation.
FIRST KNIGHT
<> These are the facts.
/ / / /
Say therefore // if you will be content
To /nswer in the King's presence. # Therefore were we sent.
THOMAS
<> Never was it my wish
<> To uncrown the King's son, or to diminish
/  s  /  f
His honour and power. # Why should he wish
To deprive my people of me # and keep me from my own
/  /  /  /
And bid me sit # in Canterbury, alone?
I would wish him three crowns # rather than one,
/ / / / N.
And as for the bishops, # it is not my yoke
/  /  /  /
That is laid upon them, # or mine to revoke.
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Let them go to the Pope. it It was he who condemned them.
FIRST KNIGHT 
Through you they were suspended. it
SECOND KNIGHT
/ , /
By you be this amended.
THIRD KNIGHT
/
Absolve them.
FOURTH KNIGHT
Absolve them. it
THOMAS
— j / /
I do not deny 
That this was done through me. it But it is not I 
<> Who can loose whom the Pope has bound.
Let them go to him, it upon whom redounds
Their contempt towards me, # their contempt towards the Church 
shown.
FIRST KNIGHT
Be that as it may, it here is the King's command:
That you and your servants it dep/rt from this land.
THOMAS
/ \ / / /
If that i£ the King's command, # I will be bold
To say: seven years it were my people without
/  \ /  s  /
My presence; seven years it of misery and pain.
\ / / /  /
Seven years a mendicant it on foreign charity
I lingered abroad: // seven y/ars is no br/vity.
<> I shall not get # those # seven it years back again.
Never again, it you must make no doubt,
Shall the sea run it between the shepherd and his fold.
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FIRST KNIGHT
s  /  /  /
The King s justice, # the King's majesty,
<> You insult with gross indignity;
Insolent madman, it whom nothing deters 
<> From attainting his servants and ministers.
THOMAS
/  /  /  /
It is not I it who insult the King,
<> And there is higher than I or the King.
Is is not I, it Becket from Cheapside,
It is not against me, it Becket, that you strive.
It is not Becket it who pronounces doom,
/ ^  ,  /  / / 
But the Law of Christ's Church, it the judgement of Rome.
FIRST KNIGHT
/ /  U /  /
Priest, you have spoken it in peril of your life.
SECOND KNIGHT
/ / / /
Priest, you have spoken it in danger of the knife.
THIRD KNIGHT
/ /  /  /
Priest, you have spoken it treachery and treason.
FOURTH KNIGHT
t  ^ /
Priest! traitor it confirmed in malfeasance.
THOMAS
/ / / /
I submit my cause it to the judgement of Rome.
/  /  /  /
But if you kill me, it 1 shall rise from my tomb
To submit my cause it before God's throne.
KNIGHTS
Priest! monk! and servant! it take, hold, detain,
/ / /  ^ /
Restrain this man, it in the King s name;
Or answer with your bodies, it
111
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SECOND KNIGHT 
Enough of words.
THE FOUR KNIGHTS
/  / / /  t
We come for the King s justice, if we come with swords.
CHORUS
/  /  s / /I have smelt them, the death-bringers, if senses are quickened
[Lines 914-929 are not included]
/ /  v / /
Rings of light if coiling downwards, descending
To the horror of the ape. if Have I not known, not known
What was coming to be? it was he're, if in the kitchen, in the
/
passage,
In the mews in the barn if in the byre in the market-place
In our veins our bowels if our skulls as well
/ / / /
As well as in the plottings # of potentates
<> As well as in the consultations of powers.
What is woven if on the loom of fate
/ / / /
What is woven if in the councils of princes
Is woven a ls o  # in our veins, our brains,
/ / / /
Is woven like a pattern # of living worms
In the guts of the women # of Canterbury
/ / s / /
I have smelt them, the death-bringers; # now is too late
<> For action, too soon for contrition.
Nothing is possible if but the shamed swoon
Of those consenting if to the last humiliation.
/ / s / /
I have consented, Lord if Archbishop, have consented.
/ / / /
A m  torn away, if subdued, violated,
/ / /  /
United to the spiritual if flesh of nature,
/ / / ^
Mastered by the animal if powers of spirit,
930
940
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Dominated by the lust ft of self-demolition, 950
/  \ /  /  /  /
By the final utter uttermost ft death of spirit
/ / / j
By the final ecstasy ft of waste and shame,
[Line 953 is not included]
THOMAS
/ / v / /
Peace, and be at peace ft with your thoughts and visions;
/ s / /  /
These things had to come to you ft and you to accept them.
This is your sh/re ft of the eternal burden,
The perpetual glory, ft This is one moment
<> But know that another
Shall pierce you with a sudden ft painful joy
When the figure of God's purpose ft is made complete. 960
You shall forget these things, ft toiling in the household,
/  /  y /
You shall remember them, ft droning by the fire,
When age and forgetfulness ft sweeten memory 
Only like a dream ft that has often been told
And often been changed in the telling, ft They will seem unreal.
\/ /  \  /  /  s /
Human kind cannot bear ft very much reality.
[Line 967 is not included]
THOMAS
<> All my life they have been coming, these feet. All my life 
<> I have waited. Death will come only when I am worthy,
And if I am worthy, ft there is no danger. 970
/  / \ / s
I have therefore only ft to make perfect my will.
PRIESTS
My Lord, they are coming, ft They will break through presently.
You will be killed, ft Come to the altar.
O  Make haste, my Lord. Don't stop here talking. It is not right.
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<> What shall become of us, my Lord, if you are killed; what shall 
become of us?
THOMAS
<> Peace! be quiet! remember where you are, and what is happening;
No life here it is sought for but mine,
And I am not in danger: it only near to death.
[Line 979 is not included]
/ / ji ^ , /
Go to vespers, it remember me at your prayers. 980
/ / /  /  /
They shall find the shepherd here; it the flock shall be spared.
I have had a tremour of bliss, it a wink of heaven,a whisper,
\ / / / /
And I would no longer be denied; it all things
Proc/ed to a joyful it consummation.
[Lines 985-1022 are not included]
PRIESTS
They cannot break in. it They have not the force.
<> We are safe. We are safe.
THOMAS
Unbar the doors! it throw open the doors! 1025
/  \  /  /  /  s
I will not have the house of prayer, it the church of Christ,
<> The sanctuary, it turned it into a fortress.
The Church shall protect her own, it in her own way, not
As oak and stone; it stone and oak d e c a y,
\ / y / /
Give no stay, it but the Church shall endure. 1030
<> The church shall be open, even to our enemies. Open the door!
PRIEST
My Lord! these are not men, it these come not as men come, but
Like maddened beasts, it They come not like men, who
/  /  /  ' '  '
Respect the sanctuary, it who kneel to the Body of Christ,
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<> B u t  l i k e  b e a s t s .  Y o u  w o u l d  b a r  t h e  d o o r
\  /  /  /  y
A g a i n s t  t h e  l i o n ,  t h e  l e o p a r d ,  it t h e  w o l f  o r  t h e  b o a r ,
<> Why n o t  m o r e
A g a i n s t  b e a s t s  w i t h  t h e  s o u l s  it o f  d a m n e d  m e n ,  a g a i n s t  m e n  
Who w o u l d  d a m n  t h e m s e l v e s  t o  b e a s t s ,  it My L o r d !  My L o r d !
THOMAS
Y ou t h i n k  me r e c k l e s s ,  it d e s p e r a t e  a n d  m a d .
Y ou  a r g u e  b y  r e s u l t s ,  it a s  t h i s  w o ' r l d  d o e s ,
To s / t t l e  i f  a n  act it b e  g o o d  o r  b a d .
Y ou  d e f e r  t o  t h e  f a c t ,  it F o r  e v e r y  l i f e  a n d  e v e r y  a c t
C o n s e q u e n c e  o f  g o o d  it a n d  e v i l  c a n  b e  s h o w n .
A nd  a s  i n  t i m e  r e s u l t s  it o f  m a n y  d e e d s  a r e  b l e n d e d  
So g o o d  a n d  e v i l  it i n  t h e  e n d  b e c o m e  c o n f o u n d e d .
I t  i s  n o t  i n  t i m e  it t h a t  my d e a t h  s h a l l  b e  k n o w n ;
/ / / /
I t  i s  o u t  o f  t i m e  it t h a t  my d e c i s i o n  i s  t a k e n
<> I f  y o u  c a l l  t h a t  d e c i s i o n
/  /  „ N /  /
To w h i c h  my w h o l e  b e i n g  it g i v e s  e n t i r e  c o n s e n t .
<> I  g i v e  my l i f e
To t h e  L aw  o f  G od it a b o v e  t h e  L aw  o f  M a n .
U n b a r  t h e  d o o r !  it u n b a r  t h e  d o o r !
We a r e  n o t  h e r e  t o  t r i u m p h  b y  f i g h t i n g ,  it b y  s t r a t a g e m ,  o r  b y  
/
r e s i s t a n c e ,
N o t  t o  f i g h t  w i t h  b e a s t s  a s  m e n .  it We h a v e  f o u g h t  t h e  b e a s t
<> A n d  h a v e  c o n q u e r e d .  We h a v e  o n l y  t o  c o n q u e r
/ /  /  /  ' ‘Z
N ow , b y  s u f f e r i n g ,  it T h i s  i s  t h e  e a s i e r  v i c t o r y .
/  /  /  /
Now i s  t h e  t r i u m p h  it o f  t h e  C r o s s , no w
O  O p e n  t h e  d o o r !  I  c o m m a n d  i t .  OPEN THE DOOR!
1040
1050
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P R IE S T S
<> T h i s  w a y ,  my L o r d !  Q u i c k .  Up t h e  s t a i r .  To t h e  r o o f .  T o  
c r y p t .  Q u i c k .  C o m e .  F o r c e  h i m .
KNIGHTS
W h e re  i s  B e c k e t ,  # t h e  t r a i t o r  t o  t h e  K i n g ?
W h e re  i s  B e c k e t ,  #  t h e  m e d d l i n g  p r i e s t ?
Come d o w n  D a n i e l  #  t o  t h e  l i o n s '  d e n ,
Come d o w n  D a n i e l  #  f o r  t h e  m / r k  o f  t h e  b e ' a s t .
A r e  y o u  w a s h e d  #  i n  t h e  b l o o d  o f  t h e  l a m b ?
A r e  y o u  m a r k e d  #  w i t h  t h e  m a r k  o f  t h e  b e a s t ?
Come d o w n  D a n i e l  #  t o  t h e  l i o n s '  d e n ,
Come d o w n  D a n i e l  #  a n d  j o i n  i n  t h e  f e a s t .
W h e r e  i s  B e c k e t  #  t h e  C h e a p s i d e  b r a t ?
/  /  /  /
W h e r e  i s  B e c k e t  #  t h e  f a i t h l e s s  p r i e s t ?
Come d o w n  D a n i e l  # t o  t h e  l i o n s '  d e n ,
N /  /  /  /
Come d o w n  D a n i e l  if a n d  j o i n  i n  t h e  f e a s t .
THOMAS
<> I t  i s  t h e  j u s t  m a n  w ho
/  /  / /
L i k e  a  b o l d  l i o n , #  s h o u l d  b e  w i t h o u t  f e a r .
<> I  am h e r e .
N /  /  ^  /
No t r a i t o r  t o  t h e  K i n g .  #  I  am  a  p r i e s t ,
/ /  /  /
A C h r i s t i a n ,  s a v e d  # b y  t h e  b l o o d  o f  C h r i s t ,
<> R e a d y  t o  s u f f e r  w i t h  my b l o o d .
/  / / /
T h i s  i s  t h e  s i g n  if o f  t h e  C h u r c h  a l w a y s ,
/  /  /  /
T h e  s i g n  o f  b l o o d .  # B l o o d  f o r  b l o o d .
/  \  /  / /
H i s  b l o o d  g i v e n  #  t o  b u y  my l i f e ,
/ \ / /  /
My b l o o d  g i v e n  #  t o  p a y  f o r  H i s  d e a t h ,
<> My d e a t h  f o r  H i s  d e a t h .
the
1060
1070
1080
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KNIGHTS
Absolve all those # you have excommunicated.
Resign the powers it you have arrogated.
Restore to the King it the money you appropriated.
Renew the obedience it you have violated.
THOMAS
F o r  my L o r d  I  am n o w  it ready  t o  d i e ,
<> T h a t  H i s  C h u r c h  m a y  h a v e  p e a c e  a n d  l i b e r t y .
Do w i t h  me a s  y o u  w i l l ,  it t o  y o u r  h u r t  a n d  s h a m e ;  1 0 9 0
B u t  n o n e  o f  my p e o p l e ,  it i n  G o d ' s  n a m e ,
<> W h e t h e r  l a y m a n  o r  c l e r k ,  s h a l l  y o u  t o u c h .
<> T h i s  I  f o r b i d .
KNIGHTS
<> T r a i t o r !  t r a i t o r !  t r a i t o r !
THOMAS
/ / . /  \  /  \
Y o u ,  R e g i n a l d ,  it t h r e e  t i m e s  t r a i t o r  y o u :
T r / i t o r  t o  m e it a s  my t e m p o r a l  v a s s a l ,
T r a i t o r  t o  me it a s  y o u r  s p i r i t u a l  l o r d ,
T r / i t o r  t o  G od  it i n  d / s e c r a t i n g  H i s  C h u r c h .
F I R S T  KNIGHT
No f a i t h  d o  I  o w e  it t o  a  r / n e g a d e ,
A nd w h a t  I  o w e  it s h a l l  n o w  b e  p a i d .  1 1 0 0
[ L i n e s  1 1 0 1 - 1 1 0 8  a r e  n o t  i n c l u d e d ]
CHORUS
/ / / /
We d i d  n o t  w i s h  it a n y t h i n g  t o  h a p p e n .
We u n d e r s t o o d  it t h e  p r i v a t e  c a t a s t r o p h e ,  1 1 1 0
/ / / /
T h e  p e r s o n a l  l o s s ,  it t h e  g e n e r a l  m i s e r y ,
<> L i v i n g  a n d  p a r t l y  l i v i n g ;
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The t e r r o r  b y  n i g h t  it t h a t  e n d s  i n  d ' a i l y  a c t i o n ,
The terror by day it that /nds in sleep;
But the talk in the market-place, it the hand on the broom,
<> The nighttime heaping of the ashes,
/ / /  /  ^
T h e  f u e l  l a i d  it o n  t h e  f i r e  a t  d a y b r e a k ,
These a c t s  m a r k e d  it a  l i m i t  t o  o u r  s u f f e r i n g .
/  /  „ y y
Every h o r r o r  it h a d  i t s  d e f i n i t i o n ,
/ / / /
Every s o r r o w  it h a d  a  k i n d  o f  e n d :
/  \  /  / /
I n  l i f e  t h e r e  i s  n o t  t i m e  It t o  g r i e v e  l o n g .
y K/ y K ji y y s
B u t  t h i s ,  t h i s  i s  o u t  o f  l i f e ,  it t h i s  i s  o u t  o f  t i m e ,
/  /  / /
An i n s t a n t  e t e r n i t y  it o f  e v i l  a n d  w r o n g .
[ L i n e s  1 2 4 - 7  a r e  n o t  i n c l u d e d ]
[The p r o s e  p a s s a g e  i s  n o t  i n c l u d e d ]
F IR S T  P R IE S T
0  f a t h e r ,  f a t h e r ,  it g o n e  f r o m  u s ,  l o s t  t o  u s ,
How s h a l l  we f i n d  y o u ,  it f r o m  w h a t  f a r  p l a c e
Do y o u  l o o k  d o w n  o n  u s ?  it Y o u  n o w  i n  H e a v e n ,
Who s h a l l  n o w  g u i d e  u s ,  it p r o t e c t  u s ,  d i r e c t  u s ?
A f t e r  w h a t  j o u r n e y  it t h r o u g h  w h a t  f u r t h e r  dread
s h a l l  w e r e c o v e r  y o u r  p r e s e n c e ?  it w h e n  i n h e r i t
/ / y /
Y o u r  s t r e n g t h ?  T h e  C h u r c h  it l i e s  b e r e f t ,
A l o n e ,  d e s e c r a t e d ,  d e s o l a t e d ,  it a n d  t h e  h e a t h e n  s h a l l  b u i l d  o n  
/
r u i n s ,
T h e i r  w o r l d  w i t h o u t  G o d .  it I  s e e  i t .  I  s e e  i t .
[ L i n e s  1 1 3 7 - 1 1 5 9  a r e  n o t  i n c l u d e d ]
THIRD P R IE S T
T h e  g l o r y  o f  w h o s e  t^ew s t a t e  it i s  h i d d e n  f r o m  u s ,
P r a y  f o r  u s  o f  y o u r  c h a r i t y ;  it no w  i n  t h e  s i g h t  o f  G od
1 1 2 0
1 1 3 0
t h e
1160
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/  \/ / / \/ / 
C o n j o i n e d  w i t h  a l l  t h e  s a i n t s  #  a n d  m a r t y r s  g o n e  b e f o r e  y o u ,
R e m e m b e r  u s .  L e t  #  o u r  t h a n k s  a s c e n d
To G o d ,  w h o  h a s  g i v e n  u s  // a n o t h e r  S a i n t  i n  C a n t e r b u r y .
[ L i n e s  1 0 6 5 - 1 1 9 7  a r e  n o t  i n c l u d e d . ]
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( 5 )  The C leggan  D is a s t e r
F i v e  b o a t s  w e r e  s h o o t i n g  it t h e i r  n e t s  i n  t h e  b a y  
A f t e r  d a r k .  I t  w a s  c o l d  it a n d  l a t e  O c t o b e r .
T h e  h u l l s  h i s s e d  a n d  r o l l e d  it o n  t h e  s e a ' s  b l a c k  h e a r t h  
I n  t h e  s h a d o w  o f  s t a c k s  it c l o s e  t o  t h e  i s l a n d .
R a i n  d r e n c h e d  t h e  r o w e r s  it w i t h  n o  d r y i n g  w i n d .
F ro m  t h e  s t r o k e s  o f  t h e  o a r s  it a  g r e e n  f i r e  f l a k e d
/  /  /  \  /
A nd b r i s k l y  q u e n c h e d .  it T h e  s h o r e - l i g h t s  w e r e  m a r k e r s
/  /  V. /  /
E a s t e r l y  s h i n i n g  it a c r o s s  t h e  B l i n d  S o u n d .
/  /  /  \  „ /  /
F i v e  p i e c e s  o f  d r i f t - n e t  it w i t h  a  m e s h  o f  d i a m o n d s
W e re  p a i d  f r o m  e a c h  s t e r n .  it T h e  w e b b e d  c u r t a i n s  h u n g  10
/  /  s  /  /
S t r a i g h t  f r o m  t h e  c o r k - l i n e s ,  it a n d  w a r p s  w e r e  h i t c h e d
/  /  / \ /
To t h e  s t r o n g  s t e m s ,  it a n d  t h e  p i n e  o a r s  b o a r d e d .
/  /  ji ^ /T h e  m e n  i n  t h e  b o a t s  it d r e w  t h e i r  p i p e s  a n d  r e s t e d .
/  \  /  „ /  /
T h e  t i d e  f e l l  s l a c k ,  #  a l l  t h e  b r e a k e r s  w e r e  s t i l l .
N /  /  \ /  /  /
N o t  a  f l i c k e r  o f  a  f i s h ,  it o n l y  t h e  s l o w  f a l l
/  s  /  / \/ /
O f t h e  o c e a n  t h e r e  d r a w i n g  o u t  it t h e  l a s t  d r o p s  o f  s l e e p .
S o o n  t h e y  c o u l d  f e e l  it t h e  e f f o r t  o f  t h e  e b b
/  /  '  /  v
Y e a r n i n g  a t  t h e  y a r n ,  it t w i t c h i n g  t h e i r  m o o r i n g - s t o n e s
S t e a l t h i l y  s e a w a r d s  it Two b o a t s  b e g 'a n  t o  h a u l .
F ro m  t h e  b o w s  o f  a  b o a t  it i n  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  t h e  b a y  2 0
C o n c a n n o n  w a t c h e d  a n d  w a i t e d ,  it On each f a r  w i n g
He h e a r d  t h e m  h a u l i n g ,  it He h e l d  i n  h i s  h / n d
T h e  s t r o n g  h e m p  r o p e  it w h i c h  s t r e t c h e d  f r o m  t h e  c o r k - l i n e
/
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So t h a t  h i s  f i n g e r s  // c o u ld  f e ^ l  th e  co rd  th r o b
/  /  /  \  /
If t h e  s h o a l  s t r u c k  t h e  n e t s .  // B u t  s o  f a r ,  n o t h i n g ,
\ /  /  /  J( /  /
Why h a d  t h o s e  o t h e r s  h a u l e d ?  It T h e y  w e r e  o l d
/  /  /  s  /
And e x p e r i e n c e d  b o a t s m e n .  #  O ne  m a n  o n  t h e  q u a y
A t  B o f i n  w a r n e d  h i m ,  // ' S h a r p e n  y o u r  k n i f e ,
/  . ^  / i--. ji / v  /Be r e a d y  f o r  t r o u b l e ,  it c u t  a w a y  y o u r  n e t s .
Your c r e w  i s  t o o  y o u n g ,  if W e r e  t h e y  g o i n g  h o m e ?  3 0
Would t h e  n i g h t  n o t  r e m a i n  if c a l m  e n o u g h  t o  f i l l
The b a r r e l s  i n  t h e i r  b a r n s  #  w i t h  f o o d  f o r  t h e  w i n t e r ?
He h a d  r e s p e c t  f o r  t h e  s e a .  #  He g a v e  a w a y  
A s h a r e  o f  h i s  c a t c h  If a t  t h e  C l e g g a n  m a r k e t .
<> No o n e  w h o  a s k e d  #  f o r  a  f e e d  #  o f  f i s h  w a s  r e f u s e d .
/  / / /
On B o f i n  i s l a n d ,  #  h e  l o a f e d  o n  l a n d ,
/  / / /  /
D o z e d  t h e  s t e r i l e  w i n t e r  # d r e a m i n g  o f  b o a t s ,
/  / . s  /  /
B u t  i n  s u m m e r  w a n t e d  if n e i t h e r  f o o d  n o r  s l e e p
W h i l e  h e  g a v e  h i s  s t r e n g t h  #  s e r i o u s l y  t o  t h e  sea.•
/  /  /  v  /
He w a s  s u r e  o f  h i s  b o a t ,  #  t h o u g h  s m a l l ,  w e l l  b u i l t .  4 0
/  / / /
H e r  r i b s  a n d  h e r  k e e l  #  w e r e  a d z e d  o u t  o f  o a k ,
/  x /  /  /
H e r  t h o l e - p i n s  w e r e  c u t  #  o u t  o f  g r e e n  h o l l y ,
/ / / /
And t h e  g r a p n e l  w a s  f o r g e d  # b y  t h e  C l e g g a n  s m i t h .
S i n c e  t h e  d a y  s h e  w a s  l a u n c h e d ,  #  s h e  h a d  b e e n  l u c k y .
He w a s  d o u b t f u l  o f  h i s  c r / w :  // t h r e e  m e n  a n d  a  b o y  
Who n e e d e d  t h e  m o n e y .  #  T h e i r  l a n d  w a s  p o o r ,
B u t  t h e y  h a d  n o  h e a r t  #  f o r  t h i s  w o r k  o n  w a t e r
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T h e y  h e l p e d  e a c h  o t h e r ,  it T h e r e  w e r e  t h r o n g s  o f  c h i l d r e n
I n  t h a t c h e d  h o u s e s ,  it w h o s e  l i g h t s  t h e y  c o u l d  s e e
/  / / / /
S p a r k l i n g  o n  t h e  i s l a n d ,  it d i m  s p e c k s  a t  C l e g g a n .  5 0
T h a t  n i g h t  t h e  b e s t  o f  b o a t s m e n  if w e r e  o n  t h e  b a y  
And m a n y  w h o  w / s h e d  if t h e y  h a d  w a i t e d  b y  t h e  f i r e .
I n  t h e  d a r k  b e f o r e  t h e  m o o n  r o s e ,  if d r i f t i n g l y  h e  s m e l t
F a i n t l y  o n  t h e  w a t e r  if a  f l o a t i n g  o i l
/  /  /  \  /
B l e e d i n g  f r o m  t h e  n e t s  if w h e r e  a  b l u e - s h a r k  h a v o c k e d
/  /  /  /
On t h e  q u i v e r i n g  t a i l s  it o f  a  m a c k e r e l  s h o a l .
/  v  /  /  /
So h e  h a u l e d  u n t i l  h e  r e a c h e d  it t h e  s n a r l e d  t h r e s h e s
Of t h e  s n a p p i n g  s h a r k ,  it w h i c h  h e  s t u n n e d  a c r o s s  t h e  r a i l
/  /  /  /
And c l u b b e d  w i t h  a  f o o t - s t i c k ,  it b u r s t i n g  i t s  b l o o d .
I r o n  s h o u t s  c l a n g e d  if r o u n d  t h e  h o ^ r s e - s h o e  b a y  6 0
F ro m  t h e  f e t l o c k  g a p  it t o  t h e  b r o ' a d  c h a n n e l  
As l u c k  b e g a n  t o  l o a d  it t h e  f a r t h e s t  n / t s ,
And t h e  g r e e n  m a c k e r e l  r i v e r  it r a c e d  t h r o u g h  t h e  w a t e r ,
/  s /  /  /
C r o s s e d  o v e r  t h e  g u n w a l e s ,  it a n d  j e t t e d  f i r e
/ / /  /
I n  t h e  b l a c k  b r a z i e r s  it o f  t h e  r o l l i n g  b i l g e s .
✓ /  /  / /
He t h o u g h t ,  a s  t h e  l u c k y  s t r e a m  it c o n t i n u e d  t o  f l o w ,
' T h e r e  a r e  t h r e e  m o r e  p i e c e s  it o f  n e t  t o  b e  h a u l e d .
I f  w e ' r e  t o o  g r e e d y ,  it w e c o u l d  s i n k  t h e  b o a t .
We h a v e  e n o u g h  n o w  it t o  r o w  h o m e  s a f e l y .
/  /  /  /  ^
C u t  t h e m  i n  t i m e  it a n d  r e t u r n  i n  t h e  d a y l i g h t .  7 0
/  /  /  s. /  ^
D a r k e r  i t ' s  g e t t i n g ,  it w i t h  a  n o r t h - w e s t  w i n d .
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T h e  night was like a shell, # with long sea surges
Loudening from afar, # though no one was listening*
/ \/ / / /
Quickly they folded the nets it and heaped the fish.
/  /  f / !
T h e  m o o n  w a s  k i n d l i n g .  it T h e  s k y  s m o u l d e r e d  l i k e  s o o t .
Warm gusts of air floated by, it moist with dew.
/ / { t /Mackerel flapped in the bilges, it A woman was calling,
Crying f r o m  the beach, it A shiver rippled the spine
Of t h e  s t o n y  h e a d l a n d ,  it T h e n ,  o n  t h e  g l i s t e n i n g  g o n g
Of t h e  s l e e p i n g  s e a ,  it t e r r i b l e  h a i l s t o n e s  h a m m e r e d .  8 0
/  v  /  /  /
A s t o r m  began to march, it the shrill wind piping
And t h u n d e r  e x p l o d i n g ,  it w h i l e  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  f l a k e d
/  /  /
I n  w i l l o w  c a s c a d e s ,  it a n d  t h e  b a y o n e t s  o f  h a i l
F l a s h e d  o v e r  c r a t e r s  it a n d  h i l l o c k s  o f  w a t e r .
^  / / / \/ *
A l l  t h e  b o a t s  w e r e  t r a p p e d ,  it N o n e  h a d  r e a c h e d  t h e  p i e r .
T h e  target o f  t h e  g a l e  it w a s  t h e  m a i n l a n d  r o c k s .
T h e  m e n  b e g a n  t o  p r a y ,  it T h e  s t a c k - f u n n e l l e d  h a i l  
C r a c k l e d  i n  v o l l e y s ,  it w i t h  b l a s t s  o n  t h e  b o w s
W h e r e  C o n c a n n o n  s t o o d  it t o  f e n d  w i t h  h i s  b o d y
/  /  \  /  /
T h e  s l a s h  o f  t h e  s e a s ,  it T h e n  s i c k n e s s  s u r g e d ,  9 0
/ / s /
And a g a i n s t  t h e i r  w i l l  it t h e y  w e r e  g r i p e d  w i t h  t e r r o r .
He t o l d  t h e m  t o  b a i l ,  it W h en  t h e y  l o s t  t h e  b a i l e r  
T h e y  b a i l e d  w i t h  t h e i r  b o o t s ,  it T h e n  t h e y  c a s t  o v e r b o a r d  
T h e i r  c o s t l y  n e t s  it a n d  a  t h o u s a n d  m a c k e r e l .
S h e  w a s  d r i f t i n g  d o w n  t h e  s o u n d ,  it h e r  m o o r i n g - s t o n e  l i f t e d
/ / / /
By t h e  f i n g e r s  o f  t h e  t i d e  it p l u c k i n g  a t  t h e  n e t s
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W h ic h  h e  h e l d  w i t h  s c o r c h i n g  h a n d s .  #  O v e r  a n d  o v e r  
He h e a r d  i n  h i s  h / a r t ,  it ' K e e p  h e r  s t e m  t o  t h e  s t o r m ,
And t h e  n e t s  w i l l  h e l p  h e r  it t o  r i d e  t h e  w a t e r ;
M e e t  t h e  f o r c e  it o f  t h e  s e a s  w i t h  h e r  b o w s ,  1 0 0
N /  . / _ .. „ S /  / /
E a c h  w a v e  a s  i t  c o m e s .  it He d u s e  t h e  k n i f e  l a t e r .
Down i n  t h e  d e e p  it w h e r e  t h e  s t o r m  c o u l d  n o t  g o
T h e  e b b - t i d e ,  m a s s i v e  it a n d  s l o w ,  w a s  d r a w i n g
/  /  ^  /  /
W i n d w a r d s  t h e  n i n e t y - s i x  it f a t h o m  o f  n e t s
/ /  /  /
W i t h  h u n d r e d s  o f  m a c k e r e l  it t h i c k l y  m e s h e d ,
S a f e l y  t u g g i n g  t h e  b o a t  it o f f  t h e  m a i n l a n d  s h o r e .
T h e  m o o n  c o u l d n ' t  s h i n e ,  it t h e  c l o u d s  s h u t  h e r  o u t ,
B u t  s h e  c a m e  u n s e e n  it t o  s w a y  o n  h i s  s i d e
's/ / / / ^  /
A l l  t h e  w a t e r s  g a t h e r e d  it f r o m  t h e  g r e a t  s p r i n g  t i d e .
/  /  \  / /
As h e  s l i d  f r o m  t h e  c l i f f - s l o p e  it o f  a  h e a p e d  w a v e  1 1 0
\  /  /  .. /  /
Down t h e  w h i t e  a n d  v i o l e t  it s k i n  o f  t u r b u l e n c e
\ / / /  /
I n t o  t h e  b o i l i n g  t r o u g h ,  it h e  g a t h e r e d  i n
L o o s e  h a n k s  o f  n e t ,  it u n t i l  t h e  s c a l d i n g  r o p e
S t e a m e d  f r o m  h i s  h a n d s ,  it t h e  b r i t t l e  b o a t ,  c o n v u l s e d
/ / / /  /
By t h e  f a r  c r e s t ,  it s h o t  t h r o u g h  t h e  s p i n d r i f t  s a f e .
/  /  „ / /
T h e  o a r s m e n  w e r e  c a l l i n g  it C o n c a n n o n  t o  l e t  g o ,
T a k e  i t  e a s y  f o r  a  w h i l e ,  it L e t  t h e  b o a t  d r i f t
<> To t h e  C l e g g a n  s h o r e ,  it d o w n  w i n d ,  it t i l l  t h e y  t o u c h  l a n d .
\  /  /  / /
E v e n  t h e r e ,  i f  t h e y  d i e d ,  it i t  w o u l d  b e  i n  a  b a y
F r i n g e d  w i t h  f r i e n d s '  h o u s e s ,  it i n s t e a d  o f  i n  t h e  o p e n  1 2 0
/  / / /
O c e a n ,  w h e r e  t h e  l o s t  it w o u l d  n e v e r  b e  f o u n d ,
W h e re  n o r t h i n g  i s  b u r i e d ,  it n<^ p r a y e r s  a r e  s a i d .
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Concannon silenced them, if and stiffened his hold.
T w i c e  t h e  l i g h t n i n g  b l i n k e d ,  if t h e n  a  c r a s h  o f  t h u n d e r .
Thr/e cliffs of waves if collapsed above them, seas 
Crushed in his face, # he fell down, and was dazed.
/  \  /  /  /
T he  w i n d  b e g a n  t o  p l a y ,  if l i k e  c o u n t r y  f i d d l e r s
I n  a  c r o w d e d  r o o m ,  if w i t h  n a i l e d  b o o t s  s t a m p i n g
On t h e  s t o n e  c o t t a g e  f l o o r ,  if r a i s i n g  w h i t e  a s h e s .
T h e  s e a  b e c a m e  a  d a n c e .  if He s t a g g e r e d  t o  t h e  f l o o r
As t h e  m u s i c  u n l e a s h e d  h i m ,  if s p u n  i n  a  c i r c l e .
Now h e  w a s  d a n c i n g  if r o u n d  t h e  s i e g e  o f  D e a t h :
/  /  \  J, /  v  V. /
Now h e  w a s  D e a t h ,  it t h e y  w e r e  d a n c i n g  a r o u n d  h i m ,
W h i t e  r o b e d  d a n c e r s  if w i t h  c r o w n s  a n d  c l u b s ,
W i t h  w h i t e  m a s k e d  faces, if a n d  h a n d s  l i k e  c l a w s
F l a y i n g  h i s  e y e s ,  if a s  t h e y  c l i n c h e d  a n d  s w u n g .
/  / / /
He w a s  h o l d i n g  t h e  r o p e  if a s  t h e  d a n c e  s u b s i d e d .
\  /  /  /  /
W h i l e  h e  l a y  t h e r e  s t u n n e d ,  if h e  r e m e m b e r e d  t h e  s e a
I n  t h e  t a r - m e l t i n g  s u n l i g h t ,  if d r y  w / e d  o n  t h e  t h w a r t s ,
/  /  /  /
T h e  g i l l s  o f  m a c k e r e l  if t i g h t  i n  t h e  m e s h e s ,
<> H o t  s t e n c h  if o f  d e a d  if f i s h  i n  t h e  b a i l e r ,
/ \/ /  /  N /
And t h e  p l a n k s  g a p i n g  w i d e ,  if a n d  t h e  t h o l e - p i n s  s c r e e c h i n g ,
/  /  /  /
T he  l i n e s  l i k e  l a t h e s  if g r o o v i n g  t h e  g u n w a l e s
W h i l e  t h e  d e p t h s  y i e l d e d  u p  if t h e  s a c r e d  J o h n  D o r y .
/  /  \  /  /
He w o u l d  n e v e r  s a y ,  if l i k e  t h a t  c r i p p l e  o n  t h e  q u a y ,
/  \ /  . /  /
He w i s h e d  h e  h a d  n o t  w a s t e d  if h i s  l i f e  o n  t h e  s e a .
i
He k n e l t  a g a i n s t  t h e  s t e m ,  if h i s  h a n d s  b l e e d i n g
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H i s  e y e s ,  s c a l d e d  if b y  t h e  s c u r f  o f  s a l t ,
/  "V /  . y
Straining to give shape it to the shadows they saw
T h a t  l o o k e d  l i k e  m e n  #  i n  t h e  m i l d e r  w a t e r .  1 5 0
One o f  t h e  c r e w  s / i d  it h e  h e a r d  h i s  b r o t h e r
/ . r , jl s/ / /Shouting for h e l p ,  it two oars away,
Y e t  w h e n  h e  h o l l o w e d ,  if t h e r e  w a s  n o  r e p l y .
/ / / / y
I n  a  l i g h t n i n g  f l a s h ,  if a  w h i t e  h a n d  r o s e  
And r / s t e d  o n  t h e  g u n w a l e ,  if t h e n  s l o w l y  s a n k .
Down t h e  v a l l e y s  o f  t h i s  l u l l ,  if l i k e  a  b l / c k  c o w  
I n  s / a r c h  o f  h e r  calf, if a n  u p t u r n e d  h u l l
W a l l o w e d  t o w / r d s  t h e m ,  if H e r  s t e m  h a d  p a r t e d .
/ / / /
A l l  h a n d s  m u s t  h a v e  b e e n  l o s t ,  if S h e  l u n g e d  t o  h i s  s i d e
/  /  s  /  /
A nd a l m o s t  s t a v e d  h i m .  if W e r e  t h e  m e n  i n s i d e ?  1 6 0
T h o s e  w h o  h a d  t h r o w n  h i m  if h i s  r o p e s  f r o m  t h e  q u a y ?
T h e  o n e  w h o  h a d  w a r n e d  h i m  if a b o u t  h i s  crew?
No h / l p  f o r  t h e m  n o w .  if W i t h  h i s  f o o t  o n  h e r  p l a n k s
/  /  \  / /
He f e n d e d  h e r  o f f .  if A s s h e  b o r e  a w a y ,
H e r  keel l i k e  a  s c / t h e  if c u t  a  clear w h i t e  s w a t h  
T h r o u g h  t h e  g a l e ^ s  a c r e s ,  if T h e n  a  great sea c r / s s e d .
<> On t h e  f a r  s i d e ,  if a s  h e  n i p p e d  if a m o n g  w h i t e  h o r s e s
B o l t i n g  t o w a r d s  h i m ,  if u n d e r  t h e  s t r / a m e r s  o f  m a n e s
/ / s / s/ /
And t h e  q u i c k  h o o f - l a s h ,  if h e  s t i l l  h e a d e d  t h e  s t o r m :
T h e  c h / r g e r s '  l a n c e s  it h u r t l e d  w i t h  l i t t l e  h a r m  1 7 0
T h r o u g h  t h e  i c y  air, it w h i l e  t h e i r  h o o v e s  p l u n g e d  o n .
/  /  \  /  /
Now, t h o u g h  s e a - b o i l s  if e n c r u s t e d  h i s  e y e s ,
He s a w  t h e  L y o n  L i g h t ,  it i n  s p u r t s  w h e n  t h e y  r o d e
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/  /  /  / .
Upon g r e y  s h o u l d e r s ,  it f l i c k e r  f r o m  w h i t e  t o  r e d .
Lumps o f  w a t e r  l i c k e d  it a c r o s s  t i d a l  s h a l l o w s .
T h e y  c a n t e r e d  a t  w a l l s ,  it a n d  t h e n  f a c e d  h i l l s .
T h e  h o r s e s  s t a m p e d e d ,  it a s  l a n e s  c l o s e d  a h e a d
I n  a  w h i t e  c h a l k - c l i f f .  it R o l l e d  u n d e r  h o r s e s
W i t h  m a n e s  i n  t h e i r  m o n t h s ,  it t h e i r  b o n e s  s m a s h e d ,
T h e i r  b l o o d  w a s h e d  a w a y .  it . .  Y e t  t h e  c l i f f  w a s  p a s s i n g .
T h e  w a t e r  r o s e  t o  t h e  t h w a r t s .  it T h e y  w e n t  o n  b a i l i n g .
/  ^ \ / /
W h a t  w e r e  t h o s e  l i g h t s  it t h a t  s e e m e d  t o  b l a z e  l i k e  r e d
s * / /  /
F i r e s  i n  t h e  p i t s  o f  w a v e s ,  it l i f t e d  a n d  h u r l e d  
A t  t h e  a c h i n g  s o c k e t s  o f  h i s  e y e s ,  it c o a l s  t h a t  l i t  
And e x p i r e d  i n  t h e  s p a c e  / / . o f  a  s w e l l ' s  s l o w  h e a v e ?
<> 'A m  I  g o i n g  b l i n d ?  it Am it _I g o i n g  b l i n d ' ?  h e  t h o u g h t .  
' L o o k  a t  t h a t  w a v e .  it How i t  s h a r p e n s  i n t o  a  r o c k .
WATCH THAT ROCK. // GET READY TO JUM P. I t ' s  g o n e .
\   ^ , ji \  ^  ^  <Now t h e r e  s  a  l i g h t . . . .  it c o u n t  t h e  s e c o n d s :  a  s l o w  p u l s e .
I  c a n  s e e  t h a t  l i g h t  it f r o m  my ow n b a c k  d o o r ,
v  / \/ / „ \ / /
S l y n e  H e a d ,  n e v e r  s o  h i g h ,  it s u c h  p i e r c i n g  b r i g h t n e s s .
W h e re  h a s  i t  g o n e ?  it S p e a r s  i n  h u n d r e d s  a r e  h u r t l i n g  
A g a i n s t  my h e a d ,  it W as i t  s o u t h  o f  u s  i t  s h o n e ?
L u c k y  t h e  k e e p e r s  a r e  s a f e ,  it W h a t  a  l o n e l y  l i f e .
T h e  l a m p s  o n  t h e  h e a d l a n d s  it h a v e  a l l  b e e n  s n u f f e d  
By s m o t h e r i n g  w a v e s ,  it W h a t  w / a k  p u l s e  i n  t h e  s t a r s .
I f  I  k n e w  ho w  t o  r e a d  t h e m ,  it w e w e r e  s a v e d . '
/  /  / / /
L i g h t s  f l i c k e r e d  a n d  v a n i s h e d ,  it L i k e  a  g r e y  s e a l
B l i n d e d  b y  s h o t ,  it h e  c l u n g  t o  t h e  s t e m ,  h i s  e y e s  c l o s e d .
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T h e  b o y  w h / s p e r e d .  if ' T h e r e ' s  r o c k s  t o  l e e w a r d . '  2 0 0
' W h a t  r o c k s  d o  y o u  t h i n k ? '  it a n o t h e r  a s k e d .
'Dog Rock, I  think, it I  fished here last summer.'
Concannon opened his knife: it ' I ' m  cutting the nets.'
Piece by piece he slashed, it but he had to tear
The c l i n g i n g  h a n k s  it w i t h  h i s  f i n g e r  b o n e s ,  a t  l a s t
/  /  /  ^  / \
He s e v e r e d  t h e  r o p e ,  it t h e i r  g u i d e  o n  t h a t  d i r e  s e a - r o a d
And s a n k  t o  h i s  k n e e s .  it T h e  b o a t s m e n  r o w e d ,
/  x /  /  /  V  /
Backwards, falling away, it her stem still to the storm,
With their eyes fixed it on the faint lamps
That l e d  a c r o s s  c a l m  w a t e r s  if t o  C l e g g a n  Q u a y .  2 1 0
I t  w a s  t h r e e  o ' c l o c k  if w h e n  s h e  n u d g e d  t h e  s t e p s .
S a f e  o f  t h e  s t o n e  b o l l a r d s  if t h e y  f a s t e n e d  t h e i r  r o p e s .
v /  /  / i / /T h e  f u l l  m o o n  w a s  w h i t e n i n g  if t h e  r i b s  o f  h u l k s
/  \  /  /  /
I n  t h e  w o r m - d a r k  d o c k ,  if T h e  t i d e  w a s  f l o w i n g
As t h e y  t r u d g e d  t o  t h e  v i l l a g e ,  if H i s  c r e w  h e l p e d  h i m :
T h e  s e a  h a d  n o t  c l a i m e d  h i m ,  if s h e  h a d  l e f t  h i m  b l i n d .
/  /  /  /  ^
L a n t e r n s  s h a f t e d  if f r o m  t h e  g a t e s  o f  t h e  f i s h - s t o r e
/  /  /  /
F r e s h l y  t h a t  n i g h t  it c l e a n e d  f o r  a  c e i l i .
/  /  N /  /
B o d i e s  o f  f i s h e r m e n  it l a y  o n  t h e  f l o o r  o n  b o x e s ,
B l o o d  o n  t h e i r  f a c e s ,  it F i v e  h a d  b e e n  f o u n d  2 2 0
/ / ' /
By t r o o p s  o f  s e a r c h e r s  it o n  s h i n g l e  a n d  s a n d .
/  / /  v  /  /
O v e r  t h e  b i e r ,  it w i t h  o n e  h a n d  c u p p i n g  a  f l a m e ,
An o l d  m a n  w a s  l o o k i n g  it a t  h i s  d r o w n e d  s o n .
/ / / s /  /
As t h e  d a y  d a w n e d ,  it g a p  a f t e r  g a p  w a s  f i l l e d .
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One o f  t h e  b o a t s  w a s  f o u n d  it o n  t h e  b e a c h  a t  L e t t e r  
And f l o a t e d  o f f  it o n  t h e  m o r n i n g  t i d e .
O n ly  o n e  b o d y  w a s  g o t ,  it t h e  s k u l l  f r a c t u r e d :
A b o v e  h i g h - w a t e r  m a r k  it h e  h a d  c r a w l e d  a n d  d i e d .
T he  w a l k i n g - s t i c k  it o f  a  m a n  w h o  w a s  l a m e
Was t h r o w n  i n  a  h e a p  o f  r o d s  it o n  a  s i l v e r  s t r a n d .
<> T h e r e  w a s  a  k i n g  o f  t h e  M ayo  f i s h e r m e n
D ra w n  f r o m  t h e  s e a  it i n  t h e  c h a i n  o f  h i s  o w n  n e t s .
/  /  /  \  /
Of t h o s e  w h o  s u r v i v e d ,  it a  y o u n g  o n e  w a s  s e e n
W a l k i n g  a t  n o o n  i n  t h e  f i e l d s ,  it c l u t c h i n g  a  b a i l e r .
A s l e e p ,  c o r d o n e d  b y  m e m o r i e s ,  it c a l m e d  t h e  s e a .
D ea d  b r / c k e n  it w a s  r u s t i n g  t h e  h e a d l a n d s ,
T h e  h i l l s  w e r e  f l a k e d  w i t h  h o a r f r o s t ,  it t h e  s k y  m a r b l e d  
L i k e  m a c k e r e l  n e t t e d  it i n  J u n e  w a t e r
When t h e y  p u l l e d  t h e  l o n g  o a r s  it f o r  t h e i r  i s l a n d  h o m e .  
C o n c a n n o n ' s  e y e s  w e r e  d a r k ,  it l i k e  s m i t h y  t r o u g h s
W h e re  t i o t  h a r p o o n s  a r e  p l u n g e d ,  it t h e y  b o i l e d  w i t h  p a i n .
/  /  /  /
B l i n d l y  h e  r o w e d ,  it f a c i n g  t h e  h i d d e n  s u n .
T h e y  p a a s e d  t h e  t o w e r  it i n  t h e  h a r b o u r ' s  m o u t h  
S n o w - w h i t e  o n  t h e  g u n - r o c k ,  it t h e  tw o  r o u n d  t o w e r s
T o u c h i n g  e a c h  o t h e r  it o n  g r e e n  f i e l d s ,  t h e  c a s t l e
/  /  .1 /  /Of C r o m w e l l ' s  c r i m e s  it f u l l  o f  s c r e e c h i n g  c h o u g h s .
Women i n  s h a w l s  it o n  t h e  q u a y  w e r e  w a i t i n g .
<> T h e  f u n e r a l  b o a t s  it b r o u g h t  o v e r  it t h e  b o d i e s  f o u n d ,  
B u t  m o s t  w e r e  c a r r i e d  a w a y  it o n  t h e  g r e a t  e b b - t i d e .
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'  / /
From the village of Rossadilisk ft they lost sixteen
And from Bofin nine. ft One man above Vll was blind.
In a common grave ft that was dug in the sand-dunes 
Close to high-water mark ft but leagues from low springs 
They laid side by side ft the deal-board coffins
Lowering them on ropes, ft then shovelled the fine sand
/  /  /  /
Which whisperingly slid ft round their recent companions,
/  , /  ,  „ \/ / /
And sometimes the shovels ft met with a knelling clang
v  /  /  / /
While in shifts they worked ft till the mound was raised.
S / / JL / /After the prayers were said ft and the graveyard closed
/ / ^  / / 
Concannon was counting ft the fifty steps to his house,
/  \  /  /  \  /
Working out sounds, ft the sea-fall on the beach.
<> Would the islanders ft ever ft again ft dare to fish?
/  v  /  „ /  /
When he'd mastered this dark road, ft he himself would ask 
To be oarsman in a boat, ft and mend the nets on land.
The croak of a herring-gull ft tolled across the sky.
An oyster-catcher squealed, ft Shoals broke on the bay.
The flood-tide rose ft and covered the des/rted strand. 
[Lines 268-307 are not included]
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( 6 )  The Age o f  A n x ie t y .
Part I
Epilogue
QUANT w a s  t h i n k i n g :
/  /  /  /
My d e u c e ,  my d o u b l e ,  it m y d e a r  i m a g e ,
I s  i t  l i v e l y  t h e r e ,  #  t h a t  l a n d  o f  g l a s s
/ /  / /
W h e re  s o n g  i s  a  g r i m a c e ,  it s o u n d  l o g i c
A s u i t e  o f  g e s t u r e s ?  it Y o u  s e e m  a m u s e d .
\  /  /  .. /  \  /
How w e l l  a n d  w i t t y  it w h e n  y o u  w a k e  u p ,
How g l a d  a n d  g o o d  it w h e n  y o u  g o  t o  b e d ,
/  /  /  /
Do y o u  f e e l ,  my f r i e n d ?  it W h a t  f l a v o u r  h a s
/  ^ i / tT h a t  l i q u o r  y o u  l i f t  it w i t h  y o u r  l e f t  h a n d ;
/ / /  /
I s  i t  c o l d  b y  c o n t r a s t ,  it c o o l  a s  t h i s
/  / / /
To a  s o i l e d  s o u l ;  it d o e s  y o u r  s e l f  l i k e  m i n e  10
T a ' s t e  o f  u n t r u t h ?  #  T e l l  m e ,  w h a t  a r e  y o u  
H i d i n g  i n  y o u r  h e a r t ,  #  s o m e  a n g e l  f a c e ,
Some s h a d o w y  s h e  #  w h o  s h a r e s  i n  my a b s e n c e ,
E n j o y s  my j o k e s ?  #  I ' m  j e a l o u s ,  s u r e l y ,
/ / / /
N i c e r  m y s e l f  // ( t h o u g h  n o t  a s  h o n e s t ) ,
/ /  /  /
T h e  m a r k e d  m a n  #  o f  r o m a n t i c  t h r i l l e r s
/ / / /
W hose  b r o w  b e a r s  # t h e  b r a n d  o f  a  w i n t e r
s / / / /
No p r i e s t  c a n  e x p l a i n ,  #  t h e  p o e t  d i s g u i s e d ,
/  ✓ /  /
T h i n k i n g  o v e r  t h i n g s  # i n  t h i e v e s '  k i t c h e n s ,
W a n te d  b y  t h e  w a s t e ,  # w hom  w o m e n ' s  l o v e  2 0
/  /  / \ /
Or h i s  ow n  s i l h o u e t t e  it m i g h t  a l l  t o o  s o o n
/  /  /  /
B e t r a y  t o  i t s  t o r t u r e s  it I ' l l  t r a c k  y o u  d o w n ,
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I'll make you confess ft how much you know who 
View my vices ft with a valet's slight
B u t  shameless shrug, ft the Schadenfreude
/ /  v  /  /
Of c o o k s  a t  k e y h o l e s .  ft O l d  c o m r a d e ,  t e l l  me
/  s  / /
The lie of my lifetime ft but look me up in
/  /  „  ✓  /
Y o u r  g o o d  g r a c e s ;  ft a g r e e  t o  b e  f r i e n d s
/ ' / s/ /
T i l l  o u r  d e a t h s  d i f f e r ;  ft d r i n k ,  s t r a n g e  f u t u r e ,
To y o u r  n e i g h b o u r  n o w .  ft
MALIN w a s  t h i n k i n g :
/  /
No c h i m p a n z e e  3 0
/ '  JL ' /T h i n k s  i t  t h i n k s .  ft T h i n g s  a r e  d i v i s i b l e ,
/ / „ _ . / \/ , / .
C r e a t u r e s  a r e  n o t .  ft I n  c h a o s  a l l  b o d i e s
W o u ld  d i f f e r  i n  w e i g h t .  #  D o ^ s  c a n  l / a r n  t o
F e a r  t h e  f u t u r e .  #  T h e  f a c e l e s s  m a c h i n e
/ /  /  /
L a c k s  a  s u r r o u n d .  #  T h e  l a w s  o f  s c i e n c e  h a v e
/  / ■  .. \  y  /
N e v e r  e x p l a i n e d  ft w h y  n o v e l t y  a l w a y s
/  / / /
A r r i v e s  t o  e n r i c h  ft ( t h o u g h  t h e  w r o n g  q u e s t i o n
/  /  / /
I n i t i a t e s  n o t h i n g ) ,  ft N a t u r e  r e w a r d s
P e r i l o u s  l e a p s ,  ft T h e  p r u d e n t  a t o m
S i m p l y  i n s i s t s  ft u p o n  i t s  s a f e t y  n o w ,  4 0
S e c u r i t y  a t  V l l  c o s t s ;  ft t h e  c a l m  p l a n t
/ / ' *
M a s t e r s  m a t t e r  ft t h e n  s u b m i t s  t o  i t s e l f ,
B u s y  b u t  n o t  b r a v e :  ft t h e  b e a s t  a s s u r e s
A s t a b l e r  s t a t u s  ft t o  s t o l e n  f l / s h ,
'  / / /
A s s i s t s  t h o u g h  i t  e n s l a v e s :  ft s i n g u l a r  t h e n
/  /  /  /
I s  t h e  h u m a n  w a y ;  ft f o r  t h e  e g o  i s  a  d r e a m
T i l l  a  n e i g h b o u r ' s  n e e d  ft b y  n a m e  c r e a t e  i t ;
/  x  / / /
Man h a s  n o  m e a n ;  ft h i s  m i r r o r s  d i s t o r t ;
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H is g r / e n e s t  a r c a d ia s  # h a v e  g h o s t s  to o ;
H i s  U t o p i a s  t e m p t  it t o  e t e r n a l  y o u t h  
O r s e l f - s l a u g h t e r .  it
ROSETTA w a s  t h i n k i n g :
/  „ /
F r o m  S e a g e r  s  F o l l y
We b e h e l d  w h a t  w a s  o u r s .  it U n d u l a n t  l a n d  
R o s e  l / y e r  b y  l a y e r  it t i l l  a t  l / s t  t h e  s e a  
F a r  a w a y  f l a s h e d ;  it f r o m  f r e t t e d  u p l a n d s  
T h a t  l a y  t o  t h e  n o r t h ,  it f r o m  l i m e s t o n e  h / i g h t s
I n c i s i v e  r a i n s  it h a d  d i s s e c t e d  w e l l ,
/  \  /  „ /  ✓
F o r  d o w n  e a c h  d a l e  it i n d u s t r i o u s  t h e r e  r a n
/  /  /  ^
A p a t e r n o s t e r  it o f  p o n d s  a n d  m i l l s ,
\  /  /  „  /  /
Came s w e e t  w a t e r s ,  it a s s e m b l i n g  q u i e t l y
By a  c l e a r  c o n g r e s s  it o f  a c c o r d a n t  s t r e a m s
/ / / y A m i l d  r i v e r  it t h a t  m o s e y e d  a t  w i l l
T h r o u g h  p a r k s  a n d  p l o u g h l a n d ,  it p u r r i n g  s o u t h w a r d
/ / /  \  /
I n  a  w i d e  v a l l e y .  #  W o l d s  o n  e a c h  s i d e
\ / / / /
Came d a w d l i n g  d o w n w a r d s  #  i n  d o u b l e  c u r v e s ,
/ / JL / /M e l l o w ,  m a t u r e ,  it t o  m e a d o w l a n d s  a n d
/ /  /  /
S e d e n t a r y  o r c h a r d s ,  it s e t t l e d  p l a c e s
/  /  s /  /  /
C r o w d e d  w i t h  l i v e s ;  it f a t  c a t t l e  b r o o d e d
I n  t h e  s h a d e  o f  g r e a t  o a k s , it s h / e p  g r / z e d  i n  
T h e  a n c i e n t  h o l l o w s  it o f  m e a n d e r  s c a r s  a n d
L o n g - l e g g e d  l a d i e s  it w i t h  l i t t l e - l e g g e d  d o g s
/  / / /
L o l l e d  w i t h  t h e i r  l o v e r s  it b y  l a p s i n g  b r o o k s .
A c o u t h  r e g i o n :  it c o n s o n a n t ,  l o f t y ,
/  /  / /
V o l a t i l e  v a u l t  it a n d  v a g r a n t  b u t t r e s s
/  ✓ /  /
S h o w e d  t h e i r  s h a p e l i n e s s ;  it w i t h  a s s u r e d  e a s e ,
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/  /  ^  /  /
P r o u d  o n  t h a t  p l a i n ,  #  S a i n t  P e t e r  A c o r n ,
S a i n t  D i l l - i n - t h e - D e e p , if S a i n t  D u s t ,  S a i n t  A l b ,
\  /  /  j, v  /  /
S a i n t  B e e - 1  e - B o n e , if S a i n t  B o t o l p h - t h e - l e s s ,
H i g h  g o t h i c  g r o w t h s  if i n  a  g r e c i a n  s p a c e ,
L o r d e d  o v e r  if \ a c h  l e a f y  p a r i s h
/ ' , /  /
W h e re  c o u n t r y  c u r a t e s  if i n  c o l d  b e d r o o m s  8 0
/  /  / / V
D r e a m e d  o f  d e a n e r i e s  if t i l l  a t  d a y b r e a k
T h e  r e c t o r  s  r o o k s  if w i t h  r e l i s h  d e s c r i b e d
/  /
T h e i r  s t i n t e d  s t a t i o n ,  if
EMBLE w a s  t h i n k i n g :
E s t r a n g e d ,  a l o o f ,
T h e y  b r o o d  o v e r  b e i n g  if t i l l  t h e  b a r s  c l o s e ,
T h e  m a l c o n t e n t e d  if w h o  m i g h t  h a v e  b / e n
T h e  c r e a t i v e  o d d  o n e s  if t h e  a v e r a g e  n e e d
/  \/ / v  /  /
To s u g g e s t  n e w  g o a l s ,  if S e l f - j u d g e d  t h e y  s i t ,
S a d  h a u n t e r s  o f  P e r h a p s  if w ho a f t e r  y / a r s
/ f N /  v  /
To g r a s p  a n d  g a z e  i n  if h a v e  g o t  n o  f u r t h e r
/  /  /  /
T h a n  t h e i r  f i r s t  b e h o l d i n g ,  if p h a n t o m s  w ho t r y  9 0
/  /  /  /
T h r o u g h  m u c h  d r i n k  if b y  m a g i c  t o  r e s t o r e
/  /  / /
T h e  p r i m i t i v e  p a c t  if w i t h  p u r e  f e e l i n g ,
T h e i r  f l / s h  a s  i t  f e l t  if b e f o r e  s e x  w a s ,
/ / / /
( T h e  a r c h a i c  c a l m  if wi t h o u t  c u l t u r a l  s i n
\/ / / \ / / /
w h i c h  h e r  A dam  i s  if ti l l  h i s  E v e  d o e s )
/  /  /  /
E y e i n g  t h e  d o o r ,  if f o r  e v e r  e x p e c t i n g
/ / / /
N i g h t  a f t e r  n i g h t  if t h e  N a m e l e s s  O n e ,  t h e
/  /  \  / /
S m i l i n g  s e a - g o d  if w h o  s h a l l  s a f e l y  l a n d
S h y  a n d  b r o a d - s h o u l d e r e d  if o n  t h e  s h o r e  a t  l a s t ,
<> E n t h u s i a s t i c ,  o f  t h e i r  c o n v e n i e n t  1 0 0
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And d a n g e r o u s  d r e a m ;  #  w h i l e  d a y s  a w a y ,  i n
/  /  /  \  /
P r a i r i e  p l a c e s  it w h e r e  n o  p e r s o n  a s k s
/  '  / /
W h at i s  s u f f e r e d  i n  s h i p s ,  #  s m a l l  t r a d e s m e n ,
Wry r e l a t i v e s  #  o n  r o c k i n g - c h a i r s  i n
/  \  /  . „ /  /
M o s s - g r o w n  m a n s i o n s ,  it m o t h e r s  w h o s e  c a u s e s
<> F o r  r i g h t  a n d  w r o n g  a r e  u n r e a l  t o  t h e m ,
\/ / / / /
G r i e v e  v a g u e l y  o v e r  t h e i r s :  It t h e i r  v i s i o n  s h r i n k s
As t h e i r  d r e a m s  d a r k e n ;  #  w i t h  d u l l i n g  v o i c e  
<> E a c h  c a l l s  #  a c r o s s  #  a  c o l d e r  w a t e r ,
T e n s e ,  o p t a t i v e ,  #  i n t / r r o g a t i n g  1 1 0
/  /  / /
Some s i g h i n g  s e v e r a l  It w h o  s a d l y  f a d e s .
[ T h e  R a d i o ]
/  / j. / t
Now t h e  n e w s ,  it N i g h t  r a i d s  o n
/ / / /
F i v e  c i t i e s ,  #  F i r e s  s t a r t e d .
/ / / /
P r e s s u r e  a p p l i e d  1t b y  p i n c e r  m o v e m e n t
/  / / /
I n  t h r e a t e n i n g  t h r u s t .  It T h i r d  D i v i s i o n
/  /  v. /  /
E n l a r g e s  b e a c h h e a d ,  it L u c k y  c h a r m
/ / . / s
S a v e s  s n i p e r ,  it S a b o t a g e  h i n t e d
I n  s t e e l - m i l l  s t o p p a g e .  It S t r o n g  p o i n t  h e l d
By f a n a t i c a l  N a z i s  .it C a n a l  c r o s s e d
/ / / /
By h e r o i c  m a r i n e s .  # R o c h e s t e r  b a r b e r  1 2 0
/  /  ^  /
F o o l s  f o e .  #  F i n n s  i g n o r e
/ / / /
P e a c e  f e e l e r ,  it P o p e  c o n d e m n s
/ / / /
A x i s  e x c e s s e s .  #  U n d e r g r o u n d
/  \  /  / / \
B l o w s  u p  b r i d g e .  #  T h i b e t a n  p r a y e r - w h e e l s
/  / / ✓ v
R e v o l v e  f o r  v i c t o r y ,  it V i t a l  c r o s s r o a d s
/ / / /
T a k e n  b y  t a n k s .  #  T r e n d  t o  t h e  l e f t
/ / /  /
F o r e c a s t  b y  C o n g r e s s m a n .  // C r u i s e r  s u n k
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s / / /
I n  V a l d i v i a n  D e e p .  it D o om ed  s a i l o r s
, / /, „ / ✓
P l a y  p o k e r .  #  R e p o r t e r  k i l l e d .
MALIN t h o u g h t :
/  ✓ „ /  /
U n t a l k a t i v e  a n d  t e n s e ,  it w e t o o k  o f f  1 3 0
/ ji /  'A n x i o u s  i n t o  a i r ;  if i n s t r u m e n t s  g l o w e d ,
/  /  /  \  /
D i a l s  i n  d a r k n e s s ,  if f o r  d a w n  w a s  n o t  y e t ;
P u l s e s  p o u n d e d ;  it w e  a p p r o a c h e d  o u r  t a r g e t ,
C o n s c i o u s  i n  co m m o n  it o f  o u r  c l o s e d  H e r e
/  \  M s /
A nd o f  T hera  o u t  T h e r e  it t h i n k i n g  o f  Us
/ / / /
I n  a  d i f f e r e n t  d r e a m ,  it f o r  w e d i e  i n  t h e i r s
/ /  /  /
Who k i l l  i n  o u r s  if a n d  b e c o m e  f a t h e r s
\  / / / /
N o t  t r i c k y  t a r g e t s  it t h e i r  t r i g g e r  h a n d s
( '  ,  ^ JL / 'A r e  g i v e n  g o a l s  b y ;  if we b e g a n  o u r  r u n ;
/  /  /  /
D e a t h  a n d  d a m a g e  if d a r t e d  a t  o u r  w i l l ,  1 4 0
/  /  „  /  /
B u l l e t s  w e r e  a b o u t ,  it b l a z i n g  a n g e r
L u n g e d  f r o m  b e l o w ,  #  b u t  w e  l a i d  o u r  eggs
N e a t l y  i n  t h e i r  n / s t ,  // a  n i c e  d e p o s i t
/ / * *W h ic h  i n s t a n t l y  h a t c h e d ;  if h o u s e s  f l a m e d  i n
/  /  /  ^S h u d d e r i n g  s h e e t s  if a s  w e  s h e d  o u r  b i g
T e a r s  o n  t h e i r  t o w n :  # w e t u r n e d  t o  c o m e  b a c k ,
/ / / /
B u t  a t  h i g h  a l t i t u d e s ,  it h o s t i l e  b r a i n s
/  /  / /
W a i t e d  i n  t h e  w e s t ,  it a  w i l y  f l o c k
/  /  /  /
Vowed t o  v e n g e a n c e  it i n  t h e  v a s t  m o r n i n g ,
/ / / /
-  A m i l d  m o r n i n g  it w h e r e  n o  m a r r i a g e  w a s ,  1 5 0
/ / / /
And g r a v i t y  a  g o d  it g r e a t e r  t h a n  l o v e  -
/  /  / /
F i e r c e  i n t e r f e r e r s .  tt We f o u g h t  t h e m  o f f
/  /  / /
B u t  p a i d  a  p r i c e ;  it t h e r e  w a s  p a i n  f o r  s o m e .
/  \  /  / /
'W h y  h a v e  T h e y  k i l l e d  m e ? "  it w o n d e r e d  B e r t ,  o u r
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G r / e n h o u s e  g u n n e r ,  it f o r g o t  o u r  a n s w e r ,
T h e n  w a s  n o t  w i t h  u s .  it We w a t c h e d  o t h e r s
D ro p  i n t o  d e a t h ;  it d u l l y  w e  m o u r n e d  e a c h
/  /  „ / /
F l a r e  a s  i t  f e l l  it w i t h  a  f r i e n d ' s  l i f e t i m e ,
W h i l e  w e h u r r i e d  o n  it t o  o u r  h o m e  b / s e s
<> To t h e  s a f e  s m e l l s  a n d  a  s a c r a m e n t  1 6 0
/ 1 ' Jt A t /Of t e a  a n d  t o a s t ,  it A t  t w e n t y  t o  e i g h t  I
/ v  /  .. /  /
S t e p p e d  o n  t o  g r a s s ,  it s t i l l  w i t h  t h e  l i v i n g ,
W h i l e  f a r  a n d  n e a r  it a  f i o r i t u r a
/  /  \  /  /
Of b r o o k s  a n d  b l a c k b i r d s  it b r a v e l y  s t r u c k  t h e
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  n o t e  it w i t h  n o  sense
/  /  „  /  /
Of h i s t o r i c  t r u t h ,  it o f  t i m e  m e a n i n g
/ / * /O nce  a n d  f o r  a l l ,  it a n d  my w a t c h  s t u t t e r e d : —
/  /  / /
Many h a v e  p e r i s h e d ;  it m o r e  w i l l .
A nd QUANT t h o u g h t :
^ /  /  /  /  /
A l l  w a r ' s  w o e s  it I  c a n  w e l l  i m a g i n e .
/ \ * / /
G u n - b a r r e l s  g l i n t ,  it g a t h e r e d  i n  a m b u s h ,  1 7 0
/ ^ / JL 7  /M ayhem  a m o n g  m o u n t a i n s ; it m i n e r a l s  b r e a k
/  /  /  /
I n  b y  o r d e r  it o n  i n t i m a t e  g r o u p s  o f
/ / / /
T e n d e r  t i s s u e s ;  it a t  t h e i r  t o u g h  v i s i t
/  /  \  ✓ /
F l e s h  f l u s t e r s  it t h a t  w a s  s o  f l u e n t  t i l l  n o w ,
/  /  / \ /
S t a m m e r s  s o m e  n o n s e n s e ,  it s t o p s  a n d  s i t s  d o w n ,
/  V. /  ✓ ✓
A p a t h e t i c  t o  a l l  t h i s ,  it T h o u s a n d s  l i e  i n
/ / / /
R u i n s  b y  r o a d s ,  it i r r a t i o n a l  i n  w o o d s ,
/  / / \ /
I n s e n s i t i v e  u p o n  it s n o w - b o u n d  p l a i n s ,
'  /  v  /  /
Or l i t t e r e d  l i f e l e s s  it a l o n g  l o w  c o a s t s
/ /  /  /
W h ere  s h i n g l e  s h u f f l e s  it a s  s h a m b l i n g  w a v e s  1 8 0
/ / / /
F e e b l y  f i d d l e  it i n  t h e  f a d i n g  l i g h t
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With b l o a t e d  b o d i e s , it b e ' a c h e d  a m o n g  g r o y n e s ,
/  \  /  „ ✓ /
M a le  n o  l o n g e r ,  it u n m o t i v a t e d ,
H a v e - b e e n s  w i t h o u t  h o p e s :  it e a r t h  t a k e s  c h a r g e  o f ,
S o i l  accepts it for a serious purpose
The jettisoned blood it of jokes and dreams,
Making buds from bone, if from brains the good
/  /  /  /
Vague vegetable; if survivors play
C a r d s  i n  k i t c h e n s  if w h i l e  c a n d l e s  f l i c k e r
And i n  b l o o d - s p a t t e r e d  b a r n s  if b a n d a g e d  m e n ,  1 9 0
T h e i r  p o o r  h / n d s  if i n  a  p a n i c  o f  n e e d  
G r o p i n g  w e a k l y  if f o r  a  g u n - b u t t  o r
/  /  „ /  V /
A f r i e n d l y  f i s t ,  if a r e  f e t c h e d  o f f  d a r k l i n g .
/  /  „ /  /
Many have perished; if more will.
A n d  EMBLE t h o u g h t :
/  /  \  / /
H i g h  w e r e  t h o s e  h e a d l a n d s ;  if t h e  e a g l e s  p r o m i s e d
/  /  / /
L i f e  w i t h o u t  l a w y e r s ,  if O u r  l o n g  c o n v o y
/  \  /  „ / /
T u r n e d  a w a y  n o r t h w a r d  if a s  t i r e l e s s  g u l l s
y V /  JL 7 ^Wove o v e r  w a t e r  if w e b s  o f  b r i g h t n e s s
/ /  /  /And s a d  s o u n d ,  it T h e  i n s e n s i b l e  o c e a n ,
s \  ^  / \ /
M i l e s  w i t h o u t  m i n d ,  it mo a n e d  a l l  a r o u n d  o u r  2 0 0
' / / /
L i m i t e d  l a u g h t e r ,  if a n d  b e l o w  o u r  s o n g s
W e re  d e a f  d e e p s ,  it d e n e s  o f  u n a f f e c t i o n ,
T h e i r  c h i l l  u n c h a n g i n g ,  it c h i n e s  w h e r e  o n l y
/ / / /
T h e  w h a l e  i s  w a r m ,  it t h e i r  w i l d n e s s  h a u n t e d
By m e t a l  f a u n a  it m o v e d  b y  r e a s o n
To h u n t  n o t  i n  h u n g e r  it b u t  f o r  h a t e ' s  s a k e ,
S t a l k i n g  o u r  s t e a m e r s ,  if S t r a i n e d  w i t h  g a z i n g
/ /  / '
O u r  e y e s  a c h e d ,  it a n d  o u r  e a r s  a s  we s l e p t
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Kept t h e i r  c a r e  if f o r  t h e  c r a s h  t h a t  w ould  tu r n
O u r  f e a r s  i n t o  f a c t .  if I n  t h e  f o u r t h  w a t c h  2 1 0
A t o r p e d o  s t r u c k  if o n  t h e  p o r t  b o w :
/ \! / / /
T h e  b l a s t  k i l l e d  m a n y ;  #  t h e  b u r n i n g  o i l
S u f f o c a t e d  s o m e ;  if s o m e  i n  l i f e b e l t s
/  /  \  /  /
F l o a t e d  u p r i g h t  if t i l l  t h e y  f r o z e  t o  d e a t h ;
/ / u / /
T h e  y o u n g e r  sw am  if b u t  t h e  y i e l d i n g  w a v e s
/ / / /
D e n i e d  h e l p ;  if t h e y  w e r e  n o t  s u p p o r t e d ,
T h e y  s w a l l o w e d  a n d  s a n k ,  if c / a s e d  t h e r e a f t e r
To a p p e a r  i n  p u b l i c ;  if e x p o s e d  t o  s n a p
V e r d i c t s  o f  s h a r k s ,  if t o  v a g u e  i n q u i r i e s
Of a m o e b o i d  m o n s t e r s ,  if m o b b e d  b y  s l i g h t  2 2 0
U n f r i e n d l y  f r y ,  if r e f u s e d  p e r s i s t e n c e .
T h e y  a r e  n o t h i n g  n o w  if b u t  n a m e s  a s s i g n e d  t o
/  /  /  /
A n g u i s h  i n  o t h e r s ,  if a r e a s  o f  g r i e f .
/  /  /  /
M any h a v e  p e r i s h e d ;  if m o r e  w i l l .
ROSETTA t h o u g h t :
/  / ' /
I  s e e  i n  my m i n d  if a  b e s i e g e d  i s l a n d ,
7 / ji ' /T h a t  i s l a n d  i n  a r m s  if w h e r e  my h o m e  o n c e  w a s .
\ / / / /
R o u n d  g r e e n  g a r d e n s ,  if d o w n  g r o o v e s  b e t w e e n  w h i t e .
/  /  \/ / y
H a w t h o r n - h e d g e s ,  if l o n g  h o s p i t a l  t r a i n s
/  /  /  /
S m o o t h l y  s l i d e  if w i t h  t h e i r  s e n s i t i z e d  f r e i g h t
Of m a n g l e d  m e n ,  if m o v i n g  t h e m  h o m e w a r d  2 3 0
I n  p a i n  t h r o u g h  p / s t u r e s .  if I n  a  p a c k e d  h a l l
/ / / /
Two v i c i o u s  r i v a l s ,  if t w o  v i r t u o s o s
A p p e a r  o n  o n e  p l a t f o r m  if a n d  play d u e t s
' / / /
To w a r - o r p h a n s  if a n d  w i d o w e d  l a d i e s ,
/  /  /  /
G r i e v i n g  i n  g l o v e s ;  if w h i l e  t o  g r o s s e r  e a r s
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In c lu b s  and c a b a r e t s  it c r o o n e r s  w a l l
Some m i s e r / r e  #  m o d e r n  e n o u g h
/ / / /
I n  i t s  t h o r o u g h  t h i n n e s s .  it I  t h i n k  t o o  o f
/  / /  /
T h e  c o n q u e r e d  c o n d i t i o n ,  it c o u n t r i e s  w h e r e
A r r o g a n t  o f f i c e r s ,  it a r m e d  i n  c a r s ,  2 4 0
S / . /jji , / /Go r o a r i n g  d o w n  r o a d s  it o n  t h e  w r o n g  s i d e ,
C o u r t s  m a r t i a l  m e e t  it a t  m i d n i g h t  w i t h  d r u m s ,
/ / M / /
And p u d g y  p e r s o n s  it p a c e  u n s m i l i n g
T h e  q u a y s  a n d  s t a t i o n s  it o r  c r u i s e  t h e  n i g h t s
I n  v a n s  f o r  v i c t i m s ,  it t o  i n v e s t i g a t e
/  \  /  /  /
I n  s o u n d - p r o o f  c e l l s  it t h e  S e n s e  o f  H o n o u r ,
W h i l e  i n  t u r k i s h  b a t h s  it w i t h  t o w e l s  r o u n d  t h e m  
I m p / r i l l e d  p l o t t e r s  it p l a n  i n  o u t l i n e
D e f i n i t i o n s  a n d  n o r m s  it f o r  n e w  l i v e s ,
/  v  ^  / /
H a l f - t r u t h s  f o r  t h e i r  t i m e s ,  it As t e n s e  a s  t h e s e ,  2 5 0
/  /  „ /  /
F o u r  who a r e  f a m o u s  it c o n f e r  i n  a  s c h l o s s
/  /  / /
A t n i g h t  a b o u t  n a t i o n s ,  it T h e y  a r e  n o t  e q u a l :
/ \ /  /  /
T h r e e  s t a n d  t h o u g h t f u l  it o n  a  t h i c k  c a r p e t
/ / , / /
A w a i t i n g  t h e  F o u r t h  it w h o  w i l l s  t h e y  s h a l l
s / / jt s  y /
T i l l ,  s u d d e n l y  e n t e r i n g  it t h r o u g h  a  s i d e - d o o r ,
/  ^  /  /
Q u i c k ,  q u i e t ,  it u n q u e s t i o n a b l e  a s  d e a t h ,
' /  - '  N /G r i e f  o r  g u i l t ,  it h e  g r e e t s  t h e m  a n d  s i t s  d o w n ,
/  /  / /
L o r d  o f  t h i s  l i f e ,  it H e l o o k s  n a t u r a l ,
^  /  /  /
He s m i l e s  w e l l ,  it h e  s m e l l s  o f  t h e  f u t u r e ,
^ / /  /
O d o u r l e s s  a g e s ,  it a n  o r d e r e d  w o r l d  2 6 0
/  /  /  /
Of p l a n n e d  p l e a s u r e s  it a n d  p a s s p o r t - c o n t r o l ,
/  \  /  / s
S e n t r y - g o ,  s e d a t i v e s ,  it s o f t  d r i n k s  a n d
/  ✓ /  *
M a n a g e d  m o n e y ,  it a  m o r a l  p l a n e t
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'  '  JL , / 'T am ed  b y  t e r r o r :  if h i s  t e l e g r a m  s e t s
y , JL / /G r e y  m a s s e s  m o v i n g  V a s  t h e  mud d r i e s .
/  /  /  /
Many h a v e  p e r i s h e d ;  #  m o r e  w i l l .
T h e  r a d i o :
/  ✓ „ /  \ /  /
B u y  a  b o n d .  it B l o o d  s a v e s  l i v e s .
/  /  .. /  /
D o n a t e  n o w .  if N am e t h i s  s t a t i o n .
ROSETTA s p o k e  f i r s t :
/  / . / /
N u m b e r s  a n d  n i g h t m a r e s  It h a v e  n e w s  v a l u e .
T h e n  MALIN:
^  /  / /
A c r i m e  h a s  o c c u r r e d ,  #  a c c u s i n g  a l l .  2 7 0
T h e n  QUANT:
/ \ / „ / /
T h e  w o r l d  n e e d s  a  w a s h  it a n d  a  w e e k ' s  r e s t .
To w h i c h  EMBLE s a i d :
/ / JL / /B e t t e r  t h i s  if t h a n  b a r b a r i a n  m i s r u l e .
/  / JL V ^H i s t o r y  t e l l s  it m o r e  o f t e n  t h a n  n o t  
<> O f w i c k e d n e s s  w i t h  w i l l ,  w i s d o m  b u t
/  / JL /  /An i n t e r j e c t i o n  if w i t h o u t  a  v e r b ,
/ ' JL / yAnd t h e  g o d l e s s  g r o w i n g  it l i k e  g r e e n  c e d a r s
/ / JL * 'On r i g h t e o u s  r u i n s ,  it T h e  r e t i c e n t  e a r t h ,
/  s / /
E x p o s e d  b y  t h e  s p a d e ,  # s p e a k s  i t s  w a r n i n g
W i t h  s u c c e s s i v e  l a y e r s  #  o f  s a c k e d  t e m p l e s
/  /  / /
And d e a d  c i v i l i a n s .  #  T h e y  d w e l t  a t  e a s e  2 8 0
/ / / /
I n  t h e i r  s o w n  c e n t r e s ,  #  s u n n y  t h e i r  m i n d s ,
/  /  /  /
F i n e  t h e i r  f e a t u r e s ;  #  t h e i r  f l e s h  w a s  c a r r i e d
/  /  /  /
On b e a u t i f u l  b o n e s ;  #  t h e y  b o r e  t h e m s e l v e s .
/  / / /
L i g h t l y  t h r o u g h  l i f e ;  #  t h e y  l o v e d  t h e i r  c h i l d r e n
And e n t e r t a i n e d  #  w i t h  / l l  t h e i r  s e n s e s
/  /  /  /
A w o r l d  o f  d e t a i l .  #  W a v e  a n d  p e b b l e ,
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B o a r  a n d  b u t t e r f l y ,  #  b i r c h  a n d  c a r p ,  t h e y  
p a i n t e d  a s  p e r s o n s ,  it p o r t r a i t s  t h a t  s e e m  
N e i g h b o u r s  w i t h  n a m e s ;  it o n e  k n o w s  f r o m  t h e m
W hat a  l e a f  m u s t  feel. it B y l a k e s  a t  t w i l i g h t  2 9 0
T h e y  s a n g  o f  s w a n s  it a n d  s e p a r a t i o n s ,
/  /  / y
M i l d ,  u n m i l i t a n t ,  it a s  t h e  m o o n  r o s e  
And r e e d s  r u s t l e d ;  it r i t u a l  a p p o i n t e d  
T a s t e s  a n d  t e x t u r e s ;  it t h e i r  t o u c h  p r e f e r r e d  
T h e  s p e c t r u m  o f  s c e n t s  it t o  S p a r t a n  m o r a l s ,
A ^ t  t o  a c t i o n .  it B u t ,  u n e x p / c t e d ,  a s  
B e l l s  b a b b l e d  it i n  a  b l o s s o m i n g  m o n t h ,
N e a r - s i g h t e d  s c h o l a r s  it o n  c a n a l  p a t h s
/  /  /  s  /
D e f i n e d  t h e i r  t e r m s ,  it a n d  f a n s  m a d e  p u b l i c
/  \ /  /  „  /  /
T h e  h o p e s  o f  y o u n g  h e a r t s ,  it o u t  o f  t h e  n o r t h ,  f r o m  3 0 0
B l a c k  t u n d r a s ,  it f r o m  b a s a l t  a n d  l i c h e n ,
/ / JL / /P e r i p h e r a l  p e o p l e ,  if r a n c i d  o n e s
S t o c k y  o n  h o r s e s ,  // s t o m a c h s  i n  n e e d  o f
/  /  .. ✓ ✓
Game a n d  g r a z i n g ,  V b y  g r a s s  c o r r i d o r s
/  /  „ / /
C o u r s e d  d o w n  if o n  t h e i r  c o n c a t e n a t i o n
/  /  / /
Of s m i l i n g  c i t i e s ,  it S w o r d s  a n d  a r r o w s
A c c o s t e d  t h e i r  c a l m ;  it t h e i r  c l i m a t e  k n e w
/  ✓ /  /  \ /
F i r e  a n d  f e a r ;  it t h e y  f e l l ,  t h e y  b l e d ,  n o t  a n
E y e  w a s  l e f t  o p e n ;  it a l l  d i s a p p e a r e d :  
x *  /  /
U t t e r  o b l i v i o n  it t h e y  h a d  a f t e r  t h a t .  3 1 0
MALIN s a i d :
B u t  t h e  n e w  b a r b a r i a n  it i s  n o  u n c o u t h
D e s e r t  d w e l l e r ;  it h e  d o e s  n o t  e m / r g e
/ / / /
From  f i r  f o r e s t s :  it f a c t o r i e s  b r e d  h i m ;
C o r p o r a t e  c o m p a n i e s ,  it c o l l e g e  t o w n s
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/  /  /  /
M o t h e r e d  h i s  m i n d  if a n d  m a n y  j o u r n a l s
/ ^  / /
B a c k e d  h i s  b e l i e f s .  #  h e  w a s  b o r n  h e r e .  T h e
B r a v u r a  o f  r e v o l v e r s  #  i n  v o g u e  n o w
And t h e  c u l t  o f  d e a t h  // a r e  q u i t e  a t  hom e
/  ✓
I n s i d e  t h e  c i t y .  #
QUANT s a i d :
T h e  s o l d i e r s '  f e a r
/  /  /  /
And t h e  s h o t s  w i l l  c e a s e  If i n  a  s h o r t  w h i l e ,  3 2 0
/  /  , /  /
M o re  r u i n e d  r e g i o n s  it s u r r e n d e r  t o  l e s s ,
P r o m i n e n t  p e r s o n s  #  b e  p u t  t o  d e a t h  
F o r  m a s s - m u r d e r ,  #  a n d  w h a t  m o v e s  u s  n o w ,
/  /  N / /
T h e  d e f e n c e  o f  f r i e n d s  it a g a i n s t  f o e s '  h a t e ,
Be o v e r  f o r  e v e r .  // T h e n ,  a f t e r  t h a t ,
/  / / /
W h at  s h a l l  w e w i l l ?  it Why s h a l l  w e p r a c t i s e
/ / /  /
V i c e  o r  v i r t u e  #  w h e n  v i c t o r y  c o m e s ?
T h e  c e l e b r a t i o n s  #  a r e  s u d d e n l y  h u s h e d ,
/ / / ^
T h e  c o a r s e  c r o w d s  #  u n c o m f o r t a b l y  s t i l l ,
/  \/ /  JL /  /
F o r ,  a r m - i n - a r m  n o w ,  It b e h i n d  t h e  f e s t o o n e d  3 3 0
/  /  /  ✓
C o n q u e r o r  s  c a r  it t h e r e  c o m e  h i s  h e i r s ,  t h e
/ ' ' 'P u b l i c  h a n g m a n ,  if t h e  p r i v a t e  w a s t r e l .
ROSETTA s a i d :
/  /  /  /
L i e s  a n d  l e t h a r g i e s  #  p o l i c e  t h e  w o r l d
/  /  /  ✓
I n  i t s  p e r i o d s  o f  p e a c e ,  it W h a t  p a i n  t a u g h t
I s  s o o n  f o r g o t t e n ;  #  w e  c e l e b r a t e
/  /  /  /
W hat o u g h t  t o  h a p p e n  #  a s  i f  i t  w e r e  d o n e ,
/ / s, / /
A r e  b l i n d e d  b y  o u r  b o a s t s .  If T h e n  b a c k  t h e y  c o m e ,
T h e  f e a r s  t h a t  w e  f e a r .  #  We f a l l  a s l e e p
' / s s
O n ly  t o  m e e t  #  t h e  i d i o t  c h i l d r e n  o f
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O ur r e v e l s  a n d  w r o n g s ;  ft f a r o u c h e  t h e y  a p p e a r ,  3 4 0
z  /  \  /  /
R e l u c t a n t  l o o k - b e h i n d s , ft l o i t e r i n g  t h r o u g h
T h e  m o o i n g  g a t e ,  ft m e n a c i n g  o r  s m i l i n g ,
/  /  /  /
Nocturnal trivia, ft torts and dramas,
Wr/cks, arrivals, ft ro'se-bushes, armies,
Leopards and laughs, ft alarming growths of
Moulds and monsters ft on memories stuffed
/  \  ✓ /  /
W i t h  d e a d  m e n ' s  d o o d l e s ,  ft d o s s i e r s  w r i t t e n
/ / \ / /
I n  l o s t  l i n g o s ,  ft t o o  l o n g  a n  a c c o u n t
/  \  / \ s /
To t a k e  o u t  i n  t r a d e ,  ft n o  t i m e  e i t h e r ,
' ^ / u S y
S i n c e  w e  w a k e  u p .  ft We a r e  w a r m ,  o u r  a c t i v e  3 5 0
s / / *
U n i v e r s e  i s  y o u n g ;  ft y e t  w e s h i v e r :
/  /  /  /
F o r  a t h w a r t  o u r  t h i n k i n g  ft t h e  t h r e a t  l o o m s ,
H ug e  a n d  a w f u l  ft a s  t h e  h u m p  o f  S a t u r n
/  / „ / /
O v e r  m o d e s t  M i m a s ,  ft o f  m o r e  d e a t h s
/ s . ' /
And w o r s e  w a r s ,  ft a  w i n t e r  o f  d i s t a s t e
/ *  „ /  /
To l a s t  a  l i f e t i m e ,  ft O u r  l i p s  a r e  d r y ,  o u r
K n e e s  n u m b ;  ft t h e  e n o r m o u s  d i s a p p o i n t m e n t
/ / z /
W i t h  a  s m i l i n g  s i g h  ft s o f t l y  f l i n g s  h e r
/  /  /  /
I n d o l e n t  a p r o n  ft o v e r  o u r  l i v e s
<> A nd s i t s  d o w n  o n  o u r  d a y .  D a m n i n g  u s ,  3 6 0
y y JL / /
On o u r  p r e s e n t  p u r p o s e  ft t h e  p a s t  w e i g h s
y y / /
H e a v y  a s  a l p s ,  ft f o r  t h e  a b s e n t  a r e  n e v e r
/ y y y
M i s l a i d  o r  l o s t :  ft a s  l a w y e r s  d e f i n e
/ / y '
T he  g r a m m a r  o f  o u r  g r i e f ,  ft t h e i r  g h o s t s  r i s e ,
y s y y
H a n g e d  o r  h e a d l e s s ,  ft h o s t s  w ho  d i s p u t e d
/  /  /  /
W i t h  g o o d  g o v e r n o r s ,  ft t h e i r  g u i l t y  f l e s h
/ ✓ y y
R a c k e d  a n d  r a v i n g  ft b u t  u n r e c o n c i l e d ,
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The punished people it to pass sentence 
On the jolly and just; if and, joining these
Come worse warlocks, if the wailing infants 370
Who know now if they will never be born,
/  /  JL '  '
Refused a future, if Our failings give
/ / * /
Their resentment seizin , if till our Zion is
A doomed Sodom if dancing its heart out
/ / / /
To treacly tunes, if a tired Gomorrah
Infatu/ted if with her former self
Whose dear dreams if though they dominate still
Are formal facts if which refresh no more.
The Radio:
/ / / /
Definitely different, if Has that democratic
/ / S y
Extra elegance, if Easy to clean. 380
<> Will gladden grand-dad and your girl friend.
/ / / /
Lasts a lifetime, if Leaves no odour.
American made, if A modern product
/ / / /
Of nerve and know-how if with a new thrill.
/  / , / /
Patriotic to own. if Is on its way
In a patent package, if Pays to investigate.
/ / / /
Serves through science, it Has something added
/ / / /
By skilled Scotchmen, it Exclusively used
/ / j. f /
By upper classmen it and Uncle Sam.
Tops in tests it by teen-agers. 390
Just ask for it always, it
MALIN said:
/ /
Here we sit
/ / / \ s
Our bodies bound it to these bar-room lights,
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/ / / /  ’*
The night's odours, 9 the noise of the El on
/ / / /
Third Avenue, 9 but our thoughts are free..
/ / / /
Where shall they wander? 9 To the wild past
/ / ✓ /
When, beaten back, 9 banished to their cirques
The horse-shoe glaciers # curled up and died,
And cold-blooded 9 through conifers slouched
/ / / /
Fumbling amphibians; # forward into
'  /  JL /  '
Tidy Utopias 9 of eternal spring, 400
/ ' / /
Vitamins, villas, 9 visas for dogs
/ /  JL / / \
And art for all; 9 or up and down through
/ / / /
Those hidden worlds 9 of alien sizes
<> Which lenses elicit?
But EMBLE objected:
Muster no monsters, 9 I'll meeken my own.
So did ROSETTA;
/ / * ^ s
You may wish till you waste, 9 I'll want here.
So did QUANT:
<> Too blank the blink of these blind heavens.
MALIN suggested:
Let us then
/ / / /
Consider rather 9 the incessant Now of
/ \ s / /
The traveller through time, 9 his tired mind
/ \ s  s /
Biased towards bigness 9 since his body must 410
/ / / /
Exaggerate to exist, 9 possessed by hope,
<> Acquisities, in quest of his own
/ / / *
Absconded self 9 yet scared to find it
As he bumbles by" 9 from birth to death 
Menaced by madness; 9 whose mode of being,
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Bashful or braggart, ft is to be at once 
Outside and inside ft his own demand
For personal pattern. ft His pure I 
Must give account of ft and greet his Me",
That field of force ft where he feels he thinks, 420
His past present, ft presupposing death,
Must a'sk what he is ft in order to be
And make meaning ft by omission and stress,
/ /  /  /
Avid of elseness. ft All that exists
Matters to man; ft he minds what happens
And feels he is at fault, ft a fallen soul
/ , / / /
With power to place, ft to explain every
What in his world ft but why he is neither
God nor good, ft this guilt his insoluble
/ / . / /
Final fact, ft infusing his private 430
Nexus of needs, ft his noted aims with
/ / / /
Incomprehensible ft comprehensive dread
At not being ft what he knows that before
/ / / /
This world was ft he was willed to become.
QUANT approved:
Set him to song, ft the surly old dodger.
So did EMBLE:
/ ^ / /
Relate his lies ft to his longing for truth.
So did ROSETTA:
/ / / /
Question his crimes ft till his clues confess.
The Radio:
\ ✓ / / /
And now Captain Kidd ft in his Quiz Programme
/ /
HOW ALERT ARE YOU. ft
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QUANT said:
' /
Listen, Box,
/ ' a ' /
And keep quiet. it Listen courteously to us 440
Four reformers IF who have founded - why not? -
The Gung-Ho Group, # the Ganymede Club
For homesick young angels iF the Arctic League
/ / / /
Of Tropical Fish, iF the Tomboy Fund
/ / / /
For Blushing Brides IF and the Bide-a-wees
Of Sans-Souci, iF assembled again
/ / / /
For a Think-Fest: iF our theme tonight is -
/ / / /
HOMO ABYSSUS iF OCCIDENTALIS
or
/ / / /
A CURIOUS CASE iF OF COLD FEET
or
/ /  /  /
SEVEN SELFISH iF SUPPERLESS AGES 450
Part II 
THE SEVEN AGES
MALIN began:
/ ^ / /
Behold the infant, iF helpless in cradle and
/ / / /
Righteous still, iF yet already there is
/ / / /
Dread in his dreams iF at the deed of which
He knows nothing iF but knows he can do,
The gulf before him iF with guilt beyond,
/ / / s
Whatever that is, iF whatever why
/ / / /
Forbids his bound; iF till that ban tempts him;
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He jumps and is judged: if he joins mankind,
The fallen families, if freedom lost,
Love become Law, if Now he looks at grown-ups
With conscious care, if and calculates on
/ / / /
The effect of a frown if or filial smile,
Accuses with a cough, if claims pity
/ / / /
With scratched knees, if skilfully avenges
Pains and punishments if on puny insects,
/ ^ / /
Grows into a grin, if and gladly shares his
Small secret if with the supplicating
/ / „ / /
Instant present, if His emptiness finds
Its joy in a gang if and is joined to others
By crimes in common, if Clumsy and alarmed, 470
/ / / /
As the blind bat if obeys the warnings
Of its own echoes, # his inner life
Is a zig-zag, if a bizarre dance of
Feelings through f/cts, if a foiled one learning
/ / /  s
Shyness and shame, if a shadowed flier.
Secret meetings if at the slaughter-house
With nickels and knives, if initiations
/ / s V/ / /
Behind the billboards, if Then the hammerpond looked
/ / / /
So green and grim, if yet graciously its dank
/ \ y  / /
Water made us welcome if - once in, we 480
/ \ / /  y
Swam without swearing, if The smelting mill
/ / / /
We broke into if had a big chimney
And huge engines; if holding our breath, we
{ / / /
Lighted matches if and looked at the gears,
The cruel cogwheels, if the crank's absolute
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/to on pleasure. it In a vacant lotVe
/ / \ / /
We built a bonfire it and burned alive
Some stolen tyres. it How strOng and good one
/ / / v /
Felt at first, it how fagged coming home through
The urban evening. it heavy like us
Sank the gas-tanks it - it was supper time.
490
In hot houses it helpless babies and 
Telephones gabbled it untidy cries,
And on embankments black it with burnt grass 
Shambling freight-trains it were shunted away 
Past crimson clouds. it
EMBLE said:
My cousins were both
Str/ng and stupid: it they stole my candy,
' / „ / /
They tied me to a tree, it they twisted my arms,
/ / ' , v S /
Called me crybaby, it 'Take care", I sobbed,
'I could hold up my hand it and hot water 500
\  / / , ' /
Would come down on your drought it and drown you all
/ / j / /
In your big boots, it In our back garden
One dark afternoon, it I dug quite a hole
/ /
Planning to vanish, it
ROSETTA said:
On picnic days
/ / / /
My dearest doll it was deaf and spoke in
Grunts like grandfather, it God understood
If we washed our necks it he wasn"t ever
To l/ok in the loft it where the Lamps were
And the Holy Hook, it In the housekeeper's room
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/  JL J ^  \  /
Was currant cake ft and calves-foot jelly 510
/ /  / /
As we did our sums ft while down below,
t / h  in tw/eds ft on the t/rrace gravel,
/ / / /
Father and his friends ft reformed regimes,
Monies and monarchs, ft and mother wrote 
Swift and sure ft in the silk-hung saloon 
Her large round letters. // Along the e'sker,
Following a fox ft with our fingers crossed
/ / / /
Or after the ogre ft in Indian file,
/ / / /
We stole with our sticks ft through a still world of
/ / / /
Hilarious light, ft our lives united 520
<> Like fruit in a bowl, befriended by 
<> The supple silence, incited by 
Our shortened shadows. ft
Malin went on to the Second Age:
With shaving comes
An hour when he halts, ft hearing the crescent
/ / / /
Roar of hazard, ft and realizes first
He has laid his bet ft with a lying self
<> Who wins or welches. Thus woken, he is
/ \ / / /
Amused no more ft by the merely given
Felt f a c t , ft the facile emergence of
/ /  / ^ ^
Thought with thing, ft but, threatened from all sides, 530
/ / „ / /
Embarrassed by his body's ft bald statements,
/ /  /  /
His sacred soul ft obscenely tickled
O  And bellowed at by a blatant Without,
A dog by daylight, ft in dreams a lamb 
O  Whom the nightmare ft ejects ft nude into
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/  /  JL '  /  /
A ball of princes it too big to feel
Disturbed by his distress, it he starts off now,
<> Poor, unprepared, on his pilgrimage
/ / / \ /
To find his friends, it the far-off elite,
, / • / V A / * ' /And, knowing no one, It a nameless young man, 540
Pictures as he plods it his promised chair
A  /  - JL /  '
In their small circle it secret to those
/ / / /
With no analogies, it unique persons,
/ / / /
The originals" ring, // the round table
/ / / / s 
Of master minds* # Mountains he loves now,
Piers and promontories, # places where
/ / / /
Evening brings him # all that grandeur
Of scope and scale # which the sky is believed
To promise or r e c a l l , // pacing by
/ / / 1
In a sunset trance # of self-pity 550
While his toy tears # with a touching grace
/ / \/ / /
Like little balloons # sail lonely away
/ /
To dusk and death* if
QUANT said:
/ /
With diamonds to offer,
A cleaned tycoon # in a cooled office,
/ / / /
I smiled at a siren # with six breasts,
Leaning on leather, # looking up at
/ /  / /
Her righteous robber, 1/ her Robin Hood,
/ / V  / /
Her plump prince* # All the public could see
/ / / /
Was a bus-boy # brushing a table,
/ ✓
Sullen and slight, it
ROSETTA said:
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y /
In my sixteenth year 560
Before sl/eping it I fancied nightly
The house on the headland it I would own one day.
/ / / \ /
Its long windows # overlooked the sea
And its turf terrace it topped a sunny
Sequestered cove. it A corkscrew staircase
/ / „ / /
From a green gate it in the garden wall
/ / f /
Descended the cliff, it the sole entrance
To my be'ach where bathers it basked beside
The watchet waves, it Though One was special,
/ / / /
All forms were friends it who freely told their 570
<> Secrets to me: but, safe in my purse 
I k/pt the key it to the closet where
A sliding panel it concealed the lift,
/ / /  ✓
Known to none, it which at night would take me
/ y  * /Down through the dark it to my dock below,
/ /  ✓ '
A chamber chiselled it in the chalk hill,
f ^ /
Private and perfect; it thence, putting forth
Alone in my launch it through a low tunnel
Out to the ocean, it while all others slept,
/ /  /  /
Smiling and singing it I sailed till dawn, 580
Happy, h/tless. it
EMBLE said:
y /
After a dreadful
y /  /  /
Row with father, it I ran with burning
/ / / /
Cheeks to the pasture it and chopped wood, my
/ / / y
Stomach like a stone it I strode that night 
Through wicked dreams: it waking, I stumbled
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/ / / /
To the shower and sang, iF ashamed to recall
With whom or how; iF the hissing of the w/ter
Composed the tune, iF I supplied the words
/ / ,. / \ /
For a fine dirge it which fifty years hence
Massed choirs would sing iF as my coffin passed, 590
Grieved for and great iF on a gun-carriage.
Malin went on, spoke of the Third Age:
Such pictures fade iF as his path is blocked
/ /  / /
By Others from Elsewhere, iF alien bodies
Whose figures fasten iF on his free thoughts,
Ciphers and symbols iF secret to his flesh,
Uniquely near, iF needing his torments,
/ / /  /
His lonely life, iF and he learns what real
/ / \ /  /
Images are; iF that, however violent
/ / / /
Their wish to be one, iF that wild promise
Cannot be k/pt, iF their case is double; 600
For each now of need iF ignores the other as
/ / ,. / /
By rival routes iF of recognition
f / / /
Diminutive names iF that midnight hears
<> Intersect iF upon iF their instant way 
To solid solitudes, iF and selves cross
Back to bodies, iF both insisting each
/ / /  /
Proximate place iF a pertinent thing.
So, learning to love, iF at length he is taught 
To know he does not. iF
QUANT said:
Since the neighbours did,
With a multitude iF I m a d e the long 610
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t ' Jl r, / 'Visitors voyage if to Venus Island,
Elated as they, if landed upon
/ L / JL L V, , / /
That savage shore if where old swains lay wrecked 
Unfit for her fable, if followed up
/  /  V Jl f  /The basalt stairway if bandying jokes with 
The thoughtless throng, if but the^, avoiding
The great gate if where she gives all pilgrims
/ / / /
Her local wine, if I legged it over
A concrete wall, if was cold sober as,
Pushing through brambles, if I peeked out at 620
Her f/scin/tion. if Frogs were shooting
Cramps in a corner; if cupids on stilts,
/ / / /
Their beautiful bottoms if breaking wind,
Hunted h/res if with hurricane lanterns
/ / \ / /
Through woods on one side, if while on the other,
/ / / /
Shining out if through shivering poplars,
\ ' / \ / /
Stood a brick bath-house if where burghers mixed
y  S / JL /  yWith light-fingered ladies if and louche trade,
Dancing in serpents if and daisy chains
/ / / '
To mad music, if In the mid-distance 630
/ / . v / /
On deal chairs if sat a dozen decayed
Gentlewomen if with dejected backs
/ / / /
And raw fingers if morosely stitching
/ \f / / /
Red flannel scivvies if for heroic herms.
{ / / v ^
Primroses, peacocks if and peach-trees made
/ / s , / /
A fair foreground if but fairer there, with
An early Madonna's if oval face
/ / / /
And lissom limbs, if delighting that whole
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Degraded glen, it the Goddess herself
/ ' / /
Presided smiling; it a saucy wind,
/ / / /
plucking from her thigh it her pink wrapper
/ / / /
Of cr§pe-de-chine, it disclosed a very
<> Indolent ulcer.
ROSETTA sang:
/ / / /
Deep in my dark it the dream shines
Yes, of you, it you dear always;
<> My cause to cry, cold but my
/ / / /
Story still, it still my music.
/ v  / / /
Mild rose the moon, it moving through our
/ / / /
Naked nights: it tonight it rains;
/ / „ / /
Black umbrellas It blossom out; 650
Gone the gold, it my golden ball.
<> Heavy these hands. I believed
/ / „ / / 
That pleased pause, it your pause was me
/ / ' /To love alone it till life's end:
/ / / N /
I thought this; if this was not true.
/ / „ / / ^
You touched, you took, it Tears fall. 0
/ / / /
Fair my far, it when far ago
/ / ' /
Like waterwheels it wishes spun
Radiant robes: it but the robes tore.
EMBLE sang gaily:
/ / / /
His queen was forward, it Her King was shy; 660
/ / / /
He hoped for her heart it but He overbid;
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' ' / /
When She ducked His Diamond it down They went.
/ / „ / /
In Smuggler s Cove it He smelt near Him
Her musical m/rmaids; it She met His angels
In Locksmith's lane, it the little d/ars.
/ v  /  ^ / /
He said to Her: it You re a hazy truth';
/ \ / .  ^ / /
She said to Him: it You re a shining lie';
Each went to a washroom it and wept much.
/ / / /
The public applauded it and the poets drew
A moral for marriage: it 'The moths will get you
/ / v / \ /
If the wolves won't, it so why not now?'
/ / / ^  /
The consequence was it Both claimed the insurance
And the furniture gave it what-for to Their elbows.
/ / / /
A reason for one, it a risk on the Pair.
Malin went on, Spoke of the Fourth Age:
Now unreckoned with, rough, it his road descends
/ / / /
From the haughty and high, it the humourless places
His dre'ams would prefer, it and drops him till,
/ \ / / /
As his forefathers did, it he finds out
/ s / /
Where his world lies, it By the water's edge,
The unthinking flood, it down there, yes, is his
/ / / s
Proper place, it the polychrome Oval
/ / / /
With its kleig lights it and crowd engineers,
/ / / /
The mutable circus it where mobs rule
The arena with roars, it the real world of
670
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Theology and horses, it our home because
In that doubt-condemning it dual kingdom
/ ^ / /
Signs and insignia it decide our cause,
/ / / /
Fanatics of the Egg it or Knights sworn to
Die for the Dolphin, it and our de'eds wear
Heretic green it or orthodox blue, 690
/ /
Safe and certain, it
ROSETTA said:
\ / /
Too soon we embrace that
<> Impermanent appetitive flux,
Humorous and hard, it which adults fear
/ / / /
Is real and right, it the irreverent place,
The clown's cosmos. it
EMBLE said:
Who is comforted by it?
Pent in the packed it compulsory ring
Round father's frown it each famus waits his
/ ✓ „ / / ^
Day to dominate. // Here a dean sits
/ / X . / /
Making bedroom eyes it at a beef steak,
As wholly oral # as the avid creatures 700
Of the celibate sea; # there, sly and wise
/ / / /
Commuters mimic it the Middle Way,
/ / \ / ✓
Trudging on time # towards a tidy fortune.
/ /
(A senator said: # 'From swimming-hole
/ / / /
To board-meeting it is a big distance.')
Financiers on knolls, it n o ses pointing
' x / x / /
East towards oil fields it inhale the surplus
/ / / /
Their bowels boast of, it while boys and girls, their
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Hot hearts it covered over with marriage
/ _ / JL /  /
To tyrant functions, it turn by degrees 
<> To cold fish, though, precarious on the 
Fringes of their feeling, it a fuzzy hope
/  /  , JL , ^ N /
Persists somehow if that some day all this 
Will walk away, it and a wish gestates 
<> For explosive pain, a punishing 
Demanded moment it of mortal change,
The Night of the Knock it when none shall sleep,
/ /
The Absolute Instant, it
QUANT said:
/ /
It is here, now.
/ / / /
For the huge wild beast it of the Unexpected
Leaps on the lax it recoll/cting back;
<> Unknown to him, binoculars follow
/ / jl /  /
The leaping lad; it lightning at noonday
/ / / /
Swiftly stooping it to the summer-house
Engr/ves its disgust it on engrossed flesh,
/ / JL / s /
And at tea-times it through tall french windows
Hurtle anonymous it ho'stile stones.
v / / „ s / /
No soul is safe, it Let slight infection
/ /  JL / /
Disturb a trifle it some tiny gland,
/ / \ / /
And Caustic Keith it grows kind and silly
Or Dainty Daisy it dirties herself.
We are mocked by unm/aning; it among us fall
/ / / s
Aimless arrows, it hurting at random
Malin went on, spoke of the Fifth Age:
T / 'in peace or war,
/ / / /
Married or single, if he muddles on,
Offending, fumbling, if falling over,
<> And then, rather suddenly, there he is
Standing up, if an astonished victor
/ / / ^  /
Gliding over if the good glib waters
/ / / /
Of the social harbour if to set foot
On its welcoming shore if where at last
Recognition if surrounds his days with
/ / t / /
Her felicitous light, if He likes that;
He fairly blooms; if his fever /lmost
Relaxes its hold, if He l/arns to speak
/ / „ \ / /
Softer and slower, if not to seem so eager;
/ / / /
His body acquires if the blander motions
Of the approved state, if His positive glow
/ / / /
Of fiscal health if affects that unseen
/ f / ^
Just Judge, if that Generalized Other
/ / „ / /
To whom he thinks if and is understood by,
Who grows less gruff if as if gravely impressed
By his evident air if of having now
/ / / /
Really arrived, if bereaved of every
Low relation, if
EMBLE said:
A  , / S , /
Why leave out the worst
/ / / /
Pang of youth? if The princes of fiction,
/ / / /
Who ride through risks if to rescue their loves,
Know their business, if are not really
740
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As young as they look. iF To be young means 
To be all on edge, iF to be held waiting in
A packed lounge iF for a Personal Call
/ / / /
From Long Distance, # for the low voice that
Defines one's future. iF The fears we know
/ / „ / /
Are of not knowing. iF Will nightfall bring us
Some awful order iF - Keep a hardware store
In a small town. iF ...Teach science for life to
Progressive girls - ? // It is getting late.
/ / / /
Shall we ever be asked for? iF Are we simply
Not wanted at all? iF
QUANT said:
/ /
Well, you will soon
Not bother iF but acknowledge yourself
<> As market-made, a commodity 770
/ ✓ . ✓ /
Whose value varies, iF a vendor who has
To obey his buyer, iF will embr/ce moreover
/ / / /
The problems put you iF by opposing time,
/ / / ✓
The fight with work, iF the feud of marriage,
/ / / ^
Whose detonating details iF day and night
/ / . / /
Invest your breathing iF and veto sleep,
/ / / /
As their own answers, iF like others find
/ v / / /
The train-ride between iF your two natures,
The morning-evening iF moment when
You are free to reflect iF on your faults still, 780
O  Is an awkward hiatus, is indeed
L / / / /
The real risk iF to be read away with
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/ / / s
Print and pictures, it reports of what should
/ / s / /
Never have happened, it will no longer
Expect more pattern, it more purpose than 
/ /
\/ / 
n t
Your finite fate, if
ROSETTA said:
I refuse to accept
/ / „ / /
Your plain place it your unprivileged time.
No. No. if I shall not apologize
Nor retire contempt it for this tawdry age.
/ n / / /
The juke-box jives it rejoicing madly 790
/  s  / / /
As life after life it lapsing out of
/ / t t
Its essential self it sinks into
One pr/ss-applauded it public untruth
/ / / \/ /
And, massed to its music, it all march in step
/ / / s /
Led by that liar, it the lukewarm Spirit
/ / / /
Of the Escalator, it ever timely,
/ / / /
His whims their will, it away from freedom
/ s / / /
To a locker-room life it at low tension,
Abnormal none, it anonymous hosts
/ / / /
Driven like Danaids it by drill sergeants 800
/ / \ / / ,
To ply well-paid it repetitive tasks
(Dowdy they'll die it who have so dimly lived)
/ / / /
In cosy crowds, it Till the caring poet,
* / / /
Child of his chamber, it chooses rightly
/ / / /
His pleased picture it of pure solitudes
Where gusts gamble it over gaunt areas 
Frozen and futile it but far enough 
O  From vile civilities vouched for by
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Statisticians, # this stupid world where
Gadgets are gods # and we go on talking, g 10
Many about much, # but remain alone,
Alive but alone, # belonging - wh/re? -
/ / / /
Unattached as tumbleweed. # Time flies.
QUANT said:
/ S/ ' A < /No, Time returns, # a continuous Now 
As the clock counts. # The captain sober 
Gulps his beer # as the galley-boy drunk
Gives away his water; # William East
/ / / /
Is entering Olive # as Alfred West
Is leaving Elaine; # Lucky McGuire
Divides the spoil # as v/cuous Molly 820
/ / / ^
Joins in the joke; # Justice van Diemen
Foresees the day # when the slaves rise and
/ / / /
Ragamuffins roll if around the block
/ \ / / /
His cone-shaped skull # while Convict 90
Remembers his mother. # We move on
/  ^ / /
As the wheel wills; # one revolution
t  \ f  /  /  /
Registers all things, // the rise and fall
In pay and prices, # the peregrinations
/ /  / /
Of lies and loves, # colossal bangs and
/ / / /
Their sequential quiets # in quick order. 830
/ / / /
And who runs may read # written on walls
Eternal truths: # "Teddy Peterson
f / / /
Never washes.' # "I'm not your father
/ / / /
You slobbering Swede.' # "Sulky Moses
/ / / /
Has bees in his bush.' # "Betty is thinner
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But Connie l/ys.' it Who closes his eyes 
Sees the blonde vistas if b/thed in sunlight,
The temples, tombs, if and t/rminal god,
Tall by a torrent, if the etruscan landscape
Of Man's Memory, if His myths of Being 840
Are there always, if In that unchanging
Lucid lake if where he looks for ever
Narcissus s/es if the sensitive face
He's too intelligent if to trust or like,
Pleading his pardon, if Polyphemus
Curses his cave or, if catching a nymph,
/ / y '
Begs for brotherhood if with a big stick,
/ / / /
Hobbledehoy and helpless, if Orpheus lies
/ / / /
Violently slain if on the virid bank,
/ / / \ /
That smooth sward if where he sinned against kind, 850
/ / / /
And, wild by the water, if women stone
The broken torso if but the bloody head,
In the far distance, if floating away
N / / / /
Down the steady stream, it still opening
Its charming mouth, it goes changing on in
/ / jl / y
Fortissimo tones, if a tenor lyre
/ / / /
Dinning the doom it into a deaf Nature
Of her lo^se chaos, it For Long-Ago has been 
/ / / s /
Ever-After it since Ur-Papa gave
/ / / \/ /
The Primal Yawn it that expressed all things 860
(In His Boredom their beings) it and brought forth
/ / / \ /
The wit of this world, it One-Eye's mistake
/ '  JLIs sorry He spoke, if
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Malin went on, spoke of the Sixth Age:
Our subject has changed.
<> He looks far from well; he has fattened on 
His public perch; if takes pills for vigour 
And sound sleep, if and sees in his mirror 
The jawing genius if of a jackass age,
A rich bore. if When he recollects his 
Designed life. if the presented picture 
Is a case of chaos, if a constituted 
<> Famine of effect. Feverish in
Their bony building if his brain cells keep
s '  / /
Their hectic still, if but his heart transfixed
/ / / /
By the ice-splinter if of an ingrown tear,
/ / / *
Comatose in her cave, if cares little
What the senses say; if at the same time,
Dedicated, if clandestine under
/ / „ / /
The guilt and grime if of a great career,
The bruise of his boyhood if is as blue still,
/ / / /
Horrid and hurting, # hostile to his life 880
/ / / /
As a praised person. # He pines for some
Nameless Eden ft where he never was
But where in his wishes if once again
^ / / / s
Over hallowed acres, if without a stitch
/ / / /
Of achievement on, if the children play
^  /  /  / , /
Nor care how comely if they couldn t be
Since they needn't know if they're not happy.
QUANT said:
So do the ignored, if In the soft-footed
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Hours of darkness if when elevators
Raise blondes aloft if to bachelor suites
/ / /  /
And the night-nurse if notices a change
In the patient's breathing, if and Pride lies 
Awake in himself if too weak to stir 
As Shame and Regret if shove into his their 
Inflamed faces, if we failures inquire 
For the treasure also. if I too have shed
The tears of parting if at Traitor's Halt
/ / ' /
Where comforts finished if and kind but dull,
In low landaus # and electric broughams,
/ s / / /
Through wrought-iron gates, if down rhododendron
/ / „ ^ /
Avenues they came, if Sir Ambrose Touch,
Fat Lady Feel, # Professor Howling,
Doctor Dort, # dear Mrs, Pollybore,
And the Scarsdales boy # with a school friend 
To see us off. if (But someone important,
Alas, was not there.) if Some laughed of course.
/ / \ / /
Ha-ha, ha-ha, if cried Hairy Mary -
/ \ / „ / v /
The lighthouse lady, if little Miss Odd,
And Will Walton if the watercress man,
/ / / /
And pointed northward, if Repellent there 910
A storm was brewing, if but we started out
/ / / /
In carpet-slippers if by candlelight
Through Wastewood if in the wane of the year,
\ / / / /
Past Torture Tower if and Twisting Ovens,
/ / / ^
Their ruins ruled if by the arrested insect
/ / / /
And abortive bird, if In the bleak dawn
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ye reached Red River; it on Wrynose Weir 
Lay a dead salmon; it when the dogs got wind 
They turned tail. it We talked very little;
Thunder thudded; it on the thirteenth day 
Our diseased guide if deserted with all 
<> The milk chocolate. Emerging from 
Forests to foothills, if our f/ars increased,
<> For roads grew rougher and ridges were 
Cong/sted with gibbets; if just as we reached
/  /  JL '  'The monastery bridge if the mist cleared
\ s s s /
And I got one glimpse if of the granite walls
And the gl/ciers guarding if the Good Place.
/ / ✓ /
(A giant jawbone if jutted from that ice;
/ v. / j, / /
Condors on those crags it coldly observed our 
Helpless a'nguish.) it My hands in my pockets,
Whistling ruefully it I wandered back
By Maiden Moor it and Mockbeggar Lane
/ / / z'
To Nettlenaze if where nightingales sang
Of my o^n evil, it
ROSETTA said:
Yet holy are the dolls
\  /  / , / '
Who, junior for ever, it just begin
/ /  / /
Their open lives it in absolute space,
/ / / /
Are simply themselves, it deceiving none,
/ / \ / /
Their clothes creatures, it so clearly expressing,
/ / / /
Tearless, timeless, it the paternal world 940
/ x ✓ ✓
Of pillars and parks, it 0 Primal Age
/ * /  *
When we danced deisal, it our dream-wishes
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Vert and volant, it unvetoed our song. 
For cr^ws brought cups it of cold water to
Ewes that were with young; it unicorn herds
/ / ^/ / /
Galumphed through lillies; it little mice played
N/ / 1 /  Jl /  'With great cock-a-hoop cats; it courteous griffin
Waltzed with wyverns, it and the wild horses
\ / f /  /
Drew nigh their neighbours it and neighed with joy,
All feasting with friends. it What faded you 950
/ / N / /
To this drab dusk? it 0 the drains are clogged,
RaLn-rusted, it the roofs of the privies 
Have fallen in, it the flag is covered 
With stale stains, it the stable-clock face
/ / ,. / \ s
Mottled with moss, it Mocking blows the wind 
Into my mouth, it 0 but they"ve left me.
I wronged. Then they ran. it I' m running down.
/ /  . \/ s /
Wafna. Wafna. it Who's to wind me now 
In this lost land? it
EMBLE said:
/  /
I ve lost the key to
The garden gate, it How green it was there, 960
How large long ago it when I looked out,
/ / / /
Excited by sand, it the sad glitter
Of desert dreck, it not dreaming I saw
/ / / /
My future home, it It foils my magic:
' / / /
Right the ritual it but wrong the time,
The place improper, it
QUANT said:
/ , /
Reproaches come,
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/ / / /
Emanating it from some hidden centre,
<> Cold radiations directed at us
/ / JL , / /In waves unawares, it and we are shaken
/ / y /
By a sceptical sigh it from a Scotch fir, 970
The Accuser crying it in a cocktail glass.
Let me sell you a song, it the most side-splitting tale 
Since old Chaos caught it young Cosmos bending
With his back bare it and his br/ces down,
/ / / /
Homo Vulgaris, it the Asterisk Man.
He burned all his boats it and both pink ends
Of his crowing candle, it cooked his go'ose-flesh,
/ / / /
Jumped his bailiwick, it jilted his heirs
/ / / / '
And pickled his piper, it the Approximate Man.
/ / / /
With his knees to the north it and the night in his stride 980
He advanced on the parlours, it then vanished upstairs
As a bath-tub admiral it to bark commands
/ \/ /  JL / /
At his ten hammer toes, it the Transient Man.
/ / / /
Once in his while it his wit erupted
/ \ / / /
One pure little puff, it one pretty idea;
/ / s /
A fumerole since, it he has fizzled a cloud 
Of gossip and gas, it the Guttering M^n.
Soon his soul will be sent up it to Secret Inks,
/ / / s
His body be bought it by the Breakdown Gang;
/ /  /  / nor. 
It's time for the Ticklers it to take him away
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Xn a closed cab, if the Camouflage Man.
v / , r , / , , / \ /
So look for a laundress if to lay him out cold,
A fanciful fairy if to fashion his tomb 
In Rest-room Roman; if get ready to pray 
In a wheel-chair voice if for the Watery Man.
Malin went on once more, spoke of the Seventh Age:
/ / „ / '
His last chapter if has little to say.
He grows backward if with gradual loss of
Muscular tone if and mental quickness:
/ / / \ /
He lies down; if the looks through the window
/ / / /
Ailing at autumn, if asks a sign but
The afternoons are inert, if none come to
/ y ji ' sQuit his quarrel if or quicken the long 
Years of yawning if and he yearns only
/  /  JL S '
For total extinction, if He is tired out;
His last illusions if have lost patience 
With the human enterprise, if The end comes: he 
Jo^ns the majority, if the jaw-dropped
Mildewed mob if and is modest at last.
/ / \/ / ^  s
There his case rests: if let who can disprove.
ROSETTA was thinking:
/ / / /
There was Lord Lugar if at Lighthazels,
Violent-tempered; if he voted against
/ / / /
The Banking Bill, if At Brothers Intake
/ / / /
Sir William Wand; if his Water Treaty
 ^ / / /
Enriched Arabia, if At Rotherhope
1000
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General Locke, it a genial man who 
Ke^ pt cormorants. it At Craven Ladies
v / / t .
Old Tillingham-Trench; it he had two passions,
/ /  ^ / /
Women and walking-sticks, it At Wheels Rake,
/ / / /
In his low library it loving Greek
Bishop Bottrel; it he came ba'ck from the E^st 
With a fat notebook it full of antique 
Liturgies and laws f it long-forgotten 
Christian creeds it occluded within a 
Feldspar fortress it Fay was his daughter;
A truant mutation, it she took up art, 
c/rved in crystal, it became the friend of
Green-eyed Gelert it the great dr/ssmaker,
^ / / /
And died in Rome, it There was Dr. Sykes
At Muggiers Mo^nd; it his monograph on
The chronic cough it is a classic still;
He was loved by all. it At Lantern B/epew
Susan O'Rourke, it a sensitive who
Prated for the plants, it They have p/rished now; their
/ / / /
Level lawns it and logical vistas
Are obliterated; it their big stone
/ / ^ /
Houses are shut, it Ease is rejected,
/ / / /
Poor and penalized it the private state.
EMBLE was thinking:
/ / / /
I have friends already, it faces I know
In that calm crowd, it w/aring clothes like mine,
Who have s/ttled down, it accepted at once,
O  Contemporary with Trojan Knights
1020
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/ V / / /
And Bronze-Age bagmen; it Bud and Whitey
/ / / /
And Clifford Monahan it and Clem Lifshutz,
Di^cky Lamb, it Dominic Moreno,
Svensson, Seidel: it they seem already
/ / >» / X ,
Like anyone else. it Must I end like that?
QUANT thought:
/ ^ V  . / /Ingenious George it reached his journey's end
/ / / j
Killed by a cop it in a comfort station,
Dan dropped dead it at his dinner table,
/ / / /
Mrs. O'Malley it with Miss De Young 1050
/  /  JL /  /
Wandered off it into wild places
Where desert dogs it reduced their status
To squandered bones, it and it's scared you look,
Dear friend of a friend, it to face me now.
How limply you've aged, it how loose you stand 
A frog in your fork, it my far-away 
Primrose prince, it but a passenger here 
Retreating to his tent, it Whose trump hails your 
Shenanigans now? it Kneel to your bones
And cuddle your cough, it Your castle's down. 1060
/ / / ^ /
It rains as you run, it rusts where you lie
Beware my weakness, it Worse will follow.
/ N / / /
The Blue Little Boys it should blow their horns
Louder and longer, it for the lost sheep
/ / / /
Are nibbling nightshade, it But never mind.....
QUANT said:
* / N/ /  JL . /  yCome, peregrine nymph, it display your warm 
Euphoric flanks it in their full glory
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/ ' / / 
of liberal life; // with luscious note
Smoothly sing // the softer data of an
Unyielding universe, // youth, money,
/ / / /
Liquor and love; // delight your shepherds
For crazed we come // and coarsened we go
Our wobbling way: // there's a white silence
<> Of antiseptics and instruments
At both ends, // but a babble between
And a shame surely, // 0 show us the route
Into hope and health; // give e'ach the required
Pass to appease // the superior archons;
/ /
Be our good guide //
To which ROSETTA answered:
s / /
What gift of direction
<> Is entrusted to me to take charge 1080
<> Of an expedition any may
Suggest or join? // For the journey home
/ / / /
Arriving by roads // one already knows
/ / / /
At sites and sounds // one has sensed before,
The knowledge needed // is not special,
The sole essential // a sad unrest
Which no life can lack. // Long is the way
Of the Seven Stages, // slow the going,
And few, may be, // are faithful to the end,
But /ll start out // with the hope of success, 1090
/ / / /
Arm in arm // with their opposite type
/ / / /
Like dashing Adonis // dressed to kill
And worn Wat // with his walrus moustache,
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Or one by one # like Wandering Jews,
Bullet-headed bandit, # broad churchman,
Lobbyist, legatee, // loud virago,
Uncle and aunt # and alien cousin,
Mute or maddening # through the Maze of Time,
Seek its centre, # desiring like us
'  /  JL /  /  N
The Quiet Kingdom. IF Comfort your wills then
/ / / /
With hungry hopes; IF to this indagation
Allay your longings: # may our luck find the
Regressive road # to Gr/ndmother's House.
Part III
THE SEVEN STAGES
Quant is the first to see anything. He says:
/ / / /
Groping through fog, # I begin to hear
<> A salt lake lapping:
Dotterels and dunlins # on its dark shares 
<> Scurry this way and that.
[Lines 1108-1134 are not included]
And last EMBLE:
<> The earth looks woeful and wet;
/  / „ /  /
On the raw horizon regiments pass
/ v / / /
Tense against twilight, // tired beneath 
<> Their corresponsive spears.
<> Slogging on through slush 
By broken bridges # and burnt hamlets
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Where the starving st/nd # staring past them 
<> At remote inedible hills.
ROSETTA says:
Now peaks oppose # to the ploughman's march 
<> Their twin confederate forms,
In a warm weather, # white with lilies,
<> Evergreen for grazing.
Smooth the surfaces, # sweeping the curves 
<> Of these comely frolic clouds,
v / / j, t /
Where the great go it to forget themselves,
<> The beautiful and boon to die.
[Lines 1151-1182 are not included]
ROSETTA says:
/ / / /
These hills may be hollow; it I've a horror of dwarfs
And a streaming cold. #
EMBLE says:
This stony pass
Is bad for my back. # My boots are too small
/ \ / „ / /
My haversack too heavy, it I hate my knees
/ /
But like my legs. #
MALIN says:
The l/ss I feel 
The more I mind. # I should meet d/ath 
With great regret. #
QUANT says:
N / /
Thank God I was warned
/ / / /
To bring an umbrella # and had bribes enough
For the red-haired rascals, # for the reservoir guard
1150
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A celluloid sandwich, iF and silk eggs
/ / „ / /
For the lead smelters; iF for Lizzie O'Flynn,
/ / s / /
The capering cowgirl; # with clay on her hands,
Tasty truffles iF in Utopian jars,
And dungarees iF with Danish buttons
For Shilly and Shally iF the shepherd kings.
Now ROSETTA says:
<> The clouds are clearing.
<> The ground's aggression is growing less.
EMBLE says:
I can reckon correctly. iF
My cape is dry.
MALIN says:
My real intentions
/ 'Are nicer now. it
And QUANT says:
/ , /
I m nearing the top.
When I hear what I'm up to, iF how I shall laugh.
EMBLE says:
The railroads like the rivers iF run for the most part
<> East and west, and from here
/ / '/ / /
On a clear day iF both coasts are visible
<> And the long piers of their ports.
To the south one sees iF the sawtooth range
<> Our nickel and copper come from,
/ / / /
And beyond it the Barrens iF used for Army
<> Manoeuvres; while to the north
A brown blur iF of buildings marks
1200
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<> Some sacred or secular town.
MALIN says:
Every evening // the oddest collection 
<> Of characters crowd in this inn:
/ I- /  r  e- /  JL . /  /
Here a face from a farm, it its frankness yearning 
<> For corruption and riches; there
' ' ji / /
A giant gospel if whom grinning miners 
<> Will stone to death by a dolmen;
Heroes confess # to whores, detectives
<> Chat or play chess with thieves. 1220
QUANT says:
/ / / / s
And one finds it hard # to fall asleep here.
<> Lying awake and listening
To the creak of new cr/eds # on the kitchen stairs 
<> Or the sob of a dream next door,
(By pass and port # they percolated,
<> By friendships and official channels)
Gentler grows the heart, # gentler and much 
<> Less certain it will succeed.
But ROSETTA says impatiently:
Questioned by these cross roads # our common hope
/ ✓ / /
Replies we must part; it in pairs proceed 1230
/ / / /
By bicycle, barge, # or bumbling local,
/ / / *
As vagabonds # or in wagon-lits,
/ / \ f /
On weedy waters, # up winding lanes,
\ / / / /
Down rational roads // the Romans built,
' s  /  /
Over or into, # under or round
/ / / /
Mosses dismal # or mountains sudden,
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Farmlands or fenlands it or factory towns,
/ / / /
L e f t  and right it till the loop be complete
/ v / jiAnd we meet once more it
EMBLE whispers to himself:
/ /
Do I mind with whom?
And MALIN:
Yes, a great deal, it
41But not now. it
In youth I would have cared, 1240
And QUANT::
I know what will happen,
<> Am sincerely sorry.
[Lines 1243-1288 are not included]
ROSETTA says:
/ / j, / /
The light collaborates it with a land of ease,
<> And rivers meander at random 1290
Through meadowsweet massed it on moist pastures,
<> Past decrepit palaces
/ / / f
Where, brim from belvederes, it bred for riding
<> And graceful dancing, gaze
Fine Vld families it who fear dishonour.
But modern on the margin it of marshy ground
<> Glitter the glassier homes
\ / / /  /
Of more practical people it with plainer minds,
<> And along the vacationer's coast,
Distributed between it its hotels and casinos, 1300
<> Ex-monarchs remember a past
Of wars and waltzes it as they wait for death.
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[Lines 1303=1312 are not included]
ROSETTA says:
These ancient harbours # are hailed by the morning 
<> Light that untidies
/ \ / ' /
Warehouses and wharves # and wilder rocks 1315
<> Where intolerant lives
Fight and feed # in the fucoid thickets
<> Of popular pools.
EMBLE says:
Reflected fleets, # feeling in awe
<> Of their sheltered lagoons, 1320
Stand still, # a steady congregation 
<> Of gigantic shadows;
Derricks on these docks # adore in silence
<> The noon they denote.
MALIN says:
/ \ / / /
Quiet falls the dusk # at this queasy juncture
<> Of water and earth,
/ / . / /
And lamps are lit it on the long esplanade;
<> Urgent whispers
/ / . / /
Promise peace it and impatience shakes
<> Ephemeral flesh. 1330
And QUANT says:
As, far from furniture # and formal gardens
<> The desperate spirit
/ / ' /
Thinks of its end # in the third person,
<> As a speck drowning
/ / * /
In those wanton mansions # where the whales take
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<> Their huge fruitions.
Emble says to Rosetta:
/ / jl * *A private plane, iF its propeller tied
f t  f /
With red ribbons IF is ready waiting
/ t JLTo take us to town. iF
MALIN says to QUANT:
/ /
A train whistles
For the last time. iF We must leave at o^ce. 1340
QUANT says:
t V f JL t /
Autumn has come early; iF evening falls;
Our train is traversing iF at top speed 
A pallid province iF of puddles and stumps
Where helpless objects, iF an orphaned quarry,
/ / f /
A waif of works, iF a widowed engine,
For a sorry second iF sigh and are gone
/ \ t jl f '
As we race through the rain iF with rattling windows
/ / . w  / /
Bound for a borough iF all bankers revere.
[Lines 1349-1356 are not included]
QUANT says:
In the smoking cars iF all seats are taken 
By melancholics iF mewed in their dumps,
Elegant old-school iF ex-lieutenants
Cashiered for shuddering, iF short blowhards, 1360
Thwarted geniuses iF in threadbare coats,
/ / \ / /
Once well-to-do^s iF at their wits^ end,
And underpaid agents iF of underground powers
/ / f s /
The faded and failing iF in flight towards town.
[Lines 1365-1372 are not included]
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QUANT says:
/ \ / / /
The parlour cars and Pullmans it are packed also
With scented assassins, it salad-eaters
/ / / /
Who murder on milk, it merry expressives,
Pe^t pyknics it with pumpkin heads,
Clever cardinals it with clammy hands,
/ / / /
Jolly logicians it with juvenile books,
/ y  JL /  /
Farmers, philistines, it filles-de-joie,
/ /  JL /  /
The successful smilers it the city can use.
[Lines 1381-8 are not included]
QUANT says:
What mad oracle it could have made us believe
/ / / / 
The capital will be kind it when the country is not,
And value our vanities, it provide our souls
With play and p/sture it and permanent water?
1 / JLHere we are. it
Together again, it
EMBLE says:
MALIN says:
As we hoped we have come
ROSETTA says:
/ /
I am glad, I think.
It is fun to be four, it
QUANT says:
The flushed animations
/ / \ / /
Of crowds and couples it look comic to friends.
MALIN says:
/ \/ / / /
The scene has all the signs it of a facetious culture,
1375
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<> P u b l i s h i n g  h o u s e s ,  if p a w n s h o p s ,  if a n d  p a y - t o i l e t s ;
A u g u s t  a n d  G r a e c o - R o m a n  ft a r e  t h e  g r a n i t e  t e m p l e s  
Of t h e  m e d i c i n e  m e n  if w h o  k e e p  t h i s  b o d y  
<> P o l i t i c  f r e e  f r o m  f e v e r s ,
<> C a n c e r  a n d  c o n s t i p a t i o n .
The ro ' o m s  n e a r  t h e  r a i l r o a d - s t a t i o n  if a r e  r e n t e d  m a i n l y
/ / f / /
By the criminally inclined; if the Castle is open on Sundays;
T h e r e  a r e  p a r k s  f o r  p l u m p  if a n d  p l a y g r o u n d s  f o r  p a s t y  c h i l d r e n ;
/ / „ / \/ /
The police must be large ft but little men are hired to
<> S e r v i c e  t h e  s u b t e r r a n e a n  
<> M i l e s  o f  d e n d r i t i c  d r a i n a g e .
/ \/ / / /
A m a r r i e d  t r i b e  c o m m u t e s ,  if m i l d  a n d  s u b u r b i a ,
<> Whom ritual rules if protect if against raids by the nomad
Misfortunes t h e y  f e a r ;  if f o r  t h e y  f l i n c h  i n  t h e i r  d r e a m s  a t  t h e  
/
s c r a t c h
/ V  S . / /
Of coarse pecuniary claws, ft at crying images,
<> Petulant, thin, reproachful,
<> Destitute shades of dear ones.
\ / / / \ '
Well, here I am but how, if how, asks the visitor,
/ / it  ^ , • fStrolling through the strange streets ft can I start to discover
/ \/ / / /
The fashionable feminine fret, if or the form of insult
^  / / \ / /
Minded most by the men? if In what myth do their sages
<> Locate the cause of evil?
<> How are these people punished?
1400
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/ N/ / / /
How, above all, will they end? // By any natural
<> F a s c i n a t i o n  o f  f r o s t  o r  f l o o d ,  o r  f r o m  t h e  a r t f u l
Obliterating bang # whereby God's rebellious /mage
A f t e r  t h o u s a n d s  o f  t h a n k l e s s  y e a r s  #  s p e n t  i n  t h i n k i n g  a b o u t  i t
<> F i n a l l y  f i n d s  a  s o l i d
<> P r o o f  o f  i t s  i n d e p e n d e n c e ?
[ L i n e s  1427-1459 a r e  n o t  i n c l u d e d ]
ROSETTA says:
In I shall go, # out I shall look.
MALIN says:
V e r y  w e l l ,  w e  w i l l  w a i t ,  #  w a t c h  f r o m  o u t s i d e .
QUANT says:
<> A scholarly old scoundrel.
Whose  f o r t u n e  w a s  f o u n d e d  #  o n  t h e  f o l l i e s  o f  o t h e r s ,
<> Built it for his young bride.
t f \ / n. /
She died in child bed; # he died on the gallows;
<> The property passed to the Crown.
<> The facade has a lifeless look,
For no one uses # the enormous ballroom;
<> But in book-lined rooms at the back 
Committees meet, # and many strange 
<> Decisions are secretly taken.
<> High up in the East Tower,
A pale-faced widow # looks pensively down 
O  At the terrace outside where the snow 
Flutters and flurries # round the formal heads
1460
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<> Of statues that stare at the park.
<> And the guards at the front gate 
Change with the seasons; it in cheerful Spring 
<> How engaging their glances; but how 
Morose in Fall: it ruined kitchen maids 
<> Blubber behind the bushes.
EMBLE asks:
Well, how was it? it Wh/t did you see?
ROSETTA says:
Opera glasses it on the ormolu table
Frock-coated father it framed on the wall
/ N. / „ / / S
In a bath-chair facing it a big bow-window,
/ / / /
With valley and village it invitingly spread,
<> I got what is going on.
/ / / V  /
At the bend of the Bourne it where the brambles grow thickest
/ / \/ / /
Major Mott it joins Millicent Rusk;
/ / N / /
Discreetly the kingfisher it keeps his distance
<> But an old cob swan looks on as they
<> Commit the sanguine sin.
/  /  ' / .
Heavy the orchards; it there's Alison pinching
/ / / /
Her baby brother, it Bobby and Dick
/ / / / .
Frying a frog it with their father's reading-glass,
Conrad and Kay it in the carpentry shed
O  Where they've no business to be.
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/ / ' /
Cold are the clays it of Kibroth-Hattaavah,
B a b e l ' s  u r b a n i t i e s  it b u r i e d  i n  s a n d ,
Red the geraniums it in the rectory garden
Where the present incumbent it reads Plato in French
<> And has lost his belief in Hell.
From the gravel-pits it in Groaning Hollow 
To the monkey-puzzle it on Murderer's Hill,
From the Wellington Arms it to the white steam l/undry,
The significant note it is nature's cry 
<> Of long-divided love.
/ / / /
I have watched through a window it a World that is fallen,
/ / / /
The mating and malice it of men and beasts,
The corporate gr^ed it of quiet vegetation,
And the homesick little it obstinate sobs
<> Of things thrown into being.
/ / v / /
I would gladly forget; it let us go quickly.
EMBLE said:
/ / j, / s
Yonder, look, it in a yew avenue
/ / ^ /
A mossy mile, it For amusement's sake
Let us run a race it till we reach the e^d.
MALIN mutters:
/ N / S /
'Alas,' say my legs, it 'if we lose it will be
/ /
A sign you have sinned.' it
And QUANT:
The safest place
/ * \ / M , / /
Is the more or less middling: it the mean average
1500
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Is not noticed. if
And EMBLE:
\ / /
How nice it feels
To b e  o u t  a h e a d :  if I ' m  a l w a y s  l u c k y
B u t  m u s t  r e m e m b e r  if h o w  m o d e s t  t o  l o o k .
And ROSETTA:
L e t  t h e m  c a l l ;  I  d o n ' t  c a r e .  if I  s h a l l  k e e p  t h e m  w a i t i n g  
They  o ' u g h t  t o  h a v e  h e l p e d  m e .  if I  c a n ' t  h o p e  t o  b e  f i r s t  
<> So l e t  me  b e  l a s t .
No Entrance Here if Without a  Subject 
[Lines 1527-1570 are not included]
A g a i n  w e  m u s t  d i g r e s s ,  if g o  b y  d i f f e r e n t  
p / t h s  i n  p a i r s  if t o  e x p l o r e  t h e  l a n d .
/ /
T h i s  b o d e s  b a d l y ,  if
QUANT mutters:
And MALIN:
So be it. Who knows
/ /
I f  we wish what we will? if
And ROSETTA:
/ / 
Will you forget
<> If you know that I won't?
And EMBLE:
<> Will your need be me?
MALIN says:
/ / \ / /
As we cycle silent if through a serious land
/ / / ^
For hens and horses, if my hunger for a live
Person to father if impassions my sense
/ / / /
Of this boy's beauty if in battle with time.
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These old-world hamlets it and haphazard lanes 
Are p/rilous places; it how plausible h/re 
All arc/dian cults it of carnal perfection,
How intoxicating it the platonic myth.
EMBLE says:
Pleasant my companion it but I pine for another.
QUANT says:
<> Our canoe makes no noise; monotonous
/ / , „ / /
Ramparts of reeds it surround our navigation;
The waterway winds it as it wants through the hush;
0 fortunate fluid it her fingers caress.
Welcome her, world; it sedge-warblers, betray your 1590
^ \ / / / \
Hiding places with song; it and eddy, butterflies,
/ / „ \ / /
In frivolous flights it about that fair head:
\ / / / /
How apt your homage it to her innocent disdain.
ROSETTA says:
The figure I prefer it is far away.
MALIN says:
To know nature it is not enough for the ego;
The aim of its eros it is to create a soul,
The start of its magic it is stolen flesh.
QUANT says:
\ / / / /
Let nature unite us it whose needs belong to
/ / „ \ \ / s ^ ,
Separate systems it that make no sense to each other:
/ / / x {
She is not my sister it and I am not her friend. 1600
EMBLE says:
/ / / /
Unequal our happiness it his is greater.
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ROSETTA says:
Lovelier would this look if if my love were with me.
MALIN says:
Girlishly glad if that my glance is not chaste,
He wants me to want if what he would refuse:
/ / / /
For sons have this desire if for a slave also.
QUANT says:
B o t h  g r a v e s  o f  t h e  s t r e a m  if a r e  a g o g  a s  h e r e
\ / / \ / /
Comes a  b r i d e  f o r  a  b r i d e g r o o m  if i n  a  b o a t  f e r r i e d
/ V  / / /
By a dying man dreaming if of a daughter-wife.
ROSETTA says:
How tempting to tr/spass if in these Italian gardens
/ / / \ f
Wit h  t h e i r  s m i r k  o u c h e s  if a n d  s w e e t - s m e l l i n g  b o r d e r s ,
<> To lean on the low
P a r a p e t  if of s o m e  p u r s i v e  f o u n t a i n
<> And drowse through the unctuous day.
EMBLE says:
There are special perspectives if for sp/culation,
/ / \ / /
Random rose-walks, if and rustic bridges
<> Over neat canals;
A miniature railroad if with mossy halts 
<> Wambles through wanton groves.
QUANT says:
/ / / \ /
Yet this is a theatre if where thought becomes act
' /  / /
And beside a sundial, if in the silent umbrage
<> Of some dark daedal,
The ruined rebel if is recreated 
<> And chooses a chosen self.
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/ / / .
From lawns and relievos it the leisure makes
Its uncomfortable claim and, it caught off its guard,
<> His hardened heart
Consents to suffer, it and the sudden instant 
<> Touches his time at last.
MALIN says:
Tense on the parterre, it he takes the hero's
Leap into love; it then, unlatching the wicket 1630
<> Gate he goes:
The plains of his triumph it appear empty,
<> But now among their motionless 
Avenues and urns it with extra £lan 
Faster revolves it the invisible corps
<> Of pirouetting angels
/ / / /
And a chronic chorus it of cascades and birds
<> Cuts loose in a wild cabaletta.
EMBLE says:
/ / / /
I would stay to be saved it but the stillness here
/ \ / / /
Reminds me too much it of my mother's grief; 1640
It scorns and scares me. it
/ /
Louder and lamer, it
QUANT says:
/ , / 
My excuses throb
ROSETTA says:
/ /
The long shadows
/ 1 uDisapprove of my person, it
MALIN says:
/ /
Reproached by the doves,
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/ /
My groin groans.
And my nose is inflamed. #
My teeth need attention,
ROSETTA:
I've got a h/adache,
QUANT:
My knees are stiff.
EMBLE:
Then QUANT says:
/
Who will trust me now,
Who with broad jokes # have bored my children
/ / „ / /
And, warm by my wife, If have wished her dead
Yet turned her over, # who have told strangers
Of the cars and castles # that accrued with the fortune
/ /
I might have made? #
And EMBLE says:
My mortal body
7 / * / /Has sinned on sofas; it assigning to each
f I / /
Points for pleasure, it I have pencilled on envelopes
/ /
Lists of my loves. #
And ROSETTA says:
Alas for my sneers
/ / f t
At the poor and plain: # I must pay for thinking
Failure funny. #
And MALIN says:
/ s / ,
I have felt too good
At being better # than the best of my colleagues:
/ / / *v /
Walking by water, # have worked out smiling
1650
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Deadly reviews. it My deeds forbid me 
To linger longer. it I'll l/ave my friend,
Be sorry by myself. it
Then EMBLE again:
/ /
I must slip off
/ /
To the woods to worry, it
Then ROSETTA:
/ /
I want to retire
/ / / /
To some private place it and pray to be made
/
1660
/ 
A good girl, it
And then QUANT:
I must go away
/ / „ / /
With my terrors until it I have taught them to sing.
Quant's voice is heard singing:
<> A vagrant veteran I,
<> Discharged with grizzeled chin,
<> Sans youth or use, sans uniform,
<> A tiger turned an ass.
Then MALIN's:
<> These branches deaf and dumb 1670
<> Were woeful suitors once;
Mourning unmanned, it and moping turned 
<> Their sullen souls to wood.
Then ROSETTA's:
<> My dress is torn, my tears
<> Are running as I run
Through forests far it from father's eye
O  To look for a true love.
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Then EMBLE'S:
<> My mother weeps for me 
<> Who disappeared at play
From home and hope # like all who chase 1680
<> The blue elusive bird.
Now QUANT'S again:
<> Through gloomy woods I go 
<> Ex-demigod; the damp 
Awakes my wcmnd; # I want my tea 
<> But needed am of none.
Now EMBLE'S
<> More faint, more far away
<> The huntsman's social horn
/ s / „ / /
Calls through the cold it uncanny woods
<> And nearer draws the night.
Now ROSETTA'S:
<> Dear God, regard thy child; 1690
<> Repugn or pacify
^ /  *  JL /  /All furry forms it and fangs that lurk 
<> Within this horrid shade.
Now MALIN'S:
<> Their given names forgot,
<> Mere species of despair,
/ / /  /
On whims of wind # their wills depend,
<> On temperatures their mood.
And yet once more QUANT'S:
<> So whistling as I walk 
<> Through brake and copse, I keep
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<> A lookout for the Limping One 
<> Who buys, abandoned souls.
1700
QUANT says:
/ / / y
The climate of enclosure, # the cool forest 
<> Break off abruptly:
Giddy with the glare # and ungoverned heat,
<> We stop astonished,
/ / /  y
Interdicted by desert, # its dryness edged
<> By a scanty scrub
Of Joshua trees # and giant c/cti;
<> Then, vacant of value,
Incoherent # and infamous sands, 1710
<> Rainless regions
Swarming with serpents, # anc/stral wastes,
<> Lands beyond love.
[Lines 1714-1772 are not included]
ROSETTA says:
/ / / /
Are our dreams indicative? # Does it exist,
<> That last landscape
Of gloom and glaciers # and great storms 1775
\ / / / /
Where, cold into chasms, // cataracts
<> Topple, and torrents
\ / / / /
Through rocky ruptures if rage for ever
/ / / /
In a winter twilight # watched by ravens,
<> Birds on basalt, 1780
/ / / s /
And shadows of ships // long-shattered lie,
/ / / /
Preserved disasters, # in the solid ice
O  Of frowning fjords?
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\ ✓ , / / /
Does the Moon s message if mean what it says:
/ \ /  / j
'In that oldest and most hidden // of all places 
<> Number is unknown'?
Can lying lovers # believe their bones'
<> Unshaken assurance
/ ✓ „ / ✓
That all the elegance, If all the promise
Of the world they wish // is waiting there? 1790
QUANT says:
/ / / /
My shoulders shiver # A shadow chills me
As thunderheads // threaten the sun.
MALIN says:
/ / „ / /
Righteous wrath if is raising its hands
/ /
To strike and destroy. #
EMBLE says:
/ /
Storm invades
/ / / /The Euclidean calm, if The clouds explode.
<> The scene dissolves, is succeeded by
/ / / /
A grinning gap, # a growth of nothing
Pervaded by vagueness, if
ROSETTA says:
/ /
Violent winds
I / „ / /
Tear us apart, if Terror scatters us
To the four coigns. # Faintly our sounds 1800
/ \ / / /
Echo each other, # unrelated
/ / / /
Groans of grief # at a great distance.
QUANT says:
f / ( \ / L
In the wild West # they are whipping each other.
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EMBLE says:
/ ' / /
In the hungry East FF they are eating their books.
ROSETTA says:
/ / / \ /
In the numb North FF there are no more cradles.
MALIN says:
/ / „ s / /
The sullen South it has been set on fire.
EMBLE says:
Dull through the d/rkness, Ft indifferent tongues 
From bombed buildings, Ft from blacked-out towns,
Camps and cockpits, Ft from cold trenches,
/ x / / /
Submarines and cells, Ft recite in unison
A common creed, Ft declaring their weak 
Fa^ith in confusion. Ft The floods are rising; -
Rain ruins Ft on the routed fragments
/ / ' /
Of all the armies; Ft indistinct
Are friend and foe, Ft one f^ux of bodies 
Miles from mother, Ft marriage, or any 
Workable world. Ft
QUANT says:
The wall is fallen
/ / „ / /
That Balbus built, Ft and back they come
/ / / /
The Dark Ones Ft to dwell in the statues,
<> Manias in marble, messengers from
/ / / /
The Nothing who nothings. Ft Night descends;
\ / / / /
Through thickening darkness Ft thin uneases,
Ravenous unr/als, Ft perambulate 
Our paths and pickles. Ft
MALIN says:
/ /
The primary colours
/ ^ / / /
Are all mixed up; it the whole numbers
Have broken down, it the big situations
/ /
Ceased to excite, it
ROSETTA says:
/ /
Sick of time,
Long Ada it and her Eleven Daughters,
The standing stones, it stagger, disrupt
/ / f /
Their petrified polka it on Pillicock Mound; 1830
The chefs and shepherds it have shot themselves,
The dowagers dropped it in their Dutch gardens,
The battle-axe it and the bosomed war-horse
Swept grand to their graves, it Graven on all things,
/ s / /
Inscribed on skies, it escarpments, trees,
/ /  „ /  '
Notepaper, neckties, it napkin rings,
f t * / /
Brickwalls and barns, it or branded into
/ / / /
The livid limbs it of lambs and men,
<> Is the same symbol, the signature
Of reluctant allegiance it to a lost cause. 1840
MALIN says:
/ V  / / /
Our ideas have got drunk it and drop their H's.
EMBLE:
/ / / /
We err what we are it as if we were not.
ROSETTA:
/ / / /
The honest and holy it are hissed at the races.
QUANT:
God's in his greenhouse, it his geese in the world.
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Part IV
THE DIRGE.
<> Sob, heavy world,
<> Sob as you spin
/ / / /
Mantled in mist, it remote from the happy:
/ / „ , / \ /
The washerwomen it have wailed all night,
The disconsolate clocks it are crying together,
<> And the bells toll and toll 1850
/ / / /
For tall Agrippa it who touched the sky:
<> Shut is that shining eye
/ / / /
Which enlightened the lampless it and lifted up
The flat and foundering, it reformed the weeds.
/ ' / /
Into civil cereals it and sobered the bulls;
<> Away the cylinder seal,
/ / t t
The didactic digit it and dreaded voice 
Which imposed p e a c e  it on the pullulating 
Primordial mess, it Mourn for him now,
<> Our lost dad, 1860
<> Our colossal father.
<> For seven cycles
<> For seven years
/ ' n ' t
Past vice and virtue, it surviving both,
<> Through pluvial periods, paroxysms
/ / / x /
Of wind and wet, it through whirlpools of heat,
<> And comas of deadly cold,
On an old white horse, it an ugly nag,
O  In his faithful youth he followed
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The black ball it as It bowled downhill
/ / * /
On the spotted spirit's it spiral journey,
Its purgative path it to that point of rest 
<> Where longing leaves it, and saw
Shimmering in the shade it the shrine of gold,
/ • 1 / 1 & v f tThe magical marvel it no man dare touch,
Between the to^wers it the tree of life 
<> And the well of wishes 
<> The waters of joy.
<> Then he harrowed hell,
<> Healed the abyss
f / ' /Of torpid instinct it and trifling flux,
/ * / /
Laundered it, lighted it, it made it lovable with
Cathedrals and theories; it thanks to him
<> Brisker smells abet us,
/ /  ,, /  *
Cleaner clouds it accost our vision
<> And honest sounds our ears.
/ / / /
For he ignored the Nightmares it and annexed their ranges,
\/ / / / /
Put the clawing Chimaeras it in cold storage,
Berated the Riddle it till it roared and fled,
<> Won the Battle of Whispers,
/ /  JL /  /Stopped the Stupids it stormed into
/ /  ^ /
The Fumblers' Forts, it confined the Sulky
/ / / /
To their drab ditches it and drove the Crashing
<> Bores to their bogs,
<> Their beastly moor.
<> In the high heavens,
O  The ageless places,
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T h e  g o d s  a r e  w r i n g i n g  it t h e i r  g r e a t  w o r n  h a n d s
/ / / y
F o r  t h e i r  w a t c h m a n  i s  a w a y ,  it t h e i r  w o r l d - e n g i n e  
C r e a k i n g  a n d  c r a c k i n g .  it C o n j u r e d  n o  m o r e
<> By h i s  m a s t e r  m u s i c  t o  w e d
/ / / /
T h e i r  t r u t h s  t o  t i m e s ,  it t h e  E t e r n a l  O b j e c t s
<> D r i f t  a b o u t  i n  a  d a z e :
N / / / /
0 the lepers are loose it in Lombard Street,
/ / / /
T he  r e n t s  a r e  r i s i n g  it i n  t h e  r i v e r  b a s i n s ,
/  / ji / /T h e  i n s e c t s  a r e  a n g r y ,  it Who w i l l  d u s t
<> T h e  c o b w e b b e d  k i n g d o m s  n o w ?
/ v / / /
F o r  o u r  l a w g i v e r  l i e s  it b e l o w  h i s  p e o p l e ,
B i g g e r  b o n e s  #  o f  a  b e t t e r  k i n d ,
U n w a r p e d  b y  t h e i r  w e i g h t ,  it a s  w h i t e  l i m e s t o n e
<> U n d e r  g r e e n  g r a s s ,
<> T h e  g r a s s  t h a t  f a d e s .
Part V
THE MASQUE
The Radio:
/ ' / / . , '
Music past midnight, it For men m  the armed
Forces on furlough it and their feminine consorts, 
For war-workers it and women in labour,
/ / t /
For Bohemian artists it and owls of the night,
We present a se^ries it of savage sel/ctions
/ / / /
By brutal bands it from bestial tribes,
f t  f t
The Quaraquorans it and the Quaromanlics,
<> The Arsocids and the Alonites,
1900
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The Ghuzz, the Guptaz, # the gloomy Krimchaks,
' ✓ / /
The Timur ids and Torguts, # with terrible cries
Will drag you o'ff # to their dream retreats 
To dance with your deaths # till the dykes collapse.
QUANT sang:
When Laura lay # on her ledger side 
And nicely threw # her north cheek up,
How pleasing the plight # of her promising grove
\ / / / /
And how rich the random # I reached with a rise.
MALIN sang:
When in wanhope I wandered # away and alone,
\ / / \> / /
How brag were the birds, # how buxom the sky,
/ / . / /
But sad were the sallows V and slow were the brooks
V / / / y
And how dismal that day # when I danced with my dear. 
[Lines 1933-1940 are not included]
MALIN:
Hasten earthward, # Heavenly Venus,
/ / / /
Mistress of motion, // Mother of loves,
/ / / /
A signal from whom // excites time to
/ /  ^ /
Confused outbursts, # filling spaces with
/ / / /
Lights and leaves. # In pelagic meadows
The plankton open # their parachutes;
The mountains are amused; # mobs of bi!rds
Shout at fat shopkeepers. # 'Shucks! We are free.
/ / / /
Imitate us // and out of the blue
\ t / /  ' .
Come bright boys # with bells on their ankles
To tease with roses # Cartesian monks 
Till their heads a^he, # geometers vexed by
1930
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/ / \ / /
Irrelevant reds, Ft May your right hand,
Lightly alighting Ft on their longing flesh,
Promise this pair Ft what their prayers demand,
/ . , / , , . / _ \ , ✓
Bliss m  both, Ft born of each other, a
Double de'arness; Ft let their dreams descend
/ / , . / /
Into concrete conduct. It Claim your own.
EMBLE said:
Enter my aim it from all directions, 0
<> Special spirit whose expressions are 1960
My carnal c a v e , FF my consolation:
/ / A w f , /Be many or one. it Meet me by chance on 
Credulous coast # where cults intersect
Or join as arranged FF by the Giants" Graves, -
/ / ^ /
Titanic tombs Ft which at twilight bring
Greetings from the great Ft misguided dead;
/ / „ / /
Hide from, haunt me, Ft on hills to be seen
Far away Ft through the forelegs of mares;
Stay till I come Ft in the startling light
/ / / /
When the tunnel turns Ft to teach surprise, 1970
Or face me and fight Ft for a final stand
With a brave blade Ft in your buffer states,
My visible verb, Ft my very dear,
Till I die, darling. Ft
ROSETTA said:
v / /
0 the deep roots
Of the cross-roads yew, Ft calm for so long,
/ / / (
Have felt you afar Ft and faintly begin
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1980
/  /  „ \  /  /
To tingle now. it What twitters there'll be in
The brook bushes it at the bright sound of
/ / / / \
Your bicycle bell, it What barking then
/ / / /
As you stride the stiles it to startle one
\/ / / / /
Great cry in the kitchen it when you come home,
My doom, my darling, it
They kissed. Then EMBLE said:
/ /
Till death divide
/  / JL /  /
May the Four Faces it Feeling can make
/ /
Assent to our sighs, it
She said:
The snap of the Three
\/ / / / ✓
Grim Spinning Sisters' it Spectacle Case
Uphold our honours, it
He said:
/ /
The Heavenly Twins
/ / / /
Guard our togetherness it from ghostly ills.
She said:
/ / / /
The Outer Owner, it that Oldest One whom
/ / / /
This world is with, it be witness to our vows.
If you blush, it I'll build br/akwaters. 1990
/ / / /
When you're tired, it I'll tidy your table.
/ / / /
If you cry, it I'll climb crags.
/ / / /
When you're sick, it I'll sit at your side.
t / /  /
If you frown, it I'll fence fields.
/ / / /
When you're ashamed, it I'll shine your shoes.
/ / / /
If you laugh, it I'll liberate lands.
/ / / /
When you're depressed, it I'll play you the piano. .
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/ / JL ~ / /
If you sigh, if I 11 sack cities.
When you're unlucky, // I'll launder your linen.
If you sing, # I'll save souls.
When you're hurt, // I'll hold your hand.
/ / / /
If you smile, if I 11 smelt silver.
When you're afraid, # I'll fetch you food.
/ / , . / \ /
If you talk, if I 11 track down trolls.
When you're on edge, # I'll empty your ash-tray.
/ / / /
If you whisper, if I'll wage wars.
/ - / -r ~ ^ /When you re cross, if I 11 clean your coat.
If you whistle, # I'll water wastes.
When you're bored, # I'll bathe your brows.
QUANT:
y / JL / / X
Ye little larvae, IF lords of the household, 2010
Potty, P-P, # Peppermill, Lampshade,
/ \ / / *
Funnybone, Faucet, # Face-in-the-wall,
/ \ / ' /
Head-over-heels if and Upsy-daisy
And Collywobbles # and Cupboard-Love,
/ \ / ✓ *
Be good, little gods, # and guard these lives,
/ / / /
Harmless be all // your indiscretions,
That no paranoic // notion obsess
\ /  / / /
Nor dazing dump # bedevil their minds
/ / JL S / '
With faceless fears; if no filter-passing
Virus invade; # no invisible germ, 2020
Transgressing rash # or gadding tumour
Attach their tissues; # nor, taking by
/ / / /
Spiteful surprise, # conspiring objects
With slip or sharpness // or sly fracture
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Menace or mangle it the morbid flesh
/ /
Of our king and queen. it
Now turning to ROSETTA, MALIN said:
N / /
0 clear Princess,
Learn from your hero it his love of play,
Cherish his childishness, it choose in him 
Your t/sk and toy, it your betrayer also
/ / /  y
Who gives gladly it but forgets as soon 2030
/ *  JL /  /
What and why, it for the world he is true to 
Is his own creation; it to a'ct like father,
And beget like God if a gayer echo,
/ / / /
An unserious self, if is the sole thought
/ / j i / /
Of this bragging boy. it Be to him always 
The mother-moment it which makes him dream 
He is lord of time, it Belong to his journey:
0 r/st on his rock it in your red dress,
/ /
His youth and future, it
Then turning to EMBLE, he said:
/ v/ /
And you, bright Prince,
Invent your st/ps, it go variously about 2040
Her pleasant places, it disposed to joy;
^ / / / /
0 stiffly stand, it a staid monadnock,
On her peneplain; it placidly graze
On her outwash a'pron, it her own steed;
/ N/ / / /
Dance, a wild deer, it in her dark thickets;
/ s \ / /-
Run, a river, it all relish through her vales.
ROSETTA cried:
/ / / t /
Let brazen bands it abrupt their din and
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Song grow civil, it for the siege is raised.
/ / ^ / /
The mad gym-mistress, it made to resign,
/ s /
Can pinch no more, it
EMBLE cried:
/ /
Deprived of their files, 2050
/ y * A ' /The vice-squads it cavort in the mountains,
The Visa-Division it vouch for all.
Then ROSETTA:
The shops which displ/yed it shining weapons
( f * A * * .And cnme-stories it carry delicate 
Pastoral poems # and porcelain groups.
Then EMBLE:
' / / • A v /Nor money, magic, If nor martial law,
Hardness of heart it nor h</cus-pocus 
Are needed now it on the novel earth.
ROSETTA:
V / / / /
Nor terrors, tides, it contagion longer
Lustrate her stables: it their strictures yjfeld 2060
To play and peace, it
EMBLE:
Where pampered opulent
Grudges governed, it the Graces shall dance
/ / / /
In excellent order it with hands linked.
ROSETTA:
Where, cold and cruel, it critical faces
/ / / /
Watched from windows, it shall wanton putti
\t / /
Loose floods of flowers, it
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EMBLE:
Where frontier s/ntries
N/ j j « v/ ' /Stood so glumly on guard, # young girls shall pass 
<> Trespassing in extravagant clothes.
ROSETTA:
/ / / /
Where plains winced it as punishing engines
Raised woeful welts, it tall windmills shall pat 2070
The flexible /ir it and fan good cows.
EMBLE:
Where hunted hundreds it helplessly drowned,
/ \ / / /
Rose-cheeked riders # shall rein their horses
/ /
To smile at swans. #
MALIN cried:
/ /
It is safe to endure:
Each flat defect it has found its solid
/ /  JL ^  /  yGift to shadow, It each goal its unique 
<> Longing to lure, relatedness its 
Invariant base, it since Venus has now
/  \ /  jL / /
Agreed so gladly it to guarantee
/ /  / /
Plenty of water it to the plants this year, 2080
' / \/ / s
Aid to the beasts, it to all human demands
Full satisfaction it with fresh structures
For crucial regions, it
QUANT cried:
/ /
A kind word and
A fatherly peak it not far away
/ /
For city orphans, it
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Then ROSETTA again:
/ / 
Synchronized watches
And a long lane # with a lot of twists
/  /  JLFor both sexes, if
/ \ /
For game-playing gangs. #
And EMBLE:
/ /
Barns and shrubberies
QUANT:
/
Grates full of logs and
/ / / /
Hinterland homes it for old proconsuls
And pensioned pairs, if
/ /
For real readers, if
EMBLE:
/ /
Places of silence
ROSETTA:
/ /
A room with a view
2090
/ \ /
For a shut-in soul.
MALIN:
/ * r f
There and back # for a thinker or two.
A shady walk
EMBLE:
A gentle jaunt # for dejected nerves
\ * *Over warm waters, if
ROSETTA:
/ /
A wild party
/ / / \ /
Every night # for the outgoing sort.
MALIN:
/ / / /
A long soliloquy # to learn by heart
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For the verbal type. it
QUANT:
/ /
Vast museums
^ t / /
For the acquisitive kind it to keep tidy.
MALIN:
/ / / /
Spigots to open it for the spendthrift class, 2100
And choke-pear choices it for champion wills.
QUANT sang:
0 gifted ghosts, it be gone now to affirm
/  /  JL /  /Your dedication; it dwell in your choice 
<> Venus with grace preventing
<> Requires what she may quicken
/ _ . , / „ ,\ / , /
Royal with roses it be your resting place,
Ba'lmy the airways, it blue the w/lkin that 
<> Attend your time of passage,
<> And easy seas assist you.
[Lines 2110-2119 are not included]
QUANT went on singing:
Wonder warm you it with its wisdom now, 2120
/  /  JL /  *Genial joy it rejuvenate your days,
<> A light of self-translation,
<> A blessed interior brightness,
/ / / /
Animate also it your object world
Till its pure profiles it appear again,
<> Losing their latter vagueness,
<> In the sharp shapes of childhood.
[Lines 2128-2137 are not included]
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ROSETTA thought:
7 /  n / v ,
Blind on the bride-bed, it the bridgroom snores,
Too aloof to love, it Did you lose your nerve
And cloud your conscience it because I wasn't 2140
/ / /  /
Your dish really? it You danced so bravely
/ / ✓ /
Till I wished I were, it Will you remain
Such a ple'asant prince? it Probably not.
But you're handsome, aren't you? it even now 
A kingly corpse, it I'll coffin you up till 
You rule again, it Rest for us both and 
dream, dear one. it I'll be dressed when you wake
To get coffee, it You'll be glad you didn't
/ / 7 /
While your headache lasts, it and I won't shine
In the sobering sun. it We're so apart 2150
When our ways have crossed it and our words touched
On Babylon's banks, it You'll build here, be
/ / / \ /
Satisfied soon, it while I sit waiting
7 7 JL 7 7On my light luggage it to leave if called 
For some new exile, it with enough clothes
But no" merry maypole, it Make your home
/ 7 _ / /
With some glowing girl; ff forget with her what
Happens also, it If you ever see
/ / / /
A fuss forming it in the far distance,
Lots of police, it and a little group 2160
In terrible trouble, it don't try to help;
/ / ' /
They'd make you mock it and you might be ashamed.
/ / 7 7
As long as you live it may your lying be
7 / / 7 
Poetic only, it I'd hate you to think
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How gentile you fe'el if when you join in
/ / ' / /
The rowdy cries if at Rimmon's party;
/ / / /
Fasten your figleaf, if the Fleet is in.
/ / / /
Caesar is sitting if in solemn thought,
Do not disturb, if I'm dying tonight with
The tragic poets -' if for you'll trust them all, 2170
\ / / / /
Be at home m  there if where a host of creatures,
Shot or squashed, if have insured good-luck to
Their bandit bodies, if blond mausoleums
/ / / /
Of the inner life, if But how could I share
/ / / /
Their light elations if who belong after
Such hopes end! if So be off to the game, dear,
And meet your mischief, if I'll mind the shop. %
You'll never notice if what's not for sale
/ / \ / /
To charming children, if Don't choose to ask me.
\ / / / /
You're too late to believe, if Your lie is showing, 2180
/ / / /
Your creed is creased, if But have Christian luck.
Your Jesus has w/pt; if you may joke now,
/ / / \ /
Be spick and span, if spell out the bumptious
/ / / /
Morals on monuments, if mind your poise
And take up your cues, if attract Who's-Who,
/ \ / / /
Ignore What's-Not. if Niceness is all and
The rest bores, if I'm too rude a question.
You'd learn to loathe, if your legs forget their
/ / / \ /
Store of proverbs, if the staircase wit of
The sleep-walker, if You'd slip and blame me 2190
When you came to, if and couldn't accept 
Our anxious hope if with no household god or
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Harpist's Haven it for hearty climbers.
So fluke through unflustered # with full marks 
In house-geo'graphy: it let history be.
/  /  JL /  /
Time is our trade, it to be tense our gift 
Whose woe is our weight; it for we are His Chosen,
His ragged remnant it with our ripe flesh
 ^  ^ JL ^ / ✓And our hats on, It sent out of the room
By their dying grandees it and doleful slaves, 2200
/ / JL /  /
Kicked in corridors it and cold-shouldered 
At toll-bridges it teased upon the stage,
/ / / N /
Snubbed at sea, it to seep through boundaries,
/ / v v. / /
Diffuse like firearms it through frightened lands,
/ / / /
Transpose our plight # like a poignant theme
/ / j, s /
Into twenty tongues, it time-tormented
But His People still. // We'll point for Him,
Be as obvious /lways # if He won't show
/ / / /
To threaten their thinking # in their way,
Nor His strong arm // that stood no nonsense, 2210
Fly, let's face it, # to defend us now
When bruised or broiled # our bodies are chucked
/ / / /
Like cracked crocks # on to kitchen middens
/ / / /
In the time He takes. # We'll trust. He'll slay
/ / / /
If His Wisdom will. # He won't alter
\ / / / / \
Nor fake one fact. // Though I fly to Wall Street
Or Publisher's Row, it or pass out, or
Submerge in music, it or marry w/ll,
/ / / /
Marooned on riches, it He'll be right there
With His Eye upon me. it Though I hide away 2220
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/ / / ^
My secret sins # in consulting rooms,
My fears are before Him; iF He'll find all,
Ignore nothing. iF He'll never let me
<> Conceal from Him the semi-detached
Brick villa # in Laburnum Crescent,
The poky parlour, iF the pink bows on
The landing-curtains, it or the lawn-mower
That wouldn't work. it He won't pretend to
Forget how I began, # nor grant belief
y y / /
In the mythical scenes it I make up
/ / s /
Of a home like theirs, # the Innocent Place where
y y y \ yHis Law can t look, it the leaves are so thick.
/ / / s
I've made their magic # but their Momma Earth,
Is His stone still, # and their stately groves,
/ / „ ✓ /
Though I wished to worship, iF His wood to me.
\ / / \ / /
More boys like this one # may embrace me yet
I shan't find shelter, # I shan't be at peace
y / s *
Till I really take iF your restless hands,
/ \ / JL /  /
My poor fat father. iF How appalling was
/  /  . \  /  \  '
Your taste in ties. iF How you tried to have fun,
/ / / /
You so longed to be liked. iF You lied so,
'■ / / \/ /
Didn't you, dad? iF When the doll never came,
/ / / /
When mother was sick iF and the maid laughed.
<> - Yes, I heard you in the attic. At her grave you
/ / / v  /
Wept and wilted. iF Was that why you chose
So blatant a voice, iF such button eyes
\ / / / /
To play house with you then? iF Did you ever love
Stepmother Stupid? iF You'd a strange look,
2230
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Sad as the sea, it when she searched your clothes.
Don't be cruel and cry. it I couldn't stay
To be your baby, it We both were asking
For a warmth there wasn t it and then wouldn't write.
But we mustn't, must we? it Mo^es will scold
/ v / / /
If we're not all there it for the next meeting
At some brackish well it or broken /rch,
/ J / Jl TT / ^ /Tired as we are. it We must try to get on
/ s / / /
Though mobs run amok it and markets fall,
/ v / / /
Though lights burn late it at police stations,
/ / / /
Though passports expire it and ports are watched,
Though thousands tumble, it Must their blue glare
/ / \ / ,
Outlast the lions? it Who'll be left to see it
Disconcerted? it I'll be dumb before
The barracks burn it and boisterous Pharaoh
<> Grow ashamed and shy. Sh'ma' Yisra'el.
<> donai ' lohenu, 'donai ' ehcad.
Part VI 
EPILOGUE 
QUANT sang to himself:
When the Victory Powers it convened at Byzantium,
The shiners declined it to show their faces,
And the ambiences of heaven it uttered a plethora
/ / / /
Of admonitory monsters it which dismayed the illiterate.
[Lines 2270-2279 are not included]
QUANT sang:
But peace was promised it by the public hepatoscopists
2250
2260
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As the Ministers met it to remodel the Commonwealth
In what was formerly the Museum it of Fashion and Handicrafts,
While husky spectres it haunted the corridors.
[Lines 2285-2293 are not included]
QUANT sang:
The Laurentian Landshield it was ruthlessly gerrymandered,
And there was a terrible tussle it over the Tethys Ocean; 2295
Commentators broadcast it by the courtesy of a shaving-cream 
Blow by blow it the whole debate on the Peninsulas.
[Lines 2298-2307 are not included]
QUANT sang:
<> But there were some sensible settlements in the sub-committees: 
The Duodecimal System it was adopted unanimousL-y,
The price of obsidian it pegged for a decade, 2310
/ N. / V f / \
Technicians sent north it to get nitrogen from the ice-cap.
[Lins 2312-2321 are not included]
QUANT sang:
/ / i / /Outside these decisions it the cycle of Nature 
Revolved as usual, it and voluble sages
Preached from park-benches it to passing fornicators
/ / / /
A Confucian faith it in the Functional Society. 2325
[Lines 2326-2335 are not included]
QUANT said:
Why, Miss ME, what's the matter? it Must you go woolgathering? 2336
/ / \ \ ^ /
Once I was your wonder, it How short-winded you ve gotten.
/ ^ \ , / ,, \ ,
Come, Tinklebell, trot, it Let's pretend you re a thoroughbred.
Over the hill now it into Abraham's Bosom.
[Lines 2340-2349 are not included]
MALIN thought:
For the others, like me, # there is only the flash 
Of negative knowledge, # the night when, drunk, one 
Staggers to the bathroom # and stares in the glass 
To m/et one's madness,# when what mother said seems
Such d/rling rubbish # and the decent advice
/ / / /
Of the liberal weeklies # as lost an art
As peasant pottery, # for plainly it is not
To the Cross or to Clarte # or to Common Se'nse
Our passions pray # but to primitive totems
/ / f / s
As absurd as they are savage; # science or no science,
/ N / / / /
It is Bacchus or the Great Boyg # or Baal-Peor,
Fortune's Ferris-wheel # or the physical sound
Of our own names # which they actually adore &s their
Ground and goal. # Yet the grossest of our dreams is
No worse than our worship # which for the most part
/ s / * ' /Is so much galimatias # to get out of
Knowing our neighbour, # all the needs and conc/its of
\/ / / . / /
The poor muddled maddened # mundane animal
/ / / /
Who is hostess to us all, # for each contributes his
/ / „ , / /
Personal panic, # his predatory note
To her gregarious grunt # as she gropes in the dark
/ / / /
For her lost lollypop. # We belong to our kind,
/ / '
Are judged as we judge, # for all gestures of time
And all species of space # respond in our own
Contradictory dialect, # the double talk
/ / / /
Of ambiguous bodies, # born like us to that
/ / / /
Natural neighbourhood # which denial itself
2350
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/ /
Like a friend confirms; if they reflect our status,
Temporals pleading if for eternal life with
/ / / /
The infinite impetus if of anxious spirits,
/ / \ / /
Finite in fact if yet refusing to be real,
/ ^ /  i /  \  /
Wanting our own way, it unwilling to say Yes
To the Self-So if which is the same at'all times,
x ' / /
That Always-Opposite if which is the whole subject
Of our not-knowing, if yet from no necessity 
Condescended to exist if and to suffer death 
And, scorned on a scaffold, if ensconced in His Life 
The human household. if In our anguish we struggle
To elude Him, to lie to Him, if yet His love observes
/ / / /
His appalling promise: if His predilection
As we wander and weep ft is with us to the end,
Minding our meanings, # our least matter d/ar to Him,
His Good ingressant # on our gross occasions
<> Envisages our advance, valuing for us
Though our bodies too blind # or too bored to examine
What sorts excite them # are slain interjecting
Their childish Ows and, # in choosing how many
\ / / / /
And how much they will love, # our minds insist on
Their own disorder # as their own punishment,
/ / / /
His Question disqualifies # our quick senses,
/ \ / / /
His Truth makes our theories if historical sins,
/ / / /
It is where we are wounded if that is when He speaks
/ / / *
Our creaturely cry, if concluding His children
In their mad unbelief if to have mercy on them all
/ /  t '
As they wait unawares if for His World to come.
2380
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(7) Piers Plowman.
Prologue
* x / a / * x / X X  x / x
In a somer seson, it whan softe was the sonne,
* , / * . x x , / , x , .  x * x  / / x
I shoop me into shroudes it as I a sheep were,
' * i . ' * x x / x ? Jtx / x x  / x
In habite as an heremite iF unholy of werkes,
\/ )( / ^ x /  / x x / x
Wente wide in this world it wondres to here.
y ^ y / / X X y / )( / X
Ac on a May morwenynge it on Malverne hilles
x , x  / x / x X _ „ / xx x / x
Me bifel a ferly, iF of Fairye me thoghte.
X x  / X X  / j X yt X . / X X X / X
I was wery forwandred it and wente me to reste
u / j */ i « ux * v /  xUnder a brood bank iF by a bourne syde;
*x j *  t i / x  j i x ^  x, > *  / xAnd as I lay and lenede iF and loked on the watres,
^ j x ^ y / x x / x ><. y
I slombred into a slepyng, it it sweyed so murye. 10
* t /V*  it * / x- n *  / xThanne gan I me ten iF a merveillous swevene-
That I was in a wildernesse,# wiste I nevere where.
xr , X * * / X X * / „ * / X X / x
A[c] as I biheeld into the eest iF an heigh to the sonne,
X \/ X / X X / „ / X X  X / x
I seigh a tour on a toft iF trieliche ymaked,
? y y, y  / 1. ji x y  * y   ^xA deep dale bynethe, iF a dongeon therinne,
x / x / x x / . x / X  x /
With depe diches and derke it and dredfulle of sighte.
X V  / v * / J 1 / x x X / *
A fair feeld ful of folk it fond I ther bitwene-
x / x \/ x x / „ x /  x x / x
Of alle manere of men, it the meene and the riche,
/ X  X / x X X /  / X
Werchynge and wandrynge it as the world asketh.
\/ X / X X X X / ,/,.,* /1JX on
Somme putten hem to the plough, it pleiden ful selde, 20
TX / X X J / * , / . X X  / x
In settynge and sowynge it swonken ful harde,
X / X X X  / X  X  / x x x / x
And wonnen that thise was tours it with glotonye destruyeth.
And sorame putten hem to pride, it apparailed hem therafter,
X / X X X / X  / X X. / X,
In contenaunce of clothynge it comen disgised.
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X / x X , / X  * X / X X
In preieres and penaunce it putten hem manye,
A1 for the love of Oure Lord it lyveden ful streyte
* * * L/ * A ' X / x
In hope to have it heveneriche blisse-
? / * * j w' * ?- * t* .A. * X X X / XAs ancres and heremites it that holden hem in hire selles^
,/ / x . X / x X / xCoveiten noght in contree it to cairen aboute
x x / x  x , / X, . X / x  x / X
For no likerous liflode it hire likame to plese. 30
? j N/ * u X  X v/*.* jl ,X / X X / X  
And somme chosen chaff are} it they cheveden the bettre—
x x / x  x x  / X / X n / x
As it semeth to oure sight it that swiche men thryveth;
X \ /X  / X X / , X / X / X
And somme murthes to make it as mynstralles konne,
X S / X / X X  / / x * / x
And geten gold with hire glee it -[gilt]lees, I leeve,
a* •/ * *  a y  x x / x / , xAc japeres and jangeleres, it Judas children,
/ X , X _/ X X x / x VX / X L
Feynen hem fantasies, it and fooles hem maketh-
X , , X / X X x x / , x x X / x
And han wit at wille it to werken if they wolde.
x / / X X X  x \ y / ’X /
That Poul precheth of hem it I wol nat preve it here:
<> Qui loquitur turpiloquium it is Luciferes hyne.
/ x  x / x  / x \ x / x
Bidderes and beggeres it faste aboute yede 40
y X / X X  )( / X X / X X / X
[Til] hire bely and hire bagge it [were] bredful ycrammed,
/ X,X X X / x . £ L X x /, X
Faiteden for hire foode, it foughten at the ale.
In glotonye, God woot, it go thei to bedde,
aX J X  X / X  X X X , . / X
And risen with nbaudie, it tho Roberdes knaves;
ni / X „ V  X / , X „ / * , * / x
Sleep and sory sleuthe it seweth hem evere.
/ X X / X * /. x
Pilgrymes and palmeres it plighten hem togidere
_X x /. X \ / « X ,  /. X X /
For to seken Seint Jame it and semtes at Rome;
\t x / x X / „ x v x / x /_ X
Wenten forth in hire wey it with many wise tales,
x \ x / x x /X \/ x / / x
And hadden leve to lyen it al hire lif after.
* / N X  X / X x X X /  / *
I seigh somme that seiden it thei hadde ysought seintes:
x \ x / x  x x / „ x / x x / x  /x
To ech a tale that thei tolde it hire tonge was tempred to lye
/ x X y X / X / X X X / X
Moore than to seye sooth, it it semed bi hire speche.
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/ X * x *  / X / x  / x
Heremytes on an heep it with hoked staves
/ x  x „ / x x . x X / x / x
Wenten to Walsyngham If -and hire wenches after:
/ x / x x x  / x  x / x x  x / x
Grete lobies and longe it that lothe were to swynke
Clothed hem in copes it to ben knowen from othere,
* , / x x , / x X x / x x / x
And shopen hem heremytes it hire ese to have.
X / ,  A  „ V , , X X / X / x
I fond there freres, it alle the foure ordres,
/ X  , * / x „ x / x x x / x
Prechynge the peple it for profit of [the wombe] :
/ X  X / X  X X  / / /
Glosed the gospel it as hem good liked; 60
x / X X  x / x / x x x x / x  
For coveitise of copes it construwed it as thei wolde.
/ X X  X / X x / x x x / X
Manye of thise maistres it mowe clothen hem at likyng
X X / x x * / * x / x x / x
For hire mone^e and hire marchaundise it marchen togideres.
X / X x x  X / X X / x ' / x / x  
Sith charite hath ben chapman it and chief to shryve lordes
Manye ferlies han fallen it in a fewe yeres.
x / x x ^ / / X  \/ X X /" x
But Holy Chirche and hii it holde bettre togidres
x \ / X / X X / , . X / X X / X
The mooste meschief on molde it is mountynge up faste.
-m* X . x x  / / x
Ther preched a pardoner it as he a preest were:
/ X \  x / X  X / x / X
Broughte forth a bulle it with bisshopes seles,
X / X X X /  X x / x x / x
And seide that hymself it myghte assoillen hem alle 70
X / X X / * „ X X / X  X / X
Of falshede of fastynge, it of avowes ybroken.
/ X \ / X  X / 'X / x X / X
Lewed men leved hym wel it and liked hise wordes,
/ X \ / X X , / X X / X
Comen up knelynge it to kissen his bulle.
X / X X X X / * , X / X  X / X
He bonched hem with his brevet it and blered hire eighen,
* / X X  X / X X  JL / X x / X  
And raughte with his rageman it rynges and broches.
\ X / X  X /„ , „ , / X X . /. *
-Thus ye gyven youre gold it glotons to neipe,
X / X  X / X  X / x X / X
And leneth it losels it that leccherie haunten!
x x / x x / x  X \ / X / X
Were the bisshop yblessed it and worth bothe his eris,
X /  X X X / . . X X / X  .X / X 
His seel sholde noght be sent it to deceyve the peple.
* * x / X X / ,  Jt x u / / , X
Ac it is noght by the bisshop it that the boy precheth— oO
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A  «.>£ L  J .1* ' X „ / X x / xFor the parisshe preest and the pardoner it parten the silver
x , X / X  \/ X x / X  X / X  / X
That the povere [peple] of the parissche it sholde have if they ne
*
were.
/ X X / X  \/ x / X X X  X / x
Persons and parisshe preestes it pleyned hem to the bisshop
u* X ^ uX * * / x * X / X x  / XThat hire parisshes weren povere it sith the pestilence tyme,
* ,> *  *  X ' , X  / % x / x
To have a licence and leve it at London to dwelle,
X / X X X / X X  x / X X  /
And syngen ther for symonie, it for silver is swete.
J  u* * j J  i*iX « /. X x , / XBisshopes and bachelers, it bothe maistres and doctours-
v* / x y. / x J / X x / x
That han cure under Crist, it and crownynge in tokene
* , < X x . / . . X  , / X  X  / X X
And signe that thei sholden it shryven hire parisshens,
/ . X X *  / X X  X , X J L X / X  / X  
Prechen and praye for hem, it and the povere fede- 90
/ X X  / ,X ..X / x X / X
Liggen at Londoun 1t in Lenten and ellis.
^  X / X  y y ^ ^ / X / X
Somme serven the King it and his silver tellen,
X / X X  X / X X  / X X  X / X
In Cheker and in Chauncelrie it chalangen his dettes
* / , X  X . X_ / ,X X /  X  X J /  X
Of wardes and of wardemotes It weyves and streyves.
* . / X V  X x / X / x x / x
And somme serven as servaunts it lordes and ladies,
X X / X / x / X X / X
And in stede of stywardes it sitten and deraen.
* / X , .* / X  / X x. X / x
Hire messe and hire matyns it and many of hire houres
x / X X / X * / * * X / X
Arn doone undevoutliche; it drede is at the laste
\ / x / * x * „ x / x x / x x t
Lest Crist in Consistorie it acorse ful manye!
X X / X X  X / X  X / X  X X / X
I parceyved of the power it that Peter hadde to kepe- 100
x / x x x / x X X / / X
To bynden and unbynden, it as the Book telleth-
\ x * / x x  / X X  / / X
How he it lefte with love it as Oure Lord highte
* \ X / X / X „ \ / x x x / x ^ x
Amonges foure vertues, it most vertuous of alle vertues,
X / X X  x / X „ X , / X / X
That cardinals ben called it and closynge yates
X N x x / x  x / x x / x  
There Crist is in kyngdora, it to close and to shette,
* X / X  X  x / „ X / X X / X
And to opene it to hem it and hevene blisse shewe*
X x X / x x  X / x /  x x / x
Ac of the Cardinals at court it that kaughte of that name
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X / X  X / X X  x * / x x / X  
And power presumed in hem if a Pope to make
X X X / * X / X X X / v  X / X
To han the power that Peter hadde, if impiignen I nelle-
X X / X X / x X X / X X X / v
For in love and in lettrure if the eleccion bilongeth; 110
Fort hi I kan and kan naught if of court speke moo re*.
N / ^ X /  / X X / X
Thanne kam ther a Kyng: if Knyghthod hym ladde;
X X x /  x / X x / x
Might of the communes if made hym to regne.
^ / \ / X \ ^ y ^ ^ J y
And thanne cam Kynde Wit if and clerkes he made,
x x / X x  x / X X / X  / X  
For to counseillen the Kyng if and the Commune save.
The Kyng and Knyghthod if and Clergie both*
/ X ,X ,X ^/ x , X X / / / X
Casten that the Commune if sholde hem [communes] fynde.
X / X  X / x x / x \ / X
The Commune contreved if of Kynde Wit craftes,
X X / X X  \/ x / x  / X X / X 
And for profit of al the peple if plowmen ordeyned
X / X X X / X X / X ^ / x
To tilie and to travaille if as trewe lif asketh. 120
V / ^ )f / X X / x \ x X x
The Kyng and the Commune # and Kynde Wit the thridde
Stiopen lawe and leaute if -ech lif to knowe his owene.
\ / X \ X / X * , X / X \ x / x
Thanne loked up a lunatik, if a leene thyng wit hall e.
X / x  X X / J t / X X x X / X  
And knelynge to the Kyng if clergially he seide,
/ / X X X \ X X / / X
'Crist kepe thee^ sire Kyng if and thi kyngryche,
* n/ X / x , x  / jl / * / / x x
And lene thee lede thi lond if so leaute thee lovye,
* X X / X / x  X X / x * / X
And for thi rightful rulyng if be rewarded in hevene!'
f 1 V.I* ? .v* / X u it * ' Xi ^  X,/ *And sithen in the eyr on heigh if an aungel of hevene
/ * x \ x / * „  * / x \ x / x
Lowed to speke in Latyn if -for lewed men ne koude
./ ,X X ./ X,, ./ X X X ./..x
Jangle ne jugge if that justifie hem sholde, 130
X / X X / x ^ x x / x x / x  
But suffren and serven if -forthi seide the aungel:
<> '"Sum Rex, sum Princeps"; neutrum fortasse deinceps!
O  0 qui iura regis Christi specialia regis,
O  Hoc quod agas melius-iustus es, esto pius!
<> Nudum ius a te vestiri vult pietate.
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<> Qualia vis metere, talla grana sere:
<> Si ius nudatur, nudo de lure metatur:
<> Si seritur pietas, de pietate metas.^
^ 7 *i u* * A ? *  A  * * 1/ X / o*Thanne greved hym a goliardeis, it a gloton of wordes,
x , * 1* / xi * A  v, * / x j x w nAnd to the aungel an heigh it answerde after: 140
<> "Dum "rex" a "regere" dicatur nomen habere,
<> Nomen habet sine re nisi studet iura tenere.
/ X \ X / X „  / X \ X / X
Thanne [cjan al the commune it crye in vers of Latyn
X x / x  / x / X x /, , *
To the Kynges counseil it -construe whoso wolde-
<> ^Precepta Regis sunt nobis vincula legis!"
x x / , X x / . K  /  X  X  / X
With that ran ther a route it of ratons at ones
x V  X /
And smale mees myd hem: it mo than a thousand
/ x  x x  / , >  / x  / x
Comen to a counseil it for the commune profit;
X x / x_ x / « / ,X , x / x
For a cat of a court it cam whan hym liked
And overleep hem lightl^che # A d  laughte hem at his wille, 150
X / X X  x / X X * x , / X x, / X
And pleide with hem perillousli it and possed aboute.
X / X  X /  X  X /  ^ x / x
'For doute of diverse dredes # we dar noght wel loke!
And if we grucche of his gamen # he wol greven us alle-
y X X X  / X X ; X X X / X ^ J ^
Cracchen us or clawen us # and in his douches holde,
That us lotheth the lif # er he late us passe.
/ X X X X / X / X X  / X
Mighte we with any wit // his wille withstonde,
X X  ■x / x x / x / X X  x /
We myghte be lordes olofte # and lyven at oure ese
X / X X  / X  s / X  X / x
A raton of renoun, # moost renable of tonge,
/ x  x x / X / X X X / X
Seide for a sovereyn # [salve] to hem alle,
'I have yseyen s ages', quod he, # 'in the Cite of Londoun 160
\/v / X X  / X / x  X / . X
Beren beighes ful brighte # abouten hire nekkes,
And somme colers of crafty work; # Uncoupled they wenden
Bothe in wareyne and in waast # where hem leve liketh,
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^ \ y ^ / X X
And outher while thei arn elliswhere, it as I here telle.
Were ther a belle on hire beighe, it by JesSs, as me thynketh.
N x , / x  X x / X x / / *
Men myghte witen wher thei wente it and awey renne.
And right so, quod that raton, it 'reson me sheweth
J '  * vV-m ** u /  a  *  x* L , / XTo bugge a belle of bras it or of bright silver
X a , / X X X X / x x A  / x / X
And knytten it on a coler it for oure commune profit
And hangen it upon the Mattes hals it -thanne here we mowen 170
Wher he ryt or rest it or rometh to pleye;
And if hym list for to laike, it thanne loke we mowen
X / x x x  / X  x n X / * / x
And peeren in his presence it the while hym pleye liketh,
X X  X  / , X , x / , , X  X / / x X
And if hym wratheth, be war it and his wey shonye'.
v  ,* X X_ / X „ x x / x x / x
A1 the route of ratons it to this reson assented;
* , * Lx , / X  X X. / , „ X , X X / X / X
Ac tho the belle was ybrought it and on the beighe hanged
x x X / x X \/ x / „ n , x / x_ /
Ther ne was raton in al the route, it for al the reaume of France,
X \/ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / X y ^  y  / X
That dorste have bounden the belle it aboute the cattes nekke,
x / X X X \  x / \ / x x x / x
Ne hangen it aboute his hals it al Engelond to wynne,
x / X x x / x x  x / X / x
[Ac] helden hem unhardy it and hir counseil feble, 180
X / X  X / X  /  X  \/ X  / x  / X  
And leten hire laboure lost it and al hire longe studie.
x / x n  x / x / x / x
A mous that muche good kouthe, it as me tho thoughte,
/ \ / X X  x / * X x / X
Strook forth sternely it and stood bifore hem alle,
x x x / x / X  x / X x / x  
And to the route of ratons it reherced thise wordes:
s X X  x / X  X /  „ \ X x / x / x
'Though we hadde ykilled the cat, it yet sholde ther come another
X / x X x \A X / , X X / X X X / X
To cracchen us and al oure kynde, it though we cropen under benches.
X X X  / X \/ x / X „ x / X  , x x / X
Forthi I counseille al the commune it to late the cat worthe,
And be we nevere so bolde it the belle hym to shewe.
X x  X /  X / x  Ji , X / x x \  X  / X
The while he caccheth conynges it he coveiteth noght oure caroyne,
X / x  x V  X / x x „ * / * X * / X
But fedeth hym al with venyson; it defame we hym nevere. 190
„x / ^  X  X  x  /  X  X  /  / X'
For bettre is a lit el los it than a long sorwe.
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X /  X \  X  /, „ X  „ X  x / X / x
The maze among us alls, if theigh we mysse a sherewe!
X X / X X / X N /  x / X \  X / X
For I herde my sire seyn, # is seven yeer ypassed,
"Ther the cat is a kitoun, // the court is ful elenge".
x  /  x x \ X /  / x  ^  x  / X
That witnesseth Holy Writ, # whoso wole it rede-
<> Ve terre ubi puer rex est,&c.
t,* x s / u -v* X «. uN X „ ^X / x  x / x For may no renk ther reste have # for ratons by nyghte.
X /  X  \  X  /_ . X  / X_ , .X / x
For many mennes malt if we mees wolde destruye,
X \ X X  /  X  / x  „ /  „ X \ x , / X
And also ye route of ratons if rende mennes clothes,
\ X ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ j ^  ^  ^  y ^
Nere the cat of the court # that kan you overlepe: 200
X X  X / X  X  / X X  X  / x x /  x
For hadde ye rattes youre [raik] # ye kouthe noght rule yowselve.
<> 'I seye for me', quod the mous, # 'I se so muchel after,
X \/ X  X  / X  X  , /  X „ X X / X  x  / X
Shal nevere the cat ne the kiton it by my counseil be greved,
v / X  X  X  /  X  X  / X  x / X
Ne carpynge of this coler if that costed me nevere,
X \ X / x X / X ^ X / x X X / x  
And though it costned me catel, it biknowen it I nolde,
X / X X X /  X  X / x X / X
But suffren as hymself wolde # [s]o doon as hym liketh-
/ X  X 0 X  /  X, „ X / X  x ,>< / X
Coupled and uncoupled it to cacche what thei mowe.
x X \  X  /  N X  / X J i X x v / , X  / X , ,
For thi ech a wis wight I warne it wite wel his owene!
/TT1X  x  / X ,  u x  / x  x  / x  X  / x x
(What this metels bymeneth, if ye men that ben murye,
X / X  X X /  x N/ X / X \/ x / x
Devyne ye-for I ne dar, if by deere God m  hevene)! 210
Yet hoved ther an hundred # in howves of selk-
/ X  x  /  X, . X  /  x x  ,x / X
Sergeants, it semed, if that serveden at the Barre,
/ x x  x  / x „ x ,  / x t X . / x
Pleteden for penyes if and pounded the lawe,
X v  X / X X  / X  / X X / X
And noght for love of Oure Lord # unlose hire lippes ones.
X \  X  /  X  \  X  /  „ X ..A X
Thow myghtest bettre meete myst it on Malverne Hilles
Than get a 'mom' of hire mouth # til moneie be shewed!
/ X x / X X  « X  - - / -X X /.
Barons and burgeises it and bondemen ais
X / X  X x  / X  , X  X  X  / A *
I seigh in this assemblee, # as ye shul here after;
/ X  X  / X X  X  / X X  / X X
Baksteres and brewesteres # and bochiers manye,
Wollen webbesters iF auid weveres of lynnen, 220
f ^ ^ j ^
Taillours and tynkers iF and tollers in marketes,
/ X X  / X  y i X . / X N x  / X
Masons and mynours iF and many othere craftes:
Of 'alle kynne lybbynge laborers # lopen forth somme -
X  / x  x  / x  x /  x  / x / x
As dykeres and delveres iF that doon hire dedes ille
X / X  \ x n / X /  x / \ * x v / X
And dryveth forth the longe day IF with 'Dieu save Dame Emme!'
X X  ^ U / X Jt -T,/ X N X  / XCokes and hire knaves iF cryden Hote pies, Hotel
\ / X  / x / X
Goode gees and grys! iF Go we dyne, go we!
/ X X X / X . / X X / X
Taverners until hem iF tolden the same:
/ \/ X / X ..X / X / X  x
'Whit wyn of Oseye iF and wyn of Gascoigne,
x x / x x  X / X ,  x /  x x / x
Of the Ryn and of the Rochel, iF the roost to defie!' 230
\  v • u i / X  # X j / x  v ,* / xAl this I seigh slepyng, if and sevene sythes more.
x x x x x x x
Passus VI
X X X / X  / ,. X / X X  X / x
'This were a wikkede wey iF but whoso hadde a gyde
X X / X  X  x  x  / N  X  / x / x
That [myghte] folwen us ech a foot' iF -thus this folk hem mened.
\ / X  X / X  ^ X N
Quod Perkyn the Plowman, iF By Seint Peter of Rome!
* X  X / s X X  /  X X  . X x  / X  / X
I have an half acre to e n e  iF by the heighe weye;
X X / X X  X , /  \ X , / X X  / X
Hadde I eryed this half acre iF and sowen it after,
X x  / X / X X  X  / / x
I wolde wende with yow iF and the wey teche.'
X X X  / / X  \ X  / X X X  / X
'This were a long lettyng,' iF quod a lady in a scleyre;
x . /  *  X  / X  „ / . X  / X _
What sholde we wommen iF werche the while.'
^  \  ^  / X  X  X  / K
'Somme shul sowe the sak,' quod Piers, it for shedyng of the whete;
* * / * / *  mAnd ye lovely ladies iF with youre longe fyngres,
x x x  / x  / x x / x x  / x  
That ye have silk and sandel // to sowe whan tjhne is
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/ )c ^ x yc, y yt
Chesibles for chapeleyns if chirches to honoure.
/ X X  / X /  X /  / x
Wyves and widewes, if wolle and flex spynneth:
Maketh cloth, I counseille yow, if and kenneth so youre doughtres.
The nedy and the naked, if nyraeth hede how thei liggeth,
And casteth hem clothes, if for so comaunderh Truth?.
X * X / X X  / x X X  x / / X
For I shal lenen hem lif lode, if but if the lond faille,
X / X / )( X x / x  / X / X
As longe as I lyve, if for the Lordes love of hevene.
)( / )( \ X X / X ^ / X \/ x / x
And alle manere of men if that by mete and drynke libbeth,
Helpeth hym to werche wightliche if that wynneth youre foode,' 20
'By Crist' quod a knyght thoo, if 'he kenneth us the beste;
X x  x / x  / * X . / , x x / x
Ac on the teme, trewely, if taught was I nevere.
Ac kenne me,' quod the knyght, if 'and t)y Crist I wole assaye!'
'By Seint Poul!' quod Perkyn, if 'Ye prof re yow so faire
* £ f i X / j. X / x  X X . / X
That I shal swynke and swete if and sowe for us bothe,
X X  / X  X X /  / X /  N
And [ek] labour[e] for thi love if al my lif tyme,
* / X X X / X . N x X * X / x  
In covenaunt that thow kepe if Holy Kirke and myselve
X / X X J , X / X  s X X / X  / X
Fro was tours and fro wikked men if that this world destruyeth;
* X / X  / X X  J A X / X X  / X
And go hunte hardiliche if to hares and foxes,
J  * X J X J .  . X „ X  . /, X n X , / X
To bores and to bukkes if that breken down myne hegges; 30
X \ X / X X / x * L  y  \  X
And go affaite thi faucons if wilde foweles to kille,
X X / X X X  A, , X „ / * X / X^
For thei cometh to my croft if and croppeth my whete
/ X X X  / n „ Xr / A, X / x 
Curteisly the knyght thanne if co[nseyvedJ thise wordes:
X X / x  / „ x  / X * X / . X
By my power, Piers, if I plighte thee my trouthe
% X  / X X / X X X / x / X
To fulfille this forward, if though I fighte sholde;
x / X * / „ X X  / x / X ^
Als longe as I lyve if I shal thee mayntene.
/ y \ x / v \ X / X X  x / X
'Ye, and yet a point,' quod Piers, if 'I preye yow of moore:
Loke ye tene no tenaunt if but Truthe wole assente;
* X X /  X / X X s / X X / X  
And though ye mowe amercy hem, if lat mercy be taxour
* / X x x / x  / x ^ x / X
And mekenesse thi maister, if maugree Medes chekes. 40
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X , , X . / X \ ■ / X y / X X / X
And though povere men profre yow # presentes and yiftes,
/ ^ ^ ^  y ^ * y / y
Nyme it noght, an aventure iF thow move it noght deserve;
X X X / X x / X x  / x / x  
For thow shalt yelde it ayein # at one yeres ende
In a ful perilous place iF Purgatorie it hatte.
X X / X X / X X  X / X X y /X
And mysbede noght thi bondemen iF -the bettre may thow spede;
tv* u V* v* -v* ' a * i *  t/ v* * , / x / xThough he be thyn underlyng here, iF wel may happe in hevene
X X x / XX / X X  / x / x  
That he worth worthier set iF and with moore blisse:
Amice, ascende superius.
For in charnel at chirche iF cherles ben yvel to knowe,
X x / ^ ^ ^ x / x s  J t l / * * x / X
Or a knyght from a knave there iF -knowe this in thyn herte.
)( y ^ y / y y y  ^ y y y / X X
And that thow be trewe of thi tonge, iF and tales that thow hatie, 50
* 1*. ux *r < A * x x* / Ji , * /, x X / xBut if thei ben of wisdom or of wit, iF thi werkmen to chaste.
Hold with none harlotes it ne here noght hir tales,
/ X,X * / X . Z' X X .
And namely at the mete iF swiche men eschuwe-
X X  X LX / X, / X * * / X X X X / X „
For it ben the develes disours, iF I do the to understonde.
* X / X * \  / ^  / X X / n
'I assente, by Seint Jame, iF seide the knyght thanne,
X X / X X  X / x , t x N / X X  / / X ,
For to werche by thi wordes iF the while my lif dureth.
X X  X X / *  X  ^ n / , X A / x / X
'And I shal apparaille me, quod Perkyn, iF in pilgrymes wise
X / X X  X X / x . X X / X  /,)( ,
And wende with yow I wile iF til we fynde Truthe.
X / X X , / X „ X / X X  / X
[He] caste on [hise] clothes, iF yclouted and hole,
X / X X  X / X  X / X X  / x
[Hise] cokeres and [hise] coffes iF for cold of [hise] nailes, 60
X \/ x / x x  x / x / x x  / X
And [heng his] hoper at [his] hals iF in stede of a scryppe:
/ X X / \ . / X X / X
A busshel of bred corn iF brynge me therinne,
X X X  / X X / , 1 X J .<,* ? / ,/
For 1 wol sowe it myself, iF and sithenes wol I wende
X / x x  x / x  £x x / x
To pilgrymage as palmeres doon, iF pardon for to have.
x \ / x / X  X X / X  X / X n
And whoso helpeth me to erie iF or sowen here er I wende,
X x / x  x x  / , * * , / t> * / *
Shal have leve, by Oure Lord, iF to lese here in hervest
And make hym murie thermyd, iF maugree whoso bigruccheth it.
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/ X ^ / X \ ^ V / y  ^  y y
And alle kynne crafty men it that konne lyven in truthe,
x lX i c / v* £ /,^ X / X X / y
I shal fynden hem fode it that feithfulliche libbeth-
X / X  x / * X X / X  x x / y 
Save Jakke the Jogelour It and Jonette of the Stuwes,
And Danyel the Dees-pleyere if and Denote the Baude,
70
* / X LX / X JL X / X  X / X
And Frere the Faitour, it and folk of his ordre,
* , . X X / X / x
And Robin the Ribaudour, it for hise rusty wordes.
/ X / X X \ X „ X  ^\/ x / X /
Truthe tolde me ones it and bad me telle it forth:
<> Deleantur de libro vivencium-I sholde noght dele with hem,
x / x n  x /  x \ /  x / x x / x  
For Holy Chirche is hote, it of hem no tithe to aske,
Quia cum iustis non scribantur.
X. ,X X / X \/ X / X J t s / x x / x
Thei ben ascaped good aventure it now God hem amende!'
\ X / N / X
Dame Werch-whan-tyme-is it Piers wif highte;
His doughter highte Do-right-s*o it or-thi-dame-shal-thee-bete;
X / x  x / x x / x  x / x  X / X
His sone highte Suffre thi-Sovereyns it to-haven-hir-wille: 80
/ X \ X X x  / X X X  / X / X
Deme-hem-noght-for-if-thow-doost it thow-shalt-it-deere-abugge;
\ / X / X X \ „ X s X  / / X
Lat-God-yworthe-with-al if for-so-His-word-techeth.
X \ * X / x / X  , . / X. X / X
For now I am old and hoor it and have of myn owene,
X / X X , X / X X  X x i / X  X X / x
To penaunce and to pilgrimage it I wol passe with thise othere;
X X X  / X X / X t * / X X x / X
Forthi I wole er I wende it do write my bequeste.
X / \/ X X /  „ X / X X / X
In Dei nomine, Amen; ft I make it myselve.
x / , x X / , X .  ,/  UX , ,X / X J
He shal have my soule it that best hath deserved,
X X /  X X X / 1 J (  X / X X / X
And [defende it fro the fend], it for so I bileve,
X X / X X X X / X X X  / x X / X
Til I come to hise acountes it as my crede me telleth,
X \ X X /  X  , X X / X X  X / X *  / X on
To have a relees and a remission it on that rental I leve. 9U
X / X  X \ * * / X  ^ X ^ / X X / x
The kirke shal have my caroyne, it and kepe my bones,
X X  X / X / X  X / X  x  ^ x 
For of my corn and catel it he craved the tithe.
X / X x / X x / X X ^ X / X
I paide it hym prestly, it for peril of my soule;
X X X  x / X X / X „ X / X X X X  / X
Forthi is he holden, I hope, it to have me in his masse
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* / * * X / X x X N X / X / x
And mengen me in his memorie # amonges alle Cristene.
X / X s X x X /  x / x x /
'My wif shal have of that I wan # with truthe, and namoore,
x / X  \ x /  x  x  x / x / x
And dele among my doughtres # and my deere children;
* J t X / X x  / xFor though I deye today, if my dettes are quyte;
* , / i* uX £ ,/ . X X x  / x / X  
I bar horn that I borwed it er I to bedde yede.
X X ,X / X X  X X / x  X X / X / x
And with the residue and the remenaunt, iF by the Rode of Lukes! 100
X X / x x / / x x x / x
I wol worshipe therwith iF Truthe by my lyve,
* * * / X X X  / „  X / X  \ x / X
And ben His pilgrym atte plow iF for povere mennes sake.
X / \ X X X X / X c JL X , / X X  X / X
My plowpote shal be my pikstaf, iF and picche atwo the rotes,
* if* -* u ^  * j UX ./ X ,And helpe my cultour to kerve iF and d e n s e  the furwes.
\ X / X X  X / X X X  / / X
Now is Perkyn and thise pilgrimes iF to the plow faren.
X / X X  X / s X / x x / X X  
To e n e  this half-acre if holpen hym manye;
/ X X / X / x \ x / x
Dikeris and delveres iF digged up the balkes;
„ x \ X / X X / X X ,  /. x x . / X
Therwith was Perkyn apayed iF and preised hem faste.
Y u *  f , *  . u X  1 *  a u *  / u  x  '  / X  Othere werkmen ther were iF that wroghten ful yerne:
x / x x / x „ /  x x x /
Ech man in his manere iF made hymself to doone, 110
X \/ X X _ / X  / X / X  v X / X
And somme to plese Perkyn it piked up the wedes.
X \  / *  / - \ X / / X
At heigh prime Piers iF leet the plough stonde,
X \ X / X * / / X \ / . X
To oversen hem hymself; iF whoso best wroghte,
X X  x / x  * / x * L / * v ' / X
He sholde be hired therafter, iF whan hervest tyrae come.
V / X  / X J / X X X / X
Thanne seten somme iF and songen atte nale
X \/ X / X X / N X - * /  s X / X
And holpen ere this half acre iF with How trolly lolly!
\ X x / X x  X / X _  X n V  X / X / X
'Now, by the peril of my soule! quod Piers it al in pure tene,
x X x x / x  X / u X - X j / x x x / X
But ye arise the rather it and rape yow to werche,
X \ / X v *  / X  „ , / X  X X / X
Shal no greyn that here groweth it glade yow at nede,
x x x / x x /  x / x x  x / x
And though ye deye for doel, it the devel have that recche! 120
Tho were faitours afe^ed, it and feyned hem blynde;
X x /  X / X x / X X n x / x / x ,
Somme leide hir legges aliry, it as swiche losels conneth,
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And made hir [pleynt] to Piers it and preide hym of grace:
X X X \ / * X / X  X / x / x x y
'For we have no lymes to laboure with, it lord, ygraced be ye!
X x / X X X / X x x / / y
Ac we preie for yow, Piers, it and for youre plowgh bothe,
X / * * //. X / / X X
That God of his grace it youre greyn multiplie
x / x  x  x  x / X  X x / x /
And yelde yow of youre almesse it that ye yyve us here;
„X * X- ^ i x \ / X „ ^ / x X / X
For we may neither swynke ne swete, it swich siknesse us eyleth.'
'If it be sooth, quod Piers, 'that ye seyn, it I shal it soone aspie
X X  / X ? N / X n X /
Ye ben was tours, I woot wel, it and Truthe woot the sothe; 130
/ X x / x
And I am his olde hyne it and highte hym to warne
/ X , X X X X / X / x x / x
Whiche thei were in this world it hise werkmen apeired.
* / * * \  / X „ X , / X  X X / X
Ye was ten that men wynnen it with travaille and with tene;
* / , * , X, / X / x
Ac Truthe shal teche yow it his teme to dryve,
X X x ' / x / x C  x X x / x / x
Or ye shul eten barly breed it and of the broke drynke;
X *  X x  / X / X \ x , X / X X / X  
But if he be blynd or brokelegged it or bolted, with irens,
X )( / )( / X \  X x ■ X / x  / x
He shal ete whete breed it and [with myselve drynke]
^  u? / , X * r x ? x i ux /Til God of his goodnesse it [garisoun] hym sende.
*x * ^  V , x  / x J / X
Ac ye myghte travaille as Truthe wolde it and take mete and hyre
X y x / X X /  X /  X X / X
To kepe kyen in the feld, it the corn fro the bestes, 140
n/i x x * Jt X  ^/ * * x J  *Diken or delven it or dyngen upon sheves,
£  J ,  * X i* x * * * uN xOr helpe make morter it or bere muk afeld.
In lecherie and losengerie it ye lyven, and in sleuthe,
X / X  x x  / X / * X >< / X ,
And al is thorugh suffraunce it that vengeaunce yow ne taketh!
.* / * x / X X  „ , X / x l x x xt/ X
Ac ancres and heremites it that eten but at Nones
*x , ^ / * / x,, x ^ . x. . x / X
And na mo ore er morwe it myn almesse shul thei have,
And of my catel to cope hem wfth it that han cloistres and chirches.
Ac Robert Renabo^ute it shal [right] noght have of myne,
Ne postles, but thei preche konne it and have power of the bisshop:
Thei shul have p^yn and potage it and [put] hemself at ese— 150
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* f * X * X X / X *
For it is an unresonable Religion it that hath right nSght of
/ -certein
\ X / X  X / X X  y / X X / x  
Thanne gan Wastour to wrathen hym it and wolde have yfoughte,
X x / , x , / x „ X / X X / X
And to Piers the Plowman it he prof rede his glove.
X / x x  X u / X * X, ' /
A Bretoner, a braggere, it abosted Piers als
X \/ X \ /  X X X / x / x  / X
And bad hym go pissen with his plowgh, it forpynede sherewe!
/  * * A - *  y< X X / X / X
Wiltow or neltow, it we wol have oure wille
X X  / X X  X / x  / X X  x / X
Of thi flour and of thi flesshe it fecche whanne us liketh,
X V  X X / x x  ... X / / x X / x
And maken us murye thermyde, it maugree thi chekes."
\ / x / x / x x x x / x
Thanne Piers the Plowman it pleyned hym to the knyghte
X / X  X  X / x  x  „ , X / x / y
To kepen hym as covenaunt was it fro cursede sherewes 160
*  X / X  /, X  , X » , X \ X  X /  / X
And fro thise wastours wolveskynnes it that maketh the world deere:
^ X  x / X X J / X \  x X r / / X ,
For tho wasten and wynnen noght, it and that [while ilke]
x \/ x / x x x  x /  x x n x / / x>
Worth nevere plentee among the peple it the wh^le my plowgh liggeth."
/ X  X  X / \  / / X
Curteisly the knyght thanne, it as his kynde wolde,
/ X / X X / X X / X  
Warnede Wastour it and wissed hym bettre:
x x x x, / x  x  x  / X  . X  X / X  X x / x
'Or thow shalt abigge by the lawe, it by the ordre that I bere!
X * \ / x / x x \ x  x  / X X \
'I was noght wont to werche," quod Wastour, it and now wol I noght
/  x ,'bigjnine! -
X \/ /  X X / J X X /  X„ ,x , / , X
And leet light of the lawe, it and lasse of the knyghte,
* N X  / x x  / * > < *  , / i. i. / ^ x
And sette Piers at a pese, it and his plowgh bothe,
x / x x \  X x /  x x /  x / x
And manaced Piers and his men it if thei mette eftsoone. 170
. N * X / X  * X /  X  , ,, *  * X  /  X  X
Now, by the peril of my soule! quod Piers, it I shal apeire yow
/alle -
X / X X X / X X / X X X / X
And houped after Hunger, it that herde hym at the firste.
'Awreke me of thise was tours, "quod he, it 'that this world shendeth!
/ X X  / x ^ ^ / X N x x . X / X
Hunger in haste thoo it hente Wastour by the mawe
X /  X  N  X X / X  X  \/ / X, * / *
And wrong hym so by the wombe it that al watrede hise eighen,
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He buffetted the Bretoner it aboute the chekes
That he loked like a lanterne it^al his lif a^ter.
X /  X x  /  j X / s X  /  y  
He bette hem so bothe, it he brast ner hire guttes;
Ne hadde Piers with a pese loof it preyed [hym bileve],
X X  X /  X  /  X  s  /  X s  /  X  
They hadde be dolven bothe it ne derae thow noon oother. 180
/. . X / X V x N X / X X  / X
Suffre hem lyve, he seide it and lat hem ete with hogges,
* \  L / x  x 7 x x / x
Or ellis benes and bren it ybaken togideres."
/ X  X / X X / X X v / X
Faitours for fere herof it flowen into bernes
And flap ten on with flailes it fro morwe til even,
v 7 x  x  x  u. -  u / #  x  u 7 * x  x  ,  7 , xThat hunger was noght hardy it on hem for to loke
X X  /  X  X£  /  X X  /  x  X / X
For a potful of peses it that Piers hadde ymaked.
?  J  J  x  X-  * u7 - *  v *An heep of heremytes it henten hem spades
k a i X - X v,? 7 * « * a 7 «.* •* u* /, x^And kitten hir copes it and courtepies hem maked,
x / X / , X . X L /JX X J X L . / X 1 
And wente as werkmen it with spades and with shoveles,
X /  X X  7 *  X  X  / x '  /  X
And dolven and dikeden it to dryve awey Hunger.
J X _ /- X. X j* X / X X / X,,
Blynde and bedreden it were bootned a thousand,
X / X  X \ /  X / X  „ /  X X X .  /  X
That seten to begge silver, it soone were thei heeled;
_  X X  X  , / .  X X  /  X  , „ X  . /  X  - X s  X /  X  
For that was bake for Bayard it was boote for many hungry;
*  \  X X  , /  X  ^ X  / X  .. /  X X X  /  X
And many a beggere for benes it buxum was to swynke, -
^  \  X  /  X \  X  / ,  XJ  X  /  X  /  x  x  X /  X
And ech a povere man wel apaied it to have pesen for his hyre,
*  X  7 7 , X X  ,  X  ,, X  /  X X  /  , X
And what Piers preide hem to do it as prest as a sperhauk.
X /  X  /  X X  X  /  X X / X
And [Piers was proud therof], it and putte hem to werke
X  \ /  X  /  X  , X  X ^  X  /  t  ,  /  x x u i x u / x
And yaf hem mete as he myghte aforthe it and mesurable hyre.
\ X  / 7 X  „ X 5 >. x  T / X X c X
Thanne hadde Piers pite, it and preide Hunger to wende
Hoorn into his owene erd it and holdeh hym there evere:
X  X x  / x  /  X / X  X x  X /
'For I am wel awroke it of wastours thorugh thy myghte.
Ac I preie thee, er thow passe', it quod Piers to Hunger,
'Of beggeris and of bidd^ris it what b^st to be doone ?
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x * ^ /, ,x .x / - X x / x s / x
For I woot wel, be thow went, if thei wol werche ful ille; 
Me^schief it maketh it thei be 8*0 meke nouthe,
And for defa'ute of hire fo^de it this folk is at my wille.
X X x  X / X  / x * / \/ x / X
[And] it are my blody bretheren it for God boughte us alle.
/ X  / v *  X \ X . X / X , X  / , \
Truthe taughte me ones if to loven hem ech one
* , * u Xi x U* u ' X uX / XAnd to helpen hem of alle thyng if ay as hem nedeth.
x  /  x /  X. , x . / X  X /
Now wolde I wite of thee, if what were the best,
x / X x  x / x  x  x  / x x / x  
And how I myghte amaistren hem it and make hem to werche.
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(8) Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
* ' N / * x / x / x
Wyle Nw 3er watz so jep it pat hit watz nwe cummen, 60
* ,N/ ,/ ,,, X «X ./ X „ X ,X / / X
Jpat day doubble on pe dece it watz pe douth serued.
/ - / > , /  X / X „ X / X  X X , X / X 
Fro pe kyng watz cummen If with kny3tes into pe halle,
pe chauntre of pe chapel it cheued to an ende,
\/ , / X , X  , / . X / X X /, X
Loude crye watz per kest It of clerkez and oper,
/ X  \ / * x / x . .  / X \ / X
Nowel nayted onewe, it neuened ful ofte;
X X / x >  L / X „ x / / x
And sypen riche forth runnen It to reche hondeselle,
A\/X / X  V  X X / / X x / r *i
pejed 3eres-3iftes on hij, it 3elde hem bi hond[-eJ,
X / X , ^ X JL K  / i* ^  *Debated busyly it aboute po giftes;
/ X  / X s  / x x x / / x
Ladies la3ed ful loude, it po3 pay lost haden,
X y x / X V / X X X  / /
And he pat wan watz not wrothe, it pat may 3e wel trawe. 70
N/ i.* < l* t* A x X i X / x  /
Alle bis mirbe pay maden it to pe mete tyme;
„ X 1* / ' l A X vi1X / x X / XWhen pay had waschen worpyly it pay wenten to sete,
,X / s/ N x  / „ X X / / X
be best burne ay abof, it as hit best semed
\ / X  \ / „ / , X X x / X
Whene Guenore, ful gay, it grayped in be myddes,
/ X  y ,X \/X / ./..X, *, /
Dressed on pe dere des, it dubbed al aboute,
\/ / x x / x  X / X  X / X
Smal sendal bisides, it a selure hir ouer
X / X X /  , X \/ / X  X / X
Of tryed tolouse, it of tars tapites innoghe,
1* X X / * , * J  x . x u v r *i 7 Xopat were enbrawded and beten it wyth pe bestl“ej gemmes
, X X y / X , X C / , X / X X / ;
pat my3t be preued of prys it wyth penyes to bye,
<> in daye. 80
<> [>e comlokest to discrye
<> f?er glent with y3en gray,
<> A semloker pat euer he sy3e
<> Soth mo^t no mon say
x / x  X x /  x / x  / x
Bot Arthure wolde not ete it til al were serued,
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)( X ^ . / X X / X y / y / v y
He watz so joly of his joyfnes, it and sbmquat childgered;
X / \/ X / y / xx x /
His lif liked hym ly3t, it he louied ]>e lasse
N , X x . / X / „ X x / x /
Auper to longe lye it or to longe sitte,
\ / X X X , X \ / X  / x X / / x
So bisied him his ^onge blod it and his brayn wylde.
X , A  * * A *  n X „ / X X /
And also an oper maner if meued him eke 90
l A  v* „ / u iX u*i / x ji X, , / x  /pat he pur3 nobelay had nomen, if he wolde neuer ete
X / X  / X
Vpon such a dere day if er hym deuised were
x x x / x x , / . x / x « /
Of sum auenturus pyng if an vncoupe tale,
X / / X , „ X x / /
Of sum mayn meruayle, if pat he my^t trawe,
Xc /u x X. / X X. /, X X / X
Of alderes, of armes, if of ober auenturus,
X X / , X X  / X x / X /
Oper sum segg hym biso^t if of sum siker kny^t
X . /  X , /
To joyne wyth hym m  iustyng, if in joparde to lay,
Lede, lif for lyf, if leue vchon oper,
x ./ X x / x X , v x / X X /
As fortune wolde fulsun hom, if pe fayrer to haue.
i X X 1_X i / X  / X X  , x X X / / X
pis watz be kynges countenaunce if where he in court were, 100
x s / x  / x \  * / / X
At vch farand fest it among his fre meny
<> in halle,
<> jperfore of face so fere
<> He sti^tlez stif in stalle,
<> Ful ^ep in J?at Nw 3ere
<> Much mirthe he mas withalle.
\  ,X / x X / x u i x /  \/ X / X
Thus per stondes m  stale it be stif kyng hisseluen,
f * * N - X \/ X /, „ „ X. / , X ,n, , / ,*
Talkkande bifore pe hy^e table it of trifles ful hende.
X \/ / X  x / i* , _ / X * /,
There gode Gawan watz grayped it Gwenore bisyde,
X / x X  X X  / X V  X , X A  X x x / X 
And Agrauayn a la dure mayn it on pat oper syde sittes,
N X  * x / x  / x X  X x { X / X
Bo]?e pe kynges sistersunes it and ful siker kni^tes;
V  X / X X, /_ „ , X / X A X /  ^
Bis chop Bawdewyn abof it beginez pe table,
x / x  / X \ /  / X X  A X
And Ywan, Vryn son, it ette with hymseluen.
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. X  X ^ X  , X  / X X / X / y
pise were di^ t on pe des # and derworply serued,
*x a / * 'ii* ' « * t* / / XAnd sipen mony siker segge # at pe sidbordez.
pen pe first[-e] cors come # with crakkyng of trumpes,
Wyth mony baner ful bryjt # pat perbi henged;
/ \/, X  / #  « X ,x / x  / X 
Nwe nakryn noyse it with pe noble pipes,
/ x / x x  / 
Wylde werbles and wy^t
X N X  / \ / X
pat mony hert ful hi^e
/ ? , / X , x \/
Dayntes dryuen perwyth
wakned lote, 
v/c *«- u* f u*hef at her towches. 120
X \ / x / X
of ful dere metes,
* ^ s a /and on so fele disches
/ A I a  /
Foysoun of pe fresche,
L* / X \ j x / x „ LX / X X /
pat pine to fynde pe place it pe peple biforne
* x / L* A  X . ,X \/ x / X / X
For to sette pe sylueren IF pat sere sewes halden
<> on clothe.
<> Iche lede as he loued hymselue
<> per laght withouten lope;
<> Ay two had disches twelue,
<> Good ber and bry^t wyn bope.
/ X X  X^ x / x , .  / X X /
Now wyl I of hor seruise it say yow no more, 130
X \ ,  / * N x  / i * L*
For vch wyjt may wel wit it no wont pat per were.
X / X \/ X \ / X / X X / x
An oper noyse ful newe it neied biliue,
X x /  x x / x  / X X /  
pat pe lude my^t haf leue # liflode to each;
J' Y * l* / * & '  x /For vnepe watz be noyce it not a whyle sesed,
x x / x / X . X / / x x / x
And pe fyrst[-*e] cource in pe court it kyndely serued,
UX / X > X , X \ „ X  / u, ? u  / X
per hales in at pe halle dor it an aghlich mayster,
£ l.x / X iX /. , X / X  /
On pe most on pe molde it on mesure hyghe;
X i X / X L X / / * j * k/i
Fro pe swyre to pe swange it so sware and so pik,
x x / x x  x / x „ X , / * j X / t- x
And his lyndes and his lymes it so longe and so grete,
v  / X X / x / . x x / x
Half etayn in erde if I hope pat he were,
X / / X \/ X „ / X X /
Bot mon most I algate it mynn hym to bene,
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X , * , X / X X X X  / X X / /
And pat pe rayriest in his muckel it pat my3t ride;
. X - , / » X X / X  / V
For of bak and of brest it al were his bodi sturne,
N X / X X / v / X X / v
Both his wombe and his wast it were worthily smale,
X \/ X / x  / X  X / X x / x
And alle his fetures fo^ande, it in forme pat he hade,
<> ful clene;
<> For wonder of his hwe men hade,
<> Set in his semblaunt sene;
<> He ferde as freke were fade,
<> And oueral enker-grene. 150
x x x x x x x x x x
Is* * /  LX 1 / , ! / .  / X x /
hen comaunded pe kyng it pe knyat for to ryse; 366
X X \ / X X / . .  X / X X  /
And he ful radly vpros, it and ruchched hym fayre,
„ y  u*** U* m X /' x ,X / XKneled doun bifore pe kyng, it and cachez bat weppen;
X X / X X X X  /  „ X / s  X /
And he luflyly hit hym laft, it and lyfte vp his honde,
X /  X X / X X / X x / /
And gef hym Goddez blessyng, it and gladly hym biddes 370
X X / x X /  X / X x / X
pat his hert and his honde it schulde hardi be bope.
i / I X ^ X J ^ I ,X . / ji >. t.X X / /
Kepe pe, cosyn, quop pe kyng, it pat pou on kyrf sette,
* , l x x x /
And if pou redez hym ry^t, it redly I trowe
l* i x X / x * x « / i i X x x , / /_ X ^
pat pou schal byden pe bur it pat he schal bede after.
/ X \/ X . x / L / * * . / *
Gawan gotz to pe gomme it with giserne in honde,
x x / x x / x  x / \/ x / x
And he baldly hym bydez,// he bayst neuer pe helder.
in / x x ^ V  x Lx / x :x / x
pen carppez to Sir Gawan it pe knyjt in pe grene
X /  X X  / X x x  / /
'Refourme we oure forwardes, it er we fyrre passe.
Fyrst I epe pe, hapel, it how pat pou hattes 
iX , X x /  /, X „ x X / / ^
pat pou me telle truly, it as I tryst may. Joti
'In god fayth,' quop pe g'oode kny^t, it 'Gawan I hatte,
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pat bede pe pis buffet, if quat-so bifallez after,
X ^ I  ^ ^ / X ^ / y y y y v
And at pis tyme twelmonyth # take at pe an oper
Wyth what weppen so pou wylt, if and wyth no wy3 ellez
<> on lyue.'
<> pat oper onswarez agayn,
<> 'Sir Gawan, so mot I pryue
<> As I am ferly fayn
<> pis dint pat jpou schal dryue.
x / , n i I x N/x / >> / x  x / x
'Bigog, quop pe grene kny3t, if 'Sir Gawan, me lykes
L *  £  uX - , r / x  / . . X  * X  / '
pat I schal fange at py fust if pat I haf frayst here.
X , X X / X  x x / x  x / x  n / x  
And pou hatz redily rehersed, if bi resoun ful trwe,
 ^ V  ,X / X „ , X X .x / / x
Clanly al pe couenaunt F pat I pe kynge asked,
/ , x >< x / x x. / x , x / ,
Saf pat pou schal siker me, # segge, bi pi trawbe,
ix l x  i*, / ^ X ,* / v / ,x / x
bat pou schal seche me piself, F where-so pou hopes,
? * x x  . x / x  x u /  XI may be funde vpon folde, if and foch pe such wages
x ,x / X X X / JL X,\ iX / i x /
As pou deles me to-day if bifore pis doupe ryche.
/ X x ^ , X, \ x / X . X / X
'Where schulde I wale be, quop Gauan, F where is py place?
X / \ x V  LX / X  X / x x /
I wot neuer where pou wonyes, F bi hym pat me wro^t,
N X / N . X / .X / X ,X /
Ne I know not pe, kny?t, # by cort ne pi name.
X / X / x  , x \/ X , X X ,X , / X
Bot teche me truly perto, # and telle me how pou hattes,
X X  y / , x /  x /  X ,/ X
And I schal ware alle my wyt # to wynne me peder,
x i x x / . X X  /, . x ^ x x / x  / x l .
And pat I swere be for sope, # and by my seker trawep .
.X X x / x / X  . x  / X  ^ ,
pat is m n o g h  m  Nwe Jer, F hit nedes no more.
X, x / x Lx / X . X / X iX / x 
Quop pe gome m  pe grene F to Gawan pe hende;
>2x X LX / / X „ X X X / /
j i f  I be telle trwly, # quen I pe tape haue
And jpou me smopely hatz smyten, if smartly I pe teche
X x  / x x /  .t x x / x  /
Of my hous and my home if and myn owen nome,
\ X X / X /  X / X  /
pen may pou frayst my fare # and forwardez holde;
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^ ^ ^ / s /  / x x x / x
And if I spende no speche, it penne spedez ^ou ^e better, 410
x x /  x x /
For j?ou may leng in py londe it and layt no fyrre-
<> bot slokes!
<> Ta now jpy grymme tole to [>e,
<> And let se how jpou cnokez.'
<> 'Gladly, sir, for sojPe'.
<> Quo)) Gawan; his ax he strokes.
x x x x x x x x
X / X x / x x x / x  X /
THIS hanselle hatz Arthur it of auenturus on fyrst 491
* N/ /  C* i* / 4 A  X * /In Jonge jer, for he kerned it aelpyng to here.
X / ,X X ' * # uX i* X / X / XThaj hym wordez were wane it when pay to sete wenten,
* L* «/,* y  x 4 u* J  ,Now ar bay stoken of sturne werk, it stafful her hond.
V  X X , X .* / jl lX / " * * / x
Gawan watz glad to begynne it pose gomnez in halle,
X X ,X / y X / X „ . / X ^ / J x
Bot pa^ pe ende be heuy it haf ^e no wonder;
i* x u* ^ ? /  y  n x ux u* / J / iFor pa^ men ben mery in mynde it quen pay han mayn drynk,
X / s/ x -x / x ,  / x \/ x ./.X
A ^ere ^ernes ful jerne, it and ^eldez neuer lyke,
,X / x ,x / x  x . . / . x  \ / y
be forme to pe fynisment it foldez ful selden.
x i X . x n /  x x /, x , x / / X
Forpi pis ^ol ouer^ede, it and pe ^ere after, 500
* n / x  x . / x . .  /X x x / y
And vche sesoun serlepes it sued after oper:
X x / X X  / « i x /, tX , / X
After Crystenmasse com it be crabbed lentoun,
,X / X  \/ x i X —/ * j ^ X j  ,/, x t
pat fraystez flesch wyth pe fysche it and fode more symple;
X , \  ,X / X X , X / X , * / X * , / X
Bot penne pe weder of pe worlde it wyth wynter hit prepez,
/ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Colde clengez adoun, it cloudez vplyften,
/ \y X . X / X / y n  / x 
Schyre schedez be rayn it in schowrez ful warme,
/ y v v  \/ / / X . x  / X
Fallez vpon fayre flat, it flowrez pere schewen,
/ X X , X / X „ / X UX / X
e groundez and be greuez it grene ar her wedez,
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Bryddez bus ken to bylde, it and bremlych syngen
A  * I *  V r X 1 X JL L X / X  , X  / x
For solace of pe softe somer it pat sues perafter 510
<> bi bonk;
<> And blossumez bolne to blowe
<> Bi rawez rych and ronk,
<> j^en notez noble inno^e
<> Ar herde in wod so wlonk.
X X  i X  / X X £ / X , ,  X . x / /  X
After pe sesoun of somer it wyth pe soft[-e] wyndez
\ / X X / X  x \ X / X X / X
Quen Zeferus syflez hymself it on sedez and erbez,
y *  / x ,x / . Lx / x ,x /
Wela wynne is pe wort it pat waxes peroute,
When |?e donkande dewe it dropez of Jje leuez,
X / X \/ X / X x / X  /
To bide a blysful blusch it of jpe bryjt[-e] sunne, 520
v./ S  * u /  x - 4 x j j X u X /Bot pen hy2es heruest, it and hardenes hym sone,
/ X L X £X ,X / X  x / A ,  / X
Warnez hym for be wynter, it to wax ful rype
X / X  X U J / jt » X , /  -X x /
He dryues wyth dro2t it pe dust for to ryse,
„ X  L X  _ /  X .  LX  ./. . , X  _ / n , , / X
Fro pe face of pe folde it to fly2e ful hy2e;
\/ / X  X  / X  / X  x X /
Wro|?e wynde of |?e welkyn it wrastelez with Jpe sunne
. X / x  ' V  X i X i 7 X  X , X  / X
pe leuez lancen fro pe lynde it and ly2ten on pe grounde,
^ J y  / x , x / , x / x x  /
And al grayes pe gres it pat grene watz ere;
,\ V  /  X x  J / X  „ l x  / X  X /
benne al rypez and rotez it bat ros vpon fyrst,
X , X  / X  . X  / X  /  X X  / X
And pus ^irnez pe ^ere it m  Jisterdayez mony,
X /  X V  X X  X , x  / /  X
And wynter wyndez a^ayn, it as pe worlde askez, 5JU
<> no fage,
<> Til Me^elmas mone
<> Watz cumen wyth wynter wage;
<> |?en penkkez Gawan ful sone
<> Of his anious uyage.
3et quyl Al-hal-day it with Arjser he lenges;
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X  X  S  X  ./ X i X  / X . y  / X  / y
And he made a fare on pat fest if for be frekez sake,
With much reuel and ryche if of pe Rounde Table
/ X  N / X  „ X , / X  / X
Kny^tez ful cortays if and comlych ladies
Al for luf of jpat lede if in longynge pay were, 540
x \/ x LX / x ,X / x JL , X / x x / X  
Bot neuer pe lece ne pe later if pay neuened bot merpe:
\/ X / X X . X  / X / x  X / X
Mony ioylez for pat ientyle if iapez per maden.
X X  X / X X  / *  , X /  X  X  x  / X
For aftter mete with m o u m y n g  if he melez to his eme,
And spekez of his passage, if and pertly he sayde,
\ \/ x / x x /  / X ' x /
'Now, lege lorde of my lyf, if leue I yow ask;
X V  , X / X  , X  / x  „ / * x /
je  knowe pe cost of pis cace, if kepe I no more
X V X  / X L X \  / X , X  / x
To telle yow tenez perof, if neuer bot trifel;
X X X /  X ,x / . / X  X  /
Bot I am boun to pe bur if barely to-morne
X V  , X / X . X  / x „/, X1 x /
To sech pe gome of pe grene, if as God wyl me wysse.
\ ^  / X X / ^ ^  X  / X
penne pe best of pe bur^ if bo^ed togeder, 550
X X  x / X X , /|X N , / x
Aywan, and Errik, if and oper ful mony,
\ / X x  X / X  . , X  / X  / X
Sir Doddinaual de Sauage, if pe duk of Clarence,
/ X X  x j t / x x  X J T / X  , X  / X 
Launcelot, and Lyonel, if and Lucan pe gode,
\ . X \ / X  / ^  N  /. X
Sir Boos, and Sir Byduer, if big[-e] men bope,
X / X \ X / X X  / X  X X /
And mony oper menskful, if with Mador de la Port.
V , , . X / X X X - /  „ < , x  s/ /
Alle pis compayny of court if com pe kyng nerre
„ X  X / X  , , x  . / „ X  . / X , X . / „
For to counseyl pe knyit, if with care at her hert.
iX X  s  / , / . „ . /  X X ,x / X
bere watz much derue doel if driuen in pe sale
i X X  / *  X  / X X / x X / x
pat so worthe as Wawan if schulde wende on pat ernde,
X \/ X  / X / „ X  J / \ /
To dry^e a delful dynt, if and dele no more
<> wyth bronde
<> pe kny^t mad ay god chere,
O  And sayde, 'Quat schuld I wonde?
<> Of destines derf and dere
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<> What may mon do bot fonde?'
X X X X X X X
X / X \/ / v X / X / X
The brygge watz brayde doun, it and pe brode ^atez
v 7 j v Y  7 7  vi * X ,/,X / x
Vnbarred and born open it vpon bope halue.
,x v  / x x x / x J ,x v / x / x  
be burne blessed hym bilyue, it and pe bredez passed-
7 * L* 7 X Vi i x / X  / X
Prayses pe porter it bifore pe prynce kneled,
V  J y  vi l x  / * X /Gef hym God and goud day, IF pat Gawayn he saue-
X / X . X / „ X X / /
And went on his way IF with his wy^e one,
iX * , 7 , ,x X /  « x , x  / X  / x
pat schulde teche hym to tourne it to pat tene place
,X , X 7, * 7 » , X , /.,X x /
per pe ruful race it he schulde resayue.
ux . / X X / X X . / X x ,/ X 
pay bo^en bi bonkkez it per bo^ez ar bare,
1 / 7 rn X yi I X / X ,x /
pay clomben bi clyffez iF per clengez pe colde.
i X / X X X / X 7 X ,X 7 X*
pe heuen watz vphalt, iF bot vgly per-vnder;
/ \/ X X X / / X l * / X
Mist muged on pe raor, it malt on pe mountez,
N, / X / X / \ X /
Vch hille hade a hatte, it a myst-hakel huge.
„ 7i * x7-, X , * , v 7, Vi v 7 , i X 7Brokez byled and breke it bi bonkkez aboute,
, 7 L/ X  i, .X uX ,/ u / x jSchyre schaterande on schorez, it per pay doun schowued.
\/")( / x x x  x y X  / / x
Wela wylle watz pe way it per pay bi wod schulden,
X X X  / / X , .X ,X / ' / x
Til hit watz sone sesoun it pat pe sunne ryses
<> pat tyde.
<> pay were on a hille ful hy^e,
<> pe quyte snaw lay bisyde;
<> pe burne pat rod hym by
<> Bede his mayster abide.
X X X  / X  X / X 7 X L X /
'For I haf wonnen yow hider, it wy^e, at pis tyme,
And now nar ^e not fer it fro pat note place
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X X X   ^J / X)f „ s / * x / x
pat je han spied and spuryed it so specially after;
? V,X1 / X /uX n /.* X X /Bot I schal say yow for sope, # sypen I yow knowe,
X X X  X / x x  / X . ,X X / / x
And 3e ar a lede vpon lyue iF pat I wel louy,
x x / x x /  x / x x / x
Wolde ^e worch bi my wytte, iF Je worked pe better.
ix / lx x / X \ / X X  X / X
pe place pat 3c prece to iF ful perelous is halden;
,x V  X x / x , X / X „ , X / X X / ,
per wonez a wyj^e in pat waste, iF pe worst vpon erpe,
X X Xk -.'V* , X , X / / X x
For he is stiffe and sturne, iF and to strike louies,
/ u * X l * n * / X X / X /And more he is pen any mon iF vpon myddelerde,
X X / x / x „ , x . x /  * / x
And his body bigger iF pen pe best[-e] fowre
1 X X x / ,x / # it ^  X x L x x
pat ar in Arpurez hous, if Hestor, oper oper.
J  x Lx v/ a l x t/ \  *He cheuez pat chaunce iF at pe chapel grene,
1 X / * \ x . X. ./ X , \ / X X X / x
per passes non bi pat place it so proude in his armes
. x x x / x x  x / L j i x / x X /  X 
pat he ne dyngez hym to depe iF with dynt of his honde;
X X X X / / x „ X , / X \ / X
For he is a mon methles, 1F and mercy non vses,
X LX x , / - X . X  / X X X ,x / X / X
For be hit chorle oper chaplayn iF pat bi pe chapel rydes,
J  , *UX / X X . A XUX / X N ! xMonk oper masseprest, iF oper any mon elles,
x \/ x / x x  / x / \ x / x
Hym pynk as queme hym to quelle iF as quyk go hymseluen.
_x » X X / X X /, „ x X X / X /
Forpy I say pe, as sope it as 7e in sadel sitte,
/ X A  X x / X X . X .  / /,
Com 3c pere, J e be kylled, iF may pe kny3 t rede,
/ X X , X / X  . .x X X  / X . / X 
Trawe 7<a me pat trwely, iF j e  had twenty lyues
<> to spende..
<> He hatz wonyd here ful 3ore>
<> On bent much baret bende,
<> AJayn his dyntez sore
<> 3e may not yow defende.
X . X  / X s / X  » ,* lX f  /  X
'Forpy, goude Sir Gawayn, iF let pe gome one,
ind gotz away sum oper gate, iF vpon Goddez halue!
/ y X X n , y / , X / X X  /,
Cayrez bi sum oper kyth, iF per Kryst mot yow spede,
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u/ ^ X \ „ x / x /
And X scnal hyj ms nom // cind lists yow fyriTSj
, X X X / X / v \/ y / v / v
pat I schal swere bi God if and alle his gode hal^ez,
X \/ X / X , X / X * X / X X / v
As help me God and pe halydam, if and opez innoghe,
,X X X / X X / X /  w  v /
pat I schal lelly yow layne, if and lance neuer tale
pat *euer 3* fo^det to fie # for freke pat I wyst."
X / X , s I / X „ X / X  X /
'Grant merci , quop Gawayn, if and gruchyng he sayde:
7 , »* / / X X /
Wei worth pe, wyje, if p at woldez my gode,
X . X  / X X /  * / V  , X / X
And pat lelly me layne if I leue wel pou woldez.
X / X X \/ X '' / y )C / / X
Bot helde pou hit neuer so holde, if and I here passed,
V  X X / X y  / X / X x / X  
Founded for ferde for to fie, if in fourme pat pou tellez,
r x X , /  ^ . m t 7 ux * 7I were a kny^t kowarde, if I my^t not be excused.
X X / x ,x / x, „ x / .X y /
Bot I wyl to pe chapel, if for chaunce bat may falle,
X / X y n /  X / x x /
And talk wyth pat ilk tulk if pe tale pat me lyste,
Worpe hit wele oper wo, if as pe wyrde lykez
hit hafe.
pa^e he be a sturn knape
To sti^tel, and stad with staue,
Ful wel con Dry^tyn schape
His seruauntez for to saue.'
/ X _  n . l x  7 l n a - v  l *  s 7 u 7 1 1 *Mary I quop pat oper mon, if now pou so much spellez,
I X 1 x X, . X / X / , / X , x /. X
pat pou wylt pyn awen nye if nyme to pyseluen,
X .X \/ / . X , / „ t* 7 ? x , /
And be lyst lese py lyf, # pe lette I ne kepe.
Haf here pi helme on py hede, if pi spere in pi honde,
y / X s , X \ / „ x X / , x / X
And ryde me doun pis ilk rake if bi ^on rokke syde,
X x x / x x / X  X X  / X  / X
Til pou be bro^t to pe bopem if of pe brem[—e] valay;
\ X/ X / X x x / X i* / X  / X
penne loke a lit tel on pe launde, if on pi lyfte honde,
And pou schal se in pat slade if pe self chapel,
And pe borelych burne if on bent pat hit kepez.
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\ N * /, * v, / / x ,x / x
Now farez wel, on Godez half, # Gawayn pe noble!
* V , ,  l x  /-.j * * x j XFor alle pe golde vpon grounde it I nolde go wyth pe,
X \ x / x x X x / /  \  /
Ne here (?e fela^schip ]purj jals fryth # on fote fyrre.'
* I* 7 f ^  / A it ' a * u* u ^ *1Bi pat be wy^e in pe wod it wendez his brydel,
V  Ux u x uX i/i* a x 1/  ,1 * v* / -Hit pe hors with pe helez it as harde as he my^t,
/ X  X \ X ,X / X  / x t* , i>
Lepez hym ouer pe launde, if and leuez pe knyst pere
<> al one.
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APPENDIX ]J.
E^NE REFERENCES FOR STRESS-PATTERNS IN THE 
NORMATIVE TWO-STRESS HALF-LINEST
Type I_: Zero-Anacrusis.
1. | / | /
MC 22-a, 61-a, 352-a, 630-a, 382-b, 514-a, 983-b.
FQ 5-a, 44-a, 137-a, 149-b, 222-a.
FR 98-a, 798-a, 846-b, 1186-a, 1575-b, 1951-a, 2015-a.
ES 286-a, 332-a, 518-a, 524-b, 1292-b.
Aud 121-a, 168-b, 194-b, 224-b, 266-b, 305-a, 357-a, 529-a, 709-a,
749-a, 788-a, 813-b, 1321-a.
2. | / | / x
MC 335-a, 352-b, 418-b, 57 3-a, 611-b, 844-b, 863-a, 905-a.
FQ 1-a, 346-a.
FR 109-b, 380-a, 501-a, 539-a, 552-b, 555-b, 557-a, 614-b, 692-b, 
894-b, 939-b, 1306-a, 1307-b, 1659-a.
ES 292-a, 345-a, 676-a, 722-a, 735-b, 1193-a, 1342-a, 1735-b, 
1746-a, 1746-b, 1898-a, 1946-a.
Aud 3-b, 68- b , 103-b, 112-b, 113-a, 117-a, 122-b, 128-b, 129-a, 
174-a, 256-a, 262-b, 297-a, 301-a, 463-b, 467-a, 480-b, 531-b,
656-b, 769-a, 875-b, 913-a, 952-a, 1001-b, 1070-b, 1095-b,
1360-b, 1376-a, 1813-a, 1828-a, 1891-b, 2147-a, 2225-a.
Mur 236-a.
3. | / | / x x
MC 782-b, 1095-a.
FR 22-b, 323-a, 475-b, 482-a.
ES 273-b, 295-b, 409-b, 423-b, 425-a, 965-b, 1292-a, 1549-a, 
1549-b, 1810-b.
Aud 7-b, 104-a, 394-a, 785-b, 854-b, 950-b, 1016-a, 1362-a, 1979-b, 
2022-b.
4. | / | / x x x
FR 901-b, 2057-b.
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ES 274-a, 1328-a.
Aud 188—a.
5. | / | / x x x x
ES 263-b.
PP1 Prol. 125-a.
6 . | / | / x x x x x
ES 877-b.
7. | / x | /
MC 18-a, 19-a, 51-a, 52-a, 153-a, 241-a, 243-a, 265-a, 334-a,
344-a, 371-a, 376-a, 388-a, 390-a, 394-b, 397-b, 408-b, 426-a,
429-b, 431-a, 444-b, 467-a, 472-b, 483-a, 490-a, 491-a, 504-b,
515-b, 521-b, 536-b, 585-a, 613-b, 687-a, 703-b, 704-b, 780-b,
824-a, 850-a, 930-a, 959-b, 977-a, 1065-a, 1066-a, 1080-b,
1118-a, 1134-b.
23-a, 43-a, 76-b, 91-a, 107-a, 116-a, 137-b, 206-a, 214-b, 
221-b, 267-b, 551-b, 55b-a, 560-a.
FR 44-b, 46-b, 140-a, 147-a, 148-a, 149-b, 179-b, 226-a, 361-a, 
431-b, 435-a, 438-a, 439-a, 481-b, 483-b, 524-b, 527-b, 614-a,
630-a, 702-b, 714-av 799-a, 843-b, 902-b, 915-a, 962-a, 984-
992-a, 1085-a, 1140-a, 1155-b, 1224-b, 1256-a, 1332-b, 1370- 
1432-b, 1466-b, 1545-a, 1571-a, 1585-a, 1671-b, 1674-b, 1693-a,
1699-a, 1703-a, 1704-a, 1707-b, 1802-b, 1864-a, 1920-b, 1953-b,
1954-b, 1988-b, 2008-b.
ES 49-a, 54-b, 57-b, 76-b, 81-a, 98-a, 117-a, 119-b, 162-a, 210-a, 
307-a, 310-b, 327-b, 355-a, 359-a, 499-b, 578-b, 592-b, 610-a,
612-a, 632-a, 637-a, 727-a, 750-b, 763-a, 819-b, 837-a, 877-a,
1020-a, 1038-b, 1049-a, 1078-b, 1228-a, 1298-b, 1307-b, 1344-a,
1350-a, 1357-b, 1430-a, 1514-a, 1528-b, 1532-b, 1631-a, 1632-b,
1656-b, 1684-b, 1802-a, 1838-b, 1949-b, 1993-b, 1998-a.
Aud 9-b, 31
127-b, 
239-b,
390-a, 
512-a, 
624-a, 
658-b,
7 7 9-b,
1008-a,
1069-a,
1393-a,
1802-a,
1909-a,
1993-a,
2007-a,
-a, 11 
147-b, 
240-b, 
391-b, 
515-a, 
626-a, 
659-a, 
816-a, 
1019- 
1091- 
1489- 
1814- 
1945- 
1994- 
2009-
2-a, 116-b, 118-b, 121-b, 
178-b, 185-a, 190-b, 209- 
257-a, 267-a, 272-a, 302- 
406-b, 429-a, 430-a, 439- 
530-a, 546-b, 549-b, 568- 
637-b, 645-a, 647-a, 649- 
662-b, 681-a, 726-b, 737- 
817-b, 842-a, 848-b, 851- 
fa, 1023-a, 1034-a, 1044-a, 
1092-b, 1238-a, 1317-a, 
1514-a, 1572-a, 1612-a, 
1821-b, 1827-b, 1836-b,
1947-b, 1956-a, 1958-b, 
1996-a, 1998-a, 2000-a, 
2028-b, 2031-a, 2052-b,
122-b, 123-b, 
a, 220-b, 229- 
fa, 308-a, 314- 
fa , 452-a, 459- 
fa, 574-a, 614- 
a, 650-b, 651-
a, 740-b, 155-
b, 883-b, 903- 
1049-a, 1051- 
1329-a, 1341- 
1776-b, 1793- 
1883-b, 1885- 
1968-a, 1990- 
2001-a, 2002- 
2093-a, 2121-
124-a, 
b, 236-b, 
362-a,
489-a, 
623-b,
657-a, 
77 5-b, 
936-b, 
1057-a, 
1379-b, 
1794-b, 
1906-b, 
1992-a, 
2004-a, 
2144-b,
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2156-b, 2172-a, 2184-b, 2203-a, 2297-a, 2363-a.
Mur 26-b, 76-b, 100-a, 105-b, 184-b, 188-a, 197-b, 235-b.
GGK 2151-b.
8 . | / x | / x
MC 55-b, 237-a, 240-b, 248-b, 252-a, 261-a, 294-b, 295-b, 334-b, 
341-a, 342-a, 355-a, 356-a, 361-b, 362-a, 373-a, 393-b, 415-a,
427-a, 429-a, 447-b, 456-a, 495-a, 511-a, 532-a, 535-a, 581-a,
581-b, 656-a, 657-a, 781-b, 791-a, 826-b, 827-b, 856-a, 937-a,
938-a, 948-b, 849-b, 951-b, 980-a, 984-b, 1061-a, 1062-a, 
1069-a, 1070-a, 1081-a, 1082-a, 1119-a, 1120-a, 1133-b.
PX} 12-a, 17-b, 18-b, 19-b, 20-a, 21-b, 72-b, 74-b, 75-b, 87-b, 
89-b, 92-b, 94-a, 102-a, 108-a, 109-b, 112-a, 117-b, 119-a, 
145-a, 153-b, 154-a, 182-b, 212-a, 372-b, 373-b, 440-b, 442-a,
483—b, 503—b, 631-b, 637—a, 660-a.
FR 68-a, 101-b, 131-b, 133-b, 143-a, 158-a, 177-b, 187-b, 229-b, 
231-a, 246-b, 278-a, 373-a, 393-b, 471-b, 491-a, 512-a, 538-b,
543-b, 554-b, 562-b, 688-a, 688-b, 823-a, 823-b, 903-b, 916-a,
936-b, 937-a, 940-b, 948-b, 949-b, 957-a, 1017-b, 1029-b,
1095-a, 1119-a, 1135-a, 1153-b, 1156-a, 1174-b, 1209-b, 1221-a,
1252-b, 1269-b, 1270-a, 1291-a, 1320-a, 1355-a, 1357-a, 1419-a,
1427-b, 1436-a, 1563-b, 1564-a, 1566-b, 1683-b, 1690-a, 1726-a,
1841-b, 1859-b, 1904-a, 1914-a, 1943-b, 2097-b, 2098-b.
ES 7-a, 7-b, 36-a, 44-b, 80-a, 80-b, 104-b, 111-a, 125-b, 187-b, 
297-b, 322-a, 430-b,'454-a, 470-a, 492-a, 567-b, 620-b, 628-b,
648-a, 652-b, 737-b, 758-a, 772-b, 828-b, 860-b, 864-b, 874-b,
1013-a, 1025-b, 1061-a, 1091-b, 1100-a, 1105-a, 1106-a, 1136-b,
1229-a, 1289-b, 1300-a, 1313-a, 1331-a, 1360-a, 1365-b, 1377-b,
1385-b, 1394-b, 1396-a, 1446-b, 1499-a, 1501-b, 1561-b, 1657-b,
1663-b, 1763-a, 1775-b, 1888-a, 1910-a, 1971-a, 1997-a, 2006-b.
Aud 24-a, 33-b, 34-a, 42-a, 44-a, 62-b, 66-b, 70-a, 72-b, 79-a,
81-b, 98-a, 102-a, 105-a, 110-a, 113-b, 115-b, 125-b, 133-a,
140-a, 141-b 144-b, 149-a, 155-a, 164-b, 168-a, 172-a, 173-a,
176-b , 181-a 183-a, 184-b, 189-a, 192-a, 198-b, 203-b, 205-b,
207-b, 213-b 214-a, 217-b, 228-a, 243-b, 248-b, 253-a, 263-a,
264-a, 268-b 278-b, 282-a, 286-b, 287-b, 294-a, 296-a, 304-a,
306-b, 312-a 327-a, 332-a, 343-b, 34 4-a, 346-a, 347-b, 351-b,
353-a, 358-b 365-a, 367-a, 382-a, 382-b, 387-a, 399-b, 441-a,
450-a, 468-a 476-a, 484-a, 491-a, 495-a, 497-a, 499-a, 52 5 -a,
547-a, 547-b 556-b, 564-b, 581-a, 582-a, 593-b, 606-a, 621-b,
632-a, 647-b 650-a, 686-b, 691-a, 698-b, 706-b, 723-a, 732-a,
735-b, 738-a 741-a, 754-a, 757-a, 767-b, 783-a, 791-b, 796-b,
804-b, 809-a 833-a, 834-b, 837-b, 845-b, 859-a, 87 7-a, 882-a,
920-a, 931-a 940-a, 943-a, 947-b, 948-a, 967-a, 977-b, 1000-b,
1002-a , 1003--a, 1020--a, 1022-b, 1024-a, 1026-a, 1027-a, 1042-b ,
1045-a , 1062--b, 1088--b, 1096 -b, 1099-a, 1141-b, 1145-b, 1195-a,
1209-b , 1213--a, 1236--a, 1293-b, 1359-b, 1374-b, 1482-a, 14 90-b,
1601-b , 1615--a, 1653--a, 1656 -a, 1710-a, 1778-b, 1779-b, 1789-b,
1801-b , 1809--a, 1816--a, 1822-b, 1871-b, 1891-a, 1941-a, 1949-a,
1957-a , 1967--a, 1991--a, 2006 -a, 2008-a, 2046-a, 2048-a, 2053-b,
364
2062-a, 2065-a, 2073-a, 2076-a, 2096-a, 2098-b, 2120-a, 2158-a, 
2165-b, 2189-a, 2193-a, 2206-b, 2211-a, 2245-a, 2262-a.
Mur 133-a, 134-a, 172-a, 217-a.
PP1 Prol. 35-b, 140-b.
PP1 VI. 26-b, 78-b, 165-a.
GGK 119—b.
9. | / x | / x x
MC 250-b, 275-a, 296-a, 327-b, 343-b, 366-a, 500-a, 506-b, 515-a, 
671-a, 674-b, 680-b, 701-b, 778-b, 823-a, 823-b, 851-b, 954-a, 
957-b, 963-b, 1057-a, 1095-b, 1122-b.
7-b, 103-a, 306-b, 484-b, 503-a, 657-a.
FR 24-b, 75-a, 92-b, 331-a, 531-a, 541-b, 566-b, 596-a, 620-a,
641-b, 685-b, 720-b, 807-a, 808-a, 846-a, 968-b, 1098-a, 1109-b,
1135-b, 1222-b, 1229-b, 1274-b, 1284-b, 1291-b, 1304-b, 1391-b, 
1538-b, 1560-b, 1865-b, 1905-a, 1906-b, 1937-b, 2051-a, 2096-b,
2100-b.
ES 84-a, 206-b, 245-a, 291-b, 308-b, 326-b, 504-a, 618-b, 681-b, 
723-a, 774-b, 794-b, 823-a, 862-b, 889-b, 876-a, 906-b, 911-a, 
925-a, 991-b, 1013-b, 1074-b, 1188-a, 1203-b, 1265-a, 1284-a, 
1366-b, 1375-a, 155,6-b, 1559-b, 1613-b, 1738-b, 1740-a, 1836-a, 
1885-b, 1950-b.
Aud 11-b, 74-a, 81-a, 287-a, 292-a, 333-a, 380-a, 410-b, 439-a, 
465-a, 492-b, 506-a, 648-b, 698-a, 699-a, 764-b, 832-b, 847-a,
932-a, 978-a, 1037-a, 1098-a, 1147-a, 1361-a, 1377-a, 1379-a, 
1480-b, 1571-b, 1799-b, 1944-b, 2054-b, 2087-b, 2107-b,.2201-a, 
2239-b, 2324-a, 2361-a, 2367-b, 2375-b.
Mur 111-b.
PP1 Prol. 183-a, 220-a.
PP1 VI. 181-a, 191-a.
10. | / x | / x x x 
MC 116-b, 544-a.
FR 161-b, 505-b, 667-b, 1002-a, 1155-a, 1161-b, 1218-a, 1221-b, 
1737-b, 2099-b, 2100-a.
ES 198-a, 411-b, 426-a, 426-b, 961-a, 1611-a, 1879-b.
Aud 452-b, 546-a, 1584-a, 1882-b.
PP1 VI. 124-b.
365
11. I / X I / X X X X
FR 63-b.
Aud 440-b, 695-b, 1424-b.
PP1 VI. 74-a, 208-a.
12. | / x x | /
MC 31-a, 32-a, 38-a, 70-a, 89-a, 124-a, 198-a, 242-a, 245-b, 249-a, 
254-a, 256-a, 273-a, 292-b, 294-a, 317-a, 322-a, 326-a, 337-a,
348-b, 349-a, 356-b, 363-b, 367-a, 369-a, 410-a, 411-b, 428-a,
443-a, 455-a, 464-a, 466-a, 487-b, 494-b, 509-a, 510-b, 511-b,
517-a, 520-b, 532-b, 533-a, 535-b, 538-a, 562-b, 563-a, 564-a,
575-a, 577-b, 579-b, 584-a, 657-b, 589-a, 692-a, 774-b, 794-a,
820-a, 820-b, 829-a, 869-b, 872-b, 884-b, 890-a, 942-b, 956-a,
973-a, 1076-b, 1079-a, 1088-b, 1096-a, 1097-a, 1098-a.
F£ 10-a, 15-a, 19-a, 20-b, 40-a, 46-a, 89-a, 90-a, 100-a, 106-a, 
115-a, 138-a, 153-a, 183-b, 245-a, 424-a, 468-a, 534-a, 553-a,
554-a, 6 18-a, 635-a, 638-a, 835-a, 848-a, 846-a.
FR 11-a, 29-b, 35-b, 39-a, 55-a, 62-b, 74-b, 76-a, 110-a, 121-a, 
156-a, 239-a, 244-a, 298-b, 315-b, 329-a, 334-b, 374-b, 376-a,
398-a, 402-b, 432-a, 438-b, 443-a, 464-b, 507-b, 537-b, 553-a,
561-a, 565-b, 610-a, 617-a, 621-b, 633-b, 664-b, 690-a, 694-a,
710-a, 730-a, 744-b, 746-b, 749-a, 892-b, 900-a, 920-a, 941-a,
968-a, 945-b, 960-a, 1005-b, 1008-a, 1089-a, 1096-a, 1105-b,
1136-a, 1142-a, 1144-b, 1150-a, 1177-a, 1217-a, 1251-a, 1265-b,
1282-a, 1309-b, 1359-b, 1373-b, 1381-a, 1409-a, 1447-a, 1521-b,
1526-a, 1582-a, 1587-a, 1598-b, 1620-a, 1638-a, 1644-a, 1666-a,
1691-a, 1704-b, 1766-b, 1788-b, 1812-a, 1827-a, 1828-b, 1849-a,
1850-a, 1873-a, 1898-b, 1903-a, 1915-b, 1921-b, 1959-a, 1980-a,
2000-b, 2013-b, 2065-a, 2105-a.
ES 63-a, 99-a, 112-a, 248-b, 314-b, 339-b, 347-a, 378-b, 399-b, 
413-a, 416-b, 445-b, 494-a, 502-a, 516-a, 573-a, 579-b, 633-b,
688-a, 691-a, 766-a, 793-a, 816-b, 818-a, 823-b, 838-a, 872-b,
909-a, 927-b, 939-a, 953-b, 962-a, 963-b, 985-a, 999-a, 1008-a,
1047-a, 1057-b, 1064-b, 1108-a, 1191-a, 1134-b, 1135-a, 1142-b,
1143-b, 1164-a, 1179-a, 1212-b, 1215-b, 1231-b, 1232-a, 1242-a,
1264-a, 1287-a, 1309-a, 1341-a, 1356-a, 1362-b, 1373-a, 1378-b,
1387-a, 1399-b, 1420-a, 1452-b, 1535-a, 1565-a, 1569-a, 1585-a,
1614-a, 1664-a, 1669-b, 1702-a, 1705-b, 1710-a, 1728-a, 1728-b,
1789-a, 1824-b, 1891-b, 1945-a, 1996-b, 2003-a.
Aud 5-b, 8-a, 11-a, 15-a, 30-b, 32-a, 35-a, 36-a, 38-b, 39-a, 40-a, 
45-b, 48-a, 52-b, 54-a, 63-b, 65-a, 67-a, 73-a, 75-a, 90-b,
96-a, 97-a, 114-a, 126-a, 126-b, 135-b, 142-a, 145-a, 146-a,
151-b, 157-a, 158-a, 162-a, 167-a, 170-a, 171-b, 175-b, 177-a,
182-b, 200-a, 213-a, 219-a, 223-b, 235-a, 237-b, 258-a, 273-a,
281-b, 284-a, 288-b, 289-a, 309-b, 312-b, 315-a, 326-a, 331- a ,
339-a, 341-b, 345-a, 346-b, 350-a, 380-b, 388-b, 397-b, 401-b,
424-b, 425-a, 428-a, 431-a, 435-a, 437-a, 442-b, 453-a, 46 0-a,
474-a, 475-a, 490-b, 506-b, 542-b, 560-a, 575-a, 577-b, 591-a,
366
598-a, 600-a, 607-a, 612 -b, 622-■b, 644- a, 648-a , 655-b, 666-a,
667-aJ 696-a, 703-a, 701 -b, 720--a, 730-■b, 753-a , 768-b, 793-b,
802-a, 810-a, 819-b, 821 -a, 831-•b, 846-■b, 85 3-b , 85 7-a, 86 2-b,
908-b, 925-b, 934-b, 945 -b, 955-■a, 978-■b, 984-a , 994-b, 998-a,
1015-a, 1021- b , 1032-a, 1033-a, 1036-a 1038-b, 1048-a, 10 5 9-b
1061-b, 1071-a, 1078-a, 1087-b, 1097-a 1104-a, 1136-b, 1137-b
1147-b, 1202-b, 1219-a, 1227-b, 1235-b 1240-a, 1291-a, 1319-b
1333-a, 1346-b, 1358-b, 1460-a, 1460-b 1461-b, 1473-b, 1482-b
1484-b, 1494-b, 1495-a, 1496-a, 1498-a 1499-b, 1511-b, 1574-b
1587-a, 1590-a, 1603-a, 1625-b, 1630-a 1635-a, 1640-a, 1654-a
1654-b, 1659-a, 1672-a, 1688-a, 1773-b 1781-b, 1784-b, 1792-b
1798-b, 1799-a, 1817-a, 1827-a, 1829-b 1837-b, 1847-a, 1859-b
1900-b, 1942-b, 1948-b, 1955-a, 1959-a 1963-a, 1969-a, 1971 -a
1975-b, 1983-b, 1985-b, 1995-a, 1997-a 2003-a, 2005-a, 2011-a
2012-b, 2013-a, 2016-a, 2017-b, 2018-b 2020-a, 2023-a, 2043-b
2049-b, 2057-a, 2072-b, 2081-a, 2089-a 2103-b, 2142-b, 2143-b
2153-a, 2160-a, 2169-a, 2242-a, 2249-a 2253-b, 2380-a •
Mur 17-a, 18-a, 28-b, 37-b, 59-b, 7C-a, 102-a, 104- d , 114-a , 126-a
136-a, 152-a, 182-a, 183-b, 187-a, 192-a, 202-a, 218-a, 220-b, 
222-a, 232-a, 242-a, 247-a, 261-a.
PP1 VI. 210-b.
GGK 90-b, 109-b, 130-b, 133-b, 141-b, 373-b, 394-b, 492-b, 494-b, 
545-b, 546-b, 548-b, 2091-b.
13. | / x x |. / x
MC 20-a, 20-b, 36-a, 36-b, 122-a, 201-a, 233-b, 250-a, 251-a,
261-b, 270-a, 271-a, 277-a, 278-b, 280-a, 280-b, 337-b, 545-a,
359-a, 385-a, 398-a, 400-b, 408-a, 416-b, 417-b, 430-a, 457-a,
472-a, 486-a, 498-a, 501-a, 531-a, 534-a, 565-a, 575-b, 577-a,
583-a, 617-a, 659-a, 677-a, 706-a, 801-b, 8 15-a, 817-a, 894-a,
898-b, 902-a, 903-a, 904-a, 913-b, 949-b, 973-b, 1058-a, 1129-a,
1130-b, 1131-a.
FQ 28-b, 79-a, 99-b, 100-b, 109-a, 111-b, 140-a, 150-b, 151-a,
155-a, 191-a, 194-a, 207-a, 216-a, 221-a, 250-b, 268-a, 365-b,
400-b, 435-a, 446-a, 458-a, 487-a, 499-a, 527-a, 558-b, 630-b,
636-a, 653-b, 656-a, 670-b, 840-b.
FR 12-a, 13-a, 25-a, 33-b, 34-b, 49-a, 52-a, 59-b, 61-a, 83-a,
92-a, 97-a, 104-a, 107-b, 116-a, 128-a, 160-a, 170-b, 171-a,
174-a, 185-b, 251-b, 293-b, 313-b, 314-b, 316-b, 367-a, 415-a,
478-a, 479-b, 483-a, 490-b, 503-a, 511-b, 514-a, 519-b, 520-b,
538-a, 559-a, 564-a, 606-a, 622-b, 666-b, 671-a, 696-b, 722-a,
726-a, 735-a, 743-a, 743-b, 804-a, 808-b, 819-b, 824-a, 887-a,
889-a, 907-b, 927-b, 946-b, 948--a, 967-b, 974-b , 1018-a , 1067-1
1074-b, 1082-a, 1104-a, 1110-b, 1132-b, 1 187-b, 1214-b , 1229-a
1231-b, 1248-a, 1297-a, 1340-b, 1359-a, 1360-a, 1367-a, 1371-b
1380-b, 1434-b, 1446-a, 1452-b, 1499-a, 1503-a, 1522-b, 1533-a
1536-b, 1553-a, 1553-b, 1554-a, 1571-b, 1576-a, 1583-b, 1604-b
1627-a, 1684-b, 1688-b, 1692-a, 1692-b, 1769-a, 1777-b, 1815-a
1824-b, 1860-a, 1868-b, 1871-a, 1879-a, 1895-a, 1915-a, 1927-b
1928-a, 1964-b, 1968-b, 1971-b, 1973-b, 1978-b, 1982-a, 1988-a
367
2002-b, 2005-b, 2012-a, 2038-a, 2041-b, 2045-a, 2074-b, 2094-b,
2101-a, 2112-a, 2112-b, 2113-b, 2116-b, 2118-b.
ES 40-b, 68-a, 101-b, 122-b, 136-b , 154-a, 169-a, 181-a, 186-b,
188-b, 193-a, 194-a, 299-a, 300--b, 312- b, 351-b, 392-b, 421-b,
429-b, 495-a, 503-b, 510-a, 592--a, 598-a, 651-a, 667-a, 67 7-a,
685-b, 711-b, 715-a, 716-b, 754--a, 755- b, 768-b, 769-a, 778-b,
831-a, 860-a, 885-b, 895-b, 896--b, 932-a, 957-a, 971-b, 1006-a
1024-b, 1029-b, 1034-b, 1072-b, 1076-a, 1154-b, 1175-a, 1204-a
1206-b, 1218-a, 1232-b, 1258-b, 1268-b, 1271-a, 1286-b, 1293-a
1303-b, 1317-a, 1320-a, 1338-b, 1345-b, 1359-b, 1375-b , 1382-b
1385-a, 1459-a, 1462-a, 1501-a, 1662-b, 1669-a, 1671-b, 1683-b
1750-b, 1772-a, 1795-b, 1807-b, 1809-b, 1825-a, 1868-a, 1887-b
1929-a, 1955-b, 1960-b, 1964-a, 1988-a, 2011-b.
Aud 71-a, 99-a, 105-b, 117-b, 120-b, 123-a, 132-a, 134-a, 152-a,
154-a, 156-a, 157-b, 162-b, 170-b, 175-a, 194-a, 195-a 196-a,
197-a, 198-a, 201-a, 223-a, 224-a, 230-b, 232-b, 251-a 260-a,
266-a, 269-a, 288-a, 300-b, 303-a, 303-b, 309-a, 310-a 313-b,
322-a, 326-b, 344-b, 359-a, 365-b, 374-b, 395-a, 400-a 401-a,
405-a, 415-a, 416-a,/424-a, 448-a, 448-b, 450-b, 481-a 
504-a, 514-a, 524-b, 545-b, 556-a, 559-b, 577-a
486-a, £  k ) l -
493-a, 579-a,
580-a, 581-b, 583-b, 585-b, 595-a, 596-b, 611-a, 615-b 620-a,
622-a, 625-b, 629-a, 635-a, 687-a, 689-a, 707-a, 722-b 732-b,
734-a, 745-a, 784-a, 795-a, 804-a, 807-a, 821-b, 826-b 835-b,
839-a, 845-a, 846-a, 880-a, 889-a, 894-b, 923-a, 975-a 1000-a,
1011-a , 1024-b, 1036-b, 1050-a, 1064-a, 1100-b, 1137-a 12 35-a,
1237-a ,* 1348-a, 1359-a, 1375-b, 1378-a, 1409-b, 1475-a 1478-a,
1483-a , 1484-a, 1493-a, 1500-a, 1579-a, 1599-a, 1642-a 1646-b ,
1658-a , 1712-a, 1807-a, 1812-a, 1816-b, 1834-b, 1836-a 1844-a,
1900-a , 1913-a, 1914-a, 1941-b, 1942-a, 1954-a, 1962-b 199 9-b,
2010-b , 2011-b, 2012-a, 2025-a, 2027-a, 2035-b, 2055-a 2060-a,
2064-b , 2080-a, 2082-a, 2085-b, 2088-b, 2090-b, 2100-a 2106-a,
2107-a
2186-b
, 2124-a, 2138-a, 2146-b, 2167-a, 2168-a, 2173-b 
, 2248-a, 2310-b, 2339-a, 2364-b, 2369-a, 2378-a
2 183-b,
4-b, 8-a, 11-a, 19-a, 24-a, 63-b, 71-a, 84-a, 88-a, 97- b, 131-b,
132-a,
220-a,
140-b, 143-b, 153-a, 158-a, 161-a, 168-a, 178-b, 
234-b, 245-a.
218-b,
PP1 Prol. 4-b, 11-a, 19-a, 20-b, 21-b, 24-b, 26-b, 34-b,
40-a, 43-b, 43-b, 46-a, 59-a, 60-a, 63-b, 73-a, 75-b, 76-b,
81-b, 91-a, 94-b, 95-b, 96-b, 112-b, 113-a, 113-b, 119-b, 130-a, 
147-b, 149-b, 167-b, 212-a, 213-a, 221-a, 222-a, 223-b, 228-b.
PP1 VI 8-a, 8- b , 12-b, 13-a, 22-b, 41-b, 55-b, 62-b, 107-a, 113-b, 
141-a, 156-a, 158-b, 187-b, 205-a, 209-b.
GGK 65-b, 67-b, 98-b, 113-b, 120-b, 132-b, 134-b, 135-b, 379-b,
381-b, 398-b, 496-b, 499-b, 505-b, 507-b, 508-b, 536-a, 539-a,
542-b, 547-b, 550-b, 551-a, 554-b, 2072-a, 2080-b, 2141-b,
2149-b, 2152-b.
14. | / x x | / x x
MC 119-a, 120-a, 274-a, 275-b, 343-a, 358-a, 417-a, 447-a, 485-a,
368
539-a, 589-a, 592-a, 850-b, 944-a, 1128-b.
PX} 14~a, 36-b, 41-a, 111-a, 451-a, 493-b, 657-b.
YR 46-a, 54-b, 161-a, 165-b, 167-b, 272-b, 415-b, 482-b, 649-b, 
656-a, 665-a, 694-b, 705-b, 768-b, 905-a, 906-b, 919-a, 928-b,
933-b, 936-a, 939-a, 953-b, 969-b, 1002-b, 1069-b, 1072-b,
1131-b, 1133-b, 1236-b, 1237-a, 1247-a, 1318-a, 1454-a, 1499-b,
1584-b, 1608-a, 1635-a, 1767-b, 1834-a, 1847-b, 1893-a, 1916-a,
1942-b, 1990-b, 2077-b, 2098-a, 2017-b.
ES 47-b, 104-a, 110-b, 140-a, 142-b, 156-a, 172-b, 173-a, 219-b, 
343-a, 366-a, 396-a, 437-b, 449-b, 588-b, 627-a, 634-b, 641-a,
669-a, 758-b, 829-b, 847-a, 904-a, 984-b, 1012-b, 1098-a,
1155-a, 1160-a, 1171-a, 1209-b, 1276-a, 1293-b, 1324-b, 1329-b,
1402-b, 1467-b, 1472-b, 1477-b, 1550-a, 1557-b, 1568-a, 1590-b,
1613-a, 1663-a, 1666-b, 1687-b, 1736-a, 1850-b, 1926-a, 2010-a,
2011-a.
/2.7-Q,
Aud 31-b,/200-b, 240-a, 262-a, 314-a, 373-b, 386-b, 399-a, 432-a, 
451-b, 726-a, 800-a, 903-b, 930-b, 965-a, 1007-a, 1018-a,
1096-a, 1415-b, 1499-a, 1882-a, 1956-b, 2028-a, 2084-a, 2268-b, 
2283-b, 2359-b, 2376-a,
Mur 18-b, 104-a, 219-a, 253-a.
PP1 Prol. 25-b, 36-a, 54-a, 87-a, 89-b, 217-a, 219-a.
PPL VI 106-b, 174-a, 183-a.
GGK 2108-a.
15. | / x x | / x x x
MC 269-a, 328-b, 361-a.
P£ 553-b.
FR 136-b, 275-a, 453-a, 697-b, 1763-b, 2063-b.
ES 57-a, 568-a, 834-a, 1092-b, 1151-b, 1156-b, 1241-a, 1503-b.
Aud 2336-b.
PPL Prol. 90-a.
16. | / x x | / x x x x
FR 1014-b, 1839-a.
ES 182-b.
GGK 398-a.
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17. | / x x | / x x x x x
FR 1920-a.
18. | / x x x | /
MC 63-a, 102-b, 105-a, 114-b, 117-b, 196-a, 206-a, 264-a, 266-a, 
268-b, 301-a, 303-a, 316-a, 321-a, 332-b, 357-a, 380-a, 387-a,
391-b, 428-b, 434-b, 454-a, 478-a, 482-b, 491-b, 524-b, 534-b,
543-b, 552-a, 579-a, 693-b, 770-a, 800-b, 814-b, 816-b, 835-b,
861-a, 866-b, 882-a, 899-b, 964-a, 1040-b, 1044-a.
£2 8-a, 24-b, 110-a, 152-b, 190-b, 209-a, 214-a, 255-b, 268-b,
422-a, 425-a, 436-a, 450-a, 452-a, 547-a, 559-a, 641-a.
FR 28-b, 43-b, 122-a, 125-a, 252-b, 264-a, 292-a, 295-a, 343-a,
356-b, 363-b, 488-a, 499-b, 522-a, 523-b, 526-b, 530-a, 629-a,
794-a, 820-a, 825-a, 828-b, 833-b, 835-a, 912-a, 919-b, 921-b,
924-b, 956-a, 1014-a, 1071-b, 1073-b, 1133-a, 1159-b, 1164-a, 
1187-a, 1202-a, 1259-a, 1260-a, 1334-b, 1362-a, 1385-b, 1417-
1432-a, 1533-b, 1548-a, 1564-b, 1618-a, 1619-b, 1646-b, 1654-
1702-a, 1706-a, 1725-b, 1731-a, 1736-a, 1762-a, 1772-a, 1824-a,
1837-a, 1838-a, 1848-b, 1867-a, 1877-b, 1909-b, 1950-a, 1951-b,
2034-b, 2037-b, 2057-a, 2078-b.
ES 4-b, 72-b, 97-a, 106-a, 146-a, 231-a, 272-b, 296-a, 297-a,
336-a, 356-b, 362-a, 383-a, 384-a, 388-a, 393-a, 421-a, 424-a,
440-br 462-b, 482-b, 497-b, 533-b, 561-a, 620-a, 639-b, 646-a,
661-b, 673-a, 675-a, 689-b, 697-a, 733-a, 762-b, 767-a, 789-a,
790-a, 799-a, 821-b, 869-a, 891-a, 920-b, 935-a, 956-b, 998-a,
1019-b, 1060-a, 1118-a, 1125-a, 1126-b, 1194-a, 1197-a, 1220-b,
1266-a, 1272-a, 1284-b, 1392-a, 1449-b, 1460-a, 1461-a, 1483-b,
1486-a, 1495-a, 1523-a, 1566-a, 1582-a, 1596-b, 1601-b, 1615-b,
1625-a, 1655-a, 1692-b, 1696-a, 1708-a, 1766-b, 1806-b, 1864-b,
1879-a, 1909-a, 1923-a, 1933-a, 1948-a, 1966-a.
Aud 12-a, 19-a, 20-a, 43-a, 131-a, 141-a, 143-a, 148-a, 184-a,
250-a, 251-b, 316-a, 351-a, 396-b, 466-a, 470-b, 513-a, 517-a,
541-a, 563-b, 584-a, 595-b, 641-a, 693-a, 811-a, 823-a, 849-a,
880-b, 888-a, 891-b, 901-a, 929-b, 930-a, 945-a, 955-b, 1022-a,
1203-b, 1227-a, 1315-a, 1323-a, 1325-a, 1629-a, 1634-a, 1704-a,
1800-b, 1810-a, 1823-a, 1966-a, 2196-a, 2202-b, 2256-a, 2381-a.
Mur 27-b, 2 9-b, 30-b, 31-b, 53-b, 55-a, 78-a, 96-b, 121-a, 149-a, 
151-a, 199-a, 201-a, 265-b.
PP1 VI 53-b, 110-b.
GGK 75-b, 122-a, 407-b, 525-b.
19. | / x x x | / x
MC 30-a, 117-a, 152-b, 244-b, 265-b, 268-a, 269-b, 270-b, 272-a, 
279-b, 295-a, 298-b, 336-b, 342-b, 443-b, 479-a, 481-a, 487-a,
541-b, 546-b, 569-b, 583-b, 784-a, 785-a, 819-a, 827-a, 849-a,
904-b, 905-b, 961-b, 962-b, 1109-b.
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cr 
(u
FQ
FR
ES
Aud
Mur
PP1
PP1
GGK
20.
MC
FQ
FR
ES
Aud
24-a, 32- b , 80-a, 177-b, 210-a, 247-b, 255-a, 365-a, 401-a, 
420-b, 440-a, 536-a, 669-a.
17-b, 26-b, 37-a, 57-a, 60-a, 64-a, 121-b, 150-b, 158-b, 176-b, 
3 18-a, 355-b, 403-a, 456-b, 465-b, 484-a, 500-b, 523-a, 548-b,
627-b, 65 5-b, 663-b, 644-a, 659-a, 667-a, 678-a, 682-a, 682-b,
689-b, 721-a, 733-b, 757-b, 797-a, 803-b, 883-a, 906-b, 908-a,
963-a, 1080-b, 1007-a, 1015-a, 1068-b, 1081-a, 1102-b, 1113-b, 
1114-b, 1122-b, 1125-b, 1162-b, 1195-a, 1207-b, 1213-b, 1219-a,
1237-b, 1258-b, 1260-b, 1373-a, 1377-a, 1436-b, 1512-b, 1515-a,
1662-b, 1671-a, 1672-b, 1695-a, 1716-b, 1724-b, 1760-a, 1768-b,
1771-b, 1808-a, 1825-b, 1828-a, 1836-b, 1909-a, 2056-a.
21-b, 25-b, 76-a, 115-a, 148-a, 155-a, 161-b, 166-b, 179-b, 
203-a, 256-a, 274-b, 375-a, 457-a, 461-a, 529-b, 534-a, 550-a,
554-b, 566-a, 575-a, 577-b, 604-a, 671-a, 680-b, 700-a, 714-b,
775-b, 785-b, 796-a, 799-b, 808-a, 875-a, 883-a, 885-a, 893-b,
903-a, 948-a, 1014-b, 1037-b, 1038-a, 1117-b, 1161-a, 1165-b, 
1169-b, 1208-a, 1217-b, 1239-a, 1245-b, 1263-b, 1277-a, 1361-b,
1393-a, 1449-a, 1453-b, 1454-a, 1458-a, 1458-b, 1568-b, 1580-b,
1611-b, 1617-b, 1654-a, 1682-a, 1769-b, 1770-a, 1774-b, 1787-b,
1812-a, 1877-b, 1895-b, 1913-b, 1966-b, 1985-a, 1996-a, 2001-b.
66-a, 171-a, 202-b, 207-a, 293-b, 342-b, 410-a, 460-b, 464-b, 
480-a, 483-b, 712-a, 817-a, 1044-b, 1095-a, 1106-a, 1229-a, 
1341-a, 1465-b, 1585-a, 1590-b, 1801-a, 2296-a, 2337-a, 2352-a, 
2366-a, 2391-a.
50-a, 54-a, 64-a, 212-a, 244-a.
Prol. 14-b, 17-b, 27-b, 40-b, 42-b, 46-b, 56-a, 62-a, 69-a,
93-b, 98-b, 117-a, 143-a, 143-b, 144-b, 148-a, 159-a, 
159-b, 195-b, 199-b, 207-a, 226-a, 228-a.
VI 33-a, 40-b, 49-b, 52-a, 64-b, 101-b, 107-b, 111-b, 119-b, 
138-b, 157-b, 164-a, 179-b, 183-b, 192-b, 194-b.
63-b, 74-b, 383-b, 501-b, 519-b, 558-b, 2094-b, 2102-b, 2112-a.
I / X X X | / X X
53-a, 97-b, 253-a, 499-a, 674-a, 677-b, 678-b, 949-a, 955-a,
966-b.
23-b, 27-b, 43-b, 97-a, 307-b, 433-a, 438-a, 484-a.
19-b, 34-a, 352-a, 378-b, 550-a, 739-a, 776-b, 917-a, 961-a, 
1000-b, 1196-b, 1227-a, 1382-a, 1405-b, 1454-b, 1463-a, 1546-a, 
1565-a, 1810-a, 2017-a.
132-a, 135-a, 152-a, 187-a, 238-b, 342-b, 411-a, 455-b, 469-b, 
548-a, 568-b, 700-b, 718-b, 912-a, 918-b, 1015-b, 1068-b, 
1206-a, 1257-a, 1290-b, 1316-a, 1419-b, 1515-a, 1560-a, 1641-b, 
1647-a, 1778-b, 1826-a, 1837-b, 1884-b, 1910-b, 1968-b.
154-b, 379-a, 1987-a.
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PP1 Prol. 154-a.
PP1 VI 12-a, 37-a.
GGK 394-a, 553-a, 2140-a.
21. | / x x x  | / x x x
FR 29-a, 41-b, 78-a, 999-a, 2084-a, 2095-a.
22. | / x x x x | /
MC 397-a, 421-b, 455-b, 618-b, 862-b, 865-b, 1090-a.
FQ 21-a, 22-b, 191-b, 310-a, 461-a.
FR 24-a, 26-a, 57-b, 271-b, 282-b, 461-b, 516-a, 548-a, 551-b,
556-a, 642-a, 648-a, 679-a, 833-a, 901-a, 905-b, 924-a, 1117-a,
1139-b, 1201-a, 1397-a, 1506-a, 1544-a, 1547-a, 1669-a, 1763-a,
1837-b, 1960-a, 1989-b, 2040-b, 2113-a.
ES 70-a, 95-a, 143-a, 325-b, 326-a, 353-a, 573-b, 586-a, 623-a, 
636-b, 660-b, 707-a, 707-b, 765-b, 880-a, 1065-b, 1129-a, 
1153-b, 1196-b, 1302-a, 1312-a, 1386-a, 1417-a, 1492-b, 1736-b,
1796-a, 1813-a, 1820-b, 1829-a, 1866-a, 1938-a.
Aud 140-b, 875-a, 1591-a, 1602-a, 1874-a.
Mur 73-a, 170-b, 255-a.
PP1 Prol. 53-a.
23. | / x x x x |  / x  
MC 96-b, 325-b, 395-a.
248-a, 424-b, 472-b, 488-a.
FR 71-b, 114-b, 154-a, 155-b, 185-a, 291-b, 319-a, 356-a, 396-a, 
431-a, 446-b, 1079-b, 1101-b, 1104-b, 1405-a, 1679-b, 1731-b, 
1793-a, 1839-b, 1862-b, 1889-b, 1927-a, 2009-b, 2020-a, 2020-b.
ES 266-b, 348-a, 429-a, 434-b, 466-a, 523-b, 642-b, 657-b, 790-b, 
995-a, 1063-b, 1236-b, 1238-a, 1277-b, 1311-b, 1315-b, 1347-a, 
1431-b, 1571-a, 1617-a, 1626-b, 1636-b, 1662-a, 1668-b, 1697-b,
1712-a, 1727-a, 1796-b, 1854-b, 1983-a.
Aud 848-a.
PP1 Prol. 29-a, 42-a, 83-b, 124-b, 129-a.
PP1 VI 44-b, 81-a, 87-a, 132-a, 159-b, 200-a.
GGK 130-a, 522-a, 2111-a.
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24. | / x x x x  | / x x  
MC 395-b, 1161-a.
FQ 243-b.
FR 231-b, 1385-a, 1852-a, 1865-a, 1990-a, 2034-a, 2105-b.
ES 118-a, 750-a, 902-b.
25. | / x x x x | / x x x  
FR 603-a.
26. | / x x x x x | /
MC 523-b, 950-a.
FX} 30-a, 309-a, 649-b.
FR 246-a, 290-b, 457-a, 739-b, 748-a, 1534-b, 1608-b, 1852-b, 
1992-a, 2012-b.
ES 1185-a, 1409-a, 1587-a, 1588-a.
Mur 39-b, 133-b.
PP1 Prol. 156-a.
GGK 372-a, 2120-a. 2154-a.
27. | / x x x x x  | / x
FR 115-b, 266-b, 345-a, 425-a, 463-b, 562-a, 1434-a, 1934-b. 
ES 119-a, 890-a, 895-a, 1765-a.
PP1 Prol. 61-b.
PP1 VI 174-b.
28. | / x x x x x | / x x  
FR 187-a.
29. | / x x x x x  | / x x x  
ES 1715-b.
30. | / x x x x x x )  /
FR 16-b, 1537-a.
ES 458-a, 913-a.
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31. | / x x x x x x | / x
FR 886-a.
32. | / x x x x x x x | / x
FR 2035-a.
lype il:.Monosyllabic ...Anacrusis
1. x | / | /
MC 238-a, 287-a, 288-a, 289-a, 363-a, 448-a, 449—a, 451-a, 539-b, 
586-a, 678-a, 773-b, 847-a, 1030-a, 1091-b, 1117-a, 1121-b.
1-b, 4-a, 33-a, 126-a, 196-b, 406-b, 410-b, 429-a.
FR 106-a, 141-b, 512-b, 544-a, 931-a, 998-b, 1149-a, 1178-b,
1280-a, 1287-b, 1573-a, 1600-a, 1603-a, 1686-a, 1708-b, 1709-a,
1728-b, 1779-b, 1781-b, 1803-a, 1925-b.
ES 313-b, 364-a, 424-b, 521-a, 585-a, 599-a, 738-a, 792-a, 878-b, 
1193-b, 1720-b, 1846-a, 1984-a.
Aud 16-a, 17-a, 41-b, 49-b, 91-a, 119-b, 130-b, 165-b, 191-a, 199-a, 
202-a, 208-a, 216-a, 249-b, 259-a, 268-a, 317-b, 329-a, 334-b,
352-b, 354-b, 355-a, 361-b, 364-b, 371-a, 377-a, 418-b, 434-a,
449-b, 464-a, 494-b, 555-b, 558-a, 605-b, 617-a, 628-b, 631-a,
644-b, 653-a, 655-a, 654-b, 668-a, 678-b, 683-b, 699-b, 739-b,
' 742-b, 760-a, 782-a, 787-a, 825-b, 850-a, 861-b, 866-a, 868-a,
869-a, 892-b, 919-a, 926-b, 928-b, 954-a, 999-a, 1007-b, 1018-b, 
1035-b, 1075-a, 1093-a, 1192-b, 1211-a, 1241-a, 1342-b, 1644-a,
1664-a, 1775-b, 1819-a, 1870-a, 1950-a, 1992-b, 1994-b, 2000-b,
2006-b, 2044-b, 2051-a, 2063-b, 2069-a, 2176-a, 2187-a, 2194-b,
2209-b, 2213-a, 2222-b, 2230-b, 2241-b, 2360-b.
Mur 179-b.
GGK 142-b.
2. x | / | / x
MC 240-a, 287-b, 288-b, 350-b, 386-a, 423-b, 474-a, 489-a, 496-b, 
683-b, 892-a, 1041-b, 1063-a, 1064-a, 1067-a, 1068-a, 1071-a, 
1072-a.
FQ 2-b, 3-a, 14-b, 44-b, 84-a, 91-b, 107-b, 114-a, 114-b, 126-b, 
257-a, 383-b, 403-b, 423-a, 469-b.
FR 111-a, 280-b, 286-a, 324-a, 348-b, 612-b, 639-a, 683-a, 713-b, 
733-a, 963-b, 1134-b, 1200-a, 1205-a, 1277-b, 1338-b, 1358-b, 
1528-b, 1549-b, 1784-a, 1807-b, 1923-b.
ES 173-b, 204-b, 306-b, 670-b, 683-a, 701-b, 893-a, 896-a, 983-b, 
1192-b, 1290-a, 1295-b, 1307-a, 1358-b, 1366-a, 1431-a, 1745-b, 
1759-b, 1787-a, 1798-b, 1837-a, 1884-a, 1894-b, 1906-b, 1974-a,
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1989-a.
Aud 1-b, 19-b, 28--a, 51-a, 59-a , 61-a, 72-a, 80-b, 92-b, 93-b,
150-a, 156-b, 166-b, 227-a, 234-a, 238-b, 261-a, 269-b, 276-b
279-b, 293-a, 313-a, 323-a, 348-a, 349-b, 368-b, 370-a, 374-a
388-a, 390-b, 393-a, 398-a, 421-a, 423-a, 433-a, 440-a, 446-a
454-a, 482-a, 483-a, 492-a, 500-b, 543-b, 544-b, 550-b, 561-a
563-a, 567-b, 583-b, 591-b, 599-b, 620-b, 630-a, 630-b, 633-a
636-a, 641-b, 645-b, 663-b, 684-b, 688-b, 695-a, 705-a, 7 13-a
757-b, 761-a, 778-b, 784-b, 792-b, 798-b, 800-b, 801-a, 805-a
806-a, 830-b, 841-a, 895-a, 899-a, 909-a, 939-a, 962-b, 99 6-a
997-a, 1005-b , 1006-b, 1010 -b, 1043-b, 1058-b, 1085-b, 1089-a
1140-b, 1217-a, 1291-b, 1338-a, 1339-b, 1373-b, 1389-a, 1520-a,
1573-a, 1595-a, 1632-b, 1642-b, 1702-b, 1785-b, 1808-a, 1809-b,
1825-b, 1888-b, 1899-b, 1910-b, 1915-a, 1926-b, 1943-b, 1944-a,
1978-a, 1998-b, 2002-b, 2024-b, 2030-a, 2054-a, 2082-b, 2083-b,
2087-a, 2091-a, 2095-b, 2099-b, 2141-a, 2148-a, 2152-b, 2159-a,
2190-a, 2198-a, 2201-b, 2202-a, 2215-b, 2217-b, 2223-a, 2226-b,
2365-b.
Mur 23-a, 49-a, 57-b, 147-b, 148-a, 200-a, 215-b, 227-b, 237-b, 
238-b.
GGK 66- b , 2147-b.
3. x | / | / x x
MC 794-b, 892-b.
F$ 118-b, 544-a.
FR 117-b, 236-a, 681-b, 1231-a, 1393-b, 1465-b, 1535-b, 1612-b, 
1643-b, 2103-b.
ES 12-b, 171-b, 199-a, 237-a, 605-a, 867-a, 931-b, 994-b, 1106-b, 
1274-b, 1439-a, 1447-b, 1456-b, 1567-b, 1635-b, 1940-b.
Aud 150-b, 258-b, 304-b, 366-a, 485-b, 619-b, 805-b, 840-a, 944-b, 
1027-b, 1485-b, 1519-b, 1990-b, 2049-a.
PP1 VI 126-b.
4. x | / | / x x x
MC 947-b.
FR 1874-b.
ES 79-b, 204-a, 723-b, 1416-a, 1511-a, 1516-b, 1572-b, 1876-b.
GGK 141-a.
5. x | / | / x x x x
FR 264-b.
ES 1133-a, 1970-a.
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6. x | / x | /
MC 2 2-b, 26-a, 37-b, 40-
137-a, 139-a, 152-a, 
247-b, 255-a, 258-a,
314-a, 333-a, 336-a,
393-a, 400-a, 401-a, 
434-a, 438-b, 441-a,
484-a, 488-b, 500-b, 
530-a, 547-a, 550-a, 
673-a, 676-a, 679-a, 
788-a, 819-b, 834-b, 
935-b, 940-b, 947-a, 
1033-a, 1039-b, 1042-
1077-a, 1080-a, 1081- 
1114-b, 1129-b, 1134-
FR
ES
•b, 6 1-b, 78-a, 100-a, 106-a, 113-a, 122-b, 
202-a, 211-b, 216-b, 225-a, 227-a, 228-a,
259-b, 282-a, 290-b, 291-a, 303-b, 311-a,
340-a, 346-b, 347-b, 351-a, 376-b, 378-a,
401-b, 405-a, 409-a, 412-b, 415-b, 422-a,
441-b, 460-a, 463-a, 469-a, 470-a, 473-a,
503-a, 505-a, 505-b, 508-b, 520-a, 529-a,
567-a, 588-a, 588-b, 594-b, 658-a, 664-a,
690-b, 695-a, 699-b, 706-b, 770-b, 772-a,
856-b, 858-a, 871-a, 910-a, 911-b, 912-b,
952-b, 960-b, 1025-a, 1026-b, 1029-a,
■b, 1053-a, 1053-b, 1062-b, 1069-b, 1070-b,
•b, 1084-a, 1100-a, 1100-b, 1109-a, 1110-a,
■a.
FQ 9-a, 13-a, 17-a, 45-a, 81-a, 93-a, 105-a, 105-b, 139-a, 147-b,
156-a, 158-a, 197-a, 205-a, 211-b, 220-a, 249-a, 265-a, 308-a,
320-a, 321-a, 407-b, 414-a, 453-a, 469-a, 485-a, 528-a, 541-b,
545-a, 558-a, 623-a, 655-b, 658-a, 661-a, 663-b, 833-b.
22-a, 25-b, 30-a, 50 
117-a, 118-a, 127-b, 
241-a, 256-b, 267-a, 
374-a, 378-a, 387-b, 
476-a, 480-b, 486-a, 
529-b, 554-a, 558-a, 
704-a, 416-b, 718-a, 
777-a, 788-a, 796-a, 
887-b, 911-a, 928-a, 
995-a, 996-a, 998-a,
1078-a, 1092-a, 1112 
1161-a, 1168-a, 1171 
1190-a, 1197-a, 1200 
1254-a, 1268-a, 1298 
1375-a, 1376-b, 1378 
1518-a, 1532-a, 1543 
1595-b, 1599-a, 1601
1684-a, 1690-b, 1694 
1769-b, 1800-a, 1810 
1929-a, 1933-b, 1936
1979-b, 1984-a, 1997
2025-a, 2027-b, 2039 
2080-a, 2084-b, 2091
a, 50-b, 5 1-b, 67-a, 77-b, 86-b
128-a, 168-a, 181-a, 181-b, 229-a
278-b, 289-a, 305-b, 306-a, 337-a
394-a, 430-a, 452-a, 458-a, 468-a
490-a, 495-a, 504-a, 505-a, 518-a
611-b, 612-a, 618-b, 635-a, 638-a
722-b, 727-a, 740-a, 742-a, 767-b
805-a, 810-b, 811-a, 836-a, 838-a
929-b, 979-a, 985-a, 987-a, 990-a
1009-a, 1013-b, 1022-a, 1025-a, 
a, 1124-b, 1143-a, 1144-a, 1147-b
a, 1173-b, 1175-b, 1176-a, 1185-a
b, 1208-b, 1230-a, 1233-a, 1235-b
b, 1308-a, 1316-a, 1321-a, 1323-a
b, 1382-b, 1384-b, 1452-a, 1455-b
a, 1567-a, 1586-b, 1588-a, 1591-b
1615-a, 1624-a, 1625-b, 1668-a 
1697-b, 1720-a, 1722-a, 1729-a
1842-a, 1858-a, 1866-a, 1869-a
1948-a, 1956-a, 1970-a, 1972-a
2006-b, 2010-a, 2011-a, 2015-b 
2046-a, 2053-a, 2067-a, 2068-b
-a
-b,
■a,
•b,
-a,
■a,
'b,
112-a, 
232-a, 
366-a, 
470-a, 
520-a, 
689-a, 
772-a, 
848-a, 
991-a, 
1077-b,
1150-b, 
1185-b, 
1240-a, 
1361-a, 
1468-a, 
1594-a, 
1681-a, 
1775-a, 
1918-a, 
1976-b, 
2023-a, 
2079-b,
-a, 2092-a, 2094-a, 2101-b, 2106
34-a, 38-a, 6C I 0> O' o -b, 61-b, 62-a , 69-a, 70-b, 133-a, 140-b,
141-b, 144-a, 163-a, 167-a, 178-a, 183-a, 247-a, 252-b, 25 4-b
258-b, 259-a, 271-a, 278-a, 288-b, 302-a, 320-b, 324-a, 330-b
340-b, 342-a, 354-a, 361-a, 361-b, 371-a, 379-a, 381-b, 382-b
418-a, 422-b, 431-b, 438-a, 443-a, 444-a, 468-a, 478-b, 47 9-a
487-a, 500-a, 5 13-b , 514-a, 537-a, 552-b, 564-a, 565-a, 56 6-b
569-a, 570-a, 599-b, 600-b, 601-a, 621-a, 625-a, 638-b, 640-a
645-b, 657-a, 669-b, 675-b, 682-a, 684-b, 692-a, 694-a, 710-a
728-b , 729-b, 734-b, 737-a, 740-a, 749-a, 777-b, 797-b, 810-a
824-b, 845-b, 850-a, 850-b, 866-a, 873-b, 880-b, 887-b, 905-b
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922-a, 923-a, 929-a, 933-a, 941-a, 944-b, 947-a, 949-a, 964-a,
967-a, 976-a, 984-a, 993-b, 1030-a, 1044-a, 1054-a, 1062-a, 
1077-a, 1077-b, 1094-a, 1095-a, 1101-a, 1107-a, 1109-a, 1114-b,
1127-a, 1188-b, 1190-a, 1199-b, 1200-a, 1205-a, 1207-b, 1250-a,
1283-a, 1291-a, 1302-b, 1306-a, 1313-b, 1333-a, 1333-b, 1361-a,
1364-a, 1393-b, 1410-a, 1421-b, 1448-a, 1473-b, 1479-b, 1488-a,
1492-a, 1494-b, 1498-a, 1502-a, 1516-a, 1538-a, 1545-a, 1547-a,
1585-b, 1604-b, 1606-b, 1607-a, 1609-a, 1641-a, 1648-b, 1668-a,
1678-a, 1718-a, 1724-a, 1729-a, 1731-a, 1737-a, 1793-b, 1816-a,
1845-a, 1919-a, 1920-a, 1924-a, 1952-b, 1965-b, 1973-b, 1995-a,
2012-a.
Aud 2-b, 4-b, 6-a, 12-b, 14-a, 20-b, 21-b, 22-b, 25-a, 43-b, 44-b, 
55-b, 56-a, 57-a, 58-b, 64-b, 71-b, 76-b, 77-a, 82-a, 83-b, 
85-b, 87-b, 88- b , 107-b, 108-b, 111-b, 129-b, 138-b, 148-b,
152-b, 153-a 161-a, 163-a, 180-b, 186-b, 187-b 188-b 193-a,
204-a, 212-b 215-a, 218-b, 221-a, 230-a, 233-b 24 4-b 246-a,
250-b, 254-b 260-b, 270-b, 275-b, 280-b, 283-b 285-a 289-b,
291-a, 294-b 299-a, 307-b, 311-b, 318-b, 319-b 322-b 325-b,
333-b, 3 35-b 337-b, 338-b, 342-a, 363-a, 366-b 369-b 375-a,
378-a, 385-b 389-b, 396-a, 402-a, 403-a, 409-b 411-b 413-a,
414-b , 417-b 419-b, 420-a, 426-b, 436-a, 443-b 444-b 445-a,
455-b, 456-b 457-a, 458-b, 461-a, 462-b, 472-b 479-a 481-b,
487-b, 493-b 496-a, 499-b, 501-b, 504-b, 505-a 510-a 511-b,
513-b, 514-b 518-b, 523-b, 528-a, 532-a, 534-b 536-b 539-a,
541-b, 553-a 554-a, 545-a, 548-a, 557-b, 565-a 569-a 572-a,
573-b, 580-b 584-b, 585-a, 587-a, 588-a, 592-a 596-a 597-a,
602-a, 603-b 610-b, 613-a, 616-a, 618-a, 619-a 627-b 629-b,
635-b, 6 3 8-a 639-a, 640-b, 642-a, 649-b, 651-b 65 3-b 65 4-a,
656-a, 657-b 658-a, 660-b, 663-a, 665-a, 665-b 671-b 675-b,
677-b, 693-b, 694-a, 697-a, 702-b, 704-b 7 12-b 7 14-a,
716-b, 717-b 722-a, 727-a, 728-b, 729-a, 731-b 73 3-b 734-b,
743-a, 744-b 748-a, 750-a, 751-a, 752-b, 756-a 76 2-b 76 6-a,
774-a, 776-b 777-b, 786-a, 790-a, 797-a, 799-a 803-a 807-b,
812-b, 818-b 820-a, 822-a, 823-b, 824-a, 827-b 8 2 9-a 832-a,
836-a, 838-a 843-a, 844-b, 855-a, 860-a, 865-a 872-b 873-a,
878-a, 881-b 884-b, 885-b, 886-b, 893-b, 896-b 89 7-b 898-b,
901-b, 905-a 906-b, 907-a, 910-b, 912-b, 9 15-a 917-b 932-b,
933-a, 934-a 937-a, 938-b, 941-b, 944-a, 949-b 953-a 957-b,
960-a, 963-a 964-a, 965-b, 966-b, 982-b, 988-b 1012- , 1013-
1014-b , 1025--b, 1028--a, 1029-a, 1030-a, 1037-b, 1050-b 1052-a
1053-a , 1054--b, 1055--b, 1056-b, 1060-b, 1063-b, 1065-b 1066-b
1067-a , 1068--b, 1072--a, 1082-a, 1084-a, 1086-b, 1090-a 1094-a
1103-a , 1143--a, 1184--b, 1186-b, 1187-a, 1187-b, 1188-a 1189-a
1196-a , 1197--b, 1201--a, 1207-b, 1211-b, 1225-a, 1230-b 1232-a
1233-b , 1234--b, 1296--b, 1298-b, 1315-b, 1319-a, 1327-a 1337-a
1361-b , 1376--b, 1377--b, 1470-a, 1470-b, 1478-b, 1480-a 1506-b
1509-b , 1515--a, 1518--b, 1520-b, 1526-a, 1594-b, 1597-b 1617-b
1624-b , 1645--b, 1648--b, 1651-a, 1660-b, 1672-b, 1676-a 1676-b
1680-a , 1680--b, 16 84--a, 1684-b, 1688-b, 1692-a, 1692-b 1696-a
1696-b , 1706--b, 1708--a, 1712-b, 1787-b, 1790-b, 1792-a 1795-b
1797-a , 1806--a, 1808--b, 1811-a, 1815-a, 1818-a, 1818-b 1823-b
1825-a , 1826--a, 1829--a, 1831-b, 1833-a, 1835-a, 1835-b 1838-a
1838-b , 1848--b, 1851--b, 1853-b, 1854-b, 1857-b, 1859-a 1864-b
1866-a , 1868--b, 1874--b, 1875-b, 1876-b, 1881-b, 1892-a 1902-a
1904-b , 1918--a, 1918--b, 1922-b, 1923-a, 1925-a, 1926-a 1946-b
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1951-b, 1961-a, 1965-a, 1966-b, 1970-b, 1973-b 1977-a, 1980-b,
1982-b, 1987-b, 1989-a, 1995-b, 2001-b, 2003-b 2004-b, 2007-b,
2008-b, 2009-b, 2014-b, 2015-b, 2018-a, 2019-a 2021-a, 2025-b,
2026-b, 2027-b, 2029-a, 2036-b, 2040-a, 2041-b 2042-a, 2047-a,
2050-a, 2055-b, 2058-a, 2059-a, 2060-b, 2061-a 2071-b, 2074-a,
2075-a, 2079-b, 2084-b, 2088-a, 2090-a, 2092-b 2094-a, 2097-b,
2101-b, 2102-a, 2124-b, 2125-b, 2138-b, 2145-a 2146-a, 2149-b,
2150-b, 2152-a, 2159-b, 2161-b, 2 162-a, 2166-a 2167-b, 2168-b,
2177-b, 2178-b, 2181-a, 2183-a, 2185-b, 2186-a 2188-a, 2192-a,
2200-b, 2204-b, 2207-b, 2208-b, 2212-a, 2214-b 2216-a, 2218-b,
2221-a, 2228-a, 2229-b, 2232-a, 2235-b, 2238-b 2240-a, 2246-b,
2250-b, 2255-b, 2257-b, 2258-a, 2259-b, 2263-a 2355-b, 2374-b.
7- a , 11--b, 14-a , 21-b, 33-b, 36--b, 40-b , 46-b, 51-b, 54--b, 6 2-b
74-b, 90-a, 90-b, 94-a, 112-b, 134-b, 133-b, 143-a, 150-a,
155-b, 157-b, 162-b, 176-b, 189-a, 193-a, 195-b, 201-b, 205-a,
207-b, 210-b, 213-b, 226-a, 229-a, 240-b, 241-b, 243-a, 246-a,
250-b, 267-a.
PP1 VI 115-a.
GGK 93-b, 137-b, 409-b, 411-b, 560-b, 2121-b, 2127-a.
7. x | / x | / x
MC 37-a, 62-a, 82-a, 99-a, 140-b, 196-b, 197-b, 199-b, 214-b,
234-a, 236-b, 239-a, 271-b, 276-a, 284-a, 292-a, 310-b, 317-b,
330-a, 338-b, 340-b, 348-a, 350-a, 366-b, 387-b, 392-b, 394-a,
404-b, 409-b, 411-a, 420-a, 421-a, 424-a, 424-b, 431-b, 435-b,
' 440-b, 442-a, 451-b, 471-b, 482-a, 488-a, 496-a, 499-b, 503-b,
504-a, 506-a, 513-b, 514-b, 516-b, 537-a, 537-b, 538-b, 548-a,
554-a, 566-a, 568-a, 572-a, 572-b, 574-a, 580-a, 586-b, 587-b,
597-b, 608-a, 667-a, 672-a, 675-a, 684-a, 707-a, 772-b, 780-a,
782-a, 792-a, 792-b, 795-a, 824-b, 828-a, 828-b, 851-a, 907-a,
939-a, 941-b, 945-a, 1040-a, 1046-a, 1085-a, 1128-a.
FQ 8-b, 13-b, 27-a, 37-a, 41-b, 70-a, 78-a, 79-b, 88-b, 90-b, 93-b, 
95-a, 97-b, 113-a, 117-a, 118-a, 120-a, 157-a, 202-a, 203-b,
218-a, 219-b, 246-a, 254-a, 260-b, 261-a, 272-a, 304-b, 316-b,
367-a, 369-b, 370-a, 370-b, 416-a, 425-b, 426-a, 433-b, 434-b,
438-b, 442-b, 446-b, 463-b, 464-b, 468-b, 477-b, 482-b, 486-b,
491-a, 501-a, 506-a, 517-b, 518-b, 523-b, 534-b, 543-b, 547-b,
559-b, 560-b, 621-b, 622-b, 634-a, 635-b, 648-b, 650-b, 651-b,
828-b, 836-b, 837-a, 839-b, 842-b, 846-b, 848-b, 852-a.
FR 13-b, 37-b, 54-a, 70-a, 95-b, 113-a, 138-b, 157-a, 162-a, 163-a, 
169-a, 173-b, 175-a, 237-a, 255-b, 258-b, 294-b, 301-a, 322-a,
322-b, 325-b, 369-a, 370-b, 391-b, 449-b, 450-a, 453-b, 456-a,
459-b, 468-b, 475-a, 478-b, 498-a, 498-b, 501-b, 521-b, 528-b,
529-a, 537-a, 539-b, 558-b, 615-a, 631-b, 636-a, 637-a, 653-b,
656-b, 658-b, 665-b, 674-b, 675-b, 677-b, 697-a, 710-b, 735-b,
750-a, 756-a, 756-b, 760-b, 761-b, 762-a, 792-a, 842-b, 849-b,
852-a, 885-a, 886-b, 895-a, 903-a, 908-b, 909-b, 911-b, 937-b,
940-a, 947-a, 952-a, 953-a, 954-b, 961-b, 965-b, 973-b, 977-b,
980-a, 988-b, 1007-b, 1011-a, 1025-b, 1027-b, 1072-a, 1078-b,
1079-a, 1083-a, 1097-b, 1112—b, 1123-a, 1124-a, 1138-a, 1157-b,
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1176-b, 1177-b, 1179-b, 1188-a, 1208-a, 1215-b, 1220-b, 1250-a,
1263-b, 1273-a, 1275-a, 1276-a, 1285-b, 1287-a, 1303-b, 1315-a,
1355-b, 1356-b, 1358-a, 1362-b, 1377-b, 1387-b, 1390-a, 1394-a,
1400-b, 1411-b, 1501-b, 1504-b, 1519-a, 1524-a, 1537-b, 1544-b,
1559-a, 1561-b, 1562-b, 1566-a, 1572-b, 1579-b, 1590-b, 1600-b,
1602-a, 1613-a, 1632-b, 1636-a, 1649-a, 1653-b, 1673-b, 1680-b,
1685-b, 1698-b, 1701-b, 1706-b, 1789-b, 1818-a, 1832-b, 1844-b,
1854-a, 1871-b, 1876-b, 1881-b, 1890-a, 1905-b, 1913-a, 1961-b,
2007-b, 2032-a, 2058-a, 2062-b, 2075-b, 2078-a, 2087-b, 2095-b.
ES 16-a, 3 1-a, 68-b, 83-b, 84-b, 94-b, 108-b, 122-a, 124-a, 129-a, 
130-b, 147-b, 150-a, 160-a, 170-b, 176-b, 215-a, 224-a, 239-b,
262-b, 264-b, 268-b, 269-b, 279-b, 284-b, 299-b, 303-a, 312-a,
315-a, 335-a, 352-a, 353-b, 366-b, 372-a, 373-a, 380-b, 402-b,
417-a, 440-a, 446-b, 452-b, 483-b, 519-a, 519-b, 533-a, 537-b,
555-b, 595-b, 600-a, 646-b, 658-a, 658-b, 666-a, 672-a, 684-a,
690-b, 693-a, 739-b, 760-b, 764-b, 802-b, 807-b, 831-b, 839-a,
839-b, 852-a, 855-a, 872-a, 892-a, 892-b, 919-a, 920-a, 922-b,
932-b, 937-a, 938-b, 939-b, 977-b, 979-b, 1005-a, 1011-a,
1019-a, 1022-b, 1040-a, 1056-b, 1063-a, 1075-a, 1092-a, 1093-a,
1155-b, 1187-a, 1189-a, 1190-b, 1213-b, 1223-b, 1231-a, 1233-b,
1246-b, 1255-b, 1259-b, 1264-b, 1266-b, 1269-b, 1278-a, 1279-a,
1286-a, 1291-b, 1294-a, 1295-a, 1305-a, 1306-b, 1310-a, 1312-b,
1316-b, 1325-b, 1330-a, 1331-b, 1345-a, 1351-a, 1352-a, 1365-a,
1367-b, 1369-b, 1371-a, 1382-a, 1383-b, 1398-b, 1408-a, 1422-b,
1427-a, 1427-b, 1429-b, 1433-b, 1465-b, 1471-a, 1526-a, 1529-b,
1562-b, 1564-b, 1578-a, 1588-b, 1590-a, 1592-a, 1598-a, 1606-a,
1610-b, 1672-a, 1699-a, 1713-a, 1723-a, 1731-b, 1735-a, 1750-a,
1752-b, 1758-b, 1784-a, 1784-b, 1814-b, 1815-a, 1823-b, 1831-b,
1841-b, 1842-a, 1847-a, 1878-b, 1901-a, 1906-a, 1914-a, 1915-b,
*1930-b, 
2000-b.
1934-a, 1946-b, 1954-a, 1967-b, 1968-a, 1982-b, 1983-b,
1-a, 4-a , 5—a , 14-b, 15--b, 23-b , 25-b, 26-a, 26--b, 27-b , 3 9— b ,
47-b, 51-b, 54-b, 58-a, 62-a, 64-a, 65-b, 69-a, 73-b,J^79-b, 75-b, ^
80-a, 83-a, 85-a, 89-a, 89-b, 97-b, 101-b, 104-b, 110-b, 114-b,
116-a , 118-a , 124-b, 137-a, 138-a, 139-a, 143-b, 155-b, 163-b
164-a, 179-a, 180-a, 182-a, 183-b, 189-b, 193-b, 195-b, 20 3-a
204-b, 205-a, 219-b, 221-b, 222-b, 231-a, 234-b, 237-a, 243-a
244-a, 245-a, 246-b, 247-b, 248-a, 252-a, 261-b, 263-b, 275-a
280-a, 282-b, 284-b, 285-b, 286-a, 290-b, 291-b, 295-b, 298-a
299-b, 306-a, 315-b, 319-a, 328-a, 331-b, 332-b, 335-a, 33 6-a
345-b, 347-a, 356-a, 370-b, 368-a, 372-a, 376-a, 383-b, 384-a
387-b, 389-a, 397-a, 402-b, 408-a, 413-b, 415-b, 425-b, 431-b
451-a, 455-a, 461-b, 465-b, 466-b, 470-a, 471-b, 474-b, 475-b
477-b, 478-a, 485-a, 487-a, 488-a, 488-b, 490-a, 497-b, 505-b
507-b, 510-b, 516-b, 532-b, 534-a, 536-a, 540-a, 557-a, 561-b
565-b, 569-b, 570-b, 573-a, 576-a, 582-b, 594-a, 600-b, 60 2-b
611-b, 616-b , 618-b, 621-a, 625-a, 633-b, 636-b, 640-a, 642-b
660-a, 664-b, 670-b, 697-b, 700-a, 702-a, 707-b, 708-a, 708-b
710-a, 716-a, 725-b, 727-b, 729-b, 728-a, 730-a, 735-a, 741-b
743-b, 746-b, 453-b, 762-a, 763-b, 764-a, 771-a, 773-a, 774-b
776-a, 779-a, 783-b, 790-b, 793-a, 795-b, 797-b, 809-b, 815-b
824-b, 828-a, 829-b, 833-b, 840-b, 841-b, 852-a, 855-b, 856-b
865-b, 867-a, 870-b, 872-a, 877-b, 886-a, 889-b, 897-a, 8 9 8-a
900-b, 902-b, 907-b, 908-a, 910-a, 911-a, 912-a, 9 14-a, 9 14-b
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929-a, 
969-b, 
1014-a 
1047-a 
1100-a 
1219-b 
1302-a 
1345-b 
1468-a 
1578-a 
1629-b 
1658-b 
1791-a 
1841-b 
1898-a 
1961-b 
2016-b 
2036-a 
2064-a 
2085-a 
2157-b 
2179-a 
2218-a 
2237-a 
2283-a 
2395-a
946-a,
977-a,
1015-
1052-
1101-
1221-
1313-
1347-
1473-
1581-
1641-
1659-
1791-
1848-
1905-
1982-
2019-
2039-
2065-
2089-
2164-
2179-
2219-
2239-
2351-
2396-
949-a,
984-b, 
b, 1016- 
1062- 
1102- 
1225- 
1323- 
1358- 
1494- 
1593- 
1644- 
1660- 
1797- 
1851- 
1908- 
1986- 
2021- 
2041- 
2066- 
2101- 
2166- 
2180- 
2223- 
2251- 
2353- 
2398-
953-b, 958 
994-a, 998 
b, 1026-b 
1065-a 
1140-a 
1227-a 
1331-b 
1392-a 
1503-b 
1598-b 
1647-b 
1708-b 
1812-b 
1864-a 
1919-a 
1988-a 
2022-a 
2042-b 
2072-a 
2103-a 
2170-a 
2188-b 
2226-a 
2251-b 
2354-a
-a, 959-b, 960-b 
-b, 1005-a, 1012 
1029-b, 1031-b
1071-b 
1196-b 
1231-b 
1338-b 
1396-a 
1504-a 
1614-b 
1649-a 
1775-a 
1814-a 
1876-a 
1921-a 
1988-b 
2023-b 
2047-b 
2073-b 
2140-a 
2173-a 
2189-b 
2227-a 
2260-a 
2379-a
1085-a 
1200-b 
1233-a 
1343-a 
1400-b 
1521-b 
1615-b 
1651-b 
1778-a 
1817-b 
1881-a 
1921-b 
2010-a 
2024-a 
2056-a 
2075-b 
2140-b 
2175-a 
2190-b 
2228-b 
2261-a 
2387-a
964-b, 
-b, 1013 
1042-a 
1086-a 
1215-b 
1236-b 
1344-a 
1403-b 
1522-a 
1622-a 
1652-a 
1782-a 
1831-a 
1892-b 
1946-a 
2013-b 
2032-b 
2057-b 
2079-a 
2141-b 
2177-a 
2193-b 
2233-a 
2267-b 
2389-b
966-a,
-b,
1045-b 
1097-b 
1217-b 
1295-b 
1344-b 
1465-a 
1526-b 
1622-b 
1657-a 
1787-a 
1837-b 
1893-b 
1951-a 
2014-a 
2033-b 
2059-b 
2083-a 
2153-b 
2178-a 
2210-b 
2236-a 
2280-a 
2392-a
Mur 2-b, 22-a, 25-b, 28-a, 48-a, 64-b, 75-a, 99-b, 103-a, 103-b, 
151-b, 158-b, 160-a, 170-a, 181-b, 191-b, 214-b, 254-b.4
PP1 Prol 5-b, 33-b, 44-b, 53-b, 58-a, 69-b, 104-b, 116-a, 116-b, 
182-b, 215-b.
PP1 VI. 57-b, 134-b, 155-b, 159-a, 160-b, 189-a, 202-b.
GGK 68-b, 85-b, 136-b, 395-b, 402-b, 502-b, 503-b, 509-b, 522-b, 
524-b, 539-b, 552-b.
8 . | / x | / x x
MC 93-a, 96-a, 120-b, 208-a, 209-a, 233-a, 242-b, 243-b, 373-b, 
410-b, 427-b, 465-a, 513-a, 536-a, 566-b, 587-a, 591-a, 612-a,
612-b, 613-a, 681-b, 686-a, 696-a, 696-b, 699-a, 700-a, 795-b, 
887-b, 962-a.
FQ 5-b, 95-b, 154-b, 202-b, 320-b, 402-a, 407-a, 428-a, 434-a,
449-a, 457-a, 491-b, 521-a, 524-b, 838-b.
FR 87-a, 112-b, 146-a, 152-a, 167-a, 177-a, 184-b, 262-a, 269-a,
3 14-a, 320-a, 392-b, 433-a, 481-a, 623-b, 659-b, 821-b, 890-a, 
897-b, 959-a, 1011-b, 1086-b, 1120-a, 1210-a, 1238-a, 1239-a, 
1243-a, 1247-b, 1254-b, 1298-a, 1361-b, 1343-a, 1346-a, 1360-b,
1369-a, 1439-a, 1551-b, 1586-a, 1628-a, 1633-b, 1651-b, 1686-b,
1713-a, 1732-a, 1762-b, 1887-b, 1890-b, 1906-a, 1930-b, 1958-b,
2026-b, 2044-a, 2081-b, 2090-b.
380
ES 8-a, 89-a, 109-a, 123-b, 137-a, 139-b, 144-b, 174-b, 200-b, 
202-b, 206-a, 226-b, 249-a, 253-b, 257-a, 267-b, 315-b, 336-b,
343-b, 358-b, 383-b, 412-b, 422-a, 442-a, 442-b, 485-b, 493-b,
506-a, 605-b, 638-a, 660-a, 685-a, 690-a, 702-a, 726-b, 753-b,
763-b, 766-b, 773-b, 793-b, 807-a, 813-a, 887-a, 894-b, 907-a,
974-a, 1008-b, 1024-a, 1034-a, 1035-a, 1048-a, 1084-b, 1124-b,
1144-a, 1171-b, 1208-b, 1211-b, 1240-b, 1251-a, 1252-b, 1256-
1299-a, 1325-a, 1334-a, 1364-b, 1381-b, 1401-b, 1415-b, 1448- ,
1469-a, 1457-b, 1477-a, 1509-a, 1512-b, 1519-b, 1525-a, 1563-a,
1563-b, 1572-a, 1593-b, 1648-a, 1650-a, 1651-b, 1727-b, 1749-a,
1751-a, 1755-a, 1790-a, 1804-b, 1831-a, 1869-a, 1892-b, 1909-b,
1923-b, 1936-a, 1942-a, 1995-b.
Aud 35-b, 59-b, 111-a, 125-a, . 236-a, 296-b, 341-a, 343-a,
459-a, 543-a, 601-b, 605-a, 844-a, 1043-a, 1070-a, 
1289-a, 1293-a, 1331-a, 1342-a, 1360-a, 1412-b, 1421-b, 1591-b,
1789-a, 1810-b, 1854-a, 1959-b, 2061-b, 2097-a, 2195-a, 2203-b,
2204-a, 2323-a, 2356-a, 2383-a, 2368-b.
Mur 123-a, 140-a, 228-a.
PP1 Prol. 82-b, 114-a, 229-b.
PP1 VI 148-a, 187-a, 197-a, 210-a.
GGK 68-a, 86-b.
9. x | / x | / x x x
MC 1034-a.
FQ 636-b.
FR 331-b, 469-a, 1141-a, 1372-b, 1425-b, 1532-b, 1772-b, 1806-a, 
1830-a, 1848-a, 1855-a, 1893-b, 1980-b, 2000-a, 2022-a, 2072-b.
ES 134-b, 168-a, 180-b, 227-a, 334-b, 416-a, 475-b, 499-a, 679-a,
695-b, 795-b, 805-a, 1045-b, 1145-a, 1414-b, 1504-a, 1576-b,
1713-b, 1768-a, 2010-b.
Aud 1069-b, 2324-b.
PP1 Prol. 38-a.
PP1 VI 82-a.
GGK 547-a.
10. x | / x | / x x x x
ES 1212-a, 1791-b.
PP1 VI. 199-b.
11. x | / x | / x x x x x x
ES 1466-b.
381
cr 
pi
12. x | / x x | /
MC 21-b, 55-a, 78-b, 81-b, 82-b, 87-a, 98-a, 105-b, 111-b, 112-a,
138-a, 140-a, 200-a, 220-a, 224-a, 237-b, 259-a, 284-b, 298-a,
304-a, 312-a, 315-b, 327-a, 328-a, 345-b, 346-a, 353-a, 355-b,
357-b, 377-a, 379-a, 396-a, 402-a, 413-a, 423-a, 437-a, 445-a,
450-a, 450-b, 480-a, 507-a, 509-b, 522-b, 523-a, 528-a, 553-a,
555-a, 556-a, 559-a, 564-b, 576-a, 576-b, 607-a, 607-b, 610-a,
664-b, 666-b, 672-b, 688-b, 773-a, 793-a, 798-b, 799-a, 831-a,
842-a, 842-b, 847-b, 848-a, 848-b, 857-a, 874-b, 877-b, 883-b,
885-a, 888-a, 894-b, 901-b, 977-b, 981-b, 1023-a, 1023-b,
1025-b, 1036-b, 1068-b, 1072-b, 1082-b, 1086-a, 1099-a, 1111-a,
1113-a, 1114-a, 1115-b, 1123-b, 1132-b, 1136-a, 1160-b, 1163-a.
FQ 3-b, 16-a, 31-a, 85-a, 106-b, 108-b, 112-b, 146-a, 148-b, 317-b,
318-b, 321-b, 437-a, 514-b, 519-a, 524-a, 531-b, 535-a, 537-a,
541-a, 620-a, 626-a, 648-a, 662-a, 831-b.
FR
ES
9-b, 45 
119-a, 
276-b, 
396-b, 
474-b, 
652-b, 
755-a, 
944-a, 
1016-a, 
1103-a, 
1193-b, 
'1346-b, 
1407-b, 
1561-a, 
1831-a, 
1932-a, 
2082-b,
-a, 45 
127-a, 
293-a, 
410-b, 
533-a, 
663-b, 
766-a, 
957-b, 
1024- 
1109- 
1220-  
1364- 
1426- 
1660- 
1832- 
1936- 
2104-
-b, 81- 
136-a, 
296-b, 
414-a, 
540-a, 
680-a, 
776-a, 
972-b, 
b, 1090 
1111 
1243 
1369 
1439 
1717 
1845 
1940 
2108
b, 89-b, 91- 
143-b, 171- 
332-b, 340- 
427-b, 445- 
549-a, 551- 
711-b, 721- 
844-a, 851- 
976-a, 978- 
-b, 1093-a, 
-b, 1121-a, 
-b, 1245-b, 
-b, 1371-a, 
-b, 1449-a, 
-a, 1727-a, 
-b, 1876-a, 
-a, 1962-b, 
-b, 2115-b.
■b, 96-a, 100-a, 110-b, 
■b, 178-a, 259-a, 265-a 
■b, 341-b, 349-a, 352-b 
■a, 446-a, 451-a, 460-b 
•a, 559-b, 597-b, 601-b 
■b, 738-b, 741-a, 752-b 
•a, 889-b, 907-a, 942-a 
■b, 994-a, 1003-a, 1021 
1093-b, 1099-a, 1101-a 
1141-b, 1167-a, 1170-b 
1294-a, 1322-b, 1331-a 
1383-a, 1388-b, 1400-a 
1513-a, 1516-a, 1523-b 
1734-a, 1778-a, 1782-b 
1884-a, 1903-b, 1910-b 
2024-b, 2028-b, 2049-b
1-b, 3-a, 5-b, 9-a, 
91-a, 109-b, 120-b, 
257-b, 261-a, 309-b, 
360-a, 365-a, 369-b, 
410-a, 418-b, 428-b, 
496-a, 505-b, 511-a, 
597-a, 607-a, 608-a, 
664-a, 677-b, 716-a, 
768-a, 772-a, 780-a, 
868-a, 871-a, 894-a, 
966-b, 968-b, 970-b, 
1053-a, 1068-a, 1069 
1112-b, 1119-a, 1120 
1140-b, 1148-a, 1157 
1221-a, 1222-b, 1226 
1326-b, 1336-a, 1346 
1400-b, 1402-a, 1405 
1489-b, 1491-b, 1512 
1593-a, 1600-b, 1603 
1665-a, 1674-a, 1691
10-b, 14-b, 29-b, 33-a, 36-b, 48-b 
134-a, 161-a, 175-a, 176-a, 207-a, 
321-b, 325-a, 346-a, 352-b, 356-a 
372-b, 374-b, 380-a, 388-b, 394-a 
447-b, 455-a, 456-a, 479-b, 490-a 
520-a, 530-a, 550-b, 553-b, 580-b 
615-b, 617-a, 619-a, 630-b, 643-a 
730-a, 742-a, 753-a, 761-a, 761-b 
782-b, 798-a, 805-b, 820-b, 827-b 
904-a, 908-a, 910-a, 913-b, 914-a 
972-a, 976-b, 978-a, 1023-a, 1039' 
-b, 1081-b, 1084-a, 1088-a, 1096-a
-b, 1125-b, 1128-a, 1130-a, 1137-a
-b, 1162-a, 117 2-b, 1176-b, 1183-b
-a, 1243-b, 1276-b, 1282-a, 1318-b
-a, 1370-a, 1374-a, 1384-a, 1390-b
-b, 1412-b, 1421-a, 1422-a, 1455-a
-a, 1534-b, 1546-a, 1554-b, 1579-a
-b, 1609-b, 1620-a, 1621-a, 1637-b
-b, 1693-a, 1721-a, 1722-b, 1751-b
113-b, 
274-b, 
375-a, 
473-a, 
608-a, 
753-a, 
942-b, 
a, 
1102-a, 
1178-a, 
1336-b, 
1407-a, 
1546-b, 
1821-a, 
1916-b, 
2054-b,
71-b, 
255-b, 
357-b, 
395-a, 
494-b, 
590-a, 
659-a, 
765-a, 
853-b, 
961-b, 
a,
1098-b, 
1140-a, 
1198-b, 
1321-b, 
1397-a, 
1474-b, 
1584-a, 
1650-b, 
1755-b,
382
1756-b, 1758-a, 1761-a, 1762-b, 1768-b, 1779-a, 1790-b, 1801-a,
1815-b, 1818-a, 1843-b, 1846-b, 1851-b, 1862-a, 1870-b, 1890-a,
1897-b, 1899-b, 1903-a, 1903-b, 1912-b, 1918-b, 1924-b, 1939-a,
1949-a, 1962-b, 1969-a, 1970-b, 1972-a, 1974-b, 1981-a, 1985-b,
1994-b, 1997-b, 2009-a.
13-a, 18-a, 18-b, 23 -a, 28--b, 33-a , 34-b, 37-a, 48-b , 55-a,
6 1-b, 70-b, 76 -a, 77--b, 82-b , 86-b, 92-a, 93-a, 101-a,
102-b 115-a 131-b, 13 2-b 144-a, 146-b, 186-a 197-b 217-a,
241-a 225-a 226-a, 227-b 242-b, 254-a, 264-b 270-a 271-a,
2 7 3-b 277-b 278-a, 283-a 295-a, 307-a, 310-b 321-b 327-b,
328-b 330-b 336-b, 338-a 340-b, 348-b, 349-a 363-b 383-a,
398-b 405-b - . 422-a 422-b, 427-a, 444-a 44 6-b 449-a,
454-b 456-a 458-a, 468-b 469-a, 477-a, 484-b 495-b 496-b,
498-b 503-a 503-b, 508-a 520-a, 539-b, 540-b 55 2-a 567-a,
578-a 579-b 586-b, 589-b 599-a, 601-a, 603-a 607-b 608-a,
608-b 609-a 612-a, 638-b 639-b, 661-a, 672-a 67 4-a 674-b,
677-a 682-b 687-b, 690-b 696-b, 704-a, 713-b 717-a 724-a,
744-a 74 7-b 748-b, 754-b 756-b, 758-a, 760-b 768-a 771-b,
778-a 791-a 799-b, 801-b 812-a, 819-a, 834-a 835-a 836-b,
838-b 843-b 856-a, 85 9-b 862-a, 863-a, 890-b 893-a 894-a,
900-a 906-a 909-b, 921-b 933-b, 937-b, 938-a 941-a 950-a,
956-a 957-a 962-a, 96 3-b 969-a, 975-b, 976-a 98 5-a 986-a,
987-a 981-b 983-b, 985-b 987-b, 989-a, 990-b 991-b 992-b,
993-b 996-b 1002-b , 1011-■b, 1017--a, 1032 -b, 1040-b, 046-a,
1046-b, 1055-a, 1056-a 1059-a, 1060-a 1061-a, 1063-a, 1068-a,
1072-b, 1076-b, 10 8 3-a 1099-b, 1094-b 1103-b, 1189-b, 1185-a,
1185-b, 1193-b, 1194-b 1201-b, 1230-a 1231-a, 1234-a, 1237-b,
1339-a, 1343-b, 1345-a 1364-b, 1375-a 1378-b, 1380-b, 1391-b,
1394-a, 1396-b, 1411-a 1486-b, 1504-b 1510-a, 1517-a, 1518-a,
1522-b, 1573-b, 1579-b 1580-b, 1582-b 1588-a, 1589-b, 1592-a,
1604-a, 1604-b, 1619-b 1634-b, 1643-b 1648-a, 1652-b, 1663-b,
1710-b, 1781-a, 1793-b 1794-a, 1807-b 1811-b, 1830-b, 1832-a,
1842-a, 1842-b, 1844-b 1855-b, 1866-b 1872-a, 1910-a, 1913-b,
1916-b, 1924-a, 1927-a 1928-b, 1929-b 1930-a, 1930-b, 1931-b,
1943-a, 1949-b, 1953-a 1962-a, 1963-b 1964-a, 1967-b, 1973-a,
1976-a, 1976-b, 1979-a 1984-b, 1986-b 1993-b, 1996-b, 2015-a,
2017-a, 2038-a, 2050-b 2053-a, 2056-b 2062-b, 2071-a, 2076-b,
2078-a, 2078-b, 2084-a 2091-a, 2163-a 2164-b, 2165-a, 2174-b,
2182-a, 2185-a, 2191-b 2195-b, 2199-b 2205-a, 2217-a, 2232-b,
2237-b, 2243-a, 2245-b 2246-a, 2257-a 2267-a, 2311-a, 2352-b,
2372-a, 2373-b, 2386-b 2400-b.
1-b, 10- a , 13-a , 22-b, 30-a, 34-■a, 41-a , 41-b, 42-a, 49-b, 52-a
66-b, 67-b, 83-a, 87-b, 88-b, 92 -a, 93- a, 98-a, 101-a, 107-a,
107-b, 108-b, 121-b, 123-b, 146-•b, 157- a, 159-b , 161-b, 163-a,
164-a, 165-a, 172-b, 173-b, 176-■a, 179- a, 180-a , 196-a, 203-b,
206-a, 207-a, 212-b, 221-b, 233-a, 233-b, 254-a.
PP1 Prol. 16-b, 47-b, 112-a, 211-b, 217-b.
PP1 VI 36-a, 96-b, 154-b, 178-a, 203-b.
GGK 74-a, 77-a, 79-b, 99-b, 123-b, 138-b, 366-b, 367-b, 369-b,
339-b, 400-b, 404-b, 518-b, 521-b, 523-a, 523-b, 527-b, 528-b, 
544-b, 549-b, 557-b, 2073-b, 2074-a, 2076-b, 2078-b, 2081-a, 
2081-b, 2082-b, 2098-b, 2103-a, 2120-b, 2125-b, 2126-b, 2127-b,
383
CO 
r
O
2132-b, 2133-b, 2142-b, 2153-b.
13, x | / x x | / x
MC 56-a, 91-a, 101-a, 104-b, 110-b, 116-a, 118-a, 123-b, 201-b, 
219-a, 221-a, 296-b, 354-b, 379-b, 380-b, 398-b, 403-b, 406-b,
412- a , 442-b, 453-a, 517-b, 519-a, 521-a, 342-a, 542-b, 555-b,
568-b, 593-a, 609-a, 616-a, 616-b, 669-a, 778-a, 797-a, 801-a,
841-b, 846-a, 869-a, 873-a, 877-a, 883-a, 950-b, 955-b, 970-a,
972-a, 984-a, 1033-b, 1087-a, 1091-a, 1131-b, 1136-b.
FQ 2-a, 18-a, 38-a, 71-b, 102-b, 103-b, 146-b, 148-a, 155-b, 181-a, 
209-b, 217-a, 219-a, 251-b, 252-a, 257-b, 263-a, 267-a, 270-b,
307-a, 366-a, 373-a, 381-b, 383-a, 395-a, 402-b, 404-a, 411-b,
412-b, 426-b, 443-a, 444-a, 451-b, 460-a, 475-a, 479-b, 481-b,
485-b, 499-b, 527-b, 537-b, 548-a, 565-b, 566-b, 625-a, 632-a,
655-a, 663-a, 670-a.
FR 9-a, 19-a, 28-a, 39-b, 47-b, 48-a, 51-a, 74-a, 78-b, 84-b, 93-b,
100-b, 101-a, 108-b, 123-a, 131--a, 137-a, 224-b, 234-b, 235-b,
247-a, 261-b, 265-b, 310-b, 335--b, 341-a, 349-b, 357-a, 362-a,
379-a, 379-b, 399-a, 403-b, 406--b, 408-a, 412-b, 430-b, 433-b,
436-a, 436-b, 437-b, 455-b, 465--a, 487-b, 497-b, 503-b, 511-a,
5 16-b, 54l-a, 543-a, 550-b, 553--b, 602-a, 611-a, 613-a, 625-a,
627-a, 631-a, 634-b, 661-a, 662--a, 662-b, 664-a, 666-a, 669-a,
679-b, 684-b, 699-b, 713-a, 716--a, 719-a, 724-b, 731-a, 747-a,
751-b, 765-a, 769-a, 771-b, 783--b, 785-b, 793-b, 802-b, 813-a,
815-a, 816-a, 818-a, 829-a, 883--b, 898-b, 899-b, 914-b, 931-b,
934-b, 941-b, 969-a, 972-a, 975--a, 975-b, 977-a, 997-b, 1000-a
1015-b, 1017-a, 1018--b, 1020-b, 1063-b, 1064-b, 1065-a, 1066-a
1070-b, 1084-a, 1088--a, 1098-b, 1100-a, 1110-a, 1117-b, 1118-b
1136-b, 1140-b, 1142--b, 1154-b, 1156-b, 1160-a, 1168-b, 1173-b
1174-a, 1189-b, 1190--b, 1207-a, 1219-b, 1240-b, 1272-a, 1283-b
1293-b, 1297-b, 1312--a, 1325-a, 1328-a, 1350-b, 1354-b, 1357-b
1363-b, 1389-a, 1389--b, 1392-b, 1406-a, 1428-b, 1429-a, 1463-b
1541-a, 1556-b, 1557--a, 1578-a, 1581-b, 1630-b, 1648-a, 1648-b
1683-a, 1685-a, 1719--b, 1738-a, 1760-b, 1768-a, 1785-b, 1792-b
1795-a, 1796-a, 1851--a, 1880-a, 1885-b, 1892-a, 1896-a, 1904-b
1907-a, 1910-a, 1913--b, 1919-b, 1931-a, 1935-b, 1976-a, 1978-a
1989-a, 1998-b, 1999--a, 2032-b, 2050-b, 2052-b, 2054-a, 2069-a
2071-b, 2083-b, 2110--a, 2114-b.
2-a, 14-a, 22--b, 25--a, 43-b , 61-a, 63-b, 66-a, 75-a, 89--b, 93-b
107-b 138-a, 13 9-a 148-b, 157-a, 159-b, 162-b, 165-b, 172-a,
184-b 196-a, 221-a 222-b, 233-b, 234-a, 236-a, 251-b, 258-a,
262-a 263-a, 268-a 276-a, 278-b, 283-a, 292-b, 307-b, 316-b,
319-a 325-a, 329-b 337-b, 354-b, 359-b, 375-b, 391-a, 391-b,
403-a 431-a, 450-a 451-b, 453-a, 453-b, 501-a, 504-b, 509-b,
53 2-a 546-b, 551-a 552-a, 553-a, 555-a, 567-a, 570-b, 571-a,
572-a 579-a, 581-b 590-b, 593-a, 596-a, 608-b, 609-a, 616-b,
633-a 640-b, 648-b 662-b, 663-a, 663-b, 672-a, 680-a, 686-b,
669-a 691-b, 696-b 704-b, 708-b, 744-a, 754-b, 757-b, 760-a,
762-a 800-a, 829-a 830-b, 837-b, 846-b, 871-b, 873-a, 879-b,
888-b 899-a, 901-a 901-b, 902-a, 936-b, 942-a, 946-a, 954-a,
955-b 975-b, 987-b 991-a, 1007-a , 1023-b, 1025-■a, 1032 -b,
1035-b, 1042-b, 1046-b, 1055-a, 1057-a, 1065-a, 1067-a, 1070-b, 
1071-b, 1080-b, 1083-a, 1089-b, 1090-a, 1103-b, 1122-a, 1132-a,
384
1135-b, 1147-b, 1151-a, 1152-a, 1154-a, 1157-a, 1158-a, 1172-a
1175-b, 1180-b, 1189-b, 1194-b, 1207-a, 1219-a, 1240-a, 1243-a
1248-a, 1270-a, 1273-b, 1281-a, 1297-a, 1318-a, 1332-b, 1334-b
1335-a, 1338-a, 1355-a, 1373-b, 1377-a, 1379-b, 1381-a, 1388-b
1407-a, 1411-b, 1415-a, 1472-a, 1475-a, 1484-b, 1487-b, 1502-b
1503-a, 1507-b, 1518-b, 1530-a, 1530-b, 1536-a, 1540-a, 1562-a
1579-b, 1581-b, 1602-b, 1610-a, 1616-a, 1618-a, 1618-b, 1624-a
1629-a, 1635-a, 1638-a, 1643-b, 1658-b, 1675-a, 1680-a, 1689-b
1725-a, 1738-a, 1739-a, 1756-a, 1757-b, 1759-a, 1771-a, 1773-b
1776-b, 1780-a, 1803-b, 1819-a, 1827-a, 1839-a, 1839-b, 1844-a
1869-b, 1896-b, 1900-b, 1911-b, 1940-a, 1941-b, 1982-a, 2000-a
Aud 3-a, 13-b, 17-b, 22-a, 27-a, 36- 
161-b, 172-b, 206-a, 239-a, 259- 
393-b, 4 18-a, 419-a, 428-b, 430- 
555-a, 562-a, 587-b, 593-a, 614- 
637-a, 664-a, 669-a, 670-a, 673- 
718-a, 746-a, 755-b, 794-a, 818- 
866-b, 879-a, 883-a, 895-b, 905- 
939-b, 952-b, 956-b, 979-a, 990- 
1004-a, 1023-b, 1025-a, 1034-b, 
1192-a, 1194-a, 1190-a, 1197-a, 
1363-b, 1364-a, 1374-a, 1392-b, 
1498-b, 1508-b, 1509-a, 1524-a, 
1597-a, 1598-a, 1609-a, 1610-b, 
1702-a, 1776-a, 1798-a, 1819-b, 
1830-a, 1843-a, 1843-b, 1847-b, 
1906-a, 1915-b, 1917-b, 1931-a, 
1997-b, 1999-b, 2005-b, 2037-b, 
2145-b, 2156-a, 2161-a, 2169-b, 
2231-b, 2259-a, 2263-b, 2266-b, 
2386-a, 2395-b, 2396-b, 2402-b •
■b,
■b,
•b,
•a,
■b,
■a,
■b,
■a,
38-a, 
301-b 
435-b 
62 3-a 
676-b 
820-b 
919-b 
99 2-a 
1077-b, 
1213-b, 
1395-b, 
1582-a, 
1624-a, 
1821-a, 
1849-b, 
1950-b, 
2051-b, 
2194-a, 
2322-a,
49-a, 53-a, 
302-a, 325 
443-a, 489-b 
624-b, 626-b 
681-b, 683-a 
825-a, 828-b 
925-a, 931-b 
993-a, 997-b 
079-b, 1092-a 
241-b, 1313-b 
463-a, 1486-a 
583-b, 1589-a 
632-a, 1646-a 
822-a, 1824-b 
875-a, 1885-b 
952-b, 1977-b 
2052-a, 2063-a 
2197-b, 2209-a 
2322-b, 2323-b
84-a, 96-b, 
a,/391-a, / 375-L
5 18-a, 
628-a,
691-b, 
851- a , 
936-a, 
999-b, 
1183-a, 
1363-a, 
1493-b, 
1596- 
1662- , 
1826-b, 
1889-a, 
1991-b, 
2069-b, 
2222-a, 
2351-a,
Mur 7-b, 23-b, 29-a, 36-a, 46-a, 59-a, 77-b, 82-a, 84-b, 89-b, 95-b,
116-a, 122-a, 127-b, 135-a, 144-b, 162-a, 177-a, 195-a, 200-b, 
202-b, 2 16-a, 221-a, 223-a, 236-b, 238-a, 257-a, 260-a.
PP1 Prol. 3-b, 10-b, 11-b, 13-b, 15-b, 18-b, 21-a, 25-a, 27-a,
29-b, 30-b, 3 1-b, 32-b, 36-b, 4 1-b, 43-a, 57-b, 67-b, 
71-a, 72-b, 73-b, 74-b, 77-a, 77-b, 85-b, 86-b, 88-b,
91-b, 97-a, 98-a, 105-a, 105-b, 107-b, 108-b, 109-b, 
111-b, 114-b, 118-a, 118-b, 120-b, 121-a, 128-b,
131-a, 139-b, 146-b, 151-b, 152-b, 156-b, 158-a,
158-b, 161-b, 162-b, 170-b, 171-b, 172-b, 184-b,
188-b, 194-b, 197-b, 198-b, 204-b, 206-b, 213-b,
216-b, 220-b, 221-b, 224-a, 230-b, 231-a.
PP1 VI 3-a, 5-b, 11-b, 13-a, 18-a, 20-b, 21-a, 29-b, 32-b, 33-b,
39-b, 5 1-b, 52-b, 59-a, 59-b, 60-b, 6 1-b, 62-a, 66-a, 69-b, 
71-b, 72-a, 72-b, 77-b, 80-b, 83-b, 86-b, 87-b, 88-b, 91-b, 
92-b, 93-a, 98-b, 104-b, 108-b, 109-b, 110-a, 114-b, 116-b, 
121-b, 123-b, 126-a, 128-b, 131-b, 132-b, 136-b, 138-a,
140-b, 152-b, 153-b, 165-b, 168-b, 176-b, 178-b, 180-b,
182-b, 184-b, 185-b, 186-b, 188-a, 190-b, 191-b, 196-b,
197-b, 208-b, 211-b.
385
cr 
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GGK 64-b, 72-b, 76-b, 95-a, 95-b, 108-b, 112-b, 114-b, 116-b, 131-b,
139-b, 140-b, 144-b, 145-b, 368-b, 370-b, 371-b, 375-b, 377-b,
378-a, 382-a, 390-b, 392-b, 396-b, 405-b, 491-a, 495-b, 504-b,
506-b, 510-b, 517-b, 521-a, 529-b, 536-b, 540-b, 541-b, 551-b,
553-b, 554-a, 559-b, 2077-a, 2077-b, 2078-a, 2079-b, 2093-b,
2096-b, 2097-a, 2104-b, 2105-b, 2106-b, 2109-b, 2123-b, 2126-a,
2130-b, 2143-b, 2148-b, 2154-b.
14. x | / x x | / x x
MC 74-b, 110-a, 113-b, 114-a, 119-b, 209-b, 249-b, 273-b, 285-b,
389-a, 471-a, 540-a, 592-b, 963-a, 1032-b, 1110-b, 1111-b, 
1123-a, 1164-a.
FQ 7-a, 312-b, 403-a, 464-a, 471-a, 474-a, 477-a, 478-b, 482-a, 
496-b, 517-a, 631-a, 836-a.
FR 1-a, 5-b, 141-a, 152-b, 179-a, 242-a, 256-a, 325-a, 400-a,
410-b, 413-b, 442-a, 471-a, 517-b, 552-a, 565-a, 641-a, 701-b,
711-a, 7 17-b, 765-b, 767-b, 828-a, 926-a, 974-a, 1013-a, 1027-a, 
1126-a, 1196-a, 1375-b, 1433-a, 1637-a, 1660-b, 1662-a, 1774-b,
1782-a, 1791-b, 1804-a, 1833-a, 1857-a, 1881-a, 1883-a, 1982-b,
2004-a, 2060-a, 2070-b, 2115-a, 2117-a.
ES 15-a, 78-a, 103-a, 132-b, 184-a, 214-a, 234-b, 249-b, 283-b,
313-a, 345-b, 357-a, 438-b, 476-b, 492-b, 508-b, 513-a, 527-b,
589-b, 591-b, 652-a, 678-b, 683-b, 698-a, 698-b, 702-b, 710-b,
724-a, 724-b, 779-b, 797-a, 809-b, 822-b, 842-a, 849-b, 861-a,
908-b, 917-a, 956-a, 980-a, 1037-a, 1115-a, 1132-b, 1136-a,
1166-b, 1192-a, 1195-a, 1226-b, 1230-b, 1275-b, 1283-b, 1323-b,
1330-b, 1332-a, 1343-a, 1413-a, 1433-a, 1436-b, 1446-a, 1451-a,
1462-b, 1476-b, 1482-b, 1485-a, 1551-b, 1608-b, 1640-a, 1666-a,
1707-a, 1720-a, 1729-b, 1739-b, 1785-a, 1803-a, 1805-b, 1867-a,
1878-a, 1894-a, 1911-a, 2003-b, 2014-a.
Aud 255-a, 339-b, 429-b, 529-b, 1490-a, 1619-a, 1883-a, 2282-b, 
2310-a, 2379-a, 2399-a.
Mur 73-b, 105-a, 265-a.
PP1 Prol. 28-a, 35-a, 44-a, 57-a, 68-a, 93-a, 99-b, 126-b,
209-b, 219-b.
PP1 VI 68-a, 70-a, 73-a, 134-a, 145-a, 190-a.
GGK 99-a, 499-a.
15. x | / x x | / x x x
MC 88-b.
FQ 36-b.
FR 252-a, 375-b, 791-b, 904-b, 1202-b, 1230-b, 1813-a, 2033-b.
ES 32-b, 163-b, 362-b, 518-b, 845-a, 982-b, 1174-b.
386
Aud 1403-a, 2294-b.
PP1 Prol. 99-a, 108-a.
GGK 90-a, 517-a.
16. x | / x x | / x x x x x 
FR 1466-a.
17. x | / x x x | /
MC 24-a, 32-b, 83-b, 89-b, 106-b, 199-a, 221-b, 260-a, 262-a,
306-b, 354-a, 378-b, 391-a, 392-a, 403-a, 419-a, 466-b, 468-b,
470-b, 475-b, 481-b, 485-b, 486-b, 492-a, 498-b, 525-b, 528-b,
533-b, 552-b, 558-a, 561-a, 666-a, 673-b, 676-b, 681-a, 690-a,
777-b, 831-b, 870-b, 881-a, 886-a, 886-b, 902-b, 903-b, 1032-a,
1041-a, 1042-a, 1044-b, 1061-b, 1076-a, 1121-a.
FQ 38-b, 82-a, 84-b, 178-b, 181-b, 190-a, 256-b, 313-a, 313-b,
315-a, 317-a, 319-a, 490-b, 497-a, 518-a, 519-b, 548-b, 630-a,
654-a, 834-a, 838-a, 839-a, 844-b, 849-a, 851-a.
FR 56-a, 70-b, 81-a, 135-a, 149-a, 
288-b, 290-a, 292-b, 328-b, 350-
390-b, 391-a, 407-a, 463-a, 466-
567-a, 567-b, 601-a, 605-a, 644-
698-b, 707-a, 715-b, 736-b, 740-
798-b, 811-b, 835-b, 841-b, 910-
1019-a, 1071-a, 1082-b, 1088-b, 
1167-b, 1183-a, 1189-a, 1197-b, 
1246-b, 1261-b, 1310-a, 1341-a, 
1395-a, 1396-b, 1401-a, 1415-a, 
1503-b, 1514-b, 1535-a, 1538-a, 
1619-a, 1624-b, 1641-b, 1661-a, 
1727-b, 1764-a, 1771-a, 1835-b, 
1878-b, 1879-b, 1882-a, 1917-b, 
1958-a, 1964-a, 1977-a, 1983-b, 
2050-a, 2051-b, 2052-a, 2075-a,
155-a, 
■a, 354- 
•a, 509- 
■b, 64 6 
■b, 754- 
■a, 923- 
1091-a, 
1205-b, 
1351-a, 
1429-b, 
1557-b, 
1674-a, 
1840-a, 
1924-a, 
1994-a, 
2082-a.
169-a, 248-b, 
b, 358-a, 360-
a, 510-a, 545-
b, 648-b, 673- 
b, 782-a, 789- 
b, 934-a, 956-
1095-b, 1111- 
1212-a, 1216- 
1364-b, 1366- 
1469-a, 1500- 
1562-a, 1598- 
1677-a, 1677- 
1861-b, 1874- 
1932-b, 1937-
2014-a, 2019-
266-a, 
a, 371-a, 
566-a, 
685-a, 
795-a, 
983-a, 
1138-b, 
1244- 
1367- 
1502- 
1606- 
1701- 
1875- 
1947- 
2030-
ES 2-b, 13-b, 18-a, 21-a, 41-a, 41- 
120-a, 141-a, 146-b, 149-b, 176-
260-b, 272-a, 275-b, 290-b, 318-
436-a, 443-b, 449-a, 463-a, 463-
491-b, 512-b, 516-b, 556-b, 589-
674-b, 719-b, 728-a, 740-b, 751-
826-b, 832-a, 834-b, 852-b, 874-
928-b, 930-a, 948-b, 963-a, 982-
1026-b, 1033-a, 1044-b, 1045-a, 
1079-a, 1086-b, 1090-b, 1096-b, 
1141-a, 1144-b, 1147-a, 1148-b, 
1186-b, 1198-a, 1222-a, 1237-a, 
1281-b, 1285-b, 1305-b, 1317-b, 
1452-a, 1465-a, 1470-a, 1487-a,
1506-a, 1506-b, 1513-a, 1520-b, 
1592-b, 1595-b, 1608-a, 1612-a,
■b, 52-b, 69-b, 82-a, 92-a,
■b, 207-b, 211-b, 245-b, 256-b, 
■a, 400-a, 407-a, 423-a 
■b, 466-b, 469-a, 472-a 
■a, 601-b, 625-b, 649-b 
■a, 771-a, 780-b, 781-b 
•a, 879-a, 889-a, 900-a 
■a, 997-a, 1001-a, 1021- 
1048-b, 1050-a, 1058-b 
1121-b, 1124-a, 1130-b
1167-a, 1182-b, 1184-a 
1245-a, 1269-a, 1270-b
1337-b, 1348-a, 1400-a 
1491-a, 1493-a, 1505-a 
1529-a, 1531-b, 1547-b
1633-a, 1639-a, 1642-a
435-b,
490-b,
666-b,
796-b,
928-a,
i*
1074-a, 
1134-a, 
1184-b, 
1275-a, 
1434-a, 
1505-b, 
1587-b, 
1651-a,
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1686-a, 1686-b, 1704-a, 1705-a, 1706-a, 1709-a, 1716-a, 1753-a,
1753-b, 1760-a, 1783-b, 1789-b, 1808-a, 1816-b, 1843-a, 1852-b,
1860-a, 1863-a, 1905-b, 1912-a, 1914-b, 1925-b, 1944-b, 1962-a,
1973-a, 1981-b.
Aud 45-a, 57-b, 91-b, 130-a, 151-a, 177-b, 178-a, 257-b, 329-b, 
355-b, 359-b, 409-a, 426-a, 463-a, 479-b, 498-a, 519-a, 524-a,
525-b, 530-b, 537-a, 549-a, 688-a, 706-a, 926-a, 935-a, 943-b,
1058-a, 1089-b, 1240-b, 1300-a, 1415-a, 1423-a, 1571-a, 1578-b,
1594-a, 1600-b, 1661-a, 1947-a, 1984-a, 2046-b, 2102-b, 2121-b,
2197-a, 2229-a, 2356-b, 2369-b, 2381-b, 2390-b.
Mur 17-b, 32-a, 72-a, 81-a, 86-a, 87-a, 116-b, 125-b, 127-a, 130-a, 
130-b, 147-a, 256-a, 261-b, 266-a.
PP1 Prol. 66-a, 70-a, 79-a, 124-a, 198-a.
PP1 VI 76-a, 130-b, 148-b.
GGK 60-a, 85-a, 87-b, 97-b, 555-b, 2079-a, 2092-a, 2133-a.
18. x | / x x x | / x
MC 60-b, 70-b, 77-b, 79-a, 99-b, 101-b, 108-a, 111-a, 124-b, 210-a,
218-b, 229-b, 230-b, 231-b, 238-b, 246-b, 262-b, 309-a, 323-b,
335-b, 381-b, 416-a, 418-a, 422-a, 435-a, 507-b, 610-b, 863-a,
863-b, 876-a, 876-b, 911-a, 935-a, 940-a, 946-b, 959-a, 978-a.
F£ 30-b, 32-a, 35-b, 74-a, 81-b, 86-a, 87-a, 152-a, 156-b, 180-b, 
193-b, 206-b, 269-b, 273-b, 306-a, 308-b, 310-b, 371-b, 399-a,
399-b, 401-b, 410-a, 418-a, 447-a, 472-a, 497-b, 505-a, 522-b,
532-b, 539-b, 546-b, 632-b, 644-b, 646-a, 664-b, 833-a.
FR 27-b, 48-b, 49-b, 52-b, 53-b, 63-a, 67-b, 7 1-a, 88-a, 104-b, 
142-b, 159-b, 175-b, 176-a, 250-b, 255-a, 263-b, 267-b, 268-b,
269-b, 294-a, 297-a, 319-b, 326-b, 327-a, 345-b, 346-a, 351-b,
360-b, 363-a, 389-b, 474-a, 487-a, 513-b, 515-b, 542-b, 564-b,
602-b, 607-b, 620-b, 624-b, 635-b, 657-b, 658-a, 666-a, 700-b,
701-a, 704-b, 708-a, 728-a, 728-b, 753-b, 775-b, 784-b, 787-a,
790-b, 792-b, 794-b, 804-b, 810-b, 824-b, 830-b, 837-a, 932-a,
970-b, 982-a, 986-a, 994-b, 1063-a, 1074-a, 1096-b, 1100-b, 
1103-b, 1113-a, 1193-a, 1204-a, 1209-a, 1210-a, 1213-a, 1214-a,
1216-a, 1227-b, 1245-a, 1261-a, 1279-a, 1320-b, 1329-b, 1339-b,
1344-b, 1351-b, 1381-b, 1384-a, 1408-a, 1424-a, 1433-b, 1442-b,
1443-b, 1445-a, 1450-b, 1467-a, 1467-b, 1518-b, 1529-a, 1542-b,
1550-b, 1572-a, 1580-b, 1584-a, 1587-b, 1613-b, 1644-b, 1667-b,
1732-b, 1733-b, 1778-b, 1799-b, 1818-b, 1829-b, 1858-b, 1891-b,
1912-a, 1943-a, 1946-b, 1954-a, 1972-b, 1977-b, 1995-a, 2002-a,
2022-b, 2085-b, 2088-a, 2099-a.
ES 15-b, 45-b, 92-b, 103-b, 105-a, 115-b, 118-b, 143-b, 149-a,
151-b, 190-a, 201-b, 205-b, 212-a, 212-b, 229-a, 232-a, 232-b,
237-b, 240-a, 251-a, 255-a, 265-b, 280-b, 293-a, 301-b, 344-b,
371-b, 412-a, 433-b, 434-a, 436-b, 437-a, 454-b, 460-a, 468-b,
474-a, 481-b, 482-a, 512-a, 515-b, 542-a, 554-a, 560-a, 561-b,
565-b, 575-b, 583-b, 586-b, 594-b, 621-b, 629-b, 655-b, 701-a,
388
706-b, 712-b, 720-a, 730-b, 732-b, 735-a, 756-a, 757-a, 764-a,
778-a, 792-b, 816-a, 825-b, 844-b, 861-b, 881-a, 884-a, 884-b,
900-b, 9 17-b, 921-a, 927-a, 931-a, 936-a, 969-a, 1027-b, 1029-a,
1064-a, 1086-a, 1100-b, 1102-b, 1105-b, 1113-b, 1116-b, 1117-a
1178-a, 1182-a, 1186-a, 1219-b, 1237-b, 1242-b, 1256-b, 1257-b
1274-a, 1321-a, 1349-b, 1358-a, 1360-b, 1406-b, 1413-b, 1425-b
1451-b, 1478-a, 1494-a, 1522-a, 1532-a, 1533-a, 1567-a, 1575-b
1577-b, 1584-b, 1598-b, 1603-a, 1616-b, 1622-a, 1627-b, 1631-b
1653-b, 1692-a, 1694-a, 1699-b, 1703-a, 1704-b, 1725-b, 1740-b
1741-b, 1762-a, 1774-a, 1775-a, 1781-b, 1785-b, 1798-a, 1801-b
1802-b, 1819-b, 1826-b, 1828-a, 1854-a, 1858-b, 1863-b, 1876-a
1905-a, 1906-b, 1927-a, 1933-b, 1937-a, 1950-a, 1961-b, 1987-a
1994-a, 2009-b, 2014-b.
317-a, 531-a, 553-b, 685 -a, 749-■b, 775-a., 1186-a., 1203-a■ y
1296-a, 1321-b, 1373-a, 1399-a, 1510-b, 1605-a, 1617-a, 1922-a
2346-a, 2365-a.
Mur 32-b, 120-b, 146-a, 155-a.
PP1 Prol. 1-b, 2-a, 6-b, 7-b, 9-b, 22-a, 22-b, 24-a, 37-b, 50-a, 
52-b, 55-b, 59-b, 61-a, 62-b, 89-a, 97-b, 100-b,
101-a, 104-a, 120-a, 121-b, 122-b, 123-b, 129-b,
130-b, 150-b, 157-b, 165-b, 167-a, 173-a, 179-b,
180-a, 182-a, 183-b, 187-b, 190-b, 192-a, 193-b,
200-b, 204-a, 205-b, 206-a, 207-b, 211-a, 212-b,
218-a, 222-b, 225-b, 231-b.
PP1 VI 1-b, 9-b, 14-b, 15-a, 2 1-b, 24-b, 25-b, 27-a, 30-a, 30-b,
34-b, 37-b, 38-b, 40-a, 45-b, 60-a, 63-b, 70-b, 85-b, 93-b,
97-a, 99-a, 102-b, 103-b, 115-b, 118-b, 120-b, 133-a,
133-b, 141-b, 142-a, 143-b, 144-a, 144-b, 145-b, 146-b, 
150-b, 154-a, 172-a, 172-b, 184-a, 185-a, 188-b, 189-b,
198-b, 200-b, 203-a, 206-b.
GGK 63-a, 97-a, 123-a, 377-a, 401-b, 410-b, 508-a, 526-b, 543-b, 
544-a, 552-a, 555-a, 2097-b.
19. x | / x x x | / x x
MC 68-a, 85-b, 323-a, 685-b, 695-b, 859-a.
FQ 409-b, 459-b, 514-a, 850-b.
FR 170-a, 455-a, 457-b, 461-a, 464-a, 568-b, 619-a, 760-a, 767-a,
775-a, 829-b, 1008-b, 1130-a, 1267-b, 1268-b, 1274-a, 1327-b,
1411-a, 1413-b, 1431-a, 1516-b, 1520-b, 1542-a, 1548-b, 1581-a,
1594-b, 1724-a, 1855-b, 1857-b, 1882-b, 1884-b, 2016-a, 2027-a, 
2028-a, 2058-b, 2086-b, 2096-a.
ES 54-a, 91-b, 147-a, 270-a, 270-b, 301-a, 305-a, 341-a, 350-b,
“  398-b, 476-a, 484-a, 503-a, 536-b, 610-b, 643-b, 678-a, 719-a,
744-b, 827-a, 832-b, 882-b, 946-b, 949-b, 968-a, 971-a, 987-a,
996-b, 1205-b, 1249-b, 1258-a, 1261-a, 1289-a, 1488-b, 1489-a, 
1519-a, 1541-a, 1676-b, 1770-b, 1832-b, 1849-b.
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Aud 1391-a, 1601-a, 2400-a.
PP1 Prol. 3-a, 75-a, 86-a, 94-a, 123-a.
PP1 VI 28-a, 50-b, 64-a, 71-a, 79-a, 84-a, 106-a, 149-a, 160-a,
176-a, 211-a.
20. x | / x x x | / x x x  
MC 948-a, 1086-b.
FR 788-b, 993-b.
ES 197-b, 981-a, 1537-b, 1828-b.
PP1 Prol. 103-b, 139-a, 151-a.
PP1 VI 143-a, 17 3-a.
21. x | / x x x | / x x x x  
MC 40-a.
22. x | / x x x x | /
MC 56-b, 171-b, 980-b, 1098-b.
FQ 311-b.
F R 86-a, 235-a, 281-a, 306-b, 426-b, 447-a, 449-a, 691-b, 700-a, 
1097-a, 1139-a, 1151-a, 1340-a, 1396-a, 1398-a, 1736-b, 1960-b,
1965-a, 1995-b, 2070-a, 2109-b.
ES 29-a, 116-a, 126-a, 201-a, 213-a, 305-b, 351-a, 398-a, 506-b, 
604-b, 720-b, 751-b, 791-a, 846-a, 886-a, 903-b, 983-a, 985-b, 
1002-a, 1047-b, 1110-a, 1112-a, 1183-a, 1196-a, 1200-b, 1369-a,
1380-b, 1548-a, 1614-b, 1676-a, 1677-a, 1814-a.
Aud 256-b, 337-a, 364-a, 411-a, 1390-a, 1989-b, 2040-b.
Mur 249-a.
PP1 Prol. 159-a.
PP1 VI 19-a, 23-a, 131-a, 201-b.
GGK 2144-a.
23. x | / x x x x |  / x
MC 100-b, 121-b, 203-a, 226-a, 360-b, 703-a.
FQ 246-b, 406-a, 475-b, 851-b.
FR 68-b, 164-b, 309-a, 326-b, 397-b, 444-b, 510-b, 806-b, 834-a, 
900-b, 927-a, 949-a, 1026-a, 1217-b, 1232-b, 1353-b, 1401-b,
390
1507-a, 1541-b, 1543-b, 1658-b, 1975-a, 1996-a, 2039-a, 2065-b, 
2073-b, 2077-a.
ES 53-b, 97-b, 107-a, 214-b, 289-b, 676-b, 788-a, 912-b, 919-b,
1040-b, 1101-b, 1223-a, 1404-b, 1552-a, 1575-a, 1591-b, 1757-a,
1766-a, 1810-a, 1838-a, 1859-a.'
Aud 1587-b.
PP1 Prol. 10-a, 23-b, 28-b, 64-a, 74-a, 169-a, 178-b, 189-b.
PP1 VI 53-a, 54-b, 58-a, 65-b, 94-b, 127-a, 167-b, 175-a, 193-b. 
GGK 62-b, 136-a, 2104-a.
24. x | / x x x x |  / x x  
MC 618-a, 1118-b•
FR 285-b, 1901-b.
ES 275-a.
PP1 Prol 164-a.
PP1 VI 95-a.
25. x | / x x x x | / x x x  
FR 607-a.
ES 1202-a.
26. x | / x x x x x | /
MC 3 16-b.
FR 452-b, 997-a, 1070-a, 1232-a, 1317-a.
ES 112-b, 113-b, 192-b, 427-a, 578-a, 802-a, 975-a, 1078-a, 1116-a,
1199-a, 1255-a, 1437-b.
PP1 Prol. 179-a.
PP1 VI 96-a, 170-a.
GGK 2100-a.
27. x | / x x x x x | / x  
MC 1054-b.
FR 6-b, 284-a, 384-b, 416-b, 1785-a, 1945-a, 2068-a.
ES 65-a, 410-b, 755-a, 794-a, 1861-b.
391
PP1 VI 91-a, 103-a.
28. x | / x x x x x j  / x x x x
FR 2838-b.
29. x | / x x x x x x | /
FR 1528-a.
30. x | / x x x x x x | / x x
FR 417-b.
Type III: Disyllabic Anacrusis.
1. x x | / | /
MC 54-b, 107-a, 137-b, 139-b, 143-b, 254-b, 381-a, 468-a, 518-b, 
546-b, 547-b, 548-b, 549-b, 656-b, 658-b, 705-b, 891-a, 896-a,
898-a, 908-b, 910-b, 944-b, 1058-b.
F£ 9-b, 39-a, 45-b, 86-b, 92-b, 124-b, 136-a, 144-b, 193-a, 201-a, 
371-a, 382-a, 411-a, 439-a, 502-a, 516-a.
FR 40-a, 72-a, 108-a, 132-a, 228-a, 321-b, 328-a, 502-a, 517-a, 
597-a, 734-a, 784-a, 790-a, 809-a, 852-b, 1257-a, 1285-a,
1338-a, 1349-b, 1403-a, 1457-a, 1509-a, 1610-b, 1617-a, 1621-a,
1687-a, 1717-b, 1862-a, 1967-b, 1999-b.
ES 12-a, 93-a, 100-b, 159-a, 170-a, 194-b, 216-b, 337-a, 348-b,
501-b, 574-a, 627-b, 847-b, 1009-b, 1146-b, 1246-a, 1311-a, 
1374-b, 1411-a, 1438-b, 1652-a, 1657-a, 1875-b, 1993-a, 1943-a.
Aud 8-b, 10-a, 74-b, 84-b, 179-b, 206-b, 210-b, 211-b, 231-b, 241-b,
255-b, 265-b, 271-b, 292-b, 298-b, 320-b, 324-b, 384-b, 395-b,
447-a, 471-a, 473-a, 502-a, 508-b, 537-b, 551-a, 559-a, 566-a,
576-b, 589-a, 594-b, 659-b, 671-a, 679-a, 682-a, 718-b, 724-b,
725-a, 758-b, 765-a, 780-b, 815-a, 826-a, 247-b, 876-b, 879-b,
891-a, 904-b, 916-b, 951-a, 959-a, 961-b, 970-b, 974-a, 991-a,
1039-a, 1064-b, 1106-b, 1149-a, 1188-b, 1205-a, 1335-b, 1340-a,
1362-b, 1647-a, 1661-b, 1800-a, 1803-a, 1805-a, 1840-b, 1858-a,
1952-a, 1953-b, 1972-a, 1974-b, 1981-b, 2034-b, 2038-b, 2086-a,
2155-b, 2182-b, 2191-a, 2210-a, 2219-b, 2234-a, 2243-b, 2248-b,
2260-b, 2362-a, 2382-a.
Mur 12-a, 110-b, 115-a, 117-b, 156-b, 198-b, 209-a, 209-b, 223-b, 
224-a.
GGK 94-b, 378-b, 380-b, 556-b, 2074-b, 2111-b.
2. x x | / | / x
MC 430-b, 584-b, 617-b, 668-b, 684-b, 777-a, 816-a, 837-b, 873-b, 
900-a, 970-b, 1074-a, 1079-b, 1132-a.
392
FQ 15-b, 192-b, 448-b, 452-b, 618-b, 629-b, 650-a, 840-a.
FR 118-b, 301-b, 309-b, 377-b, 693-b, 729-a, 891-b, 965-a, 993-a, 
1164-b, 1182-a, 1206-b, 1278-b, 1328-b, 1505-a, 1508-b, 1540-b,
1643-a, 1665-a, 1675-a, 1682-b, 1715-b, 1776-a, 1956-b, 2017-b,
2025-b, 2059-a.
ES 17-b, 116-b, 189-b, 328-b, 329-b, 457-b, 481-a, 527-a, 538-b, 
582-a, 587-b, 598-b, 713-b, 788-b, 897-a, 1202-b, 1294-b,
1343-b, 1376-b, 1399-a, 1540-b, 1626-a, 1690-a, 1700-a, 1951-b, 
1992-b.
Aud 37-b, 60-a, 63-a, 108-a, 137-b, 149-b, 158-b, 167-b, 173-b,
192-b, 196-b, 225-b, 226-b, 252-b, 253-b, 281-a, 316-b, 427-b,
438-b, 457-b, 472-a, 473-b, 482-b, 519-b, 542-a, 554-b, 564-a,
578-b, 615-a, 627-a, 705-b, 714-b, 761-b, 763-a, 777-a, 806-b,
822-b, 853-a, 858-a, 874-a, 881-a, 887-b, 888-b, 918-a, 935-a,
942-a, 942-b, 948-b, 1003-b, 1010-a, 1017-b, 1021-a, 1051-b, 
1067-b, 1073-b, 1076-a, 1145-a, 1193-a, 1333-b, 1513-b, 1518-a,
1605-b, 1607-b, 1610-a, 1649-b, 1784-a, 1802-b, 1832-b, 1893-a,
1974-a, 1978-b, 1983-a, 2045-b, 2095-a, 2125-a, 2154-a, 2155-a,
2159-b, 2175-b, 2227-b, 2254-b, 2258-b, 2399-b.
Mur 42-b, 44-b, 6 1-b, 65-a, 68-a, 166-a, 169-a, 174-a, 178-a, 249-b.
PP1 Prol. 2-b, 19-b, 60-b, 80-b, 101-b, 102-b, 125-b, 164-b, 
166-b, 168-b, 191-b.
PP1 VI 6-b, 105-b, 112-b, 162-b, 164-b, 169-b, 173-b, 199-a.
GGK 6 1-b, 69-b, 73-b, 79-b, 94-a, 115-b, 117-b, 500-b, 530-b,
2083-b, 2085-b, 2092-b, 2095-b, 2118-b, 2129-b, 2134-b.
3. x x | / | / x x
MC 153-b, 4 13-b, 567-b, 1130-a.
FQ 305-b, 463-a.
FR 300-b, 670-a, 755-b, 1089-b, 1090-a, 1158-a, 1327-a, 1577-a,
1699-b, 1875-b, 1889-a, 2007-a, 2016-b.
ES 195-b, 277-b, 389-b, 843-b, 859-b, 926-a, 973-b, 1016-b, 1018-a, 
1407-b, 1475-b, 1539-a, 1594-b, 1607-b, 1649-b, 1832-a, 1889-b, 
1893-b.
Aud 147-a, 759-b, 1019-a, 1514-b, 2371-a, 2398-b.
Mur 93-b.
PP1 Prol. 174-b.
GGK 2099-b.
393
4. x x | / | / x x x
FR 353-b, 450-b, 773-b, 1575-a, 2036-a.
ES 914-b, 1109-b.
PP1 VI 196-a.
5. x x | / | / x x x x
FR 1962-a.
ES 1538-b.
6. x x | / x | /
MC 35-a, 54-a, 83-a, 109-b, 211-b, 222-a, 223-a, 239-b, 247-a, 
290-a, 293-a, 293-b, 338-a, 349-b, 372-b, 405-b, 419-b, 440-a,
448-b, 449-b, 452-a, 453-b, 457-b, 478-b, 490-b, 492-b, 494-a,
529-b, 530-b, 540-b, 543-a, 571-b, 594-a, 669-b, 670-a, 670-b,
675-a, 700-b, 702-b, 784-b, 785-b, 813-b, 818-a, 818-b, 829-b,
833-b, 834-a, 836-a, 841-a, 852-a, 880-a, 880-b, 890-b, 896-b,
900-a, 906-a, 908-a, 934-b, 937-b, 965-b, 1028-b, 1047-a, 
1048-a, 1052-a, 1055-b, 1063-b, 1067-b, 1071-b, 1077-b, 1090-b, 
1099-b, 1120-b, 1163-b.
FQ 12-b, 25-a, 25-b, 35-a, 36-a, 37-b, 73-a, 119-b, 136-b, 178-a,
179-a, 187-b, 198-b, 201-b, 222-b, 251-a, 263-b, 397-a, 414-b,
418-b, 441-a, 448-a, 459-a, 480-b, 535-b, 536-b, 542-a, 543-a,
637-b, 642-a, 643-a, 643-b, 644-a, 645-a, 646-b, 656-b, 662-b,
665-a, 832-a.
FR 1-b, 8-a, 40-b, 42-b, 43-a, 59-a, 66-a, 69-a, 82-a, 85-a, 87-b, 
88-b, 93-a, 105-a, 119-b, 125-b, 145-a, 146-b, 164-a, 166-b, 
233-a, 233-b, 237-b, 238-a, 243-a, 300-a, 312-a, 336-b, 357-b,
382-a, 384-a, 386-a, 418-a, 437-a, 442-b, 469-b, 479-a, 496-b,
525-b, 530-b, 535-b, 536-a, 546-b, 556-b, 609-a, 617-b, 618-a,
628-a, 640-a, 645-a, 706-a, 750-b, 783-a, 787-b, 822-a, 839-a,
849-a, 851-b, 884-b, 898-a, 909-a, 912-b, 917-b, 922-a, 923-a,
943-a, 1010-b, 1115-a, 1125-a, 1127-b, 1146-b, 1148-b, 1162-a,
1180-a, 1183-b, 1191-a, 1204-b, 1241-a, 1246-a, 1255-b, 1262-a
1262-b, 1264-a, 1264-b, 1279-b, 1283-a, 1288-b, 1305-a, 1333-a
1345-a, 1345-b, 1352-a, 1410-b, 1418-b, 1431-b, 1555-a, 1558-a
1559-b, 1577-b, 1592-a, 1615-b, 1645-a, 1670-b, 1681-b, 1691-b
1693-b, 1696-a, 1711-a, 1714-b, 1723-a, 1730-a, 1776-b, 1786-a
1795-b, 1796-b, 1797-a, 1801-a, 1803-b, 1816-a, 1820-a, 1822-a
1825-a, 1826-a, 1836-a, 1838-b, 1846-a, 1867-b, 1902-b, 1908-a
1965-b, 1974-a, 2035-b, 2043-b, 2062-a, 2086-a, 2090-a, 2093-b
2116-a.
6-a, 11-a, 34--b, 42-b, 51-a , 94-a, 113-a, 131-a, 166-a, 209-b
222-a, 227-b, 269-a, 286-b, 294-a, 294-b, 295-a, 296-b, 302-b
331-a, 378-a, 390-a, 394-b, 395-b, 400-b, 401-a, 404-a, 452-a
458-b, 475-a, 480-a, 496-b, 498-a, 510-b, 522-a, 522-b, 539-a
542-b, 543-a, 547-a, 551-b, 595-a, 603-b, 636-a, 637-b, 651-b
664-b, 686-a, 694-b, 717-a, 718-a, 726-a, 736-a, 771-b, 777-a
394
781- a , 785-a, 787-a, 801-b, 811-a, 838-b, 842-b, 851-b, 854-a, 
898-a, 898-b, 930-b, 944-a, 950-a, 952-a, 957-b, 958-a, 981-b, 
992-a, 996-a, 998-b, 1009-a, 1015-a, 1026-a, 1032-a, 1041-a, 
1052-b, 1059-a, 1076-b, 1079-b, 1082-a, 1083-b, 1093-b, 1122-b,
1145-b, 1152-b, 1195-b, 1197-b, 1215-a, 1225-b, 1261-b, 1297-b,
1299-b, 1304-a, 1320-b, 1336-b, 1340-a, 1346-b, 1372-a, 1383-a,
1390-a, 1397-b, 1401-a, 1423-b, 1426-b, 1430-b, 1441-a, 1445-b,
1456-a, 1466-a, 1507-a, 1522-b, 1535-b, 1537-a, 1543-b, 1564-a,
1595-a, 1597-a, 1619-b, 1633-b, 1644-b, 1653-a, 1658-a, 1664-b,
1689-a, 1697-a, 1723-b, 1730-a, 1744-a, 1744-b, 1747-a, 1764-a,
1794-b, 1797-b, 1817-b, 1834-a, 1835-a, 1857-b, 1886-a, 1907-a,
1917-b, 1947-a, 1954-b, 1957-b, 1971-b, 2002-b.
Aud 2-a, 6-b, 7-a, 10-b, 24-b, 30-a, 46-a, 47-a, 50-a, 50-b, 53-b, 
56-b, 60-b, 78-b, 94-a, 98-b, 99-b, 128-a, 135-a, 136-b, 142-b, 
153-b, 159-a, 166-a, 181-b, 187-b, 211-a, 214-b, 215-b, 222-a,
247-a, 290-a, 318-a, 320-a, 323-b, 324-a,
376-b, 378-b, 392-a, 392-b, 400-b, 414-b
432-b, 437-b, 438-a, 445-b, 453-b, 476-b
526-b, 550-b, 551-b, 560-b, 562-b, 566-b
588-b, 590-b, 592-b, 597-b, 609-b, 610-a
666-b, 667-b, 669-b, 679-b, 680-a, 685-b
759-a, 766-b, 773-b, 789-b, 792-a, 811-b
854-a, 867-b, 873-b, 874-b, 876-a, 878-b
904-a, 9 11-b, 916-a, 918-b, 920-b, 923-b
971-b, 974-b, 989-b, 995-a, 1004-b, 1028-
235-b, 245-b, 
367-b, 372-b, 
420-b, 421-b, 
491-b, 509-a, 
575-b, 586-a, 
634-b, 661-b, 
723-b, 733-a, 
849-b, 852-b, 
885-a, 887-a, 
940-b, 951-b,
1030-b 1031-a, 1040-a, 1073-a, 1077-a, 1082-b, 1083-b
1098-b 1104-b, 1141-a, 1143-b, 1149-b, 1184-a, 1190-b
1221-a 1223-b, 1229-b, 1232-b, 1239-a, 1239-b, 1289-b
1329-b 1327-b, 1340-b, 1357-a, 1394-b, 1405-a, 1475-b
1503-a 1515-b, 1516-a, 1516-b, 1521-a, 1572-b, 1581-b
1584-b 1606-b, 1608-b, 1637-b, 1639-b, 1640-b, 1641-b
1663-a 1664-b, 1704-b, 1782-b, 1790-a, 1795-a, 1804-a
1870-b 1872-b, 1889-b, 1909-b, 1923-b, 1924-b, 1925-b
1955-b 1957-b, 1964-b, 1965-b, 1969-b, 1970-a, 1971-b
1975-a 1980-a, 2030-b, 2033-a, 2035-a, 2037-a, 2043-a
2058-b 2080-b, 2086-b, 2092-a, 2094-b, 2098-a, 2 100-b
2 139-a 2139-b, 2142-a, 2143-a, 2149-a, 2157-a, 2158-b
2163-b 2170-b, 2171-a, 2174-a, 2 181-b, 2205-b, 2206-a
2211-b 2214-a, 2215-a, 2220-b, 2221-b, 2231-a, 2233-b
2236-b 2238-a, 2247-b, 2249-b, 2252-b, 2254-a, 2255-a
2325-a 2357-b, 2358-a, 2377-a, 2385-b, 2388-b, 2401-b
358-a, 
416-b, 
486-b, 
572-b, 
632-b, 
720-b, 
831-a, 
882-b, 
927-b, 
b,
1084-b, 
1207-a, 
1302-b, 
1488-a, 
1583-a, 
1656-b, 
1868-a, 
1954-b, 
1972-b, 
2048-b, 
2120-b, 
2160-b, 
2207-a, 
2234-b, 
2262-b, 
2404-b.
Mur 38-b, 39-a, 43-b, 58-a, 60-b, 6 1-a, 68-b, 7 1-b, 80-a, 82-b, 
86-b, 89-a, 91-a, 106-b, 108-a, 109-b, 128-a, 132-b, 136-b, 
138-a, 145-a, 158-b, 153-b, 154-a, 160-b, 164-b, 165-b, 171-a,
171-b, 190-a, 190-b, 194-b, 204-b, 211-a, 211-b, 214-a, 216-b,
226-b, 228-b, 230-b, 239-b, 243-b, 251-a, 252-a, 258-a, 258-b,
259-b, 263-b.
PP1 Prol. 171-a.
PP1 VI 34-a, 112-a, 127-b.
GGK 7 1-b, 88-b, 91-b, 96-b, 101-a, 408-b, 519-a, 520-b, 2076-a, 
2 100-b, 2148-a, 2 150-b.
395
7.
MC
FR
ES
Aud
x x / X I /
24-b, 30-b, 38 -b, 79-b, 93-b, 104-a, 123 -a, 198- b, 202-b, 206-
212-b, 214-a, 218-a, 219-b, 230-a, 231-a , 246-a, 252-b, 253-b,
309-b, 341-b, 351-b, 372-a, 382-a, 386-b , 389-b, 402-b, 406-a,
475-a, 553-b, 554-b, 556-b, 562-a, 574-b , 580-b, 595-b, 597-a,
608-b, 609-b, 667-b, 701-a, 791-b, 793-b , 813-a, 814-a, 8 17-b,
826-a, 837-a, 840-b, 844-a, 846-b, 859-b , 872-a, 874-a, 954-b,
971-a, 1085-b, 1087-b, 1117-b, 1119-b.
10-b, 16-b, 28-a, 3 1-b, 39-b, 46-b, 78-b , 80-b,
120-b, 145-b, 185-a, 185-b, 187-a, 197-b , 200-a, 200-b, 203-a,
210-b, 216-b, 217-b, 218-b, 261-b, 369-a , 381-a, 395-b, 396-a,
396-b, 397-b, 3 98-a, 398-b, 415-a, 416-b , 436-b, 444-b, 457-b,
458-b, 466-b, 502-b, 507-a, 520-a, 520-b , 531-a, 544-b, 545-b,
551-a, 620-b, 640-b, 652-b, 658-b, 667-b , 669-b, 835-b.
8-b, 20-b, 21- a, 44-a, 91-a, 99-a, 109-a , 115-a, 116-b, 123-b,
132-b, 153-a, 160-b, 162-b, 238-b, 240-b , 249-b, 250-a, 262-b,
263-a, 271-a, 273-a, 273-b, 284-b, 297-b , 308-b, 320-b, 337-b,
359-b, 364-b, 370-a, 373-b, 377-a, 388-a , 4 16-a, 473-b, 435-b,
447-b, 448-a, 480-b, 496-a, 499-a, 513-a , 599-a, 605-b, 613-b,
615-b, 622-a, 637-b, 650-b, 654-b, 655-a , 687-b, 709-a, 725-b,
736-a, 741-b, 764-a, 802-a, 809-b, 817-a , 818-b, 825-b, 831-b,
837-b, 888-a, 914-a, 933-a, 945-a, 958-b , 959-b, 970-a, 981-b,
995-b, 1004-a, 1004-b, 1065-b, 1076-a, 1080-a, 1091-b, 1114-a,
1123-b , 1145-b , 1159-a, 1163-b, 1166-a, 1166-b, 117 2-a, 1179-a
1182-b , 1199-a , 1228-b, 1238-b, 1244-b, 1265-a, 1276-b, 1282-b
1296-b , 1305-b , 1311-a, 1348-b, 1372-a, 1376-a, 1392-a, 1394-b
1395-b , 1399-b , 1406-b, 1408-b, 1426-b, 1428-a, 1435-b, 1437-b
1444-a , 1444-b , 1447-b, 1450-a, 1515-b, 1547-b, 1552-b, 1565-b
1607-a , 1612-a , 1617-b, 1637-b, 1639-b, 1663-a, 1675-b, 1682-a
1705-a , 1707-a , 1715-a, 1793-b, 1826-b, 1831-b, 1834-b, 1835-a
1851-b , 1853-b , 1863-b, 1899-b, 1912-b, 1914-b, 1919-a, 1949-b
1983-a , 2001-b , 2059-b, 2097-a.
39-b, 40-a, 44-a, 64 
130-a, 133-b, 136-a, 
2 16-a, 223-a, 236-b, 
298-b, 304-a, 314-a, 
403-b, 407-b, 462-a,
577-a, 584-a, 591-a, 
695-a, 709-b, 714-a, 
875-b, 883-b, 909-b, 
1006-b, 1014-a, 1017 
1094-b, 1131-a, 1225 
1327-a, 1355-b, 1367 
1428-b, 1440-a, 1480 
1601-a, 1605-a, 1624 
1673-a, 1679-b, 1691 
1845-b, 1881-a, 1881 
1938-b, 1958-a, 1958
a, 65-b, 79-a, 87 
138-b, 142-a, 154 
241-a, 244-b, 250 
323-b, 341-b, 347 
467-b, 498-b, 525 
606-b, 631-a, 635 
731-b, 739-a, 769 
960-b, 978-b, 980
b, 1066-b, 1071-a 
1238-b, 1247-b 
1368-a, 1387-b 
1480-b, 1498-b 
1628-a, 1629-b 
1701-b, 1724-b 
1889-a, 1890-b
*a,
•a,
-a,
-b,
-a,
■b,
-b, 1961-a, 1988-b
-a, 100-a, 
-b, 156-b, 
-a, 250-b, 
-b, 489-a, 
-a, 526-a, 
-a, 654-b, 
-b, 786-b, 
-b, 999-b, 
1087-a, 
1262-b, 
1409-b, 
1553-b,
1634-a, 
1726-b, 
1904-b,
2005-a.
117-b, 
190-b, 
266-a,
396-b, 
532-b, 
670-a, 
801-a, 
1001-b, 
1087-b, 
1267-b, 
1417-b, 
1557-a, 
1638-b, 
1811-a, 
1908-b,
125-a,
195-a,
273-a,
397-a, 
564-b, 
682-b,
812-b, 
1005-b, 
1089- 
1296- 
1424-a, 
1569-b, 
1647-b, 
1827-b, 
1926-b,
9-a, 16-b, 69-b, 86-a, 90-a, 169-b, 216-b, 218-a, 220-a, 238-a, 
276-a, 277-a, 279-a, 350-b, 353-b, 354-a, 373-a, 379-b, 386-a, 
408-b, 447-b, 467-b, 469-b, 512-b, 520-b, 523-a, 526-a, 528-b,
396
cr 
(u
568-a, 574-b, 617-b, 686-a, 700-b, 719-b, 737-b, 739-a, 745-b,
750-b, 772-a, 772-b, 782-b, 796-a, 803-b, 810-b, 830-a, 839-a,
842-b, 868-b, 869-b, 870-a, 884-a, 892-a, 896-a, 899-b, 928-a,
967-b, 971-b, 1033-b, 1035-a, 1038-a, 1048-b, 1049-b, 1088-a,
1101-b, 1136-a, 1191-a, 1317-b, 1325-b, 1335-a, 1346-a, 1380-a,
1399-b, 1417-b, 1468-b, 1495-a, 1505-b, 1517-a, 1523-b, 1577-a,
1600-a, 1602-b, 1612-b, 1620-b, 1627-b, 1637-a, 1650-a, 1655-b,
1662-a, 1779-a, 1805-b, 1806-b, 1813-b, 1824-a, 1833-b, 1857-
1858-b, 1871-a, 1887-b, 1902-b, 1905-b, 1906-a, 1917-a, 1919-
1928-a, 1945-b, 1958-a, 2029-b, 2032-a, 2044-a, 2106-b, 2144-a^
2148-b, 2171-b, 2172-b, 2187-b, 2192-b, 2213-b, 2216-b, 2220-a,
2225-b, 2235-a, 2252-a, 2253-a, 2261-b, 2294-a, 2378-b, 2389-a,
2397-b.
Mur 12-b, 34-b, 38-a, 47-b, 48-b, 55-b, 65-b, 67-a, 79-a, 91-b,
92-b, 99-a, 124-b, 137-b, 142-b, 150-b, 175-b, 180-b, 225-b, 
247-b.
PPL Prol. 1-a, 6-a, 8-b, 37-a, 54-b, 65-b, 78-b, 90-b, 92-b,
96-a, 115-b, 117-b, 144-a, 148-b, 155-b, 163-b, 169-b,
180-b, 192-b.
PP1 VI 2-b, 4-b, 6-a, 10-a, 10-b, 24-a, 28-b, 35-b, 36-b, 43-b, 
47-b, 58-b,. 73-b, 78-a, 97-b, 100-b, 146-a, 153-a, 156-b, 
170-b.
GGK 62-a, 78-b, 111-b, 118-b, 121-b, 124-a, 379-b, 384-b, 516-b, 
537-b, 538-b, 2069-b, 2070-b, 2071-b, 2075-b, 2101-a, 2101-b, 
2103-b, 2119-b, 2144-b, 2145-b, 2146-b.
8. x x | / x | / x x
MC 223-b, 258-b, 274-b, 314-b, 338-a, 444-a, 781-a, 788-b, 843-a,
857-b, 887-a, 952-a.
FQ 248-b, 405-b, 435-b, 443-b, 449-b, 461-b, 486-a.
FR 55-b, 66-b, 135-b, 139-a, 159-a, 310-a, 366-b, 372-b, 412-a, 
454-b, 491-b, 621-a, 770-b, 913-b, 986-b, 1026-b, 1037-a,
1077-a, 1169-b, 1171-b, 1273-b, 1306-b, 1312-b, 1315-b, 1334-a,
1349-a, 1414-a, 1455-a, 1552-a, 1602-b, 1603-b, 1678-b, 1705-b,
1877-a, 1926-a, 1944-b, 2061-b, 2066-b, 2074-a, 2088-b.
ES 8-b, 17-a, 74-b, 98-b, 99-b, 123-a, 128-b, 137-b, 155-b, 196-b, 
211-a, 215-b, 238-a, 242-b, 246-b, 317-b, 346-b, 360-b, 386-b,
406-b, 417-b, 456-b, 474-b, 488-b, 502-b, 511-b, 514-b, 525-b,
574-b, 584-b, 635-b, 692-b, 705-b, 729-a, 783-b, 803-b, 825-a,
853-a, 876-b, 899-b, 937-b, 965-a, 967-b, 995-b, 1017-a, 1022-a,
1050-b, 1131-a, 1158-b, 1233-a, 1244-b, 1262-a, 1362-a, 1384-b,
1398-a, 1533-b, 1559-a, 1566-b, 1640-b, 1644-b, 1673-b, 1678-b,
1749-b, 1764-b, 1800-b, 1859-b, 1865-b, 1887-a, 1915-a, 1943-b,
1945-b, 1977-b, 1978-b.
Aud 311-a, 356-b, 598-b, 662-a, 788-b, 813-a, 982-a, 1006-a, 1495-b, 
1620-a, 1855-a, 2384-b.
Mur 9-b, 94-b, 111-a.
397
o'
PP1 VI 14-a, 29-a, 137-a.
GGK 383-a.
9. x x | / x | / x x x  
MC 225-b, 870-a, 1084-b.
FR 76-b, 150-a, 327-b, 676-a, 676-b, 1289-a, 1823-a, 1992-b, 
2076-b.
ES 32-a, 233-a, 671-b, 886-b, 1115-b, 1214-a, 1288-b, 1298-a, 
1468-a, 1654-b, 1712-b.
10. x x | / x | / x x x x
ES 1075-b.
1 1 . X X  | / x x  I /
MC 21-a, 31-b, 84-a, 85-a, 88-a, 92-a, 95-a, 107-b, 134-a, 134-b, 
241-b, 289-b, 291-b, 306-a, 362-b, 388-b, 404-a, 464-b, 479-b,
531-b, 541-a, 544-a, 558-b, 561-b, 563-b, 565-b, 585-b, 777-b,
797-b, 815-b, 833-a, 875-a, 885-b, 899-a, 906-b, 907-b, 933-a,
964-b, 971-b, 1030-b, 1038-a, 1043-a, 1047-b, 1050-b, 1064-b, 
1065-b, 1066-b, 1088-a.
F£ 88-a, 113-b, 157-b, 186-a, 207-b, 223-b, 250-a, 252-b, 260-a, 
309-b, 311-a, 312-a, 314-a, 315-b, 316-a, 318-a, 427-a, 465-a,
466-a, 479-a, 504-a, 522-a, 525-a, 539-a, 549-a, 645-b, 659-b,
664-a, 837-b.
FR 2-a, 3-b, 16-a, 31-a, 35-a, 36-a, 38-b, 58-a, 65-b, 77-a, 85-b,
98-b, 99-b, 103-a, 103-b, 120-b, 142-a, 144-b, 153-b, 172-a, 
178-b, 188-a, 223-a, 230-b, 236-b, 303-a, 340-a, 343-b, 368-a,
383-b, 385-a, 386-b, 392-a, 409-a, 418-b, 432-b, 439-b, 454-a,
466-b, 467-a, 477-a, 495-b, 522-b, 525-a, 528-a, 535-a, 542-a,
629-b, 632-b, 643-a, 645-b, 646-a, 647-a, 647-b, 672-a, 698-a,
703-a, 706-b, 707-b, 726-b, 759-a, 763-a, 774-a, 793-a, 814-a,
830-a, 842-a, 884-a, 902-a, 904-a, 952-b, 958-a, 966-a, 966-b,
978-a, 981-a, 985-b, 996-b, 1010-a, 1066-b, 1094-a, 1120-b, 
1126-b, 1143-b, 1169-a, 1191-b, 1248-b, 1263-a, 1266-b, 1270-b,
1278-a, 1280-b, 1288-a, 1290-a, 1295-a, 1296-a, 1299-a, 1307-a,
1325-b, 1339-a, 1344-a, 1363-a, 1365-b, 1421-b, 1422-b, 1423-a,
1443-a, 1520-a, 1554-b, 1588-b, 1592-b, 1618-b, 1672-a, 1710-a,
1714-a, 1718-a, 1719-a, 1728-a, 1780-b, 1781-a, 1783-b, 1800-b,
1811-a, 1812-b, 1816-b, 1887-a, 1888-a, 1895-b, 1898-a, 1931-b,
1942-a, 1963-b, 1998-a, 2060-b, 2071-a, 2076-a, 2089-a.
ES 3-b, 4-a, 9-b, 11-b, 23-a, 24-a, 26-a, 26-b, 27-b, 28-b, 39-a,
5 1-b, 53-a, 56-a, 66-b, 75-b, 85-a, 86-a, 90-a, 106-b, 111-b, 
169-b, 189-a, 200-a, 203-b, 208-a, 219-a, 241-b, 259-b, 303-b,
317-b, 320-b, 322-b, 330-b, 355-b, 367-a, 374-a, 382-a, 386-a,
390-b, 392-a, 401-b, 405-a, 406-a, 444-b, 464-a, 489-a, 489-b,
491-a, 497-a, 505-a, 520-b, 534-b, 540-a, 546-a, 560-b, 571-b,
572-b, 606-a, 607-b, 609-b, 616-a, 655-a, 661-a, 662-a, 674-a,
398
705-a, 733-b, 741-a, 742-b, 752 -a, 752- b, 759-a, 779-a, 79 5-a,
810-b, 822-a, 830-a, 836-a, 840 -a, 904- a, 907-b, 915-b, 924-a,
935-b, 953-a, 960-a, 964-b, 972 -b, 974- b, 977-a, 1004-b , 1030-b,
1046-a, 1072-a, 1097-b, 1104-a, 1111-b, 111 9—b , 1120-a, 1126-a,
1129-b, 1137-b, 1139-a, 1149-a, 1150-b, 1153-a, 1159-a, 1162-b,
1170-b, 1177-a, 1220-a, 1236-a, 1239-b, 1241-b, 1247-a, 1260-a,
1268-a, 1280-a, 1314-a, 1323-a, 1347-b, 1352-b, 1353-a, 1389-a,
1404-a, 1410-b, 1414-a, 1443-a, 1454-b, 1461-b, 1463-a, 1464-a,
1470-b, 1490-a, 1500-a, 1510-a, 1518-a, 1548-b, 1550-b, 1560-b,
1591-a, 1599-a, 1602-a, 1615-a, 1619-a, 1622-b, 1627-a, 1632-a,
1672-b, 1702-b, 1719-a, 1737-b, 1754-a, 1781-a, 1786-a, 1791-a,
1792-a, 1794-a, 1805-a, 1808-b, 1817-a, 1836-b, 1847-b, 1849-a,
1852-a, 1853-a, 1857-a, 1865-a, 1871-a, 1875-a, 1891-a, 1899-a,
1901-b, 1908-a, 1925-a, 1927-b, 1931-a, 1937-b, 1941-a, 1948-b,
1952-a, 1956-a, 1975-a, 1978-a, 2001-a.
21-a, 42-b, 46-b, 94-b, 120-a, 136-a, 139-a, 145-b, 165-a,
190-a, 191-b, 201-b, 208-b, 209 -b, 210- a, 229-b, 249-a, 297-b,
340-a, 369-a, 371-b, 377-b, 385 -a, 406- a, 423-b, 433-b, 434-b,
436-b, 441-b, 462-a, 500-a, 501--a, 507-a, 509-b, 511-a, 515-b,
544-a, 548-b, 631-b, 673-a, 675 -a, 676- a, 678-a, 684-a, 694-b,
701-a, 740-a, 742-a, 751-b, 752--a, 769-b, 780-a, 786-b, 787-b,
789-a, 798-a, 814-b, 816-b, 850 -b, 863- b, 913-b, 954-b, 970-a,
972-a, 972-b, 979-b, 980-a, 980 -b, 986-b, 995-b, 1008-b , 1020-b,
1053-b, 1057-b, 1075-b, 1090-b, 1091-b, 1093-b, 1183-b, 1191-b,
1195-b, 1238-b, 1327-b, 1347-a, 1389-b, 1390-b, 1393-b, 1395-a,
1400-a, 1406-a, 1461-a, 1496-b, 1505-a, 1506-a, 1513-a, 1517-b,
1523-a, 1524-b, 1574-a, 1577-b, 1588-b, 1603-b, 1635-b, 1639-a,
1645-a, 1655-a, 1665-a, 1665-b, 1804-b, 1849-a, 1904-a, 1927-b,
1932-a, 1932-b, 1968-b, 2020-b, 2034-a, 2074-b, 2093-b, 2096-b,
2147-b, 2 150-a, 2162-b, 2180-a, 2196-b, 2200-a, 2212-b, 2230-a,
2240-b, 2241-a, 2247-a, 2250-a, 2256-b, 2281-a, 2350-a, 2350-b,
2353-b, 2354-b, 2361-b, 2370-b, 2376-b, 2390-a, 2397-a, 2402-a,
2403-a, 2404-a.
2-a, 4-a, 6-a, 20-a, 31-a, 40-a , 43-a, 44-a, 56- a, 56-b , 100-b,
102-b, 119-a, 119-b, 126-b, 129--a, 137-a, 138-b, 144-a, 149-b,
163-b, 229-b.
Prol. 47-a, 76-a, 88-a, 146--a, 149-a, 155-a.
PP1 VI 3-b.
GGK 114-a, 131-a, 137-a, 138-a, 143-a, 144-a, 366-a, 371-a, 400-a,
408-a, 491-b, 502-a, 524-a, 529-a, 538-a, 550-a, 557-a, 2075-a,
2096-a, 2128-a, 2134-a.
12. x x | / x x | / x
MC 18-b, 26-b, 39-b, 51-b, 71-a, 71-b, 84-b, 98-b, 102-a, 197-a, 
200-b, 224-b, 227-b, 276-b, 282-b, 301-b, 310-a, 353-b, 359-b,
367-b, 439-a, 439-b, 452-b, 480-b, 516-b, 525-a, 549-a, 787-a,
798-a, 875-b, 930-b, 938-b, 941-a, 957-a, 1096-b.
FQ 4-b, 72-a, 76-a, 94-b, 124-a, 196-a, 253-a, 264-a, 266-a, 266-b, 
272-b, 303-b, 405-a, 422-b, 439-b, 478-a, 495-a, 495-b, 496-a,
399
501-b, 505-b, 523-a, 628-b, 634-b, 642-b, 831-a, 832-b, 850-a,
855-b.
FR
ES
4-b, 23 
182-b, 
287-b, 
404-a, 
526-a, 
634-a, 
732-a, 
831-a, 
1006-b, 
1145-a, 
1266-a, 
1365-a, 
1457-b, 
1649-b, 
1791-a, 
1901-a, 
2005-a,
5-a, 27 
191-a,
2 90-a, 
384-b, 
521-b,
6 17-b,
738-b,
865-b,
1085-a,
1165-a,
1230-a,
1368-b,
1436-a,
1582-b,
1706-b,
1821-b,
1856-b,
1942-b,
2004-b,
-b, 27 
186-a, 
296-a, 
409-b, 
527-a, 
653-a, 
751-a, 
834-b, 
1009- 
1146- 
1272- 
1386- 
1469- 
1661- 
1813- 
1907- 
2061-
-a, 35 
229-b, 
300-a, 
405-b, 
523-a, 
619-b, 
759-b, 
915-a, 
1085- 
1181- 
1279- 
1376- 
1460 
1605 
1711 
1822- 
1858 
1955 
2006
-a, 64-b 
224-a, 
302-a, 
441-b, 
540-b, 
691-a, 
757-a, 
841-a, 
b, 1021- 
1153- 
1275- 
1388- 
1512 
1663 
1819- 
1924 
2064
, 96-b, 122 
227-a, 244- 
315-a, 335- 
460-a, 462- 
544-b, 557- 
695-a, 703- 
758-b, 763- 
844-b, 894- 
b, 1081-b,
a, 1154-a,
b, 1299-b, 
a, 1391-a,
a, 1525-a,
b, 1694-b, 
b, 1830-b, 
b, 1928-b, 
b, 2093-a,
-b, 151 
b, 259- 
a, 339-
a, 486-
b, 598- 
b, 717- 
b, 786- 
a, 913- 
1099-b, 
1160-b, 
1301-b, 
1413-a, 
1529-b, 
1695-b, 
1861-a, 
1941-b, 
2106-b.
-b, 154-b 
b, 276-a,
a, 344-a,
b, 504-b, 
a, 599-b, 
a, 723-b, 
a, 795-b, 
a, 920-b,
1121-b,
1192-b, 
1319-b, 
1427-a, 
1599-b, 
1720-b, 
1863-a, 
1949-a,
, 157-b 
281-b 
362-b 
507-b 
625-b 
724-a 
796-b 
9 7 6-b 
1137-a 
1212-b 
1336-a 
1442-a 
1639-a 
1761-b 
1868-a 
1996-b
-a, 38- 
230-b, 
304-b, 
409-a, 
529-a, 
623-b, 
767-b, 
923-b, 
b, 1091 
1185 
1280 
1378 
1464 
1639 
1717 
1822 
1860 
1956 
2012
b, 48-a, 81- 
246-a, 264- 
318-b, 332- 
413-b, 448- 
536-a, 543- 
630-b, 645- 
775-b, 806- 
966-a, 973- 
-a, 1095-b, 
-b, 1187-b, 
-b, 1326-a, 
-a, 1389-b, 
-b, 1469-b, 
-b, 1642-b, 
-b, 1733-a, 
-b, 1823-a, 
-b, 1880-a, 
-b, 1959-a, 
-b.
■b, 135-b, 151-a, 158-a 
■a, 279-a, 281-a, 282-a 
■b, 334-a, 335-b, 344-a 
■b, 485-a, 486-a, 486-b 
■b, 582-b, 583-a, 588-a 
■b, 659-b, 668-b, 681-a 
■b, 809-a, 813-b, 824-a 
■a, 1058-a, 1069-a, 1081 
1110-b, 1118-b, 1160-b 
1201-a, 1214-b, 1224-a 
1328-b, 1335-b, 1341-b 
1396-b, 1416-b, 1434-b 
1484-a, 1523-b, 1527-a 
1661-a, 1677-b, 1779-a 
1733-b, 1747-b, 1772-b 
1825-b, 1830-a,.1835-b 
1880-b, 1888-b, 1913-a 
1959-b, 1963-b, 1992-a
, 180-a, 
287-a, 
369-b, 
521-a, 
626-a, 
729-b, 
820-b, 
989-b, 
1137-b, 
1250-b, 
1352-b, 
1445-b, 
1645-b, 
1775-b, 
1885-a, 
1997-b,
185-a, 
285-a, 
367-b, 
515-a, 
597-b, 
704-a, 
862-a, 
■a,
1161-b, 
1224-b, 
1348-b, 
1435-a, 
1556-a, 
1703-b, 
1811-b, 
1840-b, 
1922-a, 
2004-a,
Aud 52-a, 119-a, 133-b, 185-b, 199-b, 352-a, 362-b, 709-b, 731-a, 
767-a, 861-a, 981-a, 1078-b, 1200-a, 1202-a, 1209-a, 1298-a,
1300-b, 1416-b, 1418-b, 1463-b, 1483-b, 1488-b, 1500-b, 1501-a,
1508-a, 1519-b, 1585-b, 1607-a, 1614-a, 1630-b, 1643-a, 1650-b,
1657-b, 1706-a, 1803-b, 1840-a, 1853-a, 1914-b, 1929-a, 2031-b,
2176-b, 2208-a, 2266-a, 2337-b, 2339-b, 2355-a, 2357-a, 2358-b,
2375-a, 2377-b, 2387-b, 2394-b, 2401-a.
Mur 27-a, 70-b, 110-a, 131-a, 139-a, 197-a, 215-a, 217-b, 252-b,
256-b.
PP1 Prol 7-a, 30-a, 56-b, 70-b, 7 1-b, 78-a, 79-b, 84-b, 87-b, 110-a, 
127-b, 131-b, 153-b, 160-b, 175-b, 194-a, 203-b, 209-a.
PP1 VI 5-a, 15-b, 27-b, 35-a, 48-a, 68-b, 69-a, 89-b, 90-b, 119-a,
400
12l~a, 147-a, 151-b, 186-a, 204-b.
GGK 107-a, 133-a, 134-a, 376-a, 405-a, 493-a, 501-a, 559-a, 2108-b, 
2118-a, 2131-b, 2132-a.
13. x x | / x x | / x x
MC 108-b, 420-b, 469-b, 888-b, 913-a, 933-b, 942-a, 1115-a.
FQ 115-b, 205-b, 249-b, 253-b, 437-b, 441-b, 447-b, 453-b, 465-b,
481-a, 488-b, 504-b, 660-b, 661-b, 842-a.
FR 32-a, 33-a, 53-a, 168-b, 354-a, 404-b, 536-b, 732-b, 816-b, 
888-b, 962-b, 967-a, 979-b, 1068-a, 1130-b, 1165-b, 1256-b, 
1289-b, 1300-a, 1302-a, 1330-b, 1332-a, 1356-a, 1370-a, 1398-b, 
1416-a, 1659-b, 1709-b, 1713-b, 1774-a, 1814-b, 1827-b, 1878-a, 
1888-b.
ES 6-b, 10-a, 47-a, 50-a, 126-b, 129-b, 150-b, 175-b, 198-b, 202-a,
284-a, 309-a, 316-a, 321-a, 327-a, 339-a, 478-a, 484-b, 507-a, 
509-a, 580-a, 581-a, 596-b, 632-b, 696-a, 800-b, 812-a, 942-b, 
954-b, 994-a, 1042-a, 1062-b, 1099-b, 1104-b, 1141-b, 1156-a,
117 3-b, 1209-a, 1300-a, 1310-b, 1324-a, 1368-b, 1478-b, 1482-a, 
1539-b, 1542-a, 1565-b, 1576-a, 1578-b, 1612-b, 1660-b, 1674-b, 
1682-b, 1684-a, 1776-a, 1782-b, 1812-b, 1834-b, 1885-a, 1895-a, 
2008-a.
Aud 1653-b, 2269-b, 2281-b, 2338-b, 2374-a, 2388-a.
PP1 Prol. 12-a.
PP1 VI 41-a, 45-a, 49-a, 152-a, 162-a, 179-a.
14. x x | / x x | / x x x
FR 1003-b, 1258-a, 1678-a, 2072-a.
ES 450-b, 715-b, 843-a, 1329-a, 1424-b, 1561-a, 1813-b, 1989-b. 
Aud 2309-b.
15. x x | / x x x | /
MC 62-b, 77-a, 204-a, 215-a, 456-b, 463-b, 467-b, 598-a, 800-a,
836-b, 840-a, 861-b, 884-a, 931-a, 1039-a, 1097-b.
FQ 22-a, 192-a, 199-a, 199-b, 247-a, 262-b, 264-b, 269-a, 271-b,
319-b, 498-b, 521-b, 625-b, 651-a, 659-a, 667-a, 853-a, 855-a.
FR 4-a, 5-a, 30-b, 97-b, 144-a, 151-a, 156-b, 184-a, 188-b, 260-a, 
268-a, 318-b, 329-b, 336-a, 350-b, 355-a, 365-a, 382-b, 387-a,
393-a, 427-a, 476-b, 484-b, 519-a, 545-a, 624-a, 639-b, 640-b,
651-a, 660-b, 669-b, 673-a, 684-a, 695-b, 714-b, 719-b, 723-a,
731-b, 737-a, 762-b, 778-b, 780-a, 807-b, 814-b, 827-b, 910-b,
954-a, 960-b, 982-b, 1094-b, 1105-a, 1148-a, 1163-a, 1170-a,
1188-b, 1201-b, 1255-a, 1257-b, 1293-a, 1301-a, 1331-b, 1343-b,
401
1348-a, 1387-a, 1418-a, 1437-a, 1438-a, 1511-a, 1514-a, 1545-b,
1555-b, 1560-a, 1585-b, 1630-a, 1632-a, 1673-a, 1770-a, 1770-b,
1779-a, 1801-b, 1819-a, 1821-b, 1856-a, 1873-b, 1886-a, 1896-b,
1935-a, 1944-a, 1974-b, 2042-b, 2066-a, 2069-b, 2079-a, 2103-a,
2114-a.
ES 19-a, 19-b, 22-a, 28-a, 52-a, 55-b, 88-a, 105-b, 157-b, 168-b,
181-b, 223-b, 224-b, 244-a, 261-b, 277-a, 280-a, 324-b, 358-a,
368-b, 399-a, 408-b, 432-a, 448-a, 467-a, 483-a, 508-a, 594-a,
626-a, 697-b, 699-a, 699-b, 712-a, 721-b, 732-a, 786-a, 789-b,
811-b, 817-a, 828-a, 836-b, 851-a, 854-b, 855-b, 857-a, 858-a,
863-b, 865-a, 921-b, 941-b, 962-b, 1004-a, 1011-b, 1060-b, 
1061-b, 1067-b, 1080-a, 1142-a, 1150-a, 1163-b, 1164-b, 1166-a,
1178-b, 1181-a, 1213-a, 1228-b, 1244-a, 1248-b, 1250-b, 1265-b,
1327-b, 1359-a, 1380-a, 1405-a, 1419-a, 1440-b, 1442-b, 1457-b,
1463-b, 1490-b, 1511-b, 1146-b, 1596-a, 1599-b, 1625-b, 1671-a,
1700-b, 1711-a, 1752-a, 1806-a, 1851-a, 1856-a, 1867-a, 1897-a,
1904-a, 1921-a, 1931-b, 1964-b, 1984-b, 2013-b.
Aud 103-a, 176-a, 272-b, 334-a, 1593-b, 1841-a, 1899-a, 2368-a, 
2371-b, 2380-b, 2385-a, 2403-b.
Mur 15-a, 20-b, 45-a, 57-a, 58-b, 62-a, 83-b, 95-a, 96-a, 117-a, 
145-b, 185-a, 193-b, 205-b, 227-a, 232-b, 264-a.
PP1 Prol. 32-a, 106-a, 115-a, 163-a, 166-a.
PP1 VI 26-a, 32-a, 55-a, 88-a, 101-a, 125-a, 130-a.
GGK 384-a, 397-a.
16. x x | / x x x | / x
MC 59-a, 72-a, 72-b, 91-b, 95-b, 109-a, 115-b, 203-b, 215-b, 369-b, 
426-b, 437-b, 932-b, 945-b, 1046-b.
FQ 70-b, 147-a, 271-a, 382-b, 384-a, 384-b, 409-a, 450-b, 483-a,
492-a, 492-b, 493-a, 500-a, 516-b, 566-a, 641-b, 652-a, 654-b,
841-b, 849-b.
FR 20-a, 31-b, 56-b, 61-b, 62-a, 107-a, 163-b, 165-a, 166-a, 223-b, 
247-b, 249-a, 260-b, 312-b, 334-a, 346-b, 359-a, 364-a, 365-b,
448-b, 5 14-b, 518-b, 531-b, 603-b, 626-b, 632-a, 643-b, 650-a,
661-b, 670-b, 702-a, 759-b, 766-b, 779-a, 815-b, 836-b, 947-b,
980-b, 984-b, 1069-a, 1085-b, 1092-b, 1192-a, 1195-b, 1226-b, 
1292-a, 1309-a, 1366-a, 1379-b, 1397-b, 1417-b, 1420-a, 1420-b,
1441-b, 1465-a, 1513-b, 1527-b, 1620-b, 1641-a, 1725-a, 1734-b,
1767-a, 1789-a, 1797-b, 1804-b, 1829-a, 1833-b, 1869-b, 1880-b,
1918-b, 2024-a, 2073-a.
ES 23-b, 31-b, 33-b, 67-a, 67-b, 87-b, 110-a, 127-b, 158-b, 160-b, 
185-b, 186-a, 191-b, 210-b, 213-b, 228-b, 231-b, 240-b, 282-b,
285-b, 368-a, 379-b, 397-b, 470-b, 480-b, 500-b, 603-a, 618-a,
626-b, 631-b, 649-a, 654-a, 688-b, 713-a, 721-a, 748-b, 791-b,
798-b, 8 19-a, 820-a, 833-b, 857-b, 870-b, 947-b, 952-b, 1036-a,
1041-b, 1053-b, 1059-b, 1066-a, 1127-b, 1146-a, 1149-b, 1163-a,
402
1218-b, 1229-b, 1251-b, 1267-a, 1271-b, 1273-a, 1303-a, 1314-b
1340-b, 1351-b, 1354-a, 1354-b, 1370-b, 1371-b, 1379-a, 1395-b
1406-a, 1408-b, 1423-a, 1429-a, 1435-b, 1438-a, 1439-b, 1445-a
1458-b, 1459-b, 1467-a, 1508-a, 1515-b, 1526-b, 1531-a, 1534-a
1541-b, 1536-b, 1552-b, 1589-b, 1594-a, 1620-b, 1621-b, 1628-b
1637-a, 1649-a, 1652-b, 1696-b, 1714-a, 1718-b, 1754-b, 1760-b
1777-a, 1778-a, 1786-b, 1792-b, 1797-a, 1818-b, 1848-a, 184 8-b
1921-b, 1963-a, 2002-a.
357-b, 1625-a, 1785-a, 2269-a, 2359-a.
Mur 52-b, 53-a.
PP1 Prol. 4 1-a, 100-a, 110-b, 186-b, 230-a.
PP1 VI 7-b, 23-b, 56-a, 79-b, 84-b, 105-a, 149-b, 157-a, 166-b,
177-a.
GGK 110-b, 139-a.
17. x x | / x x x | / x x  
MC 64-a.
FQ 85-b, 99-a, 273-a.
FR 488-b, 619-b, 668-a, 668-b, 677-a, 752-a, 768-a, 813-b, 821-a, 
988-a, 1086-a, 1122-a, 1128-b, 1222-a, 1383-b, 1410-a, 1423-b, 
1448-b, 1522-a, 1590-a, 1628-b, 1786-a, 1786-b, 1908-b, 2003-a, 
2014-b.
ES 4 9-b, 208-b, 217-b, 281-b, 293-b, 373-b, 451-a, 615-a, 746-b,
864-a, 1036-b, 1054-b, 1103-a, 1121-a, 1167-b, 1204-b, 1210-b, 
1272-b, 1485-b, 1527-b, 1542-b, 1597-b, 1765-b, 1870-a, 1900-a.
Aud 2280-b, 2325-b.
PP1 Prol. 63-a.
PP1 VI 209-a.
18. x x | / x x x | / x x x  
FR 134-b, 1519-b, 1563-a.
ES 179-a, 1039-b.
19. x x  | / x x x  | / x x x x  
ES 634-a.
20. x x | / x x x x | /
MC 81-a, 2 16-a.
FQ 513-b.
403
FR 251-a, 285-a, 402-a, 649-a, 1252-a, 1277-a, 1576-b, 1621-b, 
1636-b, 2037-a, 2081-a.
ES 77-b, 252-a, 267-a, 524-a, 556-a, 727-b, 818-b, 868-b,
869-b, 1483-a, 1795-a, 1977-a.
Aud 1404-a.
Mur 16-a, 187-b.
PP1 VI 2-a.
GGK 369-a.
21. x x | / x x x x | / x 
MC 136-b, 838-a.
FQ 179-b, 476-b.
F R  1403-b, 1711-b, 1737-a.
ES 703-a, 925-b, 979-a, 1282-b, 1391-a, 1862-b.
Aud 2268-a, 2311-b, 2363-b.
Mur 250-a.
PP1 Prol. 84-a.
PP1 VI 89-a, 202-a.
22. x x  | / x x x x |  / x x  
Aud 2269-b, 2362-b.
23. x x | / x x x x | / x x x  
F R 111-b.
24. x x  | / x x x x x |  /
MC 932-a.
ES 108-a, 1741-a, 1934-b, 1967-a.
25. x x | / x x x x x x | /
FR 1788-a.
Type IV: Trisyllabic Anacrusis.
1. x x x | / | /
MC 251-b, 687-b, 878-b, 1074-b.
404
FQ 33-b, 540-a, 554-b, 565-a, 623-b, 582-b.
FR 102-a, 102-b, 114-a, 180-b, 261-a, 289-b, 720-a, 891-a, 1134-a, 
1157-a, 1322-a, 1679-a, 1697-a, 1703-b, 1708-a, 2021-a.
ES 180-a, 217-a, 472-b, 644-a, 743-b,. 897-b, 1349-a, 1636-a,
1917-a, 1929-b.
Aud 134-b, 689-b, 747-a, 921-a, 927-a, 1079-a, 1592-b, 2151-b,
2198-b, 2199-a.
Mur 8-b, 47-a, 69-a.
PP1 Prol. 8-a.
GGK 70-b, 372-b, 391-b, 406-b, 497-b, 558-a.
2. x x x | / | / x
MC 118-b, 277-b, 1050-a.
FQ 542-b.
FR 228-b, 243-b, 274-a, 317-a, 383-a, 411-a, 497-a, 500-a, 690-b, 
1115-b, 1186-b, 1233-b, 1235-a, 1350-a, 1404-b, 1716-a, 1733-a, 
1823-b, 1930-a, 1966-b.
ES 82-b, 131-b, 178-a, 369-a, 612-b, 711-a, 833-a, 1278-b, 1285-a,
1391-b, 1660-a, 1896-a, 1972-b.
Aud 29-a, 159-b, 502-b, 857-b, 1102-b, 2383-b, 2384-a.
PP1 Prol. 50-b, 68-b, 218-b.
PP1 VI 7-a, 17-b, 82-b, 125-b, 163-b.
GGK 100-b, 101-b, 374-b, 380-a, 393-b, 406-a, 2084-b, 2085-a,
2131-a, 2140-b.
3. x x x | / | / x x 
MC 333-b, 559-b.
FR 258-a, 803-a.
ES 3 11-b, 774-a, 1180-a, 1558-a.
PP1 Prol. 5-a.
4. x x x | / | / x x x  
Pit 657-a, 1422-a.
ES 1965-a.
5. x x x | / | / x x x x
405
FR 2018-b.
6. x x x | / x | /
MC 94-b, 347-a, 465-b, 560-a, 691-b, 878-a, 946-a, 961-a, 1045-a, 
1052-b.
F£ 116-b, 182-a, 194-b, 428-b, 507-b, 649-a.
FR 137-b, 145-b, 173-a, 286-b, 288-a, 305-a, 367-b, 405-a, 515-a,
660-a, 747-b, 758-a, 770-a, 772-b, 779-b, 797-b, 817-b, 839-b,
915-b, 1118-a, 1151—b , 1226-a, 1239-b, 1253-a, 1300-b, 1302-b, 
1311-b, 1318-b, 1321-b, 1402-b, 1412-a, 1523-a, 1534-a, 1558-b,
1616-a, 1664-b, 1667-a, 1669-b, 1698-a, 1718-b, 1792-a, 1815-b,
1921-a, 1963-a, 2019-a, 2047-a, 2083-a.
ES 16-b, 35-b, 42-a, 43-a, 56-b, 77-a, 88-b, 101-a, 152-b, 165-a,
182-a, 183-b, 197-a, 220-b, 230-a, 265-a, 276-b, 427-b, 428-a,
432-b, 459-a, 461-b, 526-b, 545-b, 548-b, 558-a, 653-a, 673-b,
703-b, 804-a, 804-b, 806-a, 858-b, 955-a, 1016-a, 1097-a,
1113-a, 1169-a, 1170-a, 1179-b, 1227-a, 1471-b, 1476-a, 1479-a,
1486-b, 1508-b, 1545-b, 1571-b, 1600-a, 1707-b, 1716-b, 1748-a,
1855-a, 1951-a, 1975-b, 2005-b.
Aud 40-b, 394-b, 494-a, 517-b, 802-b, 1596-b, 2026-a, 2151-a.
Mur 112-a, 113-b, 182-b, 259-a.
PP1 Prol. 38-b, 177-b.
PP1 VI 1-a, 25-a, 123-a, 142-b, 201-a.
GGK 88-a, 397-b, 409-a, 410-a, 2099-a, 2102-a, 2110-b, 2122-a.
7. x x x | / x | / x
MC 19-b, 52-b, 76-b, 212-a, 205-a, 205-b, 332-a, 396-b, 545-a,
595-a, 680-a, 956-b, 1036-a, 1045-b.
FQ 75-a, 184-b, 208-a, 244-a, 415-b, 506-b, 556-b, 853-b.
F R 32-b, 58-b, 239-b, 240-a, 270-a, 270-b, 272-a, 358-b, 376-b, 
399-b, 509-b, 533-b, 546-a, 561-b, 609-b, 610-b, 709-b, 718-b,
734-b, 744-a, 749-b, 764-b, 771-a, 789-a, 799-b, 805-b, 916-b,
/ 921-a, 946-a, 1005-a, 1084-b, 1147-a, 1180-b, 1253-b, 1353-a,
1421-a, 1412-b, 1446-b, 1448-a, 1549-a, 1551-a, 1556-a, 1578-b,
1605-a, 1606-b, 1802-a, 1808-b, 1844-a, 1883-b, 1917-a, 2031-b,
2044-b.
ES 24-b, 45~a, 71-a, 164-a, 171-a, 221-b, 239-a, 298-a, 338-b, 
487-b, 495-b, 507-b, 539-b, 545-a, 547-b, 576-b, 587-a, 653-b,
741-b, 746-a, 782-a, 814-b, 817-b, 826-a, 840-b, 866-b, 926-b,
938-a, 997-b, 1007-b, 1012-a, 1018-b, 1033-b, 1052-a, 1088-b,
1114-a, 1176-a, 1210-a, 1296-a, 1337-a, 1353-b, 1420-b, 1428-a,
1443-b, 1493-b, 1495-b, 1524-a, 1551-a, 1553-a, 1554-a, 1577-a,
1675-b, 1771-b, 1820-a, 1840-b, 1864-a, 1939-b, 1947-b, 1957-a,
406
1969-b.
Aud 305-b, 361-a, 703-b, 915-b, 1397-b, 1609-b, 1828-b, 1887-a, 
2295-b, 2392-b.
Mur 219-b.
PP1 Prol. 9-a, 48-b, 103-a, 127-a, 150-a, 154-b, 173-b, 176-b, 
184-a, 185-b, 189-a.
PP1 VI 11-a, 16-b, 42-b, 81-b, 92-a, 95-b, 99-b, 122-b, 129-b, 
135-b, 137-b, 180-a, 205-b.
GGK 60-b, 92-b, 120-a, 122-b, 403-b, 404-a, 493-b, 2072-b,
2107-b, 2112-b.
8. x x x | / x | / x x  
F£ 314-b, 404-b, 480-a.
¥ R  69-b, 742-b, 1127-a, 1228-a, 1504-a, 1506-b, 1635-b, 1814-a, 
2092-b.
ES 62-b, 338-a, 538-a, 593-b, 1020-b, 1191-b, 1287-b, 1667-b, 
1777-b, 1919-b, 1944-a.
Aud 1773-a.
PP1 Prol. 197-a.
PP1 VI 22-a, 39-a, 135-a, 161-a.
GGK 72-a, 100-a, 111-a, 2121-a.
9. x x x | / x | / x x x  
FR 1390-b.
ES 124-b, 1745-a.
PP1 Prol. 160-a.
10. X X X  | / x  | / x x x x  
PP1 VI 167-a.
11. x x x | / x x | /
MC 92-b, 94-a, 138-b, 688-a, 939-b.
638-b, 834-b.
FR 283-a, 388-b, 400-b, 443-b, 467-b, 549-b, 654-a, 672-b, 678-b, 
773-a, 812-a, 983-b, 989-a, 1149-b, 1215-a, 1284-a, 1303-a, 
1308-b, 1419-b, 1425-a, 1449-b, 1610-a, 1616-b, 1665-b, 1879-a, 
1969-a, 1981-a, 2018-a, 2031-a, 2047-b, 1979-a.
407
ES ,50-b, 446-a, 493-a, 530-b, 576-a, 641-b, 748-a, 773-a, 992-b, 
1159-b, 1249-a, 1500-b, 1661-b, 1708-b, 1715-a, 1717-a, 1916-a, 
1930-a, 1960-a,.
Aud 174-b, 1001-a, 1908-a, 2099-a, 2370-a, 2394-a.
Mur 33-a ,168-b.
PP1 Prol. 85-a, 102-a, 111-a, 140-a, 157-a, 174-a, 200-a, 201-a, 
216-a.
PP1 VI 43-a, 47-a, 63-a, 98-a, 113-a, 120-a, 169-a, 182-a, 204-a.
GGK 70-a, 79-a, 93-a, 96-a, 117-a, 367-a, 373-a, 374-a, 391-a,
395-a, 396-a, 403-a, 411-a, 500-a, 548-a, 2110-a, 2124-a,
2152-a.
12. x x x | / x x | / x
MC 207-b, 322-b, 934-a, 1048-b, 1133-a.
FQ 372-a, 487-b, 549-b.
FR 14-b, 17-a, 106-b, 133-a, 344-b, 405-b, 451-b, 636-b, 671-b,
778-a, 822-b, 812-b, 950-b, 951-b, 1019-b, 1119-b, 1267-a, 
1269-a, 1310-b, 1404-a, 1509-b, 1567-b, 1601-a, 1646-a, 1787-b,
1853-a, 1866-b, 1941-a, 2021-b, 2046-b, 2091-b.
ES 95-b, 199-b, 271-b, 331-b, 333-b, 558-b, 639-a, 644-b, 1049-b, 
1174-a, 1304-b, 1309-b, 1356-b, 1388-a, 1394-a, 1441-b, 1442-a,
1496-b, 1499-b, 1510-b, 1655-b, 1685-a, 1693-b, 1730-b, 1769-a,
1842-b, 1868-b, 1898-b, 1936-b, 1987-b.
Aud 1595-b, 1599-b, 2309-a.
PP1 Prol. 49-a, 65-a, 80-a, 153-a, 165-a, 172-a, 201-b, 205-a.
PP1 VI 17-a, 31-a, 44-a, 85-a, 108-a, 114-a, 118-a, 171-b, 181-b,
193-a, 206-a.
GGK 66-a, 78-a, 91-a, 407-a, 496-a, 516-a, 543-a, 2091-a, 2094-a, 
2107-a, 2145-a, 2147-a.
13. x x x j  / x x | / x x
FR 72-b, 147-b, 458-b, 819-a, 1295-b, 1335-a, 1409-b, 2042-a.
ES 253-a, 291-a, 924-b, 1418-a, 1763-b, 1920-b.
PP1 Prol. 109-a, 162-a.
PP1 VI 139-a, 147-a,.
GGK 2093-a.
408
14. x x x  | / x x  | / x x x 
MC 255-b, 311-b.
VR. 2041-a.
15. x x x | / x x x | /
MC 891-b.
FQ 189-a.
FR 84-a, 248-a, 295-b, 368-b, 385-b, 715-a, 827-a, 1393-a, 1399-a, 
1451-a, 1524-b, 1550-a, 1651-a, 1653-a, 1811-b, 1929-b, 1933-a, 
2089-b.
ES 174-a, 193-b, 254-a, 749-b, 933-b, 950-b, 993-a, 1173-a, 1177-b,
1350-b, 1667-a, 1773-a, 1807-a, 1998-b.
PP1 Prol. 51-a, 107-a, 176-a, 215-a.
PP1 VI 66-a, 102-a.
GGK 2105-a, 2119-a.
16. x x x | / x x x | / x  
MC 74-a, 87-b.
FQ 158-b, 245-b, 668-b.
FR 65-a, 75-b, 140-b, 227-b, 324-b, 398-b, 407-b, 568-a, 628-b, 
1323-b, 1511-b, 1526-b, 1627-b, 1947-b, 1973-a, 2004-b, 2011-b, 
2036-b, 2053-b, 2108-a.
ES 517-a, 517-b, 569-b, 585-b, 668-a, 1002-b, 1128-b, 1665-b, 
1719-b, 1726-a, 1866-b.
PP1 VI 195-b.
GGK 86-a, 115-a, 392-a, 504-a.
17. x x x |  / x x x |  / x x  
MC 371-b.
FR 172-b, 786-b, 838-b.
ES 736-b.
PP1 VI 4-a.
409
18. x x x  | / x x x  | / x x x  
FR 1294-b.
PP1 VI 117-a, 171-a.
19. x x x |  / x x x x |  /
FR 253-b.
PP1 VI 129-a.
GGK 2151-a.
20. x x x | / x x x x | / x  
FR 232-b, 1926-b.
ES 970-a.
Aud 2282-a.
PP1 VI 100-a, 195-a.
GGK 142-a.
21. x x x | / x x x x | / x x  
FR 2009-a.
22. x x x  | / x x x x |  / x x x  
FR 2010-b.
23. x x x | / x x x x x | /
FR 1521-a, 1722-b.
ES 1217-a.
Type _V: Four- to Five-Syllable Anacrusis.
1. x x x x | / | /
105-b, 291- a , 372-a, 524-a.
ES 629-a, 1580-a, 2008-b.
2. x x x x | / | / x
F R 440-a, 943-b, 1022-b, 1761-a.
ES 1474-a, 1853-b.
PP1 VI 161-b.
410
GGK 2 1 0 6 - a .
3. x x x x |  / | / x x  
ES 340-a.
4. x x x x | / x | /
MC 573-b.
re 226-b, 3 94-b, 791-a, 987-b, 1199-b, 1347-b, 1607-b, 1710-b, 
1847-a.
ES 55-a, 247-b, 393-b, 460-b, 787-b, 878-a, 881-b, 1099-a, 1133-b,
1783-a, 1821-a, 1830-b, 1861-a.
PP1 VI 83-a.
GGK 92-a, 2141-a.
5. x x x x | / x | / x  
MC 524-a, 589-b.
FR. 254-b, 283-b, 445-b, 651-b, 950-a, 1020-a, 1024-a, 1067-a,
1378-a, 1536-a, 1666-b, 1729-b, 1730-b, 1864-b, 2003-b, 2023-b, 
2064-a, 2085-a, 2087-a.
ES 64-b, 128-a, 260-a, 808-b, 1418-b, 1504-b, 1634-b.
PP1 Prol, 199-a.
PP1 VI 54-a, 150-a, 207-a.
6. x x x x | / x | / x x
re 730-b, 897-a, 990-b, 1468-b, 1846-b.
7. x x x x | / x | / x x x  
PP1 VI 136-a.
8. x x x x | / x | / x x x x  
1^ . 1464-a.
9. x x x x | / x x | /
844-a.
re 148-b, 1726-b, 1859-b, 2040-a.
ES 328-a, 717-b.
PP1 P r o l .  1 8 5 - a ,  2 1 4 - a .
411
PP1 VI 4 6 - a .
GGK 537-a.
10. x x x x | / x x | / x  
ES 310-a, 1107-b.
Aud 2295-a.
PP1 Prol. 208-a.
PP1 VI 50-a, 94-a, 194-a. 
GGK 497-a, 2095-a.
1 1 . X X X X  I / X X  | / x x
PP1 VI 124-a.
1 2 . x x x x  | / x x x  | /
MC 983-a.
FR 683-b, 2045-b.
ES 821-a.
PP1 Prol. 13-a.
13. x x x x | / x x x | / x  
FR 692-a, 1224-a, 1573-b.
PP1 VI 57-a, 166-a.
14. x x x x | / x x x | / x x  
PP1 VI 90-a.
15. x x x x | / x x x x | / x  
FR 332-a.
16. x x x x x | / | /
YR. 727-b.
17. x x x x x | / x | /
FR 642-b.
ES 1 6 9 5 - a .
412
18. x x x x x  | / x x  | /
FR 1654-a.
19. x x x x x | / x x | / x  
ES 404-b, 1344-b.
PP1 VI 128-a.
20. x x x x x | / x x x | /
PP1 VI 51-a.
21. x x x x x  | / x x x x  | / x x  
PP1 VI 151-a.
413
APPENDIX C.
LINE REFERENCES FOR GRAMMATICAL TYPES 
IN THE TWO-STRESS HALFLINES
I_. C o m p le te  H a l f - l i n e s
Type J_. Genitival Phrase
MC
1A. 30-b, 78-a, 88-b, 219-b, 251-b, 301-b, 309-b, 349-b, 353-b, 
362-b, 373-b, 438-a, 448-a, 449-a, 452-b, 471-b, 507-b, 513-b,
517-b, 568-b, 580-b, 617-b, 788-b, 795-b, 859-b, 940-b, 956-b,
IB 140-b, 377-a, 509-b, 552-b, 566-b, 886-b, 935-b, 941-b, 950-b,
952-b, 1123-b,
1C 464-b,
ID 846-a,
IS-
1A 78-b, 80-b, 108-b, 115-b, 118-b, 126-a, 136-b, 158-b, 201-a, 
396-b, 418-b, 434-b, 450-b, 464-b, 486-a, 520-b, 665-a, 669-b, 
852-a.
IB 8-b, 79-b, 90-b, 203-b, 219-b, 308-a, 316-b, 384-a, 635-b,
837-b.
1C 119-b, 120-b, 271-a.
ID 370-b, 482-b.
FR
1A. 132-a, 303-a, 327-b, 531-b, 546-b, 626-b, 760-b, 767-b, 770-b,
810-b, 923-a, 959-b, 986-b, 1065-b, 1143-b, 1146-b, 1169-b, 
1399-b, 1552-b, 1588-b, 1591-b, 1635-b, 1679-a, 1694-a, 1695-b, 
1711-a, 1804-b, 1832-b, 1833-b.
IB 50-b, 55-b, 325-b, 908-b, 1007-b, 1413-b, 1415-a, 1519-a, 
1561-b, 1628-a, 1701-b.
1C 326-b, 787-b, 1907-b, 1974-b.
ID 849-b, 452-b, 1523-b, 1524-b, 1835-a, 1857-a, 1945-a, 1946-b.
ES
IA. 139-b, 249-a, 250-a, 538-b, 539-b, 543-a, 587-b, 798-b, 850-b, 
944-b, 1150-b, 1164-b, 1255-b, 1343-b, 1628-b, 1648-b, 1726-b, 
1762-b, 1847-b.
IB. 279-b, 570-b, 839-b, 1199-b, 1200-a, 1262-b, 1627-b, 1773-b,
1890-b.
IC. 23-a, 210-b, 240-b, 594-b, 654-b, 696-b, 851-b, 1173-b, 1209-a.
414
ID. 197-b, 227-a, 440-a, 686-b, 1063-a, 1075-b, 1121-b, 1320-b,
1419-a, 1533-b, 1619-b, 1620-b, 1712-b, 1786-a, 1845-a, 1940-a.
Aud
IA. 16-b, 60-b, 166-a, 220-a, 230-a, 261-a, 279-b, 306-a, 354-b, 
400-b, 403-b, 444-a, 449-b, 472-a, 545-a, 701-a, 716-b, 739-a, 
747-a, 748-a, 805-b, 840-a, 858-a, 867-b, 874-b, 878-b, 963-a,
977-a, 1068-a, 1088-a, 1296-b, 1298-a, 1363-b, 1397-b, 1400-a, 
1510-a, 1580-a, 1583-b, 1612-b, 1708-a, 1814-a, 1881-a, 1909-b, 
1917-b, 1927-b, 1975-a, 2035-a, 2174-a, 2351-a, 2355-a, 2362-a, 
2375-a, 2379-b, 2384-a.
IB. 58-b, 164-a, 186-b, 384-a, 446-a, 548-a, 550-b, 602-b, 642-a,
719-b, 796-a, 829-a, 941-a, 987-a, 1302-a, 1343-b, 1396-a, 
1498-b, 1509-b, 1637-b, 1775-a, 1838-b, 1866-a, 2026-a, 2282-b.
IC. 26-a, 161-a.
ID. 1790-a.
Mur
1A. 56-b, 58-a, 65-b, 79-a, 80-a, 110-b, 246-a.
ID. 229-b.
GGK
1A 77a, 121-b, 538-b, 2145-b
Type _2. Prepositional Phrase.
MC
2A. 24-b, 37-a, 39-b, 54-a, 55-a, 82-a, 108-b, 113-b, 115-b, 118-b, 
121-b, 122-b, 196-b, 199-b, 203-b, 205-b, 206-b, 212-a, 227-b,
231-b, 233-a, 237-b, 238-a, 239-b, 247-a, 258-b, 285-b, 310-b,
314-b, 341-b, 371-b, 387-b, 389-a, 421-a, 423-a, 424-a, 426-b,
439-b, 440-b, 448-b, 449-b, 468-b, 511-b, 533-b, 539-b, 540-b,
572-b, 574-b, 576-b, 584-b, 595-a, 608-b, 609-b, 616-b, 656-b,
658-b, 668-b, 669-b, 675-a, 687-b, 700-b, 705-b, 777-a, 782-a,
828-b, 833-b, 836-a, 840-a, 843-a, 846-b, 850-b, 887-b, 908-b,
910-b, 945-b, 1033-a, 1063-b, 1067-b, 1071-b, 1074-a, 1091-b,
1096-b, 1097-b.
2B 60-a, 7 1-b, 119-b, 120-b, 137-a, 139-a, 359-b, 369-b, 409-a,
413-a, 419-b, 424-b, 487-b, 495-a, 505-b, 516-b, 537-a, 538-b,
537-b, 576-a, 612-a, 683-b, 612-b, 834-b, 891-b, 954-b, 1029-a,
1036-a, 1090-b, 1099-b.
2C 38-b, 83-a, 87-b, 201-b, 316-b, 338-a, 347-a, 378-b, 388-b,
444-a, 445-a, 463-b, 486-b, 506-a, 528-b, 544-b, 564-b, 565-b,
585-b, 902-b, 903-b, 906-b, 931-a, 937-b, 938-b, 1052-a, 1052-b,
1064-b, 1065-b, 1066-b, 1077-b.
2D 109-b, 293-a, 355-b, 499-b, 871-b, 934-a, 939-b, 1098-b.
2A 2 - b ,  2 0 - b ,  2 1 - a ,  2 2 - b ,  2 4 - b ,  2 5 - a ,  2 5 - b ,  3 1 - b ,  3 2 - a ,  3 2 - b ,  3 3 - b ,
415
70-b, 92-a, 93-b, 94-b, 95-a, 103-b, 106-b, 113-b, 157-b, 190-b, 
194-b, 196-b, 197-b, 198-b, 200-a, 211-b, 216-b, 245-b, 260-b,
369-b, 381-a, 382-a, 395-b, 397-b, 398-b, 404-b, 414-b, 415-b,
428-b, 436-b, 443-b, 446-b, 448-a, 448-b, 452-a, 459-a, 479-a,
487-b, 497-b, 502-b, 504-a, 505-a, 522-a, 524-b, 556-b, 625-b,
641-b, 643-b, 646-b, 658-a, 853-a, 853-b.
2B 14-b, 20-a, 75-a, 81-b, 88-b, 97-b, 140-a, 148-a, 150-b, 151-a, 
194-a, 202-b, 207-b, 246-a, 367-a, 372-b, 373-b, 427-a, 444-b,
487-a, 5 17-a, 539-b, 620-b, 621-b, 622-b, 628-b, 654-b, 655-b,
838-b.
2C 16-b, 35-b, 37-b, 73-a, 156-b, 264-b, 266-a, 269-a, 397-a,
466-a, 493-a, 495-b, 542-a, 344-b, 545-b, 551-a, 642-b, 668-b,
855-a.
2D 216-a, 313-b, 317-b, 453-b,457-b, 492-a.
FR
2A. 20-a, 21-a, 51-a, 56- 
114-a, 118-b, 119-b, 
237-b, 233-a, 250-a, 
319-b, 320-b, 321-b,
399-a, 410-b, 430-a, 
528-b, 533-b, 536-a, 
609-b, 622-a, 631-b, 
766-b, 791-a, 825-b, 
984-b, 988-b, 998-a,
1138-b, 1148-b, 1172- 
1264-b, 1273-b, 1276- 
1444-b, 1457-b, 1508- 
1567-b, 1607-b, 1618- 
1694-b, 1696-a, 1698- 
1851-b, 1862-a, 1863- 
1887-a, 1925-b, 1956-
2035-b.
■b, 65-a, 67-b, 87-b, 88-b, 106-a, 108-a,
123-a, 138-b, 153-b, 172-a, 233-b, 237-a,
259-b, 274-b, 297-b, 308-b, 310-a, 312-a,
334-a, 336-a, 336-b, 343-b, 366-b, 376-b,
442-b, 444-b, 456-a, 469-b, 480-b, 521-b,
537-b, 538-a, 556-b, 564-b, 602-b, 605-b,
637-b, 645-a, 654-b, 677-b, 683-a, 722-a,
842-b, 848-a, 898-a, 943-b, 945-a, 981-b,
1009-b, 1067-a, 1078-b, 1089-b, 1121-b,
-a, 1176-b, 1192-b, 1238-a, 1254-b, 1257-a, 
■b, 1285-b, 1299-b, 1397-b, 1398-b,. 1435-b, 
■b, 1509-a, 1541-b, 1544-b, 1559-b, 1565-b,
•b, 1636-b, 1651-b, 1665-a, 1681-b, 1687-a,
■a, 1705-a, 1705-b, 1714-b, 1717-b, 1720-b,
-a, 1863-b, 1864-b, 1876-b, 1882-a, 1882-b,
■a, 1967-b, 1972-a, 1996-b, 1997-b, 2017-b,
2B. 71-b, 91-b, 96-b, 101-b, 152-b, 156-b, 180-a, 182-b, 246-b, 
322-b, 324-a, 337-b, 350-b, 511-b, 597-b, 629-b, 658-b, 807-b,
849-a, 991-b, 962-a, 993-b, 994-b, 1024-b, 1171-b, 1285-b,
1307-a, 1383-b, 1515-b, 1620-b, 1673-b, 1682-b, 1698-b, 1715-b,
1725-b, 1777-b, 1778-b, 1858-a, 1861-a, 1881-b, 1884-a, 1908-b,
1973-a, 2024-b, 2070-b, 2079-b, 2099-b.
2C. 93-b, 162-b, 224-b, 269-b, 309-a, 388-a, 484-b, 497-b, 599-a, 
632-b, 669-b, 684-b, 725-b, 748-a, 758-b, 792-b, 795-b, 888-b,
910-b, 1149-b, 1180-b, 1213-a, 1214-a, 1219-b, 1262-b, 1278-a, 
1288-b, 1294-a, 1345-a, 1348-b, 1423-b, 1445-b, 1529-b, 1602-b,
1649-b, 1675-b, 1723-a, 1774-a, 1827-b, 1829-a, 1869-b, 1998-b,
2036-b, 2093-a.
2D. 159-b, 227-b, 314-b, 385-b, 403-b, 453-b, 457-b, 474-b, 478-b,
483-a, 515-a, 542-a, 550-b, 624-b, 657-b, 742-b, 747-b, 765-a,
765-b, 821-b, 844-b, 897-a, 990-b, 1064-b, 1093-a, 1105-a,
1178-b, 1188-b, 1199-b, 1283-b, 1310-a, 1344-b, 1378-b, 1514-b,
1558-b, 1578-b, 1605-a, 1644-b, 1645-b, 1787-b, 1859-b, 1879-b,
4 1 6
1 8 8 8 - b ,  1 8 9 5 - b ,  1 9 4 3 - a ,  2 0 6 8 - b ,  2 1 0 3 - b .
ES
2A. 8-b, 26-b, 28-b, 31-b, 33-b, 69-a, 77-a, 93-a, 94-a, 135-b,
147-b, 170-a, 183-b, 188-b, 202-a, 215-b, 216-a, 216-b, 220-b,
222-a, 223-a, 247-a, 278-b, 284-b, 288-b, 296-b, 302-b, 318-b,
328-b, 329-b, 330-b, 331-b, 340-a, 383-b, 384-b, 392-a, 394-a,
396-b, 397-a, 402-b, 407-b, 449-b, 456-b, 485-b, 496-b, 510-b,
520-b, 527-b, 551-b, 555-b, 560-b, 584-b, 591-b, 619-a, 627-b,
675-b, 682-b, 710-b, 749-a, 777-b, 779-a, 787-b, 793-b, 801-b,
804-b, 807-b, 823-b, 842-b, 857-a, 865-b, 899-a, 956-a, 970-a,
973-b, 977-a, 978-b, 980-b, 1018-a, 1019-a, 1053-b, 1192-b, 
1195-b, 1206-b, 1211-b, 1223-b, 1229-b, 1246-a, 1274-b, 1316-b,
1330-b, 1352-a, 1383-a, 1383-b, 1390-a, 1411-a, 1417-b, 1421-b,
1453-b, 1460-b, 1484-b, 1498-b, 1508-b, 1527-a, 1535-b, 1552-b,
1554-a, 1558-a, 1559-a, 1569-b, 1638-b, 1647-b, 1675-b, 1690-a,
1699-a, 1703-b, 1713-a, 1725-b, 1751-a, 1754-a, 1759-b, 1784-b,
1811-a, 1821-a, 1840-a, 1857-a, 1886-a, 1899-a, 1938-b, 1965-b,
1974-a, 1987-b, 1992-b.
2B. 7-a, 108-b, 246-a, 498-b, 576-b, 608-b, 670-b, 685-b, 760-b, 
766-b, 785-a, 817-b, 930-b, 1081-a, 1377-b, 1442-a, 1496-b, 
1567-a, 1605-b, 1804-b, 1826-b, 1843-b, 1930-b, 1942-a.
2C. 3-b, 123-b, 124-b, 127-b, 192-b, 223-b, 236-b, 269-a, 324-b,
360-b, 444-a, 511-b, 517-b, 597-b, 607-b, 609-b, 631-b, 688-b, 
721-a, 782-b, 813-b, 900-b, 937-a, 1046-a, 1116-b, 1137-b,
1139-a, 1161-b, 1176-b, 1186-b, 1244-b, 1289-a, 1423-a, 1435-a,
1485-a, 1511-b, 1527-b, 1536-b, 1538-b, 1548-a, 1572-b, 1706-b,
1771-b, 1792-a, 1836-b, 1856-b, 1871-a, 1880-b, 1931-b, 1943-b,
1942-b, 1963-b, 1998-b.
2D. 60-a, 75-b, 108-a, 113-a, 167-b, 174-b, 209-b, 213-a, 264-a,
267-b, 280-a, 281-b, 341-a, 380-b, 404-b, 470-b, 491-b, 502-b,
506-b, 530-b, 536-b, 565-b, 694-b, 703-a, 947-b, 955-b, 960-a,
1044-b, 1218-b, 1239-b, 1240-a, 1271-b, 1488-b, 1499-b, 1502-a,
1508-a, 1541-b, 1542-b, 1588-b, 1672-b, 1686-a, 1700-b, 1718-a,
1825-b, 1858-b, 1945-b, 1954-b, 1977-b, 1978-b, 2005-a.
Aud
2A. 8-b, 10-a, 19-b, 44-b, 50-b, 5 1-b, 63-a, 64-b, 70-b, 7 1-b, 74-b, 
78-b, 80-b, 91-a, 92-b, 94-b, 108-b, 114-b, 115-a, 118-a, 119-a,
120-a, 128-a, 134-b, 136-a, 149-b, 158-b, 159-b, 173-b, 179-b
181-b, 182-a, 185-b, 205-a, 210-b, 211-b, 227-a, 231-b, 238-a
241-b, 246-a, 249-b, 253-b, 276-b, 277-a, 281-a, 283-a, 285-b
295-b, 297-b, 298-b, 304-b, 313-a, 320-b, 324-b, 347-a, 348-a
354-a, 358-a, 359-b, 361-a, 366-a, 375-a, 376-b, 384-b, 386-a
388-a, 389-a, 392-b, 418-a, 438-b, 443-a, 445-a, 461-a, 464-a
465-b, 486-b, 492-a, 494-b, 496-a, 502-a, 502-b, 504-b, 509-b
512-b, 515-b, 518-b, 526-b, 542-a, 543-a, 551-b, 552-a, 554-b
555-b, 560-b, 566-a, 566-b, 576-b, 578-b, 585-a, 594-b, 60 5-a
611-b, 624-b, 626-b, 628-a, 630-a, 631-a, 632-b, 634-b, 654-b
663-a, 665-a, 679-b, 682-a, 699-b, 703-a, 7 10-a, 724-b, 725-b
740-a, 760-b, 761-a, 765-a, 773-b, 777-a, 789-b, 798-a, 798-b
800-b, 803-a, 806-b, 830-b, 847-b, 849-b, 853-a, 854-a, 876-b
881-a, 884-a, 890-b, 892-a, 897-b, 899-a, 900-a, 904-b, 914-a
417
915-b, 916-b, 917-b, 920 -b, 927--b, 933-•a, 935-a , 937-b 951-a,
954-a, 956-a, 959-a, 967 -b, 970--a, 970--b, 971-b , 974-a 982-a,
988-b, 989-b, 991-a, 994 -a, 995--a, 995--b, 1004-a, 1006--a,
1012-b 1016-b 1018-b, 1019-a, 1029-a 1031-b, 1039-a 1048-b
1049-b 1050-b 1051-b, 1053-a, 1068-b 1075-a, 1091-b 1092-a
1093-b 1094-b 1101-a, 1101-b, 1103-b 1106-b, 1136-a 1140-a
1143-b 1145-a 1189-a, 1191-a, 1191—b 1193-a, 1193-b 1195-b
1196-b 1205-a 1223-b, 1233-a, 1233-b 1291-b, 1298-b 1327-b
1333-b 1338-a 1340-a, 1342-b, 1346-a 1347-b, 1357-a 1361-b
1362-b 1374-a 1376-b, 1377-b, 1378-b 1404-a, 1412-b 1478-b
1483-b 1495-b 1496-b, 1500-b, 1503-b 1504-b, 1505-a 1505-b
1514-b 1515-b 1577-b, 1592-a, 1592-b 1593-b, 1609-b 1610-a
1617-b 1634-b 1640-b, 1663-a, 1676-b 1778-a, 1779-a 1785-b
1800-a 1802-b 1803-a, 1804-a, 1805-a 1808-a, 1808-b 1809-b
1822-a 1830-b 1832-b, 1840-b, 1851-a 1855-a, 1868-a 1888-b
1893-a 1904-b 1905-b, 1908-b, 1916-a 1918-a, 1918-b 1922-b
1923-b 1925-b 1945-b, 1954-b, 1958-a 1964-b, 1969-b 1971-b
1972-a 1972-b 1987-b, 2019-a, 2038-b 2043-b, 2044-a 2045-b
2058-b 2063-b 2063-a, 2082-b, 2083-a 2085-a, 2087-a 2088-a
2089-b 2091-a 2092-a, 2094-b, 2095-a 2096-b, 2098-a 2099-a
2100-b 2101-b 2150-a, 2152-a, 2154-a 2155-a, 2155-b 2157-a
2159-b 2161-a 2166-b, 2168-b, 2 179-a 2193-b, 2194-b 2 198-b
2200-a 2204-b 2205-b, 2206-a, 2209-b 2213-a, 2213-b 2221-b
2225-b 2254-b 2255-a, 2258-b, 2269-a 2280-b, 2295-b 2322-a
2324-b
2403-a
2325-b 2339-b, 2356-a, 2370-a 2371-a, 2392-a 2398-b
2B. 62-a, 234-a, 236-a, 255-b, 275-b, 301-b, 319-b, 323-a, 369-a,
3 90-b, 423-b, 447-a, 476-b, 477-a, 478-a, 516-b, 553-a, 561-a, 
587-a, 591-b, 610-a, 630-b, 658-a, 676-a, 697-a, 704-b, 705-a,
723-b, 733-b, 823-b, 828-a, 912-a, 912-b, 913-a, 934-a, 1010-b, 
1014-b, 1077-a, 1197-a, 1225-a, 1231-a, 1232-a, 1392-a, 1503-a, 
1504-a, 1526-b, 1578-a, 1608-b, 1614-b, 1624-a, 1655-a, 1680-a, 
1864-a, 1876-a, 1915-a, 2024-a, 2061-a, 2093-b, 2195-a, 2202-a.
2C. 191-b, 231-a, 247-b, 334-a, 353-b, 436-b, 470-a, 593-a, 625-a,
913-b, 980-a, 1090-b, 1098-b, 1194-b, 1289-b, 1364-b, 1463-b, 
1580-b, 1696-a, 1866-b, 1950-b, 1968-b, 2086-b, 2220-a, 2231-a, 
2296-b.
2D. 455-b, 517-b, 553-b, 575-b, 969-a, 1046-a, 1082-b, 2214-a, 
2252-a, 2339-a, 2404-b.
Mur
2A. 8-b, 12-a, 21-b, 34-b, 36-a, 42-b, 43-b, 49-a, 60-b, 61-a, 61-b,
7 1-b, 83-a, 106-b, 109-b, 112-a, 115-a, 127-b, 128-a, 129-a, 
135-a, 139-a, 150-b, 154-a, 156-b, 162-b, 166-a, 171-a, 174-a,
175-a, 178-a, 190-b, 193-a, 196-a, 198-b, 210-b, 214-a, 223-b,
226-b, 228-a, 231-b, 238-a, 238-b, 240-b, 243-b, 249-b, 256-b.
2B. 221-b, 222-a, 134-b.
2C. 4-a, 6-a, 9-b, 20-a, 20-b, 32-b, 47-b, 96-a, 105-a, 132-b,
145-b, 148-b, 157-a, 163-b, 168-b, 179-a, 217-b, 221-a, 225-b, 
232-b, 250-a.
418
2D. 53-a, 233-a, 239-b.
PP1 Prol.
2A. 1-a, 5-b, 8-a, 8-b, 30-a, 48-b, 53-b, 69-b, 65-b, 71-b, 84-b, 
103-a, 144-a, 148-b, 161-b, 169-b, 178-b, 215-b
2B 2 1-a, 25-a, 28-a, 91-b
2C 3-a, 24-a, 59-b, 61-a, 71-a, 160-b, 177-b, 197-b, 211-b 
2D 5 1-a, 225-b 
PPL VI
2A 4-b, 10-b, 40-b, 43-b, 44-a, 57-b, 70-a, 73-b, 95-b, 102-b,
158-b, 160-b
2B 29-b, 6 1-b, 143-a, 176-b
2C 3-b, 9-b, 60-b, 93-b, 100-b
2D 90-b, 116-b, 166-b
GGK
2A 68-b, 71-b, 92-a, 93-a, 94-a, 95-b, 101-a, 101-b, 117-a, 118-b, 
137-b, 392-b, 397-b, 405-b, 506-b, 516-b, 529-b, 537-b, 2070-b, 
2074-b, 2103-b, 2119-b, 2144-b, 2146-b
2B 64-b, 109-b, 115-b, 123-b, 408-a, 517-b, 2100-b
2C 116-b, 375-b, 516-a, 524-a, 555-b, 557-b, 2105-b
2D 145-b, 384-a, 399-b, 2082-b, 2125-b, 2130-b
Type 3^  Conjunctions and Sentence-Connectives.
MC
3A 19-b, 21-b, 52-b, 98-b, 102-a, 123-a, 209-b, 214-b, 215-a,
298-a, 303-a, 325-b, 332-a, 386-b, 439-a, 465-b, 466-b, 479-a,
481-a, 492-b, 494-a, 508-b, 518-b, 529-a, 531-b, 546-a, 547-a,
549-a, 553-a, 559-b, 592-b, 597-b, 598-a, 794-a, 824-b, 837-b,
865-b, 878-a, 884-a, 1041-b, 1047-b, 1048-b.
3B 18-b, 2 1-a, 22-b, 5 1-b, 61-b, 210-a, 306-a, 360-b, 547-b, 548-b, 
553-b, 555-a, 664-b, 978-a, 983-a, 1030-b.
3C 72-b, 89-b, 556-b, 770-b, 851-a.
3D 37-b, 54-b, 60-b, 70-b, 84-b, 94-b, 96-a, 207-b, 214-a, 241-b, 
252-b, 277-b, 351-b, 396-a, 396-b, 398-b, 413-b, 451-a, 460-a,
475-a, 505-a, 514-b, 530-a, 545-a, 587-b, 597-a, 681-b, 701-a,
702-b, 772-b, 1091-a, 1100-a, 1115-a.
3E 246-b, 504-a, 540-a, 561-a, 911-a, 1068-b, 1072-b.
3F 99-a, 123-b, 416-a, 473-a, 482-a, 873-a, 907-a, 970-a.
419
3A 124-b, 144-b, 192-b, 199-a, 199-b, 260-a, 365-b, 429-a, 458-b, 
516-a, 531-b, 537-a, 637-b, 643-a, 644-a, 645-b, 656-b.
3B 36-a, 38-a, 39-b, 498-b, 514-b, 655-a, 844-b, 846-b.
3C 154-b, 209-b, 267-a, 435-b, 460-a, 477-b, 560-b, 646-a, 652-a, 
832-a, 848-b.
1-b, 3--a, 9-b,, 2 8-a, 44-b, 45-b, 72-a, 85--a, 91-1a, 102-13, 105-b,
107-b, 116-b, 124-a, 126-b, 145-b, 147--a, 148-b, 181-b, 185-a,
185-b, 193-a, 201-b, 210-b, 217-b, 218--b, 220-a, 222-b, 250-a,
261-a, 265-a, 269-b, 304-b, 305-b, 319--a, 320-a, 321-a, 369-a,
382-b, 398-a, 405-b, 411-a, 415-a, 416-■b, 466-b, 471-a, 476-b,
478-a, 483-a, 496-a, 501-b, 502-a, 506--b, 507-a, 517-b, 518-a,
522-b, 524-a, 532-b, 536-b, 543-a, 549--a, 565-a, 631-a, 654-a,
658-b, 836-b, 839-b, 842-b, 844-a, 849-“b, 855-b.
15-b.
FR
3A. 5-b, 17-b, 64*-b, 75-b, 105-a, 106-b, 111-b, 122- l
oHr
O -b, 145-b,
146-b, 148-b, 150-a, 164-b, 186-a, 223-a, 223-b, 23 9-b 251-b,
281-b, 283-b, 287-a, 291-b, 305-a, 332-a, 341-a, 344-b 355-a,
362-b, 363-a, 364-a, 377-b, 414-a, 415-a, 4 17-b, 437-b 450-a,
458-b, 465-a, 482-b, 479-b, 488-b, 490-b, 499-a, 510-b 514-b,
522-b, 540-b, 545-b, 550-a, 612-b, 628-b, 640-b, 642-b 651-b,
647-a, 673-b, 695-b, 698-b, 709-b, 715-a , 726-b, 727-b 763-b,
771-b, 775-b, 779-b, 791-b, 794-a, 796-b, 814-a, 82 8-a 837-a,
839-b, 841-a, 886-a, 891-b, 904-a, 906-b, 907-b, 914-a 9 17-a,
920-a, 923-b, 933-a, 934-a, 950-a, 983-b, 1020-a , 1082--a,
1082-b, 1088-b, 1089-a, 1115-b, 1127-a, 1127-b, 1140-a, 1157-b,
1165-b, 1207-b, 1215-a, 1233-b, 1235-a, 1237-a, 1267-b, 1300-b,
1328-b, 1338-a, 1351-b, 1352-b, 1359-b, 1385-b, 1403-a, 1410-a,
1412-a, 1421-b, 1422-b, 1448-a, 1468-b, 1500-b, 1513-b, 1521-a,
1533-b, 1535-a, 1536-b, 1545-a, 1547-b, 1556-a, 1592-a, 1610-b,
1612-a, 1613-a, 1621-a, 1641-b, 1648-b, 1682-a, 1697-a, 1703-b,
1708-a, 1729-b, 1730-b, 1736-b, 1761-a, 1775-b, 1789-a, 1800-b,
1813-b, 1856-a, 1866-b, 1875-a, 1880-a, 1913-b, 1962-b, 1977-b,
1982-a, 1983-b, 1984-a, 1995-b, 2003-a, 2010-b, 2012-a, 2019-b,
1026-b, 2031-b, 2041-a, 2041-b, 2044-b, 2045-b, 2049-b, 2057-a,
2061-b, 2064-b, 2066-b, 2073-b, 2076-a, 2084-a, 2085-a, 2115-b.
3B. 4-a, 4-b, 5-a, 9-a, 42-b, 72-b, 85-b, 87-b, 134-b, 135-b, 151-a,
232-a, 238-b, 251-a, 263-a, 371-a, 391-b, 416-b, 462-a, 464-a,
468-a, 476-b, 549-b, 545-a, 553-b, 646-a, 670-b, 675-b, 678-b,
699-a, 703-a, 709-a, 724-a, 729-a, 732-a, 786-b, 793-a, 818-a,
812-b, 937-b, 950-b, 1095-b, 1111-b, 1139-a, 1141-a, 1163-a,
1244-b, 1253-b, 1255-a, 1266-b, 1272-b,
1378-a, 1379-b, 1408-b, 1420-b, 1438-a,
1546-b, 1549-a, 1556-b, 1562-b, 1580-b,
1669-b, 1674-a, 1697-b, 1710-a, 1715-a,
1779-a, 1788-a, 1796-a, 1806-a, 1845-b,
1877-a, 1878-b, 1921-a, 1924-b, 1931-b,
1963-a, 1983-a, 2003-b, 2011-b, 2021-a,
2042-a, 2044-a, 2059-a, 2061-a, 2069-b,
1195-b, 1215-b, 1216-b
1277-a, 1353-b, 1370-a
1443-a, 1512-a, 1537-b
1612-b, 1658-b, 1660-b
1733-b, 1769-b, 1774-b
1873-b, 1874-a, 1875-b
1937-a, 1942-a, 1947-a
2021-b, 2030-b, 2033-b
420
2 0 7 4 - a ,  2 0 7 6 - b ,  2 0 8 2 - a ,  2 0 8 9 - a ,  2 1 1 6 - a .
3C. 236-b, 274-a, 329-b, 375-a, 479-a, 680-a, 753-b, 728-a, 774-a,
914-b, 1098-b, 1209-a, 1261-a, 1263-b, 1443-b, 1576-b, 1835-b, 
2066-a.
3D. 20-b, 25-b, 59-a, 95-b, 108-b, 139-a, 171-b, 172-b, 181-a,
181-b, 266-a, 280-b, 312-b, 324-b, 365-b, 369-a, 374-a, 377-a,
448-b, 451-a, 496-a, 503-b, 517-a, 619-a, 672-b, 716-b, 717-a,
720-a, 752-a, 755-b, 790-a, 809-a, 822-a, 827-a, 829-a, 831-b,
836-a, 886-b, 891-a, 982-a, 1011-a, 1077-a, 1077-b, 1086-a,
1093-b, 1103-b, 1109-a, 1112-b, 1122-a, 1124-a, 1124-b, 1128-b,
1134-b, 1145-b, 1182-a, 1204-a, 1210-a, 1228-b, 1265-a, 1279-b,
1293-b, 1310-b, 1311-b, 1358-b, 1364-a, 1364-b, 1371-a, 1372-a,
1395-b, 1433-a, 1424-a, 1511-b, 1540-b, 1551-a, 1628-b, 1646-a,
1707-a, 1709-b, 1711-b, 1713-a, 1727-b, 1728-b, 1732-a, 1738-a,
1789-b, 1801-a, 1814-b, 1830-b, 1831-b, 1905-b, 1940-a, 1972-b,
1979-b, 2004-a, 2071-a, 2092-a.
3E. 70-b, 290-a, 511-a, 740-b, 741-b, 1070-a, 1216-a, 1226-a, 
1303-b, 1654-a, 1771-a, 1781-a, 1795-a, 1995-a, 2108-b.
3F. 436-a, 542-b, 643-a, 643-b, 661-a, 759-a, 1118-a, 1130-a, 
1255-b, 1325-a, 2018-a, 2083-b, 2106-a.
3A. 23-b, 27-b, 28-a, 32-a, 38-b, 42-a, 50-b, 62-b, 64-b, 7 1-a, 
67-a, 83-b, 85-a, 88-b, 88-a, 95-b, 98-b, 99-b, 100-a, 106-b,
131-b, 135-a, 162-b, 165-b, 169--a, 169-b, 185-b, 196-b, 200-b,
233-b, 241-b, 262-b, 267-a, 284--a, 285-b, 290-a, 290-b, 291-a,
297-b, 298-a, 338-b, 341-b, 378--b, 379-b, 395-b, 427-b, 428-a,
448-b, 451-b, 461-b, 472-b, 482--b, 509-b, 522-a, 545-a, 558-b,
573-b, 575-b, 615-a, 625-a, 626--b, 633-b, 652-b, 662-b, 691-a,
704-a, 715-b, 719-b, 734-b, 741--b, 765-b, 772-b, 819-b, 825-a,
840-b, 870-b, 904-a, 923-b, 924--b, 925-b, 935-a, 937-b, 950-a,
955-a, 972-b, 992-b, 995-b, 997--b, 1001-b, 1002- b, 1006--b,
1009-b, 1012-b, 1020--b, 1026-a, 1030-b, 1039-b, 1049-b, 1060-b,
1061-b, 1083-b, 1086--a, 1109-b, 1110-b, 1112-b, 1113-a, 1115-b,
1133-b, 1143-b, 1163--a, 1167-a, 1170-a, 1170-b, 1261-b, 1265-b,
1270-a, 1287-b, 1297--b, 1309-b, 1310-a, 1311-a, 1341-b, 1347-b,
1355-a, 1389-a, 1428--b, 1429-a, 1479-a, 1486-a, 1495-b, 1515-b,
1522-a, 1531-a, 1531--b, 1540-b, 1557-a, 1568-b, 1601-b, 1605-a,
1634-b, 1640-b, 1673--b, 1677-b, 1758-b, 1794-b, 1808-b, 1814-a,
1821-b, 1823-a, 1829--a, 1846-b, 1852-a, 1853-b, 1854-b, 1865-b,
1881-a, 1888-b, 1908--b, 1910-a, 1917-b, 1919-b, 1947-b, 1949-a,
1951-a, 1960-a, 1961--a, 1984-b.
3B. 4-a, 14-a, 18-b, 39-b, 50-a, 53-a, 65-b, 81-b, 86-a, 105-b,
120-a, 126-a, 131-a, 165-a, 204-b, 219-a, 275-b, 310-a, 400-b,
406-b, 417-b, 432-a, 432-b, 457-b, 467-a, 486-b, 487-a, 508-b,
515-a, 519-a, 523-a, 634-a, 691-b, 742-b, 748-b, 780-a, 803-b,
807-a, 808-b, 843-a, 854-a, 855-b, 858-a, 858-b, 859-b, 866-b,
868-a, 876-b, 879-a, 886-b, 887-b, 894-a, 898-a, 921-b, 923-a,
931-b, 935-b, 949-a, 981-b, 998-b, 999-b, 1016-b, 1021-a, 
1036-a, 1067-b, 1079-b, 1080-a, 1088-b, 1124-b, 1147-b, 1181-a, 
1202-b, 1207-b, 1210-b, 1214-b, 1247-a, 1298-a, 1329-a, 1405-a,
421
1414-b, 1431-a, 1433-b, 1438-a, 1480-b, 1482-b, 1518-b, 1534-a,
1538-a, 1539-a, 1571-b, 1578-a, 1580-a, 1582-b, 1597-a, 1603-b,
1612-b, 1684-a, 1695-a, 1697-a, 1711-a, 1715-a, 1802-b, 1828-a,
1855-a, 1868-b, 1887-a, 1891-a, 1904-b, 1927-a, 1941-a, 1941-b,
1947-a, 1948-b, 1959-a, 1975-b.
3C. 12-a, 69-b, 185-a, 212-b, 256-b, 282-b, 399-a, 443-b, 512-a, 
768-a, 1272-b, 1280-b, 1599-a, 1601-a, 1841-b, 1838-a.
3D. 87-a, 100-b, 115-b, 171-a, 137-b, 156-b, 173-b, 189-b, 194-b,
198-b, 214-b, 224-b, 227-b, 230-b, 238-a, 253-a, 301-a, 328-a,
350-b, 354-a, 362-b, 405-a, 444-b, 449-a, 475-a, 478-b, 487-b,
513-a, 552-b, 565-a, 596-a, 648-b, 695-a, 771-b, 788-b, 802-a,
855-a, 974-a, 1008-b, 1035-b, 1054-a, 1090-b, 1101-a, 1102-b,
1160-b, 1162-a, 1187-b, 1245-a, 1246-b, 1355-b, 1362-a, 1374-a,
1390-b, 1405-b, 1408-a, 1415-b, 1427-b, 1442-b, 1545-a, 1553-b,
1561-a, 1563-a, 1563-b, 1564-a, 1564-b, 1567-b, 1608-b, 1610-a,
1610-b, 1637-a, 1649-a, 1689-b, 1699-b, 1727-b, 1754-b, 1764-a,
1777-b, 1781-b, 1805-b, 1893-b, 1899-b, 1901-b, 1951-b, 1957-a,
1988-b.
3E. 35-b, 74-b, 109-b, 352-a, 366-b, 369-b, 388-b, 416-a, 554-a, 
643-b, 731-b, 723-b, 873-a, 961-b, 1119-a, 1131-a, 1142-a, 
1144-a, 115 9-a, 1192-a, 1196-a, 1219-a, 1325-b, 1361-a, 1423-b,
1479-b, 1651-a, 1851-b, 1854-a.
3F. 12-b, 66-a, 374-b, 460-b, 495-b, 530-a, 781-a, 879-b, 826-a, 
1281-b, 1410-a, 1486-b, 1626-a, 1842-b, 1917-a, 1961-b.
Aud
3A. 5-b, 6-b, 15-b, 29-a, 46-b, 84-b, 93-b, 108-a, 132-b, 159-a, 
189-b, 214-b, 265-b, 292-b, 327-b, 336-b, 350-a, 377-b, 414-a,
437-b, 457-b, 507-a, 511-a, 551-a, 569-b, 579-b, 590-b, 592-b,
609-b, 662-a, 671-a, 678-a, 717-b, 733-a, 815-a, 826-a, 918-b,
942-a, 961-b, 1072-a, 1202-a, 1302-b, 1347-a, 1390-b, 1516-b,
1574-a, 1577-a, 1588-b, 1602-b, 1603-b, 1842-b, 1870-b, 1887-
1889-b, 1899-a, 1924-b, 1932-b, 1952-a, 1974-a, 1980-a, 1981- ,
1982-b, 1990-a, 1991-a, 1992-a, 1993-a, 1994-a, 1995-a, 1996-a,
1997-a, 1998-a, 1999-b, 2000-a, 2001-a, 2002-a, 2003-a, 2004-a,
2005-a, 2006-a, 2007-a, 2008-a, 2009-a, 2048-b, 2142-a, 2149-a,
2151-a, 2170-b, 2191-a, 2197-b, 2208-b, 2215-a, 2216-b, 2235-a,
2243-a, 2249-b, 2254-a, 2257-a, 2258-a, 2259-a, 2260-a, 2281-a,
2390-a.
3B. 142-b, 167-b, 293-a, 320-a, 394-b, 659-b, 661-b, 810-b, 836-a,
911-b, 956-b, 969-b, 1053-b, 1239-a, 1327-a, 1585-b, 1600-b,
1645-a, 1818-b, 1931-a, 1931-b, 2149-b, 2162-b, 2243-b, 2257-b, 
2259-b, 2280-a, 2295-a.
3C. 137-b, 153-a, 233-b, 244-b, 426-a, 469-b, 484-b, 668-b, 776-b,
811-b, 910-a, 949-b, 979-a, 1008-b, 1028-a, 1187-a, 1190-b,
1841-b, 1855-b, 1887-b, 2218-b, 2252-b, 2352-b, 2385-b.
3D. 21-a, 51-a, 73-b, 135-b, 147-a, 179-a, 190-a, 199-a, 201-b, 
206-b, 215-b, 234-b, 243-a, 261-b, 271-b, 276-a, 280-a, 291-b,
422
cr 
pj
311-a, 315-b, 318-a, 323-b, 355-a, 367-b, 389-b, 398-a, 402-a,
483-a, 500-b, 509-a, 510-b, 518-a, 564-a, 628-b, 629-b, 633-a,
638-a, 690-b, 725-a, 729-a, 730-a, 838-b, 852-b, 866-a, 891-a,
898-b, 899-b, 904-a, 905-b, 909-a, 914-b, 933-b, 948-b, 954-b,
974-b, 980-b, 998-b, 1042-a, 1043-a, 1043-b, 1075-b, 1076-a,
1094-a, 1093-a, 1097-b, 1140-b, 1184-a, 1192-b, 1196-a, 1231-b,
1232-b, 1236-b, 1237-b, 1241-a, 1315-b, 1331-b, 1392-b, 1615-b,
1620-a, 1627-b, 1639-b, 1708-b, 1775-b, 1828-b, 1833-b, 1881-b,
1914-b, 1915-b, 1916-b, 1919-b, 1949-b, 2013-b, 2014-a, 2014-b,
2018-a, 2021-b, 2024-b, 2054-a, 2055-b, 2056-a, 2056-b, 2057-b,
2059-a, 2086-a, 2090-a, 2101-a, 2156-a, 2160-b, 2199-a, 2200-b,
2201-b, 2207-a, 2217-a, 2233-b, 2234-b, 2263-b, 2268-a, 2323-b,
2357-b, 2358-b, 2360-b.
3E. 440-a, 1060-a, 1065-b, 1591-b, 2015-b, 2144-a, 2181-b, 2177-a,
2185-a, 2253-a.
Mur
3A. 44-a, 68-a, 73-b, 82-b, 92-b, 131-a, 136-b, 137-b, 138-a, 164-b, 
171-b, 197-a, 211-b, 215-a, 224-a, 258-a, 258-b, 259-a.
3B. 108-a, 249-b.
3C. 7-a, 64-b, 74-b, 123-b, 155-a, 160-a, 176-b, 207-a, 226-a.
3D. 25-b, 83-b, 84-b, 91-a, 94-b, 135-b, 169-a, 251-a.
3E. 70-b.
PP1 Prol
3A 1-b, 2-b, 12-a, 19-b, 32-b, 33-b, 60-b, 64-a, 68-b, 78-a, 80-b, 
84-a, 86-b, 101-b, 102-b, 120-b, 155-a, 155-b, 165-a, 164-b,
171-a, 173-b, 182-b, 185-a, 186-b, 189-a, 192-b, 197-a, 200-a,
216-b, 218-b
3B 108-a, 114-a, 114-b, 164-a
3C 7-b, 9-b, 36-b, 44-a, 49-a, 57-a, 72-b, 74-b, 77-a, 92-b, 106-a,
124-a, 150-a, 150-b, 151-a, 171-b, 180-a, 183-b, 213-b.
3D 5-a, 16-b, 35-a, 47-b, 54-b, 78-b, 96-a, 97-b, 107-a, 116-b,
121-b, 125-b, 127-a, 140-a, 162-a, 168-b, 184-a, 199-a, 214-a,
2 17-b, 219-b, 220-b, 221-b, 222-b, 229-b, 231-b
3F 9-a, 13-a, 153-a, 172-a, 176-a, 205-a.
PP1 VI
3A 1-b, 5-a, 16-b, 17-a, 17-b, 25-a, 32-a, 35-b, 38-b, 43-a, 46-a,
47-a, 5 1-a, 54-a, 58-b, 63-a, 82-b, 83-a, 88-b, 89-a, 89-b, 
99-b, 114-b, 118-a, 122-b, 124-a, 128-a, 144-b, 162-a, 163-b,
164-b, 170-b, 177-a, 209-b
3B 23-b, 58-a, 79-b, 125-a, 130-b, 131-a, 135-a, 139-a, 166-a,
167-b, 197-a, 207-a
423
3C 32-b, 83-b, 108-b, 115-b, 121-b, 123-a, 123-b, 136-b, 149-b,
152-b, 165-b, 169-a, 172-a, 184-a, 188-a, 188-b, 189-a, 190-a, 
197-b, 209-a
3D 10-a, 19-a, 47-b, 53-a, 70-b, 71-a, 71-b, 72-a, 72-b, 73-a,
97-b, 100-a, 125-b, 145-a, 146-a, 147-a, 148-a, 153-a, 161-a, 
162-b, 169-b, 182-a, 196-a, 198-b, 206-a, 211-a
3E 14-b, 16-a, 45-a, 52-b, 118-b, 181-b
3F 39-a, 50-a, 50-b, 120-a, 136-a
GGK
3A 60-b, 62-a, 69-b, 72-a, 73-b, 85-b, 99-a, 131-b, 372-b, 378-b,
380-b, 395-a, 406-a, 406-b, 411-a, 493-a, 493-b, 497-b, 530-b,
549-b, 2073-b, 2091-a, 2094-b, 2096-a, 2099-a, 2106-a, 2109-b, 
2110-b, 2111-b, 2 124-a, 2134-a
3B 66-a, 70-a, 85-a, 367-a, 369-a, 376-a, 400-a, 403-a, 407-a,
521-a, 529-a, 537-a, 548-a, 2100-a, 2121-a, 2129-b, 2132-a
3C 88-b, 367-b, 368-b, 369-b, 509-b, 521-b, 526-b, 544-a, 2071- b, 
2074-a, 2099-b, 2106-b, 2154-b
3D 86-b, 89-b, 111-b, 115-a, 139-a, 383-a, 384-b, 403-b, 408-b,
500-b, 503-b, 539-b, 551-b, 553-b, 555-a, 269-b, 2079-b, 2108-b, 
2123-b
3E 401-b, 2119-a, 2144-a
3F 373-a, 410-a, 496-a
Type 4_. Verb (object) (Complement) (Adverbial)
MC
4A 93-b, 143-b, 200-b, 202-b, 225-b, 240-a, 252-a, 275-b, 291-b, 
322-b, 351-a, 354-b, 366-b, 389-b, 390-a, 391-a, 416-b, 418-b,
419-a, 427-b, 441-b, 442-b, 451-b, 453-b, 456-b, 457-b, 472-b,
488-b, 530-b, 587-a, 667-b, 668-b, 691-b, 773-a, 774-b, 780-b,
793-b, 819-b, 851-b, 852-a, 963-b, 960-b, 1030-a, 1034-a,
1046-b, 1100-b, 1119-b, 1120-b, 1134-b.
4B 32-b, 91-b, 92-b, 105-a, 114-b, 244-b, 269-b, 274-b, 334-b,
345-b, 367-b, 415-b, 428-b, 434-b, 441-a, 532-b, 534-a, 534-b,
535-b, 837-a, 842-a, 883-b, 905-b, 961-b, 962-b, 1074-b, 1082-b,
1160-b.
4C 3 1-b, 74-a, 89-a, 95-b, 100-b, 116-b, 242-b, 248-b, 249-a,
2 72-a, 346-a, 350-a, 381-a, 386-a, 478-b, 484-a, 503-b, 5 16-a,
525-b, 538-a, 544-a, 688-a, 692-a, 707-a, 815-a, 817-a, 819-a,
820-a, 844-b, 870-a, 971-b, 1081-b, 1121-b.
4D 116-a, 494-b.
n
4A 4-b, 5-b, 18-a, 84-b, 139-a, 146-b, 147-b, 153-a, 155-a, 263-b,
424
273-a, 319-b, 320-b, 321-b, 416-a, 469-b, 478-b, 491-a, 491-b, 
499-b, 507-b 518-b, 543-b, 648-a, 670-a, 831-b, 832-b, 841-b.
4B 10-a, 24-a, 27-b, 38-b, 46-a, 102-a, 152-a, 152-b, 191-a, 209-a, 
311-b, 481-b, 521-b, 553-b, 620-a, 657-b, 850-a, 851-a.
4C 16-a, 41-a, 41-b, 84-a, 93-a, 95-b, 97-a, 207-a, 214-a, 214-b,
311-a, 424-a, 424-b, 435-a, 493-b, 560-a, 644-b, 657-a, 835-a,
835-b, 840-b.
4D 30-b, 76-b, 154-a, 177-b, 178-a, 307-a, 458-a.
FR
4A. 27-b, 48-b, 49-b, 53 
249-b, 293-a, 314-a,
445-b, 513-b, 615-b, 
756-a, 758-a, 779-a,
989-b, 996-b, 1076-a 
1117-a, 1153-b, 1167
1308-b, 1312-b, 1319 
1392-a, 1395-a, 1416 
1584-b, 1615-b, 1617 
1767-a, 1767-b, 1819 
2046-b, 2077-b, 2114
-a, 54-a, 66-b, 69
346-b, 353-b, 370 
655-b, 662-b, 689 
784-b, 802-b, 884 
, 1085-b, 1086-b, 
-a, 1176-a, 1179-b 
-b,1349-b, 1365-b, 
-a, 1417-b, 1439-a 
-b, 1624-b, 1627-b 
-a, 1838-b, 1846-b 
-b, 2117-b.
-b, 76-b,
-b, 405-a 
-b, 721-b 
-b, 924-b 
1098-a, 1 
, 1191-b, 
1369-a,
, 1447-b, 
, 1671-a, 
, 1941-b,
77-b, 1 
, 406-b, 
, 728-b, 
, 957-b,
110-a, 1
1229-a, 
1372-b,
1454-b, 
1678-a, 
1949-b,
12-b, 
410-b, 
735-b,
974-b, 
114-b, 
1280-b, 
1377-b, 
1548-b, 
1713-b, 
1999-b,
4B. 25-a, 3 1-a, 81-b, 109-a, 114-b, 156-a, 158-b, 265-b, 271-b, 
296-b, 328-b, 334-b, 403-a, 459-b, 548-a, 548-b, 551-b, 671-a,
717-b, 734-b, 750-b, 775-a, 922-a, 924-a, 1004-b, 1133-b,
1190-a, 1197-b, 1230-b, 1258-b, 1259-a, 1354-b, 1357-b, 1363-b,
1383-a, 1390-b, 1436-b, 1466-a, 1469-b, 1564-b, 1633-b, 1763-b,
1853-b, 1975-a, 2009-a, 2088-b.
4C. 84-a, 84-b, 85-a, 137-b, 157-b, 168-b, 169-b, 170-a, 175-b, 
268-b, 273-b, 288-b, 289-b, 329-a, 357-b, 374-b, 386-b, 392-b,
407-a, 491-b, 498-b, 504-b, 561-b, 627-b, 650-b, 657-a, 660-b,
688-b, 707-a, 756-b, 773-b, 807-a, 808-a, 819-a, 906-b, 976-a,
978-b, 1147-b, 1148-a, 1159-b, 1185-b, 1188-a, 1240-b, 1245-b, 
1252-b, 1282-a, 1301-b, 1305-b, 1318-b, 1370-b, 1375-b, 1391-a,
1446-b, 1543-b, 1550-b, 1638-a, 1653-b, 1691-a, 1692-a, 1702-a,
1704-b, 1782-b, 1824-a, 1852-a, 1855-b, 1859-a, 1901-a, 1903-b,
1964-a, 1969-a, 1992-b, 2002-b, 2037-a, 2110-a.
4D. 688-a, 1564-a, 2113-b.
ES
4A. 24-b, 41-b, 44-b, 129 
252-b, 255-a, 258-a, 
411-a, 434-a, 455-b, 
607-a, 609-a, 639-a, 
733-b, 746-a, 777-a, 
919-b, 981-b, 999-a, 
1171-b, 1186-b, 1189— 
1286-b, 1318-b, 1374- 
1625-b, 1654-a, 1733- 
1837-b, 1878-b, 1909-
-b, 137-a, 138-b, 140-b, 161-a, 208-b, 
325-b, 329-b, 348-b, 351-a, 362-a, 409-b,
462-b, 500-b, 504-b, 558-a, 583-b, 600-b,
659-b, 669-b, 678-b, 681-b, 689-b, 716-a,
783-b, 802-b, 814-b, 901-b, 903-b, 913-b,
1053-a, 1101-b, 1129-b, 1151-b, 1158-b, 
b, 1190-b, 1228-b, 1251-b, 1266-b, 1269-b,
b, 1391-a, 1434-b, 1465-b, 1575-a, 1593-b,
a, 1768-b, 1780-a, 1790-b, 1793-b, 1797-b,
b, 1918-b, 1995-b, 2010-b, 2011-b, 2012-b.
4B. 49-b, 118-a, 157-b, 176-b, 256-a, 259-b, 346-b, 355-b, 357-a,
425
618-b, 772-a, 930-a, 942-b, 1042-b, 1165-b, 1191-b, 1224-b, 
1225-b, 1238-b, 1275-b, 1278-b, 1337-b, 1415-a, 1420-b, 1445-b,
1596-b, 1622-b, 1636-b, 1765-b, 1805-a, 1806-b, 1824-b, 1916-b,
1996-b, 1997-b.
4C. 2-b, 92-b, 97-b, 104-a, 117-a, 122-a, 150-b, 151-b, 154 
155-b, 206-a, 211-b, 232-a, 234-b, 246-b, 311-b, 336-b,
400-a, 438-b, 454-b, 460-a, 479-b, 505-b, 533-b, 534-b,
618-a, 616-b, 648-a, 664-a, 673-b, 700-b, 736-b, 751-b,
786-b, 805-a, 824-b, 830-b, 892-b, 902-b, 909-a, 909-b,
1065-b, 1087-b, 1094-b, 1111-b, 1133-a, 1152-b, 1204-b,
1230-b, 1249-a, 1250-a, 1263-b, 1367-a, 1381-b, 1398-b,
1519-b, 1613-b, 1615-b, 1667-b, 1676-b, 1719-b, 1781-a,
1811-b, 1817-b, 1818-b, 1820-a, 1831-b, 1836-a, 1839-b,
1934-b, 1958-b, 1973-b, 2008-a.
4D. 132-a, 132-b, 727-b.
Aud
4A. 14-a, 31-a, 35-a, 37-a, 38-a, 42-a, 42-b, 45-a, 47-b, 53-a,
54-a, 64-a, 74-a, 116-a, 117-a, 121-a, 124-a, 129-a, 149-a,
155-b, 156-a, 175-a, 197-a, 213-a, 214-a, 216-a, 221-b 229-a,
269-b, 278-b, 299-a, 307-a, 315-a, 316-a, 318-b, 328-b 333-b,
335-a, 372-a, 378-a, 398-b, 422-a, 425-a, 457-a, 463-b 473-a,
482-b, 484-a, 495-b, 499-a, 513-b, 563-b, 567-b, 573-b 588-a,
600-a, 624-a, 640-a, 650-b, 687-b, 694-a, 705-b, 714-a 724-a,
729-b, 730-b, 744-a, 757-a, 762-a, 776-a, 816-a, 817-a 818-a,
8 19-a, 820-a, 825-a, 833-a, 835-a, 841-a, 863-a, 865-b 870-a,
879-b, 891-b, 938-a, 943-b, 953-a, 977-b, 978-a, 978-b 981-b,
996-b, 1007-a, 1014-a, 1016-a, 1030-a, 1035-a, 1051-a, 1061-b,
1065-a , 1085-b, 1089-b, 1099-a, 1185-b, 1201-a, 1230-a 1321-a
1329-a , 1396-b, 1490-b, 1519-b, 1520-a, 1582-a, 1587-b 1594-b
1595-b , 1596-b, 1597-b, 1622-b, 1627-a, 1632-b, 1647-b 1648-b
1684-a , 1790-b, 1792-b, 1793-b, 1799-a, 1801-a, 1825-a 1826-a
1827-a , 1831-b, 1848-b, 1849-b, 1885-b, 1889-a, 1891-a 1923-a
1976-a , 2022-a, 2032-a, 2050-a, 2058-a, 2060-a, 2072-b 2073-b
2125-b , 2234-a, 2283-b, 2294-b, 2309-b, 2323-a, 2365-a 2372-a
2390-b.
4B. 19-a, 20-a, 33-a, 67-a, 71-a, 81-a, 125-a, 135-b, 140-b, 142-a,
148-a, 162-a, 170-b, 182-b, 193-b, 205-b, 207-b, 218-a, 235-a,
240-b, 241-a, 251-b, 264-a, 278-a, 337-a, 396-b, 410-a, 411-b,
415-a, 463-a, 466-a, 481-a, 501-a, 537-a, 556-a, 574-a, 620-a,
629-a, 703-a, 732-b, 763-a, 795-a, 800-a, 821-a, 831-b, 837-b,
847-a, 925-a, 929-b, 946-a, 948-a, 949-a, 962-a, 1000-a, 1026-a, 
1033-a, 1048-a, 1058-a, 1104-a, 1229-a, 1293-a, 1333-a, 1358-b,
1360-a, 1424-b, 1478-a, 1484-b, 1625-b, 1643-a, 1643-b, 1652-a,
1658-a, 1706-a, 1712-a, 1778-b, 1779-b, 1798-a, 1806-b, 1816-a,
1819-b, 1834-b, 1835-a, 1843-b, 1847-a, 1874-a, 1910-a, 1924-a,
2032-b, 2041-b, 2050-b, 2051-b, 2052-b, 2065-a, 2074-a, 2199-b,
2201-a, 2202-b, 2203-a, 2203-b, 2218-a, 2219-a, 2266-b, 2352-a,
2403-b.
4C. 59-b, 62-b, 96-a, 187-a, 207-a, 230-b, 254-a, 270-b, 356-a, 
374-b, 413-b, 421-b, 446-b, 504-a, 517-a, 539-a, 549-b, 559-b,
596-b, 609-a, 623-b, 626-a, 735-b, 745-b, 756-b, 759-a, 764-b,
-b, 
393-b, 
581-a, 
761-b, 
1040-b, 
1212-a, 
1491-b, 
1810-a, 
1900-b,
426
772-a, 790-b, 845-a, 846-b, 849-a, 853-b, 905-a, 932-a, 938-b,
990-b, 992-b, 993-b, 1019-b, 1092-b, 1054-b, 1149-b, 1190-a,
1221-b, 1339-a, 1486-b, 1495-a, 1521-a, 1572-b, 1595-a, 1660-a,
1864-b, 1970-b, 2021-a, 2023-b, 2049-b, 2148-a, 2209-a, 2211-b,
2247-a, 2251-a, 2267-b, 2281-b, 2311-b, 2353-a, 2380-b, 2381-a,
2391-a.
4D. 175-b, 183-b, 342-b, 367-a, 397-b, 580-a, 735-a, 877-a, 1317-a, 
1346-b, 1475-a, 1794-a, 2245-a, 2262-a.
Mur
4A. 66-b, 86-b, 121-b, 155-b, 165-b, 172-b, 195-b, 235-b, 236-b.
4B. 10-a, 37-b, 41-b, 50-a, 51-b, 55-a, 63-b, 64-a, 73-a, 84-a,
88- a , 114-a, 126-a, 131-b, 152-a, 158-a, 168-a, 170-b, 178-b,
199-a, 218-b, 219-b, 232-a, 265-b.
4C. 8-a, 18-a, 18-b, 59-b, 99-b, 105-b, 136-a, 143-b, 234-b, 245-a, 
255-a, 261-a, 264-a.
4D. 183-b.
PP1 Prol.
4A 20-b, 21-b, 23-b, 26-b, 29-b, 36-a, 40-b, 41-b, 45-b, 56-a,
60-a, 61-b, 62-b, 63-b, 67-b, 69-a, 73-a, 93-b, 98-a, 99-b,
113-b, 117-b, 129-a, 149-b, 183-a, 184-b, 223-b
4B 42-a, 42-b, 54-a, 56-b, 85-b, 91-a, 148-a, 175-b, 213-a
4C 4-b, 14-b, 30-b, 37-b, 47-a, 57-b, 59-a, 73-b, 79-b, 108-b, 
109-a, 115-a, 179-b, 187-b, 188-b, 206-b, 207-b, 230-b
4D 19-a, 96-b, 101-a, 105-b, 120-a
PPL VI
4A 33-b, 107-b, 110-b, 111-b, 112-b, 126-b, 132-b, 138-b, 154-b,
165-a, 174-b, 187-b, 191-b, 193-b, 194-b
4B 56-a, 148-b, 183-b, 185-b
4C 12-b, 35-a, 51-b, 64-b, 66-a, 80-b, 90-a, 94-b, 106-a, 113-a, 
134-b, 160-a, 182-b, 190-b, 195-b, 208-b
GGK
4A 67-b, 112-b, 119-b, 132-b, 144-b, 371-b, 542-b, 550-b, 2072-a, 
2097-b, 2152-b, 2154-a
4B 63-b, 74-b, 97-a, 110-b, 113-b, 120-b, 501-b, 519-b, 525-b, 
556-b, 558-b, 559-b, 2072-b, 2080-b
4C 66-b, 75-b, 99-b, 133-b, 383-b, 402-b, 492-b, 522-b, 524-b, 
547-a, 557-a
Type _5. Sentence or Main Clause.
MC 22-a, 3 1-a, 40-a, 59-a, 61-a, 63-a, 72-a, 94-a, 96-b, 111-a,
111-b, 114-a, 134-a, 138-a, 153-b, 201-a, 218-b, 239-a, 246-a,
427
250-a,
3 16-a, 
398-a, 
430-a, 
483-a, 
548-a, 
684-a, 
815-b, 
872-a, 
913-b, 
972-a, 
1043-a.
255-b, 
323-a, 
400-a, 
430-b, 
485-b, 
563-b, 
704-b, 
818-b, 
875-b, 
942-a, 
973-a, 
1055-
256-a, 
332-b, 
400-b, 
435-a, 
487-a, 
575-a, 
773-b, 
823-a, 
876-a, 
942-b, 
981-b, 
b, 1076-
284-a, 294-a, 
342-a, 344-a, 
401-a, 406-a, 
467-b, 470-b, 
520-a, 523-b, 
583-b, 613-a, 
777-b, 785-b, 
823-b, 838-a, 
888-a, 888-b, 
955-a, 957-b, 
1023-a, 1023- 
■b, 1122-b.
295-b, 
355-a, 
406-b, 
475-b, 
529-b, 
658-a, 
787-a, 
841-a, 
890-b, 
961-a, 
b, 1032
298-b, 311 
372-a, 392 
411-b, 421 
479-b, 481 
531-a, 541 
666-a, 
800-a, 
844-a, 
907-b, 
962-a,
679-
SOl-
847-
912-
965-
-a, 1040-a,
-b, 312-a, 
-a, 397-a, 
-b, 428-a, 
•b, 482-b, 
-a, 541-b, 
-a, 681-a, 
•b, 813-b, 
-a, 866-b, 
-b, 913-a, 
-b, 970-b, 
1041-a,
FQ 14-b, 23-a, 30-a, 31-a, 37-a, 39-a, 137-a, 137-b, 149-b, 184-b, 
189-a, 197-a, 222-a, 246-b, 273-b, 309-b, 365-a, 366-b, 384-b,
399-a, 399-b, 400-a, 406-a, 409-b, 410-a, 463-a, 439-a, 477-a,
492-b, 503-a, 503-b, 504-b, 505-b, 513-b, 514-a, 519-a, 528-b,
540-a, 549-a, 629-b, 630-b, 642-a, 645-a, 650-b, 659-a, 660-b,
. 662-b, 833-a.
FR 1-b, 14-b, 16-a, 17-a, 23-b, 33-a, 35-a, 36-a, 38-b, 52-a, 57-a, 
63-a, 65-b, 68-b, 70-a, 72-a, 74-a, 74-b, 75-a, 83-a, 93-a,
9 8-b, 102-a, 111-a, L20-b, 121-a, 125-a, 125-b, 132-b, 135-a,
141-a, 141-b 146-a, 149-a 150-b 151-b 152-a 154-a 154-b,
160-b, 163-a 163-b, 166-b 180-b 187-a 188-b 232-b 234-b,
236-a, 2 38-a 247-b, 248-a 252-a 252-b 254-b 255-a 261-b,
263-b, 264-b 269-a, 272-b 2 7 5-a 291-a 2 97-a 316-b 331-b,
332-b, 343-a 344-a, 345-a 345-b 350-a 351-b 356-a 358-a,
360-b, 367-a 367-b, 36 9-b 372-a 372-b 373-b 3 7 5-b 378-b,
379-a, 383-a 387-a, 388-b 393-b 3 94-b 396-a 399-b 400-a,
400-b, 405-b 407-b, 4 15-b 416-a 418-a 425-a 426-b 427-a,
427-b, 430-b 431-a, 442-a 450-b 451-b 456-b 460-b 461-a,
461-b, 463-a 464-b, 466-a 469-a 473-a 473-b 474-a 478-a,
484-a, 4 9 5-a 500-a, 5 10-a 518-b 519-b 520-b 524-a 539-b,
544-b, 549-a 551-a, 55 7-b 55 8-a 5 9 8-a 599-b 603-a 603-b,
605-a, 619-b 620-b, 62 8-a 635-b 642-a 644-b 645-b 649-b,
651-a, 653-b 659-b, 662-a 663-b 66 7-b 667-a 668-a 668-b,
669-a, 6 74-b 676-a, 6 76-b 67 8-a 679-b 681-b 683-b 684-a,
687-b, 691-a 691-b, 701-a 701-b 70 8-a 7 10-a 711-a 713-b,
714-b, 718-b 722-b, 730-b 731-a 731-b 73 2-b 733-a 739-a,
739-b, 741-a 749-b, 752-b 754-b 7 5 5-a 7 5 9-b 767-a 768-a,
768-b, 7 71-a 776-a, 780-a 785-b 788-b 7 90-b 792-a 794-b,
797-b, 810-b 811-a, 811-b 812-a 8 14-b 819-b 8 20-a 820-b,
822-b, 824-b 827-b, 8 2 9-b 833-b 834-b 835-b 836-b 841-b,
851-a, 887-a 904-b, 907-a 909-a 912-b 913-a 915-b 916-b,
9 17-b, 920-b 921-a, 929-b 931-a 93 6-a 936-b 9 37-a 939-a,
947-b, 949-a 952-b, 954-a 956-a 956-b 96 2-b 965-a 980-a,
981-a, 982-b 994-a, 9 9 5-a 1000- a, 1005 -b, 1008 -a, 10 4-a,
1016-a , 1026--a, 1067*-b, 1070-b, 1080-a, 1088-a, 1090-a 1103-a
1111-a , 1112--a, 1126--a, 1130-b, 1134-a, 1138-a, 1139-b 1140-b
1142-a , 1145--a, 1155--b, 1156-a, 1157-a, 1158-a, 1173-b 1178-a
1187-b , 1189--a, 1190 -b, 1195-a, 1200-b, 1202-b, 1206-b 1210-a
1212-a , 1214--b, 1221--b, 1222-a, 1226-b, 1232-a, 1233-a 1239-a
1239-b , 1243--b, 1244 -a, 1247-a, 1248-b, 1252-a, 1261-b 1262-a
1263-a , 1268--b, 1269--a, 1272-a, 1274-a, 1275-b, 1277-b 1278-b
1279-a , 1284--a, 1288 -a, 1289-a, 1290-a, 1291-a, 1293-a 1294-b
428
1295-a, 1293-b,
1321-a, 1330-b,
1352-a, 1359-a,
1408-a, 1409-b,
1429-a, 1431-a,
1448-b, 1449-a,
1466-b, 1499-a,
1537-a, 1545-b,
1557-b, 1560-a,
1394-b, 1598-a,
1637-b, 1641-a,
1664-b, 1667-b,
1719-a, 1731-a,
1768-b, 1769-a,
1786-a, 1793-a,
1808-a, 1808-b,
1820-a, 1825-a,
1847-a, 1848-a,
1874-b, 1876-a,
1909-b, 1910-a,
1920-a, 1920-b,
1932-a, 1932-b,
1956-b, 1958-a,
1981-a, 1982-b,
2012-b, 2016-b,
2039-b, 2042-b,
2069-b, 2072-b,
2089-b, 2090-a,
2099-a, 2106-b,
1296-a, 1296-b,
1336-b, 1339-a,
1362-b, 1369-b,
1410-b, 1420-a,
1431-b, 1436-a,
1449-b, 1452-a,
1511-a, 1521-b,
1546-a, 1547-a,
1562-a, 1567-a,
1606-a, 1608-a,
1643-a, 1646-b,
1675-a, 1679-b,
1731-b, 1732-b,
1771-b, 1776-b,
1793-b, 1795-b,
1813-a, 1815-a,
1825-b, 1834-a,
1848-b, 1857-b,
1877-b, 1878-a,
1910-b, 1912-b,
1923-b, 1924-b,
1933-a, 1934-b,
1958-b, 1960-b,
1992-a, 2000-a,
2018-b, 2019-a,
2043-b, 2052-a,
2073-a, 2083-a,
2090-b, 2091-b,
2113-a.
1302-a, 1302-b,
1339-b, 1345-b,
1382-a, 1386-a,
1421-a, 1422-a,
1437-a, 1437-b,
1452-b, 1455-a,
1522-a, 1522-b,
1549-b, 1550-a,
1572-b, 1575-a,
1608-b, 1616-b,
1648-a, 1649-a,
1708-b, 1709-a,
1734-a, 1761-b,
1779-b, 1780-b,
1796-b, 1797-b,
1815-b, 1816-a,
1836-b, 1837-a,
1866-a, 1867-a,
1887-b, 1889-a,
1914-a, 1914-b,
1926-a, 1926-b,
1935-a, 1942-b,
1961-b, 1962-a,
2002-a, 2004-b,
2022-b, 2031-a,
2054-a, 2058-a,
2084-b, 2086-b,
2092-b, 2093-b,
1303-a, 1311-a,
1347-b, 1350-a,
1396-a, 1406-b,
1423-a, 1428-b,
1439-b, 1441-b,
1457-a, 1465-a,
1526-b, 1527-b,
1553-a, 1557-a,
1577-a, 1581-a,
1618-a, 1637-a,
1659-b, 1660-a,
1716-a, 1716-b,
1763-a, 1768-a,
1781-b, 1784-a,
1802-a, 1803-b,
1816-b, 1819-b,
1837-b, 1839-a,
1867-b, 1873-a,
1890-a, 1893-b,
1916-a, 1916-b,
1930-a, 1931-a,
1950-a, 1951-b,
1964-b, 1966-b,
2009-b, 2011-a,
2035-a, 2038-a,
2059-b, 2065-b,
2087-a, 2087-b,
2095-a, 2095-b,
1-b, 4-b, 7-b, 13-b, 14-b, 21-a, 21-b, 26*-a, 32-■b, 3 6-b, 3 9-a
42-b, 45-a, 45 -b, 52*-b, 54--b, 56-b, 63-a, 64-a, 65-a, 66-b,
68-b, 72-b, 77-b, 78--a, 80-•a, 80-b, 8 1-a, 82-a, 93-b, 94-b,
101-a, 101-b, 105-a, 113-b 116-a, 120-b, 122-b 125-b, 126-b
134-a, 143-b, 144-a, 144-b 146-b, 147-a, 152-a 156-a, 164-a
168-a, 168-b, 172-b, 17 5-a 178-a, 179-a, 182-a 182-b, 184-a
186-a, 189-a, 191-a, 198-a 200-a, 201-a, 201-b 204-a, 20 5-b
207-b, 222-b, 232-b, 233-a 244-b, 247-b, 261-b 264-b, 265-a
266-a, 270-b, 272-a, 2 74-b 280-b, 282-a, 2 92-b 294-a, 297-a
298-b, 299-b, 301-b, 303-b 306-b, 307-b, 312-b 313-a, 314-a
319-a, 330-a, 332-b, 339-b 352-b, 353-a, 353-b 354-b, 369-a
373-b, 381-b, 389-a, 391-a 391-b, 394-b, 401-b 405-b, 406-a
407-a, 4 16-b, 417-a, 422-b 423-a, 426-a, 430-b 431-b, 434-b
438-a, 442-a, 443-a, 457-a 458-a, 458-b, 463-a 463-b, 464-a
466-a, 466-b, 468-b, 480-b 482-a, 483-b, 4 84-a 484-b, 486-a
488-b, 492-b, 495-a, 507-a 507-b, 508-a, 509-a 513-b, 519-b
520-a, 522-b, 523-b, 543-b 545-b, 548-a, 552-a 567-b, 568-a
573-a, 574-b, 577-a, 580-a 581-b, 589-b, 5 9 9-b 603-b, 610-b
612-b, 616-a, 619-b, 623-a 628-b, 631-a, 634-b 638-a, 640-b
644-a, 644-b, 651-a, 651-b 653-b, 657-a, 657-b 660-a, 661-a
661-b, 662-a, 668-b, 670-a 671-a, 671-b, 67 6-b 677-b, 67 9-a
684-a, 685-a, 690-b, 6 9 2-b 693-a, 713-b, 717-b 718-a, 718-b
719-a, 726-b, 728-a, 7 3 5-a 737-a, 737-b, 746-b 7 4 8-a, 755-b
762-a, 767-a, 767-b, 7 71-a 773-b, 774-a, 7 7 9-b 780-b, 7 82-a
787-a, 788-a, 790-a, 79 5-a 795-b, 800-a, 800-b 805-b, 810-a
810-b, 811-a, 812-b, 817-a 819-b, 821-a, 825-b 826-b, 827-a
429
827-b, 831-b, 833 -b, 834--a, 836--a, 838-•b 842-a, 843-b 847-b,
849-b, 854-b, 857 -b, 865 -a, 866--a, 868-•b 869-b, 871-a 871-b,
8 72-a, 872-b, 873 -b, 874 -a, 876--a, 878--a 878-b, 88 2-b 884-a,
886-a, 887-a, 889-a, 893 -b, 895--a, 897--b 899-b, 904-b 911-b,
912-b, 9 8-b, 922 -b, 928--a, 929--a, 931-•a 933-b, 9 38-b 939-b,
941-b, 9 8-a, 948 -b, 949 -b, 950--b, 956-•b 961-a, 968-b 970-b,
973-a, 9 4-b, 982 -b, 985 -b, 991--a, 996-■b 1005-a , 1011- a,
1014-a 016-a, 022-a, 023-b, 1024-a 025-a, 1026-b 1033-b
1034-a 035-a, 036-b, 037-b, 1041-a 046-b, 1050-a 1052-a
1061-a 064-a, 064-b, 066-a, 1066-b 067-a, 1069-b 1070-b
1072-b 078-a, 079-a, 083-a, 1084-b 085-b, 1088-a 1090-a
1091-a 094-a, 096-a, 096-b, 1106-a 110-a, 1115-a 1119-b
1122-b 124-a, 12 5-a, 130-a, 1134-a 135-b, 1137-a 1145-b
1146-a 146-b, 147-a, 149-b, 1156-a 159-b, 1165-a 1166-b
1167-b 169-a, 172-a, 180-b, 1181-b 184-a, 1185-a 1187-a
1194-a 194-b, 200-b, 207-a, 1215-a 232-a, 1241-b 1242-b
1247-b 248-a, 252-b, 261-a, 1270-b 272-a, 1273-a 1279-b
1280-b 285-a, 293-a, 296-a, 1296-b 297-a, 1302-b 1305-a
1305-b 307-b, 310-b, 311-b, 1312-a 312-b, 1313-a 1314-a
1315-b 3 16-a, 325-a, 326-a, 1326-b 327-b, 1328-b 1331-b
1332-a 332-b, 335-a, 340-a, 1344-a 348-b, 1354-a 1354-b
1359-a 361-b, 364-b, 366-b, 1368-a 368-b, 1371-a 1371-b
1376-b 377-a, 380-b, 387-b, 1395-b 399-b, 1400-a 1400-b
1404-b 406-a, 406-b, 407-a, 1408-b 410-b, 1412-b 1413-a
1418-a 421-a, 424-a, 425-b, 1426-b 427-a, 1435-b 1437-b
1438-b 439-a, 439-b, 441-b, 1448-b 452-a, 1454-b 1469-a
1469-b 473-b, 480-a, 482-a, 1485-b 498-a, 1504-b 1510-b
1511-a 512-a, 5 16-b, 518-a, 1522-b 523-b, 1529-a 1530-a
1537-a 537-b, 539-b, 540-b, 1548-b 550-b, 1551-a 1560-b
1562-a 565-a, 565-b, 568-a, 1571-a 581-b, 1582-a 1584-a
1589-b 591-a, 594-a, 594-b, 1595-a 596-a, 1597-b 1598-b
1603-a 606-b, 607-a, 607-b, 1611-b 612-a, 1621-a 1621-b
1622-a 629-b, 633-a, 635-a, 1636-a 637-b, 1640-a 1650-b
1655-b 657-a, 660-b, 662-a, 1667-a 672-a, 1677-a 1679-b
1682-b 686-b, 687-b, 689-a, 1694-a 696-b, 1697-b 1713-b
1714-a 720-a, 721-a, 722-b, 1727-a 731-b, 1733-b 1737-a
1740-b 741-b, 744-a, 747-b, 1749-a 753-a, 1753-b 1755-a
1757-a 757-b, 763-b, 764-b, 1769-a 769-b, 1772-a 1777-a
1778-a 779-a, 792-b, 795-a, 1796-b 798-a, 1800-b 1802-a
1806-a 807-a, 807-b, 808-a, 1812-a 812-b, 1813-b 1820-b
1828-b 827-b, 830-a, 832-b, 1834-b , 842-a, 1845-b 1850-b
1851-a 861-b, 862-a, 863-a, 1863-b 864-b, 1865-a 1867-a
1869-a 870-a, 870-b, 875-a, 1885-a 885-b, 1896-a 1896-b
1898-b 901-a, 904-a, 905-a, 1905-b 906-b, 1908-a 1910-b
1914-a 915-a, 915-b, 920-a, 1920-b 923-a, 1925-a 1925-b
1926-b 927-b, 929-a, 929-b, 1940-b 946-b, 1950-a 1952-a
1957-b 963-a, 964-a, 964-b, 1965-a 970-a, 1971-b 1974-b
1975-a 987-a, 989-b, 998-a, 2001-a 2002-a, 2002-b 2004-a
2004-b 2005-b, 2008-b, 2013-b.
Aud 4—b , 14-b, 22--b, 31-b, 32-a , 48-a, 48-b, 52-a, 59-a, 84--a, 87-'
107-b, 130-b, 131-b, 133-a, 133-b, 139-b, 141-a, 146-b, 152-b,
153-b, 168-a, 168-b, 170-a, 194-a, 194-b, 195-a, 204-a, 208-a,
215-a, 2 16-b, 217-a, 224-a, 224-b, 252-b, 253-a, 257-b, 258-b,
259-a, 259-b, 266-a, 266-b, 270-a, 271-a, 280-b, 284-b, 291-a,
297-a, 309-b, 313-b, 337-b, 338-b, 340-b, 351-b, 364-b, 370-a,
430
371-b, 391-b, 405-b, 406-a, 406--b, 425-■b, 434-a , 434-b, 458-a,
458-b, 460-b, 487-a, 491-a, 491*-b, 497-•b, 4 98-a , 498-b, 499-b,
500-a, 503-b, 519-a, 520-b, 526--a, 537-■b, 545-b , 555-a, 580-b,
592-a, 600-b, 648-a, 649-b, 655--a, 655-•b, 660-a , 660-b, 661-a,
662-b, 664-b, 666-b, 667-b, 669*-a, 670-■b, 698-b , 718-b, 727-a,
731-a, 734-b, 742-b, 743-a, 766*-b, 788--b, 790-a , 8 10-a, 813-b,
825-b, 833-b, 835-b, 863-b, 885--b, 887-•b, 888-a , 906-b, 911-a,
918-a, 919-a, 919-b, 920-a, 923--b, 926--b, 932-b , 935-b, 964-b,
951-b, 953-b, 955-b, 957-b, 960*-b, 965-•a, 966-b , 976-a, 981-a,
997-a, 999-a, 999-b, 1001-a, 1004-b, 1010-a, 1017-b, 1020-b,
1024-b 1025-b, 1028-b, 1031-a, 1036-b 1038-a, 1049-a, 1060-b
1061-a 1062-b, 1136-b, 1183-a, 1183-b 1185-b, 1186-b, 1188-b
1189-b 1200-a, 1201-b, 1225-b, 1227-a 1240-b, 1241-b, 1325-a
1339-b 1340-b, 1341-a, 1341-b, 1390-a 1393-a, 1394-b, 1395-a
1405-a 1406-a, 1460-a, 1460-b, 1461-a 1465-a, 1465-b, 1470-a
1513-a 1521-b, 1523-b, 1524-a, 1524-b 1571-a, 1573-a, 1588-a
1600-a 1601-a, 1602-a, 1607-a, 1639-a 1641-a, 1644-a, 1644-b
1645-b 1646-a, 1660-b, 1664-b, 1665-b 1684-b, 1791-a, 1791-b
1795-b 1799-b, 1803-b, 1804-b, 1805-b 1812-b, 1821-b, 1841-a
1842-a 1844-a, 1904-a, 1905-a, 1906-a 1947-a, 1948-b, 1950-a
1990-b 1991-b, 1992-b, 1993-b, 1994-b 1995-b, 1996-b, 1997-b
1998-b 1999-b, 2000-b, 2001-b, 2002-b 2003-b, 2004-b, 2005-b
2006-b 2007-b, 2008-b, 2009-b, 2037-a 2062-b, 2074-b, 2138-b
2141-b 2146-a, 2147-b, 2148-b, 2150-b 2162-a, 2167-b, 2 176-a
2177-b 2180-a, 2180-b, 2181-a, 2182-a 2182-b, 2187-a, 2187-b
2188-a 2190-b, 2196-a, 2207-b, 2212-b 2219-b, 2222-a, 2222-b
2232-a 2232-b, 2237-a, 2237-b, 2241-a 2241-b, 2248-a, 2233-a
2253-b 2256-b, 2263-a, 2337-a, 2371-b 2377-b.
7-b, 14>-a, 22-a, 30-a, 33-a, 36- 1
O1 l, 44-b, 45-a, 46--b, 48-
48-b, 52-b, 68-b, 69-a, 71-a, 72-a, 75-a, 77-b, 81-a, 87-a,
90-b, 91-b, 92-a, 93-a, 95-a, 107-a, 107-b, 119-b, 123-a, 126-b, 
127-a, 130-a, 130-b, 133-a, 133-b, 137-a, 138-b, 147-a, 153-b,
158-b, 159-b, 164-a, 176-a, 177-a, 180-b, 181-b, 189-a, 190-a,
197-b, 200-b, 202-a, 203-b, 206-a, 207-b, 211-a, 212-b, 214-b,
215-b, 216-a, 216-b, 217-a, 220-b, 227-a, 228-b, 237-b, 241-b,
242-a, 243-a, 250-b, 266-a, 267-a.
PP1 Prol. 2-a, 6-a, 7-a, 10-a, 10-b, 31-b, 38-b, 50-b, 52-b, 58-a, 
65-a, 68-a, 74-a, 76-a, 109-b, 112-a, 112-b, 123-a, 126-b,
139-a, 152-b, 153-b, 157-a, 162-b, 166-a, 172-b, 185-b, 189-b,
193-b, 194-b, 195-a, 201-b, 205-b, 208-a, 211-a, 212-a, 231-a
PP1 VI 1-a, 4-a, 6-a, 7-a, 14-a, 21-b, 34-b, 36-b, 42-b, 44-b, 45-b, 
54-b, 59-a, 79-a, 81-b, 86-b, 91-a, 92-b, 93-a, 98-b, 99-a, 
103-a, 108-a, 114-a, 115-a, 121-a, 128-b, 129-b, 130-a, 133-a,
137-a, 146-b, 150-a, 152-a, 153-b, 156-b, 171-b, 172-b, 176-a,
178-a, 178-b, 180-a, 192-b, 199-a, 204-b, 205-b, 206-b
GGK 61-b, 70-b, 72-b, 67-a, 91-b, 100-a, 114-a, 381-b, 404-a, 404-b, 
409-a, 410-b, 500-a, 504-b, 505-b, 507-b, 508-b, 536-b, 540-b,
541-b, 543-b, 545-b, 558-a, 2077-a, 2078-a, 2079-a, 2081-a,
2096-b, 2111-a, 2127-a, 2131-a, 2131-b, 2142-b, 2150-b
Type 6. Modifier(s) + Noun.
MC 18-a, 19-a, 32-a, 51-a, 52-a, 83-b, 85-b, 98-a, 110-b, 153-a,
431
212-b, 234-a, 247-b, 271-b, 287-a, 317-b, 334-a, 335-b, 336-a,
340-b, 352-b, 354-a, 361-b, 363-a, 366-a, 379-b, 385-a, 392-b,
394-b, 403-a, 415-a, 429-b, 435-b, 488-a, 500-a, 504-b, 506-b,
515-a, 515-b, 558-b, 572-a, 573-a, 575-b, 595-b, 607-a, 607-b,
608-a, 609-a, 610-a, 610-b, 667-a, 669-a, 675-a, 676-a, 686-a,
700-a, 701-b, 780-a, 792-b, 793-a, 828-a, 849-b, 892-a, 892-b,
894-a, 957-a, 966-b, 983-b, 1062-b, 1069-b, 1070-b, 1110-b,
1111-a, 1111-b, 1119-a, 1120-a.
FQ 1-a, 5-a, 17-b, 27-a, 43-b, 44-a, 91-a, 103-a, 107-a, 117-a,
153-b, 157-a, 206-b, 244-a, 249-b, 251-b, 253-b, 257-b, 267-b,
268-a, 306-b, 381-b, 403-b, 405-a, 406-b, 407-a, 407-b, 410-b,
414-a, 433-b, 447-a, 463-b, 485-a, 486-b, 499-a, 501-a, 618-a,
840-a.
FR 31-b, 32-b, 39-b, 48-a, 49-a, 52-b, 53-b, 58-b, 76-a, 88-a,
98-a, 117-a, 117-b, 118-a, 158-a, 174-a, 184-b, 235-b, 306-a, 
313-b, 320-a, 335-b, 349-b, 447-b, 475-b, 476-a, 658-a, 714-a,
720-b, 742-a, 751-b, 897-b, 900-a, 968-b, 974-a, 987-b, 1006-b,
1008-b, 1027-b, 1119-b, 1144-b, 1162-b, 1170-a, 1174-b, 1175-b,
1177-b, 1179-a, 1197-a, 1274-b, 1291-b, 1304-b, 1315-a, 1329-b,
1340-b, 1355-b, 1358-b, 1360-b, 1387-b, 1388-b, 1389-b, 1417-a,
1501-b, 1526-a, 1528-b, 1566-b, 1662-b, 1670-b, 1683-b, 1686-b,
1691-b, 1706-b, 1737-b, 1762-b, 1802-b, 1803-a, 1807-b, 1818-b,
1826-b, 1830-a, 1841-b, 1854-a, 1855-a, 1861-b, 1868-b, 1871-b,
1879-a, 1903-a, 1937-b, 1999-a, 2001-b, 2008-b, 1979-a.
ES 5-b, 10-b, 29-b, 70-b, 129-a, 152-b, 170-b, 184-b, 196-a, 250-b,
268-b, 270-a, 273-b, 310-b, 317-b, 323-b, 347-b, 371-b, 389-b,
398-b, 425-a, 456-a, 474-a, 514-b, 518-b, 524-b, 546-b, 585-a,
599-a, 608-a, 612-a, 638-b, 645-b, 655-a, 655-b, 659-a, 672-b,
708-b, 728-b, 735-b, 744-a, 785-b, 794-b, 796-a, 834-b, 809-b,
921-a, 966-b, 969-a, 979-b, 1022-b, 1029-b, 1037-a, 1045-b, 
1056-b, 1063-b, 1127-b, 1128-b, 1132-b, 1144-b, 1182-b, 1190-a,
1292-a, 1304-b, 1345-b, 1356-b, 1358-b, 1368-a, 1365-b, 1366-a,
1369-b, 1385-b, 1409-b, 1430-b, 1447-b, 1448-a, 1458-a, 1458-b,
1459-a, 1459-b, 1502-b, 1528-b, 1549-a, 1551-b, 1561-b, 1562-b,
1590-b, 1595-b, 1598-a, 1600-b, 1663-a, 1663-b, 1707-a, 1720-b,
1724-b, 1772-b, 1784-a, 1798-b, 1810-b, 1817-a, 1898-a, 1924-b.
1-b, 3-b, 12*-b, 13-a , 2 8—a , 30-b, 34-b, 39-a, 39-b, 41-
I*1
49-a, 52-b, 56-a, 66 -a, 66- b, 70-a , 72-a 73-a, 75-b, 76-a,
7 7-a, 77-b, 79-b, 82 -a, 83- a, 86-a , 94-a 92-a, 102-a, 103-b,
104-a, 105-a 113-a, 115-b 116-b, 120-b 122-b, 123-a 124-b
125-b, 128-b 141-b, 143-b 145-a, 147-b 148-b, 150-a 15 2-a
173-a, 178-b 190-b, 191-a 193-a, 196-b 199-b, 212-b 225-b
232-b, 239-a 240-a, 248-a 260-a, 263-a 263-b, 2 77-b 2 98-a
301-a, 302-a 302-b, 3 10-a 314-a, 314-b 319-b, 322-a 329-a
332-b, 341-a 342-a, 343-a 357-b, 366-b 368-a, 3 70-b 374-a
375-b, 383-a 393-a, 394-a 397-a, 399-a 409-b, 418-b 421-a
426-b, 435-b 441-a, 44 2-a 459-a, 472-b 475-b, 476-a 485-a
488-a, 490-a 493-b, 495-a 503-a, 505-a 520-a, 523-a 532-a
539-b, 540-b 541-b, 543-b 544-a, 554-a 557-a, 557-b 558-a
563-a, 565-b 569-a, 573-a 593-b, 597-a 599-b, 607-b 615-a
616-a, 617-a 618-a, 619-a 621-a, 623-a 636-a, 640-b 644-b
650-a, 651-b 653-a, 659-a 664-a, 665-b 680-a, 681-b 683-a
690-a, 694-b 695-a, 702-b 712-b, 718-a 722-a, 728-b 732-a
432
737-b, 742-a, 760-a, 764-a, 766 -a, 778-■b, 782-a , 786-a, 78 7-a,
787-b, 792-a, 799-a, 799-b, 814 -b, 815-■b, 817-b , 819-b, 821-b,
824-a, 826-b, 830-a, 832-a, 832 -b, 834-■b, 852-a , 855-a, 856-a,
856-b, 862-b, 865-a, 868 -a, 869 -b, 872-■a, 901-b , 902-b, 903-a,
903-b, 908-a, 908-b, 909-b, 921 -a, 926-■a, 928-b , 929-a, 937-a,
939-a, 941-b, 942-b, 945 -b, 947 -b, 960-•a, 964-a , 972-b, 975-a,
975-b, 979-b, 983-b, 985 -a, 985 -b, 987-■b, 991-b , 993-a, 996-a,
998-a, 1005-a, 1012-a, 1013-a, 1013-b, 1015-a, 1017-a, 1020-a,
1025-a 1027-a, 1027-b, 1030-a, 1032-a 1044-a, 1044-b, 1047-a,
1050-a 1063-a, 1073-a, 1078-b, 1085-a 1086-a, 1095-a, 1095-b,
1096-b 1100-a, 1184-b, 1192-a, 1194-a 1195-a, 1197-a, 1200-b,
1213-a 1229-b, 1236-a, 1313-a, 1319-a 1337-a, 1344-b, 1345-b,
1360-b 1361-a, 1375-b, 1376-a, 1377-a 1378-a, 1468-b, 1473-a,
1480-b 1483-a, 1484-a, 1485-b, 1489-a 1494-a, 1499-a, 1506-a,
1515-a 1518-b, 1519-b, 1581-a, 1615-a 1617-a, 1622-a, 1642-b,
1651-b 1664-a, 1702-b, 1712-b, 1782-a 1793-a, 1795-a, 1797-a,
1798-b 1806-a, 1807-b, 1811-a, 1819-a 1822-b, 1823-a, 1824-b,
1825-b 1826-b, 1828-a, 1829-a, 1830-a 1836-b, 1849-a, 1868-b,
1870-a 1872-a, 1885-a, 1892-a, 1899-b 1902-b, 1921-b, 1941-b,
1944-a 1946-b, 1951-b, 1953-a, 1961-a 1961-b, 1963-a, 1973-a,
1973-b 1978-a, 1979-a, 1986-b, 1988-a 2016-b, 2020-b, 2023-a,
2026-b 2033-b, 2034-a, 2041-a, 2042-b 2044-b, 2049-a, 2053-b,
2064-b 2071-a, 2073-a, 2075-a, 2082-a 2084-a, 2085-b, 2089-a,
2092-b 2094-a, 2095-b, 2096-a, 2097-a 2098-b, 2102-a, 2103-a,
2121-a 2124-b, 2143-a, 2145-a, 2166-a 2170-a, 2173-a, 2192-a,
2193-a 2198-a, 2221-a, 2226-a, 2238-b 2239-a, 2246-a, 2246-b,
2248-a 2294-a, 2309-a, 2325-a, 2354-a 2361-a, 2369-b, 2387-a,
2389-a 2389-b, 2398-a, 2399-b, 2400-b 2402-a.
Mur 23-a, 54-b, 62-b, 87-b, 94-a, 134-a, 144-b, 157 -b, 170-a, 191-b,
205-a, 236-a, 254-b.
PP1 Prol. 11-b, 27-b, 35-b, 44-b, 220-a
PP1 VI 26- b, 78-a, 155-b
GGK 93-b, 111-a, 136-b, 502- b, 539- a, 554-t>, 2081-b , 2147-b , 2149-b
Type 7_. Noun + Noun
MC 241-a, 249-b, 261-a, 269-a, 274-a, 275-a, 343-b, 401-b, 431-a, 
456-a, 511-a, 514-a, 519-a, 532-a, 672-b, 674-a, 703-a, 703-b, 
827-a, 869-a, 904-b, 905-a, 1036-b, 1128-a, 1039-b.
F£ 99-a, 111-a, 111-b, 112-a, 182-b, 183-b, 206-a, 212-a, 221-a,
221-b, 383-a, 403-a, 409-a, 426-b, 475-a, 475-b, 546-b, 559-b, 
634-b, 660-a.
FR 242-a, 346-a, 373-a, 596-a, 612-a, 614-a, 617-a, 697-a, 744-b, 
746-b, 889-a, 892-b, 916-a, 1131-b, 114l-b, 1224-b, 1269-b,
1572-a, 1581-b, 1590-b, 1599-a, 1726-b, 1829-b, 1858-b, 1901-b, 
1953-b, 2082-b.
ES 76-b, 172-a, 245-b, 309-a, 436-b, 478-a, 1057-b, 1213-b, 1222-b, 
1232-b, 1265-a, 1348-a, 1420-a, 1477-b, 1624-a, 1763-a, 1791-a, 
1849-b, 1906-a, 2000-b, 2010-a, 2011-a.
433
Aud 1-a, 76-b, 140-a, 244-a, 257-a, 262-a, 269-a, 286-a, 287-a,
294-a, 304-a, 306-b, 308-a, 327-a, 333-a, 340-a, 343-b, 344-a,
344-b, 345-a, 346-a, 401-a, 465-a, 475-a, 513-a, 514-a, 546-a,
595-a, 635-a, 685-a, 687-a, 775-b, 783-a, 827-b, 838-a, 958-a,
1018-a, 1042-b, 1045-a, 1070-b, 1071-a, 1096-a, 1097-a, 1106-a,
1237-a, 1300-b, 1315-a, 1364-a, 1373-a, 1379-a, 1494-b, 1496-a,
1634-a, 1809-a, 1810-a, 1824-a, 1831-a, 1835-b, 1836-a, 1837-a,
1843-a, 1834-a, 1883-a, 1921-a, 1922-a, 1945-a, 1982-a, 2011-a,
2011-b, 2012-a, 2029-a, 2031-a, 2039-a, 2087-b, 2359-b.
Mur 38-b, 4 1-a.
PP1 Prol. 18-b, 40-a, 46-a, 75-b, 87-a, 87-b, 94-b, 95-b, 116-a,
121-a, 217-a, 219-a, 221-a, 222-a, 226-a
PP1 VI 13-a, 15-a, 27-b, 41-b, 107-a, 154-a, 191-a
GGK 144-a, 508-a, 551-a, 553-a, 554-a, 2102-b, 2108-a
Type 7A. One Noun or Adjective Functioning as Head.
MC 55-b, 393-b, 674-b, 781-b.
74-b.
FR 370-a, 939-b, 1586-a.
ES 224-a, 423-b, 493-b, 754-a, 1103-b, 1735-b, 1946-a.
Aud 85-a, 123-b, 275-a, 328-a, 477-b, 741-a, 809-a, 845-b, 1379-b, 
1776-b, 1848-a, 1919-a, 2012-b, 2013-a, 2051-a, 2052-a, 2190-a, 
2227-a.
Type j8. (Modifier +) Noun + prepositional or genitival phrase
MC 70-a, 84-a, 91-a, 101-b, 200-a, 223-a, 223-b, 243-b* 261-b,
266-a, 268-a, 268-b, 270-a, 270-b, 278-b, 279-b, 280-b, 282-b,
321-a, 328-b, 336-b, 337-a, 357-b, 380-b, 391-b, 412-a, 427-a,
443-a, 455-b, 469-b, 472-a, 583-a, 618-a, 618-b, 659-a, 673-a,
676-b, 677-a, 677-b, 689-a, 770-a, 863-b, 881-a, 898-b, 901-b,
930-a, 1026-b, 1061-b, 1076-a, 1080-a, 1096-a, 1097-a, 1098-a, 
1115-b, 1118-b, 1136-a.
F£ 22-a, 74-a, 86-a, 155-b, 180-b, 181-a, 217-a, 218-a, 252-b, 
270-b, 306-a, 412-b, 437-b, 474-a, 541-a, 648-b, 653-b, 849-a,
850-b.
FR 41-b, 89-b, 92-a, 92-b, 167-b, 250-b, 260-b, 295-b, 298-b,
384-b, 389-b, 516-b, 636-b, 679-a, 697-b, 704-b, 782-a, 804-b,
979-b, 985-b, 1015-b, 1019-b, 1083-a, 1084-b, 1125-b, 1189-b, 
1260-b, 1398-a, 1518-b, 1520-b, 1532-b, 1542-a, 1565-a, 1672-b, 
1719-b, 1810-a, 1831-a, 1833-a, 1891-b, 1905-a, 1918-b.
ES 112-b, 154-a, 155-a, 214-a, 356-b, 395-a, 397-b, 403-b, 476-b,
512-b, 555-a, 678-a, 683-b, 690-a, 917-b, 952-b, 962-a, 963-b,
984-b, 1033-a, 1107-b, 1117-b, 1120-b, 1125-b, 1129-a, 1185-b,
434
1198-b, 1205-b, 1237-b, 1256-a, 1353-a, 1379-a, 1382-b, 1397-b,
1523-a, 1553-a, 1631-a, 1678-b, 1704-b, 1729-b, 1737-b, 1759-a,
1776-b, 1878-a, 1879-b, 1967-b, 1981-b.
Aud 27-a, 63-b, 126-b, 132-a, 171-a, 184-a, 196-a, 198-a, 200-a,
202-b, 223-a, 223-b, 246-b, 250-a, 258-a, 286-a, 289-a, 295-a,
355-b, 364-a, 401-b, 409-b, 455-a, 462-a, 474-a, 534-a, 536-a,
587-b, 622-b, 670-a, 674-a, 674-b, 688-a, 706-a, 717-a, 722-b,
755-b, 774-a, 774-b, 804-a, 811-a, 840-b, 862-a, 875-a, 879-a,
897-a, 930-a, 931-b, 952-b, 1323-a, 1345-a, 1403-a, 1596-a,
1597-a, 1632-a, 1654-b, 1702-a, 1797-b, 1874-b, 1876-b, 1913-a,
1942-a, 1942-b, 1947-b, 1984-a, 2010-b, 2027-b, 2046-b, 2057-a,
2080-a, 2081-a, 2090-b, 2091-b, 2106-a, 2160-a, 2236-a, 2240-a,
2310-a, 2322-b, 2366-a.
Mur 13-a, 17-b, 27-b, 32-a, 34-a, 86-a, 90-a, 140-a, 143-a, 165-a,
195-a, 213-b, 219-a, 220-a, 247-a, 261-b, 265-a.
PP1 Prol. 53-a, 62-a, 113-a, 128-b, 139-b, 158-a, 192-a, 204 -a
PP1 VII2-a , 62-a, 110-a, 187-a
GGK 63-a, 122-a, 137-a, 377-b, 552-a, 552-b, 2098-b
Typei 9. Relative Clause •
MC
9A 378-a, 403-b, 404-b, 490-b, 685-b, 690-b, 896-b, 900-b, 1039-
9B 293-b, 567-b, 672-a, 874-a, 964-b, 1114-b.
9C 290-b, 310-a, 450-b, 826-a, 856-b.
9D 330-a, 706-b.
FQ
9A 535-b, 523-b.
9B 371-b, 461-b, 527-b, 623-b, 465-b.
9C 10-b, 
401-a,
12-b, 46-b, 82 
447-b, 544-a,
-a, 182-a, 208-a, 255-b, 314- 
565-b, 649-a.
■b, 318- b,
FR
9A. 627-a, 665-b, 813-b, 1772-b.
9B. 131-a, 267-b, 354-b, 360-a, 440-a, 497-a, 509-b, 719-b, 910-,
966-b, 1099-b, 1123-b, 1170-b, 1316-b, 1335-b, 1336-a, 1346-b,
1361-b,1393-b, 1394-a, 1402-b, 1428-a, 1433-b, 1666-b, 1842-a, 
1883-b, 2062-b, 2072-a.
9C. 173-a, 272-a, 390-b, 391-a, 567-a, 567-b, 611-a, 670-a, 685-a, 
744-a, 761-b, 788-a, 803-a, 830-b, 1092-b, 1151-b, 1401-b, 
1554-b, 1639-b, 1718-b, 1776-a, 1792-b.
435
9D. 3 0 2 - a ,  1 5 7 3 - b .
ES
9A. 17-b, 333-b, 410-b, 494-b, 709-b, 752-b, 763-b, 765-a, 806-b, 
822-b, 1154-a, 1180-a, 1545-b, 1556-a, 1624-b, 1858-a.
9B. 55-b, 56-a, 118-b, 195-b, 203-b, 229-a, 230-a, 251-b, 321-b, 
344-b, 526-b, 695-b, 732-b, 1099-b, 1148-b, 1358-a, 1468-b,
1471-b, 1602-b, 1642-b, 1643-b, 1716-b, 1911-b, 1956-b, 2000-a.
9C. 48-a, 109-a, 343-b, 374-a, 474-b, 475-b, 479-a, 547-b, 569-b,
721-b, 833-a, 1017-a, 1281-a, 1463-a, 1463-b, 1576-b, 1478-b, 
1632-a, 1693-b, 1711-b, 1735-a, 1848-b.
9D. 595-b, 1525-a, 1707-b.
Aud
9A. 13-b, 98-b, 111-b, 137-a, 254-b, 751-a, 756-a, 802-b, 1040-a, 
1295-b, 1375-a, 1851-b, 2030-a, 2368-a.
9B. 55-a, 6 1-b, 174-b, 603-b, 1599-b, 1818-a, 2210-b, 2228-a.
9C. 144-a, 378-b, 693-b, 1853-a, 2269-b.
9D. 750-a, 771-a, 2197-a.
Mur
9A. 46-a.
9B. 150-a, 252-b.
9C. 23-b, 58-b.
PPL Prol.
9B 28-b, 55-b, 77-b, 88-a, 100-b, 104-a, 107-b, 130-b, 200-b, 
204-b, 212-b
PP1 VI
9B 2-a, 20-b, 28-b, 30-b, 68-b, 69-b, 87-b, 109-b, 127-b, 145-b, 
147-b, 151-b, 161-b, 173-b, 186-b
GGK
9B 79-a, 91-a, 94-b, 117-b, 142-b, 374-b, 382-a, 393-b, 510-a,
518-b, 527-b, 528-b, 2085-b, 2095-b, 2102-a, 2105-a, 2107-b, 
2127-b, 2148-b
Type 10. Imperative.
MC 134-b, 136-b, 137-b,
317-a, 409-b, 411-a,
539-a, 569-b, 664-a,
911-b, 954-a, 973-b,
1053-b, 1063-a, 1064
1161-a.
FQ 114-a, 521-a, 546-a, 558-a.
139-b, 206-a, 218-a, 220-a, 295-a, 303-b,
465-a, 478-a, 485-a, 491-a, 510-b, 535-a,
782-b, 800-b, 817-b, 875-a, 880-a,910-a,
980-a, 980-b, 1025-a, 1025-b, 1053-a,
-a, 1067-a, 1068-a, 1071-a, 1072-a, 1090-a,
436
FR 11-a, 12-a, 78-a, 142-a, 185-a, 287-b, 318-a, 352-b, 387-b,
711-b, 823-a, 823-b, 901-a, 901-b, 903-b, 915-a, 946-b, 1014-b, 
1020-b, 1136-a, 1164-b, 1205-b, 1224-a, 1231-b, 1248-a, 1306-a,
1406-a, 1571-a, 1836-a, 1865-b, 1912-a, 1928-b, 2025-a, 2028-b,
2051-a, 2051-b.
ES 18-a, 103-a, 161-b, 206-b, 261-a, 275-a, 286-a, 308-b, 312-a,
366-a, 399-b, 447-b, 448-a, 597-a, 617-a, 722-a, 723-a, 756-a,
766-a, 781-b, 821-b, 860-b, 998-a, 1062-a, 1091-b, 1092-a, 
1122-a, 1259-b, 1268-b, 1284-a, 1507-b, 1512-b, 1543-b, 1654-b,
1656-b, 1657-b, 1662-b, 1718-b, 1770-b, 1888-a, 1892-b, 1970-b,
2001-b, 2014-b.
Aud 28-b, 267-a, 268-a, 268-b, 391-a, 405-a, 435-a, 437-a, 439-b,
440-b, 451-a, 972-a, 992-a, 1059-b, 1062-a, 1071-b, 1076-b, 
1079-b, 1100-b, 1513-b, 1514-a, 1516-a, 1590-a, 1859-b, 1941-a,
1949-a, 1958-b, 1959-a, 1962-a, 1967-a, 1969-a, 1986-a, 1989-a,
2015-a, 2028-a, 2037-b, 2038-a, 2040-a, 2042-a, 2046-a, 2103-b,
2147-a, 2156-b, 2161-b, 2167-a, 2169-a, 2176-b, 2179-b, 2 184-b,
2185-b, 2186-a, 2195-b, 2211-a, 2250-a, 2338-b.
Mur 28-b, 29-a, 29-b, 70-a, 117-a, 187-a, 188-a.
PPL Prol. 190-b
PP1 VI 15-b, 39-b, 49-b, 52-a, 53-b, 77-b, 82-a, 120-b, 124-b, 180-b
GGK 378-a, 496-b, 2112-a, 2118-b, 2120-a
Type 11. Interrogative.
MC 38-a, 53-a, 347-b, 352-a, 356-a, 357-a, 358-a, 359-a, 437-a, 
450-a, 501-a, 561-b, 566-a, 567-a, 577-a, 577-b, 589-b, 784-b, 
799-a, 801-a, 833-a, 834-a, 1061-a, 1062-a, 1069-a, 1070-a, 
1129-a, 1129-b, 1131-a, 1132-a, 1132-b.
FQ 18-b, 250-b, 433-a, 451-a, 310-a, 636-a.
FR 63-b, 109-b, 160-a, 224-a, 229-b, 231-a, 239-a, 246-a, 253-b, 
282-b, 290-b, 412-a, 418-b, 441-b, 470-a, 500-b, 520-a, 527-a,
538-b, 553-a, 562-a, 620-a, 622-b, 630-a, 649-a, 663-b, 664-a,
674-b, 692-a, 693-b, 694-b, 733-b, 797-a, 883-a, 894-b, 905-a,
905-b, 919-a, 940-b, 946-a, 947-a, 965-b, 1026-b, 1080-b,
1119-b, 1132-b, 1201-a, 1201-b, 1236-b, 1238-b, 1270-a, 1270-b,
1309-a, 1320-b, 1407-b, 1434-a, 1434-b, 1542-b, 1544-a, 1571-b,
1575-b, 1603-a, 1654-b, 1724-b, 1725-a, 1760-a, 1770-a, 1770-b,
1824-b, 1827-a, 1849-a, 1850-a, 1862-b, 1865-a, 1868-a, 1895-a,
1898-a, 1902-b, 1906-a, 1906-b, 1915-a, 1928-a, 1935-b, 2022-a,
2094-b, 2097-a, 2097-b, 2100-a, 2118-b.
ES 5 1-a, 67-b, 68-a, 76-a, 107-a, 146-a, 171-b, 173-a, 179-b,
181-b, 186-b, 199-b, 219-b, 268-a, 273-a, 286-b, 291-b, 293-b,
295-a, 295-b, 339-a, 347-a, 373-a, 388-a, 554-b, 575-a, 579-b,
598-a, 598-b, 625-b, 636-b, 639-b, 649-a, 666-a, 667-a, 668-a,
675-a, 677-a, 739-a, 773-a, 831-a, 847-a, 860-a, 874-b, 897-a,
907-a, 922-a, 960-b, 967-b, 968-a, 1004-b, 1012-b, 1014-b,
437
1024-b, 1025-b, 1041-b, 1069-a, 1072-a, 1095-a, 1095-b, 1098-a
1104-a, 1104-b, 1135-a, 1184-b, 1193-a, 1196-b, 1197-a, 1206-a
1231-a, 1240-b, 1277-a, 1277-b, 1279-a, 1284-b, 1293-b, 1307-a
1309-a, 1327-a, 1329-b, 1338-b, 1340-b, 1353-b, 1359-b, 1375-b
1378-b, 1394-b, 1394-a, 1399-a, 1402-b, 1424-b, 1452-b, 1454-a
1520-b, 1529-b, 1534-b, 1536-a, 1549-b, 1550-a, 1556-b, 1559-b
1560-a, 1584-b, 1611-a, 1647-a, 1679-a, 1680-a, 1728-a, 1745-b
1862-b, 1864-a, 1884-b, 1889-a, 1926-a, 1972-a, 1972-b.
2-a, 9-a, 154-a , 326-a, 395-a, 439-a, 671-b, 695 -b, 767--a,
1046-b, 1079-a, 1239-b, 1389-a, 1482-a, 1482-b, 1574-b, 1646-b
1773-a, 1773-b, 2139-b, 2242-a, 2336-b.
Mur 30-b, 160-b, 192-a, 193-b, 201-a.
PP1 VI 203-b, 210-b
GGK 398-b
Type 12. Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause.
MC 203-a, 405-b, 524-b, 571-b, 579-a, 835-b.
FQ 9-a, 45-a, 86-b, 187-b, 192-a, 247-b, 266-b, 312-b, 315-b, 
452-b, 663-a, 831-a, 834-b.
FR 86-b, 110-b, 226-b, 240-b, 340-b, 341-b, 432-b, 449-b, 486-b,
536-b, 648-a, 653-a, 703-b, 716-a, 749-a, 772-b, 789-b, 793-b, 
802-a, 805-b, 806-b, 852-a, 1002-a, 1010-b, 1071-b, 1085-a, 
1102-b, 1109-b, 1122-b, 1164-a, 1187-a, 1253-a, 1284-b, 1322-b,
1331-b, 1394-b, 1411-a, 1418-b, 1419-b, 1538-b, 1548-a, 1551-b,
1601-a, 1601-b, 1627-a, 1734-b, 1766-b, 1783-b, 1838-a, 1839-b,
1860-a, 1890-a, 1899-b, 1929-b, 1933-b, 1936-b, 2037-b, 2060-b,
2096-b.
ES 6-b, 11-b, 19-b, 24-a, 34-b, 52-a, 110-b, 181-a, 212-a, 309-b,
367-a, 386-b, 390-b, 413-b, 424-b, 429-a, 564-b, 578-b, 582-b, 
585-b, 589-a, 738-b, 790-b, 863-b, 893-a, 907-b, 912-a, 938-a, 
957-b, 964-b, 982-a, 1004-a, 1093-b, 1203-b, 1228-a, 1256-b, 
1328-a, 1331-a, 1413-b, 1433-a, 1443-b, 1470-b, 1472-a, 1587-b,
1609-b, 1664-b, 1682-a, 1708-b, 1838-b, 1852-b, 1859-b, 1966-b.
Aud 3-a, 103-a, 150-b, 180-a, 226-b, 290-a, 334-b, 336-a, 420-b, 
456-a, 456-b, 508-b, 679-a, 806-a, 842-b, 850-b, 876-a, 882-b,
898-a, 1055-a, 1141-a, 1149-a, 1202-b, 1488-b, 1522-b, 1604-b, 
1619-b, 1930-a, 1955-b, 1963-b, 2069-a, 2165-a, 2178-b, 2240-b, 
2337-b, 2395-a.
Mur 8 9-a, 102-b, 122-a, 187-b, 194-b.
PPL Prol. 38-a, 102-a, 105-a, 163-b, 194-a, 195-b, 209-a
PP1 VI 113-b
GGK 100-b, 379-b, 391-b, 2077-b, 2078-b, 2083-b, 2084-b, 2120-b
4 3 8
Type 1 3 . W o rd - , P h r a s e - ,  and C l a u s e - p a i r s .
MC 40-b, 250-b, 284-b, 360-a, 656-a, 673-b, 829-a, 877-a, 932-b, 
933-a, 933-b, 1040-b, 1054-b, 1128-b, 1136-b.
FQ 19-b, 23-b, 36-b, 116-a, 179-b, 271-b, 459-b, 656-a, 670-b.
FR 229-a, 231-b, 241-a, 524-b, 606-a, 690-a, 721-a, 738-b, 831-a,
8 94-a, 898-b, 1155-a, 1268-a, 1317-a, 1401-a, 1407-a, 1519-b, 
1533-a, 1582-a, 1662-a, 1688-b, 1692-b, 1693-a, 1699-a, 1703-a, 
1704-a, 1707-b, 1722-a, 1726-a, 1728-a, 2027-a, 2027-b, 2028-a, 
2054-b.
ES 62-a, 119-b, 221-a, 322-b, 351-b, 684-b, 811-b, 894-b, 1134-b, 
1241-a, 1243-a, 1414-a, 1526-a, 1579-b, 1650-a, 1684-b, 1794-a,
1891-b, 1971-a.
Aud 43-a, 65-a, 72-b, 83-b, 99-a, 110-a, 130-a, 256-a, 292-a, 353-a, 
365-a, 416-a, 470-b, 479-a, 497-a, 515-a, 560-a, 577-a, 581-a,
591-a, 656-a, 691-a, 693-a, 734-a, 745-a, 788-a, 807-a, 812-a,
848-a, 880-a, 907-a, 940-a, 943-a, 957-a, 1037-a, 1064-a,
1098-a, 1238-a, 1399-a, 1642-a, 1882-a, 2093-a, 2172-a, 2214-b, 
2357-a, 2388-a.
Mur 97-b.
PPL Prol. 94-a, 97-a, 163-a, 207-a, 230-a
PP1 VI 28-a, 30-a, 59-b, 60-a, 84-a, 133-b, 156-a, 157-a, 189-b,
203-a
GGK 95-a, 138-b, 139-b, 400-b
Type 14. Half-lines where the Subject or the Verb are missing but 
understood.
MC 342-b, 443-b, 593-a, 947-a.
FQ 113-a, 303-b, 366-b, 428-a, 842-a.
FR 8-a, 8-b, 9-b, 44-b, 54-b, 248-b, 300-b, 352-a, 522-a, 834-a, 
926-a, 1013-a, 1265-b, 1668-a, 1927-b, 2098-b.
ES 187-a, 187-b, 266-b, 269-b, 355-a, 852-b, 888-b, 1154-b, 1379-b, 
1758-a, 1922-a.
Aud 4-a, 15-a, 113-b, 114-a, 117-b, 118-b, 119-b, 126-a, 127-a,
127-b, 129-b, 281-b, 282-a, 329-b, 382-a, 382-b, 385-b, 386-b,
387-a, 387-b, 390-a, 651-a, 657-a, 797-a, 861-a, 965-b, 966-a,
1088-b, 1147-a, 1186-a, 1493-a, 1500-a, 1585-a, 1601-a, 1844-b, 
1930-b, 2107-a.
Mur 40-b, 163-a.
GGK 4 9 4 - b ,
439
Type 1 5 . A dverb  + P r e p o s i t i o n a l  P h r a s e .
MC 294-b, 543-b, 545-b, 589-a, 693-b, 799-b, 872-b.
F£ 89-a, 138-a.
FR 29-a, 29-b, 35-b, 128-a, 171-a, 176-b, 226-a, 355-b, 378-a,
499-b, 503-a, 743-a, 808-b, 824-a, 919-b, 999-a, 1029-b, 1105-b, 
1202-a, 1204-b, 1397-a, 1786-b, 1851-a, 1959-a, 2045-a.
ES 107-b, 163-b, 194-a, 322-a, 577-b, 707-a, 730-b, 906-b, 985-a,
1149-a, 1160-a, 1209-b, 1298-b, 1558-b, 1702-a, 1887-b, 1948-a, 
1960-b, 1988-a.
Aud 162-b, 273-b, 575-a, 579-a, 606-a, 644-a, 707-a, 797-b, 984-a, 
2384-b.
Mur 11-a, 102-a.
PP1 Prol. 13-b.
GGK 547-b.
Type 16. (Adverb) Adjective + Prepositional Phrase
MC 20-b, 233-b, 238-b, 522-b.
F£ 191-b.
FR 24-b, 45-b, 107-b, 306-b, 517-b, 786-a, 1167-b, 1506-a, 1673-a, 
1727-a, 2063-b.
ES 592-b, 705-b, 812-a, 1299-b, 1393-b, 1483-b, 1616-b.
Aud 9-b, 75-a, 151-b, 176-a, 177-b, 256-b, 303-a, 362-a, 424-a,
4 90-b, 512-a, 578-a, 595-b, 612-a, 614-a, 813-a, 839-a, 880-b,
1137-a, 1145-b, 1629-a, 1704-a, 1807-a, 1827-b, 1847-b, 1975-b, 
2138-a, 2249-a, 2364-a, 2380-a.
Mur 4-b, 76-b, 140-b, 212-a, 244-a, 253-a.
PPL Prol. 3-b, 103-b, 147-b, 158-b
GGK 2104-b
Type 17. NP + Post Modifier.
MC 356-b, 1086-b, 259-b.
FQ 309-a, 451-b, 547-a, 625-a, 651-b, 838-a, 839-a.
FR 6-b, 6 1-b, 127-a, 128-a, 835-a, 921-b, 1350-b, 1610-a, 1636-b, 
1677-a, 1801-b, 1852-b, 1909-a, 2039-a.
ES 63-b, 119-a, 254-b, 327-b, 435-b, 579-a, 632-a, 666-b, 733-a, 
759-b, 791-b, 881-a, 884-b, 913-a, 1055-a, 1113-b, 1130-b,
440
1189-a, 1260-a, 1289-b, 1460-a, 1494-b, 1552-a, 1577-b, 1539-b, 
1787-b, 1952-b.
Aud 18-b, 251-a, 203-a, 338-a, 424-b, 524-b, 762-b, 836-b, 645-a, 
1038-b, 1508-b, 1518-a, 1594-a, 1821-a.
Mur 162-a, 184-b.
PPL Prol. 182-a, 209-b
GGK 2097-a, 2132-b, 2133-b
Type 18. Independent Phrase + Vocative.
MC 311-a, 397-b, 474-a, 563-a.
FR 143-a, 187-b, 408-a, 468-b, 475-a, 490-a, 527-b, 539-a, 554-b,
555-b, 557-a, 562-b, 690-b, 940-a, 952-a, 1120-a, 1200-a,
1220-a, 1220-b, 1229-b, 1243-a, 1307-b, 1320-a, 2057-b.
ES 84-a, 104-b, 180-a, 272-b, 274-a, 292-a, 293-a, 332-a, 610-a,
724-a, 724-b, 755-a, 808-a, 1027-b, 1029-a, 1093-a, 1333-a, 
1333-b, 1391-b, 1407-b, 1608-a, 1746-b, 1832-a, 1884-a, 1889-b,
1893-a, 1894-a, 1894-b, 1949-b.
Type 19. Adverb + Adjective.
MC 117-b, 678-b.
F§ 2 10-a, 484-b.
FR 33-b, 165-b, 482-a, 1069-b, 1110-b, 1196-b, 1990-b.
ES 426-b, 429-b, 529-b, 774-b, 1013-b, 1683-b, 1770-a.
Aud 237-b, 379-a, 452-a, 596-a, 2164-a,
Type 20. A Phrase or Rank-shifted Clause introduced by an adverb.
MC 243-a, 277-a, 706-a, 772-a, 850-a, 1046-a.
FQ 99-b, 145-a, 243-b, 551-b.
FR 293-b, 481-b, 614-b, 656-a, 692-b, 696-b, 735-a, 798-a, 1003-b,
1222-b, 1516-b, 1598-b, 1889-b, 1943-b.
ES 213-b, 497-b, 715-a, 896-b, 1007-a, 1007-b, 1008-a, 1019-b,
1097-a, 1097-b, 1142-b, 1161-a, 1171-a, 1375-a, 1474-b, 1476-b,
1477-a, 1515-a, 1557-b, 1746-a, 1950-b, 1968-b, 1985-a, 2012-a.
Aud 112-a, 647-b, 1362-a, 2084-b, 2144-b.
Mur 15-a, 124-b.
GGK 548-b.
441
Type 21. Two Grammatically Different Clauses or Phrases.
MC 8-b, 343-a, 382-b, 470-a, 829-b.
FQ 846-a, 848-a.
FR 1-a, 230-b, 554-a, 726-a,903-a, 943-a, 998-b, 1101-b, 1227-a, 
1764-a, 1930-b, 2098-a, 2108-a.
ES 483-a, 660-b, 676-a, 739-b, 754-b, 885-a, 885-b, 1078-b, 1131-b, 
1188-b, 1193-b, 1419-b, 1402-a, 1404-a, 1514-a, 1516-a, 1715-b, 
1868-a.
Aud 1240-a, 1523-a.
Type 2 2 . Adverb + Subordinate Clause.
FQ 649-b, 852-b.
FR 37-a, 659-a, 1156-b, 2020-a.
ES 115-a, 627-a, 702-b, 1268-a, 1580-b.
Mur 119-a, 153-a.
Residue of "Complete" Half-lines.
MC 74-b, 97-b, 117-a, 335-a, 523-a, 581-b, 616-a, 671-a, 784-a,
836-b, 785-a, 876-b, 890-a, 882-a, 891-a, 934-b, 977-a, 1080-b, 
1088-b, 1095-b, 1130-b.
19-a, 40-a, 310-b, 519-b, 641-a.
FR 3-b, 37-b, 59-b, 78-b, 97-b, 149-b, 255-b, 264-a, 331-a, 356-b,
361-a, 393-b, 439-a, 471-b, 483-b, 495-b, 543-b, 565-b, 610-a,
623-b, 641-b, 644-a, 682-a, 682-b, 694-a, 700-b, 705-b, 723-b,
740-a, 753-a, 803-b, 828-b, 846-a, 846-b, 945-b, 980-b, 1003-a,
1018-b, 1096-b, 1137-b, 1168-b, 1186-a, 1209-b, 1235-b, 1371-b,
1385-a, 1409-a, 1467-b, 1659-a, 1669-a, 1733-a, 1847-b, 1893-a,
1915-b, 2000-b, 2015-a, 2016-a, 2058-b, 2065-a, 2074-b, 2081-b,
2104-b.
ES 36-a, 79-b, 166-b, 178-b, 326-b, 395-a, 412-b, 437-b, 470-a, 
490-a, 518-a, 568-b, 588-b, 604-a, 615-b, 633-a, 641-a, 663-a,
702-a, 707-b, 711-b, 714-b, 730-a, 742-a, 789-a, 816-b, 861-a,
861-b, 889-b, 890-a, 965-b, 1060-a, 1145-a, 1172-b, 1177-b,
1179-a, 1188-a, 1210-a, 1242-a, 1306-b, 1362-b, 1365-a, 1367-b,
1385-a, 1411-b, 1416-a, 1490-b, 1504-a, 1575-b, 1604-b, 1632-b,
1664-a, 1671-b, 1674-a, 1691-b, 1730-b, 1736-b, 1738-b, 1755-b,
1774-b, 1795-b, 1797-a, 1914-b, 1969-b, 1982-b, 1983-b, 1993-b,
1816-a, 1816-b, 1869-b, 2003-b.
Aud 97-a, 167-a, 183-a, 250-b, 296-a, 349-b, 414-b, 422-b, 459-b, 
460-a, 639-b, 645-a, 645-b, 758-a, 796-b, 834-a, 859-a, 883-b, 
893-b, 950-a, 952-a, 986-a, 1011-a, 1040-b, 1091-a, 1187-b, 
1188-a, 1409-b, 1517-a, 1526-a, 1814-b, 1883-b, 1968-a, 2010-a,
442
2100-a, 2139-a, 2143-b, 2163-a, 2206-b, 2256-a, 2 2 9 1 - a y 2359-a, 
2381-b.
Mur 82-a, 101-a, 142-b, 147-b, 179-b, 180-a, 227-b.
PPL Prol. 6-b, 15-b, 34-b, 93-a, 122-b, 123-b, 125-a, 144-b
PP1 VI 18-a, 23-a, 36-a, 117-a, 129-a, 149-a, 167-a, 171-a, 173-a,
181-a, 184-b, 196-b
GGK 138-a, 372-a, 398-a, 2126-a, 2151-b, 2153-b 
II Neutral Half-lines.
Type 2 3 . Predicate preceding"wh-" or *That Clause.
MC 71-a, 105-b, 198-a, 208-a, 209-a, 222-a, 255-a, 405-a, 466-a, 
468-a, 489-a, 524-a, 559-a, 586-a, 591-a, 592-a, 818-a, 824-a, 
865-a, 877-b.
17-a, 315-a, 480-b, 488-a, 528-a.
FR 82-a, 86-a, 110-a, 140-a, 145-a, 148-a, 164-a, 166-a, 188-a, 
283-a, 286-a, 318-b, 339-a, 340-a, 363-b, 394-a, 396-b, 409-a,
432-a, 437-a, 449-a, 458-a, 465-b, 488-a, 507-a, 518-a, 519-a,
540-a, 544-a, 558-b, 564-a, 601-a, 608-a, 633-b, 635-a, 640-a,
646-b, 647-b, 652-b, 695-a, 698-a, 763-a, 772-a, 789-a, 799-a,
839-a, 851-b, 883-b, 889-b, 933-b, 983-a, 1011-b, 1022-a,
1071-a, 1102-a, 1115-a, 1120-b, 1126-b, 1163-b, 1166-a, 1186-b,
1193-a, 1241-a, 1267-a, 1275-a, 1280-a, 1300-a, 1321-a, 1322-a,
1325-b, 1331-a, 1338-b, 1351-a, 1411-b, 1418-a, 1445-a, 1455-b,
1513-a, 1516-a, 1535-b, 1538-a, 1555-b, 1600-b, 1671-b, 1674-b,
1729-a, 1730-a, 1736-a, 1760-b, 1775-a, 1788-b, 1797-a, 1800-a,
1810-b, 1840-a, 1913-a, 1917-b, 1929-a, 1936-a, 2006-b, 2010-a,
2013-b, 2023-a, 2040-a, 2047-a, 2052-b, 2064-a, 2067-a, 2075-a,
2075-b, 2085-b, 2091-a, 2094-a, 2096-a, 2100-b, 2105-a.
ES 6-a, 16-b, 27-a, 34-a, 5 1-b, 53-b, 60-b, 84-b, 87-b, 9 1-a, 98-a, 
99-a, 106-a, 110-a, 142-a, 162-a, 180-b, 199-a, 207-a, 238-b,
241-a, 262-a, 285-a, 289-b, 294-b, 303-a, 327-a, 364-a, 365-a,
378-a, 390-a, 392-b, 401-a, 413-a, 424-a, 428-b, 461-a, 556-b,
564-a, 569-a, 582-a, 590-a, 595-a, 601-b, 665-a, 703-b, 716-b,
726-a, 738-a, 789-b, 818-a, 819-a, 838-a, 840-a, 869-a, 891-a,
924-a, 926-a, 941-a, 954-a, 957-a, 964-a, 972-a, 995-a, 996-a,
997-a, 1001-a, 1002-a, 1006-a, 1009-a, 1020-a, 1039-a, 1049-a, 
1086-b, 1098-b, 1108-a, 1109-a, 1112-a, 1166-a, 1169-b, 1212-b,
1215-b, 1226-a, 1250-a, 1287-a, 1302-a, 1335-b, 1338-a, 1341-a,
1347-a, 1364-a, 1370-a, 1387-a, 1388-b, 1436-b, 1443-a, 1470-a,
1495-a, 1507-a, 1587-a, 1593-a, 1606-a, 1609-a, 1655-a, 1661-a,
1674-b, 1685-a, 1696-a, 1708-a, 1728-b, 1744-b, 1747-a, 1827-a,
1830-b, 1853-a, 1866-a, 1919-a, 1923-b, 1944-a, 1959-b, 1962-b,
1985-b.
Aud 23-a, 36-a, 102-b, 289-b, 335-b, 371-a, 506-b, 525-b, 666-a, 
667-a, 678-b, 704-a, 713-a, 875-b, 887-a, 1389-b, 1522-a,
1573-b, 1603-a, 1604-a, 1955-a, 2036-b, 2164-b, 2178-a.
443
Mur 52-a, 98-a, 145-a, 151-a, 200-a, 201-b.
PPL Prol. 50-a, 83-b, 124-b, 131-b, 140-b, 143-b, 170-b
PP1 VI 2-b, 3-a, 7-b, 55-b, 74-a, 131-b, 170-a, 202-a, 202-b, 204-a,
210-a
GGK 131-a, 370-b, 373-b, 379-a, 391-a, 394-a, 405-a, 544-b, 2094-a, 
2121-b, 2122-a, 2126-b
Type 2 4 . A Half-line containing a_ Noun Phrase modified in the Next
Half-line by a. Genitival Phrase.
MC 30-a, 77-b, 88-a, 140-a, 219-a, 301-a, 309-a, 353-a, 362-a,
373-a, 376-b, 422-a, 437-b, 452-a, 464-a, 471-a, 507-a, 509-a,
513-a, 517-a, 568-a, 580-a, 617-a, 788-a, 859-a, 935-a, 940-a,
941-a, 944-b, 950-a, 952-a, 956-a, 1038-a, 1058-a, 1079-a,
1123-a.
FQ 8-a, 78-a, 79-a, 80-a, 108-a, 90-a, 115-a, 117-b, 118-a, 119-a, 
120-a, 136-a, 158-a, 200-b, 203-a, 219-a, 248-a, 307-b, 316-a,
370-a, 383-b, 396-a, 418-a, 422-a, 434-a, 442-b, 464-a, 482-a,
485-b, 500-a, 520-a, 632-b, 635-a, 664-b, 667-b, 669-a, 837-a,
851-b.
FR 50-a, 55-a, 131-b, 325-a, 326-b, 531-a, 546-a, 597-a, 626-a, 
634-a, 638-a, 760-a, 769-a, 770-a, 809-b, 887-b, 908-a, 959-a, 
986-a, 995-b, 1007-a, 1065-a, 1143-a, 1146-a, 1399-a, 1400-a, 
1400=b, 1413-a, 1502-a, 1506-b, 1523-a, 1524-a, 1552-a, 1561-a,
1583-b, 1588-a, 1635-a, 1661-b, 1678-b, 1693-b, 1695-a, 1699-b,
1701-a, 1710-b, 1804-a, 1832-a, 1834-b, 1907-a, 1944-b, 2023-b.
ES 22-b, 139-a, 197-a, 210-a, 226-b, 240-a, 242-b, 248-b, 249-b, 
253-b, 279-a, 532-a, 532-b, 538-a, 542-b, 553-a, 570-a, 586-b,
587-a,594-a, 621-b, 686-a, 696-a, 839-a, 850-a, 851-a, 1062-b,
1075-a, 1121-a, 1150-a, 1164-a, 1173-a, 1199-a, 1208-b, 1233-a,
1255-a, 1262-a, 1320-a, 1323-a, 1336-a, 1343-a, 1350-a, 1373-a,
1418-b, 1487-a, 1585-a, 1591-b, 1614-a, 1620-a, 1628-a, 1648-a,
1712-a, 1773-a, 1847-a, 1994-a.
Aud 25-b, 58-a, 60-a, 69-a, 163-b, 165-b, 186-a, 219-b, 229-b,
260-b, 279-a, 305-b, 383-b, 400-a, 443-b, 445-b, 449-b, 471-b,
544-b, 550-a, 602-a, 641-b, 700-b, 746-b, 747-b, 752-a, 795-a,
805-a, 828-b, 839-b, 857-b, 867-a, 874-a, 878-a, 884-b, 940-b,
944-a, 962-b, 986-b, 1067-b, 1073-b, 1087-b, 1147-b, 1211-a,
1213-b, 1296-a, 1317-b, 1321-b, 1325-b, 1343-a, 1363-a, 1395-b,
1475-b, 1498-a, 1506-b, 1509-a, 1510-a, 1579-b, 1583-a, 1620-b,
1635-b, 1637-a, 1782-b, 1789-b, 1813-b, 1838-a, 1909-a, 1917-a,
1927-a, 1974-b, 2025-b, 2034-b, 2173-b, 2282-a, 2350-b, 2354-b,
2374-b, 2379-a, 2383-b.
Mur 56—a, 57—b, 65—a, 67—a, 100—a, 110—a, 185—a, 229—a.
PP1 Prol. 146-a.
GGK 76-b, 538-a, 2145-a.
444
Type 25. A Half-line containing ji Noun Phrase modified (or ji
Predicate amplified) by ji Prepositional Phrase in the 
following Half-line.
MC 24-a, 35-a, 113-a, 118-a, 119-a, 120-a, 122-a, 196-a, 199-a,
211-b, 227-a, 231-a, 237-a, 258-a, 314-a, 369-a, 371-a, 387-a,
388-a, 412-b, 420-a, 422-b, 440-a, 486-a, 499-a, 528-a, 533-a,
564-a, 565-a, 579-b, 585-a, 594-b, 611-b, 613-b, 670-b, 687-a,
840-b, 842-b, 861-a, 887-a, 894-b, 902-a, 903-a, 906-a, 908-a,
930-b, 937-a, 938-a, 945-a, 1050-b, 1065-b, 1066-a, 1077-a,
109 9-a, 1117-a.
FQ 2-a, 33-a, 35-a, 70-a, 72-b, 81-a, 88-a, 89-b, 94-a, 106-a, 
156-a, 193-b, 196-a, 245-a, 268-b, 313-a, 317-a, 372-a, 373-a,
395-a, 423-a, 436-a, 443-a, 444-a, 449-a, 453-a, 457-a, 495-a,
497-a, 516-b, 541-b, 545-a, 556-a, 632-a.
FR
ES
56-a, 67-a, 7 
319-a, 366-a, 
480-b, 521-a, 
559-a, 601-b, 
677-a, 699-b, 
842-a, 888-a, 
1073-b, 1091— 
1213-b, 1219- 
1309-b, 1333- 
1515-a, 1541- 
1604-b, 1607-, 
1717-a, 1778- 
1888-a, 1892- 
2047-b, 2068-
1-a, 96 
368-b, 
528-a, 
609-b, 
723-a, 
934-b, 
b, 1121 
1237 
1344 
1525 
1620 
1821 
1904 
2101
-a, 159-a, 
376-b, 398 
530-a, 533 
621-b, 624 
747-a, 764 
977-a, 988 
-a, 1149-a, 
b, 1246-a, 
a, 1348-a, 
1559-a, 
1644-a, 
1864-a, 
1908-a, 
2103-a.
-a
-a
-a
-a
170-b, 259-a, 266-b, 294-b,
-b, 452-a, 453-a, 454-a, 457-a,
-a, 535-b, 537-a, 541-b, 556-a,
-a, 629-a, 631-a, 637-a, 654-a,
-b, 795-a, 817-a, 821-a, 825-a,
-a, 990-a, 1009-a, 1024-a,
1171-a, 1192-a, 1199-a, 1212-b, 
1254-a, 1297-a, 1299-a, 1306-b, 
1392-b, 1404-a, 1444-a, 1514-a, 
1558-a, 1578-a, 1592-b, 1602-a, 
1645-a, 1681-a, 1714-a, 1722-b, 
1869-a, 1879-a, 1880-b, 1885-b, 
1998-a, 2017-a, 2024-a, 2036-a,
-a
3-a, 8-a, 31-a, 33-a, 90-a, 167-a, 174 
221-b, 236-a, 237-a, 277-a, 278-a, 283
383-a, 384-a, 404-a, 408-b, 411-b, 467
496-a, 502-a, 510-a, 511-a, 517-a, 527
584-a, 591-a, 629-a, 635-b, 688-a, 697
704-b, 706-b, 712-b, 744-b, 753-a, 760
801-a, 804-a, 813-a, 820-a, 823-a, 898
1017-b, 977-b, 1018-b, 980-a, 1044-a,
1116-a, 1118-a, 1155-a, 1176-a, 1218-a
1244-a, 1245-b, 1271-a, 1282-a, 1282-b
1344-b, 1346-a, 1417-a, 1431-b, 1451-a
1488-a, 1493-b, 1499-a, 1501-b, 1526-b
1542-a, 1569-a, 1572-a, 1626-b, 1638-a
1706-a, 1717-a, 1717-b, 1725-a, 1726-a
1782-b, 1787-a, 1803-a, 1840-a, 1843-a
1930-a, 1931-a, 1938-a, 1943-a, 1945-a
-a, 183-a, 190-a 
-a, 331-a, 340-b 
-b, 469-b, 485-a 
-a, 536-a, 560-a 
-a, 698-a, 698-b 
-a, 764-a, 7 93-a 
-b, 900-a, 962-b 
1048-a, 1080-a,
1223-a, 1229-a 
1288-b, 1291-a 
1457-b, 1475-b 
1533-a, 1535-a
1665-a, 1675-a 
1750-b, 1760-a 
1856-a, 1880-a 
1977-a, 1978-a
193-a, 
360-a, 
491-a, 
576-a, 
699-b, 
796-b, 
976-b, 
1050-b, 
1239-a, 
1292-b, 
1484-a, 
1541-a, 
1701-b, 
1771-a, 
1890-a, 
1992-a.
Aud 8-a, 24-a, 40-a, 50-a, 134-a, 181-a, 192-a, 209-a, 211-a, 249-a, 
273-a, 282-a, 305-a, 312-b, 324-b, 346-b, 347-b, 365-b, 368-b,
376-a, 388-b, 392-a, 417-b, 436-a, 442-b, 444-b, 454-a, 494-a,
567-b, 572-a, 576-a, 584-b, 585-b, 588-b, 594-a, 627-a, 627-b,
675-b, 699-a, 710-b, 714-b, 723-a, 739-b, 751-b, 769-b, 773-a,
780-a, 807-b, 823-a, 857-a, 895-b, 915-a, 927-a, 934-b, 950-b,
967-a, 982-b, 994-b, 1005-b, 1052-b, 1090-a, 1102-a, 1141-b,
445
1143-a, 1215-b, 1219-a, 1289-a
1473-b, 1593-a, 1605-a, 1607-b
1654-b, 1656-b, 1661-b, 1662-b
1813-a, 1840-a, 1854-b, 1858-a
1954-a, 1957-b, 1971-a, 1987-a
2154-b, 2194-a, 2251-b, 2358-a
2404-a.
1291-a, 1319-b, 1337-b, 1463- 
1609-a, 1614-a, 1640-a, 1649- 
1676-a, 1696-b, 1706-b, 1785-a, 
1892-b, 1900-b, 1908-a, 1925-a, 
2018-b, 2043-b, 2060-b, 2153-b, 
2370-b, 2378-a, 2392-a, 2402-b,
Mur 11-b, 42-a, 43-a, 47-a, 55-b, 95-b, 117-b, 132-a, 149-a, 209-a,
223-a, 256-a.
PPL Prol. 24-b, 25-b, 43-b, 70-b, 110-b, 228-b
PP1 VI 22-b, 57-a, 63-b, 84-b, 96-a, 201-a
GGK 68-a, 78-a, 92-b, 96-a, 130-b, 407-b, 517-a, 560-b, 2075-a, 
2092-a
Type 26. The First Part of Anticipatory "it" Cleft Sentence.
MC 104-a, 404-a, 873-b, 878-b, 896-a, 898-a, 899-a, 900-a, 1047-a,
1048-a.
FR 44-a, 102-b, 105-b, 261-a, 364-b, 413-b, 436-b, 491-a, 496-b,
514-a, 529-a, 621-a, 671-b, 773-a, 913-b, 954-b, 966-a, 1004-a, 
1073-a, 1182-b, 1208-a, 1298-a, 1341-a, 1429-b, 1467-a, 1823-a,
1823-b, 1927-a, 1963-b, 1965-b, 2060-a.
ES 15-a, 40-b, 89-b, 134-b, 160-a, 195-a, 258-b, 393-a, 418-b, 
445-b, 459-a, 472-a, 480-a, 578-a, 635-a, 663-b, 830-a, 852-a,
881-b, 905-a, 925-a, 954-b, 992-a, 1032-a, 1148-a, 1163-b,
1248-b, 1249-b, 1372-a, 1380-a, 1398-a, 1428-a, 1491-a, 1524-a,
1599-b, 1602-a, 1613-a, 1615-a, 1634-a, 1676-a, 1749-b, 1796-a,
1831-a, 1859-a, 1911-a, 1921-b, 1958-a.
Aud 1221-a, 1520-b, 2401-a.
PPL Prol. 32-a, 80-a
PP1 VI 144-a, 151-a, 205-a
GGK 390-b, 2103-a, 2107-a
Type 27. Non-independent Phrase + Vocative.
MC 265-a, 291-a, 315-b, 431-b, 444-b, 467-a, 1095-a.
FR 13-b, 34-b, 64-a, 68-a, 100-b, 121-b, 228-b, 243-b, 270-b,
317-a, 411-a, 501-b, 505-b, 512-b, 525-b, 530-b, 685-b, 973-b, 
1063-b, 1205-a, 1208-b, 1231-a, 1246-b, 1247-b, 1282-b, 1297-b,
1404-b, 2020-b, 2025-b, 2105-b.
ES 48-b, 159-b, 176-a, 263-b, 277-b, 283-b, 313-b, 357-b, 371-a, 
468-a, 551-a, 669-a, 753-b, 846-b, 966-a, 991-b, 1032-b, 1034-b, 
1054-b, 1313-b, 1324-b, 1346-b, 1396-b, 1434-a, 1451-b, 1456-b,
446
O'
 
Ca
1462-b, 1635-b, 1649-b, 1665-b, 1666-b, 1731-a, 1740-a, 1741-b, 
1791-b, 1813-a, 1875-b, 1876-b, 1895-b, 1984-a.
PP1 VI 34-a.
GGK 394-b, 2091-b.
Type 2 8 . A Main Verb separated From its Auxiliary or Infinitive 
"to".
MC 36-b, 77-a, 124-b, 205-a, 211-a, 221-b, 280-a, 292-b, 296-a, 
296-b, 306-b, 341-a, 346-b, 348-a, 348-b, 349-a, 350-b, 361-a,
363-b, 381-b, 417-b, 434-a, 549-b, 550-a, 552-a, 554-b, 588-b,
594-a, 795-a, 870-b, 947-b, 955-b, 1042-b, 1131-a.
3-b, 202-a, 251-a, 490-b, 661-a, 661-b, 662-a.
FR 6-b, 30-b, 62-b, 101-a, 116-b, 119-a, 136-b, 142-b, 161-b,
179-b, 244-b, 247-a, 262-b, 301-a, 315-b, 379-b, 402-b, 412-b,
460-a, 463-b, 467-b, 523-b, 610-b, 641-a, 710-b, 736-b, 796-a,
815-b, 816-b, 9487b, 958-b, 1021-b, 1025-b, 1068-b, 1081-b, 
1095-a, 1135-b, 1173-b, 1250-b, 1251-a, 1256-b, 1289-b, 1353-a,
1366-b, 1432-a, 1432-b, 1499-b, 1505-a, 1509-b, 1512-b, 1724-a,
1791-b, 1799-b, 1896-b, 1954-b, 1970-a, 1971-b, 2040-b, 2078-b.
ES 35-a, 130-b, 141-b, 149-b, 191-b, 302-a, 334-b, 361-b, 437-a, 
442-b, 499-b, 658-b, 664-b, 701-b, 710-a, 711-a, 775-b, 853-b,
883-b, 927-b, 928-b, 932-b, 936-b, 971-b, 1015-b, 1023-a,
1076-b, 1141-b, 1157-b, 1285-b, 1290-a, 1389-b, 1446-b, 1492-a,
1492-b, 1493-a, 1503-b, 1532-b, 1547-b, 1566-b, 1629-a, 1633-b,
1652-b, 1669-b, 1705-a, 1709-a, 1723-b, 1921-a, 1939-b.
Aud 22-a, 34-a, 157-a, 204-b, 321-b, 322-b, 325-a, 363-a, 411-a,
419-b, 423-a, 501-b, 523-a, 532-b, 689-a, 728-a, 737-a, 753-a,
768-a, 769-a, 784-a, 789-a, 955-a, 971-a, 989-a, 1002-a, 1230-b,
1238-b, 1391-a, 1391-b, 1461-b, 1499-b, 1649-a, 1661-a, 1784-b,
1832-a, 1900-a, 2071-b, 2121-b, 2140-a, 2151-b, 2153-a, 2183-a,
2204-a, 2205-a, 2208-a, 2216-a, 2223-a, 2229-a, 2229-b, 2261-a,
2310-b, 2311-a.
Mur 12-b, 78-a, 259-b.
PPL Prol. 86-a, 89-b, 90-a, 90-b, 111-b, 115-b, 127-b, 131-a, 154-a, 
156-b, 157-b, 166-b, 169-a, 173-a, 174-a, 174-b, 176-b, 179-a, 
199-b
PP1 VI 5-b, 6-b, 25-b, 26-a, 85-b, 88-a, 91-b, 95-a, 97-a, 102-a,
103-b, 104-b, 105-b, 119-b, 135-b, 137-b, 141-a, 141-b, 142-a,
142-b, 150-b, 157-b, 179-b, 200-b, 211-b
GGK 65-b, 114-b, 134-b, 135-b, 409-b, 411-b, 2151-a
447
Type 2 9 . The First Part of Constructions Like MNothing..• but" , 
too... to , ...etc.
MC 109-a, 253-a, 264-a, 420-b, 496-a, 542-a, 944-a.
FQ 626-a, 663-b.
FR 2-a, 153-a, 227-a, 268-a, 323-a, 358-b, 362-a, 435-a, 467-a, 
625-a, 818-b, 932-a, 970-a, 975-a, 1022-b, 1217-a, 1227-b, 
1264-a, 1273-a, 1276-a, 1327-b, 1426-a, 1997-a, 2050-a, 2079-a, 
2115-a.
ES 43-a, 75-a, 111-a, 128-a, 148-a, 304-b, 421-b, 451-a, 516-a, 
548-b, 632-b, 652-a, 895-b, 947-a, 1178-a, 1243-b, 1351-b, 
1826-a.
Aud 89-b, 206-a, 222-a, 272-a, 348-b, 700-a, 844-a, 1657-a, 2355-b.
PPL Prol. 191-b, 215-a, 216-a
PP1 VI 24-b, 175-a, 185-a
GGK 60-a, 122-b, 396-b, 2101-a, 2140-b
Residue of "Neutral" Half-lines.
MC 215-b, 253-b, 496-b, 542-b, 555-b, 695-a, 1044-a, 1081-a,
1082-a.
fT? 75-b, 92-b, 402-b, 411-b, 537-b, 548-a, 634-a, 664-a, 836-a.
FR 47-a, 99-a, 243-a, 357-a, 471-a, 607-a, 729-b, 895-a, 1133-a,
1161-a, 1318-a, 1685-b, 144-b, 122-a, 281-a, 359-a, 435-b,
448-a, 565-a, 625-b, 700-a, 970-b, 975-b, 1005-a, 1101-a,
1117-b, 1217-b, 1228-a.
ES 97-a, 111-b, 103-b, 148-b, 158-b, 128-b, 336-a, 379-a, 412-a,
588-a, 604-b, 653-a, 736-a, 864-a, 975-b, 993-b, 1092-b, 1107-a,
1117-a, 1178-a, 1257-a, 1386-a, 1600-a, 1660-a, 1861-a, 1916-a, 
1982-a, 1983-a.
Aud 54-b, 90-a, 93-a, 151-a, 237-a, 272-b, 429-a, 559-a, 1021-a, 
1063-b, 1338-b, 1358-a, 1641-b, 1657-b, 1781-a, 1929-a, 2361-b, 
2397-a.
Mur 2-b.
PPL Prol. 37-a, 46-b, 79-a, 85-a, 104-b
PP1 VI 55-a, 76-a, 195-a
GGK 88-a, 133-a
III Incomplete Half-Lines.
MC 20-a, 26-a, 26-b, 36-a, 56-a, 56-b, 62-a, 62-b, 64-a, 76-b,
78-b, 79-a, 79-b, 81-a, 81-b, 82-b,85-a, 87-a, 92-a, 93-a, 95-a,
448
99-b, 100-a, 101-a, 102-b, 104-b, 106-a, 106-b, 107-a, 107-b,
108-a, 110-a 112-a , 124-a 138-b, 152-a, 152-b, 197-a, 197-b,
198-b, 202-a 204-a, 216-a 216-b, 221-a, 224-a, 224-b, 225-a,
226-a, 228-a 229-b, 230-a 230-b 236-b, 240-b, 242-a, 245-b,
251-a, 254-a 254-b 259-a, 260-a, 262-a, 262-b, 265-b, 271-a,
273-a, 2 7 3-b 276-a, 2 7 6-b 282-a, 287-b, 288-a 288-b, 289-a,
289-b, 2 90-a 292-a, 304-a 322-a, 323-b, 32 6-a 327-a, 327-b,
328-a, 333-a 333-b, 337-b 340-a, 345-a, 367-b 372-b, 376-a,
3 7 9-a, 380-a 382-a, 3 93-a 394-a, 395-a, 395-b 402-a, 402-b,
408-a, 408-b 4 10-a, 410-b 417-a, 4 18-a, 423-b 426-a, 429-a,
438-b, 44 2-a 447-a, 447-b 453-a, 454-a, 455-a 457-a, 463-a,
469-a, 480-a 480-b, 490-a 491-b, 492-a, 498-a 498-b, 500-b,
503-a, 520-b 521-a, 521-b 525-a, 536-a, 5 3 6-b 543-a, 554-a,
556-a, 558-a 560-a, 562-a 562-b, 573-b, 574-a 581-a, 584-a,
586-b, 588-a 657-a, 657-b 666-b, 670-a, 678-a 680-a, 680-b,
684-b, 690-a 695-b, 6 9 6-a 696-b, 699-a, 699-b 778-a, 778-b,
781-a, 791-a 791-b, 79 7-a 797-b, 798-a, 798-b 792-a, 794-b,
8 13-a, 814-a 814-b, 816-a 816-b, 820-b, 826-b 827-b, 831-a,
831-b, 841-b 847-b, 848-a 848-b, 849-a, 85 6-a 857-a, 857-b,
858-a, 861-b 862-b, 86 3-a 869-b, 871-a, 874-b 880-b, 883-a,
884-b, 88 5-a 885-b, 88 6-a 899-b, 904-a, 932-a 939-a, 946-a,
946-b, 948-a 948-b, 94 9-a 949-b, 951-b, 959-a 959-b, 963-a,
964-a, 971-a 977-b, 984-a 984-b, 1028-b , 1032- b, 1033-b,
1042-a , 1044--b, 1045-a, 1045-b, 1050-a, 1057-a, 1058-b, 1079-b
1084-a , 1084--b, 1085-a, 1085-b, 1086-a, 1087-a, 1087-b, 1088-a
1109-a , 1109--b, 1110-a, 1113-a, 1114-a, 1117-b, 1118-a , 1121-a
1130-a, 1133-a, 1133-b, 1134-a, 1163-a, 1163-b, 1164-a
4-a, 7-a, 7-b , 12-a, 13-a, 13-b, 15-a, 21 -b, 28-b, 43-a , 71-a
76-a, 85-b, 87-a, 87--b, 100 -a, 100-•b, 105--a, 109-a, 109 -b,
110-a, 112-b, 114-b, 146-a, 178-b, 179-a, 186-a, 187-a, 190-b
205-a, 205-b, 223-b, 247-a, 248-b, 249-a, 252-a, 253-a, 254-a
255-a, 256-b, 257-a, 261-b, 263-a, 264-a, 262-b, 272-a, 272-b
308-b, 312-a, 314-a, 3 18-a, 371-a, 400-b, 401-b, 402-a, 404-a
420-b, 422-b, 425-b, 425-a, 426-a, 437-b, 438-a, 438-b, 43 9-b
440-a, 440-b, 441-a, 441-b, 442-a, 446-a, 449-b, 450-a, 461-a
465-a, 468-a, 468-b, 469-a, 472-a, 472-b, 479-b, 480-a, 481-a
483-b, 484-a, 488-b, 496-b, 506-a, 523-a, 525-a, 527-a, 531-a
534-a, 534-b, 535-a, 536-a, 539-a, 542-b, 547-b, 548-b, 553-a
554-a, 554-b, 558-b, 559-a, 566-a, 566-b, 6 18-b, 623-a, 630-a
631-b, 636-b, 637-a, 638-a, 638-b, 640-b, 650-a, 651-a, 652-b
659-b, 667-a, 833-b, 834-a.
13-a, 19-a, 19-b, 22--a, 22- b, 24-a, 2 6-a, 2 6-b, 28-a, 28-b,
30-a, 32-a, 34-a, 39-a, 40-a, 40-b, 43-a, 43-b, 45-a, 46-a,
46-b, 47-b, 51-b, 57-b, 58-a, 60-a, 61-a, 62-a, 66-a, 69-a,
77-a, 81-a, 91-a, 97-a, 99-b, 100-a, 103-a, 103-b, 104-a, 104-b,
107-a, 112-a, 113-a, 113-b , 115-a, 115-b , 116-a, 123-b, 127-b
133-a, 133-b, 136-a, 137-a, 143-b, 144-a, 147-a, 147-b, 155-a
155-b, 157-a, 161-a, 162-a, 165-a, 167-a, 168-a, 169-a, 17 3-b
17 5-a, 176-a, 177-a, 177-b, 178-a, 17 8-b, 179-a, 184-a, 185-b
228-b, 235-a, 240-a, 244-a, 249-a, 256-a, 256-b, 258-a, 2 5 8-b
260-a, 262-a, 265-a, 267-a, 270-a, 271-a, 273-a, 276-a, 2 7 6-b
278-a, 278-b, 284-a, 284-b, 285-a, 285-b, 286-b, 288-a, 289-a
292-a, 292-b, 294-a, 295-a, 296-a, 300-a, 301-b, 305-b, 30 9-b
310-b, 315-a, 322-b, 327-a, 328-a, 335-a, 337-a, 348-b, 349-a
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354-a, 359-b, 365-a, 368-a, 380-a, 382-a, 382-b, 383-b 384-a
385-a, 386-a, 392-a, 397-b, 398-a, 402-a, 404-a, 404-b 409-b
431-b, 433-a, 433-b, 438-a, 438-b, 439-b, 443-a, 443-b 445-a
446-a, 446-b, 447-a, 454-b, 455-a, 455-b, 466-b, 4 7 7-a 481-a
486-a, 487-a, 487-b, 498-a, 501-a, 502-a, 504-a, 505-a 507-b
509-a, 512-a, 513-a, 515-b, 516-a , 523-a, 525-a, 526-a 526-b
529-b, 535-a, 541-a, 543-a, 552-a, 552-b, 559-b, 561-a 566-a
566-b, 568-a, 568-b, 602-a, 607-b, 611-b, 613-b, 613-a 615-a
617-b, 618-a, 618-b, 632-a, 634-b, 636-a, 639-a, 639-b 64 8-b
650-a, 655-a, 656-b, 660-a, 661-b, 665-a, 666-a, 666-b 6 72-a
673-a, 689-a, 702-a, 702-b, 704-a, 706-a, 706-b, 707-b 7 13-a
7 15-b, 718-b, 719-a, 724-b, 727-a, 730-a, 734-a, 7 3 6-a 737-a
743-b, 750-a, 7 51- a , 757-a, 757-b, 762-a, 762-b, 764-a 766-a
767-b, 776-b, 777-a, 778-a, 778-b, 783-a, 783-b, 784-a 787-a
798-b, 799-b, 804-b, 805-a, 8 13-a, 815-a , 816-a, 817-b 830-a
833-a, 837-b, 838-a, 838-b, 843-b, 844-a, 852-b, 884-a 885-a
890-a, 899-b, 900-b, 902-a, 902-b, 909-b, 911-a, 911-b 912-a
927-a, 927-b, 928-a, 928-b, 931-b, 941-a, 941-b, 942-a 942-b
944-a, 948-a, 949-b, 953-a, 953-b, 957-a, 958-a, 960-a 960-b
961-a, 961-b, 963-a, 963-b, 967-a, 967-b, 968-a, 969-a 969-b
972-a, 972-b, 976-b, 977-b, 978-a, 979-a, 984-a, 985-a 98 7-a
989-a, 991-a, 992-a, 993-a, 996-a, 997-a, 997-b, 1000- , 1002
1010-a, 1013-b, 1015-a, 1017-a, 1018-a , 1019-a, 1021-a, 1025-a
1027-a, 1063-a, 1066-a, 1066-b, 1068-a, 1069-a, 1072-a, 1072-b
1074-a, 1074-b, 1078-a, 1079-a, 1079-b, 1081-a, 1084-a, 1090-b
1091-a, 1092-a, 1094-a, 1094-b, 1096-a, 1097-a, 1097-b, 1099-a
1100-a, 1100-b, 1104-a, 1104-b, 1113-a , 1113-b , 1114-a, 1118-b
1123-a, 1125-a, 1135-a, 1136-b, 1137-a, 1142-b, 1144-a, 1147-a
1150-a, 1150-b, 1151-a, 1153-a, 1154-a, 1154-b, 1159-a, 1160-a
1160-b, 1161-b, 1162-a, 1166-b, 1168-a, 1169-a, 1174-a, 1177-a
1180-a, 1183-a, 1183-b, 1185-a, 1191-a, 1193-b, 1196-a, 1207-a
1218-a, 1221-a, 1230-a, 1232-a, 1240-a, 1245-a, 1250-a, 1256-a
1257-b, 1258-a, 1260-a, 1266-a, 1283-a, 1287-a, 1287-b, 1292-a
1298-b, 1301-a, 1305-a, 1308-a, 1312-a, 1315-b, 1323-a, 1323-b
1327-a, 1328-a, 1332-a, 1332-b, 1334-a, 1334-b, 1340-a, 1343-a
1343-b, 1346-a, 1349-a, 1355-a, 1356-a, 1356-b, 1357-a, 1360-a
1361-a, 1362-a, 1363-a, 1365-a, 1366-a, 1367-a, 1367-b, 1373-a
1373-b, 1375-a, 1376-a, 1376-b, 1377-a, 1380-b, 1381-a, 1381-b
1382-b, 1384-a, 1384-b, 1387-a, 1388-a, 1389-a, 1390-a, 1391-b
1393-a, 1396-b, 1403-b, 1405-b, 1405-a, 1412-b, 1414-a, 1419-a
1425-a, 1425-b, 1426-b, 1427-a, 1427-b, 1442-a, 1442-b, 1446-a
1447-a, 1450-a, 1450-b, 1451-a, 1454-a, 1463-a, 1463-b, 1464-a
1465-b, 1468-a, 1469-a, 1503-a, 1503-b, 1504-a, 1504-b, 1507-a
1518-a, 1520-a, 1528-a, 1529-a, 1532-a, 1534-a, 1534-b, 1536-a
1543-a, 1553-b, 1554-a, 1555-a, 1560-b, 1563-a, 1563-b, 1566-a
1573-a, 1576-a, 1577-b, 1579-b, 1584-a, 1585-a, 1585-b, 1586-b
1587-a, 1587-b, 1590-a, 1594-a, 1595-b, 1599-b, 1600-a, 1603-b
1606-b, 1613-b, 1615-a, 1616-a, 1617-a, 1619-a, 1619-b, 1621-b
1624-a, 1625-b, 1630-a, 1630-b, 1632-a, 1632-b, 1639-a, 1643-b
1651-a, 1653-a, 1661-a, 1663-a, 1663-b, 1665-b, 1666-a, 1667-a
1672-a, 1677-b, 1680-b, 1683-a, 1684-a, 1684-b, 1685-a, 1686-a
1690-a, 1690-b, 1706-a, 1718-a, 1720-a, 1737-a, 1762-a, 1772-a
1782-a, 1785-a, 1785-b, 1787-a, 1791-a, 1792-a, 1811-a, 1811—b
1812-a , 1812-b, 1814-a, 1818-a, 1821-b, 1822-a, 1826-a, 1828-a
1828-b, 1844-a, 1846-a, 1853-a, 1871-a, 1881-a, 1883-a, 1884-b
1886-a, 1885-a, 1896-a, 1898-b, 1904-b, 1917-a, 1918-a, 1919-a
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1919-b, 
1954-a, 
1977-a, 
1989-b, 
2014-a, 
2046-a, 
2077-a, 
2112-a,
1921-b,
1960-a,
1978-a,
1990-a,
2014-b,
2050-b,
2078-a,
2112-b,
1941-a, 
1965-a, 
1978-b, 
1994-a, 
2015-b, 
2053-a, 
2080-a, 
2114-a,
1944-a, 
1968-b, 
1980-a, 
1996-a, 
2032-a, 
2053-b, 
2081-a, 
2116-b,
1947-b,
1973-b,
1980-b,
2005-a,
2032-b,
2056-a,
2086-a,
2117-a.
1948-a, 
1974-a, 
1988-a, 
2005-b, 
2034-a, 
2062-a, 
2088-a,
1949-a,
1976-a,
1988-b,
2007-a,
2034-b,
2070-a,
2101-b,
1951-a, 
1976-b, 
1989-a, 
2007-b, 
2038-b, 
2071-b, 
2109-b,
ES 2-a, 5-a, 9-a, 9-b, 10-a, 11-a, 15-b, 
25-a, 25-b, 29-a, 38-a, 40-a, 4 1-a, 43 
49-a, 54-a, 55-a, 57-a, 57-b, 61-a, 61-b
i, 116
136-b 
157-a 
202-b 
231-a 
252-a 
265-b 
300-b 
316-b 
326-a 
343-a 
3 5 9-a 
37 5-b 
418-a 
446-b 
462-a 
493-a 
503-b 
524-a 
539-a 
561-a 
57 4-a 
600-a 
620-b 
640-a 
65 8-a 
683-a 
712-a 
73 2-a
7 5 2-a 
764-b 
792-a 
809-a
8 29-b 
846-a 
877-b 
905-b 
920-a 
944-a 
967-a 
987-a
82-b, 89-a, 91-b, 92--a, 95--a, 112
125-a 130-a 133-a, 133-b 136-a
142-b 143-a 149-a, 150-a 151-a
163-a 166—a 17 5-b, 190-b 193-b
215-a 217-a 217-b, 228-b 2 2 9-b
2 3 9-a 239-b 244-a, 245-a 251-a
257-b 259-a 260-a, 260-b 263-a
276-b 281-a 296-a, 2 99-a 300-a
307-a 314-b 3 15-a, 3 15-b 3 16-a
320-b 321-a 323-a, 324-a 3 2 5-a
3 3 7-a 337-b 338-a, 342-a 342-b
346-a 348-a 356-a, 35 8-a 3 5 8-b
3 68-a 368-b 372-a, 372-b 3 7 5-a
386-a 3 98-a 403-a, 40 9-a 4 10-a
431-a 433-b 436-a, 440-b 446-a
452-b 453-a 453-b, 454-a 455-a
4 81-b 489-a 489-b, 490-a 4 92-a
4 9 9-a 500-a 501-a, 501-b 503-a
514-a 5 15-b 516-b , 521-a 521-b
5 29-a 533-a 534-a, 537-a 537-b
547-a 550-a 550-b, 553-b 556-a
567-a 571-a 571-b, 572-a 572-b
5 90-b 5 92-a 5 93-a, 593-b 596-b
605-b 606-a 606-b, 617-b 620-a
630-a 630-b 636-a, 637-a 6 37-b
645-a 646-a 646-b, 64 9-b 654-a
674-b 680-a 680-b, 6 81-a 682-a
697-b 699-a 700-a, 701-a 70 5-a
720-a 720-b 727-a, 7 2 9-a 7 2 9-b
743-b 749-b 750-a, 751-a 750-b
7 5 8-b 759-a 7 61-a, 762-b 7 63-a
775-a 778-a 778-b, 78 6-a 791-a
797-b 798-a 799-a, 7 9 9-b 806-a
8 2 2-a 8 24-a 828-a, 8 28-b 829-a
837-a 837-b 844-b, 84 5-a 845-b
864-b 867-a 875-a, 87 5-b 877-a
8 92-a 896-a 901-a, 902-a 903-a
914-b 9 15-a 915-b , 9 17-a 9 19-a
932-a 933-a 936-a, 93 9-a 942-a
953-a 953-b 958-a, 96 3-a 965-a
9 7 8-a 9 7 9-a 983-a, 983-b 984-a
994-a 
1040-a 
1058-a
1042-a, 1045-a, 1047-a, 1047-b 
1058-b, 1059-a, 1059-b, 1065-a
16-a, 17-a, 19-a 
-b, 44-a, 47-a, 
70-a, 71-b, 
b, 117-b, 123 
138-a, 140-a 
158-a, 159-a 
203-a, 208-a 
231-b, 234-a 
254-a, 255-b 
271-a, 271-b 
304-a, 305-a 
3 17-a, 3 18-a 
334-a, 335-a 
344-a, 345-a 
359-b, 361-a 
380-a, 382-a 
421-a, 422-a 
450-a, 450-b 
469-a, 476-a 
494-a, 497-a 
504-a, 505-a 
525-a, 525-b 
540-a, 542-a 
561-b, 566-a 
580-b, 583-a 
601-a, 603-a 
621-a, 623-b 
641-b, 642-b 
672-a, 673-a 
689-a, 692-a 
713-a, 714-a 
740-a, 740-b 
757-a, 757-b 
768-b, 769-a 
792-b, 794-a 
809-b, 816-a 
832-a, 832-b 
853-a, 862-a 
880-a, 880-b 
908-a, 910-a 
920-b, 926-b 
946-a, 946-b 
971-a, 975-a 
987-b, 993-b 
1030-a, 1038-a, 
, 1048-b, 1052-b 
, 1068-a, 1068-b
, 22-a,
47-b,
79-a,
-a, 124-a, 
141-a, 
160-b 
211-a 
237-b 
257-a 
276- 
305- 
320-a 
335-b 
345-b 
367-b 
382-b 
427-a 
452-a 
481-a 
498-a 
506-a 
5 2 6-a 
546-a 
566-b 
58 6-a 
605-a 
629-b 
643-a 
67 4-a 
694-a 
7 17-a 
741-a 
75 8-a 
769-b 
797-a 
820-b
8 36-b 
862-b 
88 3-a 
914-a
9 2 7-a 
952-a 
97 6-a 
994-b
1038-b 
1057-a, 
1071-a,
451
cr
1071-b 
1084-a 
1103-a 
1126-a 
1140-b 
1157-a 
1179-b 
1201-a 
1217-b 
1226-b 
1238-a 
1267-a 
1278-a 
1295-a 
1306-a 
1324-a 
1349-a 
1369-a 
1384-b 
1409-a 
1440-b 
1457-a 
1466-b 
1476-a 
1500-a 
1509-a 
1547-a 
1588-a 
1618-a 
1641-a 
1653-b 
1673-a 
1703-a 
1729-a 
1751-b 
1765-a 
1778-b 
1790-a 
1818-a 
1835-a 
1857-a 
1881-b 
1909-a 
1934-a 
1955-a 
1973-a 
2006-a
1074-a 
1085-a 
1105-a 
1126-b 
1141-a 
1158-a 
1182-a 
1202-a 
1219-b 
1227-a 
1251-a 
1267-b 
1283-a 
1295-b 
1314-b 
1330-a 
1349-b 
1370-b 
1388-a 
11416- 
1441-a 
1461-a 
1467-a 
1478-a 
1500-b 
1510-a 
1554-b 
1590-a 
1618-b 
1641-b 
1658-a 
1678-a 
1704-a 
1730-a 
1752-a 
1766-a 
1783-a 
1801-a 
1819-a 
1835-b 
1860-a 
1895-a 
1912-a 
1936-a 
1955-b 
1981-a 
2006-b
1074-b 
1087-a 
1105-b 
1127-a 
1151-a 
1162-b 
1183-a 
1204-a 
1220-a 
1230-a 
1257-b 
1269-a 
1283-b 
1299-a 
1317-a 
1334-a 
1350-b 
1373-b 
1392-a 
, 1422-. 
1445-a 
1461-b 
1467-b 
1483-a 
1501-a 
1513-a 
1566-a 
1592-a 
1619-a 
1642-a 
1658-b 
1691-a 
1705-b 
1736-a 
1752-b 
1766-b 
1783-b 
1801-b 
1819-b 
1837-a 
1860-b 
1897-a 
1912-b 
1936-b 
1956-a 
1989-a 
2009-a
1076-a 
1089-a 
1106-b 
1128-a 
1152-a 
1174-a 
1183-b 
1205-a 
1220-b 
1231-b 
1258-a 
1273-b 
1286-a 
1300-a 
1317-b 
1334-b 
1351-a 
1376-a 
1393-a 
, 1422-1 
1446-a 
1462-a 
1468-a 
1487-b 
1503-a 
1519-a 
1576-a 
1592-b 
1625-a 
1644-a 
1661-b 
1692-a 
1710-a 
1738-a 
1756-a 
1768-a 
1785-a 
1803-b 
1822-a 
1839-a 
1866-b 
1897-b 
1913-a 
1937-a 
1962-a 
1994-b 
2009-b
1077-a,
1089-b,
1114-a, 
1132-a, 
1153-a, 
1174-b, 
1191-a, 
1208-a, 
1221-a, 
1233-b, 
1258-b, 
1274-b, 
1290-b, 
1300-b, 
1318-a, 
1336-b, 
1352-b, 
1378-a, 
1396-a,
, 1429-b, 
1449-a, 
1464-a, 
1471-a, 
1489-a, 
1505-a, 
1530-b, 
1577-a, 
1614-b, 
1627-a, 
1644-b, 
1666-a, 
1692-b, 
1716-a, 
1739-a, 
1756-b, 
1774-a, 
1785-b, 
1809-b, 
1822-b, 
1844-a, 
1867-b, 
1900-a, 
1913-b, 
1937-b, 
1966-a, 
1995-a, 
2014-a.
077-b,
099-a,
114-b,
136-a,
153-b,
175-a,
195-a,
213-a,
222-a,
236-a,
264-a,
275-a,
291-b,
303-a,
321-a,
337-a,
356-a,
381-a,
397-a,
1430-a,
449-b,
464-b,
472-b,
489-b,
505-b,
532-a,
578-b,
6 16-a, 
631-b, 
651-b, 
668-a,
693-a,
719-a, 
745-a, 
760-b, 
775-a, 
786-b, 
814-b, 
823-b, 
846-a, 
876-a, 
903-a, 
924-a, 
939-a, 
967-a, 
996-a,
081-b 
100-a 
118-b 
136-b 
155-b 
175-b 
197-b 
214-a 
224-a 
2 3 6-b 
264-b 
276-a
2 9 4-a 
303-b 
321-b 
342-a 
357-b
3 82-a 
401-a 
1436- 
455-a 
465-a
4 7 4-a 
490-a 
506-a 
546-a 
579-a 
617-a 
639-a 
652-a 
66 9-a 
700-a 
723-a 
748-a 
761-a
7 7 5-b 
789-a 
8 15-b 
82 5-a
8 4 8-a 
877-b 
903-b 
933-a 
944-b 
96 8-a 
997-a
1082-a 
1100-b 
1120-a 
1140- 
1156- 
1177-a, 
1198-a, 
1217-a, 
1225-a, 
1237-a, 
1266-a, 
1276-b, 
1294-b, 
1304-a, 
1323-b, 
1345-a, 
1360-b, 
1384-a, 
1401-b,
, 1440-a, 
1456-a, 
1466-a, 
1475-a, 
1494-a, 
1506-b, 
1546-b, 
1585-b, 
1617-b, 
1639-b, 
1653-a, 
1671-a, 
1702-b, 
1724-a, 
1750-a, 
1762-a, 
1776-a, 
1789-b, 
1815-a, 
1834-a, 
1849-a, 
1879-a, 
1907-a, 
1933-b, 
1954-a, 
1969-a, 
2003-a,
Aud 2—b, 5—a, 6—a, 7—a, 7—b, 10—b, 11—b, 12—a, 16—a, 17—a, 17—b,
18-a, 20-b, 21-b, 23-b, 24-b, 25-a, 26-b, 27-b, 30-a, 33-b,
35-b, 36-b, 37-b, 38-b, 40-b, 43-b, 45-b, 46-a, 47-a, 49-b,
53-b, 55-b, 56-b, 57-a, 57-b, 61-a, 65-b, 68-b, 69-b, 79-a,
80-a, 81-b, 82-b, 85-b, 86-b, 88-b, 89-a, 90-b, 91-b, 96-b,
97-b, 98-a, 99-b, 101-a, 101-b, 104-b, 105-b, 110-b, 111-a, 
112-b, 121-a, 122-b, 131-a, 136-b, 138-a, 138-b, 139-a, 143-a, 
144-b, 145-b, 146-a, 154-b, 155-a, 156-b, 157-b, 158-a, 161-b,
452
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163-a, 164-b 165-a, 166-b, 169-b, 171-b 172-a 172-b 174-a,
176-b, 17 7-a 178-a, 180-b, 184-b, 18 5-a 187-b 188-a 188-b,
189-a, 192-b 195-b, 197-b, 198-a, 200-b 201-a 202-a 203-b,
208-b, 209-b 210-a, 213-b, 217-b, 2 18-b 219-a 220-b 221-a,
222-b, 225-a 226-a, 227-b, 228-a, 2 3 5-b 236-b 238-b 239-b,
242-b, 243-b 245-a, 245-b, 247-a, 248-b 2 5 2-a 255-a 262-b,
264-b, 2 83-b 284-a, 285-a, 287-b, 288-a 288-b 2 90-b 293-b,
294-b, 296-b 299-b, 300-b, 303-b, 307-b 309-a 310-b 311-b,
312-a, 316-b 3 17-a, 317-b, 325-b, 326-b 330-b 331-a 331-b,
332-a, 3 3 9-a 339-b, 341-b, 345-b, 349-a 350-b 351-a 352-a,
352-b, 356-b 357-a, 358-b, 359-a, 361-b 362-b 363-b 369-b,
372-b, 3 7 3-a 373-b, 377-a, 379-b, 380-a 380-b 385-a 393-b,
395-b , 396-a 399-b, 402-b, 403-a, 408-a 408-b 410-b 4 13-a,
415-b, 416-b 4 17-a, 419-a , 420-a, 427-a 427-b 4 2 8-a 428-b,
429-b, 430-a 430-b, 431-a, 431-b, 432-a 432-b 433-a 433-b,
438-a, 441-b 447-b, 448-a, 448-b, 450-a 450-b 451-b 452-b,
453-a, 453-b 454-b, 461-b, 462-b, 4 64-b 466-b 467-a 467-b,
468-a, 468-b 469-a, 471-a, 473-b, 474-b 4 7 9-b 480-a 480-b,
481-b, 482-a 483-b, 485-b, 486-a, 487-b 488-b 489-a 489-b,
492-b, 4 93-a 496-b, 505-b, 506-a, 507-b 508-a 5 10-a 511-b,
514-b, 519-b 523-b, 524-b, 525-a, 5 2 8-b 529-a 529-b 530-a,
530-b, 531-a 531-b, 534-b, 536-b, 540-a 541-a 542-b 546-b,
547-a, 547-b 548-b, 549-a, 556-b, 561-b 562-a 562-b 564-b,
565-a, 568-a 568-b, 570-b, 572-b, 574-b 577-b 581-b 582-a,
582-b, 583-a 583-b, 584-a, 586-a, 586-b 589-a 58 9-b 597-b,
598-a, 5 9 8-b 599-a, 601-a, 601-b, 603-a 605-b 607-a 608-a,
608-b, 610-b 611-a, 612-b, 6 13-a, 614-b 6 15-b 616-b 617-b ,
618-b, 619-b 620-b, 621-b, 622-a, 625-b 631-b 632-a 633-b,
635-b, 63 6-b 637-a, 637-b, 638-b, 639-a 641-a 642-b 647-a,
648-b, 649-a 653-b, 654-a, 657-b, 656-b 658-b 663-b 669-b,
672-a, 673-a 673-b, 675-a, 676-b, 677-a 677-b 681-a 682-b,
683-b, 684-a 684-b, 685-b, 686-a, 686-b 6 88-b 6 8 9-b 691-b,
696-a, 696-b 697-b, 698-a, 702-a, 706-b 707-b 708-a 708-b,
709-a, 709-b 712-a, 713-b, 7 16-a, 720-a 720-b 7 2 6-a 726-b,
727-b, 731-b 738-a, 740-b, 741-b, 743-b 744-b 7 46-a 748-b,
749-a, 749-b 750-b, 752-b, 753-b, 754-a 754-b 755-a 757-b,
758-b, 75 9-b 761-b, 763-b, 767-b, 76 8-b 771-b 772-b 775-a,
777-b, 7 7 8-a 779-a, 779-b, 780-b, 782-b 7 83-b 784-b 785-b,
786-b, 791-a 791-b, 792-b, 793-a, 7 9 3-b 794-a 801-a 801-b,
802-a, 803-b 804-b, 809-b, 812-b, 816-b 818-b 820-b 822-a,
822-b, 824-b 829-b, 831-a, 841-b, 842-a 84 3-a 843-b 844-b,
846-a, 848-b 850-a, 851-a, 851-b, 854-b 855-b 859-b 860-a,
861-b, 866-b 868-b, 869-a, 870-b, 872-b 8 7 3-a 87 3-b 877-b,
881-b, 882-a 883-a, 885-a, 886-a, 886-b 888-b 889-a 889-b,
892-b, 893-a 894-a, 894-b, 895-a, 89 6-a 89 6-b 900-b 901-a,
906-a, 907-b 910-b, 9 16-a, 921-b, 923-a 925-b 9 2 8-a 930-b,
931-a, 9 3 6-a 936-b, 939-b, 944-b, 9 5 9-b 963-b 984-b 990-a,
997-b, 1000-t*, 1001- b, 1002- b, 1003-a, 1003-b, 1006-b, 1007-b,
1008-a , 1011-■b, 1015 -b, 1021 -b, 1022-a, 1022-b, 1023-a 1023-b,
1024-a , 1026-■b, 1029 -b, 1032 -b, 1033-b, 1034-a, 1034-b 1035-b,
1036-a , 1037-■b, 1045--b, 1052 -a, 1055-b, L056-a, 1056-b 1057-a,
1057-b , 1058-•b, 1059 -a, 1064 -b, 1066-b, L067-a, 1069-a 1069-b,
1070-a , 1072-•b, 1077--b, 1078 -a, 1082-a, L083-a, 1083-b 1084-a,
1084-b , 1086- b, 1089--a, 1099 -b, 1102-b, L103-a, 1104-b 1137-b,
1203-a , 1203-•b, 1207--a, 1207-b, 1209-a, L209-b, 1211-b 1217-a,
1217-b , 1219-■b, 1227--b, 1234 -a, 1234-b, L235-a, 1235-b 1293-a,
453
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1300-a, 1313-b,
1344-a, 1348-a,
1393-b, 1394-a,
1416-b, 1417-b,
1485-a, 1486-a,
1511-b, 1517-b,
1584-a, 1584-b,
1598-b, 1599-a,
1625-a, 1629-b,
1650-b, 1651-a,
1659-a, 1659-b,
1688-a, 1688-b,
1781-b, 1784-a,
1801-b, 1802-a,
1817-b, 1823-b,
1859-a, 1871-a,
1893-b, 1898-a,
1926-b, 1928-a,
1946-a, 1951-a,
1962-b, 1964-a,
1976-b, 1977-a,
1984-b, 1985-b,
2020-a, 2022-b,
2033-a, 2035-b,
2054-b, 2055-a,
2069-b, 2072-a,
2079-b, 2080-b,
2107-b, 2120-a,
2145-b, 2146-b,
2165-b, 2168-a,
2175-b, 2183-b,
2192-b, 2196-b,
2225-a, 2226-b,
2236-b, 2238-a,
2261-b, 2262-b,
2350-a, 2351-b,
2365-b, 2367-b,
2376-b, 2377-a,
2387-b, 2388-b,
2397-b, 2399-a,
1323-b, 1329-b,
1359-a, 1359-b,
1399-b, 1400-b,
1418-b, 1421-b,
1488-a, 1490-a,
1571-b, 1572-a,
1587-a, 1589-a,
1605-b, 1606-b,
1630-a, 1630-b,
1652-b, 1653-a,
1662-a, 1663-b,
1692-a, 1692-b,
1787-a, 1787-b,
1810-b, 1811-b,
1829-b, 1837-b,
1871-b, 1872-b,
1902-a, 1906-b,
1928-b, 1929-b,
1952-b, 1953-b,
1965-a, 1965-b,
1977-b, 1978-b,
1988-b, 1989-a,
2025-a, 2027-a,
2036-a, 2040-b,
2059-b, 2061-b,
2075-b, 2076-a,
2083-b, 2088-b,
2120-b, 2124-a,
2152-b, 2157-b,
2169-b, 2171-a,
2184-a, 2186-b,
2210-a, 2212-a,
2227-b, 2228-b,
2239-b, 2245-b,
2266-a, 2267-a,
2353-b, 2356-b,
2368-b, 2369-a,
2378-b , 2382-a,
2394-a, 2394-b,
2400-a, 2401-b.
1331-a, 1335-a,
1373-b, 1374-b,
1403-b, 1411-a,
1423-a, 1468-a,
1493-b, 1501-a,
1578-b, 1579-a,
1589-b, 1590-b ,
1610-b, 1612-a,
1635-a, 1647-a,
1653-b, 1655-b,
1665-a, 1672-a,
1704-b, 1710-a,
1789-a, 1792-a,
1812-a, 1815-a,
1853-b, 1857-a,
1875-a, 1875-b,
1910-b, 1913-b,
1932-a, 1943-a,
1956-a, 1956-b,
1966-a, 1966-b,
1979-b, 1980-b,
2016-a, 2017-a,
2028-b, 2029-b,
2047-a, 2047-b,
2062-a, 2064-a,
2076-b, 2078-a,
2097-b, 2099-b,
2125-a, 2140-b,
2158-a, 2158-b,
2171-b, 2 172-b,
2188-b, 2189-a,
2215-b, 2217-b,
2230-a, 2230-b,
2247-b, 2250-b,
2268-b, 2283-a,
2362-b, 2363-a,
2373-b, 2374-a,
2383-a, 2385-a,
2395-b, 2395-b,
1335-b, 1342-a,
1380-a, 1380-b,
1415-a, 1415-b,
1470-b, 1480-a,
1508-a, 1511-a,
1581-b, 1582-b,
1591-a, 1598-a,
1619-a, 1624-b,
1648-a, 1650-a,
1656-a, 1658-b,
1672-b , 1680-b,
1710-b, 1776-a,
1794-b, 1800-b,
1816-b, 1817-a,
1857-b, 1858-b,
1882-b, 1891-b,
1914-a, 1926-a,
1943-b, 1944-b,
1957-a, 1959-b,
1967-b, 1970-a,
1983-a, 1983-b,
2017-b, 2019-b,
2030-b, 2031-b,
2048-a, 2053-a,
2065-b, 2066-b,
2078-b, 2079-a,
2102-b, 2106-b,
2141-a, 2142-b,
215 9-a, 2163-b,
2174-b, 2175-a,
2189-b, 2191-b,
2220-b, 2223-b,
2231-b, 2235-b,
2255-b, 2260-b,
2296-a, 2324-a,
2363-b, 2364-b,
2375-b, 2376-a,
2386-a, 2386-b,
2396-a, 2396-b,
Mur 1-b, 2-a, 16-a, 17-a, 19-a, 22-b, 24-a, 26-b, 27-a, 28-a, 31-a, 
31-b, 33-b, 38-a, 39-a, 39-b, 49-b, 53-b, 54-a, 57-a, 59-a,
62-a, 67-a, 88-a, 89-b, 93-b, 96-b, 99-a, 100-b, 103-a, 103-b, 
104-a, 104-b, 108-b, 111-a, 111-b, 112-b, 113-b, 116-a, 116-b,
120-b, 121-a, 125-b, 144-a, 146-a, 146-b, 148-a, 149-b, 151-b,
161-a, 161-b, 172-a, 173-b, 182-a, 182-b, 204-b, 205-b, 209-b,
2 18-a, 233-b, 247-b, 252-a, 254-a, 257-a, 260-a, 263-b.
PPL Prol. 11-a, 17-b, 22-a, 22-b, 27-a, 29-a, 4 1-a, 43-a, 63-a, 
66-a, 70-a, 75-a, 81-b, 82-b, 88-b, 89-a, 98-b, 99-a, 100-a, 
110-a, 111-a, 117-a, 118-a, 118-b, 119-b, 129-b, 130-a, 143-a, 
146-b, 149-a, 151-b, 154-b, 156-a, 159-a, 159-b, 160-a, 165-b, 
167-a, 167-b, 180-b, 198-a, 198-b, 201-a, 203-b, 206-a, 218-a,
224-a, 228-a
454
PP1 VI 8-a, 8-b, 11-a, 11-b, 21-a, 22-a, 24-a, 27-a, 29-a, 31-a,
33-a, 37-a, 37-b, 40a, 4 1-a, 48-a, 49-a, 62-b, 64-a, 65-b, 66-a, 
68-a, 69-a, 78-b, 81-a, 85-a, 87-a, 92-a, 94-a, 96-b, 98-a,
101-a, 101-b, 105-a, 106-b, 112-a, 119-a, 126-a, 127-a, 132-a,
134-a, 138-a, 140-b, 143-b, 159-a, 159-b, 164-a, 168-b, 174-a,
179-a, 183-a, 186-a, 193-a, 194-a, 199-b, 200-a, 201-b, 208-a
GGK 62-b, 74-a, 78-b, 79-b, 87-b, 90-a, 90-b, 96-b, 97-b, 98-b, 
107-a, 108-b, 120-a, 123-a, 124-a, 130-a. 134-a, 136-a, 140-b,
141-a, 141-b, 142-a, 143-a, 366-a, 366-b, 371-a, 374-a, 377-a,
380-a, 392-a, 393-b, 396-a, 397-a, 491-a, 491-b, 495-b, 497-a,
499-a, 499-b, 501-a, 502-a, 504-a, 519-a, 522-a, 523-a, 523-b,
536-a, 543-a, 546-b, 550-a, 559-a, 2075-b, 2076-a, 2076-b, 
2085-a, 2092-b, 2093-a, 2093-b, 2095-a, 2101-b, 2104-a, 2110-a,
2112-b, 2118-a, 2128-a, 2133-a, 2134-b, 2140-a, 2141-a, 2141-b,
2143-b, 2147-a, 2148-a, 2152-a
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APPENDIX D .
LINE REFERENCES FOR THE GRAMMATICAL TYPES IN THE 
THREE-STRESS HALF-LINES.
I_ Complete Half-Lines.
Type I Genitival Phrase.
FQ
IB 500-b.
FR
1C 1502-b.
ID 638-b.
Aud
1A 1412-a.
Mur
1A 185-b.
GGK
1A 77-b.
Type 2 . Prepositional Phrase.
MC
2A 35-b, 550-b.
2B 272-b, 661-a, 1043-b.
2C 59-b.
m
2A 423-b, 244-b, 843-b.
2B 208-b, 540-b.
2C 628-a.
FR
2A 186-b, 234-a, 1633-a.
2C 1333-b, 1892-b.
2D 18-b, 1582-b, 2030-a.
456
ES
2A 86-b, 220-a.
2C 90-b, 242-a.
2D 319-b.
Aud
2A 947-a, 983-a, 2081-b.
2C 68-a, 1223-a.
2D 1424-a.
Mur
2A 3-b, 5-b, 72-b.
2C 156-a, 184-a.
PP1 Prol 
2A 16-a, 223-a*
2C 18-a, 152-a, 210-b.
PP1 VI 
2C 18-b.
2D 67-b.
GGK
2C 510-a, 2150-a.
Type _3. Conjunctions and Sentence-Connectives.
MC
3A 315-a, 679-b, 682-b, 835-a.
3B 852-b, 1122-a.
3C 483-b.
3D 53-b, 90-b, 143-a, 325-a, 692-b, 901-a.
3E 97-a.
12
3A 40-b, 427-b, 470-a, 515-a, 621-a, 640-a.
457
3B 149-a, 429-b, 513-a.
3C 188-a, 470-b.
3D 138-b, 256-a, 408-a, 476-a, 665-b.
FR
3A 3-a, 7-a, 15-a, 134-a, 279-a, 674-a, 1317-b, 1347-a, 1368-a, 
1527-a, 1579-a, 1670-a, 1820-b.
3B 282-a, 681-a, 693-a, 1016-b, 1330-a, 1441-a, 1451-b, 1501-a, 
1841-a, 1845-a, 1981-b, 1950-b.
3D 21-b, 27-a, 174-b, 323-b, 1319-a, 1971-a.
3E 11-b.
ES
3A 628-a, 1227-b, 1372-b, 1496-a, 1748-b, 1999-a.
3B 127-a, 803-a, 1841-a.
3C 859-a, 687-a, 687-b.
3D 433-a, 488-a, 1252-a, 1690-b.
3E 1139-b, 1528-a.
Aud
3A 95-b, 2242-b.
3D 1405-b, 2039-b, 2373-a.
Mur
3A 25-a, 177-b, 239-a, 263-a.
3C 253-b, 267-b.
3D 63-a.
PP1 Prol.
3B 23-a, 31-a.
3C 34-a, 181-a, 190-a, 225-a.
3D 64-b, 119-a, 147-a, 181-b.
PP1 VI
3A 56-b, 175-b, 207-b.
458
3C 61-a, 74-b, 116-a, 155-a, 168-a, 198-a.
3D 65-a.
GGK
3A 143-b.
3B 402-a, 530-a, 2129-a.
3C 370-a, 498-b.
3D 110-a, 113-a, 135-a, 2122-b.
3E 401-a, 2123-a.
Type 4_ Verb + Object, Complement , or Adverbial
MC
4A 245-a, 248-a, 263-b, 279-a, 330-b, 365-b, 390-b, 445-b, 460-b, 
484-b, 693-a, 774-a.
4B 112-b, 115-a, 248-b, 244-a, 546-b, 866-a, 1055-a, 1162-a.
4C 63-b, 86-b, 90-a, 204-b, 256-b, 304-b, 312-b, 321-b, 365-a, 
384-b, 385-b, 668-a, 707-b.
m
4A 150-a, 420-a, 843-a,
4B 188-b, 212-b, 223-a, 490-a, 627-a.
4C 186-b, 211-a, 412-a, 460-b, 425-b,
FR
4A 279-b, 686-a, 1031-b, 1083-b, 1316-b, 1842-b, 1948-b, 2026-a.
4B 606-b, 630-b, 890-b, 1131-a, 1415-b, 1664-a.
4C 380-b, 462-b, 737-b, 746-a, 754-a, 774-b, 1292-b, 1702-b,
1854-b, 2056-b.
ES
4A 459-b, 906-a, 1201-b, 1260-b, 1315-a, 1509-b.
4B 969-b, 2013-a.
4C 882-a, 1386-b, 1525-b, 1714-b, 1721-b, 1761-b, 1877-a, 1892-a. 
Aud
4A 107-a, 552-b, 827-a, 837-a, 1047-b, 1489-b, 1501-b, 2067-a,
459
2070-a.
4B 233-a, 1416-a, 1948-a.
4C 87-a, 1039-b, 1418-a.
Mur
4A 13-b, 24-b, 37-a, 225-b.
4B 115-b, 120-a, 230-a, 234-a, 257-b.
4C 69-b, 129-b, 242-b.
PP1 Prol.
4A 4-a, 66-b, 122-a, 214-b, 226-b.
4B 48-a.
4C 168-a, 186-a.
PP1 VI
4C 31-b, 76-b, 140-a.
GGK
4A 67-a, 2073-a, 2153-a.
4B 75-a, 108-a, 338-a, 507-a, 2130-a.
4C 520-a, 549-a, 560-a, 2083-a.
Type _5. Sentence or Main Clause.
MC 86-a, 136-a, 207-a, 220-b, 232-a, 278-a, 281-b, 285-;
384-a, 473-b, 474-b, 497-a, 518-a, 519-b, 611-a, 661-
665-b, 682-a, 705-a, 882-b, 912-a, 972-b, 981-a, 982-
1029-b, 1054-a, 1057-b.
F£ 177-a, 184-a, 189-b, 243-a, 303-a, 400-a, 408-b, 498- 
622-a, 629-a.
FR 15-b, 23-a, 38-a, 42-a, 60-b, 83-b, 95-a, 120-a, 126-
182-a, 230-a, 254-a, 275-b, 303-b, 304-b, 311-b, 339-
351-a, 361-b, 397-a, 408-b, 411-b, 413-a, 414-b, 417-
440-b, 555-a, 633-a, 680-b, 687-a, 705-b, 708-b, 761-
843-a, 848-b, 973-a, 1029-a, 1076-b, 1128-a, 1132-a,
1172-b, 1175-a, 1206-a, 1236-a, 1241-b, 1259-b, 1304-
1416-b, 1464-b, 1580-a, 1605-b, 1626-a, 1676-b, 1764-
1840-b, 1860-b, 1925-a, 1959-b, 1968-a, 1984-b, 2006-
2013-a, 2043-a, 2063-a, 2107-b, 2118-a.
ES 13-a, 85-b, 205-a, 226-a, 402-a, 430-a, 435-a, 445-a
“  540-b, 667-b, 679-b, 722-b, 731-a, 756-b, 784-a, 890-
, 344-b,
•b, 665-a, 
■a, 1028-a,
•a, 515-b,
■b, 138-a, 
•b, 348-a, 
•a, 426-a, 
■a, 780-b, 
1158-b,
■a, 1379- 
•b, 1784- 
■a, 2008-a,
447-a, 
■b, 918-a,
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958-b, 1021-b, 1055-b, 1056-a, 1070-a, 1143-a, 1357-a, 1425-a,
1514-b, 1520-a, 1543-a, 1656-a, 1680-b, 1694-b, 1701-a, 1709-b,
1722-a, 1782-a, 1800-a, 1809-a, 1829-b, 1855-b, 1871-b, 1886-b,
1907-b.
Aud 67-b, 212-a, 242-a, 267-b, 570-a, 668-a, 672-b, 794-b, 814-a,
917-a, 946-b, 988-a, 1009-a, 1205-b, 1404-b, 2067-b, 2360-a.
Mur 1-a, 3-a, 5-a, 6-b, 10-b, 14-b, 19-b, 21-a, 60-a, 74-a, 75-b, 
76-a, 77-a, 80-b, 85-a, 85-b, 101-b, 122-b, 124-a, 154-b, 159-a, 
166-b, 169-b, 173-a, 181-a, 198-a, 203-a, 204-a, 224-b, 225-a,
237-a, 240-a, 251-b, 266-b.
PP1 Prol. 12-b, 14-a, 20-a, 51-b, 72-a, 92-a.
PP1 VI 48-b, 77-a, 80-a, 122-a, 163-a.
GGK 64-a, 69-a, 71-a, 87-a, 89-a, 116-a, 375-a, 376-b, 399-a, 494-a,
498-a, 505-a, 506-a, 509-a, 526-a, 527-a, 546-a, 2069-a, 2071-a, 
2080-a, 2082-a, 2098-a.
Type 6^ . Modifier(s) + Noun.
MC 326-b, 862-a.
FR 992-b, 1386-b, 1604-a.
ES 709-a, 783-a.
Aud 78-a, 169-a, 228-b, 232-a, 321-a, 516-a, 634-a, 902-a, 1295-a,
1417-a, 1898-b.
Mur 244-b.
PP1 Prol. 55-a, 58-b.
GGK 118-a, 119-a.
Type 7_. (Modifier) Noun + (Modifier) Noun.
82-b, 104-a, 627-b, 841-a.
FR 696-a, 1006-a.
Mur 45-b.
PP1 Prol. 45-a, 83-a, 227-a.
Type 8. (Modifier) Noun + Prepositional or Genitival Phrase 
MC 64-b, 232-b, 358-b, 495-b, 560-b, 659-b, 660-b, 1164-b.
FQ 71-a, 180-a, 183-a, 254-b, 270-a, 304-a, 473-b, 532-a.
FR 308-a, 311-a, 390-a, 922-b, 1658-a, 1822-b, 1850-b, 1886-b.
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ES 916-a, 1221-b, 1392-b, 1779-b.
Aud 41-a, 88-a, 300-a, 1054-a, 1606-a, 1815-b, 2297-b. 
Mur 9-a, 16-b, 50-b, 113-a, 125-a, 139-b, 206-b, 260-b. 
PP1 Prol. 26-a, 67-a, 175-a, 229-a.
GGK 140-a, 525-a, 540-a, 556-a.
Type 9_. Relative Clause.
MC
9A 454-b, 858-b, 1034-b.
9B 1113-b.
9D 686-b.
IS
9B 110-b.
9C 653-a.
FR
9A 885-b, 1424-b.
9B 782-b, 853-b.
9C 313-a.
ES
9A 1993~a.
Aud
9B 860-b.
9C 95-a, 1087-a, 2382-b.
Mur
9C 97-a.
PP1 Prol.
9B 178-a, 224-b.
PP1 VI 
9B 19-b.
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GGK
9B 124-b, 503-a.
Type 10. Imperative 
MC 350-a, 305-b, 329-a, 501-b, 527-a, 527-b, 969-a, 787-b.
FR 139-b, 317-b, 1218-b, 1290-b, 1435-a, 1975-b, 2110-b.
ES 365-b, 734-a, 784-b, 891-b, 1395-a, 1695-b.
Aud 29-b, 1009-b, 1066-a, 2338-a.
Mur 98-b.
PP1 VI 13-b, 38-a.
GGK 2143-a, 2146-a.
Type 11. Interrogative.
MC 76-a, 80-a, 266-b, 843-b.
FR 425-b, 441-a, 596-b, 725-a, 853-a, 1780-a, 1799-a, 1902-a, 
1923-a, 2049-a, 2104-a, 2109-a.
ES l-a, 74-a, 308-a, 708-a, 1850-a.
Aud 958-b, 1421-a, 2336-a.
Mur 26-a.
Type 12. Relative Adverb or Pronoun Clause.
MC 208-b, 591-b.
FR 82-b, 608-b, 1766-a, 2067-b.
ES 364-b, 1108-b, 1288-a, 1455-b, 1437-a, 1589-a, 1685-b.
Aud 6 13-b.
Mur 196-b, 24l-a.
PP1 VI 192-a.
GGK 382-b.
Type 13. Word-, Phrase-, and Clause-Pairs.
MC 982-b.
265-b.
FR 253-a, 1945-b.
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Mur 199-b.
PPL Prol. 227-b.
Type 14. Half-Lines Where Verb to be or The Subject are Missing 
but Understood.
MC 407-b.
198-a, 471-b.
m  7- b y 298-a.
ES 228-a.
Mur 194-a, 208-b.
Type 15. Adverb + Prepositional Phrase.
MC 1161-b.
140-b.
FR 652-a, 1676-a.
Type 16. (Adverb) Adjective + Prepositional Phrase.
MC 978-b.
FR 895-b, 899-a.
Mur 246-b.
Type 17. NP + Post-Modifier.
F(£ 73-b, 305-a.
FR 6-a, 785-a, 1540-a, 1849-b, 2001-a.
ES 849-a, 1513-b.
Aud 558-b.
Mur 235-a.
PP1 Prol. 15-a, 17-a.
GGK 73-a, 76-a, 112-a, 132-a.
Type 18. An Independent Phrase + Vocative.
FR 241-b.
ES 1412-a.
GGK 545-a.
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Type 20. A Phrase or Rank-Shifted Clause Introduced by an 
Adverb
144-a, 367-b, 474-b.
FR 502-b, 686-b.
Mur 15-b.
Type 21. Two Independent Clauses or Phrases.
MC 522-a.
FR 12-b, 675-a, 1626-b, 1738-b, 2107-a.
ES 72-a, 289-a.
Aud 2045-a.
Mur 188-b, 189-b.
GGK 2149-a.
Type 22. Adverb + Subordinate Clause.
ES 164-b, 1581-a.
Residue of "Complete11 Half-Lines.
MC 234-b, 377-b, 508-a, 510-a, 660-b, 702-a, 838-b, 881-b, 909-a, 
1135-a.
F£ 151-b, 220-b.
FR 36-b, 41-a, 252-b, 280-a, 316-a, 321-b, 371-b, 470-b, 806-a, 
892-a, 1525-b, 1583-a, 1687-b, 1688-a, 1934-a, 1967-a, 2033-a, 
2080-b.
ES 188-a, 192-a, 228-a, 248-a, 350-a, 425-b, 642-a, 863-a, 870-a, 
888-a, 1102-a, 1342-b, 1426-a, 1447-a, 1922-b.
Aud 1215-a, 2391-b.
Mur 81-b, 142-a, 152-b, 222-b.
PP1 Prol. 49-b, 52-a, 208-b.
PP1 VI 9-a, 86-a, 117-b, 177-b.
GGK 107-b, 381-a, 390-a.
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II Neutral Half-Lines.
Type 23. Predicate preceding a_ 'Wh'- or _a 'Tha_t' Clause.
MC 931-b.
FR 14-a, 748-b, 1783-b, 1899-a.
ES 83-a, 911-b, 1203-a.
PP1 Prol. 193-a.
Type 24. A Half-line containing A NP modified in the next 
Half-Line by ji Genitival Phrase.
FR 302-b, 1507-b, 1414-b, 1591-a, 1625-a, 1680-a, 1856-b.
Aud 738-b, 976-b, 1397-a, 1411-b.
Mur 78-b.
GGK 121-a.
Type 25. A Half-Line containing NP modified- or a_ Predicate 
amplified- in the Next Half-line by a_ Prepositional phrase.
MC 39-a, 121-a.
F£ 139-b.
FR 444-a, 598-b, 1064-a, 1508-a, 1777-a, 1946-a.
ES 209-a, 1804-a.
Aud 890-a, 1357-b, 1608-a.
Mur 106-a, 109-a, 114-b, 128-b, 175-a, 192-b, 210-a.
GGK 109-a, 2125-a.
Type 26. The First Part of the Anticipatory "it" Cleft 
Sentence.
FR 1165-a.
ES 929-b, 1111- a , 1780-b.
PP1 VI 46-b.
Type 28. A Half-line containing a_ Main Verb separated from its 
Auxiliary or Infinitive "to"
MC 226-b, 236-a, 281-a, 965-a.
FR 2-b, 18-a, 304-a, 929-a, 1251-b, 1500-a, 1505-b, 1969-b, 1970-b, 
1994-b.
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ES 1027-a, 1259-a, 1687-a, 1844-b.
Aud 1834-a, 2066-a.
Mur 174-b, 264-b.
PP1 Prol. 106-b, 126-a, 161-a, 170-a.
PP1 VI 67-a, 139-b, 158-a.
GGK 65-a, 145-a, 2070-a, 2124-b, 2142-a.
Type 29. Half-Lines containing the first part of Constructions 
like "too...to", "such...that" , "-er..than" ..etc.
FR 932-b.
ES 408-a.
Aud 785-a.
PP1 Prol. 188-a, 191-a.
GGK 2 109-a.
Residue of "Neutral" Half-Lines.
MC 210-b, 264-b, 593-b, 689-b.
FQ 626-b.
FR 459-a.
ES 31l-a.
Ill Incomplete Half-Lines.
MC 80-b, 222-b, 229-a, 260-b, 263-a, 329-b, 489-b, 571-a, 998-b,
671-b, 683-a, 685-a, 691-a, 704-a, 909-b, 951-a, 960-a, 966-a, 
1026-a, 1038-b, 1135-b, 1160-a, 1162-b.
104-b, 262-a, 473-a, 668-a.
FR 89-a, 126-a, 353-a, 389-a, 406-a, 477-b, 623-a, 738-a, 777-b, 
926-b, 944-b, 999-b, 1031-a, 1329-a, 1335-b, 1341-b, 1354-a, 
1368-b, 1380-a, 1402-a, 1438-b, 1595-a, 1638-b, 1668-b, 1696-b,
1723-b, 1806-b, 1807-a, 1891-a, 1940-b, 1961-a, 1966-a.
ES 78-b, 306-a, 333-a, 381-a, 464-b, 693-b, 706-a, 743-a, 814-a,
844-a, 867-b, 910-b, 916-b, 1082-b, 1211-a, 1263-a, 1453-a,
1473-a, 1524-b, 1604-a, 1643-a, 1683-a, 1710-b, 1793-a, 1824-a, 
1918-a, 1999-b.
Aud 32-b, 265-a, 308-b, 330-a, 478-b, 590-a, 606-b, 680-b, 701-b, 
719-a, 765-b, 858-b, 961-a, 973-a, 973-b, 1348-b, 1406-b, 
1409-a, 1423-b, 1888-a, 1981-a, 1985-a, 2070-b, 2366-b, 2367-a,
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2372-b.
Mur 51-a, 66-a, 79-b, 183-a, 191-a, 208-a, 213-a, 245-b.
PP1 Prol. 33-a, 81-a, 82-a, 95-a, 128-a, 177-a, 187-a, 203-a, 
210-a.
PP1 VT 20-a, 42-a, 104-a, 109-a, 111-a.
GGK 6 l-a, 98-a, 393-a, 492-a, 495-a, 518-a, 528-a, 541-a, 542-a, 
2084-a, 2128-b.
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